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PREFACE

Jonathan Boucher was an Anglican priest

in Virginia

and Maryland between 1759 and 1775, who has been referred to
as one of the best, representatives of the colonial clergy
between the defeat of Braddock and the Declaration of
Independence.

2

He was a successful teacher of the sons of

wealthy families, including John Parke Custis, stepson of
George Washington, and a far-sighted and efficient planter.
Boucher also became known as the most articulate Loyalist in
the South.
By the eve of the Revolution, Boucher knew most of the
Anglican priests in Virginia and Maryland, and was a good
friend of James Maury, the celebrated cleric of the Parsons'
Cause of the Twopenny Act in Virginia.

His activities as a

leading exponent for an American bishopric in the colonies
acquainted him in the North with such men as Dr. Myles Cooper,
President of King's College, New York City.

Cooper arranged

for the honorary M. A. degree which was bestowed on Boucher
in recognition of his service to the Church of England in the
American episcopate cause.

The New England clergy, the

Although Boucher referred to himself variously as
"priest," "minister," and "parson," the accepted designation
of "priest," in literature today will be used throughout this
study.
2

Edward D,Neill, "Notes on the Virginia Colonial Clergy,"
Reprinted from The Episcopal Recorder (Philadelphia: 1877).
(This article was originally Chapter VI, "Life and Times of
Jonathan Boucher, the Tory Clergyman, A.D. 1759-1775),
29-34.
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clamorous opposition, knew of Boucher and kept a very close
watch on his activities to preclude the establishment of an
American bishopric on American soil.

Boucher was an intelli

gent and formidable opponent who warranted their watchful
attention.
However, Boucher's reputation in American history has
been established by historians less for his purely religious
activities than for his forthright and fearless activities
as a High Tory.

Few books dealing with Loyalism in the

colonies or the political thought of the pre-Revolutionary
years have neglected to quote from Boucher's political sermons
or from his memoirs, sometimes with partial excerpts, to the
detriment of a clear understanding of Boucher's actual position
Historians have not always been charitable to Boucher.
Many have found him immoderately interested in wealth, studi
ous in his cultivation of aristocrats, too eager for recog
nition, and contemptuous of the American doctrine of equality.
But if historians have not always been charitable, they have
been consistent in presenting Jonathan Boucher as the arche
type of the High Tory.
Most of the material quoted from Boucher's writing has
expressed a High Tory attitude of ultra-conservatism, love of
monarchy, passive obedience, Filmer's patriarchal theory of
government, and disagreement with Locke's theories of contract
and the equlity of men.

When his own grandson, Jonathan

Bouchier, edited portions of the memoirs for publication,
serially, in 1878, he reflected the dominant Whig sentiment
of those years in describing his grandfather as "a staunch
church and king man, a Tory of the T o r i e s . T h e younger

‘'"Jonathan Bouchier, "Jonathan Boucher, " Notes and Queries
Series 5, IX (1878), 89. Boucher's son, Barton, had reverted
- iii -

Jonathan thought his grandfather had been mistaken in his
politics and born a century too late.

An American historian

writing in 1927 has carried this impression forward by de
scribing Boucher and his sermons as:
The voice of seventeenth-century Cavalier England,
speaking to an alien people, bred up in another phi
losophy of government.
Church and state, the Bible
and the British Constitution, the divine authority of
God and the divine authority of the status quo, have
got themselves curiously fused— and confused— in the
mind of this disciple of Laud.'*'
Max Savelle, m

his Seeds of Liberty

2

written m

1948,

has referred to Boucher as "one of the three best defenders
of the Tory-imperialistic position, 11 and Peter Laslett,
writing about Filmer in 1948, has credited Boucher with being
3
4
the best defense of Filmer m America.
Labaree, has de
scribed Boucher as extreme and "of the same position as the
supporters of James I," while Rossiter, in Seedtime of the
5
Republic, has referred to "Boucher and his few colleagues

to the old French spelling of the family name, and it was
retained by various descendants, including his grandson.
"'‘Vernon Parrington, Main Currents in American Thought:
1620-1800: The Colonial Mind
(New York: Harcourt Brace &
Co., 1927), 219. Hereafter referred to as Main Currents.
2

Max Savelle, Seeds of Liberty: The Genesis of the
American Mind (New York: A. Knopf, 1948). Hereafter referred
to as Seeds of Liberty.
Peter Laslett, "Sir Robert Filmer, The Man Versus the
Whig Myth," William and Mary Quarterly, Series 3, V (1948), 153.
4

.
.
.
Leonard Woods Labaree, Conservatism m Early American
History (New York: New York University Press, 1948). Here
after referred to as Conservatism.
5
. .
Clinton Rossiter, Seedtime of the Republic: The Origin
of the American Tradition of Political Liberty (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1953). Hereafter referred to as Seedtime.
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in high Toryism.”
Claude Van Tyne writing on the Loyalists in 1902, has
included Boucher in a paragraph dealing with "the stalwarts
of the Tory Party," and has written that "Boucher believed
sincerely in the divine right of kings."

The most recent

publication, William Nelson's The American Tory, has given
much space to Boucher as a representative figure in defining
the conservative character of the American Tories, referring
to him as that "arch-Tory."

2

Thus, Boucher has been pre

sented as a stalwart figure, representative of some 100,000
Loyalists, whose place in history has been long submerged
by the polemical nature of his approach in his writing on
the American Revolution.
Sabine and Van Tyne were pioneers in insisting on
recognition for that great body of men who believed they were
the genuine patriots, the defenders of law and order, and
the protectors of the established Constitution of Britain
and the colonies.

But it was not until 1897 that Loyalist

thought was given status as legitimate American intellectual
history by Moses Coit Tyler in his Literary History of the
3
American Revolution 1736-1783.
Tyler described Boucher's
sermons as most impressive examples of high principle and of
courageous conduct.
With refreshing open-mindedness, Tyler wrote of the

Claude H. Van Tyne, The Loyalists in the American
Revolution (New York: Macmillan Co., 1902). Hereafter
referred to as Loyalists.
2

William Nelson, The American Tory (Oxford:
University Press, 1961).

Oxford

3
Moses Coit Tylers Literary History of the American
Revolution: 1735-1783 (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1897).
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Tories that it was an error to represent them as Americans
lacking in love for their native country, or in desire for
its liberty.

They were losers who had championed measures

which would have given the colonies political reform and
political safety, but without civil war.
Since Tyler's work appeared, historians of Loyalist
thought have regularly included Boucher's opinions expressed
in sermons, epigrams, letters to the press and other writings.
Their descriptions of Boucher portray him as an intelligent,
courageous, learned, and shrewd observer of men and events,
quick to seize opportunity, and as a forceful man who charac
teristically denounced passivity.

He was a public-minded

activist in every sense of the word.
Some recent historians have found it remarkable that
no heroic leader developed among the Tories, particularly
at the national level, a fact that is ascribed to the lack
of concerted planning and action among Loyalists and is thus
a partial explanation of the failure of their cause.

It

seems natural to wonder, in consideration of Boucher’s
abilities, why this man could not have been more successful
in becoming a leader to fill that vacuum, and why his effort
to prevent the schism with England failed so dismally even
in Maryland.
The answer which has been most readily expressed is the
obvious one: he was an anachronism in America in the preRevolutionary years, preaching seventeenth century ideas in
an Enlightenment society.

To those that have suggested this

answer, it has had all the forcefulness of being clear, simple,
and seemingly so final that it has precluded the need to
search for any other answers.

Yet this is too simple, for

the less casual inquirer.
Was Boucher consistently the High Tory he has become in
- vi -

historical accounts, the uncritical Englishman unequivocally
accepting the British policies and reflecting the British
attitudes toward the colonies?

Or had years in America

changed the English Boucher into an American, with sympathy
for Americans who considered their trade unjustly regulated
and their autonomy threatened with newly-exercised British
taxing power?

Could Boucher have so thoroughly assimilated

the American culture, mores, and political thought, that he
himself opposed the British policies in the earlier years of
the crisis?

If such were the case, what were those circum

stances and thoughts that changed Boucher into the man who
wrote such seemingly High Tory thoughts?
two Bouchers:

Were there really

Boucher the liberal or patriot of the Virginia

years, and Boucher in Maryland, in the years of acute crisis
of 1774 and 1775?

If Boucher in America were a more moderate

political theorist than the one we have come to know as the
High Tory, how did he differ in opinion from Boucher the
£migrd in England?

Were his most extreme political opinions

a reaction to the failure of England to hold her colonies
and to the problems of an exiled Loyalist trying to reestablish
himself in England?

Was it possible that Boucher's most

blatant High Tory statements were in part, at least, con
ditioned by the French Revolution, which many Loyalists con
sidered the despicable offspring of the American Revolution?
A mid-twentieth century look at the Rev. Jonathan
Boucher can provide some answers to the preceding questions
and some understanding of the years in which Boucher struggled
to maintain his integrity and his life.

Boucher was a man of

varied interests and understanding him requires a knowledge
of his many roles other than his primary vocation, that of
Anglican priest.

He was a knowledgeable, progressively-

minded planter, and a teacher with a concern far beyond his
- vii -

own classroom.

He speculated on education both as a phi

losophical matter, and as a concern and care of the State
and the Church.

Boucher also aspired to a literary life;

and that, combined with a well-developed sense of duty to
the commonweal to mind the public business, made him a pro
lific writer, publicly and privately.

Because he was a keen

and perceptive observer, surveying American manners, customs,
and institutions from the vantage point of an "outsider" in
the initial years, Boucher made incisive comments on a wide
range of subjects from the peculiarities of genetic inherit
ances caused by in-breeding among Virginians, to the subject
of dialects, agricultural practices, Indian policies, and
slavery.
Boucher's family antecedents in English history, the
family pride in that tradition dating back to the Norman
Conquest, the full background of his immediate forbears, who
were declining gentry, and the unbelievable impoverishment
of his childhood years, are necessary to an understanding of
those influences that could have made Boucher either a con
servative or a liberal.

Thus the study begins with Boucher

in the years of his childhood and youth in rugged, under
developed Cumberland County, in the Northern England lake
district.

The inquiry carries through until his death at

Epsom, Surrey, England in 1804.

The focus, however, is on

the years in America beginning with 1759, increasing in
concentration and depth with the years between the Stamp
Act in 1765 and the establishment of supra-legal government
and violent operations of Committees of Observation in Mary
land in 1775.
Boucher resided in Virginia from 1759 to 1770, first
as a tutor and operator of a boys' school, and, after ordi
nation in England, as an Anglican priest.
- viii -

In 1770 he became

a resident of Maryland, where he remained until 1775.

The

complex interlocking between Church and State and the close
relationship of both to economics in Virginia and Maryland
are crucial to an understanding of Boucher's actual position.
In addition, Boucher's personal relationships, his social
position, his connections with the officials of the govern
ment, and his friends and enemies are equally necessary to
reveal Boucher the total man, and to establish his identity
in the community.
Re-evaluation of the ideas and beliefs of the Revolution
has enhanced interest in Jonathan Boucher.

The unusual

nature of the American Revolution among Western revolutions,
has, of late years, provoked a search for explanations of
this phenomenon that seemed inexplicable to Boucher and to
many who lived through it.

The thorough Whig orientation

was replaced by that of the Progressive historians in the
early twentieth century, which stressed the role of ideas
as tools for propaganda purposes, and not as evidence of
actual beliefs held by the Revolutionists.

With the advent

of the revisionists, since the early 1950‘s, the accent has
shifted to the importance of ideas, and of conscious beliefs
and constitutional principles in explaining the causes of
the Revolution, thus displacing the economic and social ap
proach of the previous generation of historians.
Historians have begun to take a more intent look at
the ideas expressed by the participants, for it now seems
clear that the blatant tyranny which has so often driven
desperate peoples into revolution was absent until late in
the final crisis.

The Americans were not a seriously op

pressed people; they had no crushing imperial shackles,
and "The Americans knew they were probably freer and less
burdened with old world feudal and monarchical restraints
- ix -

than any part of mankind in the eighteenth century," Gordon
S. Wood suggests.'*'
The manuscript of Peter Oliver's experiences has been
recently published for the first time, and it is most fasci
nating for its conclusion that the American Revolution was
the "most wanton and unnatural rebellion that ever existed.

2

Something had happened "in the minds and hearts of the
people," as John Adams said.

The explanation did not

necessarily lie wholly in the realities of events.
This is what many thoughtful, speculative Tories,
including Boucher, had been saying throughout the crisis
years.

Obviously, then, what the Tories thought and how

they had arrived at their conclusions has become more rele
vant to the historian. With the publication of the Bailyn
work on the pamphlets of the American Revolution, there is
increasing evidence of a basic intellectual shift, a funda
mental change in the way Americans had begun to look at
3
themselves and their institutions.
They realized what they
had become over the years.

Americans were not like Europeans,

and were not even quite English any more.
had become very apparent.

The differences

America had no titled aristo

cracy; but had a rather generalized political and social
equality

among men, and a history of a de facto autonomy

^Gordon S. Wood, "Rhetoric and Reality in the American
Revolution," William and Mary Quarterly, Series 3, XXIII
(1966), 5.
2

Douglass Adair and John Schutz, Peter Oliver: The
Origin and Progress of the American Rebellion; a Tory View
(San Marino, California: Huntington Library, 1961).
3
Bernard Bailyn, Pamphlets of the American Revolution:
1750-1776 (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1965), I, Preface.
Hereafter referred to as Pamphlets.
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in government.

The value of these uniquely American qualities

and institutions had become strikingly apparent at a time
when they were vulnerable to the tyranny from Britain. It is
also apparent to Bailyn that fear of tyranny was perhaps as
serious a factor in the thinking of the Americans as tyranny
itself.
The years after 1773 were so unsettled that Boucher
commented to James that people's minds were agitated beyond
any reason for it.

The times seemed "big with portent."

He

was increasingly concerned that the fabric of society would
be weakened.

His concern for the commonweal was constantly

expressed in his fears for the unconstitutionality of events
in America.
Thus the study of Boucher as a conservative is relevant
for our own day.

Like Boucher, more and more clerics are

finding it imperative to define their role and many denomi
nations have assumed a policy of activity in matters other
than the narrowly religious ones.

As civil rights groups

struggle to further their cause, the bonds of our contempo
rary society are increasingly subject to stress and strain.
Law and order is threatened as concern for the dignity of
human beings dictates the ignoring of established statutes.
Just as Boucher decried the decline of authority more
than two hundred years ago, many churchmen are divided today
by the varying values that are put on means and ends.

Bishop

Emrich of the Episcopal Church in America, religious de
scendant of the Church of England of the colonial period, on
occasion sounds remarkably like Jonathan Boucher.

And many

laymen who never considered themselves particularly con
servative, find themselves rather arbitrarily consigned to
such a classification by the rush of events of the 1960's.
Inasmuch as no biography of Boucher has ever been
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written, it was necessary to assemble material for this
study from widely scattered sources.

The pages of the Vir

ginia Gazette and the Maryland Gazette were extremely useful
for political background, for news items relating to Boucher,
and for the bitter newspaper battle between two patriot,
"country party" attorneys and Boucher.

They were valuable

also for Boucher's epigrams and letters to the public ex
pressing concern for the public welfare and constitutionalism
on various contemporary issues.
Other obscure manuscripts and publications were found
in the British Museum including two sermons delivered in
1798, some personal letters, and a Plan for a Soup Establish
ment at Epsom of Boucher's creation.

The library in Tullie

House, Carlisle, England, which houses the Jackson collection
of Boucher family information, was most fruitful, yielding
a 1792 pamphlet published anonymously by Boucher to improve
his native Cumberland County through a voluntary Association
of landowners.

It was to be financed in the same way as the

colonial Land Bank of Pennsylvania, and was to be almost as
modern in its conception of benefits to citizens, arts and
sciences, conservation, and technical improvements in all
phases of commerce and agriculture, as may be found in
twentieth century America.
The Yale University Beineke Rare Book Library holds a
book of edited correspondence relating to Oxford University
history, which included a number of letters written by
Boucher's correspondent of thirty-odd years, the Rev. John
1
James, of England.
These supplemented the three most basic

Margaret Evans, ed. Letters of Richard Radcliffe and
John James of Queen's College, Oxford: 1755-1783 (Oxford:
Printed for the Oxford Historical Society at the Clarendon
Press, 1888).
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research materials:

Boucher's letters to his friend, the

Rev. John James in England, his collection of sermons of the
revolutionary period, and his memoirs.

The letters to James

are important since James was almost a father to Boucher
as well as a model, inspiration, and confidante.

The letters

are frank and personal, and because they were written with
complete freedom of expression, are valuable for the insight
they provide into Boucher's reaction to contemporary events,
his thoughts, feelings, hopes, and fears.

They are, inci

dentally, a tribute to Boucher, for although they were often
written in haste or amidst a roomful of people, in order to
make the post, they are legible, clear, and well-written0
Of the sixty-odd letters in his correspondence, all
but thirty-two were edited and published in the Maryland
Historical Magazine during the years 1912 through 1915.

The

thirty-two remaining letters proved extremely useful for
the later part of Boucher's life in England, for they include
letters to Sir Frederick Morton Eden, author and son of Sir
Robert Eden, the ex-colonial Governor of Maryland extending
into the 1790's.
The second important source of information, Boucher's
memoirs, remained in manuscript form until the 1870's, when
portions of them were edited and published in an English
periodical by Boucher's grandson, Jonathan Bouchier.

Later,

he prepared the manuscript for publishing as a book in 1925,
with a preface written by great-grandson Edmund Bouchier,
M.A., F.R.H.S. then at Oxford.
The third major source of information for this study
was Boucher's collection of sermons of the American period,
reflecting his reaction to the developing rebellion in the
colonies.

However, he edited and published them in 1797,

and thus they are valuable for their copious footnotes ex- xiii -

pressing his opinions of the post-war years.
Boucher tutored George Washington's stepson, John
Parke Custis, for several years, and there is a wealth of
material in the letters that were exchanged between the two
men.

Boucher's theories of education as set forth in this

correspondence can be compared with that expressed in his
sermons, in his letters to James, and in Some of his minor
correspondence with the Rev. James Maury, the Virginian
and Anglican priest of The Parsons' Cause, or Twopenny Act,
fame.
This inquiry began then, with an attempt to understand
Boucher, the Tory of Tories, the adversary of Locke and
egalitarian principles, the spokesman for Filmer in America,
and the divine rights advocate.

The whole complex of

Boucher's life has been examined, with particular emphasis
on the pre-Revolutionary years of crisis in Virginia and
Maryland between 1765 and 1775, together with the milieu
of the two colonies, in order to discover what factors may
have contributed to Boucher's High Tory role, if, indeed,
he was a High Tory.

And it has been an effort to understand

all of the circumstances that caused Boucher to fail sb
dismally in halting the progress of rebellion.

The intel

lectual biography of Boucher is the account of a thoroughly
Americanized cleric, planter, and would-be patriot caught
up in a bewildering collapse of civil and religious au
thority in Maryland.

Torn by loyalty to Church and State

of England and by his love for America, Boucher's courage,
integrity, and principles forced him into the life of an
exile.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL STATEMENT

CHAPTER I

THE CUMBERLAND BOUCHERS
AND ANCIENT HISTORY

In Cumberland County, anciently known as Cumbria,
Jonathan Boucher was born.

His birthplace was Blencogo not

far from Wigton in Bromfield Parish, barely ten miles from
the Old Piets Wall and the waters of Solway Firth, Morecambe
Bay in the north, and the Irish Sea in the west.

Here in

Cumberland Boucher lived until 1759.
These were the "debateable" lands of England.

Bordering

Scotland, they passed back and forth between the two countries
as the success of one Scottish king or another prevailed.
earlier years they were held for "border service."

In

Boucher

family tradition handed down to Jonathan from his grandfather,
John, and his father, James, indicated that the family had
held these lands in the North for just such service to William
the Conqueror; in addition there had already been extensive
grants in the Essex area to early Bouchers for knight service
to William in his conquest of England.
Boucher wrote in his autobiography that he had seen
old documents respecting the estate, in which the name was
spelled Bourchier.^

Boucher's great-grandfather had dropped

Jonathan Bouchier, ed., Reminiscences of an American
Loyalist; 17 38-1789.
Being the Autobiography of the Rever
end Jonathan Boucher, Rector of Annapolis in Maryland and
Afterwards Vicar of Epsom, Surrey, England
(Boston;
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1925), 2-3.
(Hereafter referred to as
- 1 -

- 2 the "r" leaving it Bouchier; his own grandfather had dropped
r
the "1 ," and his father had adopted just Bouch and sometimes
Bouch.^

The shorter name, Bouch, Boucher attributes to the

fact that his father had been taken to Ireland when very
young and after being orphaned, and on his return, the people
of the county confused his name with that of another family
still more numerous in the county:

Bouch.

Many tales were told to young Jonathan of the exploits
of his ancestors and of their large demesnes.

From his

earliest years, he was made conscious of a long, proud family
history.

Jonathan wrote of his father in the Reminiscences:

. . . he has a thousand and a thousand times charged
both my brother and myself with an earnestness hardly
inferior to that with which Hamilcar is said to have
enjoined his son Hannibal never to be at peace with
the Romans, never to suffer the estate to go out of
the name of Boucher.^

Reminiscences.) Boucher's memoirs were begun on 1 March
1786, in his forty-seventh year. Jonathan Bouchier, editor,
was his grandson.
The preface was written by Edmund Bouchier
great-grandson.
One source questions this Boucher family tradition:
The Rev. C. M. Lowther Bouch. For those interested, see
Appendix B.
^There are various spellings of this family name.
Prior to 1354, the "o" was not used. After 1354, it was
commonly spelled Bourgchier, Burghcher, and Bourchier in
official records. Other spellings are: Bouchierre, Bucher,
Buche, Butcher, Boucyr, Bulcher, Bochyeer, Bocher, Boetticher
Bouchere, Boutcher, Bowcher, Bowshere, Boscher, Burgcher, and
Bauscher.
Great Britain, Public Records Office, Calendar of
Close Rolls, Edward III, 1349-1354 (London: H. M. Stationery
Office, 1906), Series 4, IX, 129.
(Hereafter, Public Records
Office will be referred to as P.R.O.).
Barton Boucher, son of Jonathan of the memoirs, re
verted to the French spelling, Bouchier. Another descendant,
born in 1855, put back the "r," making it Bourchier.
2

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 34. All of the information
in this chapter, unless otherwise stated, is taken from
Reminiscences, 1-25.

- 3 Boucher family traditions are supported by the history
of Cumberland itself.

Typical of a war-torn area, Cumberland

was economically backward, the heart of the lake district of
England.

Having passed back and forth initially, the county

of Cumberland as it exists today apparently dates from
1177 A.D.

This date is part of an authoritative twentieth

century account which also states that it formed no part of
William's kingdom, having been taken by the King of Scotland
by 1068."*"

However, an eighteenth century version, based on

two ancient Latin manuscripts describing the division of
England by William the Conqueror, says that he gave Cumbria
to Ranulphus des Meschins

(Ranulf de Briquessart), who di-

vided it among his vassals.

2

Jonathan Boucher not only inherited a strong sense of
history; he added much to it as he became something of an
historian, a role which will be discussed later, and he ap
preciated his heritage.

He was aware of his Norman ante

cedents and knew that the history of the Boucher family and
of England itself had the French element in common.

He may

not have known that the name Boucher was illustrious in the
ancient records of Champagne and Normandy as far back as the
Crusades.

The name appears as early as 1198 among the names

of those who engaged themselves to follow the Count of
Champagne to the Crusades, and in the archives of the Ca
thedral of Champagne.

^Thomas Gray, "Cumberland," in Encyclopedia Britannica,
VI (1960 ed.), 861.
2

William Camden, "An Account of the Division of Cumber
land by William the Conqueror Amongst His Followers," in
Britannia; Or A Chorographical Description of Great Britain
and Ireland, revised by Edmund Gibson, (2 vols.; London:
Mary Matthews, 1722), II, 1059-60. This chapter is based on
a collation of the Latin MSS by Dr. Hugh Todd in Distributio
Cumbriae ad Conquestum Angliae Inter Gentes.

- 4 A centuries-old portrait hangs on the walls of an
ancient manor house in Essex County, England, portraying a
Boucher in combat in an early Crusade.

The earliest English

coat of arms of this family exhibited a silver field, with a
scalloped cross of red in its center and a bouget in each
corner.'*'

This same coat of arms is inscribed on a silver

cup which was presented to Jonathan Boucher, sometime after
177 2, the date it was made by Edward Fennel.

A two-handled

cup with a cover, it was in existence as late as 1939, when
the sale of it was noted in a local paper in England.

2

From the reign of Edward I to the establishment of the
Commonwealth, four centuries no less, few families equalled
in prominence of position, wealth, or political power that
of the Bourchiers.

Inter-marrying with the sovereign house

of Lovaine (Lovayne) and with the Plantagenet princesses of
England, they distinguished themselves in the military, in
council chamber, at court, and in letters.

At one time or

another one would find a Bourchier in some prominent official
position.

Among them were a Justice of the Court of Common

Pleas, a Justiciary of Ireland, the first lay Lord Chancel
lor of England, an Archbishop of Canterbury, four Knights
of the Garter, a Lord Treasurer, three Barons Bourchier,
three Earls of Ewe, two Barons Berners, in addition to other
3
lords of parliament and knights.
The earliest record of the Bourchier family in the

In heraldic terms: Argent, a cross engrailed Gules
between four water-bougets Sable.
"Dugdale's Visitation of
Yorkshire, September, 1665," in The Genealogist, New Series,
XIV (London: George Bell & Sons, 1897), 186-89.
2

Epsom Herald (England),
at Christie's, London.
3

3 March 1939.

The Sale was

James Edwin-Cole, "Genealogical Memoir of a Branch of
the Family of Bourchier," The Herald and Genealogist (London
R. C. Nichols and J. B. Nichols, 1874), VIII, 367.

- 5 Close Rolls of England is under Edward III, 1340, which begins
the official record of the rise to affluence and to court
prominence of the family.

Robert de Burghcher (as it was

spelled then) had risen to the post of chancellor and was
responsible for the Great Seal.1

The King made a grant to

de Burghcher of £500 beyond the accustomed fee for his
services, in recognition that the expenses of his office were
very great.

2

.

.

He was living at a very acceptable address,

with the Bishop of Worcester.

By 1348, Robert, now Baron,

was in the ranks of court favorites, socially as well as
politically, judging from his inclusion in the court party
designated by the King to accompany his daughter, Joan, to
Gascony for her marriage to Peter, eldest son of Alphonso,
King of the various Spanish provinces.

Robert was in the

company of a doctor of civil law and the canon of York
3
Church, and the sacristan of the Bordeaux Church.
One year
later he took up residence at court, being compensated by the
King for the loss of certain lands, because of this move, by
a grant of £100 yearly for life.
on its way.

The Bourchier nobility was

At Robert's death, his son, John, inherited the

extensive lands he had acquired in his lifetime.
The family holdings later were enhanced by acquisition
of land in Essex and Suffolk through the marriage of William
de Burghcher, son of John, to Eleanor, daughter and heir of
John de Lovayne.

Through his fealty to the King, William

also acquired the hospital of St. Giles Maldon and several

1Great Britain, P.R.O., Calendar of Close Rolls,
Edward III, 1339-1341
(London: H. M. Stationery Office,
1901), Series 4, V, 479.
2

Ibid., 608, 612.

3
Great Britain, P.R.O., Calendar of Close Rolls,
Edward III, 1346-1349 (London: H. M. Stationery Office,
1905), Series 4, VIII, 426.

- 6 additional parcels of land, including the prestigious Priory
of Christ Church Canterbury.''"
The prestige of the family was enhanced with a clerical
figure, Thomas, Archbishop of Canterbury, a Bourchier with
great initiative who is credited with setting up the first
printing arrangements in England, by aiding a Gutenburg
workman from Haarlem to escape to England and to set up the
first press or printing mold.

2

Considering the background of the family, it was inevi
table that in the Great Rebellion of 1642-1646, the Bouchers
would be part of the struggle.

Roughly speaking, northern

England stood by the King; the gentry, the Anglican clergy,
and the peasantry were also Royalists.

Again, generally

speaking, the middle classes, the great merchants, and many
great nobles were Parliamentarians.

One of these great

nobles, Sir John Bourchier, was a Parliamentarian.

So was

his relative in the Cumberland area, whom he addressed as
"Dear Cousin,"

and who was one of Jonathan Boucher's more

immediate ancestors.
Sir John, having cast his lot with the Roundheads, was
in the thick of rebellion.

His name appears next to that of

Cromwell on the long Parliament roster.

He sat on the tri

bunal that ordered the execution of Charles I, thereby
earning for himself the title, regicide.

He also served on

one of the Committees designated to facilitate sale of

"'"Great Britain, P.R.O., Calendar of Close Rolls,
Edward III, 1369-1374 (London: H. M. Stationery Office,
1911), Series 4, XIII, 146.
2

Great Britain, P.R.O., Calendar of State Papers Domestic, 1671 (London: H. M. Stationery Office, 1895),
XI, 466-67.

- 7 confiscated Royalist lands.1

In short, Sir John went all

the way with his political commitment, as his descendant,
Jonathan Boucher, was to do in 1775, although the latter was
to stop short of actual fighting since he was a clergyman.
It was the wrong side— or at least it was the losing
side.

From testimony of Lilburn before one of the Com

mittees for Compounding Cases, we read that Sir John Bourchier
was a fellow-prisoner in a dungeon at York in the changing
fortunes of the Restoration.
game for the victors.

2

Bourchier property was fair

Jonathan Boucher wrote in his Remi

niscences that his ancestor deserved to lose his property,
along with his cousin, Sir John.

It is somewhat ironic that

Jonathan maintained his own commitment to the side of the
King in 177 5, and again was a loser.
Barrington Bourchier, Sir John's son, later managed to
recoup some of the family estate, worth about £1,000.

His

plea before the Committee was that he, himself, had been
loyal to Charles I and his father's defection should not
prejudice his own case, particularly since Sir John had died
3
before being actually convicted of treason.
The record would be incomplete without a comment on the
cleavage of political affiliation between two other promi
nent Bourchiers.

The Earl of Bath, Sir Henry Bourchier, was

Mabel Peacock, Index of Names of the Royalists Whose
Estates Were Confiscated During the Commonwealth
(London:
Published for the Index Society by Longmans, Green, and Co.,
1879), 5.
2

Great Britain, P.R.O., Calendar of the Proceedings
of the Committee for Compounding, etc., 1643-1660, General
Proceedings (London: H. M. Stationery Office, 1889), III,
1920.
3
Great Britain, P.R.O., Calendar of State Papers,
Domestic, Charles II, 1660-1661 (London: H. M. Stationery
Office, 1860), I, 446, 501, 557.

a Royalist and provided the King with 50 Horse.

Taken

prisoner in 1642 because he had taken the Oath and Covenant
as well as having been with the King at Oxford, his loyalty
cost him about £900.^

This may not have included losses

suffered because of his property in Ireland.

Sir Henry, of

course, was from the south of England, Essex, and his loyalty
to the King would be no surprise.
The Carlisle area, county seat of Cumberland, had been
loyal to the Stuart cause.

The inhabitants had withstood a

siege from October, 1644-, until June of the following year
and regained the town for the King for a few months in 1648.
Young Jonathan grew up with this tradition of loyalty.

And

it must have been reinforced in 1746, when he was about seven
years old.

The host of the young Pretender went through

Carlisle on its way to a defeat.

The next year, when Jonathan

was very young and impressionable, he was taken to the town
to see the executions and to gaze at the severed heads on
pikes along the way.
Such pleasure excursions, even so macabre a one as this,
were undoubtedly few and far between for Jonathan.

Life in

the family of this reduced version of a "statesman," was not
easy.

2

For some time the Bouchers had been a family m

cline, certainly in the eighteenth century.

de

When grandfather

Boucher came to his estate, it had been worth about three
score pounds a year,

"handsome for that age and country,"

Boucher said, which entitled his grandfather to marry one of
the three co-heiresses to Dryam in the Abbey Holm.

By this

1Edward Peacock, The Army Lists of the Roundheads and
Cavaliers Containing the Names of the Officers in the Royal
and Parliamentary Armies of 1642 (Londons John C. Hotten,
1863), 4.
2

The term "statesman" is a corruption of the word,
"estatesman," meaning a small landowner.

- 9 means he doubled his estate.

However, he hardly lived long

enough to enjoy it since he died at age twenty-five.

His

young widow married a cabinetmaker whose name was Lamplugh,
a native of Dovenby, but who actually lived in Dublin much
of the time.
not thrive.

It was not a happy match and the family did
James, the eldest son, and father of Jonathan

Boucher, was apprenticed to a shoemaker.

Jonathan, the

second son and the man for whom the Jonathan of this study
was named, was also apprenticed and eventually set up a
business.
man.

He did not prosper either and died a very poor

A sister, Catherine, married a hosier (Mr. Luke Stock)

of Essex Bridge, one of whose sons became a Bishop of Killala.
The diminished family estate dwindled even more rapidly
under James's management, or mismanagement.

Jonathan Boucher

spoke of his father as having been mortified and cut to the
heart at knowing that the patrimony which had long been in
the hands of Bouchers had, through his improvidence, been
wasted and alienated.
when very young.

James Boucher (1694-1768) had married

His wife, a widow by the name of Walker,

had "good connections" and a fortune in Kilkenny.

At first,

he carried on a large and extensive trade in Dublin and
often spoke to his children of having employed thirty men.
But he was no more successful than his stepfather, and
reached the point of failure just short of bankruptcy.

Ulti

mately, he paid off his debts at twenty shillings on the
pound, but had to dip into his estate at Blencogo to manage
it.

Shortly after that, he was forced to retire to Blencogo,

which Jonathan described as a "thoroughly obscure and un
polished village."

For a gregarious man with a love of life,

Blencogo would have been nearly intolerable with an adequate
income, which he had not.

James's wife hated the place, she

was fretful and quarrelsome.

James drank.

"mouldered away," to borrow Boucher's term.

The estate
James's wife

- 10 lost her spirits, her health, and very soon, her life.

She

confessed on her deathbed that she had planned and hoped to
speed her husband s ruin, calculating' that when he was ruined
he would of necessity return to Ireland.
It would appear from Boucher's account of this part of
the family history, that two girls, Kitty and Sally, were
born to James and his first wife.

Kitty and Sally were

summarily disposed of at the death of James's first wife
by being virtually sent out of the family to be domestic
servants.

Sally was sent to relatives in Ireland, to lead

the sad life of an orphan; Kitty was sent to relatives who
spent the summers in Blencogo and Jonathan found her "delicate,
pretty, and affectionate."
James had been unhappy at home and was not visibly af
fected by the death of his wife.

Sometime after her death,

he met and married Ann Barnes, daughter of a weaver, and
housekeeper in the home of Boucher's Uncle Thomlinson.

When

they were married, the estate would hardly have sold for the
mortgages on it, nor did it bring in more than £5 per year.
However "low" her tastes may have been, Ann was an energetic
woman and persuaded her husband to begin as the village
schoolmaster.

They opened a village ale house, hoping to

maintain the young family as the children arrived.

John,

the eldest son (1734-1765) was followed by Mary (1737-1823).
The second son, Jonathan, was born 1 March 1738.

The

youngest, Jane (Jonathan referred to her as "Jinny" in his
autobiography), was born in 1742 and remained a spinster
until her death in 1794.^

See Appendix C, Boucher genealogy, based on MS,
Jackson Collection, Carlisle Public Library, Tullie House,
Carlisle, England, and on fold-away in C. M. Lowther Bouch,
"Jonathan Boucher," Cumberland and Westmorland Archeological
and Antiquarian Society Transactions, New Series, XXVII (1927),
117-51. Hereafter referred to as C.W.A.A. Transactions.

- 11 Life at Blencogo was "A wretched affair," according to
Boucher.
house.

His father was his own best customer at the ale
His mother was forced to maintain a rigid frugality.

Their total profit from both sources of income never amounted
to £10 per year.

The little land that was left was re

purchased by a small legacy left to James by a friend who
died in Jamaica, but would not have netted more than £5 when
the interest of the debt was paid.
and brought up four children.

Yet they lived on this

John, the eldest, went into

orders in the Church of England, settling down as curate at
Wickham near Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

He died within months of

his marriage, leaving one posthumous child.

Neither his

widow nor his child survived him long.
Jinny later followed Jonathan out to America, and kept
house for him for many years in America and in England.

Mary

became the bride of Isaac Tordiff of Blencogo and lived there
for twenty-two years, surviving Isaac by three years.

She

became the source of much concern to Jonathan, and is the
subject of numerous letters he wrote to the Rev. John James
as he tried to cope with the problem.
To have lived to see two sons in orders was no small
accomplishment for the parents.

How they managed is vividly

described in the words of Jonathan many years later when he
wrote that they lived " . . .

in a state of penury and

hardship as I have never since seen equalled, no, not even
in parish almshouses."
James must have had some sober moments, for he taught
young Jonathan to read almost before he could speak.

When

he was sent to the small free school at Bromfield at age six,
he could already read and spell very well.

He began learning

Latin under a man who was a real scholar, and Jonathan "loved
him as he loved learning," as Jonathan put it.

All too soon

- 12 he was replaced with a series of indifferent men, which, to
gether with Jonathan's frequent absences necessitated by the
family's need of his labor, resulted in a somewhat precarious
education.

He was particularly weak in grammar.

The labor required of young Jonathan was described in
the Reminiscences in graphic, poignant words:
There is no kind of labour at which I have not often
worked as hard as any man in England, and I may add,
I have fared as hard. Besides carting coals, turf,
and peat, [I] drove the plough, and wrought without
intermission during the whole seasons of hay-time and
harvest.
The Thomlinson family, relatives of those who had taken
in Jonathan's half-sister, Kitty, and owners of Blencogo
Manor, also spent their summers in Blencogo and Mrs. Thomlinson
took an interest in young Jonathan.

In fact, it was assumed

that they would take care of educating Jonathan, if they did
not, indeed, make him their heir in the absence of children
of their own.

However, after sixteen childless years, a son

was born to the Thomlinsons when Jonathan was eight years old.
Although it was a disappointment to the Boucher family, there
were still certain practical advantages for Jonathan.
Jonathan got the castoff clothes of this boy, two of his
shirts making one for Jonathan, and he was made to walk to
the manor and spend his time playing with the child.

At the

end of summer, Mrs. Thomlinson gave him a gift of about half
a guinea, which bought all of Jonathan's books and gave him
pocket money.
But there was a less tangible, no less valuable,
benefit from this arrangement.

Jonathan had a glimpse of a

life considerably more genteel than his own, some of his
rough manners were modified, rendering him, in his own words,
"not quite so awkward and uncouth."

The experience taught

him the "spirit of shifting, of contrivance and management

- 13 and habits of exertion which I consider as fairly worth all
the rest of education."

Jonathan learned this lesson well,

as his experiences in America and his exile in England after
1775 will reveal.
serious odds.

He did learn to manage, and well, against

Most important, the exposure to the Thomlinsons

provided him with a goal and a strong motivation to change
his circumstances:
Before I was twelve years old I had resolved I would
not pass through life like the boors around me; and I
had learned also in some measure to earn my own bread.
I do not believe that in all my life I ever cost my
parents 10 pounds: after the period above-mentioned
[with the Thomlinsons] I am sure I did not cost them
one.
The realization that there was another better kind of
life was reinforced in the year 1753, a most distressing one.
Boucher worked very hard most of the summer, reaping in the
fields, fatigued and thirsty.

He prayed fervently that God

might direct him to some course of life more congenial to
his temper and talents.

He had a "natural laziness," he

thought, and admits that many of those who knew him as a boy
thought he would come to a bad end because of it.

His hatred

of the farm work encouraged him to prevail on his father to
let him go to Wigton to school, instead of to Bromfield.
The concession from his father entailed an arrangement that
he spend half the day learning writing and arithmetic in
order to qualify sooner as a schoolmaster.

Young Boucher

was willing, walking the three and a half miles to Wigton
morning and evening, with his dinner in a satchel.
a means to an end.

It was

Boucher wrote in his autobiography that

after that year he never underwent a whole day's hard labor.
However, this statement should be understood to mean physi
cal labor, for most readers will gasp at his working schedule
as an usher at St. Bee's in 1755 and as a brand-new priest

- 14 and planter in America in 1762 and the first few years after
that.
In 1754, Jonathan refused several offers of village
teaching posts and on August 19th he set up his first school,
teaching thirty-two boys at ten shillings each per annum.
Jonathan was not quite sixteen and a half years old.

Here

at Wigton his industry and initiative served him well.

In

addition to his daytime duties, he probably was something of
an innovator for that place and time, in setting up an
evening school for adults.

More amazing, he taught writing

and arithmetic to both sexes.

The additional income per

mitted him to send home one-fourth of his earnings.

But it

was a dull life, too steady and too sober for Jonathan's
expanding tastes.

He lightened it by falling in love with

two young ladies in rapid succession, spent some lively
evenings with two navy lieutenants, and earned the criticism
of one landlord.

Two leaves torn out at this point in the

original MS testify either to the censorship of Boucher him
self, or of the Boucher relatives who edited the MS.
In 1755, he left Wigton to learn mathematics, navi
gation, and land-surveying under the Rev. Mr. Ritson at
Workington.

Ritson, a shoemaker, was a rather good, self-

taught mathematician.

At the age of forty, he had been

given a title and went into orders.'*'

One of his assignments

was that of schoolmaster at Workington.

If Jonathan had not

learned self-discipline and frugality before, he had an excel
lent model in Ritson.

On £40 a year, the Rev. Ritson brought

up his family and had managed to save a thousand pounds.

The

two men, Ritson and Boucher, worked sun to sun without eating

**"I have been unable to determine what title or by whom
it was bestowed.

- 15 or drinking, and in very severe weather, as they surveyed
the land.

He paid the family one guinea a month for board

and education.

Of the diet he writes,

" . . . I do not

remember ever to have dined at his house when there was not
salmon and potatoes mashed, or when there was anything else. 1,1
Ritson was an excellent example of a self-taught man,
a cleric who was also a scholar.

Boucher's own career was

to duplicate this effort, and it may have been a factor in
his decision of 1762 to become an ordained minister, an
Anglican man of the cloth who had never set foot in a uni
versity.

But this is speculation.

It is not necessary to

speculate on the effect of the working arrangements.

He

was certain by this time, as he recorded in his Reminiscences,
that he wanted to live by his pen.

He had the idea of going

to Ireland, which his father promptly quashed by ordering
him to go and offer himself for the ushership of the school
at St. Bee's.

2

from Workington.

Reluctantly, Jonathan walked the ten miles
The initial disappointment of his father's

order dissolved into pleasure.

John James, Rector at St.

Bee's and master of the boys' school took the young man under
3
his wing.
Shocked at Boucher's lack of grammar, but ap
parently aware of his potential, James engaged him as an
usher.

He lived with the Jameses and found it a rewarding

"^Salmon was abundant in the rivers there and thus a
very cheap dish.
2

An usher was an assistant to the schoolmaster, usually
boarding with the family also.
3
John James, M.A. Queen's College, 1755; D.D., 1782.
Headmaster, St. Bee's School, 1755-1771.
Rector of Arthuret
and Kirk Andrews, 1782-1785. Married in 1757 to Ann Grayson
of Lamonby Hall.
"Letters of Jonathan Boucher," Maryland
Historical Magazine, VII (Baltimore: Maryland Historical
Society, 1912), 2. Hereafter referred to as MHM.

- 16 experience to be in the warmth of such a family.

Of all the

men Boucher knew in his lifetime, James undoubtedly had the
most influence on him.
In later years, Boucher considered these two years as
the most "rational" in his life.1

James is described as "the

best schoolmaster" he had ever known,
Boucher heard the lesson for the
boys assigned to him.

and "one of the best men.

day, then taught the other

On Fridays, repetition day, James

obligingly changed places with young Boucher:
. . . by which means I heard all the higher classes
recite all that they had gone through in the preceding
four days. James took the trouble on the preceding
evening to hear me read the whole of it. By these
means, I learned more than I had done in all my life
before, or than, I fear, I have ever since done in the
same space of time.
It was not an indolent life.

The Rev. James and his

bride had recently taken over the school which had been de
clining under previous poor management.
succeed.

They wanted it to

James and Boucher rose at 6:00 A.M. and ended their

labors when it was too dark to see.

In two years, they had

increased the enrollment to eighty boys, a figure that James
further expanded to one hundred thirty after Jonathan left
him.

The hard work was compensated for by the genuine af

fection he found.

He developed a tremendous respect for the

Rev. James, who undoubtedly filled the role of father to him,
as his correspondence over a thirty-year period reveals.

He

asked the Rev. James's advice for many years on a wide variety
of subjects, ranging from "how to manage a courtship," to
literary questions, sermons, business affairs, and politics.
Years later, Boucher reciprocated by becoming almost a father

1This term is Boucher's and is indicative of his ap
preciation of an ordered, scholarly, intellectual life.

- 17 to young John James, son of the Rev. James, encouraging him
at Oxford, being host to him and his young brother on holi
days from school, later taking him as his usher in a school
of his own at Paddington, and eventually giving him part of
the school.
It is clear that Jonathan Boucher's family history is
a story of ruined gentry.

His father had taken the pains of

a Hamilcar to instill in him a deep sense of commitment to
the struggle to maintain, if not improve, at least the
vestiges of class position in a society where it still
counted.
Frankly, the Boucher family history has been dealt with
to reveal the pressures on Jonathan Boucher's developing
character and personality.
diverse elements.

He became the product of two

One was a sense of pride, continuity, and

tradition in an ancient and respected family which had con
tributed to the history of England itself; the other was
the terrible insecurity of hard labor which netted only a
grinding poverty. "
In an individual with intelligence and energy, either
a radical or a conservative might be produced.

Boucher

became a perceptive, socially-conscious, and confident man,
with an imaginative career.

But when events touched his

personal status, they involved him in a desperate struggle
for orthodoxy.

It was not just his career at stake; his

commitment to salvage the position of the Boucher family
was vulnerable.

It may explain his conservatism, and his

shift to the Loyalist position.
Life at St. Bee's, begun in 1756 and so satisfying to
Boucher, came to an abrupt end in 1759.

A Whitehaven

merchant, Mr. Younger, wanted a young man to go out as
private tutor to Virginia.

The pay was £60 sterling a year,

- 18 plus board, for teaching four boys, with freedom to take on
four additional students under whatever terms he might arrange.
The passage to the distant land would be paid by Mr. Younger.
It was just too good an opportunity to lose and the Rev.
James encouraged his young colleague to take it.
Boucher borrowed £30 to buy a wardrobe, with his own
bond as security, and set sail for Virginia in April, 1759.
It is probably a measure of the man that he kept a reckoning
during the entire voyage, drawing on his navigation work at
Workington, and keeping a chart which he later presented to
Captain Rothery when they arrived.
On 12 April 1759, Boucher stepped ashore on the Rappa
hannock River at Urbanna and proceeded to Port Royal and his
pupils, sons of one Captain Dixon, for whom the English
merchant, Mr. Younger, had been acting.

Jonathan Boucher

was twenty-one years old, alone and in debt; a stranger among
people alien in manners, pursuits, and way of life.

CHAPTER II

THE VIRGINIA EXPERIENCE:
SCHOOLMASTER AND PLANTER

Jonathan Boucher arrived at Captain Dixon's and found
a cordial reception.

Port Royal was primarily inhabited by

factors from Scotland and their dependents, and Dixon was one
of these.

He was also commander of a ship in the service of

one, Mr. Howe, and operated a large store.

Two or three

cargoes of tobacco were sent to England each year under his
auspices.

A marriage in Virginia had contributed to his

considerable property in lands and slaves^.

Dixon was wealthy

and hospitable and his house was often full of "toddy-drinking
company," as Boucher expressed it.^

Dixon, with his rough

sea manners, was probably a shock to the provincialism of the
relatively rustic lad from Cumberland.

This was not genteel

wealth, such as he had observed at the Thomlinson's manor in
Blencogo summers.
The pace of living and the whole philosophy of life
were severely at odds with young Jonathan's experience. But
Jonathan was sturdy, flexible, and a keen observer, all
qualities useful to a young man in his position.

He found

it relatively easy to slip into the prevailing "idle customs
of the country," and enjoyed a constant round of frolics,

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 26. References in this
chapter are to the Reminiscences, 26-81, unless otherwise
stated.
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- 20 balls, visits in what he later referred to as a "round of
very unimproving company."

But it was a tremendous contrast

after his regimented, scholarly life with the Jameses at St.
Bee's.

More than a little lonely, and as much dismayed at

his fairly easy acceptance of this new mode of living as he
was to the ease and pace of it, he turned to the Rev. James
and initiated a correspondence that lasted for a lifetime.^
These letters are important for their observations on American
life and institutions, as well as for their insight into
Boucher's personality, his educational and political philoso
phy, and his religious orientation.

To some extent they are

even more revealing than his Reminiscences, since the letters
were written contemporaneously

with events, while the auto

biography was begun in 1786 and thus is a look backward,
tempered with a reflective spirit and maturity of twenty
additional years.
The climate in Virginia, with its endemic malarial
hazards, heat, and humidity, was an oppressive factor in this
new life.

He wrote to the Rev. James:

The hotness of the weather, Sir, has so prodigious an
Influence on the Constitution that it fevers the Blood
and sets all the animal Spirits in an Upr.ore.. Hence
we think and act tumultuously & all in a flutter, &
are Strangers to that cool Steadiness w'c you in Engl'd
justly value yourselves upon. And this I think in some

The bulk of this thirty-year correspondence has been
printed in the Maryland Historical Magazine (Baltimore: Mary
land Historical Society, 1912-1915) in Volumes VII through X.
Additional letters, never published, were located in England
about 1960, mistakenly filed with Edmund Gosse Correspondence,
and other papers at the family residence of Boucher decendants,
Rowfant Hall, Sussex near Crawley, England. These letters
were made available to me in 1963 through the courtesy of
Dr. Paul Mattheisen, who knew of their existence, and the
courtesy and goodwill of the literary heir, Jonathan LockerLampson. Jonathan Locker-Lampson is the grandson of Frederick
Locker-Lampson, the famous nineteenth century author.

- 21 Measure accounts for that surprizing Flow of Spirits
w'c the people in general here Enjoy. But be that as
it may, I must confess myself much alter'd. During
ye violent Mid-Day Heats One's all unhing'd & save
some few Intervals can scarce boast of one sedate
thought."*■
The conversation of Americans impressed him immediately.
"Americans, in general, I have thought eminently endowed with
a knack of talking; they seem to be born orators," he said.
What they talked about was startling:
Libertinism is ye reigning Topic. . . . Even the
Clergymen attempt by specious sophistry to justify
their compliance so that all ye Chance I stand is to
be deem'd a Pretender & a Hypocrite. . . .Do, Mr.
James, write & support Me: I'll confess to You my
Fraility.2
Jonathan admitted that the manners of these Americans stunned
and stupefied him at first, making him "sheepish, like a
stingy milksop," and earned him the title,

3

"Parson."

Instead of manly instructive Discourse, subjects of
Gaiety and Levity are always started and always
attended to. . . . Their forward obtrusion w'c
subjects you to hear obscene Conceits and broad
Expression; & from this there are times w'n no sex,
no Rank, no Conduct can exempt you.
However, he also admitted that the Americans were of a
livelier, readier wit than the English, although he was unsure
whether to credit it to the climate or their manner of edu
cation,

"being early introduced into Company, & soon com

mencing ripe."

He also noted some of the effects of heredity

and intermarriage among Virginians:
The family character, both of body and mind, may be
traced thro' many generations; as for instance, every

Vouc h e r to James, 19 Aug.

1759.

MHM, VII (1912), 8-9.

^Ibid.
3Boucher to James [?] Jeb. 1760. MHM, VII (1912), 25.

- 22 Fitzhugh has bad eyes; every Thornton hears badly;
Winslows and Lees talk well; Carters are proud and
imperious; and Toliaferros mean and avaricious; and
Fowkeses cruel.
It is to Boucher's credit that he added a comment that he
could not establish a general rule and that he was aware his
observations were very limited.
He was complimentary about the hospitality of his new
neighbors.

He found them the "most hospitable, generous

People I ever saw."
They are not Easy till you give them an Opportunity
to shew you a kindness, and really have ye Art of
Enjoying Life, I think, in a Manner to be Envied.
They live well and dress well, all without any Labour
& almost with't any Concern of their own. So that it
may truly be said of many of Them, They toil not,
neither do they spin, yet Solomon in all his Glory was
not array'd like one of These. I assure you, Mrs.
James, the common Planter's Daughters here go every
Day in finer Cloaths than I have seen content you for
a Summer's Sunday. You thought . . . my Sattin wastecoat was a fine best, Lord help You, I'm noth'g amongst
ye Lace & lac'd fellows that are here. Nay, so much
does their Taste run after dress that they tell me I
may see in Virginia more brilliant Assemblies than I
ever c'd in the North of England, and except Royal Ones
p 'rhaps in any Part of it.^
The first week in October brought the Rades, with a
grand purse of over £80, and an opportunity for Boucher to
see for himself the splendid society.

He became acquainted

with several of the "Grandees" and was impressed with their
amiable qualities.

The evenings concluded with balls,

"which

I am confident for their splendour and brilliance exceeded
2

any Thing I can make you believe."

He found himself hard

put to it to be noticed by the elegant ladies, being a "man

V o u c h e r to James, 7 Aug.
2Boucher to James, 14 Oct.

1759.
1759.

MHM, VII (1912), 3.
MHM, VII (1912), 13.
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However, the brilliance of the garb did not blind
Boucher to the poverty of the intellectual climate.

Boucher's

letters, often hastily written in the effort to make the post,
as well as in the freedom of an affectionate correspondence,
are neat, legible, and do him credit.

He was a thoroughly

honest young man, formed opinions, and expressed them
fearlessly.

His observations of the American mind are frank

and unflattering:
There are no literary men . . . nearer than in the
country I had just left, nor were literary attainments,
beyond merely reading or writing in vogue.
It seemed
more necessary to furnish myself with that kind of
knowledge which was most in request in the country in
which my lot seemed to be cast. Accordingly, I gave
much attention to all the various businesses of a
plantation:
I gave still more attention to trade,
and some to the practice of physic and law.
Yet Boucher genuinely missed the learned atmosphere of
"that Golden portion of my days"
Jameses), as he wrote his friend.

(life at St. Bee's with the
Nearly every letter asked

James to recommend any new books of which James approved.
In one letter he thanked James for a book, Alciphron:

The

Minute Philosopher, by G. Berkeley, published in 1732, and
recommended to James Sharpe's Dissertation on Genius.

He

requested James to mark out in a book catalogue the best ones
for him to order.

"I can't live without some new Books, and

I think I can spare £10 annually, at least, even While I con
tinue as I am Endeavoring to earn it.
Boucher did not form a single friendship at Port Royal
that meant anything to him later, although he had numerous
acquaintances and many close friends.

Sixteen lines crossed

out at this point in his manuscript probably attest to the

"'"Boucher to James,

[?] Feb.

1760.

MHM, VII (1912), 24.

- 24 latter.

In fact, he commented to James that Americans had

a kind of apathy about what Jonathan termed "a generous
mind."

"With them," he said,

"to correspond merely to pre

serve a Friendship is what Theyve no Notion of, & by being
known to do it you hazard losing their opinion of y'r good
Sense.
Not all of Jonathan Boucher's impressions of his new
western world were negative.

The sea voyage had proved a

delight in one respect; the view it afforded of the magnifi
cent western skies.

"Nothing in gloomy England can give you

almost any Idea of it. . . .

A rising or Setting Sun burnishes

a glowing aether w'th such Colours as beggar all Description."
His first description of Virginia was in equally admiring
terms.
The Country here, to do it justice, is indeed most
invitingly delightful.
Plenty & Abundance are nowhere
wanting; and this ye Inhabitants seem to know, &
therefore (differ't from some of you at Home) w'th
Satisfaction & Pleasure Enjoy them.
Jonathan Boucher's career as a teacher in America
looked promising.

He found the arrangements with Dixon

reasonable and better than he had expected.

He was allowed

to take as many other boys as he pleased, at £5 per annum
each.

He had prospects of two additional boys, but found

it necessary to get a house before really launching into
the business of being a schoolmaster.

However, he was less

optimistic about the pleasure of his teaching than he was
about the financial prospects, for he observed in a letter
to James that "Children I have seen here are not . . .

"'’Boucher to James, 14 Oct.
^Boucher to James, 7 Aug.
3Ibid.

1759.
1759.
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MHM, VII (1912), 11.
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- 25 very amiable Disposition, & seem not form'd for being easily
made so.""*"

In a few months his income from tutoring was

bringing in about as much as he expected from Dixon.

Never

theless, less than six months later Boucher was caught up in
enthusiasm to begin a career as a merchant, announcing to the
Rev. James jauntily that "Boucher is sentenc'd to be struck
2

off the List of ye venerable society of the Birch."

Before Jonathan had left Whitehaven, England, Mr. Younger
had suggested that he think about trade as a career, and had
sold him goods at wholesale cost to take with him.

He was

also asked to communicate observations on trade to Younger.
Boucher's observations of the success of Dixon and the en
couragement of Dixon and others convinced him that he ought
to give it a trial.

In the autumn of 1761 the venture had

gone so far that Boucher had ordered a cargo of goods and had
taken a house in Falmouth for operating a store.

Unfortu

nately, the plan was never consummated, although it was no
fault of Boucher's.

In the process, young Boucher had his

first lesson in duplicity.
Captain Dixon had been negotiating a very financially
advantageous match with a widow, Dorcas Washington, of
Machotac Creek and Boucher had been aiding him in the
courtship.

The question of Dixon's paternity of a child

became embarrassing and threatened the projected marital
alliance.

Dixon approached two men, one of them Boucher,

with the suggestion that one of them could solve his problem
by marrying the woman involved, or by acknowledging paternity.
The quid pro quo was a tempting prospect of gain in trade
arrangement.

Boucher resented the overture, scornfully re-

"*"Boucher to James, 14 Oct.

.1759.
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^Boucher to James, 31 Jan.

1760.
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- 26 jected the suggestion, and thereby incurred Dixon's lasting
enmity.

Dixon, disappointed, somewhat ashamed and revengeful,

was not above meddling with Boucher's prospective career as
a merchant.

He wrote Younger that circumstances had changed

and there was no advantage for him to enlarge his trade.
Younger cancelled his arrangements with Boucher to act as
factor.1

Boucher did not know of the informant's role Dixon

had played until some time later, but out of a sense of honor
never informed Younger of Dixon's motive.

That he did speak

of it elsewhere, to his chagrin and disadvantage, will be
related below.

Boucher apparently never again entertained

the idea of becoming a merchant.
While Boucher was so seriously intent on becoming a
factor, a letter written to James reveals his attitude toward
a religious life, as well as an insight on the general state
of the clergy in Virginia:
I cannot say I'm at all apprehensive of incurring y'r
Displeasure by preferring a secular to a spiritual
Employin't, since if a man can stroak his Chin pretty
easily He'll scarce sigh for the Beard. And if one
ought to have Objec'ns to increasing the No. of poor
Clergymen at Home, much more ought we to be careful of
adding to ye worthless ones here: who, generally
speaking, are ye most despis'd and negleated Body in
the Colony; and, to do the Virginians Justice, Candor
I'm afraid w'd be obliged to confess, that none^have
less reason than they to complain of Injustice.
On another occasion and while resident in Maryland, Boucher
referred to a Mr. Radley in the following words which again
denigrate the Virginia clergy:

"He should have been a

Virginia parson: such impropriety possibly might have been
merit there."

1Shortly after this, Younger's business failed so
Boucher's plans would have come to nothing anyway.
^Boucher to James, 31 Jan.

1760.

MHM, VII (1912), 17-18.

- 476 period in history:
I own I do not see how the fate and fortune of Ameri
can Loyalists (whose reputation, which is now their
all, is so materially interested in the truth of his
tory) have been better in this respect than those of
the Jesuits, who were crushed with so high an hand, and
with such extreme rigour and cruelty, as to have almost
disgraced the Christian name. When they were sup
pressed, the same Bull that pronounced the annihilation
of their order, forbade them, or any of their friends,
on pain of excommunication to utter or write a syl
lable in their defence.
This being the case, to the best of Boucher's knowledge,
he readied his sermons for submission to the public "to as
sist future enquirers in the investigation of true history."
The "truth" which Boucher wished to leave for future his
torians was the truth of the causes of the Revolution, and
in its consequences, the greatest of which was the French
Revolution,

"the gigantic offspring of the American Revo

lution, " along with the loss to Britain.

Expressing the

same thesis that Robert Palmer was to elaborate on a little
short of two hundred years later, Boucher fully expected the
American Revolution would serve as an inspiration or model
for "all those other convulsions to which it may yet give
birth . . .1,1
Reflecting on his own observations of the contemporary
events of the American Revolution that he had lived through,
in part on two continents, together with his wide background
of historical knowledge, Boucher discussed his conclusions
as to what constituted the real cause of the Revolution.
His was an eclectic causal theory.
One had only to look at the peace terms of 1763, at

R. R. Palmer, The Age of the Democratic Revolution
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1964).

- 477 the terms favorable to the continental colonies to see a
striking reason.

The cession of Canada and the expulsion of

the French took the enemy off the frontiers.

The colonies

"no longer wanted a powerful friend" to protect them, and
would no longer court that protection by a dutiful and loyal
conduct.
The future historian, Boucher thought, ought to be
aware of the distractions in America in those pre-Revolutionary years, of schisms and fanaticism, and conventicle groups.
Concurrent with this dissention among religions, particularly
between the established ones in the North and South, the
episcopacy question had contributed to the divisive spirit
and had been a training ground for civil rebellion.
The American Revolution had been a long time "in proc
ess, " Boucher thought, and had been aided by the long neglect
of Britain in all but mercantile aspects.

Like John Adams,

who pointed to James Otis and Writs of Assistance in 1761,
he fixed a date in which he thought one could detect the
"fixed purpose of the patriot party to throw off the yoke,"
and that date was nine years before the actual revolt.^
The role of Massachusetts as a key colony in the escalation
to rebellion was an important consideration, Boucher thought,
because of her major role in opposition.
Boucher did not neglect the economic argument.

He

estimated the debts owed to merchants of Great Britain at
three million sterling, a situation that prevented the mer
chants from being free agents, and dictated their role.

Boucher referred to No. 5 of the American Whiq, a
periodical issue which was directed primarily against Epis
copacy, but which also attacked all the strongholds of
government. Livingston, Boucher noted, had since become one
of the Republican governors of New York.

- 478 Many had preferred to side with America rather than to lose
their debts.

Reluctantly, Boucher considered the large

number of persons in America who had had no other means of
getting rid of the "pressure of British debts than through
a rupture with Great Britain."
In summary, Boucher examined the many factors that
operated in America to produce the Revolution he still found
so astounding.

Religion was a major cause and he knew most

about this background to revolution.

But running through

the pages of his discourse on causes, is the theme of the
change in the minds of men.

Sometimes he referred to it as

a spirit of delusion on the subject of politics, as the
Americans had been deluded on the score of an American epis
copate.

On other occasions, he called it the temper of the

times: the minds of the people had become agitated.

"The

times seemed big with some portentous event," he recalled.
Boucher would have agreed, for once, with John Adams, that
the revolution was in the minds of men.

The patriots reacted

to a potential tyranny, to a concept of what tyranny could be
wrought in the colonies.
By 1797, when Boucher wrote the Preface to his book of
sermons, he also put forward a Plan of Government consider
ably altered, it would seem, from his earlier one.

Fully

convinced that it was in the great interest of the bulk of
the people in Great Britain and America to reunite, Boucher
proposed an expedient.

The new relationship would not be as

parent state and colonies, nor yet like the relationship of
Great Britain to Ireland or to Scotland.

His plan was still

less like that of France and newly created republics.

His

proposed Constitution would provide for two "distant, dis
tinct, completely independent States."

It would be an al

liance to encompass the community of commercial interests,

- 479 with a "degree of community of interest in government."

The

subjects of one would be the subjects of the other, with each
making laws for himself.

American citizens, resident in

Great Britain, would also be citizens of Great Britain.
Each country would guarantee the defense of the other,
not merely as an ally and friend, but as integral parts of
itself.

Boucher had essentially recommended a federal union,

although he frankly stated that he did not think it within
his province to delineate such a plan in detail."^
Boucher saw this plan as a way of realizing the towering
project of universal monarchy, something which France had
once tried to arrange, thereby convulsing Europe for centuries.
Britain would be a depot, supplying the European market with
the "overflowings of the three quarters of the world united
in a triple cord of irrestible strength."

England's small

size would be an advantage, since it was most easily defended
and least likely to interfere with others in any staple pro
duce.

England would be the workshop; the others, however

Boucher did not put this forth as an original idea,
but as one advanced by Sir John Dalrymple in 1788 in his
Memoirs of Great Britain and Ireland, II, Appendix No. 2,
42.
Boucher was astonished at the general neglect into
which a paper of such "important political wisdom had fallen,
except that Dalrymple had made himself unpopular with the
patriots of the age by having detected the intrigues and
corruptions of some eminent patriots in the preceding period."
Boucher commented sadly that no other merit one could
possess could atone for the demerit of popularity. Boucher,
A View, lxxvi. Boucher was unawed by the prospect of a
similar fate, because his plan, which promised nothing to
either party, had little chance to find favors or friends.
Thus he hoped, "both countries might before long be driven to
adopt it through necessity; i.e. if one could hear the still
small voice of the people through the din of party."

- 480 superior either in size or opulence, would be her children.
There is much of the old mercantilist concept here, but
presumably with more autonomy for the parts of the system.
The colonies, if children in respect to trade, would be com
parable to the mature offspring of a parent.

Boucher thought

this arrangement could be a means of universal Peace, a
barrier against ambitious, disorderly, and refractory men of
all countries and strong enough to overawe aliens into peace
and keep its own turbulent members within bounds.

In sum

mary, Boucher envisioned a grand alliance to maintain world
peace, a Pax Brittania of the nineteenth century.
America, too, would benefit from the federal arrange
ment,

"as she often did in referring disputes between one

province and another. 11 When he wrote in 17 97, he did not see
America in "confirmed health," but in an intermission of
sickness, kindly granted by Providence."’*' Boucher voiced less
skepticism about the prospect of America recognizing some
benefits in a new Constitution than he did of Britain's poli
ticians:

"Wholly occupied with financial calculation and the

balance of parties

(now become almost the only objects of the

study of Statesmen)," he wrote bitterly that he did not think
he could expect other than to be ridiculed for his suggestion.
The mantle of complete disillusionment of the war years
and the peace of 1783 had lightened somewhat on Boucher's
shoulders, and his sense of objectivity and calmer acceptance
was evident now in 1797.

These were extraordinary times and

circumstances, and they called for and justified extraordinary
measures.

His federalism plan could be a statesman-like

answer, he thought.
Boucher was pleased with the reception his book re

toucher, A View, Preface, lxxix.

- 481 ceived in England, and gratified that he had had the appro
bation of Peter Porcupine.
popular book.
America,
cation. "

He had not tried to write a

As he confessed to young James Maury in

"I have no ends of my own to answer for my publi
The publication of the book brought an offer from

a university in Scotland of an honorary D.D., which Boucher
declined.

He may well have hoped to gain some prestige by

publication of the sermons, but that need not exclude the
motive he expressed that he had performed a duty:
About to leave the world as I am, and persuaded that it
was my duty to leave behind me some testimony of my
sentiments respecting an event, the most important of
any that had occurred in the history of my life, was
I to trifle with God and my own soul, as well as with
my fellow-creatures at large, merely in the hope of
making a book that should be popular in America?
Boucher's public concerns ranged from an examination
of the history of a great conflict that seemed in many ways
similar to the situation of the Greek colonies, Corinth and
Corcyra, to the mundane and practical concerns of his own
parish at Epsom.
In 17 99, two years after A View was printed, Boucher
published a plan for a Soup Establishment to improve the lot
of the impoverished of his parish.'*’ Nothing was too minute
to escape Boucher's discerning eye, and he was aware that
the poor ate white bread, which was expensive, and seldom
ate soup which was less expensive and nourishing.

"To be

consistent they should also be clad well in the finest
broadcloth," he noted.

He observed the lack of good sense

"^Jonathan Boucher, MS. An Address to the Inhabitants of
the Parish of Epsom With a Plan for a Soup Establishment,
27 Dec. 1799.
(Southwork: Philanthropic Reform, St.
George's Fields, by J. Richardson, 1800). British Museum
MS Collection.

- 482 and economy displayed by the poor, who took what meat they
could afford to buy, and immediately went to the public oven
with it for roasting or baking.

Instead, Boucher would have

them convert it to some kind of liquid nourishment similar
to the economical dishes of Irish stew, or the Scot's hodge
podge.

Boucher hoped gradually to lead and train the people

to a different, more frugal and better system of cookery.
In spite of Boucher's many literary efforts in pursuit
of his duty as a public man, he pursued his interest in his
Glossary of archaic words and expressions which he intended
would one day be a supplement to Dr. Samuel Johnson's
Dictionary.

He corresponded with many literary men of

England in the pursuit of material and continued to add books
and rare manuscripts to his large library.

He contemplated

the great breadth of the glossary project and the likelihood
that he had too few years in which to finish.^
The final years of Boucher's life are recorded in
letters to Sir Frederick Morton Eden, for whom Boucher had
helped provide information from Cumberland that found its
way into Eden's The State of the Poor, previously mentioned.
These letters are also a record of the progress of the
Glossary, and of the problems of the lexicographer.
In these last years, Boucher had achieved a reputation
as a fine Anglican priest, and it was no small honor to have
been invited to preach sermons at the Assizes held at
Carlisle, and at Guildford, in 1798.

2

In each case the

"^Boucher completed the Glossary to the letter "T"
before his death.
In 1831, the MS was purchased by the
proprietors of Webster's Dictionary.
2

Jonathan Boucher, A Sermon Preached at the Assizes
held at Carlisle, 1798 (Carlisle: Printed for the author
by the Executors of the late W. Halhead, 1798). Also

- 483 gentlemen of the Grand Jury had unanimously requested that
his fine sermons be published.
Jonathan Boucher, M.A. and F.S.A., was a member of the
well-known Nobody's Club, whose membership was drawn from
clerics.1

He was an honorary member of the Edinburgh Society

of Antiquarians, and of the Stirling Literary Society.

To

a considerable extent, Jonathan Boucher had reestablished
himself in society, and had more than fulfilled his father's
impassioned charge never to lose the family estate at
Blencogo.

Out of the ruins of his life in America, he had

succeeded in adding some of the old lustre to the Cumberland
Boucher name.
After nineteen years of faithful service in the Epsom
Parish in Surrey, Jonathan Boucher died at the age of sixtyseven on 27 April 1804.

A portion of the memorial inscription

on a monument in Epsom Church is pointed out with pride by
the parishioners of the old Church who worship there today:
His loyalty to his King remained unshaken, even when
the madness of the people raged furiously against him;
and, for conscience sake, he resigned ease and affluence
in America, to endure hardships and poverty in his
native land; but the Lord gave him twice as much as he
had before, and blessed his latter end more than his
beginning.

A Sermon Preached at the Assizes Held at Guildford, 30 July
1798 (London: J. Plymsell, 1798).
1F.A.S. or F.S.A. denoted a Fellow of the Society of
Arts, now known as the Royal Society of Arts.
2

I am indebted to Mr. John D. Syrad, Head Server, of
the Epsom Church, who painstakingly copied for me the in
scription on the memorial which stands in the sanctuary of
the church.

CHAPTER XV

CONCLUSION

This study of Jonathan Boucher has been an adventure
into the mind of an intelligent, dynamic, and perceptive
eighteenth century man, whose lifetime spanned both the
American Revolution and the French Revolution.

Boucher had

an ideal of the well-educated man, knowledgeable and inter
ested in many subjects, and he invested prodigious amounts
of time and energy throughout his life to realize that goal.
The full development of a man's potential, along with a
spirit of adventure, was a philosophy Boucher endeavored to
impart to young John James, whom he loved as a son, and to
his own first-born son, James.
Boucher was not an eccentric, but a sincere and dedi
cated American.

His deep sense of loyalty to the Crown and

to the Church of England, pledged in his oath of office in
1762, created a deep conflict in his mind as his love of
America grew.

It was a terrible decision that Boucher had

to make in 1775, a decision that meant alienation from the
country that had provided him with far greater opportunity
to prosper materially, and to expand and develop as a whole
man than England had been able to offer.
Acutely aware of the pragmatism of Americans, Boucher
developed those talents that were most useful in America,
without sacrificing his own ideal of a life of the mind.

He

became a knowledgeable and articulate priest with some
stature in the religious as well as the civic community, and
he acquired a reputation as a good writer.

He also became

an astute plantation operator, and successfully practiced
- 484 -

- 485 many of those farming techniques that he accused his fellow
Virginians and Marylanders of neglecting in their pursuit of
tobacco cultivation in a slave labor economy.
Boucher had a talent for making the most of opportuni
ties that presented themselves.

He was quick to recognize

and utilize the extensive possibilities of credit.

When

Boucher arrived in America in 1759 he was all but penniless,
and owed debts in Whitehaven borrowed to cover his immediate
needs for the voyage.

When he was forced to depart from

Maryland in 1775, he was a man of prominence and considerable
wealth.

Like most Americans with some capital, more credit,

and great aspiration, he speculated profitably in western
Maryland lands in 1773 (a bonanza that accrued to him as a
friend of Governor Eden), at a time when such a sale was
illegal under the terms of the British Proclamation of 1763.
Boucher's life in America had become so enjoyable that
he had written to his old friend, the Rev. John James, from
The Lodge in Prince George1s County that he had virtually
the best living to be had in America and that he had at last
escaped the uncertainties of the earlier years that had
plagued him and made him feel so much "the child of fortune. 11
With so much to lose in America, how much safer it
would have been for Boucher to attempt a neutral course
during the crisis, had his sense of duty to speak out sin
cerely been less strong.

Boucher acted in what he con

sidered the best interests of his adopted country, striving
to spare her the horrors of a civil war.

The words of

Claude Van Tyne appropriately describe Boucher:

"Many

Tories loved America with a sincerity not surpassed by the
most high-minded Whigs.

Though posterity has not awarded

them the name, it may wisely concede to them the character

I

- 27 If young Boucher contemplated entering orders in the
Anglican Church there is no written evidence in either his
letters to James nor in his Reminiscences.

In fact, in

January, 1760, he did not think himself qualified and said
so to James.

However, one ought to bear in mind that Boucher

was bolstering his courage for a plunge into trade, with
which he had had little experience.

It is also reasonable

to assume that Boucher was sensitive to the feelings of the
Rev. James and may have been aware that it would have pleased
James if he were to follow in his footsteps, although there
was no overt pressure for this.

The following passage speaks

for itself:
Prior to all these Considera1ns, the Consciousness of
my own Demerits had long ago taught me Humility Enough
to decline a Func'n I Knew myself unequal to.
I have
indeed often thought & still do, that a sincere &
pious Intention w'th fervent applica'n for assistance,
w'd justify our engaging in an office, tho confessedly
inferior to w't is requir'd of us. But pardon me if
I own that I am tempted to look upon it as something
meritorious, if refusing that most enlarged sphere of
being beneficial to our Fellow Creatures, we circum
scribe ourselves a narrow one in order to be actually
more so. The being a weak Pastor, such are ye Ro
mantic Expecta'ns of Mankind in General, render y'r
attempts to promote Virtue much less effectual than ye
much weaker Ones of a much weaker Layman. How far
these Considerations may have contributed to form my
resolutions, I dare not pretend to say, being afraid
that Worldly Interest, even w'n we are most abstracted
from it, has more influence upon us than we are aware
o f .^
As a kind of consolation for James, Boucher promised
him to persevere, as a layman, in observing the laws and
duties "w'c ye Vulgar think more essentially binding on the
Clergy, but w'c Reason determines to be equally obligatory

^Ibid., 18.

- 486 of the patriot."'*'
Boucher's sense of self-interest was overruled by his
conviction that America had much to lose from a separation
from Britain.

At this

point, his reason and logic

conceive of an independence which

could not

could retain the moral and

spiritual ties to Britain which he cherished.

He could not

envision an autonomy such as the colonial leaders were de
manding within the framework of the British Empire.

During

the war years in England, Boucher made an heroic effort to
develop a plan for the

government of the colonies after

Britain suppressed the

rebellion, and he submitted

government.

Sir Grey Cooper was to read it.

it to the

Although the

precise terms of his Treatise of Government are not known,
it presumably provided for a subservient status within the
Empire, which Boucher thought absolutely essential to England's
welfare, but with greater colonial autonomy and quite probably
with some new arrangement of taxing power, in consideration
of his expressed view of taxation in the Stamp Act contro
versy.

It was not until 1797, when he edited his sermons

for publication, that, he developed a new Plan for the British
and American relationship, envisioning a kind of federalism
for trade and defensive purposes, with a dual citizenship.
But in the American years, the calm, reasoned logic of
his sermons make it quite clear that his thinking was cast
in terms of an accommodation within the framework of the
present British Constitution.

The unemotional, straight

forward sermons reveal a mind that one might be tempted to
describe in the words.of the foremost modern poet of India
who said, "a mind all logic

like a knife all blade, cuts

"*"Van Tyne, Loyalists, 22.

- 487 the hand that uses it."1

The logic of his position made a

neutral course impossible and it cut off his life in America.
And yet in fairness to Boucher, one could not call him
a cold, unimpassioned man, who lived only a life of reason.
He suffered all the vagaries, pettinesses, loves, and hates
of the most warm and human of men.

He was not an austere

priest in Virginia and Maryland, although he had an enviable
reputation as a cleric.

Boucher was also an upper-class

gentleman and the Anglican Church was far from puritanical.
Boucher once said that he was no Calvinist, and was pleased
that he was not.

The affair with Judith Chase revealed in

the correspondence with the Rev. James is evidence of his
frailty, but also of his sense of responsibility.
These, then, are some of the impressions of Boucher
the man that the pages of his writing reveal.

But the image

of Jonathan Boucher that is best known to historians and
students of history is that of Anglican priest and High Tory.
Contrary to this intellectual portrait that has been conveyed
over the years, this study has pointed out what has been
known to the more searching student of Boucher writing:
Boucher's position was, first of all, not static.
It is possible, of course, to find many references to
support the contention that Boucher was a firm believer in
passive obedience.

These quotations have been made familiar

to the readers of American history.

Much less familiar are

those opinions that are less enthusiastic about monarchy.
Contrary to some of the quotations ascribed to Boucher with

"^Tagore, Poet of India, reprinted in Randolph G. Adams,
Political Ideas of the American Revolution
(New York:
Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1939), 42.

- 488 respect to Filmer's patriarchal theory of the origin of
government, Boucher was certainly not dedicated to a "divine
right" theory.

To Boucher, the law was supreme, and obedi

ence was due to Parliament.
Virginian,

As he wrote in A Letter from a

subjects owed obedience to the laws, the Supreme

Power, until lately, had been the British Parliament over her
colonies.^
Students of Boucher who have been familiar with the
Anglican's early Virginia years have been aware of his strong
criticism of the Stamp Act in 1765, of his acceptance of the
principles of Non-importation and Non-exportation in the
years after the Townshend Acts, and of his rather lavish
praise of the Americans acting collectively in resistance to
Britain's policies.

His praise is the more interesting when

one remembers his abhorrence of the "republican" or "level
ling" spirit in general.

Speaking of men whom he did not

admire as individuals, he told James:
The People really astonish Me. I am personally ac
quainted with by far a Majority of our House of As
sembly, who, singly considered, seem almost to deserve
the Contempt w'th w'c our Lords and Masters the
Parliam't treat them but, collectively, w't Hon'r have
They gain'd?^
Of the Stamp Act, Boucher said that it was illegal,
impolitic, and oppressive to the point that he could not
remain silent.

The "poor Americans" were to be pitied:

" . . . their best & dearest Rights, w'c, ever like Britons
They are anxiously jealous of, have been mercilessly invaded
by Parliament."

He commented in the same letter to James

'*'Boucher, Letter from a Virginian, 15.

44.

^Boucher to James, 26 July 1769.
(See Chapter VI).

(See Chapter X) .
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- 489 that Parliament had never before pretended to such privileges,
and even if Parliament had the right to impose an internal
tax, that body was too ignorant of the colonies to do so
with equity and justice.1
right in their objections.

Therefore, the Americans were
Boucher was to write, in 1769, in

glowing terms, of the Virginia Agreement of 1 November 1769
arranging for Non-importation.

He described the American

opposition as the "most warrantable, generous, & manly, that
History can produce," and criticized the British for misun
derstanding so plain a question.

In general, Boucher in

Virginia thought the cause of the Americans a virtuous one.
Par from being a defender of all things British,
Boucher had consistently criticized the short-sighted policy
of England in continuing its policy of mercantilism with
scant concern for the political and governmental aspects of
the colonies.

One of his first sermons in Virginia pointed

out that the seeds of dissolution of the ties to Britain had
been sown with the first settlements.

The foundations had

been based on considerations of trade; government was
secondary, permitted local discretion, and generally served
to make settlement in America attractive.

Britain had failed

to keep pace with the growth of the colonies in economic
and political affairs, and did not realize that the long
experience in de facto autonomy was too deeply ingrained
suddenly to deny.
Under the influence of those Virginians who became
ardent patriots later, Boucher's liberal ideas had flourished.
His efforts on behalf of the clergy of the Anglican Church
in America did not seem to conflict with his increasingly

1See Chapter V I .
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One can only speculate on what Boucher's

career might have been had he remained in Virginia, enjoying
the friendship of Colonel Landon Carter and George Washington.
He might have written the autobiography of an American
patriot.
Boucher's liberalism and his sense of responsibility
for the community was not lost when he became an exile after
1775.

His native Cumberland became the object of his close

attention when he recognized the backwardness amid the great
undeveloped potential of the lake country.

He was avant-

garde with his plan in 1792 for a volunteer Association to
develop all aspects of commerce, agriculture, conservation,
and to provide for subsidization of scholars and the arts
and sciences.

The whole enterprise, including a rudimentary

social security idea, was to be financed wholly from the
operation of a Land Bank, similar to the Land Banks of Ameri
can colonial experience, and administered through an organ
ization more than a little reminiscent of the committees of
the supra-legal government of the Revolutionary days.
In 1770, Boucher moved to Annapolis, a change of great
consequence for him.

It was a point of departure into a

more conservative milieu.

His position in Maryland became

one of prominence through his friendship with the Addisons,
one of Maryland's long—established families.

Coeval marriages

with the Dulany family, gave the Addisons strong ties to the
proprietary government, and had resulted in Walter Dulany's
firm and successful championship of Boucher for a Maryland
living.

His marriage in 1772 to Eleanor Addison, cemented

Boucher's ties with Maryland officialdom.
Living in Annapolis, the capital of the province, put
Boucher at the center of the power of the colony.

He was

accepted as a member of the Homony Club, an dlite social and

- 491 literary group.

As Boucher displayed his literary skill in

the Annapolis paper, the Maryland Gazette, Governor Eden
became aware of his talent for writing, his sharp wit and
humor, and the Governor's friendship with Boucher blossomed.
Boucher became Eden's confidante on many official matters,
and his close friend.

Boucher's pen served Eden by drafting

various documents of government business.

Thus, Boucher was

actually on the "inside" of the official circle, although
his only official office was that of Chaplain to the House
of Delegates.
Between 1770 and 1775, Boucher became less and less a
Whig in sympathy.

In attempting to assess all of the complex

factors that were crucial to Boucher's shift of mind, the
obvious one of economic position must be acknowledged.

Quite

clearly, Boucher's financial position and his niche in the
social structure was much enhanced by his move into the aristo
cratic circle of Maryland.

And, of course, he had come with

the customary respect and dignity commonly accorded a re
spectable Anglican priest.

Boucher obviously acquired a

stake in society which could best be preserved by a stable
body politic, by law and order.
But one must be careful not to give more weight to this
standard conservative argument than it deserves.

After all,

in the final analysis, Boucher did give up his entire material
wealth and his social position for a principle of duty and
conscience.

His strongest motive arose from a sense of re

sponsibility to preserve the British Constitution which he
admired tremendously.

Self-interest may have dictated his

effort to preserve law and order in the initial years of
crisis; but true material self-interest would have dictated
that he sacrifice principle for property when no alternative
of neutrality remained.

One must look elsewhere for other

- 492 factors in Boucherfs shift away from the prevailing patriot
position.
It would be a mistake not to give considerable weight
to Boucher's self-imposed and broad study of political theory
which he engaged in during 1773 and 1774.

Boucher read

deeply at that time as he considered at length what his po
litical sentiments ought to be.
patriarchal theory thoroughly.

He knew Filmer and his
He read Locke and knew much

more of that political theorist than did many of the Whigs
who quoted Locke so freely out of a superficial knowledge.
Boucher could quote Locke to refute arguments set forth by
Whigs, pointing out where Locke was being quoted out of
context.

But he disagreed wholeheartedly with Locke's

concept of the compact theory of the origin of government,
and he thought Locke equally wrong in asserting that equality
was the true condition of human beings.

He pointed out the

impossibility of producing any harmony on a musical instru
ment if all of the chords were of equal value.

He raised

interesting questions about the problem of right of revo
lution, noting that if one gave consent to be governed, with
reservations against future withdrawal, it could lead only
to chaos.

He also raised questions about the problem of

ruling by majority, citing problems of the rights of mi
norities that were remarkably similar to arguments to be
raised later in American history by John Calhoun in the preCivil War years.
Boucher turned to every conceivable source of in
struction on civil polities in his investigation, including
many classical authors; Aristotle and the Roman writers
such as Cicero on law; Hume and Hooker on ecclesiastic
polity; and Rousseau and Montesquieu, among others.

Quite

naturally, he turned to the Bible, and found in Jewish

- 493 polity sufficient evidence to overrule the compact theory
of Locke.

The most barbaric and the most civilized of so

cieties seemed to have patriarchal beginnings.
It is possible to say either that Boucher was a rather
pathetic anachronism of the sixteenth and seventeenth centu
ries,- transplanted to the Enlightenment atmosphere of the
eighteenth century American colonies; or that Boucher is to
be given credit for anticipating the nineteenth century
critique of Locke that questioned Locke's argument for the
compact theory.

Obviously the value and the great motivating

force that Locke's argument gave to the revolutionary
rationale cannot be minimized, and Boucher would have been
the last man to discount the power of a belief held by the
people.

But Boucher's perceptive and speculative abilities

enabled him to develop a forward— looking opposition to Locke.
Boucher's political study was thus fundamental in his
self-imposed task of taking a thoughtful political stand.
But there remains the problem of identifying the factors
that caused him to turn his attention to civil polity,
constitutions, and law and order in the first place.

The

most pressing one was a practical circumstance: extralegal government in Maryland.

He noted with dismay the

rising tide of Whiggism after 1773 in Maryland.

He thought

it had a certain rebellious attitude and quarrelsomeness that
had not been there before.

Boucher was in the section of

Maryland where the hard-core Whigs, the "country party" and
the patriot lawyers were concentrated.

He had the unpleasant

experience of observing the operations of the Committees of
Observation at first hand.

These extra-legal arms, at the

county level, of the extra-legal provincial Committee of
Safety, had begun to operate with a degree of coercion that
Boucher had not seen earlier in Virginia after the Townshend
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Non-importation Agreements.

The voluntary associations

in Maryland took step after step in the direction of pressure
and illegal seizing of power, rapidly filling the vacuum
created by the rapidly waning proprietary government.
Boucher had long expressed a concern for the rights of
Englishmen and constitutionalism, as his intervention in the
Routledge murder affair in Virginia in 1766 indicated.

The

call to the First Continental Congress for September, 1774,
was a portentous step and one that contributed to his con
clusion that 1774 was the real year of crisis in BritishAmerican relationships.

He foresaw that the formation of a

supra-legal body at the national level had implications far
beyond that suspected by many Loyalists and Whigs.

He was

quite convinced that to organize Non-importation on a conti
nental basis was to take an irrevocable step beyond accommo
dation with Britain and to make civil war inevitable.

This

realization brought forth his most persuasive political
pamphlets. The Letter from a Virginian to Congress, the
Quaeres to the people of Maryland, and, in 1775, the Letter
to the Southern Deputies who were assembled in May at the
Second Continental Congress.

Soon after that he wrote to

William Smith in Philadelphia that he hated to see a victory
by either side.

Boucher was a man torn by his allegiance

to the British constitution, and his love of America.
The events of Boucher's life from late 1774 to the
summer of 1775, make it absolutely clear that the violence
and tyranny of the local Committees of Observation were in
a large measure responsible for the making of a Loyalist.
Although Boucher survived, and by his own ingenuity, his two
ordeals before such a local committee, he realized how im
possible it would be to continue to uphold his oath to the
Church, including the public prayers for the King and Royal

- 495 family, and his own conviction that personal liberties were
being violated, all in the name of Liberty:
he denounced at every opportunity.

It was a mockery

And yet he had little

chance of success in persuading people that he was correct.
He had incurred a good deal of unpopularity at the hands of
Paca and Chase, simply for his advocacy of an American episco
pacy, which was a non-political issue as Boucher saw it.
Boucher had earlier incurred the ill-will, to the point of a
near-duel, of a prominent Whig, Osborne Sprigg.

The press

was closed to him, and he could not get his sermons printed.
Boucher was a marked man by 1774.

He knew he was the

kind of man that the Whigs would most want to dispose of for
their own security reasons.

He was doubly obnoxious because

of his known position as a confidante of Eden.

And he was

in precisely the wrong place at a critical time to be suc
cessful in stemming the trend which, he was certain, by late
1774 would lead to rebellion and civil war.

He did not even

have the support of many of his old Anglican clerical friends
who had disagreed with him on the bishopric issue.

Public

opinion had been successfully moulded by the two "flaming
patriots," Paca and Chase.

Even Eden had been more than a

little sympathetic with the patriotic cause and had actually
supplied the patriots with arms, at the same time that known
Loyalists were being required to turn in their arms and post
bonds guaranteeing their fealty.

Neutrality was impossible

because of the pressure of events, even had Boucher been a
man whose integrity and personality might have permitted a
passive course, a sham of lip-service.

For the last six

months of Boucher's life in America he preached, when he was
permitted to preach at all, with two loaded pistols on his
pulpit.
Not until 4 May 1775, did Boucher, for the very first

- 28 on all."1

He also had praise for James in the words,

"I

flatter myself you are a great deal less rigid than some of
our Shrewd Planters who scruple not to say that a Merch't
serves no Deity but his own Interest."

2

One might also

observe about this statement that Boucher has very deftly
put his finger on the relationship between merchant and
planter in the tobacco colonies, and has correctly sensed
the dormant schism that would later widen as the Revolution
ary crisis approached.
Boucher wrote again to James in February, 1760, intro
ducing another persuasive idea, the product of his observation
of Americans.

He suggested that any objections James might

have about Jonathan and a career in trade would vanish if he
were better acquainted with "our Country here":
You in Engl1d often undervalue ye human abilities by
supposing y't they can only fill w'th Grace one
department of Life: But here where we find it more
Easy to introduce ourselves into large & mixed
Companies we imagine we perceive in ye stiff & formal
Cast w'c a recluse & studious Life generally gives us,
a Capacity for Action w'c being therefore tempted to
exert We discover various latent Talents, w'c neither
ourselves nor others had suspected us to be possess'd
of. W't I am driving at in this stiff Remark is to
persuade you that a Pedagogue may make no' contemptible
Merchant . . .^
Boucher revealed in this paragraph two very interesting
things: in less than six months he had identified with the
Americans and had lapsed easily into "we" in writing of his
new countrymen.

What is even more striking was his accurate

singling out of a trait that seemed to him peculiarly American.
What is more, he had adopted this attitude of versatility

1Ibid.
2

Ibid.

3Boucher to James,

[?] Feb., 1760.

MHM, VII (1912), 21-22.

- 496 time, declare himself to be a Loyalist.

Boucher, the Tory,

was forged in the heat of patriotic excesses wherein he was
denied liberty of speech and press, and personal freedom.

He

was not committed so much to Loyalist principles, as he was
against the kind of principles embodied in the person of
Osborne Sprigg.

He simply knew, in May 1775, that he could

not be a Whig, as the Letter of Farewell to Washington clearly
indicates.
Proscribed by the Committee in 1775, Boucher could not
live in Maryland without sacrificing either his principles or
his life, or both.

He left America on 14 August 1775, a

newly-created Loyalist and a saddened American, turned out
by the countrymen whom he had supposed he had served well
as their priest and friend.
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APPENDIX B

The Rev. C. M. Lowther Bouch, in an article written in
1924 and published in 1927, questions whether or not Jonathan
Boucher's family is of the line of the Bourchiers and
Bouchiers of English history.

He thinks it possible that

the Boucher of this study who saw papers concerning the family
estate with the name Bourchier, may have failed to recognize
the name Bouch in the flowing Elizabethan form of Bouche.
According to the Rev. Bouch, the name Boucher appears
only occasionally in the Bromfield registers and in wills,
but so rarely as to suggest a variant in spelling rather
than a definite family.

He also states that William the

Conqueror never subdued Cumberland and the great Bourchier
family came from Essex and not the North.

He does concede

that Sir John Bourchier came from Beningborough, Yorkshire,
but could find no record that this branch of the family had
anything to do with Cumberland. He could find no pedigree
or marriage entries in the visitations of 1615 and 1665, or
in the list of local gentry in 1434.

He believes that, if

Boucher were right, so important a family including Border
chieftains should appear in Bain's Calendar of Border Papers,
and also in the Calendar of State Papers if deprived of their
estates after 1660.

He states that he has searched other

local records, including the Border Parish records for a
signature of protest and in favor of the Protestant Religion
in .1641, to no avail.
On the other hand, the Rev. Bouch attempts to state a
case for a Bouch family connection, a common name in the
- 498 -

- 499 parish and district.

It first occurred in Bromfield records

in 1231 or 1232, when Alan Buche, a knight and a forestarius,
held land at Crokydayk.

He suggests the variant spellings

of this family are Buche, Bouche, and Bouch.

He thinks the

Bouchs in Bromfield in the seventeenth century were the same
stock but one must note that, he could find no records to make
out a pedigree.

Wills for the Bouch family in mid-sixteenth

century are frequent enough to suggest a settlement of some
generations.
Thus the Rev. Bouch concludes that Jonathan Boucher is
claiming the wrong family heritage and one would assume that
the writer of the article is suggesting that he is, instead,
part of his own family history."'*

C. M. Lowther Bouch, "Jonathan Boucher," The Cumber
land and Westmorland Archeological and Antiquarian Society
Transactions, New Series, XXVII
(1927), 119-20.
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APPENDIX P

ATTRIBUTION OF LETTER 25 JULY 1766,
TO J. BOUCHER

A search of the Virginia Gazette issues after 3 June
1766, the date of the murder, until the death report on
Chiswell in October, 1766, revealed letters by four anony
mous authors.

One signed "A Man of Principle," was con

cerned with the freedom of the press more than with the bail
issue, it referred to the writer as a "man of property,"
which Boucher could hardly have considered himself at that
time, and was dated 20 June 1766, before any "whitewash"
letters had appeared.

Since Boucher specifically said in

his Reminiscences that he wrote only after vindication
letters had been written, this letter was obviously not
Boucher 1s .
A second anonymous writer of more than one letter
signed himself "Dikephilos. 11 His letters dated 18 July 1766
and 29 August 1766, I have ruled out as Boucher's work for
several reasons.

"Dikephilos" acknowledged in his letters

that he knew the men involved in the affair "with happiness
and respected their honor;" of Routledge he wrote,

"Mr.

Routledge I was acquainted with and I esteemed him."

This

is the primary internal evidence ruling out the work as
Boucher's, since Boucher specifically wrote in his memoirs
that Routledge was a stranger to him.
pseudonym,

In addition, the

"Dikephilos," the Greek word for lover of justice

order, etc., would be an uniikely_ choice for Boucher, who

- 29 for himself.

It was a kind of recognition of the fluidity

of movement for groups above that of slave.

He was fully

aware of the great opportunities in America, in addition to
the salary differential, for he wrote to James,
with

"We meet

Many distinctions here We durst not aspire to at Home.""1'

One might contrast this letter in early 1760 with one written
in the preceding October, in which he said:
I confess I cannot like this Country so well as England;
nor can I ever bring Myself to think of settling here
. . . durante Vita. Y'r Neighbourhood was the Place
calculated for making Me enjoy Life; & 50 Lb there I
really think w'd have bounded my ambition.^
The bounds of his ambition had already been raised, in true
American style.
One must point out, however, that there is a good deal
of inconsistency in these letters from America on the subject
of where Boucher would like to spend his life.

Perhaps this

was not so unnatural, for there is a certain pattern apparent.
When his affairs were going well here, he seemed all too
aware of the limitations and problems of a life in England;
when problems arose, he spoke of England as preferable, most
3
preferable if he were close to Rev. James.
This is a re
flection of his nostalgia in the early years.
From the preceding examination of evidence, it seems
clear that Jonathan Boucher had no clear sense of "vocation"
for the Anglican priesthood, nor for any other ministry.

He

was no closer to the Church than a desire to please the Rev.
James by emulating him as a scholar but in a lay capacity.
There are no theological questions or discussions in the

1Ibid., 22.
^Boucher to James, 14 Oct.
^Boucher to James, 28 Nov.

1760.
1767.

MHM, VII (19.12), 14.
MHM, VII (19.12), 353,

- 504 knew Latin well but not Greek.

In 17 76, when he found it

essential to have the scions of British aristocratic families
patronize his school at Paddington, he knew only the Greek
alphabet and had to work extremely hard to learn the language
as he taught it to his students.
Two additional letters are less easy to cope with in
a process of deduction.

One, signed "Philanthropes," dated 22

August, 1766, on a superficial examination seemed quite
possibly Boucher's.

It is filled with quotations from the

Bible and the major theme is one of "murder as a crime."

I

have ruled this out for two reasons: it does not concern
itself at all with the method of bail, which Boucher ex
plicitly mentioned in his memoirs as a very extraordinary
thing, and since he apparently wished to remain anonymous,
it would seem unsophisticated, which Boucher was not, to
heavily weight the text with Biblical quotations.
dition, the signature,

In ad

"Philanthropos," is also of Greek

origin.
By a process of elimination the remaining letter, that
of 25 July 1766, directed specifically to J. B., Esquire
(James Blair who wrote the first "whitewash" letter) and
signed simply "I am, &c," without a signature at all is most
probably Boucher's work.

In date, it is closest to the

"vindication" letters which irritated him.

It deals

at length with the question of bail, and the affront to the
court system involved, in constitutional terms.

In addition,

the postcript sounds much like Boucher in its explanation of
his wish to remain anonymous.
I write on a Publick matter, and attacking nobody's
reputation (but a wrong measure, as I conceive it).
. . . The thing written should doubtless be regarded,
not the writer.
It is no matter whether he live in
Northampton or Buckingham; it is enough that he values
and tries to serve his country.

- 505 The reference to English counties, particularly the northern
English one, would be a logical one for Boucher to make.
One or two expressions such as "principles subversive
of that constitution," "subversive both of law and reason,"
and "vindicate yourself to their good opinion, " are expressions
frequently used in Boucher's writing.

In addition, the

statements regarding motivation for writing fit Boucher's
developing concept of himself as a man with a concern for
public welfare: "it is enough that he values and tries to
serve his country," and "what I apprehend my duty."
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E jq u irc r

H o n o u r a b l e Si r ,
O U have no reafbn to compla n o f you r in te l
ligence': T h e aJ in iffio n o f C o l. C h ifw e ll to
b a il ^ b u t more the manner o f it ) is very
m uch, and very ju ft ly , cen fu re d.bv * i
a nave K,NCn un iv c rla l ala rm .

Y

r
I

people
Whatever m otives prevailed-on y o u rfe lf, W illia m B y rd ,
and Prelly T h o rn to n , E fquires, to cake that u n u f ial itcp,
aie o f v tiy little confequence to the pu h lic k.
A l l tne
■chuck is concerned in is to examine how ta r itfe lf is at1L ie d th ereb y, the re fu lt o f fuch exa m in atio n, in m any,
is that no th in g Id s than a legal determ ination agam ii you
can quiet th e ir apprehealions. In rh t prefent ftate o f th in gs,
your fe llo w fuhje£U in V irg in ia live on ly at difcre tion o f
your lublim e Board , a Board, w hich having an um ca ib nabie power by law already, lh-*uld at leaft be prevented
frw n u fu rptng one, fubverfive both o f law and reafon.
Y o u cannot believe. S ir, that the mreMigent pu b lic k ,
in a point o f this m terefttng nature, w ill find its d iffa tiffa fiiu n removed by he aring your adimiTion of C ol. C h ilwell to bail was in purfuance o f the advice o f three em inent
lawyers. I am fo rry you found three fuch adviferx am ong
the em inent profeffora o f that fcieilce i but, whatever they
advued, you fhould by no m eant have om itted to confijjer
that, be ing fele£led by C o l. C h ifw e ll'* ft tend*, th ey were
t x p j ' I t , and that no dccifive judgm ent was to be expelled
from them . A n d , m oreon.tr, that tbe Sh eriff had an abfolute a u th ority fo r c o n d u c in g to prifcon the unfo rtun ate
Gentleman in queftiom v it. the auth ority o f a legal w a r
rant. Had he (the Shei iff) interrupted youi deliberati n t,
bv o rd eim g you to be a id ing and a M ilting in the execution
o f that w a rra n t, vonr H onours m ig h t, on your d ro b e d ietr:e, have been fe verelyffrted
b u r^lv , Sir, \o u w ill not
imagine youi triu m v ira te had (whatever it affirm ed) a
Regal p. At r j ,f it had not, \ m were, no le ft than other*
o f his M a p fty * fub eAs, bound to obey h i: legal com -and*,
given h \ t.«e m ou iii o f I.is ffic rr, and pum fhable fo r a
aA ui
i f n.i
by n
.it by
ued fro
Perrn.r
huem , a p a llia tm , w ith rcfpe£) to your intention
no iiiA ih catio n -t the proceeding.
As to the raped.- . y o f a llo w in g th * bad, \ o a L
two (Upo/itum 1v e rt taken 1 S .i, I c4e.
, hear:
J fee 1t
what I apprehend inv du
and r

'
,

I*
i

!
!
i
I

I
j
J
1

m*ke a defence.
T h e author o f the un an I were I queue*
kr.ew w e ll w ho wc e ex m im ed, and from th a t know ledge
vtnt-ired to lay no d s p ufitio t,' * r e ta k e n ; Im .e i.nacMi.ii.v
the m o k c ry , he fo ib o.e to m ention a* u n w o tflv notice,
would have been fe no ully expol'ed as the hafis of your con
duct. In ta k in g depolm mu both pa itie* ought to He pre
fent, that the deponents may Ik tofinte r-e xam ine d.
In
rku cafe his M a je tty was a party ; but nobody, not even
hi*.A trr,rn ey G eneral, appear- !
h im : So that h. fu ftiine d an in ju ry , fro m w hi h the m ra ncft o f hi* lub |c& s,
in the moft t n v . i l c iv il difp ute, is f-ru re .
Can we, bi
We*, tuppofe M r Jetfe T ho m a s and M i . John W f y l e .
capable o f g in f- te ltim o n y w ith refpeft to a m atter at the
w hich neither was p 'c lg r t* C . .Id then
declarations infiuence you fo fa r a? to riv e you enure u

.
,
i
j
I

r

I
j
I

otirr, the ftd in execution ol hi a
r o f Under Sher.ff, i
t^e fr--.n.i
Attorney fo r the p rifo n rt , but when once
yo-1 adrru-hearfay te ftim on y
(w h en better is at hand)
'•here w .II v n rtn,, > W o u M m * the d e vian t,.,ns of tw o
£ * & • « , w h > had p riv a te ly beard what M n l \ \ lV le i a. d

:... J ■' ' lay. bwabeenaa onclufiv*, ft „

U pon the w ho le, you fav you were ind u c e d ^o th in k ,
from the opinions and facia la id before you, that his cafe
wa* bailable. Suppofc h -u <u, the C ou rt of Cum berland
had judged othe rw ife , and that too fio m a very different
k in d o f te ftim on y from that w hich you were contented to
receive.
Betides, the au th o rity is not allow ed l y w hich
you, Sir, and the tw o other Judges (three particulars)
undertook to .eseife the |udgm cnt o f th.it C».uit, fet H ide
the w arran t w ith w hich the fh rr iff was fu rm lhe d, and g ra nt
thar b a il.
T he C ou nty C ourts, and the General C ou rt, are coirs
ftin ite d bv the Came a u th o rity , —— by a if* o f AA em biy .
theie a cti have turm ed a determinate leiataon between them ,
a relatio n w hich cannot be alte red by the Geuerai C o u n ,
or its members, w ith o u t a ft rung im plied demai ot thofe
pow ers, b j w hich alone the G eneral C o u n , and all our
C ou rts, e n d . T h e re can be no C o« nry, bo General C o u n ,
oi the> m u ll be fuch pre cifcly, as the A lle m b ly has conftiru le d them .
T o a lt e i the connexion between them >s
to rffe c l a re v o h ip o r ; we become ano her people
Tbet>
aAs are the very halis o f ou r n v il (u n fd iA io n , th t lacred
chain o f^ m r focietv ! I h m l/io where a power gvnmed by
any aA o f AfTem bly to pa rticular members "of the General
C o u rt over the derifions o f the C ou nty C ourts ; bu t I find
the law r x p r r f tly in frin g e d , w hich gives a v a lid ity to the
proceedings o f an Exa m in ing , C o u rt, and diye A * the manncr o f a crim in a l's being conveyed fro m the county to the
b lit k p r ito n : ( enjejmrntb, the relatio a betw ren the
m nty and G eneral Courts altered, and the c on ftitu oo h^
fo fa i unhinged.
T he ie matters require (here being the
grievance) the fu l'e ft explanation.
B u t i f it Ihoufd be
tiu n d ^ in fa & , iha t )ou h id allowed bail to the perpetrator
o^ a crim e no t legally ba ila b le ; it three Judges o f oui SupiVme C ou rt, from precipitation and (a* many th in k )
p a rtia lity , n e g le flc 4 jlf ’ pvocure pioper fa tisfactio n, w ith
re ip e fl to a point on w h ic h they pretended tu ^ b i'g e , and
in confequence jUilged mr'ong ; they m ult cxpeA to appear
before an im p artia l trib u n a l them fclves, to fee th e ir condu A ic ru tin ife d , and (according to in to e i.t) ju ftiiic d or
cenfured.
W h a t \cuj fay w ith refpeA to the d ig n ity o f your ftations
gives me fiem fu p rife ! I begin to th in k ^ y lc f f an inhabit^ n t o f fome other cou ntry tnan V irg in ia . *Ia there a d ig niry in h “ H nd w hich esrm pts any petfon whatever from
a d u u r * la’ r . f i , f ^-lTwde, a people w hich conceives itle lf
in, i-d * M e th in k i I hear a genera! negative fio m every
p i r t o t V iig in ia . Sir, you have, and w e ll d e riv e , gieat
;n ity .
Y o u claim it from a long life , Ipcut in the
pi vT ice o f v irtu e ; from your benevolence, you r hum anity,
>oui in te g in y . Y o u h*ve ■ r ig h t to , and po/Tefs, all the
du n .ty w hich the fineft arvf m o il tr u ly amiable c h ira ttc r
ta n Jcfeive ; bu t neverthelet* men o f equal m erit have
(w h ile y o u a ie n o t dupenhnv juftice in the General C ourt)
a n g h t to an equal d ig n ity w ith y o u rfe lf. I f thefe are tew
in num ber, it is to me a m atter o f fu rro w . F or my part,
I d ilc la iin i n idea o f d ig n ity fo unded merely on the a >ieti
fp m t o f particulars, and regard the pretenders to fuch dig
i
ith aftrgiee o f contempt proportioned to their a rio t mce.
So haughty 1 fr n t m erit as the abqve flow * not
s. itu r a lly from youi bo iom , ox from thofe excellent quatito. * foi vffii. h you arc confpicuous. Y o u d im o n llra tc tbu
h \ iho w m g a lolicitud e to la tis fy \o u r countrym en; and
h i your attempt to vindicate y o u rtclf to theu goorl o p inio n.
I am finci rely fo rry that the w orth y, the venerable Frefrdcnt o f the C ou ncil, haih h*en (tho ug h I hope madvcxtc m ly ) invo lvetf in cucum(lance> w hich leem to require^
defence, and are yet indefenlibie, but upc-n principles
Jubveilive of that con ft.tutio n o f w hich he h lih been lo
long the fu pp ort.
I am , Scc.
P S. L e t not iny being anonymous give you offence.
I w n fc on a publick m atter, and atia ck-ng nobody's lepuong me aim c, a* I conceive it.)

nk

tn (liouid doubt lets
no matter whether he
npt-m or H uckingha 1 1 it is enough that he
e» to ferve his countr
F o r this endeavour
-ducc.l (b y a Gen leunan, w ith o u t much
•rofecution. A proici contcioulnel* o f being
nes (hall tu pp oit hun

" t u in r H it the tru th is, Inch te ftu n o n ir, are not a d m iffih lr,
hut in d e fi . -,t lic t'c r i and to be ie,ecf-d altogether,
* Y g U i.n g n ,si, m h o e r e n them . I be.,eve, S ir, yn.,
»-uft iem «.uber-there was a g ita t variation between the
Sheriff and the A tto rn e y
rva ria tivffo f what merer e.l M r . K o u tli.f c H death is an
*v id cnee u n a n iw ri able, hat you were ill nfom ied. T l-s
Gei.tlem eii w ho w rre pre cut on t in t ocr , ion are no d< ubt
•urpf! e.i r«. i» e Iuch pen n fio p of ta il* 4 11 r u umrt - n r ,. .
1
t n . l m . n , . , , i - i u « u li , but,' w iih m g nor to fee P o l!
o do iu-n rhr It ,l( in iu iy Cmv
drlag.. being aiu.qs.tie, o a pu b lic k iia. u c) I ftia 'i W 4.r
,r. xnlefs I am hereafter oonltra.ned to ,
* d l only fay th at, had n a itr i» appeared •ft rhe lig h t yen
r*T Slfnt them to the C o iii t of I unit - 1 m l, f i . f.-.in
, they i c i >e wu uldhave ordered

krie -u.nl. „

U L t\. u-W/.

written before ■ r pthheirr, n of
m,ey V thought¥F .uU ^erve he. n
I the author Ita a <■ at it u a j ,
tk fw y iu l / ruHkuont f>at / ./ . f t r
. J
fm h o v fi j . , -

PR

IN

I E R.

’ N lead; g a p ece lately pubUfhrd in yotir pi;>ers by
. K C. N. te nd in g to pr Vc the rx^ieiliency o f fepar atmg

I

l. i l lr pleaff I
firmed 'n tfn

ght* fb agrsaably e pr TTed
on the w h o lt, I w
e, v ir
n . a t a ll.
in fe lhfh principle

ing and tne dead

i are alike , ail fclfifh . I do not mean t h jt they are alw ays
moved w ith a view o f n e ttin g money, or .ncmafing th e ir
w o rld ly w ealth ; th ou gh , as tfue leeim to prom iie the ac~
qu i tit ion o l m oft tempormi com forts r it generally has the
I aicendant. and, I th in k , had w ith H . C . N . in the pm tent
cale.
B u t, before I proceed any fu rth e r, it w i ll not he
•m ils to o b v n tt an obje& ion that may be caft againft m y
I arg 'jm e nts. v.x.
T ha t I am about to afperfe the charac
^ ter o l that w orth y G e ntle m a n. Far be if fro m m e ; he is
j • panirufax tnend o f ...m e, one ot w hom I havefos h ig h
j an eftrem as m y know ledge o f human nature w ill lu lin it.
But as he to m a th encouraged the free pu blica tion o f p tfj vate op-1iion, I have a m ind to take the hu ir, and le t th e
I '^ > rld k n o w m ine o f m an kin d in g
even m an i n j ftan. c ot his, though u n b irm ifhe d.
T h e Ia id G e ntle m a n, believing rhat rheApotJi able lig h t
| be ifood .n w ith the G o veino ur and ( o ie R l o u gh t very
j probably procure him the office o f T re a iu re r, fo r the tim e
I it wa* m th e ir po w *i to gra nt, offer* his fcTVicsy and ac
cording to expe^fation readily obtains , 1 o f OlndeftJ) prefu m in g that his intereft in the Hou1« o f B urgrffes w o u ld
not be futhcrent both to contm we m m .n that office and a lio
| to confer on him that o f Speaker* s n ia ly chofe fb preach
! Up the expediency of a reparation o f thofe offices j am i to m g r a tia d h im lelf tne more in tlie pubirck's fa vo u r, and tlacre1 oy m e rit a cotiu rua ncc in th is h.* new acquired office, by
fa r the m o ll lucrative o f th * tw o , he very h a ffily publidies
to the w o rld tha nnfcondudt ot his prr«te< e®»r, vis. T h a r
be had le n t^ -u t to his fiien ds the money b « o n g in g to the
T r e ifu r y , w hereby there is too large a quanuty kept in
c i.d ila tio n , and Terms to alarm the p u blick even w ith •
da nre r o f the lofs o f it.
W h ic h latter m dm afio o 1 m u ff
th in k altogether
in d icia .
A n d as to the m ifchicvou s
coniequtace ot too ^reat a qu a n tity of circu la tin g ru rre n c y ,
it can be pre ju d icia l to but far the fm aUcft pan of d k co lo n y , and to thofe only-w ho are quite ou t o f all danger o f
- a n t ^ A n d th e ie fo rr thoCe that have the general good o f
m a a m d at heait more than (elf, though thcv fhould be o f
the num ber o l thole th at “ ha < t M+meon/UerabU Aube-,'*
m u ft'w ifh fo r a laig e qu a n tity ot circ u la tin g tu rre n c y among
us, under the prefent ,*iltretIc«V,r unsffai vesot the c o u n try.
A n d I verity tn lie ve the good old G c u ik m a n , out fu im cr
T u ra fu re i, looked upon it tn the iainc lig h t that 1 do, -as
a j-u N ick good. A n d it mat-er* v c iy little how it happcr * t
fo r in the prelent caJe, w h e rrin h i lccins to be fo m uch
blached, I m u ll co jlfe f* it baa the ap;»eajace o f a breach o f
tn if f to let o u t the money belonging to the j n b lic k , w irh • u t any fuch m tlru ftio n s . B u t, let us t-ikc 4 view j f the
confequence.
There * « , and fo r ougl » we kn o w if i l l u ,
an a^l o f Fariiam ent to prevent ti»« e.n#ti> m o f any more
papei cuncnev, and we were not a>lower! to trade W ith fb#
Spaniards and receive then fpec.e, tfio o vh thev brought i t
to our p o rts ; and w hat we had had o f :hat k ia d was al
ready len t home to diicha rg e our B in i t d c b u ,* the count, y
bem g ( till v e il much involved ; w hich, w ith the increaie
o f trade, nu de a confiderahle quan tity o f foma currency
neccfTary.
W h a t could be better done, under th«lii c irc m ffa n c e s , than inftead o f b u rn in g ou r papei money to
fet it a -e m u la tin g i j p t n ( Hpec.a.iy aa, in the m anner o f
d o in g it, it im m ediately relieved m an y w o rth y fa m ilies
fro m ruin and indigence, and in its coaiequanc* w ar a
publick good » A n d how can we exclaim again ft theie
rocccilmgs o f fo benign a h e nch i& cr, and pa triot 1 B y
eepmg up a iu ftio c n r quan tity o f circ u la tin g currency,
fome p crio u i indeed may nuts o f the grkta fu ] oppcvtum ty
of in c ira fin g their already large fo itu n c by the opprtiLoix
o f othhei 11; but men o f a companionate di/poUUOB.
di/poutsoo, and w ho
the happincl* o f all m a n kin d , w ould p a rticularly
ftdci the pooi d tfttrllc d debtors, and no t,* by leiHniOg tlsa
quantity o f cuculariQ g currency, compel thorn m fo ci to
pay peihaps double w hat th ey ow e * o r, w hich laallone,
make the pa^tArnt th n e o f double thc »oi« in their effaces.
T h is is a lub |eA , I sin ^ l n . i l , no: fo w e ig h tily eoalldcvesl
by the Lcgiflato re as it ought , but, Fer
/apieuttbou ftU
H ow ever, give me leave to add that when esc m a g 1*
is at a par, and below , a* at preient, it i« tune, in a ll ju iiic e ,
to th in k o f in c ita iia g , rather than lcilem ng, the q u a n tify
o f circu latin g currency.
A n d a* to m y othci p io p o fu o n , v ir . T h s t it i t fo r th *
good of the w hole com m unity f r every ind ivid u a l to bo
in jvcJ upon ie filh principles, n m n perhaps, after I havo
fo un d iuch fa u lt w itlftlh is G entlem an's feififlinefs, fecm to
be a paradox. In anfwey to w in ch , I U ) Uij>j<ars
^hat he ws» moved upon le lfifti and b u r ’ rte m otive* to
i l l his lo g r k to (how the cxjiedicncy of| le ^ ra tin g
thofe t ) office* before m entioned ; nd I hope hu
a rfi
m ent* m *y take effect, as 1 believe i
the gCHxf
ot the col 1P» in general.
B u t, at
th at there w ill be a tuffictent mambei in the H oufc o f B
gelle* w ho, from fe’fifh *nd c o m m ifc iifin g pi
e.iher keep him fro m th« o lfk e o f T re a fu rc r, or fort, d h it
t»eing lo rig id w ith thole indebted t > the public k M he iew«. •
to threaten ; and by t^ a t mean - I, th ough i ot o f that num bcr, ft.all exj*ect to reap lorn
P H IL A U T O S .
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on a m err p u n ^ ib o , or fome flig h t a fto n t, deffro yt a life
t i.it m rgbt be o f fe rvict to fociety .—— m ig h t be a biefTing
i various relative *,— and is in tim a te ly connetfad w ith
a b lifs fu l or a mtferable im m o rta lity f
It 1* a prtm tipa i tfr m r t againft the publtck, becaufe the
m urderer not oo ly u n la w fu lly bereaves it o f a member and
fub^ecl, but Iikew d c aUumes to h im lelf its n g h rt and pre
rogatives o f judgm ent, to the piejudice and difh on ou r,
and, Ai fai as lit* in h a power* to the utter lu b veilion
and d iflo lu tio n o f fociety.
A man may (hed blood in the necefTary defence o f bis
C iE S l L F M P N ,
per Io n , w ith o u t b e in g ^ u ilr y u fa n u rd e rj when he is fu ddenfy afluul'eJ by thole w ho aitem pt to take away his life ,
T is m atter o f rejoicing to every w ell wv/h«r to im*nand hath no other means left to ( cure it. B u t even here
km d that the prels, one «>( the principal handmaids j
it is n.a enough that the dancer he unpendm g, but it rauit
o f lib e rty , is neeome a free hannel o f conveyance
be m ffant and p re icn t, and luch wbcreii, a man's life is in
whereby men may communicate tbew fen (intents on j
all pro ba bility loft if he docs not ftand upon hi* defence.
every lu b jert that tra y con inh uie to the good of their
B u t i f the aifiuJt be ludden, and no way o f elcape v iiib lr,
cou ntry, oi the inlo im at*on and m ftr.iftio n o f theu fe llo w 1
we may la w fu lly take away the life o f him who u n ju lily
fcibie rts, and it i t to be lamented that a tyrannical and
ieeks to take ours.
W hen blood is (bed w ithout any in 
arb m a iy power (houId (how u le lf, by trad uc in g, and
tention or purpoCe o f doing it, a man 1* not chargeable
threatening w ith p ro fe c it’on , patriot fp in ta , w ho appear
w irh m urder
It wa* fo r luch cafes a* thefe that the ciues
to glow w ith an honed and unaiTcrtevi zeal f-.r (heir counot refuge were appointed o f old, that people m ight fly
tx)'» goo*i, and le a ib n ib 'y and gen-w ni|]y lay hold on the
th ith e i, and be late fro m the avenger of blood. But here
free d*m A " c pie-* whereh\ to c a m their eoo& im m aK , we m ult irk e rare that we be employed about la w fu l th in g * t
a L id tic t to in ttiu r t and in fo rm m ankind in th in gs o f 'be ;
fo r i f we ire do.ng any th in g that is un|uffitsable, which
m olt "ite irA in g i.a tu rr. Such exertions o f a b ility and lea l 1
accidentally prove* to be the death o f another, th s cannot
the *
ck L i been f . i u r e d w ith b> me u 1 o f vour
be rx c u ed from m uider , and I am lure the Suprcmt
G u t " ' , and .iK 1 L« baan the tie itm e n t they have met
cxa£l* the p u r if m ent fo r it.
A n d thcfefoie we are to id
svitn.
How this c u n irt tt> pafa, or by w hat motives men
in the old law th»t if men ftrive among thendclvea, and
n e induced, thus prep rterm itiy to attem pt to check the
hurt another perfon tfust he die, though it was n o t mtende 1
due exeicife o f rba' I r w it ' * l i ch they theinlelves w ould
by th em , yet life IhaJl go for life , becaufe then ttn fe and
flv i;n ^ fu ilv abuL , I thall not m «ke it my bu hn elt to inquire.
contention between themleives is an u n la w fu l a£hun. But
Y o u r readers cam ot be unacquainted w ith a late unhappy
where the death of another is intended, let it be upon never
io o d r n t, w hich In • in ployed the attention of, and eacitrd
luch viole nt and fuddeu a palSon, although do prepenfed
the moft unv aiy S(y . chenliont in, the publtck- T h e y have
and rancouring m alice were bom to the perlon before,
W en p a rticularly m t imed o f every cwi-umffaoce relative
whatever epithet the law may grace it w ith , yet, in conto die fa rt, conhdered av a m a te r o f legal cognisance.
fcience, and the Ught o f the Supreme and U ufm m i, fu d ^ r .
B j L a t no one hat hitherto favoured the pu blick w ith any
it is certainfv w ilf u l m urde r, and ought to be puniihad a*
th in g , relative t.» the narure o f the crim e, in any other
luch.
p rin t o f vie ■ and *» 1 have lately been fu rp iifc d to find
M urde r is a d im e fo in h n it^ ly ha eful a n i detcftable to
that many people entertain w ion g notions ot it, notion*
the U m errinf
that >i*<njgh the altar was a retugr for
that m i> proye fatal to lo t le ty , and be the fource
ot he 1 oflenuers, vet hr w. uld not have a murderer fhctfere.l
o f much un eil:n et* to tfftftfitlv e a , I thought it not incajx-even there, but he was '<> he dragged from that invio la ble
dient to f nd you fome o b le n a tio n * on ihat head, your
linC tu ary to execution, according to that law . It a man
favour mp w hich w ith a place in y o u i Gazette w ill very
come prclumplu<>ullv upon hi* neighbour, and (lav him
o u h oblige
w ith g u ile, thou (halt tik e him from thine alta r, that he
Y o u r conltant reader,
may uie.
A n d accoidingly we hnd tnat when |^ab had
Hed, and taken hold on the n o ru t o f the a lta i, in tlw r the
A n d very humble (c o a n t,
m rflenger* w ho were Cent to put him to death dm ft
P H 1L A N I H K O F O S
violate that ho ly placs by (hedd;ng hi* M ood, Solomon
give* command to have h.m (lain even ther<-, a* if’ ttir blood
l 1 K D k R is a crim e of the deep, ft die, and mo ft
of a w iilu l murderer were an acceptable fatrihce to him by
heinous n a tu re , it is the h itf branded cruue that
whom K jn g * reign, and Prince* decice |ullice.
w« read o f, m which natural tonupUoQ vented Us ta in ourBut not on ly he whofe ham i. are em bmed in th^ blood
•n d virulence i the tin o l t ain that g r e « t^ ^ ^ u , 1 o f pci
ot -other*, but alio thoic w ho are accefl.uy, are god tv o f
knurr., whole gu nt wa* to loud and clamorous that its cries
m uide r , as, thole w ho command or counlcl it to be done.
were heard fro m earth to Heaven.
A n d thus D a i id became g u ilty ot the murdei o f U ti.ih
M irdei u thq- g earett w rong uifwed to the S01
T he y alfo who content to m urder aie gu ilty ot it. T hu s
of the U nivene, the highest in ju ry to our oeighbc »ur, th *
Pilate, fo r y irld in g to th^clam orous outcries o f the Jew*,
height of unchaiiubloaefc, aod a principal offence again ft
though he walhed hta hands, and difavowed the fa rt, wa*
fo cie ty.
equally gu ilty w u h th c in that nailed the K/.Ornu r oj M a n 
I t is the tre b le A x c rs x f offered to to the S n e r n g n t f the
kind to the crot*.
He that conceals a m uidei is g u ilt) of
Vueoeife. becau'c it
illa n iir
. r to ourfehres the ditpotal
d.ioolal
itr.g
i t j and therefoie we are to ld that in calc a man were found
o t his gij^s, and a d.ipofTefling him of ,hi* rig hts j for
dam , and the murderer un kno w n, the L ld e rt ot txa t city
hereby h n s lobbed of a crea ture,
of hu child __ —
were to Hfambte, and w affi their hand*, and p io teit that
h i* fe n ra a t.w h a r ; ’" t d , one—— -whole life he accounts | they had not (Led this blood, neuhet L id their eyi.* icen
n d t.iw h .m e bears the tend reA regard. His i it : A plain in tim a tio n that if they had ften and concealed
L 'e ,
ith«M 'v, his •h i one o f map 'ty , hi* tribu na l o f I it they theiehy became g u ilty .
I hoie who n e in anthojudgm ent, h fw ord o f vengeance, x.e hereby hkewue j n ty , and do no t p u m lh m u rd i r wL
.m nutted and kn> vu,
• lu rp fd
H u * a n i l ' \k c w i e invo lve* the freight o f fa- ) aic thereby g u ilty o f it
l'h u * when Na'*oth .■-.»» vii
ci ilege. b-csuie if vio l uat the mage of the I enduem
demned to die by the wicked a iu h c of Jeaebcl
i 'h ough
A u th o i or ur N i u ic .
A h ab knew nothing o f the c u n tiiv a iR t u .iti
It u the AsgA.-f .
10 nu n.ifbb ou r, becaufe he is
execution, y t becaufe he d id not vun iira te th
LereSr deprived nt » . •
good, w itho ut any po4blood w tieii he came to the know ledge of it, f
c ,» ra 1
ita
B y lolin g h u life ,
charges it upon hun
H d t thou k i.ic d , . . »
'elf1rh< good he p ti
s, • t 11 capable of i»)fleflino
poffefli >n, lay* he f T h e gu tlf la) upon Ini
he e, v t 01 t any
mhilefy of i ec vci i g it again , and
pum fhm ent overtook Iuni, ab ho iigii wc do i><
1 that
iL e .-to te m iu d r c«.i tv no li.ita b ir v r r g e , no rra frna blc
U lrta-Si
I \
jury receded
Beca (e u infin ite ly
who had com m itted it
A n d !.■
.* I ., ..traie* wRt.,
fu pifT-*
.1! the evil
,t man can Curtain from a n o th n ,
upon any r ijw rt w h-itei / , lutf- a > .. t> , r tw e.cap*
r
Hi his eft lie , f i n e , or w elfare of m v lu n .l; fo r all
nnpuuifhed, aie laid to po ll.-n * e land w-.'h blc»oJ. Ve
r •’« t ‘ n > :^ v r i ' t-11 n f4!u te , and may !>e capable o f
(hall take no ta rsfartion For th life of a m u 'd xer, bu t be
I m.rvj alien, f u f m urdei i« ex'terne, and itropaiable,
ihall (urcly be pul to death.
So dia l ve not pollute the
• f c gieateff in iq uity. A d d t o th i* .
land w Lf-en) * c
fc i blood deOieUi the land j and the
'he* toe P '".rl« itrt p in: n r v only fa 'a liy ra \ ftied from
U i.d cannot f e clejnfed from the b ’ood that ,s (he., the cm
•
11.,1 thus n.ttantane
but bv the t ! od o f h.m that if rd it
I ;;e advice o f a
• , may 1■ u the g ila tc ff haaaid wun
good old K ug 10 his Judges w i ne
i the n.Oi Wter not only robs hi* brother
ake heed, la is h e . whai i e d o ,
fc , b n of h i* tim e o f repuntaace, and
man, but fo* the La rd
W h rc h n
a k in t hi 1 peace w irh bi> r »»al Judgov
tne l ^ r j be up«-n ypu , take h t« d . 4.
•f **■ bat .abiftu 1 tod*-*l t' u* * ith our
no in iq u ity , nor re ije rt f pe
w .th the Lord our God,
to ne an u tei Rimnger
A n d he fur*h r charged th- "
liv in g , ih u ifb a ll ve do m
'i i
.pie* J t.o m tr in and gencr. f'ltv, ai.d a
the fea. o f the Lu d, fa ith ‘ u ‘
at. : w .ih a perfert heart
iii
iiiU o r^ i have, 10 Ii 1 oWn firu ia l at d ur<
A n d w l n i f k b r r taute t>*d .m e rr -.0*1 r youi bre tbrtu
rpailLm-. If, 1, uintiiK " of the nivll g rn ^u u s
that d w e ll <n vou i land, brrweer blood ai.d blood, between
e m it ‘ cnevolcjit perfdn t .at ev« graced i t law and commar.dment, fta tu t
(hall
h u .u a .,-y, we o u j u «
iu lg a a* to i the L o rd , w ith ' *h , \ i id
. • ; .. f t r t
boa
hearty that lo w rath come not
, and upon \wuz
spo h ti.
brethren.
Be (ho ng , deal ~.
:o ib;ucs f.i* hands ;n fu* brother's blood ‘ W ho
Lhaii be w itf- yob.
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E R,
Sr.Jamei s,
the out ffu ita
m r d^ m
n cr k^fks ur rr
f, &
Sepc. iy « 6 .
rta <»f
o fW
S I K,
H A r ell improvements in art* and Icimees, and a ll
rehnetnenu in fociety, have been o w in g to men of
genius and know ledge, lom r ol whasn were at the lame
tim e polledcd of goo*mci» of heart in d ucin g them to com 
m unicate that know ledge to the pu b lick, w i ll not no w £
p rrltim e l>e corueffcd , and age* whic h have either neglartod
ui encoui aged men of ab ilitie s and in te g n tv , have received
proportioned ceniurr or applauic. F>osn th n e coondvratio n i, we arc pertuaded the p u blick w ill farosarably retesrv
the rtia v* uf which we here give a very im p erfe rt fkctch .
The author piopuje* tn p n n t them by (ub ftn p rio n , as ha
hnd* by expencnce i t 1* *>e beff wwy to fe ll books
beiuiehand.
I he pu blick may ha alfured they are th *
re lu lt o t interne ffu d v, and lung prartice.
E llay the h r if, On M o ra lity Im proved.
Here the a u tiio r, by the mott clear and p o u tiw aifertioos,
aided by very appohtc quotations, proves that if a perfon
fa lls in to an erruur, though he im m ediately perceives and
a* q u ickly ityetfs it, he merits the ufm ft c. ntem pt and
infam y in this w o ild , w ith eternal punilhm ents in the
next , but that by ob ltina tely perlevering fo th e e n d , th ough
ever) tic, human and divin e , l'e broke th io u g h , all reipert
and veneration (hail be his rew ard heie, andF .lyfian happinei* hereafter.
T h e w n te r is leniib le that w hole hoffs
of m o i« iiit* and divines Hat d in his w ay, but thefe give
him little do ub le ; fo r, as C aligula w ou id have (ervecJ th *
Rom an*, he dciuoliihc* them w nh a fin g l* Mow.
id
A s the h rff elTsy is of a verv leiious nature^ and
requires a great deal ut thought, tn this the reader is p rrlented (by way ul re laxa tion ) w ith foinc curious irfie rtio n s
upon the natural e q u a liti of mat kind , it is p la inly (hown
that the Hyle and title s bv w hich lie gieat c>ne» of t».c w orld
have diA in gu ilh ed themleives are mere ulu rp atio ns, and
the author declare* hi* ha rd j urpofe of le ttin g in example
to fr. e his fe llo w c ir.itu rc * from this m iu ffeiabie tyran ny.
It T* not doubted but that thuic, who have h ith erto , w ith
gnaw in g envy, looked up at tlu ir lup en ou is, w ill receive
great .c m fo it flo a t the p -ju ta l.
jd. The Whole Art oj LyingHere the autnoi 'rein * to uie above h im fc lf, and w ith
jw ctiltai energy, and m od fin k in g examples fro m his o w /i
w a ik *, he laughs at the caution* given by D o rto i S w ift
anil other*, and proves that there 1* but one plain d o w n ng ht met od wotch lo llo w m g , w h u h a n fw ri 1 every pu rpc>lC.
It 'O uid be doing injuftice to this dfay to pie trn d
bui th 1
five cadet may be affured that
in a litrfc tim e it w ill enable h im , a* D o rto r Doone fays,
..........— —
to outlie rith e r
J o v iu i or Sctrius, or both together.
4 'h . Omne tuht p u rttu m jui m i/cuii utile Jm lii.
1 he gentle leadei is now pie lrn ted w ith the fp ortive
recication* of the aufhoi * le ilu ic h o u i*, and as s great
geu.u* 1* oolv rouaed ami lharpencd by difficulties, this
ingen ious w iitc t, having ulteu ih o uch t ujion the com m on
l «y*ng, it is im pofiihle to w d h the Bla* u m o o r w hite , trie*
many comical experiments , and though the th in g at h rtt
intended ( is is often the cafe) is not pcrion ncd , vet in a
tw m x m g he ch.inge* w hite* in to blacks, to the amazement
o f all rtader*.
T h e v jrb o r rh ip k* that by r rv trfin g hi*
p in e true* the kiiem c may be completed, and the fu ftlO iit o f
perfcrtio r g . iu - h
.cu ^ftth t m o A e lffyd efp urso f attain in g
u himie * > tie has an invincible proj>enuty to defcena.
5th.
I fit ntclL ge nt readei w ill readilv perceive (hat the
l'u bji : » already han 1led aie either not o f the greateli im 
port, 01 have V r n much laboured on by other w riters t
but the hor.our o f the fo llo w in g m u ll He allowed w h o lly
to belong to ouj authoi ; fo r though he poets o f old ta lk
icm e th n ig of one P rom nheus, yet it ha* heen s nen up .1*
a h rttoo . T h e w n te r, confidennw what . u s i ajva n agc
to a young cou ntry the inCTeafr f i t * m h a b iu rr* muff b«,
a* invented a fu ie m ethod o f inlpu >ng effigie* w ith fouls ,
. .y em ergent.
,. on ly <
1 fra
n il he 1 pplie«l w ith Ajn arm y
A hoi !\ fe llo w *, v f i i i f deffroyed * . 'u r , 01 other accid n'*, ini. be a* expeditioufly iepla. cd fry tin* w onderful
«*. In
,h ,‘
.d l
ne fhr v ith o r the m,
^ t , o r .4 J u n f , u . . f Ul
old ma*cis,
ar d c ) 'b .o h rju r*, w h6 de fi/c to tia r fh ii
m g 11
’ •>, ud e rity, but h.i ve hitherto lahoure »' hatpurpote m u .n .
6:L. '1be ctearn, the qmnltfjcnrt, /he m/V'tuu , of (*># leu*.,
“ L o r .1* th rifty wenco fci tpes Xirchen iTirrF^
A n d b a rre llin g tha dropping* and ‘ he fe off
K f w ait n^r candie*, w hich tiS th u tv yrar
(Relick.lv kep t) perchance ■u>* weddm p rha *^, *
So our auibor, bv a judicious m ixin g of l* w anx^tgv*
' < .iood. impudence, and fcu n ;
ha* p <*.lu c fii a
compound fo f h and lufcious as muff . n m f m i r a ta iu fa :‘. on to a il thole w ho are happily t efT* .1 w itn th* h a u l
G iU l. T 1..* aJay io a r w»th t'u i" tK (a
i ei m eoote r.u «rvj flavour that d titrta r .e
e a rn s-a r
dtfa cajlcd
a 1 aglets, tn4 tbcraforc will moti p r v a .*» modes*
u u iii't dcL g.it 10 ibe
accuft
! to (tic g -tJ* ftavour
of this m cn tu 'e
hubicrip’ r
o;.-po£xl* a.av be wceu at Lrvcrai u*op* *
F a lm o -th , and H tS b * Hole.

T

fortw nj, ae •

rruencue feemt roe.
bh JsU X JU T T ’ *.

APPENDIX I

ACCOUNT OF THE ROUTLEDGE MURDER

On the evening of 3 June 1766, Robert Routledge, a
merchant of Prince Edward County, and a long-time friend of
Colonel John Chiswell (father-in-law of Colonel Landon Carter),
met his death almost instantly at Chiswell1s hand."*- From
the explanations and copies of depositions that appeared in
the Virginia Gazette in June, July, and August, 1766, one
can conclude that the altercation arose after Routledge had
spent the better part of the day drinking in Moseby's Tavern
at the County of Cumberland Courthouse in company with a
number of friends-

Colonel Chiswell joined them in the

evening, sober, but in an arrogant mood, which "Dikephilos"
described as "talking in an important manner, and somewhat
liberal of oaths."

2

Routledge, who was intimately acquainted

with him, remonstrated,

"perhaps with less politeness than
3
was due to Colonel Chiswell1s figure."
Chiswell became

John Chiswell was of Hanover County, the same County
in which Boucher's Parish, St. Mary's, was located. Chiswell
had been expelled in 1752 from the House of Burgesses, along
with John Syme, for treating voters (probably from a hogshead
of punch) to secure the election. J. A. C. Chandler, and
T. B. Thames, Colonial Virginia (Richmond: Times-Dispatch
Co., 1907), 282.
2

"Dikephilos," Letter to Virginia Gazette (Williams
burg) 18 July 1766. Also depositions 12 Sept.
1766,
Virginia Gazette.
3Ibid.
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- 509 extremely abusive, called Routledge a "fugitive rebel, a
villain who came to Virginia to cheat and defraud men of
their property, and a Presbyterian fellow."
This abuse is indicative of the very real animosity,
lying so close beneath the surface, between the planters and
the merchants.

Nowhere has it been more succinctly expressed

than by Governor Benedict Calvert:
. . . our tobacco sent home . . . is perchance the
most uncertain commodity that comes to market and the
management of it there is of such a nature and method,
that it seems to be of all other, most liable and
subject to frauds in prejudice to the poor planter.
Tobacco merchants, who deal in consignments, get great
estates, run no risk and labor only with the pen; the
planter can scarce get a living, runs all the risks,
attendant upon trade, both as to his Negroes and to
bacco and must work in a variety of labor.
I write
not this in malicious envy to the merchants, nor do I
wish them less success in business but I heartily wish
the planter's lay was better.
Routledge, quite drunk, was provoked to throw wine out
of his glass at Colonel Chiswell1s face.

Chiswell, perfectly

sober, attempted to throw a bowl of bumba (toddy) at Routledge,
but was prevented by some of the company.
vented from throwing a candlestick.

He was also pre

Chiswell next tried to

strike Routledge with a pair of tongs, but was held back.
At this, Chiswell ordered his servant to bring his sword
from another house, and threatened his man with death if he
did not get it.

It was delivered to Chiswell, unsheathed,

in the shed-room, from which Chiswell, sword in hand, re
turned to the room and backed himself against the wall.

He

swore at those who tried to take his sword, promising that

"'"Report, Benedict Calvert to the proprietor, his
brother, Lord Baltimore, 25 Oct. 1729. Maryland Archives,
XXV, 602-603.

- 510 he would run any man through who dared to come near him or
take it.

Chiswell ordered Routledge out of the room, as

unworthy to appear in such company, and swore that if he did
not get out he would kill him.
Routledge desired to remain.

Hiccoughing, he said he

had no ill will against Colonel Chiswell and that he was sure
Colonel Chiswell would not hurt him with his sword.

However,

some thought Routledge ought to be escorted from the room and
put to bed.

Others said he ought not to be carried out, as

he was not the intruder.

Mr. Joseph Carrington saw fit to

conduct Routledge to the door, at which point he was sepa
rated from Chiswell by only the length of a table, plus a
few feet.

While Carrington was searching his pockets for

the key of a room where he intended leaving Routledge, and
while Chiswell was continuing his verbal abuse of Routledge,
Routledge moved to the table's edge, repeating the words
"Presbyterian fellow, " which Chiswell had just called him.
Chiswell, seeing Routledge across the table, moved from the
wall to the opposite end of the table, partially closing the
gap between them.
Routledge was completely unarmed, and several gentlemen
were in such positions that they would have prevented Routledge
from moving around the table toward Chiswell, had he tried.
Chiswell, with a sword two feet long, stabbed Routledge
through the heart across the table.

Routledge died instantly.

Chiswell, according to "Dikephilos" report, was seized by
others, but immediately Chiswell told them it was too late,
and added, "He is dead, and I killed him."

Chiswell, with

great calmness and deliberation, ordered his boy to take his
sword and clean it carefully, continuing his abuse of Routledge
and said later, "He deserves his fate, damn him; I aimed at
his heart and I have hit it."

He called for a bowl of toddy

- 511 and drank freely enough to be intoxicated before the Justice
of the Peace arrived.
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- 30 letters at this time and only one religious experience, if
one could call it that.

The sea voyage to America, although

a relatively easy one with no bad storms, was subject to some
apprehension from the scourge of the privateers who were
prevalent, for this was in 1759 in the midst of the Seven
Years' War.

The hard life of the sailor stirred his humanity

also, and in a mood of relief at the end of the voyage he
wrote to James:
A sudden Act of Mercy kindles a sort of transient Flame
which dies almost even while it blazes; but a con
tinued preservation amidst ye most imminent perils
fixes habitual grateful veneration.^In trying to describe his feelings to the Rev. James,
he referred him to an Ode in the Spectator, asking James to
read it and assuring him that no composition he had ever read
gave him so much pleasure.

2

The Ode, written by a gentleman

on the conclusion of his travels, is described as a sea-piece.
It is a rather moving description of the terror of vast seas,
as one or two stanzas indicate, and of a sense of deliverance
from peril:
. . . Thou saw'st the wide extended Deep
in all its Horrors riseJ
Confusion dwelt in ev'ry Face,
And Fear in ev'ry Heart;
When Waves on Waves, and Gulphs in Gulphs,
O'ercame the Pilot's Art
. . . For t ho' in dreadful Whirles we hung
High on the broken Wave,
I knew Thou wert not slow to hear,
Nor Impotent to s a v e . 3

1Boucher to James, 7 Aug.
2

1759.

MHM, VII (1912), 4.

Boucher referred him to Vol. VII, No. 490, but un
doubtedly he meant No. 489. Gregory Smith, ed., The Specta
tor by Joseph Addison, Richard Steele, and Others (London:
Everyman's Library, 1945), IV, 49-50.
3Ibid.
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Z>Jiccres addressed to the people o f M a r y la n d

1. Do not the popular meetings now so common
among us bear a very near resemblance to the
tribunitial assemblies of the people in the earlier
periods of the Roman history?
2. Do not the resolves entered into at such poj:>ular meetings, and framed and supported so as to
have nearly the force of laws, resemble also the
Plebiscite, or Ordinances, which in after times were
as valid and obligatory as the Senatus-consulta, or
laws constitutionally enacted by the whole legis
lature?
3. Should these two quaxres be answered in the
affirmative, does i t not deserve some considera
tion, whether by encouraging these, we do not in
fact encourage that Dominatio Plcbis, so much
desecrated [j/Yj by the best writers on Govern
ment ?
4. W hat good reason can be given for any Com
mittees, not known to the laws of the land or the
Constitution, taking upon them to debate and de
termine on matters o f the highest moment, and
which affect the very vitals of our Constitution?
5. A dm itting that their decisions and determina
tions have been, are, and will be always just and
wise, yet is not their taking upon them, nor only
without any authority, but contrary to authority,
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the exercise of any such powers, itself a greater
grievance than any of those complained of ?
6. Can the Resolves of the General Committee
of the several counties o f this Province (as pub
lished last week in this Gazette) be, w ith either
truth or propriety, said to express the sense of the
people of this Province?
7. D id one man in a thousand of the people of
this Province give a vote for any of the members
of the said General Committee?
^
8. Lias one man in ten thousand of the people of
this Province yet expressed his approbation of these
Resolves, either himself or by his legal represen
tatives?
9. Are the dissentients among the members of
the General Committee to be considered as bound
by Resolves against which they actually voted,
when a motion for a previous Resolve that the
Resolutions o f the m ajority should bind the minor
ity could not be carried?
10. I f such members in the Committee declared
themselves not bound, w ith what consistency do
they now jo in w ith the other members to enforce
such Resolves on the people at large by penalties
of such cogency and effect as no regular legislature
ever ventured to adopt?
- xi. On what principles either of justice or com
mon sense, or even of the common ideas of liberty,
are the people of this Province, or any individuals
thereof, to be restrained from debating on and ques
tioning any public measures, where they are not
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restrained either by the laws o f God or the laws of
the land?
I a. W h a t is tyranny but the assumption and ex
ercise o f power w ith o u t any authority?
13. W hat lib e rty can the people o f this Province
be said to enjoy, when their arms necessary for
their personal defence and support have been arbi
tra rily taken from them; when they no longer have
a free press; when the ministers o f the W ord of God
are dictated to and controlled in their holy function
and when even the freedom o f private debate is
overawed by Committee-censures and the de nu n-'
ciation o f tar and feathers?
■
!

APPENDIX L

ATTRIBUTION TO BOUCHER OF A
LETTER FROM A VIRGINIAN . . .

The letter was first printed without imprint and then
reprinted twice in Boston and once in London in the same
year.

From the type ornament, the printing has been as

signed to Hugh Gaine, 1774.'*'

The Library of Congress has

credited the letter to Boucher on the basis of a note in
Appendix C, "The Rivington Tracts," of Allan McLane Hamilton'
book, in which he says,

"The Latter [Boucher] was the author

of A Letter from a Virginian to the Members of the Congress
2
.
. . .
The letter is listed m Evans's American Bibli
ographies, as number 13168, but Sabine shows it as an anony
mous pamphlet, number 40317.
number 423.

Clayton-Torrence shows it as

Bernard Bailyn has reprinted the letter in his

Pamphlets, previously cited, crediting it to Boucher.
Boucher's decision to write as a Virginian was not il
logical.

He wished to preserve his anonymity and by now he

Thomas R. Adams, American Independence: The Growth of
An Idea. A Bibliographical Study of American Political
Pamphlets Printed Between 1764-1776 Dealing With the Dispute
Between Great Britain and Her Colonies (Providence, R. I.:
Brown University Press, 1965), Item 27.
2

Allan McLane Hamilton, The Intimate Life of Alexander
Hamilton Based Chiefly on Original Family Letters and Other
Documents Many of Which Have Never Been Published (New York:
Scribner's Sons, 1912), 442.
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- 516 was a too well-known Maryland priest.

He had lived in Vir

ginia from 1759 until 1770, and in 1774 he lived not twenty
miles from Mt. Vernon, and directly across the Potomac from
Alexandria, Virginia.

There is no statement in Letter from

a Virginian, that is in conflict with Boucher's expressed
political philosophy, his estimate of human nature, or his
appraisal of the situation at hand in 1774.

Certain spelling

idiosyncrosies are Boucher's, for example, "teize," which
occurs regularly.
Only one expression might be called overt evidence that
Boucher did not write it; his use of the term "native" in two
instances with reference to himself.
not a native of America.

Boucher was, of course,

However, serious consideration

might lead one to minimize its weight as not sufficient to
rule the letter out as Boucher's.

For one thing, he had be

come thoroughly Americanized in his fifteen years of residence
in Virginia and Maryland.
wittingly.

He may have used the term un

However, the more logical explanation might be

that he wished to be persuasive in his arguments, to speak
as a native son to lend a certain aura to his pleas, as well
as for anonymity.
Substantively, there are no opinions expressed in the
letter that do not agree with statements made by Boucher in
other writings.

The concern with constitutionality and funda

mental principles is prevalent and similarly expressed, par
ticularly in the sermon of 177 3 "On Fundamental Principles"
and in the Quaeres to the People of Maryland.

In general,

the appeal to knowledge for decision-making, to history and
to the charters and history of the American colonies, in
particular, square with Boucher's own process of determining
his position.
The references on p. 11 and p. 13 by "Virginian" sound

- 517 unlike the sentiments of an arch monarchist; nevertheless,
they are substantiated by similar remarks by Boucher, who
noted in one sermon that Filmer had extravagant notions on
monarchy and the sacredness of kings, and less pardonably,
had a disparaging and unjust opinion on supremacy of law."'"
In the same sermon, he notes that the divine right of kings
as a personal thing is not to be defended.

In his own words,

"I will not argue for exclusive irresistibility of kings, in
their personal capacity.

There is no gallantry in taking a
2

fortress that is no longer defended."

In the appeal to the preservation of what was good in
America, and not worth risking in a war, there is a recog
nition of the freedom from poverty, lack of titles, ability
to forge ahead, disregard of privileges of birth, and the
American way of speaking freely as an equal of anybody.
These are all characteristics that Boucher had written about
to James in England over the years since 1759.
The disparaging remarks about the New Englanders, their
fractiousness, their "common town meetings, 11 appear elsewhere,
particularly in connection with the Episcopate issue.
following is rather typical:

"...

The

banditti of furious

Dissenters in yonder mischief-making Northern Governm'ts."
The distinction he makes between external and internal
taxes, and his objections to the Stamp Act and the Tea Act
being considered as similar, were all familiar in Dulany's
Considerations and in Boucher's stand against the Associations
by 1774.'
Certainly it is apparent that the writer's opinion of

"''Boucher, "On Civil Liberty, Passive Obedience, and
Non-Resistance," A View, 529-30.
2Ibid., 547.

- 518 human nature parallels many statements of Boucher over the
years.

Men were corrupt; therefore the bodies composed of

men were subject to corruption.
was Utopian.

Perfection in government

Smugglers would always be with us, wherever

trade opportunities existed, he thought.

Citizens were not

saints.
The great stress on the disruptive element of "party
spirit" is almost a constant theme in Boucher's sermons.

A

second theme is the concern for the weakness of most men in
submitting to appeals of passion and emotion, to oratory
and inflammatory pamphlets.

The grievances Americans might

have were not sufficient to justify the risk of a break with
England and the horrors of civil war.

The pamphlet expresses

this succinctly, and this opinion remained Boucher's until
the day he died.

He observed a shift in men's minds,

"some

sense of crisis," as he said in the Letter from a Virginian,
that made men more apprehensive than the facts warranted.
The knowledge of Locke which Boucher displays in the
sermons is apparent in this letter.

Remarks concerning the

misquotation of Locke, or the partial quotations to serve
the writer's or speaker's purpose, are familiar in all of
Boucher's writing.

He often quoted Locke fully, to offset

Lockian quotations of his opponents.
Boucher was particularly concerned in this pamphlet
with the problem of majorities, not as an abstract problem
which he dealt with in a 1774 sermon, but as a specific
Maryland phenomenon.

He believed that the great majority of

his fellow-Americans were loyal, but many were caught up in
a dilemma where neutrality was impossible and expedience
dictated political decision.
the political winds.

Like willows, they bent with

The oaks, like Boucher, sturdy and

uncompromising, were broken, in the sense that they became

- 519 exiles.
The minimization of the seriousness of the closing of
Boston's port, the suggestion that it was but a temporary
measure and ought not to be blown up out of proportion agrees
with Boucher's opinion of that maneuver and with his actions
in refusing to recommend that his parishioners contribute to
Boston's relief.

Boucher's stand on that was the more "op

probrious" in the eyes of his opponents, he thought, since
Maryland, in general, contributed a very sizeable amount to
alleviate Boston's distress.
The warnings about slave revolts and Indian incursions
are practically duplicates of those expressed in A Letter to
the Southern Deputies.
Thus, the preceding paragraphs point out similarities
in thought between the Letter from a Virginian and Boucher's
other writings.

There are similarities of style also.

A

number of words, not so commonly used by eighteenth century
writers, are often used by Boucher.
"teize."^

One such word is

Another word is "lenity," which appears in the

letter and in Boucher's letters, although occasionally he
lapsed into "lenience" also.

The following words recurring

frequently in the letter and in Boucher's sermons and public
letter-writing are noted, although they are not uncommon to
eighteenth century writers:
excess of zeal
parent country, parent state, mother country
reproach
horrors of civil war

'Meaning uneasy from trifling irritation, as used in
.1693 by Cotton Mather in Wonders of the Invisible World;
"after she had undergone a deal of teaze [the spellings vary]
from the annoyance of the spectre." Obsolete and rare now.
Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1933),
XI, 133. This word appears constantly in all of Boucher's
writing.

- 520 party spirit, to serve the purposes of party
inflaming their passions
inflame the minds
plan of accommodation
generous minds
interposition
fabric of society, fabric of liberty
visionary ideas
demagogues
republican spirit
deluded multitudes
opprobrium, opprobrious
In conclusion, the letter is the writing of a logical,
coherent mind.

The basic appeal is to reason, to the odds

for success, and to law and order.

And, so like Boucher,

there is an appeal for a positive approach, for a plan of
accommodation, as a substitute for the Non-importation
agreements he considered a mistake.
Although this evidence cannot be conclusive by its
very nature, there is a possibility that more concrete evi
dence will be available within a few months when the filming
of the Alexander Hamilton MSS in the Manuscript Division of
the Library of Congress is completed.'*’ Then the document or
letter which Allan McLane Hamilton saw which led him to credit
the Letter from a Virginian to Boucher may be discovered.

Information from John Knowlton, MS Division, Library
of Congress, 3 September 1966.
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To the Honhle The Deputies^ in Congress from the
Southern Provinces.
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i ■ I t is some proof o f the sad state of the times that
we, the writers o f this Address, though of some
note in our country, and well known to you, find it
' necessary to communicate our sentiments to you
through the medium of a newspaper. Yet con- .
scious that we are not less interested than yourselves in the issue of this unhappy dispute, and
conscious also that we have an equal right to debate and determine how it shall be conducted, we
claim your attention. And be not so unwise to
yourselves and unjust to us as to vote our remarks
to be undeserving your notice, merely because ow. ‘ ing to the high hand with which a certain party
' ’ have carried all their points, we convey them to
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you through a proscribed newspaper, and without
the signature of our real names.
Sent originally as ye were to mediate between us
and our parent State, even the few who appointed
you could and did commission you only to exam
ine into and ascertain our alleged grievances, and
to point out the best means of obtaining redress.
The single question before you, as a Congress; was,
whether the Parliament of Great Britain can con
stitutionally lay internal taxes on her colonies; and
i f they cannot, whether the 3d. per lb. duty onrtea
be a tax or not. You have been pleased very sum
marily to Resolve that they cannot. But we wish to
remind you that Resolves are not arguments; and
we cannot but think it is assuming somewhat too
much of the air and consequence of legal and con
stitutional Assemblies, thus superciliously to ob
trude Resolves upon us, without condescending to
give us any of the reasons which we are to suppose
influenced you to make them. And yet from all we
see of these Resolves (of which we claim a right to
judge, and to be governed by or not as we think we
see reason) we are free to tell you we think them
unwise, and also that in their operation they w ill be
ruinous.
This is not said at random. They have already
drawn down upon us, or soon w ill, all the horrors of
a C ivil War, the evils of which alone infinitely sur-'
pass all our other political grievances, even i f those
were as great as our patriots describe them. And
unless you can now, in this your second meeting,'
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have the good sense, the virtue and the fortitude to
make Resolves against your former Resolves; or
the people in general have the uncommon merit to
avow and defend, cost them what it may, their
real sentiments as well as their real interests, all
that remains for us to do is to protest against your
counsels, and to withdraw ourselves if we can out
of the reach of their effects.
That the people of America should be severed'
from Great Britain,even your fellow-Congressionalists from the.North w ill not be hardy enough yet to
avow; but that this w ill certainly follow from the
measures you have been induced by them to adopt,
is obvious to every man who is permitted yet to .
think for himself. But consider, we pray you, for a
moment in what a case we are likely to be should
such an event be permitted for our sins to take
place. W holly unable to defend ourselves, see ye
not that after some few years of civil broils all the
fair settlements in the middle and southern col
onies w ill be seized on by our more enterprising and
restless fellow-colonists of the North? A t first and
for a while perhaps they may be contented to be
the Dutch of America, i.e. to be our carriers and
fishmongers; for which no doubt, as their sensible
historian has observed, they seem to be destined
by their situation, soil, and climate: but had so
sagacious an observer foreseen that a time might
possibly come when all North America should be
independent, he -would, it is probable, have added
to his other remark, that those his Northern breth
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ren would then become also the Goths and Vandals
o f America. This is not a chimerical conjecture:
the history of mankind proves that it is founded in
truth and the nature of things. And should the re
flection chance to make any such impression on
you, as we humbly think it ought, we entreat you
only to remember that you are — from the Sout/fern
Provinces.
M any of you, i f not all, we know were educated
in the bosom of the Church of England, and would
of course be shocked to think that'her gcnerbus
polity should, for the sake only of a little paltry
pre-eminence, and a few noisy huzzas to your
selves, be given up for a. wild Republic of mad In 
dependents. Now, have you no suspicions that
your fellow-patriots from the North meditate a
Reformation, as they call it, in Church as well as in
State? They must disregard their own principles,
and be inconsistent with themselves, if they do not.'
I f you have not read some recent publications,
patronized, if not written, by some leading men
among them, which prove that this is at the bot
tom, and the true and great object of all their pre
sent commotions, ye are by no means worthy of
your present appointments: and if, having read
them, ye still remain unconvinced or unconcerned,
what shall we say but that ye are still more un
worthy? - I t should not be thought necessary to
inform you that Republicanism will but ill accord
w ith the genius of the people whom ye say ye
represent. Taught by our fathers and by all our

- 31 Boucher was not a man imbued with religious fervor.

It

is much more a picture of a young man quickly becoming aware
of his own potential to succeed in a thriving, young country.
The state of the clergy as he observed it certainly was an
uninspiring model; the model of merchant and possibly planter
held more respect and offered more incentive.

In addition,

young Boucher was sometimes painfully aware of his academic
shortcomings, when measured against the university-educated
Anglican clergymen.
The disappointment of his abortive venture as a merchant
left Jonathan Boucher with only his schoolmaster's position
for support.

It is obvious that he had no sense of dedication

to this, judging from his comments to James pressing the idea
of a merchant career.
gestions.

In a sense, he was open to other sug

In a very short time, another opportunity developed.

It is accurate enough to say that Boucher's life's work found
him.

Certainly he did not seek it, and figuratively he backed

into it.
Mr. Giberne, Rector of Hanover Parish in Virginia lying
directly across the river from Port Royal, had become ac
quainted with Boucher and had often spent time with him.
Although Giberne was the most admired and popular preacher
in Virginia, having preached before the House of Burgesses,
Boucher was less than impressed with his ability and found
him "a companionable man, nothing more."

He lived a "high

life" in Boucher's words, and was in fact the only person
with whom Boucher ever remembered to have gambled, once
winning from Giberne more than £100.

Giberne was soon to be

married to a rich widow in Richmond County and was therefore
leaving King George's County.

The date was 1761.

No doubt

on Giberne's recommendation, the vestry of Hanover Parish
recommended Jonathan Boucher to the Bishop of London for
ordination.

Although Boucher admitted that his thoughts had
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history to love and reverence the Constitution
both in Church and State, under which they and
we have hitherto happily lived and flourished, be
not, we beg leave to entreat you, so fascinated by
New England politics as to vote for' destroying it, '
without first well knowing what we are to have in
its stead. I f you do, we trust your countrymen in
general never w ill. O ’tis a monstrous and an un
natural coalition; and we should as soon expect to
see the greatest contrarieties in Nature to meet in
harmony, and the w olf and the lamb to feed to
gether, as Virginians to form a cordial union with
the saints of New England.
We charge you then, as ye w ill answer it to your
own consciences, and to Him who is the discerner
of Consciences, to be on your guard how ye coun
tenance any measures which may eventually lead,
first to a separation from Great Britain, and after
wards to the subjugating these Southern colonies
to those of the North. Common prudence recom
mends this caution, no less than common grati
tude. W hy should we tell you in what a forlorn and
helpless plight we are, even amidst all this parade
of m ilitary preparations, and how utterly unfit to
meet in war one of the most powerful nations now
upon earth? However convenient it may be to our
self-dubbed patriots to conceal the nakedness of
our land, it cannot be unknown cither to you or
us. Exceedingly different from the Northern col- onies, we have w ithin ourselves an enemy fully
equal to all our strength. From this enemy that no
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insurrection has yet'been’ raised, we should be
thankful to the mild, quiet, and submissive spirits
of the numerous body of people alluded to; thank
ful to the energy still left to our laws; thankful in
no small degree to a good and a gracious King, who,
were he, like ourselves, to take Cromwell’s unhal
lowed politics for his pattern, might soon find very
different employment for our cockaded g e n try .
than that o f insulting and ill-treating, as they are
now permitted daily to do, unoffending and peace
ful citizens; and above all thankful to.a good Provi
dence for hitherto preserving us from this most
dreadful calamity. We have too an injured, a vin
dictive and a barbarian enemy on our frontiers
who, on the slightest encouragement, would soon
glut their savage passion for revenge by desolating
our out-lying settlements. Plow easy will it be for
Great Britain, should we so far provoke her, or in
her own self-defence, by means of the navigation
of the Mississippi to supply them w ith arms, am
munition, and officers: and how without arms or
ammunition for a single campaign, without dis
cipline, officers, or pay, should we be prepared to
repel their incursions?
These are but a few of the evils we foresee should
we of these Southern provinces continue to give
any longer any countenance to the infuriate poli
tics of the Republicans of the North. Even these .
however we think should be sufficient to deter and
determine you. I f unhappily for yourselves and
us you continue to think otherwise, let personal
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considerations have their due weight w ith you.
Know ye not on what a perilous precipice ye stand ?
The single hope on which your all rests is that ye
w ill be supported by the populace, who, we need
not tell you, are even proverbially fickle and false.
Bbt ye also know that at present whatever your
hazardous situation may oblige you to pretend, ye
have not the voice of the people with you. I t is
not indeed yet declared aloud against you; but a
very uncommon train of circumstances must con
cur in your favour, or it soon will. And if ye now
fall disgraced, do us the justice to remember that
ye w ill not fall unwarned of your danger.
We have the honour to be etc., etc.
published in Riv- A large.majority of the people
ington’s New
of Virginia and Maryland who
York Gazette
have any property, and are not
>n debt.
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- 34 he could see either of his new enemies.

He used a text from

Psalm CIX., v .2 to support his theme that private grievances
were not proper for public discourses.

He asked his pa

rishioners to suspend their judgment on the cruel treatment
he had had until he could prove or disprove the "vile ca
lumnies."

To Dixon he admitted that he was imprudent and

should have kept the secret.
bold.

His approach to Giberne was

Giberne was an established man, a popular preacher

and much admired.

Boucher had said that Giberne did not

understand the learned languages, for he believed this was
true.

Boucher, with some of the candor which distinguished

his later actions, went to Giberne and admitted that he had
said it, said he had given his unreserved opinion where it
had not been asked, and then declared himself ready to abide
by and defend his opinion.

"Here is a Greek Testament;

choose any chapter in it you please, and if you render it
into English I submit to all the shame and infamy of having
grossly calumniated you."

Giberne said the proposal was

childish and beneath him and that Boucher was a bully in
small learning, because he had been a schoolmaster.

Boucher,

fully aware that Giberne could not translate Greek, retorted:
. . . it is not perhaps of very essential moment that
you are illiterate; yet you may depend upon it, though
I should be silent, this story will stick by you as
long as you live: but it is of very great moment that
you could be so cowardly and base as thus to attack
me when I was not present to defend myself. For this
every generous mind will forever despise you.
This seems to have settled the point.

At least he had

stuck to his opinion and yet succeeded in turning the dis
tasteful situation to his advantage:
I even became popular; whatever I wanted I could
easily get on credit; and people seemed to vie with
one another who should be most kind to me.
Boucher, himself, as nearly as can be determined, knew no
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- 35 Greek until he studied it in England after 1775i
With his neighbors placated and helpful, he soon found
himself a house, furnished it, took in six boys to board and
tutor, and brought Jinny to keep house for him.

His home,

Smith's Mount, had little water and that was bad.
to his health problems.

It added

He had had a light attack of fever

before he went to England for ordination, and suffered a
severe attack from August to November, 1763, from which it
was thought a miracle that he recovered.

Every year after

that, while in America, Boucher had some illness or other,
"often serious and tedious," as he put it.

In addition, the

house was not suitable for the boys and no other house was
available to rent.
1763.

A solution presented itself in November,

The Rev. Dawson of St. Mary's Parish in Carolina

County died and the post was offered to Boucher.

Port Royal

was in this parish, his friends prevailed on him to take it,
and he accepted.

It was a tribute to Boucher that with so

inauspicious a beginning and with so short a stay, he had
ingratiated himself sufficiently with his flock that the
vestry continued his salary for three months after he left.
St. Mary's was a larger parish, but there were some
disadvantages here as well.

It was not pleasant, nor was

there good water here either.

But there was a good house

and another one which he found could be remodelled to suit
his needs.

He moved in the spring and remained here for

seven years, until his Annapolis move in 1770.

However, from

1767 until 1770 he anticipated a removal and bemoaned the
events, discussed in a later chapter, which prevented it.
The years at St. Mary's were filled with great activity
and demanded tremendous energy.

Boucher was as much a planter

as a cleric and schoolmaster, and was caught up in the process
of establishing himself as planter and cleric simultaneously.
He had no stock of sermons to draw on as yet, and his church

- 36 was eleven miles from his plantation.

It was a large parish

and seeing his parishioners involved a great deal of travel.
The plantation operation required much attention.

He

had run into debt to the extent of £500-£600 for cattle,
horses, and slaves.
to succeed.

There was an urgent practical necessity

Trouble with his overseer plagued him; he proved

to be disappointingly good-for-nothing and Boucher had to
part with him and increase his own efforts.

He had thirty

boys boarding with him, sons of "persons of first condition,"
as Boucher wrote to James; yet Boucher managed the role of
schoolmaster without benefit of an usher for two years.

It

must have been a gruelling schedule:
It can hardly be said that it was Choice w'c determin'd
me to my pres 't Departin't of Life; yet with't either
pursuing ye Bent of my Inclin'n & with't any actual
Necessity, forsooth, I must commence a Man of Business:,
and if a ceaseless Train of perplexing Difficulties,
be ye Character of this World's Business, I have had
an overabundant share of it, ever since I have been
able to undertake it, that is, ever since it has
pleased God to restore me to that Degree of Health,
w'c alone can qualify me to undergo that series of
Toil & Drudgery w'c is now become ye Lot of my Life.
Neither ye Inclemency of this Weather nor a State of
but imperfect Health have been suffi't to rescue Me
from rid'g ab't after one dirty Errand or other.
. . . I am endeavouring to become a Planter . . .
especially, I am endeavouring to render such a Life
[agreeable] to me. . . . It is certainly a Plan of
Life truly primitive— it is too [?] favourable to
intellectual Acquirem'ts— & (w't is most to its Hon'r)
it is Friendly to Morality.
In short, there lacks
noth'g but a good Crop this year to render Me so very
warm an advocate for Planta'n Business, as fairly to
write a Panegyric upon it.^

Boucher to the Rev. Mr. Tickell of Trinity Parish,
Louisa County. No Date. MHM, VII (1912), 290. The
published letter leaves a blank which I have furnished from
the MS, making it read, "Life [agreeable] to me."

- 37 There were some rewards.
first attempt.

He reaped a good crop at his

He had a "great turn for plantation im

provements, which I indulged to a great extent."

They were

not wholly unprofitable years, he conceded in retrospect:
It was the fashion to drink freely And I was always
of a social temper and always had numerous acquaintance.
It led me to hard-drinking, t ho1 never to intemperance.
They were busy, bustling years, yet with little satis
faction at times.

The school was "an inconceivable Trouble

and Expence & hardly an adequate Profit."
You must know I have rated my labours in this way as
high as any in the Country: Some have sent th'r
Children to Me out of Friendship, but seem to think
They lay me under Obligations to Them. Now as I
think these Obligations are, at least, mutual, and
as I am well resolv'd never to undervalue my own
Abilities, I have determin'd hereafter to take no
Pains to solicit Favours of this Sort: so that I
fancy my Pupils will dwindle fast.-*Like most of his neighbors, he was in debt.

He owed

money to the Rev. James, to Mr. Younger at Whitehaven, as
well as in Virginia.

He also had large sums owing to him in

Virginia and hinted that this would make his credit better.
In part, this was a reflection of the American economy;
live here chiefly by Credit," he wrote to James.

2

"We

However,

one cannot attribute this completely to the scarcity of
currency in America, for there is an aspect here that is
typically Boucher's.

It is a philosophy of credit that he

acquired in these early American years and which persisted:
. . . and this habit of running in debt has stuck by
me through life; I can hardly remember a time when I
did not owe sums larger than my credit might seem to

^Boucher to James, 25 Nov.
1763. MHM, VII (1912), 160.
Boucher charged £25 for each student per annum at this time.
^Ibid., 158.

- 38 be worth. All I have to offer in vindication if it is,
is that though I was uneasy at the means, I always
seemed to myself to have some good end in view, which
I thought was not otherwise to be attained. Determined
always to raise myself in the world, I had not patience
to wait for the slow savings of a humble station; and
I fancied I could get into a higher, only by my being
taken notice of by people of condition; which was not
to be done without my making a certain appearance.
How far this idea has succeeded is not for me to say.
I know it has often embarrassed and distressed me
beyond measure.
It had been insupportable, had I not
from the beginning made one important resolution, and
which I bless God I do not remember ever in a single
instance only, to have departed from; this was, never
to owe more than, in case of my death, I^should leave
enough, in one thing or another, to pay.
One has the feeling that Boucher would have made a reasonably
successful planter, particularly because he had an interest
in agricultural improvements.

He was always aware of the

value of diversity and, as will be evident later, carried
out the cultivation of crops other than tobacco on his Mary
land plantation.
intellectually.

However, he failed to find much satisfaction
He labored over his sermons and mailed James

copies of sermons he was pleased with, asking for suggestions.
He was candid about his congregation, the beneficiaries of
his sermons:
People here pretend to like good sermons, yet they are
here as Elsewhere, Those I sh'd think ye best, half
of them hardly understand.^
Perhaps in a spirit of boastfulness, as well as identifi
cation with his American neighbors, he continued:
However, they, my Congrga'n are far fr'm being so
numerous as y'rs at Egremont, I think I may boast of

^When Boucher last left America in 1775, he owed £3,000£4,000 sterling.
^Boucher to James, 10 Sept.
157.

1753.

MHM, VII (1912),

- 39 several more intelligent Hearers th'n ye Best in y 1r
Flock.1
In the third year of his life as a cleric and planter,
he hired two assistants: a Mr. Lewis, son of a gentleman in
Augusta County, and the second, a "pert and petulant" Mr.
Madison.

James Madison (1749-1812), cousin of the James

Madison who was to become the architect of Jeffersonian Re
publicanism and President of the United States, later became
the President of William and Mary College.

2

This additional

help gave him more time which he needed for his large family
of thirty boys, slaves, Jinny and himself, and some in
dentured labor.

Apparently he had company almost every day,

and his remarks about the "free-drinking" society are
followed by a gap in the Reminiscences where eight pages
have been torn out.
The sense of loneliness he often felt was partially the
lack of congenial intellectual companionship which was absent
from the scene.

Although it was a busy and bustling life,

"it was not pleasant," he wrote, and "very little such a
course of life as a literary man should wish to lead."

Al

though he considered these years neither wholly unprofit
able to himself nor wholly useless to others, he felt that
he attained neither of these purposes to such a degree as
he thought he might have done.
be a literary man.

He really felt he ought to

He wrote of himself as a man with an

. . . inquisitive turn of mind, eager to trace the
causes and reasons of things, and, if possible, to

1Ibid.
2

This James Madison graduated from William and Mary
College in 1771. He also became the first Bishop of the
Protestant Episcopal Church in Virginia. Dumas Malone, ed.
Dictionary of American Biography (New York: Scribners,
1933), XII, 182.

- 40 come at the truth. . .
have through
life made
had read the
advocates
question, to
read also

. Guided by this principle, I
a matter of conscience when I
for one side of a controverted
those on the other side.

At this point, in 1763, a new acquaintance gave him
pleasure and he wrote of it to James:
An Acquaintance is now established betwixt Mr. Maury
and myself, & we are to hold a Correspondence, w'c
I am sorry will be so frequently interrupted by his
living at so prodigious a Distance from Me.^
James Maury (1714-1769) was a native of Virginia, edu
cated at William and Mary College, and was the celebrated
Parson of the "Parsons' Cause" in Virginia,

It is easy to

see why this man appealed to Boucher; it was an opportunity
for an exchange of ideas with an educated man.

At this time

Maury was living in Fredericksburg Parish, Albemarle County,
at some distance from Boucher, and letters had to suffice.
We know from Boucher's correspondence with James that he sent
on some of the correspondence from Maury.

2

He described

Maury to a friend as "the most worthy & ingenious Man of my
Acquaintance, & whose Friendship I set no ordinary Price
„3
upon.

^"Boucher to James, 10 Sept.
^Boucher to James, 25 Nov.

1763.
1763.

MHM, VII (.1912), 156.
MHM, VII (1912), 160.

3
Boucher to the Rev. Tickell of Trinity Parish, Louisa
County, Virginia, 13 Jan. 1764. MHM, VII (1912), 164.
Tickell and Boucher were both from the Cumberland area, and
Tickell had relatives at Wigton. Apparently he and Boucher
were both ailing and expected to have short lives. They
arranged a pact that the survivor should handle the affairs
of whichever one died first. Tickell died soon after Maury
in 1769. Boucher sent £300 to the Wigton relatives. To do
so, he had to advance £40 of his own, which he expected he
could collect later out of debts owed to Tickell. He never
did. The grateful relatives, impoverished though they were,
arranged for a silver cup which Boucher says cost fourteen
guineas. Since Boucher does not say that his coat of arms

- 41 Boucher became an intimate friend of James Maury and
his numerous family, and rode one hundred miles in 1769 to
visit him on his deathbed and to administer the sacrament.
Boucher aided young James Maury, the son of his clerical
friend, in a commercial venture in England with letters to
the Rev. James, and another son of Maury was entrusted to
Boucher for his English education later.
Maury was also a lifelong friend.

The younger James

Through the Maury family,

Boucher was introduced to Abbd Maury, later Cardinal Maury,
and the two carried on a literary correspondence after that.’*'
It is probable that Boucher owed to Maury the beginnings
of his literary career in America, with some verses written
on the Twopenny Law, which had been a controversial subject
in Virginia since 1754.

Originally, it was a protest by a

few Anglican clergymen against the Twopenny Acts passed by
the General Assembly, which permitted the payment of all
public levies, save quitrents, in either tobacco or money.
Since 1662 Anglican priests had by law been paid in tobacco,
varying with the market value of tobacco.

Failure of the

tobacco crop as a result of drought resulted in the new
legislation, commuting such pay into currency at the rate of
2d. per pound.

It was re-enacted in 1758.

The Privy Council,

acting on memorials from the Virginia clergy, disallowed the

was engraved, but only that his name and their gratitude for
his deed was inscribed, it is impossible to know if this is
the cup referred to in Chapter I, 4.
’'"Much of what is known of the James Maury - Jonathan
Boucher friendship was provided by a letter written by a
Miss Maury, niece of the celebrated Abbd Maury, granddaughter
of the Virginia James Maury, and the daughter of young James
Maury.
"Thrax, 11 "Reverend Jonathan Boucher, " Notes and
Queries, Series 3, IX (April 7, 1866), 282-83. Also Francis
L. Hawks, Contributions to the Ecclesiastical History of the
United States (New York: Taylor, 1839), II, 269.

- 42 Act 10 August 1759.

The clergy proceeded to sue for back

salary, although the Act, after the English practice, had been
disallowed, a step which did not invalidate the law ab initio.
The most publicized case was that of the Rev. James Maury, in
which Patrick Henry established himself as master of rhetoric
and persuaded the jury into giving a verdict of one pence to
the plaintiff, Maury.^
In the course of the controversy, Richard Bland,
pamphleteer, and John Camm, ardent champion of the rights of
the Anglican clergymen in the colony from 1754 to 1775, were
in the forefront of the Twopenny Act controversy, carrying
the dispute to a consideration of the political relationship
of Virginia to the Mother Country.

Bland, previously active

as a pamphleteer against Governor Dinwiddie's Pistole Fee on
the grounds that it was arbitrary taxation of a free people,
continued this approach on the current question.

2

Landon

Carter, another pamphleteer, engaged in the dispute also,
with accent on the constitutional arguments.

Carter and

Bland had one idea in common; i.e., the political connection
between Virginia and the Mother Country was through the

Richard Morton, Colonial Virginia; Westward Expansion
and Prelude to Revolution; 1710-1763 ( 2 vols.; Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina, 1960), II, 810-12. Hereafter
referred to as Colonial Virginia.
2

The Pistole Fee was generally received by royal gover
nors for granting patents to land under the seals of their
provinces; but it had been years since it had been used in
Virginia until Dinwiddie's restoration of it in 1753. The fee,
a pistole, equalled a quarter of a Spanish doubloon and was
equivalent to sixteen shillings.
It was not exorbitant, but
the House of Burgesses said it was an infringement of the
rights of the people. Referred to England, the question was
settled in favor of Dinwiddie and the fee. Lawrence Gipson,
The British Isles and the American Colonies: The Southern
Plantations: 1748-1754 (9 vols.; New York: Alfred Knopf,
1960), II, 17.

- 43 King.

1

John Camm apparently thought well of the verses, ac
cording to a remark in Boucher's Reminiscences.

He also

revised and made remarks on some larger pieces, on that and
other subjects written by Mr. Maury and his friends.

This

is substantiated by a letter to James of 25 November 1763,
in which he wrote:
I have several original Compositions by Me, not Essays
for Preaching, but for publishing Risum teneas
Yes,
Sir, I have turn'd Author. We have had some literary
Broils between some overbearing Colonels & ye Clergy.
They publish'd & abus'd us.
I was tempted to inter
pose — in Replys & little remarking Essays. They
had some Weight here, but as the Dispute is merely
local, it w'd be tiresome to You.
I am an anonymous
Au'r, w'c you are to observe, sh'd you hear any Thing
of this sort talk'd of in W ’thaven.
It makes a Noise
here, I assure youi And I sh'd undoubtedly be trans
ported to some (less) barbarous Clime, were it known
that I had d ar'd to reprehend these mighty Men of War.
Maury is in the secret, & one Cam, [sic] f'm Cambridge,
who has Courage enough to avow his P i e c e s . ^

I

This was Boucher's first intervention in public affairs,
but by no means his last.

However, as in this instance, he

usually maintained his anonymity.

One might infer that had

he had the background and prestige of a Camm he. might have
boldly signed his articles.

In any case, he thought he

accomplished his purpose more effectively by remaining uni
dentified, as he did in his next venture into the press over
the Routledge murder affair in 1766, which will be discussed
later.

It is interesting to note that his comment to James

indicates an opinion of Colonel Landon Carter as "overbearing"

Glenn Curtis Smith, "Pamphleteers and the American
Revolution in Virginia:
1752-1776, " Doctoral dissertation,
University of Virginia, 1941, 99. Hereafter referred to as
"Pamphlets."
2
Boucher to James, 25 Nov. 1763.

MHM, VII (1912), 161

- 44 and it is just this kind of attitude, plus a sense of gross
injustice committed by a relative of Colonel Carter that
served to motivate Boucher again in 1766.
Boucher, now twenty-five years old, was developing a
sense of confidence in himself.

The younger James Maury, who

had his daughter write down his recollections of Boucher for
Francis Hawks’ Vol. II, had this to say:1
Mr. Boucher was no ordinary man. Possessed of a strong
mind, highly improved by cultivation . . . [he] clothed
his thoughts in language alike vigorous and eloquent . .
He formed his opinions calmly, and expressed them
frankly and fearlessly. . . . [He was] a thoroughly
honest man. . . . It cost him all he had in this world.
His property was confiscated, his person proscribed.
. . . He never lost his interest [in America and
Americans]. Strongly attached to the best among the
clergy, he continued his correspondence with them after
political convulsions had separated him from them
forever.
Seabury, Chandler, White were all his friends;
the two former wdre regular correspondents. Too calm
an observer for the times, . . . he blamed both the
mother country and the colonies [for the schism].
Boucher himself realized that he usually made a very
positive or very negative impression on people; never a
moderate one.

His own objective description of himself is

not entirely complimentary, nor is it deprecating:
There was nothing quite ordinary or
me; my faults and my good qualities
All my friends (and no man ever had
really loved me; and all my enemies
me.

indifferent about
were all striking.
more friends)
as cordially hated

This younger James Maury, one of 13 children born to
James and Mary Walker Maury, later became U. S. Consul to
Liverpool, England. R. A. Brock, ed. Documents Chiefly Un
published Relating to the Huguenot Emigration to Virginia
with an Appendix of Genealogies, in Virginia Historical
Society Collections (Richmond: Virginia Historical Society,
1886), New Series, V, 123.
^"Thrax," "Reverend Jonathan Boucher," Notes and Queries
(7 April 1866),
Series 3, IX, 287-89.

- 45 Women, in particular, were apt to be pleased with me,
because I had a natural gallantry and attachment to
the sex which made them secure of my good-will and
friendship; and this, more especially, if they were
under difficulties and stress. No man knew the sex
better; Yet no man who was not quite a fool had so
often or would so often be made a fool of by them.
. . . No man took more pains, or laboured harder, to
earn money, but I took no adequate care of it when I
had earned it.
With these assets and these liabilities in mind,
Boucher's role as an Anglican priest in Virginia can be
profitably sketched.

CHAPTER III

THE VIRGINIA EXPERIENCE:

TIDEWATER PRIEST

Boucher emerged in the role of cleric at a time when
the high point of Anglican supremacy had been passed in
Virginia, and when political tension was mounting.

Boucher's

letters to his friend in England, the Rev. John James, make
it clear that he was aware of the low opinion in which the
citizenry held the Anglican clergy in general.

We do not

know how aware he was of the local conflict between the
executive and the legislative branches of government before
he experienced it himself.

His first assignment, in 1762,

was Hanover Parish, King George County, but the bulk of the
seven Virginia years was in St. Mary's Parish, Caroline
County.

The great success of George Whitefield and his

evangelism in Virginia was some proof of the decline of the
strength of Anglicanism, which had its Golden Age in Vir1
ginia between the years 1700 and 1750.
This period coin
cided with the ministry of Commissary Blair, the first to
hold the newly created post as an agent of the Bishop of
London in Virginia.
There was a distinctly American feature about the
Virginia Church, a kind of revolution in the Anglican theory
of responsibility: the annual contract.

The contract, signed

^"Jerome Walker Jones, "Anglican Church in Colonial
Virginia," (Unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Harvard,
1959), 279. Hereafter referred to as "Anglican Church."
- 46 -

- 47 by the minister and the vestry, symbolized the departure from
the English concept of tenure and was the most significant
victory of the Virginia vestries over British authority.
The emergence of the annual, or conditional, contract re
flects Virginia's ingenuity in the face of some serious
problems in the Established Church.

It was a defense mecha

nism, a lesser evil than being saddled for life with an un
worthy rector.

By comparison, in England the patron of a

living, usually a wealthy landholder or corporation, pre
sented a clergyman to the bishop, who in turn inducted him
into the parish.

Once inducted, the divine could be removed

only by an ecclesiastic court.

If the vestry withheld the

minister's salary, the preacher had a legal right to sue for
it.

In the absence of either a bishop or an ecclesiastic

court in America, the vestry filled a power vacuum by inno
vation of the contingent contract.
The colonial vestrymen had won important battles even
against aggressive royal executives, especially on the issue
of induction and removal of clergymen.

The Governor had the

authority to collate a minister to a parish where vestries
had failed to present a candidate for induction within six
months after the living became vacant.

Occasionally vestries

refused to receive a minister recommended by the Governor.
One technique was simply to lock out the prospective ap
pointee, a procedure later used in Maryland against Boucher
himself.^
As Sovereign, the King had the right of patronage to
all ecclesiastic benefices and the Council upheld this.

In

this matter, the Commissary, Blair, took the side of the
vestries in a struggle focused in St. Anne's Parish in Essex

1See Chapter VIII.

- 48 County.1

Blair's stand was a symptom of the tension between

Church and State prevalent in the province.

Blair did not

wish to deprive the clergy of a reasonable security, but
he did want to keep civil power out of ecclesiastic matters.
The Governor, in collation, was using the power of a bishop
in England.

Blair was simply trying to preserve the Church

Constitution, although in the end he contributed to the
weakness of the Churches by multiplying vacancies, mini
mizing the security of clerics, and aiding vestry power.
Highhanded actions of vestries sometimes proved a
greater element in the precariousness of tenure for the
clergy than

the annual contract about which the clergy often

complained.

With the power to appoint, remove, and present

ministers to the Governor for permanent tenure, they had
built a considerable base of power by utilizing the cleavage
between the Governor and Council and the legislators.

In

fairness, one must add that ministers left their parishes
voluntarily oftener than parishes tried to change their ministers.

2

And although induction never became an established

policy in Anglican Virginia and collation was successfully
opposed, able and conscientious ministers were respected and
reasonably secure in their livings.
In its heyday, the Anglican Church in Virginia was the
center of society and the parish was the center of local
executive authority.

The vestry, twelve able and discreet

men, embodied the center of the parish.

Through broad powers

and varied duties, the Virginia vestry guarded and extended

Commissary Blair was the first appointee of a Bishop
of London to act as his agent in Virginia. He had no real
power.
See Chapter III, 46.
2

William Seiler, "The Anglican Parish in Tidewater
Virginia: 1607-1776."
(Unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
University of Iowa, 1948), 115. Hereafter referred to as
"Anglican Parish."

- 49 the influence and prestige of the Episcopal Communion.

Quite

often the vestry's political role was more visible than its
ecclesiastic function.
Although the vestrymen were elected by popular vote of
freeholders, by the turn of the eighteenth century, the
vestries were like closed corporations.

The vestry became a

stronghold of powerful family connections, with offices so
nearly hereditary that junior members of the leading families
were sometimes added to the vestry without a recorded election
and always joined it without opposition."*'

The lists of

justices of the County Courts often read like the lists of
vestrymen.

There were also significant connections in the

House of Burgesses.
represent the county.

A vestryman was nearly always chosen toAs a result of domination by the able,

rich men of the colony, related by birth and interests to the
County Courts and Burgesses, the Virginia vestry developed
into a school of political apprenticeship, "no mean school
in which to learn the rudiments of government, the exercise
of authority, and the reconciliation of diverse interests."

2

Until the appearance of the Virginia Gazette at
Williamsburg in 17 36, the Established Church was the primary
agency of public information.

It kept its members informed

on public business, which enhanced vestry power.

Some of

the other powers of this body of men deserve attention.

They

appointed clerks and posted public notices, drew up the
budget for the parish, and authorized disbursements.

The

vestry suppressed crime, vice, and immorality, selected
3
tobacco counters, processioners, and ferry managers.
it

"*‘Jones,

"Anglican Church," 129.

2Ibid., 130.
Processioning meant periodic land surveys and fixing
of legal boundaries which added to the vestry power.

- 50 administered relief, granted indentures, and provided for
education.

The relief meant placing orphans and the indigent

in homes and sometimes retaining the services of doctors.
The Established Church, it is clear, lacked basic
unity of effort and its machinery was ineffective.
results were disappointing.

The

There was really no one to deal

with problems of dissolute and profligate clergymen.

The

Commissary had only limited power of supervision, and clashed
with the secular executive.

Often clergy, literally run out

of Virginia by irate parishioners, were hired in Maryland.
The Bishop of London was too busy with domestic problems and
too distant to give the American clergy much of his attention.
The problem of ministerial supply was a serious one.
The parishes were disproportionate in size and often much
too large.

Ineffective and inadequate policies of re

cruitment, along with the holding of pluralities, seriously
affected the supply of ministers.

Many prospective ministers

were discouraged by the high death rate in Virginia.

Most

who did come were from England, and were usually not those
with great ability who could command a good living at home.
As Commissary Thomas Dawson expressed it in 1751 in a letter
to the Bishop of London,

"too many foreign preachers came to

Virginia to retrieve either lost fortunes or lost characters."
Boucher had some experience with that kind of man later in
Maryland.

2

The Anglican doctrine of Apostolic Succession required
the personal participation of a bishop in ordination of a

‘''Jones, "Anglican Church," 87.
2

The man was the Rev. Bennet Allen, to whom McGrath
referred as "a viper placed in the bosom of the church by
Frederick Calvert, Lord Baltimore." Francis S. McGrath,
Pillars of Maryland (Richmond: Dietz Press, 1950), 359.

- 51 new minister; in the case of American clerics, the Bishop of
London.

The dangerous sea voyage discouraged native sons

from taking orders in the Church.1

At least ten such men

were lost in shipwrecks, including the son of Samuel Johnson
of New York.

Although some of the indifference and lack of

respect for the clergy might have arisen because the livings
were not generally bestowed on the children of native Vir
ginians, after 1750 many more native sons were serving
parishes in Virginia.
More often, the disrespect was earned by questionable
morality and by neglect of duty.

Sacraments were neglected,

an occasional cleric refused to conduct burial services for
any but the wealthy who would pay fees, some overcharged for
marriage fees, and apparently a fair number might be described
as alcoholics.

Parishioners were most affronted to find a

priest inebriated while in the pulpit, or a cleric father
ing illegitimate children.

Unfortunately, the notorious few

earned an infamous record that tinged the reputation of the
clerics as a body.
Over the years the power of the vestries had declined.
It was limited by law to three processionmgs.

2

The spread

of the plantation system and the resultant continual movement
of people to new lands behind the Tidewater area meant many
resignations among the vestrymen.

No longer the sole voice

in the public press with the advent of the Virginia Gazette,
the Anglican Church was weakening as the vestries declined.

After 1750 many more were ordained in London and by
1776 forty-four out of seventy-one clergymen were born in
the colonies, thirty-eight of them right in Virginia. Seiler,
"The Anglican Parish," 188.
2
See explanation of processioning on page 49, footnote 3.

- 52 The Great Awakening had found some fertile ground, and the
Church's own policy of toleration for nonconformists weakened
orthodoxy among its less firm members.
As the vestries and the Church declined, the Assembly
rose in power and became a potent political factor.
self-conscious about its hard-won strength.

It was

Tobacco was

so central to the total life of the colony, to debtors,
creditors, and all classes of people including the clergy,
that any changes produced by the political bodies had im
mediate and sharp effect.

Boucher, as a Churchman and in a

large measure dependent for part of his income on tobacco,
would inevitably be touched by the pressures.

His reactions

could not be noted in any official way, for following the
custom of the British House of Commons, clergymen were not
allowed a seat in the House of Burgesses."*"

His pen must

speak for him, and Virginia was its training ground.
With this outline of the Virginia Church history, a
glance at the more material and specific aspects of the
ministry is necessary for a complete picture.

Let it be

noted at the outset that in general the salaries were ade
quate until the Twopenny Act went into effect making it
possible for taxpayers to pay in tobacco when it was in over
supply and cheap, and in currency when it was expensive.
The basic law of 1697 went unchanged until the Revolution
and so we know that Boucher's minimum salary was 16,000
pounds of tobacco, augmented by a 1748 law providing for an
allowance of four per cent for shrinkage.

Any upward re

visions rested with the individual vestries.

A few of the

clergy enjoyed an annual compensation of 20,000 pounds of
tobacco a year.

Parishes where "oronoco" tobacco, an in-

^Ibid., 193.

- 53 ferior quality, was grown brought from £40 to £80 current
money per annum; but "sweet-scented"

(also known as "kite-

foot") parishes often realized from £100 to £200 in current
money-

If agricultural information of 1726 was still valid

in 1762 when Boucher began planting tobacco and receiving
payment in tobacco, his parish in King George County was a
"sweet-scented" one.

However, Caroline County was not.

2

Possession of a glebe provided additional income;
sometimes an allowance for rental of a plantation and house
was made in lieu of a glebe with the Church.

By legislation

of 1696, and later augmentation, a glebe was authorized to
contain at least 200 acres of land, located on a convenient
tract, and buildings and grounds were to be kept in sufficient
repair by the vestries.

A usual glebe contained a convenient

mansion house, kitchen, barn, stable, dairy, meat house, corn
house, and garden.

There were other income sources paid for

by the parishioners for various services; such as £5 current
money for marriages and funerals per year, 20 shillings for
a marriage by banns, 40 shillings for a funeral sermon, ac
cording to 1748 statistics.
Commissary Blair, in 1699, had suggested that Virginia
use the Maryland method, based on payment per tithable: 40
pounds per poll, which would be 16,000 pounds in small
parishes and 20,000 pounds in a parish above 400 tithables.
The total possible weight would have been 32,000 pounds.
But Virginia did not officially accept the Maryland practice.

’'"Jones, "Anglican Church," 119. These are statistics
of 1748, but they will serve to point out the differences
in tobacco values. The term "current money" means money of
the province as opposed to British sterling. The first
paper money in Virginia was issued in 1755, and steadily
declined in value; in 1762 £165 of Virginia currency equalled
£100 sterling.
2Ibid.. , 118.

- 54 It is obvious that in practice Virginia salaries
ranged widely.

Some ministers did better than others at the

hands of the vestry.

There was better pay for a capable

minister, special sums for extra services, extra pay for
service as a supply pastor, in addition to the differences
in tobacco values.

However, it must be remembered that the

expenses of a minister just establishing himself were very
great, particularly if he engaged in planting.

Many of the

Virginia priests became schoolmasters to increase their
incomes, as Boucher did.

As a matter of record, the greatest

number of students received their training in such private
neighborhood schools, the schoolmasters being required to be
licensed by the Bishop of London after 1686 to insure teaching
in conformity to the doctrine of the Church of England.
The protest over salaries after the Twopenny Acts
became political and tinged with personal animosity, although
it was an honest attempt to gain an earned income and was so
1
recognized in the Tidewater parishes.
But the protest had
other effects, the most important being that it made some
contribution to the defining of the constitutional basis of
the Empire.

Again the Acts were disallowed.

The clergy of Virginia were moving into a position of
political dissent, a mood that was to carry over into the
Revolutionary period in which three-fourths of them were to
become patriots.

2

Of the clergy in Virginia in 1774 when

Lord Dunmore dissolved the House of Burgesses, approximately
twenty-five became Tories, but thirty-six were on County
Committees of Safety, Chaplains of Virginia regiments, or

"'"Seiler, "Anglican Parish," 250, footnote 150.
2

Ibid., 230.

- 55 both.

Five were in the army in some secular capacity.1
Thus Boucher appears to be an exception.

In spite of

the conservative influences in his life, this was a great
exposure to radical influences.

These patriot clergymen

were Boucher's colleagues, and among his friends were Colonel
Landon Carter, his parishioner, and the Lees.

His friendship

with George Washington was begun in the Caroline County years
when John Parke Custis, stepson of Washington, was enrolled
in his school.

This friendship blossomed in the Maryland

period, since the Washingtons persuaded Boucher to keep John
on in Annapolis.

Had Boucher remained in Virginia, his

Reminiscences might have been the autobiography of an Ameri
can patriot.
This, then, is the religious background against which
Boucher played his role as a Virginia priest.
he was far from timid.

Personally,

He was like the stern parent who will

not buy affection by silence or withholding discipline.

He

took the occasion of the Treaty of Peace in 1763 to examine
the Virginia country at the end of the war in a sermon; and
boldly found it wanting in improvements.

Many of his comments

regarding the American Indians and the Negroes, as well as
the indolence of Virginians, are contained in this sermon.
Much of it is quite uncomplimentary to Americans; other
parts of the sermon were not what they might have wanted to
hear in any case.

He warned that with France and Great

Britain, the Rome and Carthage of modern times now at peace,
there would be "an enormous load of debt, a share of which
2

it is highly reasonable we should pay."

1Ibid., 225.
In 1774, ninety-five Anglican parishes
had ministers; in 1776, ninety-two were filled.
2

Boucher, "On the Peace m 1763," A View of the Causes
and Consequences of the American Revolution in Thirteen Dis
courses Preached in North America between the Years 1763 and

“ 56 He admonished his parishioners not to forget that "for us
and for our sakes it was first entered into and that our
welfare has been principally consulted in the terms on which
it has been concluded. 1,1

He belittled those who warned that

"the day may not be distant when even they [the British]
shall sorely rue that so much has been done for the continental colonists."

2

Boucher was very pleased with this sermon.

He had

used as a model a MS sermon which James had given him, and
he had diligently used precise shorthand in the copy he sent
to James to read.

He thought that it was "not very unlike

w't Mr. James w'd have wrote, had he been in this situ3
at ion. 11
In his capacity as priest, he was probably appealed
to for assistance often.

He was inclined to be helpful when

he could, sometimes with a great deal of trouble, i.e.,
Tickell1s affairs.

On one occasion he had compassion for

the remarried widow of Colonel Spotswood, Mrs. Campbell,
whose husband had deserted her and left her to manage his
debt-ridden situation.

The Virginia creditors had gotten

impatient after two or three years and had acquired even
Mrs. Campbell's share of the property, which consisted
primarily of slaves.

Boucher, using Tickell1s money (he

had not yet sent it on to the Wigton relatives) added £200

1775 (London: C. G. and J. Robinson, Paternoster Row,
1797).
Hereafter referred to as A View.
1Ibid., 43.
2

Ibid. In a very few years Boucher reassessed the
situation and there is more than a hint that removal of
France encouraged American, as well as Virginian, self
assertiveness .
"^Boucher to James, 10 Sept.
157.

1763.

MHM, VII (1912),

- 57 of his own and bought the woman's slaves to "wrought her
plantations, so as not only decently maintain her but also
in five years time fully to repay myself."

From that day

forward, Boucher reported in his memoirs, the Negroes were
legally his, but she had the sole use and benefit of them.
Although Boucher nowhere mentions this, he served as
a trustee for what was known as the Fund for Relief of
Widows and Orphans of Clergymen, from 1768, the date of its
inception.

There were six trustees on the Board, including

Boucher, the Rev. Joseph Tickell, and John Camm, who served
as treasurer.

According to the first advertisement in the

Virginia Gazette, they met at William and Mary College,
raised a collection at Church in the amount of £9.15.1-1/2,
and appointed officers for the following year."*"

Since

Boucher had been corresponding with Tickell since 1763, and
had written in behalf of the Parsons 1 Cause because of
Camm's encouragement, no doubt these two individuals account
for Boucher's position on the Board.
In these initial years in America, Boucher was also
offered a post at William and Mary College, as Grammar
Master, with a salary of £200 sterling per annum.

It must

have been appealing to Boucher, who already enjoyed the
scholarly life.

Undoubtedly he must have considered favor

ably the prestige of the post, particularly since he was
without any university background and was yet a very am
bitious man.

But he was an honest one, and he confided to

James that he knew he was not qualified for the position and

^Virginia Gazette, (Williamsburg, Purdie and Dixon),
30 Apr. 1767; 17 Mar., 5 May, 12 May, 1768; 16 Mar., 4 May
1769; 22 Mar., 1770. These are announcements of meetings
and include Boucher's name.
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1
refusedn it.

It is generally known that the Puritan meeting-houses
were simple and devoid of ornament, if not stark, but one
usually thinks of the Anglican Church as somewhat more deco
rated.

Boucher's church, like the Virginia churches in

general, was in his opinion ordinary and mean.

They were

composed of wood, without spires or towers, steeples or bells.
They were placed in retired and solitary spots, contiguous
to springs or wells.

Within them there was no effort made

to furnish ornaments.

He remarked that it was almost as

uncommon to find a church that had any communion plate, as
it would have been to find one in England without it.

In

Virginia and Maryland there were not six organs, he declared,
and he found the Psalmody plain and unimpressive.
In spite of his criticism of the churches, and out
spoken though he was, he earned the respect of his parishion
ers at St. Mary's Parish.

When he was ready to take up his

new post at St. Anne's at Annapolis, Maryland, they wrote
him a farewell letter which pleased him immensely, and paid
him half a year's salary.

They also paid him the compliment

of electing to his vacated post a man Boucher had recommended
to them:

Abner Waugh.

Boucher had observed the cementing of family estates
by marital alliances and considered at this time a marriage
to improve his economic situation.

Observing that Colonel

Henry Fitzhugh, of an old Virginia family, had a marriageable
daughter who would inherit her grandmother's immense fortune,
he approached old Colonel Fitzhugh for permission to court
the young lady.

He was permanently and effectively put out

of the race with the terse reply that he, the Colonel, would

’’’Boucher to James, 2 Sept.

1764.

MHM, VII (1912), 299.

- 59 have no objection to him personally, if he had no objection
to the settlement he would expect Boucher to make.
simply said in his memoirs,
from my head."

Boucher

"he knocked the whole project

Sometime later, the same young woman had a

seizure at a ball, and a medical friend confided to Boucher
that she had been subject to such seizures all of her life,
and congratulated him on his escape.

Although the Colonel

and his daughter later made overtures in the direction of a
courtship, Boucher reported that he declined.
His next romantic interest was a Mrs. Judith Chase, a
widow of twenty-six, who had been married at sixteen to a
lawyer who had been poisoned by a Negro a month later.
Boucher found her quite captivating and wrote long paragraphs
on her many excellent qualities to James."*"

However, the Rev.

Henry Addison, whose acquaintance he made when his two sons
were enrolled among Boucher's thirty students, took an inter
est in that situation, dispelled some of the mystery con
cerning the woman, and succeeded in persuading Boucher to
break off his attachment.

2

Addison, a lifelong friend of

Boucher, is an important man in Boucher's life, and their
friendship will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.
Although Boucher had his lighter moments, he did have
a serious problem in his early ministerial years, apparently
beginning in 1763.

He spent some disturbed years on the

problem of the Trinity.

He had read avidly on the subject

■*"Mrs. Judith Chase, "dear Charmer of my Soul," had a
sizeable estate which had been badly managed, he thought,
and was now worth about £1500, a sufficient sum, together
with the £500 he had saved, with which to be married. Boucher
to James, 28 Nov.
1767. MEM, VII (1912), 343.
2

This was by no means Boucher's last concern with Mrs.
Chase. Correspondence with James after Boucher returned to
England reveals more about the relationship.
See Chapter XIII.

- 60 including articles by respected authors in the Monthly
Review, which Boucher considered a great authority.

He was

puzzled and his faith was shaken to the point where he "had
well nigh made shipwreck."

He did not know what it was he

wanted to reject, nor what faith to replace it with.

He

continued as a sort of bewildered and speculative unbeliever,
but wrote in the Reminiscences that his doubts on theory had
no influence on his practice.

At one point his reading made

such an impression that he almost determined to renounce his
profession.

For a year he did not read the Athanasian Creed

at all.
With his customary thorough approach, he read with care
what had been written in defense of the Trinity by Dr.
Waterland and Bishop Bull.

In the process of enquiry, he

found he had lost himself by attempting to stick to the ex
pressions and definitions of the Creed and thought it was
necessary to search the Scriptures themselves.

He gave up

trying to account philosophically for the "modus of the
Trinity (which is beyond the reach of human faculties)" and
applied himself to the New Testament in the original language.
He considered the doctrines of revealed religion, not as
subjects of philosophical disquisition, but as truths or
facts which Scriptures assert.

The result of this laborious

examination was a full conviction both of the truth and im
portance of the doctrine, he wrote:
It was, I am ready to confess, no small instance of
self-denial, thus to submit my understanding to the
obedience of faith. My ruling passion was, if possible,
to see to the bottom of things and it was this, I sup
pose, which led me first to addict myself to those
writers who attempted to reduce the doctrines of
Revelation to the standard of my own reason. A man
of any genius at all will naturally be fond and prone
to frame hypotheses; and he is flattered when he
thinks he has explained the manners of divine things,
and the grounds on which they are thus represented to

- 61 us in Scripture . . .
. . . Deductions equally licentious and wild have been
drawn from boldly speculating on the phenomena of
Nature as on the articles of Faith. Not that we are
not both allowed and required to examine both with all
possible care by the exertion of all our faculties.
Still, however, in both cases caution and reverence
will be found necessary, because there are infinite
particulars in both that lie infinitely beyond the
reach of our abilities. Thus, for instance, no human
powers are able to conceive how the Unity, God, can
consist of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. And that God
and Man should be so united as to constitute one Person
actuated by the Divinity, is, in my humble opinion, not
a whit more intelligible than it is that the spirit of
a man should be so united to his body as to move the
whole or any part of it by the mere act of volition.
In both Nature and Revelation therefore we must chiefly,
if now wholly, be contented with the knowledge of facts,
together with what we can find out of their designs
^
and connexions, without speculating much farther . . .
Much can be learned of the man Boucher in these lines,
as a reflective, methodical individual, with more than a
passing interest in science and a scientific attitude.

Inter

estingly enough, in writing of this problem some twenty years
later, he did not think his "delusion" regarding the Trinity
lasted much more than a year, and that he returned to the
regular exercise of his duty as an orthodox and diligent
parish priest.
Actually, it is apparent from his letters that the sub
ject bothered him for longer than one year; it was more like
seven.

In 1767 he wrote that he had not read the Athanasian

Creed more than three times in five years.

In September,

1769, he noted the explanation that attributed the Flood to
a comet had not been exploded, and asked James to send him
copies of the Monthly Review for 1768 and 1769 and for a

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 44-46.

- 62 lengthy reading list, including the title, The Doctrine of
the Trinity as it Stands Deduced by the Licrht of Reason.1
Boucher seems to have had a lively scientific interest
throughout his life, as many titles in the catalogue of his
library reveal.

They include many works on botany, astronomy,

archeology, but more on medicine.

2

His library was sold at

auction in 1806 by Leigh and Sotheby on two dates:

24 Febru

ary 1806 and for twenty-six days following, and again on 14
April 1806 and eight days following.

His 9,000 volume

library brought over £3,800 sterling.
Cognizant of the great number of Dissenters in Virginia,
3
Boucher considered it his duty to try to recover them.
There is an implicit ecumenical spirit, as modern as the 1965
Vatican Council, in his statement to his parishioners:
Cases may easily be supposed in which it is meritori
ous to separate, still the almost endless diversity
of opinion on the subject of religion in the Christian
world is one of the greatest calamities with which
mankind have been visited. . .^
He found it exceedingly difficult to answer objections of
Papists against Reform, considering the divisions among

’'"Boucher to James, 29 Sept.

1769.

MHM, VIII (1913), 50.

2

A Catalogue of the Very Valuable and Extensive Library
of the Late Rev. Jonathan Boucher, A. M . , F. R. S., Vicar of
Epsom, Surrey, Comprehending a Fine and Curious Collection in
Divinity, History (Domestic and Foreign), Voyages and Travels,
Poetry, Classics, Philosophy, Natural History, Mechanics,
Critical, Biblical, Arts and Sciences, Belles-Lettres, Miscel
lanies, Topography, Dictionaries, and Various Branches of
Literature in All Languages with a Large Assemblage of Tracts
(London: The Strand, 1806).
3
Of Virginia's total population of 500,000 in the Ameri
can Revolution, 20,000 to 30,000 were Dissenters.
In addition,
great numbers were Anglican, deists, or indifferent. Seiler,
"The Anglican Parish," 230.
4Boucher, Sermon "On Schisms and Sects," A View, 66.

- 63 Protestants.

In one sermon he observed these "sectaries of

our western world" as a "confused, heterogeneous mass of
infidels and enthusiasts, oddly blended and united, most of
them ignorant and all of them shamefully illiterate."
This sermon, delivered in 1769 in two forest parishes
of Caroline and Spotsylvania and at different times in differ
ent places in Virginia and Maryland, was also given once in
the backwoods, without benefit of a church, near the Blue
Ridge area which was overrun with sectaries.

One will note

his temerity in speaking his opinion of his listeners to
their faces, on the last occasion mentioned.

But even his

more orthodox audience found his words scarcely comforting:
. . . It is very difficult to account for the present
propensity of the people of this colony to run into
sects. The Jews are known and acknowledged to have
been a religious, thinking and a studious people; and
among such a people chiefly . . . sectarianism is
most likely first to take root.
. . . I conceive it to be neither a satire nor a
slander but merely the declaring a plain and obvious
matter of fact, to say of the present age in general,
that if it be (as we are fond to boast it is) en
lightened, it certainly is not a learned age; and
that the people of these countries, in particular, do
not deserve to be characterised as a religious, a
thinking, or a studious people. Unwilling or unable
either to think or to read deeply our age has the
merit of having found a most palatable substitute in,
what is called, light reading; and there are no sub
jects to which the principle is not now applied; none
which are not treated in a way intended to be amusing
and agreeable rather than instructive.
Although he concedes the excellence of the right of
private judgment and the freedom of enquiry, he laments that
it is likely to lead to great and dangerous abuses and sug
gests that he is uncharitable enough to suspect that the
principles in question have been brought into vogue only
because they are liable to be so abused.

He observes that

- 64 such writings, filled with sneers at orthodoxy, cavils against
the national Church, and lavish encomia on an uncontrolled
freedom of enquiry, have contributed, in his observation, to
lessen men's reverence for government.

His fear is that

there are those who cannot distinguish between liberty and
licentiousness, the half-thinkers and bigots, and those who
determine without evidence or a cool, sincere, and thorough
examination.

He finds that many pleas for toleration are

simply to serve revolution and deism.

Guilt and danger lay

in store when men dare to persist to do, in the face of laws,
what those laws expressly forbid.

"It is thus," he spoke,

"that institutions and regulations which are of great moment
to the welfare of society are, imperceptibly and gradually
weakened and destroyed: for, when the laws are allowed to be
set at nought in one instance, they are seldom much regarded
at all."

Like Bridenbaugh in Mitre and Sceptre, Boucher

sees religious dissenters weakening the fabric of political
obedience.^
It is pertinent to note that this was the year 1769,
but Boucher was becoming concerned about the disrespect for
the laws which he observed in the Non-importation activities.
There is no doubt of what he had in mind:
What evils this prevalence of sectarianism, so sudden,
so general, may portend to the State, I care not to
think; recollecting with horror, that just such were
the signs of the times previous to the grand rebellion
in the last century [Civil War in England]. There is
no denying that such disorders indicate a distempered
government; just as blotches and boils indicate a bad

All of the quotations on this subject are from the
sermon "On Schisms and Sects."
2
Carl Bridenbaugh, Mitre and Sceptre: Transatlantic
Faiths, Ideas, Personalities, and Politics (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1962).

- 65 habit of body. For, it has been observed that sects
in religion, and parties in politics, generally pre
vail together. By a sort of mutual action and re
action they produce one another; both, in their turns
becoming causes and effects.
. . . A sect is, in fact, a revolt against the au
thority of the Church, just as a faction is against
the authority of the State. . . . The spirit which
refuses obedience to the one, is equally ready to
resist the other.
Boucher was genuinely alarmed at these "signs of the
times," the prevalence of sectarianism.

He abhorred re

ligious sects as he abhorred parties in government.

His

great familiarity with the history of the Civil War in
England was based to a great extent on Lord Clarendon's
History of the Rebellion in England, which is decidedly proRoyalist.

The term "Grand Rebellion" which Boucher often

uses is one of Clarendon's expressions.

Fully aware of the

tremendous importance of the religious Dissenters in the
1642-1649 disorders, Boucher thought he could discern the
same embryonic situation in America.

He struck out against

it in the Virginia country, but was more worried about the
New England Dissenters in recognition of the power potential
they held as members of an established, but dissenting,
church.
As subsequent chapters will more fully disclose,
Jonathan Boucher believed the religious elements in America
were major factors in the approach of the Revolutionary War,
closely parallelling pre-Grand Rebellion events in England.
In this sermon of 1769 he has very early enunciated a po
sition of defense against such schools of rebellion in the
religious arena just as he was beginning to worry about such
secular schools of rebellion as the Non-importation Agreements
by 1769.
His prophetic warnings were always couched in terms of

-
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"civil war" whenever he spoke of the danger of unwittingly
or deliberately escalating from a position of grievance
against recognized legal authority to plain rebellion.

He

feared that, as in England, it would be a war of brother
against brother, family against family as it had been in his
own ancestral history.

And this fear seemed to him justi

fiable, for never in his lifetime did he find reason to
believe other than that the majority of Americans were really
loyal, unwillingly led out of neutrality, if not loyalty, by
coercion and inexorable events, often unforeseen, set in
motion by the rabble-rousers and self-seekers.
Here in this sermon of 1769 we can see the shift in
Boucher's thinking from the greater optimism of the sermon
"On the Peace in 1763" to a growing concern with the emerging
sense of independence of his fellow Americans.

CHAPTER IV

REFLECTIONS ON THE NATIVE INDIANS
AND NEGRO SLAVERY

Just as Boucher's views on religious Dissenters found
expression in his sermons and correspondence, so did his
opinions on what he considered two colonial American phe
nomena without parallel in the world: the native American
Indian population and Negro slavery.

As a clergyman, he

believed that his duties compelled him to assess both situ
ations.

His reading and his own observations of the Indians

appalled him.

They were already in a badly decayed state.

White, British power had fostered policies so inimical to
the Indian nations that rapid decline was the result.

The

greatly reduced Tidewater Indians bore silent testimony to
the "benefits" of British occupation and Christianization.
It was Church of England policy to Christianize the
natives; it had been strongly emphasized in the very first
Charter of Virginia which established the Anglican Church
in the colony."*"

Little had been done to carry out this

policy except at the Indian School of the College of William

1The first Charter, dated 1609, stated in part:
"...
propagating of Christian Religion to such People as yet live
in Darkness and miserable Ignorance of the true Knowledge and
Worship of God, and may in time bring the Infidels and Savages,
living in those Parts, to human Civility, and to a settled
and quiet Government, do by these our Letters Patent . . . "
Henry S. Commager, ed. Documents of American History (New
York: Appleton Century Croft Co., 1963), Doc. #6, 8.
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Established by a donation of Robert Boyle, the

famous English physicist and chemist, for the instruction of
Indians and their conversion to Christianity, the school had
a Professorship of Brafferton, from the name of the estate
purchased with the monetary gift.1

This work became less

important as the Indians were removed from the Tidewater
Country.

However, Boucher took the Church policy seriously,

and communicated his thoughts to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts,

2

to the Rev. Joseph

Tickell of Trinity Parish, Louisa County, Virginia, to the
Rev. James Maury, and to the Rev. James in England.
He did not seem very optimistic as to how much could
be accomplished with the Indians when he wrote that they
might be expected to become civilized only to the extent of
"burying the Hatchet."

But these words are somewhat belied

by the fact that he already had drawn up six or eight pages
of a pamphlet which he intended to lay before the Virginia
Assembly, to show:
by demonstrative Proofs that every Savage on the Conti
nent of America might be civilized in a very few years,
& be made valuable Subjects, at hardly so great an
Expence as Virg1s alone has been at in supporting the
War a g 'st Them for one y e a r . ^
Apparently when he began work on the pamphlet, he was

William Peden, ed., Thomas Jefferson, Notes on the
State of Virginia (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1955), 150. Hereafter referred to as Jefferson's, Notes
2

The Society, often called the Venerable Society, will
hereafter be referred to as the S.P.G. Boucher wrote to the
Rev. John Waring of the S.P.G., 31 Dec. 1762. Bray MSS,
S.P.G. Papers, Library of Congress, Item 335, film pages 174177. He was most explicit about the Indians in a letter to
the Rev. Tickell, 13 Jan. 1764. MHM, VII (1912), 161.
^Boucher to Tickell, 13 Jan.

1764.

MHM, VII (1912), 161

- 69 not fully aware of the attitude of his parishioners, for
just as he was in the midst of this work the "Squire of my
Parish, who is a Burgess, declar'd . . . that all the ac
cursed Race of Them s h 'd be cut off —

Hip & Thigh — , 1,1

Possibly he had expected help in presenting the pamphlet to
the Burgesses from this squire.

In any case, Boucher was

less sure of himself in these early years of his ministry,
and reported to Tickell that his reaction had been,

"God

preserve the poor Indians," and he had dropped his plan.

2

However, Boucher continued to observe the Indians and
their diminishing population and to speculate on their
future.

He prophesied that the Indian's own natural pro

pensity to war and the illiberal and unchristian colonial
system of fomenting their internal quarrels and wars, could
be totally destructive.

With Boucher's general historical

interest, he was no doubt familiar with the history of the
Indians of the Tidewater region for he wrote in 1773,

"I

have read almost every Book of any Character, that has been
3
printed, concerning America, . . . "
A look at their past
could have prompted his prediction about the extinction of
the Indians.
The native inhabitants of the land between the Potomac
and the James Rivers were part of the large family of tribes
called the Algonquin, or Algonkins, of northeastern America.
Known as the Algonkins and Montagnais in the St. Lawrence
Valley, the Delawares between the Hudson and Delaware Rivers,
and the Mohicans in the Connecticut River Valley, they were
called Pomunkies, Chicahominies, and Powhatans by the first

1Ibid.
^Ibid., 163.
3Boucher to James, 16 Nov.

1773.

MHM, VIII (1913), 185.

- 70 Virginia settlers.

In .1607 there were about forty tribes

between the Potomac and. James Rivers, the seacoast and the
mountains.

These were "woods" Indians,'in the Stone Age stage

of cultural development, and much more primitive than the
Iroquois.

War for them was a sort of sport marked by savage

cruelty, the scalping of conquered enemies, and the torture
of prisoners.
In 1607 the Algonkin tribes living about the Chesa
peake were federated under the leadership of the great chief,
Powhatan, who dominated up to the fall line.

The Tidewater

section covered about 8,000 square miles, with about thirty
tribes and 2,400 warriors.

Since the proportion of warriors

to inhabitants was about three to ten, the total population
was approximately 8,000 in 1607, or one Indian for each
square mile.'*'

The three most powerful tribes were the

Powhatans, the Mannahoacs, and the Monacans

(later called

the Tuscaroras, who ultimately became the Sixth of the Six
Great Nations).

All of these tribes spoke radically differ

ent languages, had separate and distinct governments, and
were without any formal legal system.

Opposing Powhatan,

were the Mannahoacs and the Monacans, tribes of the head
waters of the Potomac and Rappahannock.
It is known that warfare played a destructive role in
the aboriginal southeast.

The eastern Indians cultivated

less than one per cent of the arable land available and
achieved a population density of only nine Indians per
township in a region that by 1950 supported 400 persons per
township.

This is attributed to the "insane attritional

type of war waged throughout the area, carried on in
cessantly by individuals for revenge, by small parties,

"^Peden, Jefferson's Notes, 93, 202-03.

- 71 towns, tribes, and confederations.1

Warfare was highly cere-

monialized, with elaborate torture rites (reaching a peak
among the Iroquois): the warpath was the primary road to
fame and honor for almost every Indian youth.

Although ag—

gressive behavior was channeled in such ceremonial games as
lacrosse, the eastern war pattern persisted to the end,
finally becoming blended with European war practices and
weapons of the invading whites.

2

The final history of many tribes was already written
by the time Boucher wrote his comments.

The Chicahominies

wrote their last chapter in 1685, when they attended the
Treaty of Albany, although they retained their separate name
until 1705.

At that time they blended with the Pamunkies

and Mattaponies.

As for the Mattaponies, seventy-five years

later there were only three or four men left, and those had
more Negro than Indian blood in them.

By voluntary sales,

they had been reduced to fifty acres of land, and were
forced to join the Pamunkies.

In the process, Chicahominies

had lost the last vestige of their language.

The Pamunkies,

themselves, were reduced to ten or twelve men, living on
about 300 acres of land.

Fortunately, it was fertile and

the group remained reasonably pure of mixture.

Some of the

Pamunky language was still extant at the time Jefferson
wrote.1
The history of the success of the Virginia colony is
also a history of the displacement of these tribes.

It was

1Richard B. Morris, ed. Encyclopedia of American
History (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1953), 12-13. Here
after referred to Encyclopedia.
2Ibid.
n
3
Peden, Jefferson's Notes, 96.

- 72 a struggle for the land and/ in the end, for a continent.

It

was not all conquest, for the records are filled with evi
dence of purchase of tracts of land by the white settlers.
But to a people accustomed to living predominantly on the
gifts of field and woods, each land sale reduced their food
supply.

And of course, many of the sales were dishonest.

Encroachments were common.

Indian women were abused and the

Indian men were often treated shabbily, as William Byrd, II,
documented.

There were kidnappings, especially of Indian

women and children, many of whom were sold as slaves in
• 1
Pennsylvania.
The Indian was not unaware of what was happening.

He

tried alliances, treaties, petitions to legislatures, and
terror tactics.

Both whites and Indians were brutalized by

the contacts, but the Indians had a continent to lose as
well.
Some seventy years of settlement had not solved all of
the problems with the Indians.

Bacon's Rebellion of 1675-

1676 was triggered by bands of Susquehannock Indians fleeing
southward from more powerful tribes to the north.

The

fugitives crossed the Potomac and committed atrocities in
the back country.

A joint force of Marylanders and Vir

ginians failed to subdue them at Piscataway Creek, and the
Indians stepped up their attacks.

In a single day, thirty-

six Virginians were killed by Indians.

Frontier settlers

deserted their homes, but Berkeley refused to allow a force
to march against the Indians.

Berkeley was accused of pro

tecting the fur trade in which he was involved, according to
one historian.

2

However, another indicates that the m c i -

10scar Barck, Jr., and Hugh T. Lefler, Colonial America
(New York: Macmillan Co., 1958), 17.
^Morris, Encyclopedia, 28.

- 73 dents along the frontier in the summer and fall of 1675 were
provoked in large measure by whites, and that Berkeley was
being cautious in proposing a policy of moderation and in
vestigation.

The truth of the matter is probably more

complex.
Nathaniel Bacon, a recent settler in Henrico County
and member of the Council, demanded a commission to lead a
group against the Indians, and was refused by Berkeley.
Leading a band of frontiersmen without a commission, Bacon
destroyed the body of Susquehannocks at Roanoke River.

Such

episodes as Bacon's Rebellion provided opportunity for
seizure of Indian lands, aggravated the carnage, and further
decimated the Indians.
In addition to the Indian propensity to war among
themselves, the inroads of the settlers and frontier "inci
dents, " a third factor which accelerated the decline of the
Indian population was through alliances and involvement in
the Inter-Colonial Wars, although the Tidewater Indians
played a much less important role than the Indians of the
northeast.

When King George's War ended in 1748, only six

years elapsed before the outbreak of the French and Indian
War, the first battle of which occurred at Fort Necessity,
Pennsylvania.

Washington lost to the French in that en

gagement, and Braddock's campaign against 200 French and
Indians failed.

The Virginians were much more involved in

this prelude to the Seven Years' War because of the pressure

"*”Max Savelle and Robert Middlekauff, A History of
Colonial America (New York: Holt Rinehart, 1964), 223.
Hereafter referred to as A History.
2

Wilcomb E. Washburn, The Governor and the Rebel: A
History of Bacon's Rebellion Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, for the Institute of Early American
History and Culture, 1957), 153-166.

- 74 of Virginia settlers and speculators fanning out toward the
confluence of the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers.
At the same time, the French were shoring up their defenses
at strategic points to protect their earlier penetration
southward from the St. Lawrence Valley and into the Ohio
Valley.

Thus the Indians suffered population losses and

their numbers declined from tribal wars and white men's
diseases; they

also sufferedeconomicallyfrom their

losses and the effects ofliquor.

land

All ofthese factors

were

effectively reducing the Indian population.
Jonathan Boucher's prediction in 1763 was well on the
way to fulfillment in 1781, when Jefferson wrote on the state
of the Indians.

The singular example of the Nottaways is a

poignant one: they had not a single male left.

Statistics

point up the terrible swiftness of the decimation in the
Tidewater area: 1
No. of Warriors
1607:
1669:

2,395
665

In just sixty-two years, there had been a reduction of almost
two-thirds.
By 1838, the strong Five Civilized Nations were moved
over the "Trail of Tears," to Indian Territory in Oklahoma,
and the Seminoles were all but exterminated by 1842.

What

happened in the Tidewater where Boucher prophesied, was but
a history in microcosm of all the tribes.
There was no census in America of the. kind we have
today until 1790, but unfortunately even then there was no
effort to obtain statistics on the Indians.

It was not

until 1860 that Indians were included in the enumeration,

’'’Peden, Jefferson's Notes, Tables on 103-107.

- 75 und those statistics axe not particularly informative since
they do not include Indians in Indian Territory and on
Indian Reservations.

However, they are useful in a limited

way:
1860:

Males:
Females:

1860:

Total U.S.
Population:

1950:

Males:
Females:

1950:

Total U.S.
Population:

Indians
23,924
20,097
44,021
31,513,000
178,824
164,586
343,410
151,683,000'

Although there was an increase in the ninety years
between 1860 and 1950, the disparity is partly due to the
method of compilation of figures which included Indians on
Reservations as the 1860 statistics had not done.
Boucher believed that a wiser, more humane, policy was
necessary, and that a more just and generous attitude was
possible;

"Could we but learn to regard them as human beings,

capable of civilization, they might soon be brought to break
their bows and . . . beat their swords into plow-shares," he
preached in his sermon of 1763.

2

Boucher hoped that the end

of the Seven Years 1 War might mean that Great Britain and
the Americans would do something about the state of the
Indians, and adopt some plan to civilize them.
he said, " . . .

"Hitherto,"

they have been looked upon as untamed, and

untameable monsters: whom, like the devoted nations around
Judea, it was a kind of religion with white men to extermi-

U. S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of
the United States: Colonial Times to 1957 (Washington:
Department of Commerce, 1960), 8, 9.
^Boucher,

"Sermon on the Peace in 1763," A View, 13.

- 76 nate."

1

It had been very quickly apparent to Boucher that

most colonials considered only dead Indians were good Indians.
Too many men were killing and scalping the Indians for the
2
sheer pleasure of "getting our man," as Boucher put it.
He
believed the rigor and severity with which this attitude was
accompanied by action was unsuitable to the "genious of our
government and the mild spirit of our religion."
The sense of history that Boucher possessed often re
vealed itself in his manner of writing.
on one occasion he had said,

In a letter to James
3
"my Letters are my Historians;"

so, too, in 1763 he expressed his sympathy with the Indians
in such terms:
. . . if the poor Indian were his
own experience and feelings since
America would [make it] appear he
much benefit from being subjected
Spainards.^

own historian, his
our arrival in
has not derived so
to Britains, than to

Certainly Boucher was unusually perceptive for a man
who was involved in the situation as he was to perceive its
realities and its portent for the future of the Indians; at
a time when most frontiersmen were rejoicing at clearing them
out.

Citing the Paraguay Indians as an example of a higher

degree of civilization that Indians might attain, Boucher
pointed out that the early history of all nations, now the.
most polished, was once but the history of Indians.

Seven

teen years later, Thomas Jefferson was writing much the same
thing in refuting M. Buffon and Abb§ Raynal, who disparaged

1Ibid., 29.
2Ibid., 30-31.
3Boucher to James, 14 Oct.
4

Boucher,

1759.

MHM, VII (1912), 11.

"Sermon on the Peace in 1763," A View, 29.
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the Indians

and thought that something in the soil, climate,

and in other circumstances in America occasioned animal
nature to degenerate.

Jefferson cited Chief Logan's speech

to Lord Dunmore in 1774 as an example of the talent of an
aborigine.1

Jefferson pointed out that in estimating the

ability of the Indians, one must consider that letters had
not yet been introduced among them.

Boucher thought they

were no more savage "than our progenitors appeared to Julius
2

Caesar or to Agricola."

Jefferson and Boucher both had respect for the latent
ability of the savage, and the former thought a "comparison
with the Europeans North of the Alps when the Roman arms and
arts first crossed those mountains," would be unequal because
there were great numbers of people there which multiplied the
chances of improvement,

"and one improvement begets another."

The American Indian had no such advantage of great numbers.
Boucher concluded,

" . . . I am morally certain it were a

much easier task to civilize every Savage in America, than
Peter the Great had, w'n He undertook to humanize the. Bears
4
of Russia."
Granted that the American Indian had undeveloped
talents, Boucher could not envision any development under
the colonial arrangements.

The white colonists were partly

responsible for the difficulties of the Indian, he thought,
putting his finger on a characteristic that later American

1Peden, Jefferson's Notes, 229-30. The occasion of
Chief Logan's speech, an eloquent one, was after his entire
family was killed by a party under Michael Cresap on the
Ohio River.
2

Boucher,

"Sermon on the Peace in 1763," A View, 33.

3
Peden, Jefferson's

Notes, 23.

^Boucher to James, 9 Dec.

1765.

MHM, VII (1912), 296.

- 78 historians would elaborate on as a part of the American
national character which was the vagrant and unsettled way of
life which had become habitual to so many settlers.

He de

plored:
. . . that very general passion they have to be forever
running bach in quest of fresh lands; a practice not
more unpropitious to all agricultural improvements
than likely to keep us involved in Indian wars: Let
us enlarge our empire by the civilization of the
Indians who already have a better title to any of our
unlocated lands than we can possibly give any newcomers
and, who, with little pains, might soon be made at
least as good subjects as those whom we are likely to
put in their place.-*Few American writers in this period had so tolerant an
attitude to the natives as Boucher had, nor so strong a sense
of the injustice being done to a whole race of people.

He

was also astute enough to realize that the constant pushing
back of the "cutting edge" of the frontier was directly
relevant to the neglect of soil conservation and primitive
agricultural methods which were so apparent to him in Vir
ginia.
One must remember, however, that Boucher was in the
Tidewater, not on a remote frontier, and personal safety
was hardly a pressing matter in that section.

That factor

aided his objectivity.
Seldom content simply to analyze a problem without
determining on a possible solution, Boucher advocated a new
policy toward the Indians.

Although it was certainly not so

liberal as assimilation, it was considerably more humane
than the one in practice.

He fully realized that as long

as Indians lived by hunting, they would remain outcasts.
Therefore, the first step was to put an end to hunting, stop

^Boucher,

"Sermon on the Peace in 1763," A View, 33.

- 79 selling gunpowder and implements of war to Indians (or sell
only at exorbitant prices), and give little or nothing for
furs.

As a positive step, he recommended large bounties

for what they raised or produced as farmers, shepherds, or
manufacturers.

Under this regime, Boucher was certain they

would learn distinction of property "like the rest of the
human race has."
The very presence of the Indians in America, along
with the Negro slave population and the great variety of
immigrants, seemed very unique to Boucher, with no parallel
under any other government.

The variety of mankind in

trigued him because he thought it had a very great influence
on the manners and thinking of the people in America.
were less attached to one another;

Men

"the bond of social and

political union is looser than in any other country," he
wrote in his Reminiscences.

Unlike Europeans, men in America

associated with fellow creatures from every quarter of the
globe, and were less apt to cultivate "those amities and
charities elsewhere deemed of such moment to the welfare
and comfort of the social life."

The individualism that

de Tocqueville noted later, was very apparent to Boucher in
1763.
To convey an understanding of the problem of the
Negro as Boucher saw it, and his somewhat ambivalent posi
tion, some statements are perhaps in order.
He thought of the problem first in religious terms and
as an educator, which was natural on his arrival in America.
He did have a greater concern for their spiritual welfare
than any of his predecessors.

Beyond the spiritual and edu

cational concern, his speculations were eminently practical;
less philosophical than economic.

He did not state his

opinion on the basic idea of whether or not a man should

- 80 own another, but he did concern himself with the results of
slavery on the economy.

The South could never develop its

full potential with slave labor.

He was writing about his

thoughts on the value of slave labor and the pernicious ef
fect on the South a decade or so before the Revolution, be
fore such liberals as Jefferson, Madison, George Mason and
others would find their ideas given an impetus by the hu
manitarian spirit that swept America with the Declaration of
Independence and the era of constitution-making.
Boucher was unlike them in his greater willingness to
concede Negro abilities.

He anticipated Jefferson in his

opinion that gradual emancipation was the best solution.
Perhaps he was too optimistic about their lot because of his
own good treatment of slaves.

But he was all too realistic,

and therefore pessimistic, about the problems of assimilation,
politically and socially.
Boucher's observations about the Negro educable po
tential were the result of his experiences with the 1,000
blacks of his first Virginia parishes.

In general, and in

spite of directives of the Church, the Christianizing of
Negroes was left to the masters of the plantations.

The

masters of the plantations for the most part were much more
concerned with the Negro in relation to his tobacco culti
vation than in relation to his soul.

Most ministers neg

lected the baptism of slaves, but not Boucher.

This does

not mean that his first reactions to the Negroes was one of
personal acceptance; quite the contrary.

His very first

letter to the Rev. James reveals some repugnance, for his
comment was that he expected to stay single until he re
turned to England,

"as I cannot be reconcil'd to hav'g my

Bairns nurs'd by a Negro Wench.

Seriously, that is a

Monstrous Fault I find w'th ye People here, surely it is

- 81 the source of many Disadvantages to their Children."1
Boucher had only to recall his own childhood and the at
tention his father gave him, teaching him a great deal be
fore he was six years old, to be struck by the implications
of this situation.

Negro nurses, because of their own igno

rance, could teach but little to their small charges.
Nevertheless, his personal feelings did not affect his
attention to his duty.

Unlike his predecessors at St. Mary's

Parish, Boucher did not consider the Negroes too ignorant to
be baptized; nor did he consider the problem of sponsors for
them impossible.

He took as his precedent the baptisms of

St. Thomas in Africa.

2

In his first six months in Virginia

as a priest,

he baptized one hundred Negro children and
3
between thirty and forty adults.
On 24 November 1765, he
baptized one hundred fifteen Negro adults and again on 31
March 1766, three hundred thirteen more.
an

On the latter date,

Easter Sunday, he apparently preached to more than one

thousand Negroes and whites.

During his entire St. Mary's

residency, he continued this care of the blacks of his
parish,

"more than 1,000 taxables," he wrote in his memoirs.

He considered Negroes well-informed and as orderly and as
pious as country people usually are, even in England.
There is ample evidence of Boucher's concern for the
welfare and education of the Negroes.

He had trained two or

three of them who were serious and intelligent as school
masters to teach the children around them to read in their

^Boucher to James, 7 Aug.
2

1759.

MHM, VII (1912), 6.

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 58.

^Boucher to Waring, S.P.G.
Item 355.

31 Dec.

1762.

Bray MSS,

- 82 leisure hours, and particularly on Sunday afternoon.1

Almost

every Sunday, twenty or thirty Negroes who could read their
prayer-books and make the responses attended services.

About

thirteen actually became communicant members, participating
in the Eucharist.

His concern that they be taught to read

would, he hoped, make some amends for the drudgery of their
bodies.

The worst chains were those of ignorance, he thought,

and although they remained slaves, he thought these bonds
might, in a spiritual sense, be broken.
The effort he made with his own plantation Negroes and
in the Sunday School concept was but a compromise, for he had
had a much more comprehensive plan for Negro education. On
31 December 1762, in the letter to the Rev. John Waring, he
thanked him for the gift of books arranged for under the plan
of Dr. Thomas Bray, founder of the S.P.G., and confided his
hopes for a Negro Free School.
possible to carry it out.

Unfortunately, it was im

He had approached the principal

men of his parish and they had had such a "train of objections"
that Boucher was completely discouraged.
Even with their cooperation, there would have been a
second formidable difficulty: the problem of location.

There

Boucher referred to his effort as something like the
Sunday School concept which "schools are now in England,"
he wrote in 1783, just three years after Robert Raikes,
businessman and editor of the Gloucester Journal, began his
experiment in mass instruction to combat the great illiteracy
in England. There was no system of public education, and up
to 1779 an English law allowed no person to conduct a school
or act as tutor who was not a member in good standing of the
Anglican Church. The children were to learn reading and
writing, using the catechism of the Church and especially the
Bible.
Primarily under the control of laymen, it met with
strong opposition at first by the clergy, because the curricu
lum was, of necessity, more secular than religious. Thus,
fifteen years before the first Sunday School, Boucher had, in
effect, operated one of his own. Erwin Lueker, ed. Lutheran
Cyclopedia (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1954), 1019.

- 83 were great distances between families:
Except in a few little Towns, the People in Virga gener
ally live dispers'd in scatter'd Plantations, and I
know not a Place in my Parish where I could find a
Mistress within 5 or 6 miles of 30 or even 20 Children
of a proper Age to be Admitted.1
Of course, he thought that if his neighbors had been willing
to cooperate, it might have been possible to overcome all
difficulties.

But, in 1762, he felt he was too new and too

much an outsider to press the matter, so he put- it aside and
did the best he could in an informal way.

He also confided

to Waring that there was another "reformation" that demanded
at least as much attention: the white population itself.

He

wrote:
It is a melancholy Truth that several Whites, of re
spectable Characters, think Themselves at Liberty to
live totally negligent of either of ye Sacraments.
I
have had several white Adults to baptize; Alas I Some
of Them seem to think it either a Matter of Form than
of Important Consequence.^
Boucher's own treatment of his Negroes was gentle and
considerate.

In 1770, when the move to Maryland was immi

nent, he gave his own slaves the option of going with him or
choosing masters in Virginia.
accompany him.

The unmarried ones chose to

The others he sold, "by their desire," to

gentlemen, mostly former pupils who had lived with him.

No

compliment pleased him more, he confessed in his memoirs, nor
"went so near my heart as when a gentleman was one day coming
to my house, and having overtaken a slave, asked him, as is
common, to whom he belonged.

The Negro replied,

’'"Boucher to Waring, S.P.G., 31 Dec.
Item 355.
2 . ._

Ibid.

'To Parson

1762, Bray MSS,
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Later, when the revolutionary crisis

forced Boucher to flee from America, he had a large household
and field staff of about seventy, most of them slaves.

He

commented that few things concerned him more than their con
dition when leaving them.
Despite Boucher's unusual sympathy for slaves, he was
not even in the first stages of abolitionist thinking.

In

writing of slavery as an institution, Boucher was cautious
because he felt that "nothing is easier than to excite com—
2

passion by declamations against slavery."

It was his opinion

that the condition of the lower classes of mankind everywhere,
compared with those above them, seemed hard, but that on in
vestigation it would be found that people in general in a
low social state were not less happy than those in a higher
sphere.

One might note here that he seems to have had little

bitterness about his own poverty-stricken childhood.

He

thought the Negroes in Virginia and Maryland were not worse
off nor less happy than the laboring poor in Great Britain.
Many things were wrong about slavery, but one could say
the same things about the British poor, he thought, an argu
ment that George Fitzhugh used a little less than a century
later in defense of slavery in the rising argument of the
pre-Civil War years.

Boucher wrote:

Slavery is not one of the most intolerable evils inci
dental to humanity, even to slaves; I have known
thousands of slaves as well-informed and as well-clad,

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 96. The number of slaves
mentioned here is not in agreement with the thirty-six listed
at the time he filed a Loyalist Claim.
2Ibid.
3
George Fitzhugh, Sociology for the South or the Failure
of Free Society (Richmond, No publisher listed, 1854).

- 85 as well-fed, and in every respect, as well off as nine
out of ten of the poor in every kingdom of Europe are. 1,1
With these opinions of Boucher on record with regard
to the condition of the slave in America compared with the
world's poor in general, it is appropriate to survey the
actual conditions under which slaves were held in America,
together with a brief summary of the growth of slavery and
the slave population at the time Boucher was in America.
By the year 1680, after the disruptions of the first
series of Navigation Acts, the market for Maryland and Vir
ginia tobacco had been restored, but with no great price
rise.

The recapture had been accomplished with cheap to-

bacco, by underselling the competition.

2

Tobacco culture

had become an economy of large production and slim profits.
The man of means, the large planter, was the one responsible
for fixing Negro slavery in America.

Before long, the value

of second generation slaves became apparent: they could speak
English and they were born to the work.

The demands for

Negro slaves from Africa, however, were still so great that
the Crown revoked the Royal African Company's monopoly and
opened the trade to independent slavers.

Thus, between the

years 1680 and 1710, the plantation emerged as the basic
unit of the tobacco economy.
The demand for slaves is reflected in the following
3
statistics:

■'"Bouchier, Reminiscences, 98.
2

Stanley Elkins, Slavery; A Problem in American Insti
tutional and Intellectual Life (New York; Grosset & Dunlap,
1959), 42-48.
3
.
.
.
Merl R. Eppse, The Negro, Too, m American History
(Nashville; National Publications Co., 1943), 45. Savelle
and Middlekauff, A History, 93. Evarts B. Greene and
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1670
1680
1690
1700
1708
1715
1730
1756
1774

No. of Negroes in Virginia
2,000
3, 000
4.000
6.000

12,000
23.000
30.000
120,156
200,000

(white population: 18,000)

(white population: 173,316)
(white population: 300,000)

It is obvious that the Negro population in Virginia was
expanding rapidly, and in many communities Virginians con
sidered it an alarming expansion.

When Negroes were in<-

dentured servants, they were free to mix with the white in
dentured servants and often intermarried.

But Virginia grew

conscious of her mulattoes very soon, and less than twenty
years after the arrival of the first Negroes, attempted to
prevent racial mixture.^

In some communities the slaves

nearly equalled the whites in number.

Virginia was not alone

in this problem, for the rice culture developing in South
Carolina produced many communities in which the whites were
outnumbered.
At first, recognition of slavery was casual; the first
statutory law that touched the Negroes was really directed
at white servants.

Any English servants running away in

company with any Negroes who were incapable of making satis
factory restitution by serving additional time were required

Virginia D. Harrington, American Population before the Feder
al Census of 1790 (New York: Columbia University Press,
1932), 141. Thomas Wertenbaker, Planters of Colonial Vir
ginia (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1927), 130-31.
John Hope Franklin, "New World Adventure," Ch. I in John P.
Davis, ed. The American Negro Reference Book (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1966), 6-9.
Ina C. Brown, Story of the American Negro (New York:
Friendship Press, 1936), 27.

- 87 to serve for the time of the Negroes' absence as well as
their own.1

In 1662, it was fixed by law that children born

in the colony would be held "bond or free" according to the
condition of the mother.

Christianizing of the Negroes

created a possible problem particularly if an intelligent
Negro related the brotherhood aspect to his own condition.
A law of 1667 pronounced that slaves could be baptized as
Christians, but it did not alter the condition of the person
as to his bondage or freedom.

This Act at least removed the

opposition of the planters to the efforts of the priests,
but it is apparent from the experience of Boucher and others
that the masters of plantations might acquiesce in the efforts
of others to Christianize Negroes, but not necessarily, and
in most cases they would initiate little or nothing.
As the white population became more and more selfconscious of being surrounded by slaves, and as incidents
occurred that are to be expected among a people in subju
gation, legal changes were made to control the Negro.

In

the Northern Neck area in 1687 a group of slaves planned an
uprising during a funeral, but they were discovered before it
could be carried out.

There were often rumors, plots, and

a certain amount of lawlessness that worried planters.

In

1694, the rebelliousness of the Virginia slaves was such
that Governor Andros expressed the opinion that there was
"insufficient enforcement of the Code."

The Code, meaning

laws relating to the control of slaves, was already fairly
elaborate and covered most activities and relationships of
slaves.
The Virginia Slave Code borrowed heavily from practices
in the Caribbean, and in turn served as a model for other

1Franklin,

"New World Adventure," 9.

- 88 mainland codes.

As early as 1669 the chattel status of a

slave was fixed.

Virginia passed a law that it was no felony

if a master killed a slave who resisted punishment.

In ef

fect, the white master had absolute power over the slave's
body, thus making physical discipline virtually unlimited.
By 1680 it was apparent that ownership extended to children
of slaves, and to children who were yet unborn.
that date bequeathed "to one daughter,

...

A will on

a negress and

the third child to be born of her; to a second daughter,

. . .

the first and second child to be born of the same woman."
The integrity of the slave family was already being ignored.
This would lead, of course, to the sale of slaves without
regard to family ties.

By the turn of the century, 1700,

legislation began suppressing the Negroes methodically.

By

1750, the salient features of the system of American slavery
were stamped on it.

Economics dictated practice, and the

slave was a piece of property.
dictate, fear did.

Where economics did not

The slave had no counterweights to costs,

prices, and management.

There were no social pressures from

outside the system to curb this development, and no feudal
immunities to protect the Negro.

The English middle class

had reduced the power of old institutions, the Church and
Crown, when Virginia was being settled.

The British govern

ment did not stand in the way and the Church, unlike the
church of France and Spain, had little power except to
Christianize.

In short, there existed no institution or

agency to prevent the development of the Slave Code.

"^Elkins, Slavery, 50, footnote 35.
2

28-29.

For this summary, see Franklin, "New World Adventure,"
Also Elkins, Slavery, 49-50.

- 89 A brief survey of the substance of the Slave Codes is
a most effective way to describe the condition of the slaves.1
Written permission to leave the plantation was necessary.
Anyone could apprehend a slave and return him to his master
if he were out without permission.
or murder, the penalty was hanging.

If found guilty of rape
For major offenses, for

example robbing a house, the culprit was likely to get sixty
lashes, be pilloried, and have his ears severed from his
head.

Petty offenses, such as insolence or association with

whites or free Negroes, were punishable by whipping, maiming,
and branding.

Male runaways were subject to a similar scale

of punishment, plus castration if it were a fourth offense.
Legally, the slave had no standing in courts; therefore
he could never be a party to a suit at law, give legal testi
mony (except against another slave or a free Negro), and his
oath was not binding.

This law had serious implications, for

without legal responsibility he could not make a contract,
his marriage was not legal, and his children were, not legiti
mate.

In general, property ownership was illegal, although

in some colonies some types of property were allowed in his
possession but never with any legal basis.

The rape of a

female slave was a misdemeanor, because it was a trespass on
the property of another person.

Laws generally forbade

hiring out of slaves by themselves, although some owners
ignored this.

Negro slaves could not purchase or sell goods,

or visit the homes of whites or free Negroes.

No assembly

of Negroes was permitted without a white person in attendance.
These last two statutes were entered on the books in 1805
and 1835 respectively, followed by prohibitions against re
ceiving, possessing, or transmitting incendiary literature

^Ibid.

- 90 calculated to incite insurrection.

Shortly it became il

legal to teach a Negro to read, write, or handle arithmetic,
and whites and free Negroes found guilty were subject to
severe punishment of fine, imprisonment, or both.

Arson,

rape of white women, and conspiracy to rebel became capital
1
crimes.
The increasing fear of the white population led to in
creasingly stringent restrictions.

The 1712 insurrection of

the Cormentine Negroes in New York City (together with two
or three Spanish Indians) failed.

But the punishment meted

out to the guilty parties shows the fear it inspired and the
desire that these miscreants be made examples.

Twenty

culprits were executed by hanging, burning alive, breaking
on the wheel, or hanging alive in chains.

The effect was not

lost on the South and certainly not on Virginians, who could
remember their own slave insurrections in 1663, 1687, and
1709.

They were reminded that it could happen again, when

South Carolina had serious conspiracies in 1739 and 1740,
with thirty whites and forty-four slaves killed.

In 1741,

New York City again had difficulties and hanged a priest,
burned fourteen Negroes at the stake, and deported seventyone others.

Besides these more dangerous episodes, there was

the constant, day-to-day knowledge of what the Negro slave
could attempt.

A rebellious Negro slave could, and did,

destroy crops or property willfully, burn a forest or a home,
practice self-mutilation to disable himself, stab, shoot, or
choke a master.
poisoning.

Then there was the more subtle danger of

In 1761, the Charleston Gazette announced,

negroes have begun the hellish act of poisoning."

^"Franklin, "New World Adventure, " 28-29.
2

Ibid., 32.

2

" . . .

Boucher,

- 91 himself, was aware of one such incident.

A lawyer and

husband of Boucher's friend, Judith Chase, was poisoned by
one of his own Negroes.
Boucher could hardly have been thinking of legal and
political rights when he compared the lot of the poor of
England and Europe and found them not too dissimilar.
likely, he had the economic circumstances in mind.
slaves were fed and clothed.

Most

The

To some extent it would have

been poor business to starve a productive Negro.

Masters did

keep their old slaves on the plantation, although doubtless
there was less concern for the non-productive, or ailing,
slave.

Considering Boucher's treatment of his own slaves,

many of them may well have been better off than the drudges
who worked the land in Cumberland, putting in long hours for
a pittance of annual income.

One must note, also, that when

Boucher wrote in 1763 and even in his editing of 1797, re
strictions were not quite so tight as they were to become in
the nineteenth century.

He would have been appalled at the

statute forbidding the teaching of a slave to read, write,
and "cipher."

And he could not have known the conditions of

a slave as they would be under cotton production, in the raw,
southwestern plantations subject to an absentee landlord
system.
Boucher thought that often the most clamorous advocate
for liberty was the harshest and worst master of slaves.

He

took this opportunity to aim a pot shot at John Locke, and
wrote:
. . . the great champion of liberty, and advocate of
humanity . . . by the 10th article, or item, of the
Constitution which he drew up for the government of
Carolina, gives every freeman of Carolina absolute
power and property over his slaves, of what opinion

- 92 or religion soever.’*’
Although Boucher did not think it suitable to discuss
in his memoirs the question of the right of one man to make
a slave of another, he did think there were two sides to the
question.

The master reaped some undesirable harvests: the

unpleasant nature of the services of the slave.

Boucher

quoted a gentleman of Virginia, owner of many slaves, who
said that the passage of Scripture regarding the difficulty
of a rich man's entering Heaven must have alluded to those
rich in slaves.
In part, he agreed with Montesquieu, who put it this
way:
The state of slavery is, in its own nature, bad: it is
neither useful to the master, nor to the slave. Not to
the slave, because he can do nothing through a motive
of virtue, not to the master, because by having un
limited authority over his slaves, he insensibly ac
customs himself to the want of all moral virtues, and
from thence grows fierce, hasty, severe, voluptuous,
and cruel.^
A few authors, searching Boucher's writing for his
views on slavery, have assumed that this quotation from
Montesquieu was intended to express Boucher's own opinion as
well.

However, one must read the entire footnote to under

stand his correct meaning, for he essentially disagreed with
Montesquieu.

He thought the philosopher overstated the case.

Boucher did not think the term "unlimited authority" correctly
described the American Negroes in slavery.

It is certain

Boucher did not treat his own slaves as if he had "unlimited
authority" over them.

He may have had in mind that masters

of slaves sometimes showed clemency to slaves in violation

^Boucher,
^Ibid.

"Sermon on the Peace in 1763, " A View, 41.

- 93 of the Code.

Individual planters often saw themselves as

the source of law and justice and as capable of handling a
situation as they saw fit.

These planters viewed the Code

as something to be applied to "other planter's Negroes,"
which led to a non-uniform enforcement of the Code."*’
Boucher pointed out that there were some virtues
growing out of slavery and peculiar to it, as there were in
every other condition of life: attachment, fidelity, meekness,
and humility,

"the chief Christian virtues."

did have the loyalty of his own slaves.

He probably

A search of the

V irginia Gazette for the period 1768 through 1775, reveals
pages replete with advertisements for runaway slaves, but
none were inserted by Boucher.

Two notices by Boucher do

appear, but they were for indentured white servants, both of
whom were described as physically ailing, one quite seri,
2
ously.
Poor treatment was the exception, rather than the rule,
"by men . . . [with] minds less liberal than the poor creatures
3
over whom they so meanly tyrannize," Boucher thought.
This
belief may have lead him to minimize the oppression of the
Slave Codes, hopeful that there was a gap between theory and
practice that mitigated the condition of the slave.
When speculating on the over-all future of the Negro
slave, Boucher simply did not think the African slave, even
when made free, and supposing him to be possessed of talents
and virtue, could ever in the American colonies be quite on
terms of equality with a free white man.

^Franklin,

nVirginia

Dec.

"New World Adventure," 29.

Gazette (Printer:
1772, p. 2 col. 3.
^Boucher,

He thought the

Rind), Williamsburg, 3

"Sermon on the Peace in 17 63," A View, 41.

- 94 barrier nature had placed in the way was insuperable: the
color difference.

By color difference, one might guess that

he meant other racial characteristics as well as color that
distinguished Negroes so visibly from the Caucasian race.
Jefferson expressed the same thought, with uncertainty about
Negro ability:

"This unfortunate difference of colour, and

perhaps of faculty, is a powerful obstacle to the emancipation
of these people.

Boucher thought the indentured servant,

even if a convict, could become industrious and honest after
service and could naturally mingle with the people around
him? his former state would ultimately be forgotten.

But the

descendants of a white person, married to a black one, would
"for many generations, by their complexion, proclaim their
.

.

2

origin."

He noted that he could remember that although many

mulattoes and people of color had obtained wealth, he could
remember no instance in any European colony of their having
obtained any social rank.

Freedom for the slave, he thought,

would not solve the problem of acceptance in society.
With his growing sense of freedom to say what he
thought, Boucher did become remarkably frank with his pa
rishioners.

However, he reserved for his memoirs his specu

lation on the possible political effect on a society of a
body of people who "can never thoroughly coalesce. 11 Con
temporary American society knows the political consequences
forSeen by Boucher.

The "Negro Revolution" of the 1950's and

1960's to erase the political and economic, as well as the
social, barriers, indicates how very prophetic for United
States history Boucher was.

He was essentially correct for

two hundred years.

Peden, Jefferson's Notes, 143.
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 40.

- 95 In spite of the great difficulties he foresaw in as
similation of the Negro, he explicitly advocated a very
liberal solution: a solution identical to that of the great
liberal and patriot, Thomas Jefferson: gradual emancipation.
Advancing an argument less philosophical than economic, he
wrote:
If ever those colonies, now filled with slaves, be
improved to their utmost capacity, an essential part
of the improvement must be the abolition of slavery.
One could hardly call Boucher an abolitionist in spirit
while he permitted himself to see some virtue in slavery,
even if only relative to the poor of the world.

His somewhat

ambivalent position on slavery cannot be clarified since he
did not choose to discuss the right of one man to make a
slave of

another.

Law, in general, as well as the legal

aspects of slavery, do not seem to have engaged his attention
until about 1766, when he began to take an interest in public
affairs of a political nature under the stimulation of his
friendship with the Rev. Addison.

What he could clearly

see, however, was the economic aspect.

To slavery he attri

buted the extreme backwardness of Virginia and Maryland.

They

lagged behind the other Atlantic possessions in so many of
the improvements that had brought credit to other countries.
Boucher thought this glaringly evident.

Wheat in Virginia

and Maryland was not threshed, but trodden out with horses,
just as he had read in Peter Kolb's study of ancient practice
in primitive Africa.

2

The unskilled slave labor too often

1Ibid.
2

Peter Kolb, Naaukeurige en Uitvoerige Beschrvvmg van
de Kaap de Goede Hoop . . . (Amsterdam: B. Lakeman, 1727),
II, 73. Boucher's references apparently were to this volume
where the author discusses primitive African harvesting
techniques.
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tied planters to primitive practices.

He thought it a great

shame and mistor'cnne that Lhe first.province planted in North
America should not have attained a superior degree of im
provement .
Boucher showed some temerity in speaking out so
candidly in his new parish, accusing Virginians of indolent
neglect of rare natural advantages.

Many years later, as an

exile in England, he returned to his native Cumberland, the
lake and mineral district of England, and criticized the in
habitants for their backwardness.

His suggestions in England

were a sincere and comprehensive effort to improve their eco
nomic lot along with the creation of a benevolent atmosphere
in which the arts and sciences could thrive.

Speaking out

against inequities, and advocating change, was a lifelong
habit with Jonathan Boucher.

CHAPTER V

PRAGMATISM IN AMERICA
AND
THE ROLE OF EDUCATION

One may conclude from Boucher's observations of the
American scene and from his own activities, that he was quick
to adapt to his new environment.

He was aided immeasurably

by his habit of reading, along with his ability to grasp the
implications of the society in which he found himself.

He

considered it his business to be well-read on the subjects
that he thought one had to know in America, or at least in
the southern colonies: plantation operation, law, and
"physic"

(medicine).

They were practical things.

It was a necessity for owners of large properties in a
land very conscious of rights in property to know the law
and the practical operations of local government.

As a

plantation operator and a clergyman, Boucher was closely
associated with men who were rich, wellborn, and able.

They

had a sense of attachment to the government and the social
order, which could be described as enlightened selfishness,
family tradition, patriotism, or a sense of public responsi
bility.

Planters, not lawyers, dominated the political scene

in eighteenth century Virginia.

However, a good many men

Sometimes such knowledge was used to circumvent justice.
See Chapter VI, the Routledge murder affair.
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- 98 were admitted to the bar, and some made careers of the law.
But it was more the study of the history of law, especially
constitutional history and political philosophy, that dis
tinguished this generation of Virginia statesmen.

By the

1770's, some of the great names of English constitutional
1
history were better known in America than in England.
Many of Boucher's firm Maryland friendships were made
while he lived across the Potomac in Virginia, and Maryland
gentlemen-planters of these years were imbued with a tradition of legalism, rationalism, and literary interests.

2

There was a tradition among the great planters that one ought
to be well-versed in these matters to serve one's own inter
est, but also to be of service to neighbors and the community.
Boucher, therefore, became more than superficially acquainted
with local law and made it his business to be informed on
the philosophy of law, international law, and constitutional
law.

Public events and the specific influence of the Rev.

Henry Addison, a prominent Maryland clergyman and friend,
intensified this attitude in Boucher.

When he wrote on

public issues, it is apparent that he had taken the trouble
to provide himself generously with information.
Boucher was convinced that literary ability was not ap
preciated in America for its own sake, but he did not give
it up as an ideal for himself.

He often asked for James's

criticism of his sermons and used James's sermons and those
of other famous Anglican priests for models.

In 1765 he

^For this account of the cultural and intellectual
milieu of Virginia, I am indebted to Charles Sydnor, Gentle
men Freeholders: Political Practices in Washington's Vir
ginia (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1952), 2, 6.
2

Charles Albro Barker, Background of the Revolution m
Maryland (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1940), 41, 68.
Hereafter referred to as Background.

- 99 wrote James to ask if there was a better translation of
Montaigne's Essays than the "vile translation" done by Cotton.1
In writing to Tickell of "Y'r quondam Patron, Dr. Brown," he
volunteered that he still had a respectable "Character in ye
Literary World" but that his new volume of sermons, although
much approved of by everybody, was not approved by Boucher.
"They are well enough— yet, I think, not quite well enough
2

for Dr. Brown."
criticize.

Apparently he felt knowledgeable enough to

Rhetoric, he knew, had much more appeal to the

action-minded Americans, and it ought to be observed that
Boucher was literarily articulate himself.

His capabilities

in this respect have much to do with the maturing of his
political philosophy and his subsequent political action.
In the meantime, hours for philosophical contemplation
were out of the question.
that gentleman,

One letter to the Rev. Tickell asked

"Have you been reading, or (w't is better)

have you been practis'g Philosophy?

I have done neither."

He went on to complain of the multitude of affairs he must
handle as a planter and "Man of Business" that demanded a
3
great deal more action than philosophizing does.
As a matter
of fact, Boucher did not think he had any great aptitude for
this competitive world of America.

As he wrote to James:

. . . it is not very probable I shall ever do This
[make a fortune in America], effectually, for w'c I
can offer no other Excuse to you than that w'c my own
Heart (or p 'rhaps it is Indolence or Vanity) perpetu
ally suggest to myself on ye occasion, that I have too
much Virtue to do it. The Principles of ye Art of
Thriving are ye same everywhere; & there are of ye
Acquaintance & mine, who w'd make Fortunes on ye

1Boucher to James, 9 Dec.

1765.

2Boucher to Tickell, 22 Jan.
^Boucher to James, 22 Jan.

MHM, VII (1912), 299.

1765.
1765.

MHM, VII (1912), 290.
MHM, VII (1912), 289.

- 100 barrenest Caledonian Hills, whilst others w'd still be
poor, tho' in Partnership w 'th Clive himself. Thus
it is not my peculiar situa'n, but a peculiar temper
that is necessary to effect this mighty Business.
I
hope, however, I possess as much of this Temper as you
think necessary: &, all things considered, I have no
Reason to complain of my Fortune in the World.1
Obviously, however, he did not underestimate his ability.
Something of the pragmatic spirit of Americans was ap
parent in the field of medicine.

The colonial period was not

remarkable for its theoretical advance in physical and bio
logical sciences.

Medicine in America, free of the dogmatic

learning of Europe, was exposed to new world opportunities,
new flora, and new diseases with which to cope.

Materia

medica (pharmacy or pharmacology as it became known later)
was one field in which the simplicity, the needs, and the
ingenuity of American life proved fruitful.
In those days, the commonest medicines were herbs or
medicinal plants.

Oddly enough, this natural history emphasis

among American doctors was encouraged not only by a new en
vironment, but by a European dogma of medicine: the doctrine
of similia similibus

("like by like") which implied that

there was a providential coincidence between the place where
a disease occurred and where the remedy would be found.

2

Thus, in America, trained physicians showed tremendous inter
est in American plants and even laymen studied the flora,
hopeful of adding to medical knowledge.
In the South, books and trained experts were scarce.
1

Boucher to James, 9 Mar.

1767.

MHM, VII (1912),

338-39.
2

For this background material on the state of eighteenth
century medicine, I am indebted to Daniel Boorstin, Part
Eight, "New World Medicine," The Americans: The Colonial
Experience (New York: Random House, 1958). Hereafter re
ferred to as Colonial Experience.

- 101 One had to know at least simple, home remedies to survive.
The commonest book on Virginia library shelves (if, indeed,
there was a library) was Everyman his own Doctor; or The Poor
Planter's Physician (1734).

Franklin published three editions

of this in Philadelphia, in 17 34, 17 36, and 17 37.
Boucher's concern in medicine can be attributed to
several factors.

First, he was a man of many interests, as

his writing and reading reveal and one could be a Jack-ofall-trades in America.
his own health problems.

Secondly, it may have stemmed from
He wrote to Tickell that he had all

of his life been subject to an "Hectical Complaint, w'c had
I continued to breathe the moist Air of my native Country,
w'd I am persuaded ere now have brought Me to the Grave."'*'
He apparently believed that the Virginia air, which he thought
to be purer and thinner, had been healthful, but when he
suffered from malaria, he complained about the evil climate.
Only nine months after his happy report to Tickell of Janu
ary, 1764, he wrote to James:
. . .w't a poor emaciated half-animated skeleton it
is that is writing to you. . . . Believe Me, Sir, I am
not able to walk across this Room with't a Support—
yet truly thankful I am for even so much strength, as
a few Days ago, I dar'd not promise myself that I sh'd
ever ag'n behold ye fair Face of Heaven.
It has indeed
been a severe Trial.^
These Fevers are of a Nature unknown to Europe: much
I fear They may have fatally impair'd my Understanding:
their Effects at present are but too sensibly felt.
Sure I am They have done irreparable Damage to my
Eyesight . . .3
Thirdly, Boucher was responsible for a number of boys

^Boucher to Tickell, 13 Jan.

1764.

MHM, VII (1912),

161.
^Boucher to James, 2 Sept.
3Ibid., 288.

1764.

MHM, VII (1912), 286.

- 102 living in his household.

He had to recognize the more

common complaints and deal with them.

Many of his letters

to Washington were concerned with the health of Jacky Custis.
It was Boucher who made the arrangements for Jacky to live
at Baltimore for a few days in order to be innoculated
against smallpox.

Boucher carefully observed him during the

subsequent illness and faithfully reported to Mrs. Washington
the progress of the light case of the disease, the sufficient
reaction to give him immunity, the number of pustules as
evidence of the immunity, and their innocuous location.

It

was a successful exposure.
In the fourth place, Boucher was master of a good
number of slaves, and as such would have been called on for
medical aid.

It was not feasible to have a doctor for the

numerous ailments and complaints of such a large household,
even had there been a doctor available.

Boucher had to make

at least preliminary diagnoses and to know something about
simple home remedies.

He apparently thought himself something

of an authority, and certainly had a number of medical volumes
to attest to his interest in medicine, anatomy, and surgery.
Out of his reading and his own experience, he was quite
ready to diagnose the ills of others.

He cautioned the

ailing Rev. Tickell that resignation in his case was not a
virtue, but criminal while there might be a cure.

He thought

he had the trouble diagnosed, and recommended to Tickell
first the Cold Bath, and later the springs of Augusta.1
In correspondence with the Rev. James, he expressed
great concern for the illness of Mr. Grayson (father-in-law
of James) and had a suggestion:
You have doubtless heard of ye happy Effects of ye
Electrical Shock in paralytic Cases: but I know not

1Boucher to Tickell, 13 Jan.
162-63.

1764.
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as it is in America.
It is certain amazing Cures have
been perform'd by it; & tho ', at Mr. Grayson's years,
a total Cure ought not p 'rhaps to be expected, yet
there is a gr't Probability it may yield Him consider
able Relief; & can, certainly, do no Harm, w'c is
saying a g r 't Deal for a Prescript'n. Any of y'r
Neighb'rs of the Faculty, I imagine, can direct how
it is to be performed; or you may see it in Franklin's
pieces on Electricity.^
The above quotation is of more than cursory interest.
For one thing, the general state of medicine is indicated in
the very fact that he did not refer the Rev. James to a
doctor, but to "a faculty neighbor" on how to administer the
electrical shock.

Secondly, his scorn of the efficacy, and

possible harmfulness, of most prescriptions is explicit.
European medical education during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries was enveloped in dogma and debates over
what single cause explained all human health.

Boucher ap

parently did not expect much of practical experimental

,

knowledge of doctors, and assumed an educated layman would
be as knowledgeable as a doctor for the shock treatment.

As

for the comment on prescriptions, European doctors were con
cocting repulsive prescriptions that required complex mixing
of human excreta, urine, and a good many other unpalatable
items.
And in America, wood lice were used in a paste on some
occasions, and as late as 1724 some Boston physicians were
prescribing swallowing "leaden bullets" for the miserable
ailment of "twisting of the guts."

2

But, in general, Ameri

can therapeutics performed by both laymen and doctors, were
more rational and much simpler than those of English contempo-

"'’Boucher to James, 29 Sept.
2

1769.

Boorstin, Colonial Experience, 215.

MHM, VIII (1913), 47.
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Exotic, imported drugs were hard to get and skilled

apothecaries were rare.

Remedies, being simpler and homemade,

were at least less destructive of the natural healing process,
even if they did no particular good.
One had to be something of a diagnostician and to know
home remedies in order to survive in the new world.

Boucher,

however, probably considered himself to be more professional
and may well have felt himself to be as well-informed as the
doctors of the day, certainly American doctors.^

His

opinions on medical education are made quite clear and will
be discussed below in relationship to American education.
American doctors, if trained at all, were the product of
European thinking.
until 1765.

2

There were no medical schools in America

Considering the primitive state of medicine at

that time, Boucher may well have been right.
Boucher's efforts, then, to prepare himself for Ameri
can life were in recognition of a society in which practical
arts were of paramount value.

Philosophic means were of less

value than some practical techniques, some useful action.
One did not need to be a specialist; one could be many things,
as Boucher had told the Rev. James in a letter previously
quoted.

The American pragmatism of which Boorstin wrote in

The Colonial Experience was evident to Boucher in the early
3
1760's.
Most inventions were not to improve the arts or
sciences, but merely to lessen labor, he thought.
In fact, Benjamin Franklin had channeled the direction

^In 177 6, Boucher arranged to send a cask of Snake
Root to Dr. Hamilton in Whitehaven.
Boucher to James, 18
June 1766. MHM, VII (1912), 304.
2

Boorstin, Colonial Experience, 213.

3Ibid., 250.

- 105 of American thought in 1743 when he proposed the organi
zation of a society to engage in:
. . . all philosophical Experiments that let Light into
the Nature of Things, tend to increase the Power of Man
over Matter, and multiply the Conveniences of Pleasures
of Life.l
Franklin's idea came to fruition in the Junto,
forerunner of the first formal organization of a philosophi
cal nature.

Its title makes its purpose clear:

Philosophical Society for Useful Knowledge.

The American

Theoretical

knowledge had little value in the marketplace in a society
in which practically everything had to be done.
2

of American thought lay in the American task."
no wish to shape society to fit a theory.

"The keynote
There was

Action, not

thought, was necessary to hold the new society together, to
conquer, populate, and develop a continent.

The American

orientation could not have been expressed better than by
Dr. Benjamin Rush, who put it this way:

"...

it seemed

absurd to turn our backs upon a gold mine, in order to amuse
3
ourselves m catching butterflies."
Boucher did not necessarily repudiate the practical,
for he did follow Benjamin Franklin's work and appreciated
its value; for example, the shock experiments.

He simply

thought it ought to go beyond the practical as well.

He was

aware of Benjamin Franklin, the experimenter in these years,

Benjamin Franklin, Circular Letter, 14 May 1743, "A
Proposal for Promoting Useful Knowledge Among the British
Plantations in America," Leonard W. Labaree, ed. The Papers
of Beniamin Franklin (7 vols.; New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1960), II, January 1, 1735 through December 31, 1744,
380.
2

York:

Boorstin, The Lost World of Thomas Jefferson (New
Henry Holt, 1948), 7.

^JEbid., 5.

- 106 as he would become even more aware of him shortly as a po
litical agent for the colonies and fomenter of rebellion in
America.

It would be an awareness that eventually grew into

a fairly bitter dislike.

Some of the unsigned literary

efforts of Boucher have been partially identified, at least,
through literary style and substantive material connected
with this opinion of Franklin.
Boucher was never quite Americanized enough to think
that this accent on the practical alone was entirely ac
ceptable.

In the last twenty years of his life in England,

he pressed hard for a recognition of the value of science
and arts for their own sake, writing a remarkably liberal,
farsighted, and far-reaching proposal in the year 1792, which
was decades ahead of the thinking of his Cumberland neighbors
and colleagues.

It came to no fruition during his lifetime.

2

It comes as no surprise that Boucher had much to say
on the subject of education in America.

Certainly he had a

primary concern in his role as schoolmaster and tutor; but
his reflections on education were often in the larger
framework of its significance to society.

They are important

to any consideration of Boucher as a man of some intellectual
stature because of his shift in the philosophy of education.
Most of his opinions are focused in a sermon titled "On

[Jonathan Boucher], Remarks on the Travels of the
Marquis de Chastellux in North America (London: G. & T.
Wilkie, 1787). This is credited by Halkett and Laing to
Boucher, and by Sabin to Benedict Arnold.
See discussion of
internal evidence in a later chapter dealing with Boucher's
writing while exiled in England.
(Chapter XIV.)
2

[Jonathan Boucher], To the Inhabitants of the County
of Cumberland Signed, "A Cumberland Man” (Whitehaven:
December, 1792). MS. Tullie House, Carlisle, England. This
pamphlet will be discussed at greater length in Chapter XIV.

- 107 American Education" which was never actually preached.1

The

sermon was prepared for presentation in the Church of Portobacco in Charles County, Maryland,

in 177 3, on the occasion

of the consolidation of the three free schools of the contigu
ous counties.
However, because of some "embarrassments in Government,"
the Governor and members of the Council and Lower House of
Assembly who had requested the sermon, could not attend.

The

meeting was put off, and the whole scheme of consolidation
came to nothing; a sad loss for an area of great need, thought
Boucher.

Although the sermon was not written until 177 3, and

more precisely belongs to the Maryland period, nevertheless
much of what he says in it is equally pertinent to the Vir
ginia experience.

In addition, many expressions of Boucher's

opinions on how to educate youth can be found in the BoucherJames correspondence, in the letters to George Washington,
and, by indirection, in a letter of James Maury's replying
to one of Boucher's.

There is naturally a close relationship

between his views on education and those on slavery, religion,
human nature, and politics.

It is particularly interesting

to consider Boucher and his philosophies of education in
juxtaposition with his perception of American pragmatism,
which seemed to extend to all but education.

A brief summary

of the educational arrangements in which Boucher himself was
teaching is helpful at this point.
Colonial America took education very seriously and it
was not regarded as dispensable.

The settlers, predominantly

English, were anxious to preserve their traditions and culture,
and education was a vehicle for that purpose.

Family, com

munity, and various church groups accounted for the greater

1Boucher,

"On American Education," A View, 153.
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New Englanders made far-reaching

plans for the education of their children and thus for the
future of society; citizens of Virginia and of Maryland
though were less ambitious in their planning.
Education in Virginia and Maryland was based on class
lines essentially, although those lines were considerably
more fluid than in England.

It rested on a society predomi

nately Anglican and served an dlite planter class.

Education

was decentralized and without any real system; it took place
according to the way each family made its arrangements.
prosperous family hired a tutor for the children.
planters would never go to a free school.

A

Sons of

Daughters were

seldom given more than a "finishing school" kind of education.
Unfortunately, Boucher noted, the whole concept of a free
school had become inextricably mixed with the concept of
charity.

Thus children of those at the top and children of

those at the very bottom might be assured of education in
varying degrees, but no provision was made for that greater
number in the middle.

As the children matured, a family

might send a son to one of the few private schools in the
area; the Addison boys and John Parke Custis, for example,
attended Boucher's school at St. Mary's Parish after his
ordination.

Beyond that, for a more advanced education,

Virginia and Maryland students went either to William and
Mary College, which was an Anglican foundation supported by
Anglicans for Anglicans; or they were sent to England; or to
one of the Northern institutions such as Harvard or Yale, the
College of New Jersey at Princeton, or to the College of
Philadelphia.

Roman Catholics sent their sons to European

universities, particularly to French ones.
The free schools were endowed institutions, for which
the state appointed trustees, and for which the Church often

- 109 furnished the teaching staff.

The colony and the Church had

the right of supervision of these schools.1

However, whether

it was a free school, a private school, or a tutoring ar
rangement at home, the emphasis was on the teaching of Latin
and Greek.

At William and Mary, there was a professorship

of Latin and Greek, one of Mathematics, one of Moral Philoso. . .

phy, and two of Divinity.

2

The differences from school to

school were usually only in the teaching of religion, re
flecting in each the different religious support.

In general,

British precedent was followed, and although the Americans
were great innovators when it came to adapting to their en
vironment, they seem to have been singularly slow in putting
any changes into educational practice.
In Boucher's earliest years in America, we have only
indirect evidence of his opinion on the subject of education,
reflected in a letter by James Maury, replying to one of
3
Boucher's.
Maury thought Boucher attached too much emphasis
to the importance of the classical languages.

Maury had

long been aware of the great gap between colonial needs and
educational preparation.

He thought that the circumstances,

the natural inclination, and the talents of the learner
ought to be primary always in the teacher's consideration.
Few sons of the colonial families went into the professions
and he thought it not worth their time, trouble, and expense
to get a classical education.

The same societal emphasis

■^Cornelius J. Heatwole, History of Education in Vir
ginia (New York: MacMillan Co., 1916), 59.
2

Peden, Jefferson, Notes, 150.

3

Albemarle County Historical Papers, II, 42.
In Paul
Duke, unpublished Master's thesis, "Jonathan Boucher, Tory
Parson, Teacher and Political Theorist" (Seattle: University
of Washington, 1956), 107.

- 110 on the practical that Boucher saw in areas other than edu
cation Maury saw everywhere also.

"...

so undistinguish

ing are the generality of our countrymen, that he will see a
quack or empyric get bread and fame, where Esculapius himself
would s t a r v e . T h i s being the case, Maury thought some other
kind of education than that of the learned professions should
be substituted for the ultimate "masters of competent fortunes"
in the colonies who would gain those fortunes by production
of tobacco, by merchandise, or some other method than either
of the learned professions.
Maury bluntly said:
. . . the genius of our people, their way of life,
their circumstances in point of fortune, the customs
and manners and humours of the country, difference us
in so many important respects from Europeans, that a
plan of education, however judiciously adapted to these
last, would no more fit us, than an almanac, calculated
for the latitude of London, would that of Williamsburg.^
Maury recommended that English grammar be studied before
Latin and Greek, that there be no great emphasis on the study
of any language, and that history, geography, and some ele
mentary form of business administration should occupy the
Virginia student's time.
This plan must have caused Boucher some perplexity,
considering his own classical training with the Rev. John
James.

But he found it hard to counter the arguments and

eloquence of Maury, and appealed to the Rev. James for as
sistance in his "bafflement," forwarding Maury's letter for
that purpose, with this comment:
It affords a Proof of the surprising Effects of
Eloquence. My Friend's Letter [Maury] is really excel-

1Ibid., 42.
^Ibid., 58.

- Ill lently wrote; & t h o ' I, as well as you, have always
been of opinion, that an equally plausible, easy &
consistent scheme might be contriv'd w'c sh'd too be
more extensive & enlarged than his; yet w'n I take his
L'r in my hands, I always find myself effectually
baffled, & unable to proceed.
I earnestly press you
to continue y'r resolu'n of digest'g & methodizing y'r
Tho'ts upon ye Subj't, as it will give me a singular
Pleasure to see Them.
I have for some Time past been
persuad'g Him to suffer ye Piece to be printed, w'c
He consents to, on Cond'n that I revise it & retouch.
As he would not allow us to compromise ye Matter w'th
Him, I am of Opinion that [with a] few Alter'ns, & in
a Dress fit to appear in Public, it may be of infinite
Service in a Country like This. But I shall forbear
till I see y'r Comments, w'c I beg you will Fav'r Me
w'th as soon as possible. Mr. Maury is a G-man of much
Merit, & I know you w'd admire him: yet he resembles
the Wits of ye Seine (ye Country of his Ancestors) much
more than He does ye cooler Genius of more Northern
Climes. Honest Man, He rode almost 80 miles last week
to see me, & unfortunately I was almost as many miles
f 'm Home.^
There was, of course, a close friendship between Maury
and Boucher.

2

Boucher considered him "a Man of Genius, well

acquainted with Books & not vulgarly with Men— tho' like many
more, He be lost to ye World by being buried in an obscure
,3
Corner where Science has hardly dawned.'
He was much ad
mired by Boucher who outlined his own educational theories
for him.

He probably was not prepared to have Maury call it

absurd and was happy to have James be more approving.
Boucher enlisted his aid in trying to refute Maury's argu
ments and one can see his position on classical education
weakening in his words to James:
I would be loth to discourage you, yet I can hardly

^Boucher to James, 19 July
293-94.

1765.
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See Chapter II, 40.
3Boucher to James, 9 Dec.

1765.
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- 112 forbear telling you, that I expect you will find many
of his Argum'ts more stubborn & difficult to refute
than you seem to have imagin'd when you last wrote to
Me.
I own to You, I have sat down to it again & again,
w'th determin'd Resolution to overset his novel Plan —
but whether it be owning to ye Merit of his Side of ye
Question, or ye Superiority of his Genius, or to Both,
I presume not to say — cert'n however it is, I have
never been able to please myself. . . . We will join
our Forces together, & surely w'th our united Vigour,
we shall be able, at least, to make Him glad to compro
mise ye Matter w'th us.-*In the light of his great esteem for Maury,

"the most

sensible, generous, elegant, & agreeable Friend kind Fortune
has ever thrown in my way," he was bound to be influenced by
Maury's very positively stated opinions on education.

2

How

ever, he did not throw all of his classical ideas of edu
cation overboard.

In 1765, he wrote James that he had fifteen

boys in his school at that time and the Head Class was
reading Terence, Virgil, etc.

The change in his thinking

was revealed in a letter to George Washington, after Boucher
had taken John Parke Custis into his school:
Education is too generally considered as the acqui
sition of knowledge, and the cultivation of the intel
lectual powers. And, agreeably to this notion, when
we speak of a man well-educated, we seldom mean more
than that he has been well instructed in those languages
which are the avenues to knowledge.. But, surely, this
is but a partial and an imperfect account of it: and
the aim of education should be not only to form wise
but good men, not only to cultivate the understanding,
but to expand the heart, to meliorate the temper, and
fix the generous purpose in the glowing breast.3

1 Ibid., 294-95.
^Boucher to James, 9 Mar.

1767.

MHM, VII (1912), 345.

3
W. C. Ford, ed. Letters of Jonathan Boucher to George
Washington
(Brooklyn, N. Y . : Historical Printing Club,
1899), 10. Hereafter referred to as Letters.

- 113 At least as far as the education of Custis was con
cerned, Boucher came to think that travel was a good means
to a broad education, and he spent considerable time in an
attempt to persuade Washington to send Custis on the Grand
Tour.

Boucher, of course, planned to accompany him.

He

expected Custis to reap the benefits of:
. . . an easy address, the wearing off of national
prejudices, and the finding of nothing ridiculous in
national peculiarities; and, above all, that supreme
accomplishment which we call a knowledge of the world,
a science so useful as to supersede or disgrace all
the rest. . . . I understand not the phrase in the
sense in which fops or rakes use it, but mean by it
that easy, that elegant, that useful knowledge, which
results from an enlarged observation of men and things,
from an acquaintance with the customs and usages of
various and distant countries, from some insight into
their policies, government, religion and manners; in
a word, from the study and contemplation of men, as
they present themselves on the great stage of the
world, in various forms, and under different ap
pearances .
The practical value of traveling Boucher also pointed
out:
There is not a country in the world, where a man of
capacity could be more eminently useful by promoting
and encouraging the arts, than in Virginia. Till
lately, you could hardly anywhere see a piece of land
tolerably ploughed, or a person who could be persuaded
that ploughing made any difference; and even yet it is
more probable, even those who have made the greatest
improvements in this most natural, most useful, and
most amusing art, fall infinitely short of some other
countries.
In a political view, then, travelling
appears to be exceedingly necessary; since a man may
thus learn to double the value of his estate.^

1_Ibid., 17-18.
(This Boucher-Washington correspondence
was carried on during the years 1768-1773.)
2Ibid., 18.

- 114 Within his own experience, Boucher had his frustrations
as a schoolmaster.

He wrote to Washington that he could not

boast of having had the honor to train one scholar, although
he had had youths whose fortunes and capacities gave him room
to hope for them.

However, no sooner did they arrive at the

point where they might be expected to become serious scholars,
"they either marry, or are removed from school on some
perhaps even still, less justifiable m o t i v e . A s

he wrote

to James:
. . . I assure You very gr't Dunces are almost as gr't
a Rarity here as very gr't Geniuses are w'th you.
It
may be admitted, consistently enough w'th this asser'n
that we have amongst us very few who shine as ac
complish 'd Scholars.^
However, on another occasion Boucher commented that he had
had a few good scholars that did him credit, and, of course,
James Madison, the cousin of President Madison previously
3
referred to, was one.
Unfortunately for Custis, and Boucher, the Grand Tour
never materialized.

Washington concluded that young Custis'

estate could not afford the expense.
hardly a scholar.

Actually, Custis was

Boucher candidly wrote Washington that he

fully expected to "deliver him [Jacky, as the correspondence
4
refers to Custis] a good man; if not a very learned one."
Jacky had considerably more aptitude for guns, horses, the
races, ease, and pleasure, Boucher wrote:
. . . Pleasure of a kind exceedingly uncommon at his

1Ibid., 8-9.
^Boucher to James, 9 Dec.
3
See Chapter II, 39.
4

Ford, ed. Letters. 53.

1765.
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I must confess to you I never did in my Life
know a Youth so exceedingly indolent, or so surprisingly
voluptuous: one would suppose nature had intended him
for some Asiatic Prince.
John Custis lived with the Bouchers

(Jonathan and his

sister, Jane, who kept house for him) from the time he was
fourteen, in 1758, until he was ready for college.

He had

a slave and two horses at the school, for which Boucher was
responsible along with Custis.

The initial fee offered by

Washington for schooling and boarding was £10 or £12 a year,
but the expenses Custis incurred undoubtedly ran over this,
particularly with merchants.

2

The letters would indicate

that Washington thought very highly of Boucher's work, in
sisting that Custis move to Maryland with him in 1770, al
though Boucher was not anxious to continue the school.

How

ever, Washington did think the school arrangements were ex
pensive.
The college selected for Jacky, at Boucher's suggestion,
was King's College in New York.

Boucher considered it su

perior to the others for reasons which will be discussed
later.

It is worth noting, that by this time Boucher and

Dr. Myles Cooper, President of the College, had met and were
corresponding with each other.

Custis'

career there was

quite short; there was a sudden engagement to Miss Nellie
Calvert of the proprietary family, and they married shortly
after that.

It appears that Boucher did not know of the

alliance until Governor Eden told him, and Boucher's re
action was that it probably would have been better if he had
not so engaged himself.

However, since he had, "it could not

be a more prudent engagement," he commented.

1Ibid., 21.
2

Ibid.. 7 (footnote).

Boucher's ex-

- 116 perience with Custis was certainly no reflection on his own
competence as a teacher, and the sudden termination of
Custis1

academic career was no surprise to Boucher.

By 177 3, when the sermon,

"On American Education" was

prepared, Boucher's views had essentially shifted to an accent
on the practical and vocational.

In addition to Maury's

ideas his own experience with his students may have acceler
ated the change and made him sound much like Benjamin Franklin,
although there is no evidence that he was influenced by the
latter.1

By now, he considered education an art, and:

. . . like every other art, is but a certain means to
attain a certain end: this end is that mankind may be
good and happy; and whatever contributes to render
them so, might, with great propriety, be regarded as
education.^
Boucher's discourse on education in general was pre
ceded by some interesting research.

He read Milton's Of

Education and Locke's Some Thoughts Concerning Education and
3
found them wanting in results.
"People commend them,” he
wrote,

"but how little has either one contributed to improve

the national system of education."

He objected to the great

regard everyone had for speculative writings,

"so rarely of

a kind capable of geing carried into practice," because he

"*"Note Franklin's proposals for education in the 1750's.
It is interesting to see that in 1789, Benjamin Rush argued
this point with John Adams:
"I shall class them [Greek and
Latin] hereafter with Negro slavery and spiritous liquors
and consider them as, though in a less degree, unfriendly to
the progress of morals, knowledge, and religion in the United
States." L. H. Butterfield, ed. Letters of Benjamin Rush
(2 vols.; Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1951), I,
517-18.
2

Boucher,

"On American Education," A View, 156.

3
John Milton, Works of John Milton (London: W. Pickering,
1851) and John Locke, Some Thoughts Concerning Education
(Cambridge, England: University Press, 1934).

- 117 felt it discouraged any attempts to write really practical
treatises.

For Rousseau, however, Boucher had high praise,

although he was the most speculative and fanciful of all
writers.

He wrote:

With all his faults, as a moralist and a politician,
he rendered considerable service to France and neighbor
ing kingdoms by exposing in £mile, the many ill effects
of confining limbs and bodies of infants in swaddling
clothes, and by reducing the number of rickety and
deformed children.^
When he observed American education, Boucher thought
it was taken in too narrow a sense when compared with other
nations.

"...

we seem to restrain it only to the book;

whereas indeed any artisan whatever (if they know the secret
2

and mystery of their trade) may be called learned men."

In

this Boucher was quoting from Howell1s Familiar Letters,
3
dating back to 1645.
He went on to explain as follows:
Whatever qualifies any person to fill with propriety
the rank and station in life that may fall to his lot,
is education. Thus considered, I see no impropriety
in our saying of an artisan, or a planter, who perfectly
understands the art he professes, that he has been welleducated. ^
Although he lauded Rousseau for his meliorating effects
on children through education, he did not share Rousseau's
opinion of the state of nature.

Boucher had a much more

Hobbesian view of the primeval state of man.

‘'‘Boucher,
2

He clearly

"On American Education," A View, 155.

Ibid., 156 (footnote).

3

[James] Howell, Historiographer Royal to Charles II,
Epistolae Ho-Eliane. . . Familiar Letters Domestic and Forren:
Divided into Six Sections: Partly historical!, politicall,
philosophical!, upon emergent occasions
(London: H. Moseley,
1645).
^Boucher,

"On American Education," A View, 156 (footnote).

- 118 states this in his effort to stress the great value of edu
cation:
. . . animals also, in a state of nature, are uniformly
wild; and whilst wild, useless. Man too is born like
a wild ass1s colt: and brings with him into the world
little more than a capacity for instruction. Unedu
cated, he is a Caffre, a Peter the wild boy, a New
Zealander; a little (and perhaps but a little) superior
to an Oran-Outang.
But, of all the productions of
nature, or of art, there is nothing of so much worth
as a mind well-instructed. Man is just what education
makes him. Were there no education, there would be no
knowledge; and if no knowledge, no virtue; darkness
would cover the earth, and gross darkness the people.
It would seem Boucher had in mind a national system of
education, meaning everything that is necessary to the forming
of a good man and a good citizen.

He admired the Persians,

who sent their boys to school to learn justice; he quoted
Ecclesiasticus, "He that teacheth his son grieveth the
2

enemy."

In this concept of training for citizenship, he is

not far from some of Jefferson's thoughts, although he begins
from a different premise.
who said,

Boucher was familiar with Cicero,

"What better gift can we present to the State than

an educated citizenry?"
lar sentiments.

and with Juvenal who expressed simi

Xenophon, too, expressed the idea that

learning was an apprenticeship to the business of life.

3

Having come to an ideal of what education ought to be,
he found the best of education in the Bible, within the frame
work of Jewish polity.

Three salient points summed it up:

1Ibid., 156-57.
2Ibid., 159.
3
Richard Gummere, "Jonathan Boucher, Toryissimus,"
The American Colonial Mind and the Classical Tradition:
Essays in Comparative Culture (Cambridge: Harvard Press,
1963), 166. Hereafter referred to as "Jonathan Boucher."
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The end:

permanent security in the land of Canaan.

2.

The means:

obedience to God.

3.

The study:

the Bible, which included the history
of creation, their own history, the
history of other people, the system of
civil law, the code of ethics, practical
and humane, and the form of worship.

Obviously, even the Dissenters recognized the value of
this kind of polity.

One had only to look at Massachusetts

Bay Colony, or the New Haven theocracy.

Boucher wrote:

More constitutions have been overturned by intestine
divisions than by foreign wars. Against these,
therefore, the laws of the Jews provided with a degree
of prudence and policy, which, if we may judge from
its effects, has rarely been equalled.^
He admired the community of blood, one people, with faith
and religious profession uniform and with innovations in
religion denied.
Conceding that the Jews were also distinguished for
their refractory and disobedient spirit, as well as for the
excellence of their constitution and their general loyalty
to it, he considered it inconsistent only because of the
general depravity of human nature.

"All men are naturally

wilful, stubborn, and rebellious. . . . Men perversely turn
3
blessings into curses."
And if the Jews were not dis
tinguished in war, they yet had a more enlightened and happy
people than most polities, the benefits of which Boucher
attributed to the superiority of their education, "which was
4
. .
not restricted only to their earlier years."
In addition,

"'"Boucher, "On American Education," A View, 163.
2Ibid., 169.
3Ibid., 174.
4

Ibid.

- 120 he was thoroughly convinced that parents had to bring up their
children with the conviction that early training was necessary
to be effective, a sentiment he expressed with regard to the
Negroes caring for young white children to which he objected.
Most of Boucher's very general remarks on education are
directly related to questions of government and he defined
good government as being "that [in which] the people living
under it enjoy peace and quietness; and a well-governed and
virtuous nation is the only truly great nation.11 His deliber
ations were occasioned by the developments he had been watch
ing since 1763.

The great number and activity of religious

sects worried him.

By 17 67, political events seemed to

threaten the old structure of society, the very foundations
of European civilization.

Some means had to be found to shore

up the loyalty of subjects, and education was the logical
means.

Using the Jewish polity as a yardstick, he looked at

some of the specifics in American education.
In spite of the fact that some circumstances in America
were quite comparable to those of ancient Israel, as in
manners and habits of life, abundant land, a high degree of
self-sufficiency for domestic wants, and a religion based
partially on the old Testament, there was a tremendous differ
ence in education.

The American education was not a good one.

Too little regard was paid to parental education, and no
substitutes for parental education were provided.
people had ample ability to provide.

Yet the

He found it woeful

that:
. . . in a country of one-half million souls, under
British government and British laws, a people farther
advanced in many "refinements of life" than many large
districts even in the Parent State, and in general
thriving, if not opulent, there yet is not a single
college, and only one school with an endowment adequate

- 121 to the maintenance of even a common mechanic.^
Even more appalling, two-thirds of the education was dependent
upon instructors who were either indentured servants or trans
ported felons.

He wrote:

Not a ship arrives with either
in which schoolmasters are not
for sale, as weavers, tailors,
little other difference that I
perhaps that the former do not
price as the latter.^

redemptioners or convicts
as regularly advertised
or any other trade; with
can hear of, excepting
usually fetch so good a

Not a man to mince words, Boucher quoted Diogenes'
words to the Megarians:

11'Better to be one of their swine

than one of their children,1 seeing that they took great
care of their property, and paid little attention to the
rising generation."

Slavery seemed to him to have a per

nicious effect on the social state by being unfavorable to
education.

He did not think it necessary to the condition

of a slave that he should be uneducated, yet this was the
general and almost universal lot of slaves.

"Such extreme,

deliberate, and systematic inattention to all mental im
provement, in so large a portion of our species, gives a
poor example to those who are content to be rude and ignorant."
In short, slavery stifled any desire or aspiration for
knowledge.

He reminded his parishioners that apathy was far

more general among them, and of far more pernicious conse
quence, than they seemed to be aware.
with slaves, and often.

All had to associate

An individual seldom found reason

to make an unfavorable comparison of his own attainments,
however low in intellectual attainment he might be, because
he could see others still lower.

~*~Ibid., 183.
2Ibid., 184.

Boucher saw little shame

Boucher referred to Maryland.

- 122 on the part of those who had much to be ashamed of on the
score of their own deficiencies.
Drawing on his English rural background, he made another
unhappy comparison between the laboring classes there, and
those in America.

He found the Americans more ignorant and

less religious, a different conclusion from the one he had
come to in his earlier years here.

They were not depraved,

but they had little or no acquired information.
ticularly immoral, they were not moral.

If not par

They were not re

ligious, and neither knew nor wished to know much of religion.
The only excuse he could find for them was "the great heats
of our summers," which indisposed one to habits of exertion
and study.

But the major factor was this great exposure to

those less informed than themselves: the slaves.

Even public

worship had little opportunity to serve as a yardstick, since
most people could not hope to attend more than once in two or
three weeks, and there were few parish visits.

Parishes were

forty to sixty miles in extent.’*'
In this neglected soil, the various religious sects,
like weeds, could grow prolifically.

In all of America,

Boucher lamented, only two American colleges were formed on
Anglican principles (probably William and Mary, and King's
College).
Although Boucher used the term "benefits of a national
system of education," he did not ever recommend it for America,
for valid fears of abuse.

He cited the problem of Sparta:

Parents, no doubt, are the natural tutors of their own
children; and though, under the strict government of
Sparta, this was found to be too great a power to be
safely trusted in their hands, he must be a bold man
who should venture to recommend to the State to exer
cise the same power in the same way now, in the

1Ibid., 188.

- 123 eighteenth century and in the province of Maryland.
Not that it is a privilege, on which parents seem now
to set any high value; whatever might be the case, if
it were invaded: their great fault and greater re
proach is, that they take little or no concern about
it. Perfectly indifferent who educates their children,
so that they themselves have not the trouble of at
tending to it, they persuade themselves their duty is
done, and done well, whilst they pay for having it done;
no matter how, or by whom.^
He wanted the schools in local hands.

But for the county

schools to be incorporated on Maryland's western shore, he
suggested that the lead of the S.P.G. be followed in selecting
a schoolmaster with zeal for the Christian religion, that an
oath of allegiance to the King be required, that what was
studied be directed, as well as what was not to be studied,
and that the American extreme partiality for oratory and
speechmaking be discontinued.

He hoped classical learning

would not be omitted, but he desired equally that it might
not monopolize all of the attention.
the Bible would not come into disuse.
Let us not be misled by
notions of the classics
and the Constitution of
gently read and studied

He also trusted that
He wrote:

the loose morals or false
and let the History, the Laws,
our own country . . . be dili2
by our young men.

Concern for the American insistence on oratory and
rhetoric was a constant one.

"Frequently . . . the speeches

are replete with sedition, while the speaker had no serious
ill-will nor mischievous intention — just wanted to make a
3
good speech."
Having been in Virginia where he was aware
of the furor over the Twopenny Act and James Maury's experi
ence with the rising, impassioned young lawyer, Patrick Henry,

1Ibid., 193-94.
2Ibid., 198.
3Ibid.

- 124 he may have had Henry's rhetoric in mind, and may have known
that Henry is said to have apologized to Maury later.

He

observed the great influence on American affairs of oratory.
It had its effect in the Church:
Preachers and ministers so elected [trying out various
ministers under the annual contract basis], and con
tinuing still in some degree dependent on the people,
continued also chiefly to cultivate those arts by
which their favour had first been gained: their sermons
were light, flippant, and ordinary, but their manner
of preaching was pleasing and popular.^
In addition to the bad influence on young ministers, it was
a worse influence on audiences who would be conditioned to
impassioned pleas rather than reasonable, logical appeals.
As a hotbed of this kind of training, Boucher singled
out the College of New Jersey for his stronger venom.

He

wrote of his opinion in his Reminiscences, and gave this same
comment to Washington when young Custis was ready for college.
Princeton was the:
. . . chief nursery of all that frivolous and mischie
vous kind of knowledge which passed for learning in
America. . . . Like some of the academies in and around
London, it pretended to teach everything, without being
really competent to the teaching of anything as it
ought to have been taught.^
Too many smatterers were produced, versed in the belles
lettres , a term he found not easily defined nor understood.
Two or three years at such a seminary was considered suf
ficient to qualify a person for the Gown.

What is more, he

was aware that persons so qualified had now "pretty generally
gotten the Churches, which in Virginia, were immediately in
the gift of the people, and even in Maryland, the wishes of
the people had great weight with the Governor who was the
patron of all Church preferments."

1 Bouchier,
2

Ibid.,

101

Reminiscences, 103.
.

- 125 In addition to criticisms of the training of ministers,
he had harsh words for the College of New Jersey and the
College of Philadelphia on yet another score.

He accused

them of manufacturing physicians with equal facility.

"A

winter or two in the University of Philadelphia," he wrote
in his Reminiscences, "and a young man could set up as a
doctor."

The italics of the word "University" are Boucher's.

As for William and Mary, he had accepted Washington's
opinion of its mismanagement:
I had, as you know been endeavouring to believe the
many Stories we are perpetually hearing of the Mis
management of Wm. and Mary as partial & exaggerated:
but the carefulness of your Enquiries on the Spot
excludes our further doubt about the matter.^"
Lawyers were little better trained, in his opinion, if
they went to American colleges.

"Those of first name and

note often are men without any education and totally illiter
ate. "

It had peculiar effects, he hazarded, for nobody was

half so influential in America as the lawyers.

It should be

noted that he would not have been referring to such lawyers
as Walter Dulany in Maryland, one of his friends, who was
trained at Lincoln's Inn Field.

Boucher respected him.

His

bitter criticism was more likely a result of his experience
with patriot lawyers like William Paca and Samuel Chase, whom
Boucher abhorred.

His initial experience in a public contro

versy, over his own signature, in the Maryland Gazette, gave
him a firsthand and unpleasant knowledge.

It was quite

personal and most scathing in the case of William Paca.

The

episode left lasting resentment after the debate ended in
1773; it affected public opinion, and must be considered a
very pertinent factor in the phenomenal failure Boucher ex-

''"Ford, Letters.

39

.

- 126 perienced in trying to hold Maryland in a loyal position in
the critical, immediate, pre-Revolutionary years.

Looking

at these two men, when Boucher wrote his thoughts on edu
cation in 177 3, he was convinced that education must make an
effort to hold all the orders of society, particularly the
lesser ones, in bonds of loyalty.

CHAPTER VI

BOUCHER AND THE COMMONWEAL:
THE PATRIOT YEARS

Jonathan Boucher's first ten years in America were in
Virginia where a peculiarly Virginian climate of opinion was
developing about the rights of Englishmen, the rights of
Americans, and the British constitution.

Boucher was ex

posed to the pamphlet war waged by Landon Carter and Richard
Bland, exponents of the Virginian civil power, against John
Camm, spokesman for the Anglican clergy.

Boucher's interest

in constitutional issues was aroused by the conflict.

The

flamboyant Patrick Henry and his ideas were especially fa
miliar to all of those, including Boucher, who had involved
themselves with the Parsons' Cause.

Colonel Lee, one of

Boucher's parishioners, and Colonel Washington, a friend,
dinner companion, and frequent guest in his home, were men
with qualities of leadership who provided opportunities for
Boucher to pick up liberal American ideas.
The Anglican priest of St. Mary's Parish was rapidly
developing a social consciousness, a concern for the common
weal of the "Virginia Country," which would find expression
during the Routledge murder affair."*"

His thoughts on a

number of subjects, such as slavery, would project well into
the nineteenth century.

Other ideas, such as the problem

"*"See below, 138 ff.
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- 128 of the free Negro's difficulty in "coalescing" in society
are apropos today.

He acquired a liberal turn of mind that

was never quite lost in the loyalist years nor in the
frustrating years of exile in England.

Some of his ideas

were so liberal that he could project social welfare schemes
that were far too advanced to gain acceptance in his native
Cumberland County in 1792, and were comparable to public
measures that did not materialize in America until the
twentieth century.^
Boucher took on the coloration of the Americans, in
aspirations and in his thinking, so that his reactions to
the Proclamation Line of 1763, the Stamp Act, and the
Townshend Acts were as American as those of a native patriot.
Boucher was perspicacious with regard to the Americans
and their social and economic institutions, and he kept an
equally keen eye on the colonies' relationship with Britain.
Four years in America had convinced him of two things:
government was weak and there was too much accent on trade.
He did not intend to disparage trade per se, and he was well
aware that the Virginia colony had been planted for the
single purpose of trade.

The Americans were a great trading

people; but they were more than that.

Virginians were pos

sessors of immense tracts of land as well; they resembled
more a great kingdom than a settlement of factors.

In fact,

when Boucher addressed his congregation on this subject in
1763, he sounded remarkably like Burke a few years later,
addressing Parliament and telling them America was no longer
a mere settlement or a cluster of fishing villages.
Boucher was not directly critical of the foster-care

■^See Chapter XIV for Boucher proposals for pensions,
scholarships, conservation projects, economic development
plans, and agricultural experiment stations, etc.

- 129 of the parent-state (a term he often used) in its pursuit of
a policy of primacy of trade in the earlier years.

Rather,

he was critical of a government that failed to alter its
policy when the circumstances had altered drastically.

This

criticism was public, embodied in his "Sermon on the Peace
in 1763."
Boucher had cast a knowledgeable eye over the role of
agriculture in terms of society and government and found it
good.

Although there is a certain romantic flavor in his

use of the term "virtue" in referring to the plantation rural
life, there is much more unsentimental practicality in his
words to his parishioners:'*'
We possess wheat and barley, besides almost exclusively
that wonderful plant [tobacco], which I am at some loss
now, with propriety, to call either a necessity of life
or a luxury.
Neitherfood nor raiment, therefore not
a necessity,so nauseous and
offensive, that long habit
alone reconciles the constitution to use, therefore
hardly a luxury.
He knew the Virginia economy rested on tobacco, but he
was not really worried about the possibility that the culti
vation or the use of tobacco might cease.
believed in diversity of production.

Rather, he firmly

He saw a never-failing

source of plenty in the cultivation of corn, wine, and oil,
which were truly necessities of life, and in the cultivation
of luxury items possible in the Virginia country.
This casual attitude toward tobacco in tobacco-country

^Boucher quoted "that great master of political wisdom
among the ancients
who said 'those in general are the best
governments, where
the bulk of the people are employed in
husbandry and pasturage.'" He referred to Aristotle in
Liberal Politics. Boucher, "On American Education," A View,
170.
^Boucher,

"Sermon on the Peace in 1763," A View, 23.

- 130 might well have sounded like heresy to his listeners.

Unlike

a true conservative, which Boucher has most often been con
sidered, particularly by Parrington, Boucher was really quite
unafraid of change itself, for himself, or for society, ex
cept in religion and politics.

Leaning on the status cruo,

simply for comfort, was never Boucher's inclination.
He was planting tobacco himself, and had had a suc
cessful crop on his first attempt, at the very time he
challenged tobacco as "king" in Virginia and urged diversi
fication.

He knew full well that its cultivation was admi

rably suited to the simple labor of the Negro slave, but he
saw that the necessity of using such cultivation, geared to
the slave labor, contributed to Virginia's backwardness.
More importantly, he went beyond the problem of tools
and recognized the question of "value" in that labor.
Elsewhere he used the term "eye-service" of the slave, which
would more commonly be expressed today as "lip-service" or
superficial compliance.

Although he apparently considered

his slaves loyal to him, he had a very definite yardstick
by which to gauge the potential of a man's work: his own
work in the fields of Cumberland.

He knew the limited output

of slave work, observing his own slaves.

Nearly a hundred

years later, Frederick Olmsted would compare the value of
slave labor with the free, white labor on the New England
farms with which he was so familiar, drawing negative con
clusions with respect to slave output which would agree with
those of Boucher.

2

Observing the problems engendered by

^Parrington, Main Currents, 222.
2
Frederick Law Olmsted, The Slave States before the
Civil War (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1959), 40-41.

- 131 slave labor, he was no man to stop short of proposing a
solution.

He realized there would be an inevitable loss

from even gradual abolition of slavery, done "with good
judgment and good temper."

But he refused to think it im

possible, arguing in these words:
1 have never seen it satisfactorily proved that such
inconvenience would be great or lasting. Maybe less
tobacco, or rice, or sugar [would be produced] for a
few years, raising cost more, but the disadvantages
would be amply compensated by an advanced price, or
by reduced expense of cultivation.1
Written in the years when planters were faced with
falling prices at recurrent intervals because of over
production of tobacco, when profit margins at best were a
mere ten or twelve per cent after the inroads of British
commissioners, tariffs, handling fees, etc., were met,
Boucher's suggestions made some sense.

Virginia and Maryland,

of course, were never to eliminate the institution of slavery
voluntarily although the former later made an effort to stop
importation of slaves.

As for tobacco production, Virginia

tightened her inspection system to insure quality tobacco
and to meet the competition.

Maryland, unsuccessful at in

formal, private efforts by the planter Henry Darnall to con
trol production, subsequently operated through the legis
lature to curb abuses in the inspection system and thereby
endeavored to meet the Virginia competition.

2

reduce the middlemen's profits was successful.

No effort to
Tobacco, not

1Ibid., 40.
2

Darnall wrote A Just and Impartial Account of the Trans
actions of the Merchants in London, for the Advancement of
the Price of Tobacco, printed in the Maryland Gazette, 1729.
He also promoted a London tobacco-marketing agreement, and
supported a proposal of the French Farmers-General to cut
middlemen costs. See Charles Barker, Background, 70, 88-90.

- 132 a necessity and "so obnoxious that it could hardly be called
a luxury," in Boucher's opinion, went on being a cash crop
on his own plantation and in Virginia and Maryland at large.
It provided his ministerial salary, and was a very critical
factor in the growing restlessness of the closely-entwined
tobacco-economics and politics in Virginia and Maryland.
The economic problem became a political problem because
reform of the staple crop either in production or marketing,
would inevitably affect the income from export duties, the
fees of officials, salaries of clergymen, and all the reve
nues of the lord proprietor (in the case of Maryland).
These were general criticisms which Boucher publicly
made.

Beginning to sound like a patriot, he specifically

criticized the Proclamation of 1763, which established a
policy for the newly acquired territory in North America
resulting from the Treaty of Paris of 1763.

Lord Shelburne,

head of the Board of Trade, earlier had recommended that the
Appalachians constitute the dividing line between the settlers
and an Indian reservation, save for a projected colonial
settlement in the upper Ohio Valley, and for some provision
for Indian settlement east of that line.

Out of the newly

acquired North American territory, three new provinces were
to be created:

Quebec, East Florida, and West Florida.

Shelburne's plan was replaced by one devised by his
successor, the Earl of Hillsborough, which omitted provision
for upper Ohio settlement and ordered colonists already
settled in that area "forthwith to remove themselves."
Purchase of land from the Indians east of the line was for
bidden, and Indian territory west of the line was placed
under the control of the military commander-in-chief in
America.^

^Morris, Encyclopedia, 71.

- 133 Boucher declared in a letter to James that the policy
was very impolitic as well as unjust.1

His reasons were not

given, but undoubtedly the policy was made clear and personal
by its effect on his friend, the Rev. Maury.

Maury, along

with many others, had taken up large tracts of land in
fertile Ohio and Mississippi valleys, and "for the sake of
his children"

(ten of them in 1763, and twelve with the

thirteenth expected at his death in 1769), had resolved to
live there.

Maury, born of French parents in Ireland, had

been in Virginia since he was a year old.

Now, frustrated

by the new policy, Maury turned to the frontier of

Carolina,

"fully resolved to have his children taught to live, if possi2

ble, independent of a capricious world."

Obviously, Boucher was in an ambivalent position.

He

felt for his friend, but he must have realized that Britain's
policy could hold the line against encroachment and benefit
the Indians.

Probably this accounts for his mild criticism.

Boucher's next criticism of British policy was pro
voked by the Stamp Act in 1765.

The reaction of Virginians

to the Stamp Act had been conditioned by the long dispute
over the Twopenny Acts which came to a head in the series of
famous legal cases known as the Parsons' Cause, in which
3
Maury was involved.
That conflict had not only weakened
the position of the Established Church in Virginia (there
were seventy Anglican priests at this time in Virginia), but
had brought on a major constitutional crisis which had pre
pared the public for opposition to the Stamp Act of 1765.

1Boucher to James, 9 Mar.

1767.

MHM, VII (1912),

344-45.
2

Ibid.

3Morton, Colonial Virginia.

II, 787-90. See Chapter III.

- 134 It had also furnished a leader for the new crisis:
Henry.

Patrick

The Parsons' Cause in Virginia might have engaged

the attention of Virginians throughout the 1760's, had
Parliament not undertaken to levy a Stamp Tax for the purpose
of revenue in order that the colonies might bear a fair share
of the costs of administration in the new empire.
Virginia reacted against the proposed Stamp Tax even
before its actual adoption by Parliament.

Richard Bland

drew a line of demarcation dividing the field of taxation
into two

areas: internal and external.

Virginians held

that they had immunity from internal taxation as part of
their inherent right as Englishmen.

Philosophies of Locke,

Vattel, Squire, Wollaston, and Coke were all used to refute
the assertion of the authority of Parliament."^ The Com
mittee of Correspondence, still in existence since the ac
tivities of the Parsons' Cause, gave its agent, Montague,
n
instructions to oppose passage of^ the
law. 2
The Stamp Act nonetheless passed.

In June, Patrick

Henry, on his twenty-ninth birthday, delivered his famous
speech against the Stamp Act.

He had since been chosen a

representative for one of the counties, and he now blazed
out against the stamp duties in terms of comparison of His
Majesty to a Caesar or a Charles I, insinuating that he
wished another Cromwell would arise.

"He made a motion for

several outrageous resolves, some of which passed and were
3
again erased as soon as his back was turned."
But they

"'"Smith, "Pamphleteers," 1941, 19.
2

Morton, Colonial Virginia, II, 817.

3

Commissary William Robinson
Richard Terrick, 12 Aug.
1765, in
Historical Collections Relating to
Church (5 vols.; Hartford: Church
I, 514-15.

to Bishop of London,
William Stevens Perry, ed.,
the American Colonial
Press Co., 1870-1878),

- 135 found their way into the press, and were not erased from the
public mind.
Since Boucher had been aiding the priests with his
writing ability in the Parsons1 Cause and was thus in oppos
ition to the Assembly in this matter, his reaction to the
Stamp Act was a little unexpected.

He felt strongly that

it was "terrible . . . oppressive, impolitic and illegal . . .
a merciless invasion by Parliament."

He thought it dishonest

to be silent.
Boucher has so often been written of as a High Tory
that it is essential that his attitude in 1765 be clearly
understood.

It is also evidence of his awakening concern

for "public Business," the larger interests of the welfare
of society.

Although there is no record that he wrote

publicly on the subject of the Stamp Act, his words to the
Rev. James in December, 1765, were clear and eloquent:
You can not conceive w't a sad Situa'n We are in,
occasioned by this terrible Stamp Act. The Troubles
& Alarms in England in 1745 hardly exceeded what is
now to be seen or heard of, every Day, all over North
America.
It may not perhaps be extremely prudent in
an obscure Individual deeply to interest Himself in
public Businesses; but as no Individual whatever,
whose Understanding is not totally blind, and whose
Heart is still undepraved, can help seeing & owning
that the Act in Question is, in every Sense, oppressive,
impolitic & illegal, it is therefore, I think, scarce
honest to be silent. The poor Americans, you will own,
are truly to be pitied: their best & dearest Rights,
w'c, ever like Britons They are anxiously jealous of,
have been mercilessly invaded by Parliament, who till
now, never pretended to any such Privileges; & who,
even supposing They had a Right to impose upon us as
an internal Tax, are as ignorant of ye Means of doing
it w'th the Ease to ye People, & Profit to ye State,
as They w'd be to prescribe an Assessm't for ye In
habitants of Kamschatka. You will hardly believe how
unaccountably ignorant They are of ye pres't State of
ye Colonies: Nobody of Consequence comes amongst us
to get any personal Informa’n of our Affairs, & Those

- 136 Entrusted to communicate such intelligence are Them
selves either too ignorant, or too knavish to give any
to be depended upon.
It is not long since, a military
Gentleman of no inferior Rank, L'd Geo: Beauclerk, sent
4 to 500 Highlanders to be quarter'd in James City, w'c
contains but one House, & that a private Gentleman's.
In ye Debates in ye House, while ye Bill for ye Stamps
in America was still in Debate, ye Opulence of ye
Americans was urg'd as an Argum't in its Fav'r; w'n
there is not a more notorious Truth than it is, that
They are immers'd over Head & Ears in Debt. Living
amongst a People here, as I do, whom I truly respect,
it is impossible not to see & lament such Things . . .

^

Boucher is thoroughly sympathetic with the "poor
Americans" at this time, and it is one of the few expressions
of praise of Americans in general that one finds in his
writings.

Here he conveys his respect for them.

Even more

interesting is his opinion, thoroughly patriotic, that the
Stamp Act was illegal, an invasion of their "best and dearest
rights as Britons."
He did not dwell much on the distinction between in
ternal and external taxes, although he must certainly have
been familiar with Bland's pamphlets and no doubt with the
Considerations written by Daniel Dulany m

n 2
Maryland.

Jonas

Green, the Annapolis printer, had published this on 14 Oc
tober, while the Stamp Act Congress was in session, and
Boucher wrote his letter on the subject to James on the
following 9 December.

Boucher's line of thought seems to be

somewhat similar to that of Dulany's in his questioning
whether Parliament did have the right to impose an internal

1Boucher to James, 9 Dec.
2

1765.

MIDI, VII (1912), 296.

Daniel Dulany, Considerations on the Propriety of
Imposing Taxes in the British Colonies for the Purpose of
Raising a Revenue. By Act of Parliament (Annapolis: Jonas
Green, 1755.

- 137 tax, and if so, whether it was desirable to do so.
He also questioned Britain's ability to levy an equi
table tax on America, from its position of ignorance re
garding colonial financial capabilities.

Apparently Boucher

read the Debates in Parliament, for he was complaining of
their delusion that Americans were opulent, as an argument
in favor of the Stamp Tax.

From Boucher's observation, the

southern planters he knew were over their "Heads & Ears in
Debt."

Boucher, worth about £3,000 sterling, remained in

debt to the Rev. James for years.

Many were land-poor; i.e.,

rich in land, but with few liquid assets.

As Boucher said:

This is a terrible Country for Matters of this Sort:
and, the Property one gets in it, isso only in Name:
for, as to any real use, one can make of it, in Cases
of Exigency, it might as well be in the golden Sheep
of El Dorado.
Boucher was seriously concerned over British ignorance because
no effective effort was being made to enlighten British poli
cymakers .
It is worth noting that Boucher expressed respect and
pity for the Americans, whose rights had been "mercilessly
invaded" by Parliament, rights that Britons had always
anxiously guarded.

But there is a curious difference here.

In previous letters he had begun to write of himself as one
of the Americans.

In this letter, he did not identify him

self with the aggrieved Americans.

Perhaps his involvement

with the Parsons' Cause, so contrary to the position of the
Assembly, put him in a difficult position.
The result of the Parsons' Cause was

not yet known.

The Rev. John Camm had appealed his case to the Privy Council,
and it was still pending when the Stamp Act was enacted.

"^Boucher to James, 16 Nov.
182.

1773.
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- 138 a matter of fact, it would not be heard until 1767, at which
time it would be dismissed on the ground that it was im
properly drawn.

This excuse was probably a convenient one

for avoiding a difficult and unpleasant decision.

The

decision strengthened the position of the Virginia General
Court, which then refused to let other Anglican clerics
appeal to the Privy Council.

Although Boucher's pen was

employed against the Assembly on the one issue, his adjec
tives reveal that his "heart" and "understanding" belonged
to the "mercilessly" invaded Americans on the other.
Even though Boucher expressed some doubts about the
prudence of an obscure individual like himself becoming
interested in public business in the letter to James at the
end of 1765, his hesitancy was apparently overriden less
than six months later by the tragic murder of Robert
Routledge on 3 June 1766, and the ensuing operation of the
machinery of justice.

Boucher followed the accounts in the

Virginia Gazette with growing indignation, and when his
sense of justice was sufficiently outraged, he dashed off
an anonymous letter to that journal as "a member of the
1
intelligent publick, writing on a publick matter."
He ex
plained his resort to anonymity with the observation that
"It is no matter whether he [the writer] live in Northampton
or Buckingham; it is enough that he values and tries to
serve his country. "

Boucher's concern for the welfare of

society, and for the constitution, is paramount in this
letter to the Virginia Gazette.

He wrote of this incident

1 [Jonathan Boucher], Letter to the Virginia Gazette
(Williamsburg) 25 July 1766.
(Unsigned) See Appendix F for
evidence on attribution of 25 July letter to Boucher. See
Appendices G and H for photographs of letters of 25 July 1766
and 22 Aug. 1766. Boucher's letter made his position on the
rights of Englishmen clear,

- 139 in his Reminiscences, as follows:
Mr. Routledge was an entire stranger to me, though my
countryman; but the efforts made in behalf of his
murderer was such an outrage on common sense as well
as on humanity, that I could not help drawing up some
answers to these vindications, which were supposed to
have made some impression on the public. Hinc illae
lachrymae.^
The Routledge murder and Boucher's reaction to it is
more understandable with some of the details.

2

On 3 June

1766, Robert Routledge, a well-liked merchant, died at the
hand of his friend Chiswell whose sword ran him through the
heart as the upshot of a quarrel.

Chiswell had talked in

an overbearing manner with a liberal sprinkling of oaths,
for which Routledge reproved him.

Routledge was exceedingly

drunk after a day of drinking on Cumberland Court Day, at
Moseby's Tavern.

Chiswell was sober, having only just come

into Moseby's Tavern that evening.

Chiswell, although an

intimate friend of Routledge, was affronted that a man of
his position should thus be spoken to.

He became abusive.

Words led to actions? wine glasses, candlesticks, and tongs
were seized as weapons by both, until Chiswell called for
his sword.

Routledge remained unarmed.

In spite of inter

vention by the friends of both, Chiswell was quicker and
stabbed his friend, after whidh Chiswell behaved in a super-

touchier, Reminiscences, 110-11.
2Lester J. Cappon and Stella Duff, Virginia Gazette
Index
(Williamsburg: Institute of Early American History
and Culture, 1950), 982. See also Virginia Gazette, Reel 2,
Microfilm.
For full account of the affair, which was indexed
as a murder, see Appendix I.

- 140 cilious, cold, and heartless fashion.

He promptly became

intoxicated before the authorities arrived.
After examining the witnesses present, the Justice of
the Peace committed Chiswell to the County jail.

The Ex

amining Court, upon the evidence, refused to grant bail on
a motion for that purpose and ordered him to the public
prison, according to the law, to be tried for murder.

But

before he was delivered to the keeper of the public prison,
the judges of the General Court, out of sessions, took him
from the sheriff who had conveyed him from Cumberland County,
and admitted him to bail, without seeing the record of his
examination in the county, or without examining any of the
witnesses against him.
One anonymous writer wrote a brief query on 20 June
1766, to the Virginia Gazette, asking if this act of the
three judges of the General Court was legal.

If not, he

suggested that the act had a tendency to overturn the consti
tution, by the judges exercising extra-judicial power.

He

raised the question whether the bail, if Chiswell did not
appear for trial, would be recognizable, by being taken in
this extra-judicial manner.

He suggested that this may have

been in fact a rescue, under pretext of law, of a person
charged with an atrocious crime.
On 3 July 1766, John Blair, one of the three judges
who, out of sessions, arranged for the bail of Chiswell,
wrote to the Virginia Gazette "for public information and to
remove the bad impression from the admitting of Colonel
Chiswell to bail."

He referred to the anonymous publication

of 20 June 17 66, and asserted that Chiswell was not admitted
to bail until they had had the advice of three eminent
lawyers of the Court that it was lawful, and after two depo
sitions were taken which revealed that though "it was a most

- 141 unhappy drunken affair, and very culpable, yet there was no
malice,

. . . but a long intimate friendship between them;

that the first assault was from the deceased, who threw a
glass of wine in Chiswell1s face, both much in liquor- . . . "
However, this narrative declared that Chiswell’s sword arm
was being held and thus he could not push it forward, that
Routledge broke from Carrington, and to all appearance rushed
upon the sword that was pointed outward.

On this evidence,

the judges had considered it a bailable affair, taking £1,000
in bail from Chiswell, and £1,000 each from four "worthy"
gentlemen.
Blair concluded with the lines,

"Waving the dignity of

our stations, which to some perhaps might seem to forbid this
popular address, it can, I think, ill become no man to remove
public misapprehensions, and so leave it.
We know Boucher's opinion of this affair from a para
graph in his Reminiscences, in which he said,

"Chiswell, in

a strange fit of aristocratic insolence, run his sword through
the body of a Mr. Routledge and killed him.

For this he was

taken up, but bailed in a very extraordinary manner.

..."

2

Boucher commented that many papers were published to
mitigate or excuse Colonel Chiswell,

"...

such an outrage

on common sense as well as on humanity, that I could not help
drawing up some answers to these vindications . . . "
letter is an interesting and lengthy one.

His

Some of the

directness, if not bluntness, of Boucher's approach in later
writing asserts itself here.

It is addressed to J. B.,

Esquire, obviously John Blair who wrote the 4 July, 1766

^ o h n Blair, 3 July 1766, Virginia Gazette (Williams
burg) .
2
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 111.

- 142 explanation of the bail procedure.

The letter censured the

action of Blair and his colleagues, William Byrd, and Presly
Thornton.
Boucher's concern was the rights of Englishmen and the
alteration of the constitutional relationship between the
County Court and the General Court.

"To alter the connexion

between them is to effect a revolution? we become another
people.

He suggested that nothing less than a legal de

termination against the judges would quiet the public mind.
He sarcastically wrote that in the present state of things
his fellow subjects in Virginia appeared to be living "only
at discretion of that sublime Board?" a Board

which "having

an unreasonable power by law already, should at least be
prevented from usurping one, subversive both of law and
2

reason."

He pointed out that the intelligent public would

not be satisfied to learn that three eminent lawyers advised
the bail, since the judges should have considered that, being
selected by Colonel Chiswell1s friends, they were ex parte,
and no objective judgment was to be expected from them.
Moreover, Boucher suggested, the sheriff had an abso
lute authority for conducting Chiswell to prison, the au
thority of a legal warrant, and was, at that moment when they
took Chiswell for bail, the superior of any of the judges.
The sheriff could have commanded the judges to assist him in
getting the prisoner jailed, and they could have been fined
severely had they refused.

The judges, he would remind them,

had no authority to issue bail in a capital case of this kind.
The act of Assembly that created them had also created the

1 [Boucher], 25 July 1756, Virginia Gazette (Williams
burg) .
2

Ibid.

- 143 county court system, which at that time had precedence over
the General Court.

With directness, the writer pointed out

that taking the prisoner from the sheriff was a rescue, if
not by violence, then by artifice.
wrote,

"Permit me, sir," he

"to declare your piece altogether insufficient; a

palliative, with respect to your intentions, but no justi
fication of the proceeding."
The second major point of the letter concerned the
depositions taken.

After a few phrases indicating esteem

and reverence for Blair, he wrote of "the most sensible
anxiety in feeling, what I apprehend my duty, and those
feelings so much at variance on this occasion,
2

constrain me to make a defence."

. . . you

He pointed out that both

parties should have been present at the taking of the depo
sition.

His Majesty was a party; but nobody, not even his
3
Attorney-General appeared for him.
As for the deponents,
they could hardly be considered acceptable.

Jeffe Thomas

(under-Sheriff) and John Wayles (attorney for Chiswell) gave
depositions and neither had been witnesses at the scene of
the killing, but had only been present at the Examination.
Boucher took the judges to task for using hearsay witnesses
when eye-witnesses were available.

He considered this in

admissible testimony, only to be used in case of the lack
of better, and pointed out the great variance in testimony
between both these deponents.
Boucher termed the statement false on almost every

1Ibid.
2Ibid.
3
Other letters and depositions indicate that the
Attorney-General went out of town before the day of exami
nation and made no provision for a substitute for the Crown.
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"creating a surprise for the gentlemen who were

present at seeing such perversion of facts."
With incisiveness, Boucher continued the attack in
another direction.

Conceding that they, as judges, had been

persuaded to think the case bailable, the Court of Cumber
land had judged otherwise, and from "a very different kind
of testimony from that you were contented to receive. 1,1

The

judges had no authority to reverse the judgment of the
Cumberland Court, set aside the warrant and grant the bail.
The proceedings of the Examining Court

(Inquest) were valid,

he maintained:
The County Courts, and the General Court, are consti
tuted by the same authority,— by acts of Assembly;
these acts have formed a determinate relation between
them, a relation which cannot be altered by the General
Court, or its members, without a strong implied denial
of those powers, by which alone the General Court, and
all our Courts, exist. There can be no County, no
General Court, or they must be such precisely, as the
Assembly has constituted them. To alter the connexion
between them is to effect a revolution; we become
another people. These acts are the very basis of our
civil jurisdiction, the sacred chain of our society
I find no where a power granted by any act of Assembly
to particular members of the General Court over the
decisions of the County Courts; but I find the law
expressly infringed, which gives a validity to the
proceedings of an Examining Court, and directs the
manner of a criminal's being conveyed from the county
to the public prison: Consequently the relation
between the County and General Courts altered, and the
constitution so far unhinged. These matters require
(here being the grievance) the fullest explanation.
If they were wrong,

"from precipitation and (as many

think) partiality," they must expect to appear before an
impartial tribunal themselves, to see their conduct scrutinized, and justified or censured, Boucher thought.

2

1 [Boucher], 25 July 1756, Virginia Gazette, (Williamsburg).
2Ibid.

- 145 Blair's final remark about waiving the dignity of his
station to make his popular address, apparently irritated
Boucher.

His final paragraph is devoted to Blair's "dignity":

I begin to think myself an inhabitant of some other
country than Virginia.
Is there a dignity in this
land which exempts any person whatever from a duty to
satisfy, if possible, a people which conceives itself
injured? . . . You have a right to, and possess, all
the dignity which the finest and most truly amiable
character can deserve; but nevertheless men of equal
merit have (while you are not dispensing justice in
the General Court) a right to an equal dignity with
yourself.
If these are few in number, it is to me a
matter of sorrow. For my part, I disclaim an idea of
dignity founded merely on the abject spirit of par
ticulars, and regard the pretenders to such dignity
with a degree of contempt proportioned to their arro
gance .
. . . I am sincerely sorry that the worthy, the vener
able President of the Council, hath been (though I
hope inadvertently) involved in circumstances which
seem to require defence, and are yet indefensible, but
upon principles subversive of that constitution of
which he hath been so long the support.
1

I am, &c.

The anonymity of the letter is explained in a postscript
Let not my being anonymous give you offence, I write
on a publick matter, and attacking nobody's reputation
(but a wrong measure, as I conceive it.)
I have a
right to speak thereon, I think, without bringing my
name into question. The thing written should doubtless
be regarded, not the writer.
It is no matter whether
he live in Northampton or Buckingham; it is enough that
he values and tries to serve his country. For this
endeavour hath he been traduced (by a Gentleman, with
out much gentleness) and threatened with a prosecution.
A prosecution will he never regard, while a conscious
ness of being governed by the most honest motives shall
support him under that destiny.^

1Ibid.

2Ibid.

- 146 This letter to the editor is indicative of Boucher, the
emerging patriot and the socially conscious man.

There is a

certain candor here, although he is addressing a man holding
one of the highest posts in the colony, other than governor.
There is the same concern with the constitution and order
liness of process that would mark his pre-Revolutionary
thoughts just a little later when the American Revolution
was under way.
This is not necessarily the letter of a lawyer, but it
is the letter of a man who has fully informed himself, as
Boucher was wont to do when he was about to take a position
or express an opinion.

There is an analytic quality in the

letter that clarifies the issue, and he does raise questions
that had not been raised in the press before.
It is also a revealing letter in another way.

Boucher,

an immigrant in 1759 and thus transplanted only seven years,
had already acquired a feeling for the country as his own,
with a constitution to protect and the rights of the people
to be preserved.

The phrases on Blair's dignity might be

considered as a key to Boucher's acceptance of the more open
society he found here;

"men of equal merit have (while you

are not dispensing justice in the General Court) a right to
an equal dignity with yourself."

Boucher had no official

position, but he obviously had a certain amount of prestige
bestowed by the title, Rector, and by his teaching and just
as obviously his education was better than that of many
natives in the colony.

He could certainly, with some justi

fication, have considered himself a member of the "intelli
gent Publick," not about to be duped by so superficial an
explanation as Blair's or by questionable depositions.

"^The legal situation with respect to granting of bail

- 147 The newspaper controversy went on through the summer
and fall.

The inquest was held on 15 August 1766, and there

were still discussions on 10 October 1766.
awaiting trial during this time.
jury sifted the evidence.

Chiswell was

But no trial occurred; no

There is only a small item in

the Virginia Gazette of 17 October 17 66, a one paragraph
statement, with no date line, preceding a list of criminals
brought to bar of the General Court for trial.

It tells of

the death of Colonel John Chiswell:
On Wednesday last at 11:00 in the afternoon, at his
house in this city [Williamsburg] . . . after a short
illness. The Cause of death, by physician upon oath,
nervous fits, owing to a constant uneasiness of the
mind. ^
The outcome of all of this is tersely written in
Boucher's Reminiscences:

"...

bailed in a very extraordi

nary manner; and in a still more extraordinary manner
[Chiswell] was found dead, it was never known how, the night

appears in a "Note to Dikephilos," inserted on 29 Aug.
1766, probably by the printer to inform the public.
It was
taken from Salkeld's Reports, 104, in the case of Lord Mohun,
as follows:
King's Bench 9 William III:
If a man be found guilty of murder by a Coroner's
inquest we sometimes bail him, because the Coroner pro
ceeds upon depositions taken in writing, which we may
look into: Otherwise, if a man be found guilty of
Murder by a Grand Jury because the court cannot take
notice of their evidence which they are by oath bound
to conceal. Et per cur. There is no difference
between peers and Commoners as to bail.
In the case of Rex vs Dalton, the defendant killed his
schoolfellow at Eton and was committed by the coroner for
manslaughter.
"No bail was allowed if murder, bail if man
slaughter.
If there is a discrepancy, if depositions say
murder and inquest manslaughter, there is still no bail."
13 Aug. 1766. Virginia Gazette (Williamsburg).
1
Virginia Gazette, 17 Oct. 1766.

- 148 before the trial was to come on.
Boucher’s identity as the writer of the 25 July letter
apparently was discovered.
forgive him.

Colonel Landon Carter could not

Boucher wrote later that his letter was the

basis of a long-continued private grudge which had reper
cussions as the times became more tense in the years ap
proaching 1775.

Boucher's sense of justice which required

him to put the letter in print, earned him the enmity of one
of Virginia's foremost planters and one of the most ardent of
patriots.

The harvest of this bitterness Boucher was presently

to reap m

Maryland.

n

2

The Townshend Acts of 1767 were no more popular with
Boucher than the Stamp Act had been, although he did not
write about them until 1769, when their full effects were
being felt and repercussions from the North were rippling
toward the South.

As Chancellor of the Exchequer, Charles

Townshend was responsible for preparing the budget for Great
Britain for 1767.

While army estimates were being debated,

George Grenville insisted that America contribute at least
part of the £400,000 allocated for its own defense.

Townshend

assured Grenville and his friends that he could raise money
in the colonies without antagonizing the Americans.

Grenville

forced his hand by speeding through Parliament a measure
lowering the tax on land in England from 4 shillings to 3
shillings.

Thus Townshend's initial budget was thrown out

of balance by the decline in revenue, and he had to make good
his promise.
Announcing that America should be placed in the same
category as Ireland, he favored the principle of the Declara

^Bouchier, Reminiscences, 111.
2See Chapter XII.

- 149 tory Act, and ridiculed the idea that there was any valid
distinction between Parliament's right to tax the colonies
directly or indirectly.

But since Americans had objected so

strongly to the former, he decided to revert to indirect
taxation as the means of making the colonies more selfsupporting.

His plan was threefold:

1.

Revenue would be raised by a tax on glass, lead,
painter's colors, paper, and tea (the latter at
3 shillings per pound ) .

2.

Proceeds were to pay the salaries of royal of
ficials, an innovation for America.
It meant a
civil list for the first time.

3.

All violators were to be tried in Admiralty Courts.

In order to carry out this new order, the Customs
Service was reorganized.

To aid enforcement of the Duty

Act, Writg of Assistance were specifically legalized.

Prior

to this, the New York Assembly had been suspended until it
had complied fully with the Quartering Act.

With these

actions, the calm which followed in the wake of repeal of
the Stamp Act vanished.

The full meaning of the Declaratory

Act of 1766, asserting the ascendancy of Parliament over the
colonies in all cases now became quite clear.
Opposition to the new revenue laws came first from the
Massachusetts House of Representatives in January, 1768, by
means of addresses of protest to several members of the
ministry, by a petition to the King, and by Samuel Adams's
so-called Massachusetts Circular Letter.

Outside of New

England, there was at first little interest in the Townshend
Act crisis, particularly in the South.

However, after the

proroguing of the Massachusetts Legislature and the other
punitive measures against Massachusetts because of her
failure to rescind the Circular Letter, the feeling grew
that the cause of Boston was the concern of all.

- 150 The Virginia Resolves of 1 May 1769, averred that
Virginians could be taxed only by their own representatives,
that the trial of Americans in England violated British
rights, that they had the right to petition the King, and
that it was "lawful and expedient" for the colony to unite
with other provinces against unconstitutional actions of
Parliament.

Copies of these resolves were sent to other

legislatures,

"requesting their concurrence therein."

Lord Botetourt, the first resident Governor in many
years in Virginia, had seemed friendly to the colonial cause
heretofore, but he nevertheless now dissolved the House of
Burgesses for its "insolence."

The leaders of the House

thereupon met in special convention, without Lord Botetourt's
sanction, and a Non-importation Agreement, written by George
Mason was endorsed.

Under this pact, no dutiable goods were

to be used except cheap paper, no luxuries imported, and no
slaves brought into Virginia after 1 November 1769.
the planters signed it, but few of the merchants did.

Most of
This

Virginia agreement gained general approval in the rest of
the South.
Boucher's reaction to these measures is clear in a
letter to James:
I observe y'r Sneer on the poor persecuted American,
w'c methinks, comes w'th no very good Grace f'm so
distinguished a True-Blue.
But, I recollect yt Con
sistency is not always to be expected f'm your
Patriots.^
He went on to commend the opposition of the Americans
in the most glowing of terms.

He thought the American oppo

sition the "most warrantable, generous, & manly, that History

1Barck and Lefler, Colonial America, 536.
2Boucher to James, 25 July 1769.
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Again, he criticized the British for misun

derstanding so plain a question:
Surely ye people of Engl1d never read ye American
Publications; but, as it is here s'd They do, content
Themselves w'th ye villainous Reasonings of a set of
Miscreants hired on Purpose to write on our Side, more
effectually to disgrace our Cause.'*'
Obviously Boucher had identified himself closely with
the Americans, and had high praise for them.
sidered their cause a virtuous one, he
certainly, in the end, succeed.

thought it would

"And Who does not foresee

the Consequences of This to the Parent State?"
James.

Since he con

he wrote

Never lavish with praise about Americans in general

in the first ten years of his residency here, although he
admired certain individuals, his comments on this occasion
should be noted:
The People really astonish Me.
I am personally ac
quainted w'th by far a Majority of our House of
Assembly, who, singly considered, seem almost to de
serve the Contempt w'th w'c our Lords and Masters the
Parliam't treat them but, collectively, w't Hon'r have
They gain'd?
I refer you to y'r public Papers for
th'r Resolves, associa'n Peti'ns to the King & w'c are
universally admir'd.
It w'd seem that, like ye Druids
of old, They really learn'd Eloquence as well as
Knowledge, beneath Their trees, w'c I see, you know
they resort to on these solemn Occasions.^
Even his sister, Jinny, was in sympathy with Americans.
She cancelled plans for a short vacation to the springs
(probably at Augusta), because she thought it inconsistent
3
with "Association" principles.
Boucher, it will be noted,

1Ibid.
2Ibid., 44-45.
^Boucher to Washington, 20 July 1769. New England
Historical and Genealogical Register
LII (1898), 173.

- 152 had paid the members of the Assembly a rather left-handed
compliment as individuals.

His position, however, was

certainly far from neutral and even farther from a British
point of view.
Boucher's growing concern for the general welfare of
Americans was fostered by the Rev. Henry Addison of Barnaby
Manor, Prince George's County, Maryland, one of the men who
most influenced Boucher in America.

Boucher had met him when

Maryland friends had recommended Boucher's school for his two
sons.

"I know you will love this indefatigable zealous Friend

of mine for my Sake," he wrote James:
W't it can be that has attach'd him so suddenly in so
strong a manner to Me, I may not devise. You know he
took his Master's Degree at Queen's (Oxford); & is
justly esteemed ye most learned & sensible Man in
Maryl'd.
He is my James in America.
Like you in most
Respects, He differs from you in This, He is keen,
shrewd, active & busy in Matters of public Concern; &
as I sometimes say to myself, seems to think all Merit
center'd in successfully surmount'g all ye Difficulties
thrown in y'r Way by rival Candidates,
as He calls
it, carrying his Point."*"

&

Boucher went on to describe Addison as cool, orderly,
and cautious in his actions; quite the opposite of Boucher,
whom Addison thought hasty, rash, inconsiderate, flighty,
and fickle.

"Yet, He will have Me push'd forward in ye

World, illy calculated as I am by Nature for scrambling &
jostling for Places & Preferments."

2

Although Boucher did not seem to know what drew
Addison to him when he wrote in 1767, years later when he

"'"Boucher to James, 19 July 1767. MHM, VII (1912),
354-55. The published letter in MHM incorrectly reads
"unsuccessfully" rather than "in successfully" as it is in
the manuscript, thus changing the meaning.
2Ibid.

- 153 reflected on the friendship while writing his Reminiscences,
he recognized that it was a desire for intellectual rapport
that probably was the reason.
great scholar,

Boucher described him as a

"but degenerating fast into a mere humdrum

country parson. 1,1

Even so, Boucher recognized Addison as a

better scholar than "ever I could hope to be," but confirmed
in his habit of indolence.
to use Boucher's expression.

The two became "intimate" friends,
They shamed each other into

better practices, Boucher thought, by being a stimulus to
each other.

Boucher began to collect books and soon had a

large library.

Two years later Boucher wrote James that he

seemed to have developed a "mighty Inclina'n for Antiquarian
Knowledge," and wanted him to find a copy of lunic Etymologicon Anglicanum, edited by Edward Lye, Oxon., 1743.

This

interest in etymology led to his linguistic pastoral,
2

"Absence."

When students of James were to come out to America as
ushers, Boucher arranged to have them bring copies of the
Annual Registers for 1758 and 1759, copies of the Monthly
Reviews, and anything else that James thought he might want.
A list of specific books requested of James in 1757 includes
a number of books on various etymological subjects, including
the ancient Caledonians, Piets, Europeans, origin and
structure of the Greek Tongue, and many on grammar and
structure.

Interestingly enough, he ordered The Journal of

a two Months Tour among the Indians to the Westward of the

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 53.
2

For material on the pastoral I am indebted to Allen
Walker Read, "Boucher's Linguistic Pastoral of Colonial
Maryland," Dialect Notes, Vol. VI, Part VII, (1938), 353-50,
a copy of which was personally furnished by him. See Chapter
VIII.

- 154 Aleghanny Mountains, by Charles Beatty, Dilly Chalmer's
Essay

on Fevers, Costard's History of Astronomy, Beccaria's

Essay on Crimes & Punishments, Ferguson's Essay on ye History
of Civil Society, plus a book of poems.

He enquired of James

whether any additional volumes of Macaulay's History of
England were out, since his three available volumes did not
yet bring the history down to the "Ascension of the House of
Hanover, which was promised on the title page, but instead
ended with Charles the first."'*'

He also wanted newspapers,

magazines, reviews and any noted pamphlets, political and
otherwise, that James could send.

It is apparent that he was

building a library in his instructions to James:
Books be bound etc.

"Let these

(not in the manner of W'thaven" but
2

elegantly, & Lettered & some of them gilt."

The growth of Boucher's library is some evidence of
Addison's effect.

Hitherto, his library probably consisted

chiefly of religious material, furnished in his initial years
by Dr. Bray's arrangements through the S.P.G.

Although

Boucher credited Addison with greater scholarly abilities
than his own, he candidly wrote that he, himself,

"with all

my employments, and my liking for company, read and studied
3
infinitely more [than Addison]."
Henry Addison was, indeed, a powerful and influential
friend.

A native of Prince George's County, Maryland, his

family had descended from ancestors of Cumberland, of the
same family as the celebrated Secretary Addison, of Cumber-

1Boucher to James, 29 Sept.
49-50.
^Ibid., 50.
3
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 53.

1769.

MHM, VIII,

(1913),
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Three sons were born to Thomas and Eleanor, secondgeneration Addisons.

John Addison (1713-1764), Thomas, and

Boucher's friend, Henry.
vincial Court, 1735-42.

John became a Justice of the Pro
He married Susannah Wilkinson and

had two sons, Thomas and John, and two daughters, Eleanor
and Ann.

In 1772, Boucher was to marry this latter Eleanor.

The family estate of the Addisons was Oxon Hill, which
Boucher described as "most pleasantly situated and circum2

stanced of any I have seen in any part of the world."
is clear that the Addisons were in the upper echelons

It
of

society in Maryland and Henry's marriage to Rachel Dulany,
sister of the Honorable Daniel Dulany, enhanced the family
prestige.

The Dulanys were active in government; one Dulany

was a Secretary of the Province, another a Commissary.

Both

were on the Council, both were opulent, both were of firstrate ability in Boucher's opinion as well as in that of
fellow-Marylanders.
Henry, himself, had excellent credentials.

He had ma

triculated on 3 March 1734-1735 at Queen's College, Oxford,
at the age of sixteen.

The degree of B. A. was conferred in

1738 (the year of Boucher's birth); the M. A. was conferred
in 1741.

He had been ordained in England in 1742, and re

turned to his native county and settled in St. John's Church
at Broad Creek, Maryland, Prince George's County.

The parish

was King George, but was commonly called Piscataway Parish.

^Effie G. Bowie, Across the Years in Prince George's
County; A Genealogical and Biographical History of Some
Prince George's County, Maryland and Allied Families
(Richmond: Garrett & Massie, 1947), 32.
2

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 51.

- 156 He held this post from 1742 to 1789, the date of his death
at age 72, although not continuously since he escaped to
England with Boucher in 1775 and remained there for some
years.
The parish he held was worth between £500 and £600
annually, and he presumably lived well on the estate, St.
Barnabas, although it was not as large, perhaps, as the great
Oxon Hill estate which, together with several other tracts
of land devised by his father to the eldest son, John, seems
to have been close to 5,000 acres.

The lovely old mansion

burned in 1895, but (as late as 1947) the remaining lands
were in the hands of Sumner Welles.
Henry, as a cleric, could hold no public office, but
his influence in civil affairs was abetted by his wife's
relatives, the Dulanys.

Addison was determined to aid young

Boucher in getting a parish in Maryland.

Boucher was able

to admit, that "To his Friendship I owe all my Hopes of
Advancem't .

The Church situation in Maryland was by far

the best in America for the Anglican clergy; much superior
to Virginia.

The governor was the patron of all livings.

Addison, through the Dulany connection, made the application
for a Maryland living for Boucher, and the Dulanys warmly
seconded it.

Boucher was promised the rectory of Saint

Anne's at Annapolis as soon as it was vacant.

Boucher really

preferred a country living, and Annapolis was not a large
parish, but it was a stepping stone and rectors here had so
often been promoted to better benefices, that it was called
the Gradus ad Parnassum.
Walter Dulany was a powerful asset to Boucher's am
bition, since he was a member of the influential Dulany family

1Boucher to James, 28 Nov.

1767.

MHM, VII (1912), 353.

- 157 and a vestryman of St. Anne's in Annapolis.1

It is apparent

that having such a man endorsing one's application was
helpful.

Nevertheless, Boucher lived in constant expectation

of a daily call to a rectory in Maryland for almost three
years, from 1766 to 1770.

They were years of irritation

because of the uncertainty; planter's operations were made
tenuous.

Boucher often complained to James as one delay after

the other hindered his move.
There were problems and they focused first in the office
of Governor Sharpe and then that of Governor Eden.

Boucher's

pathway to Annapolis, that Gradus ad Parnassum, had hit a
snag that had nothing to do with his competency as a clergy
man, nor to any lack of influential friends in Maryland.

He

ran headlong into one of the serious problems of the Maryland
Established Church, and ultimately, into the politics of
Church and State in Maryland.

A u b r e y C. Land, The Dulanys of Maryland: A Biographi
cal Study of Daniel Dulany, The Elder (1685-1753) and Daniel
Dulany, the Younger, (1722-1797)
(Baltimore: Maryland
Historical Society, 1955).

CHAPTER VII
PROBLEMS OF CHURCH AND STATE IN MARYLAND
AND THE AMERICAN EPISCOPACY CONFLICT

In espousing the cause of the Northern clergy who had
long worked hard for an American Episcopate, Boucher moved
into the eye of the public and into a political position
that permitted that public to view him as a Tory.
was not, at this point in 1770, a Tory in thought.

Boucher
The

American bishop he envisioned would be the "primitive" bishop
intended by the British Anglican Church authorities, with
power restricted to Church-related problems.’*' Such a
bishop in residence in America was not intended to be a
strengthening of Church-State power.

But a majority of the

colonists saw the issue differently and recognized the mere
power to appoint such a bishop as an extension of British
Parliamentary power.

They abhorred the potential oppor

tunities for close association between a bishop and civil
authority in American colonies and were irrevocably in oppo
sition.

Guarantees were considered to be made without seri-

The term "primitive" meant without political power.
Actually, whenever episcopate arrangements were requested,
provisos regarding American Bishops were entailed to prevent
any legal power over the laity, any interference with powers
of government, and any support by the State for the new bishop.
He was not to be resident in any colony where Dissenters were
in control. The "primitive" bishop would mean the antithesis
of the image of Archbishop Laud. See James Thayer Addison,
The Episcopal Church in the United States: 1789-1931 (New
York: Scribner's, 1951), 55-56. See last three pages of
this chapter.
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- 159 ous intent and would be forgotten soon.
his opinion that bishops,

Mayhew expressed

under no matter how mild a guise,

were unreliable guests for the colonists to receive happily.
They would not be content in a condition inferior to that of
their English brethren.

"People's liberties were not taken

at once, but gradually, by encroachment, things of most fatal
tendency were often introduced under comparatively plausible
and harmless appearance.
Boucher recognized the Church's basic problems of
clerical discipline and supply, and sought a solution in the
logical completion in America of the constitution of the
Church: a resident bishop.

In performing his duty to act in

the best interest of the Church, he took on the coloration
of a Tory.
This overriding concern for the Church coincided with
Boucher's move into Maryland, which put him in an environ
ment that differed from the incipient patriot milieu of
Virginia.

His Maryland friendships were primarily among the

"court party."

He was to a certain extent a protdgd of the

Addisons and Dulanys, at least with respect to his ap
pointments to the Maryland parishes.

He belonged to a social

club of no little prestige, and he married into the wellestablished Addison family in 1772.

Thus at the same time

that Boucher's Church-related activities gave him a Tory
appearance, his new alliances in Maryland must have rein
forced that impression among Marylanders.

His liberal ideas

had not automatically shifted with a move of only 100 miles,
but in the next few years he was exposed to the legal thought
of such lawyers as Daniel Dulany, the younger, author of

"^Jonathan Mayhew, Remarks on an Anonymous Tract,
Entitled An Answer to Dr. Mayhew's Observations . . .
(Boston: R. and S. Draper, 1764).

- 160 the Considerations, and to the conservative opinions of the
official world in which Boucher's social life was to revolve.1
The new influences must have had some effect.

Boucher

began to take a hard look at the resistance to the Townshend
Acts.

He thought carefully about the resistance to the consti

tution of the Church and its implications as a trainingground for civil resistance.

The groundwork was laid for an

even more searching look at the problem of liberty v. li
centiousness later.

Boucher, the liberal and nascent patriot,

concentrated on the bishopric question and got himself irre
trievably committed to the defense of royal authority at
precisely the "wrong" time in American history.
The decades of battle between the Anglican Church and
the dissenting Congregational and Presbyterian ministers
reached a crescendo in the Maryland years of Boucher's minis
try.

He thought later that the elements involved in the

struggle were so crucial as to be a major cause of the Revolution.

2

The clergy had internal weaknesses which were ex

posed to the public forcibly by the Rev. Benedict Allen, at
the very time that a Southern Anglican clerical group had
engaged itself to cooperate in the renewed Northern effort to

1Daniel Dulany, Considerations on the Propriety of Im
posing Taxes in the British Colonies, For the Purpose of
Raising a Revenue, by Act of Parliament (Annapolis: Jonas
Green, 1765). Dulany had been born in Annapolis, educated at
Eton College and Clare Hall, Cambridge University, and the
Middle Temple. Admitted to the bar in Maryland in 1747, he
was an able lawyer and political leader. He had married into
the Tasker family. Benjamin Tasker had been president of the
Council for years. With the exception of the Governor, Dulany
was the most influential of the Proprietor's officers, several
of whom were related to Dulany by ties of kinship. Dulany
was Commissary—General in Maryland from 17 59 to 1761 and Secre
tary of the Province until 1774.
2
Boucher,

"On the American Episcopate," A View, 150.

- 161 establish an American bishopric.
As the leading proponent in the South of an American
episcopacy, Boucher played out his role against an already
complicated power struggle in Maryland.

In the generation

before the Revolution, the rising power of the Maryland
Assembly was challenging seriously the proprietary power.
Thus political events set limits immediately to any prospects
of success for Boucher's efforts.
Boucher was an energetic and ambitious man and in the
process of furthering those ambitions he made a number of
allies and a much greater number of enemies.

The Addisons

and the Dulanys, particularly Walter Dulany, and Robert Eden,
the Governor, became his powerful friends.
obvious to the public.

It must have been

From a short range point of view,

these friendships were valuable to Boucher; from a long range
point of view, they seriously hampered his personal effective
ness in trying to prevent rebellion from escalating to an
independence movement.
The episcopacy issue did much to make Boucher known
outside the South, particularly to Anglican clergy in Phila
delphia and New York, and his work in that cause earned him
an honorary M.A. degree in 1771 at King's College, New York.
Unfortunately, his whole effort allied him with what was to
become an increasingly unpopular cause and on this ground he
alienated many of his own clerical colleagues in the Anglican
Church, and dissenting Congregational and Presbyterian ministers.
Although the Church of England was established in both
Virginia and Maryland, there were certain differences between
the two establishments, because of the proprietary nature of
the Maryland colony.

The Acts of Establishment of the pro

vincial legislature in Maryland (1692) had provoked oppo
sition, yet had failed to afford security for the clergy.

- 162 In theory, right of induction and of presentation rested with
the Governor; in practice he was subject to pressure.

There

were no real restraints on unworthy clergymen, in part because
the Commissary, agent of the Bishop of London, could only
remonstrate with offenders.
The contiguity of the two colonies also provided a kind
of escape for clerical offenders.

One such characterless

clergyman, The Rev. Richard Brown, had been driven from Vir
ginia by Dr. Bray, but found an appointment to a parish in
Maryland.

Brown, a native of Maryland, was ordained in 1751,

and inducted into King and Queen Parish in St. Mary's County.
In 1768 he was accused of murdering one of his slaves.
Thereupon, he took his son, the only witness, to Virginia and
remained there several months.

Brown hired a curate for his

parish, paid him half the income, and stayed at his paternal
estate, in this way retaining the nominal title of rector and
an adequate income.
Some of the Annapolis clergy were notorious drunken
rogues, who "had to hold on to both sides of the pulpit while
exhorting the faithful. 11 Whitefield, the Methodist revival
ist, observed in Annapolis a "distressing want of piety."
On 9 July 1749, a Mrs. S.

C. of Patapsco was fined one penny

for whipping a priest with a hickory switch.

But the court

at the same time expressed the opinion that the object of
Mrs. S. C.'s attentions had well deserved the thrashing in
question.
Boucher, in a letter to James in 1767, wrote no more
optimistically of Maryland than of Virginia clergy, particu
larly of converts to Anglicanism with more concern for salary

"'’William Oliver Stevens, Annapolis: Anne Arundel's
Town (New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1937), 59.

- 163 than for religious integrity:
You w'd blush to hear ye Characters of some of our
Brethren, mostly Scotchmen, who f'm rigid, true-blue
Presbyterians, converted by ye convincing Argum't of
a Stipend (enormous to Them) become ignorant and de
bauched Episcopal Pastors.
So that you can hardly
conceive, in w't Disesteem ye Body of ye Clergy, in
general is here held, and tho' this last disagreeable
Particular be also I am afraid, in a gr't Measure,
equally true w'th Regard to Maryland . . .1
Boucher was not alone in this opinion.

In 1734, Congre

gational ministers in a convention in rural Hampshire County
in Massachusetts, drew up an address to the Bishop of London.
It was put into final form by the celebrated Jonathan Edwards,
"Scribe."

It is a notable document; a telling indictment of

the S.P.G. and its missionaries.

One statement particularly

bears out Boucher's opinion:
And we have reason to fear that the prospect of a
better salary than what our Ministers generally have
(which is not, unless in some great towns, £40 sterling
per annum, as our Bills are now sunk), has been the
great inducement to some of our young men to go over
to receive Orders;^
Apparently Bray found some faithful priests, but more
indifferent and lethargic ones, summoned some to trial, and
endeavored to suppress scandalous living.

Two flagrant cleri

cal offenders against decency were apparently disciplined,
although the Commissary's energetic attempts often offended
the clergy and the laity who would have preferred to be left
alone.^

"^Boucher to James, 9 Mar.
339-40.

1767.

MHM, VII (1912),
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Carl Bndenbaugh, Mitre and Sceptre: Transatlantic
Faiths, Ideas, Personalities, and Politics (New York:
Oxford Press, 1962), 80.
3
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- 164 The "comfortable difference," which Boucher saw between
a parish in Virginia and one in Maryland was in healthier
locale and salary.

The salaries were levied by a poll tax of

30 pounds of tobacco per poll, which Boucher could see were
quite ample as the parishes became populous.

Of the forty-

five parishes, All Saints' Parish in Frederick County was
the most lucrative, according to William Eddis, being worth
£1,000 sterling.

Only three parishes were worth under £100,

and the rest were worth between £100 and £500.

Boucher wrote

to James, in 1767, that the Rev. Thomas Bacon had an income
seldom less than 100,000 pounds of tobacco per annum, which
he estimated at £600 or £700 sterling.

2

Henry Addison had

70,000 pounds of tobacco, Boucher continued,

"...

you will

not wonder if I have been long desirous to get over there

York:

Harper, 1930), 63-64.

It should be noted, however, that a 1949 study of the
three hundred men who served in Maryland between 1632, its
founding, and the founding of the Protestant Episcopal Church
in 1789, indicated that the number of clergymen who were defi
nitely immoral or who were definitely scandalous in their
living was such a decided minority that it is unfair to con
sider the Maryland clergy as being inferior to Anglican clergy
in other colonies or to ministers of other denominations.
Perhaps the longer range look presents a more optimistic
picture than Boucher saw when he observed them from 1759 to
1775. The Rev. Nelson W. Rightmyer, "The Character of the
Anglican Clergy of Colonial Maryland." MHM, XLIV (1949),
230-31.
"'’William Eddis, Letters from America, Historical and De
scriptive: 1769-1777 (London: Published by the author, 1792)
Eddis was Surveyor of Customs at Annapolis, Secretary to Eden
from 1769 to 1776, and remained in the colony until 1777 to
close the accounts of the Loan Office. He was a Loyalist and
returned to England.
2

Thomas Bacon, Rector of All Saints' Parish, edited, m
1765, the only accurate and official compilation of Maryland
laws of the pre-Revolutionary period, Laws of Maryland at
Large (Annapolis: Jonas Green, 1765) .

- 165 [Maryland]."'*' To the charge that this was too generous a salary,
Boucher pointed out that only the All Saints1 Parish salary
was equal to that of an attorney with a moderate practice,
and that there was a great difference between the list of
taxables and the amount actually received.

2

He might have

cited as an example the Charleston lawyer, Thomas Phepoe,
whose income from legal services was between £1,000 and
3
£2,000 in 1773, 1774, and 1775.
As tension over clergymen's
salaries grew, it was not uncommon to pay the priest in to
bacco of poor condition.

Nevertheless, the situation was an

improvement over Virginia.
Boucher's desire to move into a Maryland parish was
abetted by two of Maryland's leading families, the Dulanys
and the Addisons.

In spite of a promise to them by Governor

Horatio Sharpe that Boucher would have the next vacancy,
three years elapsed before it was consummated.

The delay was

the result of the most disgraceful of all patronage incidents,
involving the Rev. Bennett

Allen, and reveals much that was

wrong with the operation of the Established Church in Maryland,
and with the civil affairs.

It led to bitter animosity and

personal hatred between Allen and the Dulanys, to the point
of a senseless duel and death of Lloyd Dulaney after both
had gone to England.

Boucher's concern with the situation

of Allen began in December, 1766, when the parish at An
napolis fell vacant and trouble was incipient.
The Allen affair was of more importance in the newspaper

"'’Boucher to James, 9 Mar.

1767.

MHM, VII (1912), 340.

2

Boucher, "On Reducing the Revenue of the Clergy," A
View, 236.
3
Great Britain: American Loyalists: Audxt Office
Transcripts. See introduction by H. E. Egerton (New York
Public Library).

- 166 columns than reaction to the Townshend Act, and had an impact
on Boucher that he could not have foreseen.

The long-drawn

out episode effectively tied Boucher to the Dulanys when
Walter Dulany was drawn into a public quarrel with Allen on
his behalf.
The Rev. Bennett Allen

(also known on the records as

Benedict Allen) was a Fellow of Wadham, and a boon companion
of the dissolute Frederick Calvert, Sixth Lord Baltimore.
In 1766, letters had arrived for Governor Sharpe in America,
in advance of Allen, from both Lord Baltimore and Secretary
Hamersley.

They declared that he was an Oxonian in holy

orders, and that he was to have the best church living
available in Maryland.
When Allen arrived, late in 1766, however, he preferred
St. Anne's Parish in Annapolis to a vacancy on the Eastern
Shore, even though the latter paid the larger salary.

He

preferred to establish himself in the capital, and to have
the advantage of proximity to the center of political power.
Governor Sharpe had actually kept open St. Luke's Parish,
in Queen Anne County, one of the more lucrative parishes in
order to provide for Allen.

Sharpe knew that Allen would not

be content with such a poor monetary arrangement as Annapolis
offered, and shortly he had word from Baltimore's secretary
that Allen had only accepted the parish "for fear of being
rusticated," but that he was "not content with it."

Sharpe

was instructed to find him a better income, and if there were
no vacancies in the Church, then he was to have some civil
employment.

Sharpe obliged him by making him Provincial Es-

1Nelson Waite Rightmyer, Maryland's Established Church
(Baltimore: Church Historical Society for the Diocese of
Maryland, 1956), 101.

- 167 cheater, an appointment worth £300 a year,although Boucher
had guessed that it was worth £500.^
To Sharpe's embarrassment, Allen attempted to ingrati
ate himself with Daniel Dulany, made every

effort to associ

ate with the proprietary family, and made a habit of asking
favors.

From Sharpe's point of view, there was no restraint

or decency in the man.

2

But more serious difficulty was to arise over the
question of giving Allen two benefices.

He had arrived

carrying a letter from Lord Baltimore recommending that he
have two livings if necessary to provide an income of £300.
The Governor was reluctant to oblige Allen, and rightly so,
since the Act of Establishment forbade pluralism except in
special circumstances and the consent of both vestries was
required in such a case.

Sharpe, caught in the middle, told

Allen he would rather allow him £50 annually from his own
pocket than grant his request, and wrote Calvert for further
advice.
Allen replied with a long letter arguing from the laws
of Maryland and England that the proprietor had a perfect
right to grant plural holdings, and that the consent of the
vestries was not required.

Sharpe yielded.

He licensed Allen

to preach at St. James, a parish at Herring Bay, not far from
Annapolis, which produced an income of £300 a year, warning
Allen that there would be much opposition.

Boucher had long

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 55.
2
Sharpe's opinion is quite clear in his discussions of
the whole Allen affair in a letter to Secretary Hamersley,
30 Oct. 1768, Maryland Archives, XIV, 538-44.
3

An excellent account of this is in Barker, Background,

281-89.

- 168 had his eye on the Herring Bay Parish.
It soon became clear that Allen had incurred the enmity
of the powerful Walter Dulany, one of the vestrymen of St.
Anne's, for the latter had wanted Jonathan Boucher, still
anxiously waiting in Virginia, to have the parish.

Two of

Dulany1s colleagues in the St. Anne's (Annapolis) vestry,
Thomas Johnson and Brice Worthington, were distinguished
lawyers and radical assemblymen
ism.

who violently opposed plural

St. James Parish at Herring Bay would consent to

Allen's induction only if St. Anne's would first approve
pluralism.
Samuel Chew's vote was important in the St. Anne's
vestry at Annapolis, and Allen had beseeched him to vote in
his favor.

Chew had incautiously and unwisely agreed.

When it came to the vote, Chew thought better of it and cast
a negative one, probably after he had mulled over some re
marks that Allen had made to Chew subsequent to his promise:
Allen said that the £300 from St. James would scarcely
keep him in liquor.
Chew replied that he himself
spent about £50.
'But, says Mr. Allen, you have many
advantages that I do not, as for instance, you have a
wife: now it will cost me something considerable to
enjoy the pleasures you are possessed of'; and con
cluded by saying I wish I had never taken the gown.^
Chew's change of mind about the vote resulted in a
nasty encounter with Allen, who accused him of being influ
enced by a Dulany.

Chew, having sworn on a Bible that he

had nothing to do with Dulanys, asked him to leave, which
Allen refused to do.

Chew called him a scoundrel, dragged

him to the door, and just missed hitting his bald head with

^Samuel Chew, MS statement, Dulany Papers, I, 24,
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore. Essentially the
whole document was printed in the Maryland Gazette, 2 June
1768.

- 169 his cane.

Allen challenged him to a duel and it was arranged,

but Chew went with a blunderbuss and Allen, hearing of this
weapon, failed to show himself.
Stupidly enough, for he had nothing to gain, Allen
moved his complaints to the pages of the Maryland Gazette.
Sharpe had already given him the full induction

into St.

James.

with Walter

Allen probably wanted to square himself

Dulany, whom he believed to be responsible for the oppo
sition to pluralism, and was no doubt irked that Walter
Dulany remained on the vestry of St. Anne's.
Allen wrote over the pseudonym of "Bystander, 11but it
was apparent by the replies he got that he was easily recog
nized.

Dulany wrote an indignant answer, under initials

"C. D . ," others joined the controversy and it went on from
January through May, moving from legalistic grounds to the
level of personal conceit and animosity.
The dispute grew so venomous, that Jonas Green, the
printer, closed his columns to the controversy.

For one

thing, "Bystander" refused to give Green his real name, ac
cording to the newspaper's rule, while the controversy was
causing subscriptions to drop from dislike of the bitterness
involved.

In a special supplement of the next issue, however,

Samuel Chew was given space to review the whole story of his
quarrel with Allen and identified him publicly as "Bystander."
Boucher also wrote answers in verse and prose to "Bystander."
Obviously, Boucher had involved himself in Maryland affairs
before he became a resident there, although his answers were
probably anonymous.
Sharpe, meanwhile, waited for instructions on how far
to push the pluralism issue and was advised that Lord Balti-

^Boucher recounts this affair in Reminiscences, 53-57.

- 170 more wanted Allen to have a high office in the financial
system, but not to force the plurality question.

Accordingly,

Allen was given the Receiver-Generalship of the colony.

At

this point, Allen gave up St. Anne's and retained St. James
Parish.

St. Anne's went to his curate and friend, Mr.

Edmiston.

Boucher, in Virginia, was irritated and at a loss

to understand these maneuvers.
Allen, however, was not yet satisfied.

He had long

envied Thomas Bacon the parish of All Saints' in Frederick
County, the richest parish in Maryland.
and Allen was hopeful.

Bacon was dying,

But the people were intending to

petition the Assembly to pass an act dividing the parish as
soon as Bacon died, something they long had wanted done.

As

a matter of record, it was the largest parish in Maryland,
too large according to Bacon himself, and Boucher agreed.
Allen did not wish to see his coveted parish salary cut in
half.

Sharpe obliged by anticipating Bacon's death and

giving him the induction on 15 May 1768.

Allen arrived in

Frederick town a few hours after the petition for division
of the parish had been sent to Annapolis.
The irate parishioners locked the church doors to pre
vent Allen from taking over All Saints' Parish, upon which
Allen went through a window and "read himself in," thereby
fulfilling the procedures for induction.
pelted by stones, got the "message."

Allen, after being

He hired two curates,

subsidized the Lutheran pastor in Frederick, and went to
Philadelphia to live on the proceeds of his two positions
while the curates worked.

It should be noted than an adver

tisement in the Maryland Gazette would indicate that the
vestry appeared to have hired the curates.1

Maryland Gazette, 19 Jan,

1769.

Allen wrote

Two vestrymen, not

- 171 letters vindicating himself in the Pennsylvania Chronicle
several times and printed a pamphlet addressed as a defense
and apology to the parish.
But the feud with the Dulany family was never patched
up, instead it degenerated into bitter personal hatred.
Walter Dulany met Allen walking in Annapolis and on 6 No
vember 1768, a street fight ensued.

In 1770, Allen tried to

induce a servant to assassinate Dulany, tempting him with his
freedom and money as well.

And in London, after the Revo

lution, Allen forced a challenge from Lloyd Dulany.

The

duel took place in Hyde Park, and Dulany was killed.1
After Allen was so well provided for with the All
Saints' Parish, Sharpe wrote to Baltimore (27 May 1768) for
permission to fulfill the promise made to induct Jonathan
Boucher, which had been set aside.
What was the peculiar hold over Lord Baltimore that
Allen seemed to have had?

Some thought it was because Allen

had published a pamphlet, entitled "Modern Chastity of the
Agreeable Rape, a Poem by a young Gentleman of 16 in vindi
cation of the Right Honorable Lord B**E."

Lord Baltimore

had just been tried and acquitted on the charge of rape of
a Miss Woodcock.

But it is doubtful, according to one au

thority, that the pamphlet was enough

to warrant all this

Allen, advertised for curates for the parish.
Pennsylvania
Chronicle, 8 May 1769, the register of the parish advertised
for three curates.
1Allen returned to England 10 Sept.
1775 (the same time
Boucher did). He sank into poverty and degradation and died
in London after 1782. Bouchier, Reminiscences, 28. The duel
was over Allen's statement in the Morning Post that part of
the Dulany family remained in America to prevent property
confiscation, while other members sought refuge in England to
save vast possessions whichever side was victorious.

- 172 consideration.
Boucher thought he had the answer to Allen's peculiar
influence.

He wrote James that his friends, mortified at

Allen1s stepping in insolently before Boucher in the Maryland
parishes,

"shrewdly suspected . . . that He is the spurious

[illegitimate] Son of Ye late Lord Baltimore.

2

He also re

ported that Allen had brought in with him a lady "He calls
his sister," but Boucher's friends insinuated that "this Lady
3
is a Sister to Him as Sarah was to Abraham.
Boucher's Mary
land friends asked him to arrange in England for a discreet
enquiry about Allen, which Boucher in turn requested James
to manage if possible.
It is impossible to tell how far the "Bystander" contro
versy and the other literature of the Allen situation was re
sponsible for creating a public grievance out of this scandal
in Church and civil patronage.

Some newspaper items dealt

with Governor Sharpe's compliance with Allen's demands and
his failure to stand firm against Baltimore's unreasonable
use of patronage.

If the public thought that the proprietor

saw in the Church only its usefulness for patronage, it was
'not brought into the public discussions.

But, it is signifi

cant, that the newspaper space devoted to this controversy
was greater than that allotted to contemporary affairs; i.e.,
4
resistance to the Townshend Acts.

^Rightmyer, "The Character of the Anglican Clergy of
Colonial Maryland," 101-102.
^Boucher to James, 9 Mar.

1767.

MHM, VII (1912), 341.

3Ibid., 340-41.
4

For this account I am indebted to C. A. Barker,
Background, 285-89.

- 173 By November, 1768, Boucher was quite thoroughly dis
gusted with the long delay and wrote with great disappointment
to James:
My Maryland Projects have been ill fated & unlucky from
ye Beginning; & now They are almost totally ruin'd.
Mr. Sharpe, ye pres't Governor, on whom alone all my
Hopes were founded, is superseded by that Creature-led
Lord, the Proprietary.; One Mr. Eden, Brother to Sir
[William] Eden of Durham, succeeds him.^
It was becoming quite clear to Boucher that proprietary
prerogative left any governor of the colony with little dis
cretion, even one with a strong personality, which Sharpe had
not.

He knew Allen stood between him and fulfillment of his

own ambition:
That arch Rascal Al'n I may thank for it all, who has
abus'd me by Name, in ye public Papers both of Pennsyl
vania & Maryland; Yet, as I have only been treated thus
in common w'th much more respectable Characters, I have
only treated Him w'th ye Contempt He deserves.
. . . But you are sick of hearing of ye Man, & will
suspect my Acc'ts to be exaggerated by Prejudice. They
really are not. Of his literary Abilities f'm w'c He
boasts to have rec'd more personal H o n 'rs than any Man
since ye Augustan Age, see ye Opinion of ye Monthly
Reviewers in th'r acc't of a Poem on ye Peace in March
1764 & ano'r work call'd Satirical Trifles in Sept'r
1764, both w'c are by Allen. His Family too w'c He
hath vaunted to be connected w'th ye best & wealthiest
in Engl'd is found out to be but so so. The Father a
Clergyman, & of worthy Character has many Children —
one Son an Ensign or Lieu't; ano'r an Undertaker of
Funerals in Southwark; Another a Mate of a Ship; A n o 'r
a Curate at or near Hampton Court; our Hero, a Servitor
of Wadham, & may possibly be a Fellow, but probably not,
because He has said He is. There is Noth'g in This He
need to be asham'd of, had He not insolently Lorded it
over ye best People here, on Acc't of ye supposed Su
periority of his own Family.^

"''Boucher to James, 26 Nov.
2Ibid., 34-35.

1768.

MHM, VII (1912), 34.

- 174 A new Governor, Robert Eden, replaced Sharpe by a
commission dated 1 August 1768.

Eden was expected in Maryland

in the winter, at which time Boucher proposed to make another
push.

He thought Allen's abuse "has really render'd Me

popular," and would do him no harm with Eden.

Addison and

Dulany suggested that he get a letter in his behalf at home
[England]

in order to have himself named in England to the

new Governor to prevent his making a commitment before ar
riving in Maryland.

James did oblige him in this, but the

letters arrived too late to be useful, and indeed, would
have made no difference anyway.

Boucher had not seen the

Dulanys for almost a year, when he wrote 5 July 1769, so he
"stepped over w'th Mr. Addison, & waited there for Him [Eden]
three weeks.

In the meantime, the letters were waiting

for him at St. Mary's.

This was unfortunate, since Addison

and the Dulanys had asked him what success his enquiries at
home in England had met with, and he was unable to tell them.
Unfortunately also, the timing was even worse with
respect to his waiting for the Governor's arrival.

Eden

arrived the very day Boucher got back to St. Mary's, and he
did not hear of it for a week.

He hastily dispatched a

servant asking if, in view of the pending application for a
parish, he ought not to see the Governor.

Sharpe objected

to this, and Boucher, thinking him dedicated to helping him,
abided by his decision.

It would have made no difference in

any case, as Boucher soon realized.
Boucher's irritation at the delay was abated somewhat
by Addison's visit to him, displaying great concern for
Boucher.

Addison tried to placate Boucher, who considered

"^Boucher to James, 25 July

1769.

MHM, VIII (1913), 37.

- 175 himself affronted and wanted to present his position to the
public.

Addison dissuaded him from this step, suggesting

instead that he wait for a better opportunity.

Boucher did

write to Eden and complained of the treatment he had been
receiving, using the opportunity presented by forwarding
some verses he had written on the subject.

A copy of these

went to James also, asking him to "Tell me Honestly, if
They w'd do any where but in a Country where Poetry may yet
be consider'd only as an Exotic."^

Boucher admitted there

were two or three lines borrowed from The Triumph of Isis
by Professor Warton.

If Eden and the Dulanys thought them

passable, they were to be printed.
Boucher's chagrin was deepened by the fact that "a raw
Scotchman, whom I alone got recommended into orders," managed
to get the parish Boucher had so long had his eye on, "almost
the only one I really s'h have lik'd m

ye Province."

2

He

was referring to Magowan's induction at Herring Bay, which
Allen left when All Saints' became available at Bacon's
death.

Boucher said he suspected that Magowan, a total

stranger there, had paid for this favor to Mr. John Ridout,
the Provincial Secretary and good friend of Sharpe.

Sharpe,

questioned by either Addison or the Dulanys on this develoment, evaded further difficulties by countering that his
promise referred only to St. Anne's, which was not vacant.
Boucher's emergence an as important man in government
affairs was accelerated with the advent of Eden.

The new

Governor, Robert Eden (1741-1784), was the second son of

^Ibid., 39. Boucher was really not a poet.
It would
be more correct to say that he wrote verses, according to an
evaluation by a specialist in eighteenth century English
literature, Dr. A. C. Young of Rutgers University, 6 June
1966.
2Ibid.

- 176 Robert, third Baronet of West Auckland, and brother of
William, who became (in 1776) the First Lord of the Board of
Trade and Plantations and (in 1778) one of the Commissioners
sent to America to come to terms with the Americans.
In 1757, young Eden had been commissioned as Lieutenant
Fireworker in the Royal Artillery, and in May, 1758, had
transferred into the Coldstream Guards as an Ensign.

He had

seen active service in Germany, July, 1760, had been pro
moted successively to Lieutenant and to Captain, and had
finally retired from the army in July, 1768.
On 26 April 1765, Eden had married Caroline Calvert,
daughter of the fifth Lord Baltimore and brother of Frederick,
the profligate proprietor of Maryland in these pre-Revolutionary years, and destined to be the last Lord Baltimore.

It

probably surprised no one when Frederick nominated his
brother-in-law, Captain Robert Eden, now out of the army and
available, to the Crown to be appointed Governor of Maryland.
In June, 1768, Robert, his wife, and family had arrived
at Annapolis.

"Easy of access, courteous to all, and fasci

nating by his accomplishments," he received a friendly re
ception from the people generally.

His tenure of office

covered a particularly stormy time and his biographers in
general credit him with ruling with tact and wisdom until
1
forced to leave m 1776.
Under Eden's governorship, Boucher at last received
his long coveted appointment.

The following letter went

’'"The Rev. Robert Allan Eden, Some Historical Notes on
the Eden Family (London: Blades, East and Blades, 1907), 3739. See also Dr. Bernard Steiner, Life and Administration
of Sir Robert Eden (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1898), hereafter Robert Eden. Rosamond Beirne,
"Portrait of a Colonial Governor: Robert Eden," MHM,
XLV (1950).

- 177 to the Honorable Walter Dulany:
10 May 1770
Dear Sir:
Inclosed I return you Mr. Addisons Letters, to
whose Friend I propose giving this Parish;— I settled
with Mr. Edmiston.yesterday that he is to succeed
Mr. Craddock. When Mr. Addison was in Town first after
my Arrival, I promised him that Mr. Boucher should have
this Living on Edmiston's Removal, who would not accept
either of the Vacant ones on the Eastern Shore, or he
would have been here long ago.
May [I be]g you to take the Trouble of informing
this Gentleman of his Appointment, which I hope will
be to his Satisfaction, till such Time as it can be
bettered by the Addition of the School, or Removal to
a better Parish.
I am Sir
Your obedient hble Sevt.
(s) Robt. Eden1
Later, Robert Eden then wrote to Dulany to get Boucher's
2

Christian name m

order to hasten Boucher's induction.
3
Boucher was inducted 10 May 1770.
On 8 June 1770, he

wrote James of the "very material Altera’n" in his affairs,
having been in Annapolis since the first of June.

He was not

completely satisfied with the rather meager parish, commenting
that Mr. Allen, although contemptible, was in possession of
a parish " . . .

at least, worth £1300 sterl'g p'r Ann: &

w'c too in less than half a Score of Years, will certainly

^Maryland Archives, Proceedings and Acts of the As
sembly: 1769-1770 Appendix V, Governor Robert Eden to Walter
Dulany, 10 May 1770 (Baltimore: Maryland Historical Society,
1945), 466.
2

.

Eden to Walter Dulany [no date], Sir Robert Eden
Private Papers, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore.
3
Commission Book, Anne Arundel County 82: 241, Mary
land Historical Society, Baltimore.
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He recounted with satisfaction that

his appointment was, at last, of the Governor's own mere
will and pleasure

(a questionable conclusion), and that

Governor Eden had sent an Express for him and had made out
the Induction before he had arrived.

"I have din'd two or

three Times with Him, & rec'd many Marks of civility &
Politeness."
Boucher went on to say that he had hesitated much and
long about accepting it at all, and that considerations of
advantage had little weight with him.

It was probably a

meaner motive, resentful pride, he thought, that determined
his decision to take it.

He wanted to convince Allen that

he was not so insignificant as the latter had supposed
Boucher to be.
When Boucher wrote James, he was not certain what the
value of the St. Anne's living was, although Edmiston rated
it at £250 sterling and said it would increase.
it was a "certain Step to preferment."

2

However,

He expected to re

turn to Virginia for his harvest in two weeks of a pretty
large crop and to settle his affairs.

He did not expect to

move to Annapolis with his sister Jane and the family before
December, 1770.

With disarming candor, he told James that

he had more than one motive for this;

" . . . as I expect,

by this Means, to retain both Parishes; tho' they are above
100 Miles distant, & I have five navigable Rivers to cross
in traveling from one to the other."
A letter to James showed the rapid progress he had
made in the good graces of Governor Eden:

^Boucher to James, 8 June 1770. MHM, VIII (1913),
168-69. Note that this estimate is £300 over the £1,000
estimate of reliable sources.
2This would equal £380 of Maryland currency.

Ibid., 171.
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With respect to my future Expecta'ns, I flatter myself
They are well founded. The Governor seems fond of me,
and talks to and of me with Regard.'*'
Boucher presently wrote James that Eden was a:
. . . hearty, rattling, wild young Dog of an officer;
with, however, but one very bad symptom, which is, that
He has a sett of the arrantest Rascals around Him, for
his Court, I have ever met with.
I hope these were
palm'd upon Him by the Idiot Lord, his B ro'r in Law,
and not of his own chusing.
Boucher was pleased to note that Eden was a bit of a scholar
and knew Horace by heart:
In short, as was said of poor Charles, were He any
Thing but a Governor, He w'd be a very clever Fellow.
Years later, when Boucher wrote his Reminiscences, he
wrote a more detailed description of Eden, speaking of him
as a man of warmth and affection, whom it was impossible not
to love.

"With no other man did I ever live half so long in
3
habits of the most unreserved friendship and confidence."
Boucher found him handsome, lively, and sensible and in these
short years in Maryland, the foundation of an intimate family
friendship was laid that extended beyond Eden1s death and
into the next generation, since Frederick Morton Eden, Sir
Robert's first-born son, and Boucher were to become lifelong

''"Boucher to James, 25 Aug.
2

1770.

MHM, VIII (1913), 172.

Ibid., 173.

3
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 188. One indication of the
deep friendship between Eden and Boucher occurred in 1784.
Eden was in America trying to salvage some of his property,
when the deadline (March) for filing a Loyalist Claim in
Britain approached.
Boucher and the Rev. William Edmiston
went to a great deal of trouble to file the claim and assemble
the necessary testimonials.

- 180 friends.
Eden's habits of expense and dissipation,

"fatal to

his fortunes and his life, later," Boucher attributed to his
having been in the army.

The Governor unquestionably had

his follies and foibles.

He was always in debt, in spite of

his income of three or four thousand pounds.

As a matter of

fact, Boucher signed a note as security for Eden to an heir
of Frederick Calvert, Lord Baltimore, in the amount of £1200.
The note was held by Henry Harford, the illegitimate son of
Frederick Calvert, the sixth Lord Baltimore.

After Robert

Eden's death in America in 1784, Harford called on Boucher
for payment of the principal and interest.

Eden had returned

to America to salvage what he could of his property, con
tracted Yellow Fever, and died.
Payment of the Eden note was very embarrassing for
Boucher because of his own circumstances.

He had lost all

of his American property and was not in a liquid financial
position.

Boucher was obliged to borrow £l,000 in order to

pay Harford, who accepted that much in lieu of the whole sum.
The Eden family never assisted him in this, "great and power
ful as they all were," Boucher commented later in the Remi1
niscences.
Although Boucher thought Eden a bad politician,

"not

sufficiently steady and firm," as he expressed it, and did
not respect his personal habits of immoderation and debt,
they "were constantly together, whenever we could —
when we could not, we constantly wrote to each other.
2

men equalled him in letter-writing."

1Ibid.
2Ibid., 67, 68, 188.

and
Few

It is obvious that

- 181 they often dined together,, and later, on one of the two oc
casions when Boucher was apprehended by the Committee of
Safety, he was found at Governor Eden's.

Eden had had ad

vance warning of what was coming, and had been trying to
persuade Boucher to flee.

Finally, Eden, after 1776, tried

in every way to be helpful to Boucher in re-establishing
himself in England as an exile."*"
Boucher, on his part, performed numerous services for
the Governor.

According to Boucher, he aided Eden in

drafting legislation, wrote all the Governor's speeches and
messages, and drew up some important Council papers.

Without

a post of any kind, nor with any prospect of having one,
Boucher thought he was in fact the most efficient person in
the administration of the government.

Furthermore, he stated

that the management of the Assembly was left to him:
. . . hardly a Bill was brought in which I did not
either draw or at least revise, and either got it
passed or rejected.
It is not necessary here to set
down how such things are done: they were done in that
Provincial Assembly; and I have not a doubt but that

The standard biography of Eden by Bernard C. Steiner,
previously cited, is surprisingly silent about Boucher. Much
that Boucher did for Eden with respect to provincial govern
ment was "behind the scenes," but Eden's letters to Dartmouth
are revealing and are acceptable evidence of Eden's high re
gard for him and for his role as his sometime confidential
secretary. When Boucher sailed for England in 1775, Eden
wrote letters to Lord
Dartmouth and to the Bishop of Bangor,
in which he said: "He
[Boucher] has ever been a firm supporter
of the Church as well
as of the Government and being particu
larly connected with me, can communicate to Your Lordship the
Principal occurences in this province for some time past;
and knows very well every thing relative to all the great
Men in Virginia.
He is a very sensible and intelligent Man,
meriting the Patronage of Government to which he is steadily
attached and your Lordship will find his Abilities very
usefull [sic]." Robert Eden to Lord Dartmouth, Annapolis,
27 Aug. 1775.

- 182 they are done in the same manner and by the same means
in the British Parliament.
Certainly one had to be trusted as a loyal and devoted
servant of the government in order to serve in such a ca
pacity.

Although this is Boucher's word on the subject, it

is easy to demonstrate that such might well have been his
role.

Certainly he was in Eden's confidence on a number of

affairs, one of them being the suspenseful situation de
veloping as a result of the death of Frederick Calvert, Lord
Baltimore.

In 1772, Boucher was writing lengthy details of

the situation as Eden found it.

The crux of the matter was,

of course, whether or not Eden would inherit the province as
proprietor.

One difficulty Boucher pointed out to Washington,

was whether the proprietary was or was not entailed
and if so, whether it was willable or not.

The Assembly,

because of this crisis, had been prorogued until late March.
When Boucher wrote again in March, 1772, he had seen an
abstract of the will of Baltimore, which must have been read
with Eden's permission.

Boucher was sympathetic.

A will

made in Venice fifteen months before Baltimore's death was
to stand; two wills that he had left in England were re
manded and destroyed.

Mrs. Eden, Frederick's sister and

Robert Eden's wife, was to get £10,000 as was another sister,
thereby releasing all claim to the province.

Robert Eden,

along with others, was to get £1500 and an additional £100
per annum.

The Province went to Henry Harford, Baltimore's

thirteen year old illegitimate son.
Boucher was with Eden when he received the copy of the
will and Eden resolved to try to overturn it, finding prece
dents in the case of the Duke of Athol with respect to the

"^Bouchier, Reminiscences, 92-93.

- 183 Isle of Man.1

Apparently, Robert had been persuaded to give

up his army career, with the ultimate prospect of the pro
prietorship and so had Mrs. Eden come to America, somewhat
reluctantly, for this prospect.

In any case, the whole epi

sode is of interest at this point only in that it is fairly
good evidence that Boucher and Eden were on terms of con
siderable confidence.
After Eden returned to England, in 1776, he sent his
younger son to Boucher as a pupil, which was most helpful
in attracting the young scions of other aristocratic families.
After Eden's death, Boucher made a trip to Europe and travel
led for a short time in the company of Eden's widow.
The connection with Eden, instead "of all those ad
vantages both public and private which [it] seemed to hold out
to me, became the source of infinite disadvantage to me," he
wrote years later.

This was to a great extent true.

It

marked him as a government man, yet gave him no overt privi
leges (except possibly on his western land speculations).
In the rebellious years of 1774 and 1775, this friendship
considerably narrowed his sphere of influence.
Yet Boucher's first few months in Annapolis were hardly
auspicious ones.

His first action as an Anglican priest in

Maryland managed to irritate both Eden and the Dulanys to
the point that neither of them would speak to him for six
months.

The occasion was a petition for a Bishop in America

emanating from a Convention of the clergy of Maryland,
chiefly through Boucher's instigation.

The affair had a

great ripple effect, extending far beyond the incident itself,
and requires some background in the events in the colonies
as well as in Virginia and Maryland, with respect to an

1Boucher to Washington, Ford , ed., Letters, 36.

- 184 American bishopric.1

Boucher always thought that the contro

versy had elements so critical as to be a major cause of the
Revolution.

With this opinion, the twentieth century his-

ton a n , Carl Bridenbaugh, agrees.

2

As the reader is aware, Boucher had not been an ardent
Churchman in England, and had more or less "backed into" his
career through fortuitous circumstances in Virginia in 1762.
Even after his ordination, he had had some serious doubts
about the doctrine of the Trinity, and had not read the
Athanasian Creed more than a few times for a period of years,
during this time of questioning and uneasiness.

But by 1770,

he evidently developed some fervor for his calling and wrote
the following to James:
. . . I heartily pray God to defend this our Established
Church, which, with all her Imperfections, I will still
maintain it, is ye Glory of ye Reforma'n.
The subject of an American bishopric was emotionally
charged with historical grievances, passions, suspicions,
4
fears, bitterness, and hatreds.
The long view of this
controversy, or bitter contest, was not just run-of-the-mill
religious strife; it was a cultural battle between the dis
senting bodies who were already entrenched in New England
and superior in numbers, and the Church of England.

The

Anglicans were fewer in numbers, new, and somewhat super
cilious about the Nonconformists,

"those republican boors."

The Dissenters labelled the Anglicans "High Church men" and

1Bouchier, Reminiscences, 65.
2

Bridenbaugh, Mitre and Sceptre, See Preface.

"^Boucher to James, 25 Aug.
4

1770.

MHM, VIII (1913) , 174.

.
.
.
For this account, I am indebted to Bridenbaugh, Mitre
and Sceptre, Preface.

- 185 "Jacobites."

The Anglican desire for the completion of their

Episcopal organization here in America was based on a real
need for supervision, as well as for fulfillment of tradition and
elimination of the long voyage to England for ordination; all
good and sufficient reasons.
Henry Caner, writing to Archbishop Seeker expressed it
clearly:
We are a rope of sand. There is no union, no authority
among us; we cannot even summon a Convention for United
Counsell and advice, while the Dissenting Ministers
have their Monthly, Quarterly, and Annual Associations,
Conventions, etc. to advise, assist, and support each
other in many Measures which they shall think proper to
enter into.^
Objections to an American bishop stemmed primarily from the
fear of eventually losing the religious liberties the Congregationalists and Presbyterians had inherited from their
forefathers who had

won them dearly.

This opinion, expressed

by Bridenbaugh, is nowhere more succintly stated than in the
Preface to Jonathan Mayhew's published Sermon:
People have no security against being unmercifully
priest-ridden but by keeping all imperious bishops,
and other clergymen who love to lord it over God's
heritage, from getting their feet into the stirrup at
at all.2

Henry Caner to Archbishop Seeker, 7 Jan.
1763, in
William Stevens Perry, ed. Historical Collections Relating
to the American Colonial Church (5 vols.; Hartford:
Church
Press Co., 1870-1878), III, 489-91.
2

Jonathan Mayhew, A Discourse, Concerning Unlimited
Submission and Non Resistance to the Higher Powers; with some
Reflections on the Resistance Made to King Charles I.
And
on the Anniversary of His Death; in which the Mysterious
Doctrine of that Prince's Saintship and Martyrdom is Unriddled
(Boston: Reprinted by Hall and Goss, 1818). Preached on 30
January 1750. Rare Book Room, Library of Congress, hereafter
referred to as L.C. Hereafter referred to as A Discourse.

- 186 Almost from the time when Henry Compton, Bishop of
London, sent the first Commissary, John Blair, to America
in 1688, efforts were made to introduce a native episcopate
to take over his American jurisdiction.

The plan was pursued

more or less constantly,until the War of Independence.

It

had been purely a spiritual concern at first, but became in
extricably involved in the political history of both Britain
and America.

A newspaper controversy of 1768-1769 is indica

tive of the religious-political connection, and so is the
fact that prominent men such as William Livingston, John
Dickinson, and Roger Sherman took part in the agitation.
John Adams, who was not concerned in the affair at the time,
nevertheless said later that the episcopal question had been
important in the closing days of American colonial history."*"
This contest over an American episcopate went on for
literally decades, eliciting some excellent writing and some
of the worst qualities in men.
suade Dissenters that the

The Anglican efforts to dis

formers' motives were non—political

and pure were never believed.

Men of the cloth in both camps

indulged in very un-Christian conduct for what they considered
a good purpose.

It involved "intrigue, misrepresentation,
2

outright lying, and character assassination."

Dissenters

predicted that the arrival of bishops would mean violence,
and they meant it.

The eighty-five year long struggle for

power between two religious bodies was to end only with inde
pendence for America.
The shifting of American thought that produced the

"*"Arthur Lyon Cross, The Anglican Episcopate and the
American Colonies (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1902),
268.
2

...

Bridenbaugh, Mitre and Sceptre, x m .

- 187 American Revolution, as Bridenbaugh and Bailyn conceive it,
was one that occurred in a religious atmosphere, not so
deeply pious as the seventeenth century, but still much more
religious than our contemporary secular society finds
easy to envision.1

In our society, which is rapidly moving

toward greater secularization, it is increasingly difficult
to realize that the Age of Enlightenment was still one of
rather deep religious faith.
John Adams view this controversy looking back over
the years and set his opinions down in letters to Jedidiah
Morse, H. Niles, William Tudor, and Benjamin Rush.

To Niles

he wrote that the plan for an American episcopate spread a
universal alarm against the authority of Parliament, ex
citing a general and just apprehension that bishops, dioceses,
churches,

priests, and tithes were to

by Parliament.

beimposed

on America

It was known that:

. . . neither King, Ministry, nor Parliament could
appoint bishops in America without an Act of Parliament
and if Parliament could tax us,
they could establish
the Church of England with all its creeds, articles,
tests, ceremonies, and tithes, and prohibit all other
churches as conventicles and schism shops.^
A bishop in America would have larger sums of money at
his disposal than the S.P.G., he would work hand-in-hand with
the royal governors and Crown officials to promote the Church,
and would have the powerful influence of the British govern-

1Bailyn, Pamphlets. See the valuable and lengthy essay
preceding the edited pamphlets, in which he discusses the
intellectual character of the Revolution and the peculiarly
American conception of reality which convinced them that
tyranny was afoot and liberty must be protected by fighting.
2
Adams to Hezekiah Niles, 13 Feb. 1818.

- 188 ment behind them.

Congregationalists and Presbyterians were

steeled against such an event.
Long afterward, John Adams wrote to Jedidiah Morse in
the same vein:
Where is the man to be found at this day, when we see
Methodistical bishops, bishops of the Church of England
and bishops, archbishops, and Jesuits of the church of
Rome,, with indifference, who will believe that the
apprehension of Episcopacy contributed fifty years ago
as much as any other cause, to arouse the attention,
not only of the inquiring mind, but of the common
people, and urge them to close thinking on the consti
tutional authority of parliament over the colonies?
This, nevertheless, was a fact as certain as any in
the history of North America. The objection was not
merely to the office of a bishop, though even that was
dreaded, but to the authority of parliament, on which
it must be founded . . . if parliament can erect dio
ceses and appoint bishops, they may introduce the whole
hierarchy, establish tithes, forbid marriages and^
funerals, establish religions, forbid dissenters.
Adams was in agreement with Peter Oliver, who with
Adams dated the beginning of the Revolution in Massachusetts
from 1761.

2

It is startling to note the parallel m

interpretation of these two men.

the

Both view the arousing of

Otis's Black Regiment, the dissenting clergy, as the key to
the capture of public opinion, and a crucial factor in the
growing crisis.

■\lohn Adams, Works, Charles Francis Adams, ed.
Boston: Little, Brown, 1850-1856), X, 185.
2

(10 vols

Adair and Schutz, ed., Peter Oliver's Origin &
Progress of the American Rebellion. This work, originally
written in 1781, remained unpublished until the appearance
of the Adair-Schutz edition. They both dated the Revolution
from 1761, but for different reasons. Adams's date of 1761
refers to the significance of Otis's opposition to the Writs
of Assistance.
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Actually, the stage was set for this New England cleri
cal opposition long before 1761, and is symbolized by Jonathan
Mayhew's famous sermon on Non-resistance of 1750, the high
point in the writing of the earlier efforts of the Congrer
gational clergy . 1

By 17,65 and the Stamp Act, the political

principles of the Anglicans were sharply demarcated for the
first time from those of the Congregationalists.

Nearly all

of the New England Anglican clergy urged Non-resistance to
the Stamp Act.

It was the first great test of loyalty.

Un

popular as it was with the great majority of colonists, it
was still the law of the land for a year following March,
1765.

In pews of the Anglican priests sat governors, Crown

officials, influential and wealthy loyalists,

"to whom the

weekly prayers for the King and royal family were more than
2

a necessary formality."

Since the Anglican clergy for the

most part received their salaries from England and all were
in close touch with either the S.P.G. or the Bishop of London,
it was to England and the English government that they looked
for protection and aid, security, and prestige.

It was un

fortunate that these agents of England's State Church were
forced to a test of loyalty on a measure as unpopular as the
Stamp Act.

Many thought the Stamp Act spoiled what little

chance there had been for an American episcopate.

Samuel

Johnson wrote his opinion to Bishop Seeker in 1765:
These people will stick at nothing to gain their point.
It seems they make gentlemen believe that nineteen
twentieths of America are wholly against it themselves,
and that it would make a more dangerous clamor and dis-

Mayhew, A Discourse.
2
Richard James Hooker, "The Anglican Church and the
American Revolution," Unpublished doctoral dissertation (Uni
versity of Chicago, 1943), 35.

- 190 content than the Stamp Act itself, than which nothing
can be more false. Had it been done last spring (when
the dissenters themselves expected nothing else), and
the Stamp Act postponed till the next, it would have
been but a nine-day's wonder, nor do I believe one-half
of the people of America would have been much, if at
all, uneasy about it.^*
Seeker agreed, expressing his opinion of the situation
from the other side of the Atlantic in 1776:
It is very probable, that a Bishop of Bishops would
have been quietly received in America before the Stamp
Act was passed here. But it is certain that we could
get no permission here to send one. Earnest and con
tinued endeavors have been used with our successive
ministers, but without obtaining more than promises
to consider and confer about the matter, which promises
have never been fulfilled. . . . Of late indeed it hath
not been prudent to do anything unless at Q u e b e c . ^
The reader will recall that Boucher had agreed with the
objections of the colonists on the evils of the Stamp Act,
although he expressed his opinion only to James as far as can
be determined from the evidence.

That was in 1765 and he

explained it many years later as follows:
Contented to swim with the stream, . . . I embraced
those doctrines which are most flattering to human
pride, and most natural to a youthful mind.
I thought
it a noble thing both to be free myself and to leave
liberty to my children. And mistaking the imposter
Licentiousness, the enemy of law, for that consti
tutional liberty, the child of law, and its surest de
fence, I joined a giddy and dangerous multitude in
declaiming, as loud as the loudest in behalf of liberty
and against tyranny.
I too bowed at the altar of
Liberty, and sacrificed to this idol of our groves

'''Cross, Anglican Episcopate, 252.
2

Ibid.

Seeker to Johnson, 31 July 1776.

3
Boucher, A View, 590.

- 191 In 1767, he had warm, even glowing, praise for the
Americans in the Non-importation efforts following the Townshend Acts of 1767.

But by 1770, he was beginning to have

some qualms about this tendency toward undermining government
which he foresaw might go farther than anyone originally
intended.
Such was the general situation in America and New
England, but what of Maryland?

The predominance of Angli

canism in Maryland was a product of the Glorious Revolution.
That crisis ushered in thirty years of political change during
which Catholicism was demoted from power to special disability,
and Protestantism assumed the preferred place, as it was
elsewhere in the British world.

Before 1692, the Church of

of England had been extremely weak, with only four clergymen
present in Maryland.

Thus the eighteenth century in Maryland

is distinguished from the seventeenth by the end of the influ
ence of Catholicism which had previously made it a unique
colony in America.
The nature of the Established Church was conservative.
The clergy, whose appointments were received by the authority
of the lord proprietor and often personally selected by him
(as the case of Benedict Allen illustrated), were required to
pray for him, and for the Governor and Council of the province
at every service.

Baltimore intended the Church to be a

"moral cement," binding the loyalty of the people of Maryland.
In teaching, the specific duty of the clergy was to persuade
the people to conformity and to resist dissent and atheism.
Naturally, the Established Church enjoyed advantages
over other faiths, and there were many in Maryland between
1763 and 1783.

In Anne Arundel County, in which was located

Annapolis, the county seat and provincial capital, there were,
nine churches, of which five were Episcopal.

In Prince

- 192 George's County (to which Boucher moved in 1771) there were
eight churches, of which three were Episcopalian.

In all of

Maryland, serving a population of 250,000 at the outbreak of
the Revolution, there were the following churches . 1
Baptist
Catholic
Dutch Reformed
Episcopalian
German Baptist
German Reformed
Lutheran
Methodist
Menonnite
Moravian
Presbyterian
Quaker

4
31
2

52
5
17
19
30
1
1
20
20

Besides prestige, the clergy had assured incomes from
the poll tax fixed in the Act of Establishment, and were better
off than the clergy in England which had to collect the tithe
there themselves.

The Anglican Church had increased sixfold

in its first thirty years in Maryland, to about twenty-five
parishes.

By the end of the colonial period, the

had increased to forty-four.

2

Churches

But the important point is that

the rapid growth was less than in proportion to the population.
The Anglican population, estimated by the S.P.G. at the be
ginning of the eighteenth century, was twenty thousand.
Scandals such as those referred to at the beginning of
this chapter, led to various plans of reform; sometimes by
vestrymen, sometimes by the Assembly seeking to establish a
lay court with power to discipline the clergy.

The problem

Zuma Zeda Smith, "Status of Churches in Maryland in
1763-1783." Unpublished doctoral dissertation (University of
Chicago, 1924), 32-35. Note her Episcopalian Church total
disagrees with that of Perry. See next paragraph.
2
William Stevens Perry, Collections, IV, 34.

- 193 was that both proposals, parochial and statutory, would have
infringed on the prerogative of Lord Baltimore, and both
failed.

Proprietary rights opposed even the authority of a

Commissary representing the Bishop of London.

The last man

to hold the position was precluded from visits after 17 31
and resigned in 17 34.

There were no reform movements after

that until a decade before the Revolution, instead the Mary
land Church remained the pawn of Lord Baltimore.
In addition to these inherent difficulties, the en
croachments of rationalism and deism had a devastating effect
on the Church of England everywhere.

"Religion among us

seems to wear the face of the country, part moderately culti
vated, the greater part wild and savage," the very competent
Thomas Bacon, Rector of All Saints' Parish, commented in 1750.
From the standpoint of administration alone, had politics
not been so irrevocably entwined, almost anyone could have
conceded the need of supervision on the premises for the
Established Church.
Boucher was not long in espousing the American bishop
cause.

He first wrote of Myles Cooper, President of King's

College in New York, on 4 July 1767, from St. Mary's in
Virginia; telling James that Cooper had been at Annapolis
about a month ago with "one McLean, a Clergyman from East
J e r s e y . H i s business there was to learn the opinions of
the clergy and others with regard to a bishop being sent to
America.

Although Boucher reported that Cooper was treated

with much respect and courtesy and his contacts were much
taken with that gentleman, Boucher doubted that he had met
with much encouragement according to a conversation he had
heard on the subject.

^Boucher to James, 4 July 1767.

MHM, VII (1912), 350.

- 194 For several years after the 1767 visit of Chandler,
Cooper, and McLean, the Maryland clergy took no active part
in the episcopate question.

As a matter of fact, even their

right to gather in convention was expressly forbidden by
instructions of Lord Baltimore . 1

Late in 1769, however,

they received permission to meet in order to form a Society
for the Relief of Widows and Orphans of the Episcopal Clergy,
which the New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania clergy had
already done.

The Maryland clergy had petitioned Governor

Eden for a charter to form the new organization.

Eden had

replied favorably, since he felt sure Lord Baltimore would
allow him to grant the request.

2

We know from the pages of the Virginia Gazette that
Boucher had been a member of the Board of Trustees of this
same type of organization in Virginia, so it is no surprise
to find that he actively engaged himself in the formation of
this organization in Maryland.

In July, 1770, just a month

after Boucher had settled himself (although not his entire
family) in Annapolis, eight of the Maryland clergy met to see
if the charter had arrived from England.

When Eden told them

it was expected any day, the clergy remained together and
discussed an American episcopate.

They seemed to have made

good use of this hitherto forbidden opportunity to meet in
convention.

They resolved, unanimously, to address petitions

for bishops to the King, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the
Bishop of London, and Lord Baltimore.
Eden was also presented with a similar petition, re

1Thomas J. Clagett to Bishop of London, 20 Sept.
Perry, Collections, IV, 341.

1769.

^Records of the Clergy of Maryland, 1695-1773, 205-207.
Maryland Diocesan Library.

- 195 questing his interest, but the Governor refused to admit that
the petition was an act of the whole clergy of Maryland, and
told them instead that "as an American episcopate must be
attended with, very many and very important consequences" he
would lay it before the House of Representatives.

This was

very embarrassing to the clergy, for they had mentioned the
Assembly in the petition with some disrespect.
The clerics involved also sent a circular letter to the
other clergy of the province requesting permission to put
their names on the petitions to be sent to England.

Ac

cording to a letter sent by the General Convention of the
Connecticut Association and the Synod of New York and Phila
delphia to Jasper Mauduit, a leading American dissenter in
London, they obtained this permission "from a great number
without knowing all that was in the petitions.""*'

And in fact,

ten of those who signed the petitions later complained to
Eden that signatures had been obtained from a great number of
clergymen without their knowing all that was involved.
Eden told the petitioners that "the Livings in Maryland
were Donatives, and stood in no need of the aid of Episcopacy,
etc."

Eden's argument was a dubious one— as a matter of

record, the term "donative" means a church expressly given to
the people by a private party, such as a chapel, which then
was outside the jurisdiction of the episcopacy.

Inasmuch as

Baltimore had given no churches to the Marylanders, and they
had built them with their own funds, they were not technically

■\john Rodgers to Jasper Mauduit, Norwalk, 5 Sept. 1771.
Minutes of General Convention, 33. It is apparent that the
dissenting clergy kept close watch over developments in
America and in England on the subject of a resident bishop
in America.

- 196 donatives.
The Governor's remonstrance did not deter the clergy.
They withheld the addresses for a time, then sent them to
England without Eden's permission.

It is clear from Boucher's

own account that he had a large part in sending off the ad
dresses.^"

This was his first action in Maryland, assisting

the Convention of the clergy, and as already observed, it
"gave great offence."

But Boucher thought he was doing no

more than his duty, and he "could make no concessions" on
the matter.
A Mr. Wormely of Virginia presently attempted to mediate
in the affair and there were some mutual explanations.
Boucher's statement was a key to the man's sense of principle.
He was seldom overwhelmed by authority of men, even though
they might be Dulanys or Edens.

And now he insisted that he

had more reason to be offended than they had.

"...

what

ever deference he owed to them for past favors, or interest
in future ones, he could allow no man to dictate to him in
2

matters of duty."

This hard core of conviction that held

him to his principles and concept of duty without fear of
any man was prophetic of his stand against Washington and
the patriots in 1775.
It is safe to conclude that the Dulanys and Eden re
spected him for his position, for in a short time they made
him an offer of a better parish, while as already observed,
Governor Eden and he became close friends in the next few
years.
Myles Cooper, President of King's College in New York,

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 65.
2

Ibid.

- 197 on a trip into the Southern counties again, found the Mary
land clergy really zealous in the episcopate cause, with a
number of them actually willing to contribute to its support.
However, the Congregationalists and Presbyterians capitalized
on the fact that even where Anglicanism was strongest, there
was no great desire for an American episcopate.

There was

never more than a small minority of the Anglican clergy who
spoke openly in its favor, but Boucher was one of these.
Sometime in 1770, Boucher was invited to preach on the
subject in Carolina County, Virginia, and in this nfasterful
sermon, "On the American Episcopate" he summed up quite well
his views on the question, the arguments of the opposition,
and his counter-arguments.^
Boucher began with a brief history of the movement,
noting that Charles II in the mid-16001s had made out a
patent for the appointment of a bishop of Virginia, but it
had remained unsigned when the King died.

Exertions since

then had been languid on the part of British government, as
the opposition had become more vehement.

Never, Boucher

said, had he seen a measure "so harmless, so necessary, and
so salutary, resisted and defeated" on what he considered
grounds so frivolous, so unwise, and so unjust."

What was

more, he abhorred the fact that the British government al
lowed itself to be so dictated to and overawed in this par
ticular situation.

It was a striking instance, he thought,

of one part of a community being allowed to wrong another
on mere surmises and suspicions and without provocation.
Boucher considered Parliament inconsistent in its loyalty

^Boucher, Sermon, "On the American Episcopate," A
View, 92. The discussion from this point on, unless other
wise stated, is from this sermon.
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to the State and not to the Church and guilty of acting like
Dissenters.
He took note of the Virginia request for a bishop and
the fact that four members of the clergy had opposed it, for
which the House of Burgesses had rendered the dissenting
four their collective thanks.

Boucher in rebuttal asserted

that the vote had been recorded in a thin house, taken by
surprise.
Boucher dealt in a systematic fashion with the concept
of an American bishop, prefacing his explanation with a
fervent, "God Forbid any of us should live to see the day
when we may be convinced of the truth of King James' maxim
—

'No bishop, no king.'"

He saw quite well the relationship

of the colonial attitude to a bishop, and to monarchical
government:

"A levelling republican spirit in the Church

naturally leads to republicanism in the State."

He made a

plea for tradition, observing that the functions of bishops
were ordination and confirmation, offices purely episcopal,
and in no well-ordered church were these ever administered
by any one under the rank of a bishop.

They were to govern

the clergy and serve as intermediate links to connect the
clergy with the legislative or executive power.
The lack of ordination power in America Boucher con
sidered an infringement of religious liberty, depriving
Churchmen of an indulgence and advantage which was not with
held from Dissenters:
That an
liberal
herself
history

established Church, which gives such ample and
toleration to sectaries of every name, should
not be tolerated, is a phenomenon in political
peculiar to the American world.

When Boucher edited this sermon for publication in 1797, he
added that this situation was without parallel in the whole
Christian world.

He thought granting tolerance, without

- 199 internal arrangements and provision for the continuity of
Anglican worship was but a mockery.

"Such is the state of

our Church in the colonies," he bemoaned,

"maimed, . . .

lopt of episcopacy, an effective part of its constitution."
Boucher tried to analyze the fear of an institution so
innocuous that only a few persons would be vested with au
thority to ordain priests, to confirm youth, and to visit
their own clergy.

How could two or three persons, restrained

to their spiritual functions, be dangerous to any one, in
what, or to whom?

How could they possibly molest any one in

their religious concerns, invade the right or jurisdiction
of magistrates, infringe the liberties of the people, or
weaken the fidelity of the colonies to his Majesty?"*The lack of jurisdiction made Anglican clergy subject
to the charge of being under no law and no control and put
them constantly under the threat of subjection to the juris
diction of lay-courts in matters that should be purely
spiritual.

What they wanted was a constitutional jurisdiction.

This lack of ordination power was leading to an increasing
number of Dissenters and itinerant preachers, and proselytes
were made chiefly in parishes that had long lain vacant or
where the incumbent priest was old and infirm, unequal to
his duties, or incompetent.
Boucher doubted that there would ever be curates in
America as there were in England, instead young priests could
officiate as deacons, fill vacant places, and so eliminate
the necessity for resorting to conventicle or field-preachers.
Withholding such personnel from the American Church of England

^In this discussion, Boucher used quotations from Bishop
Ewer's sermon before the S.P.G. in 1767 which stated the of
ficial duties contemplated for the office of the American
bishop.
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Parliament was enduring calmly if not lending a helping hand
along the way.
Boucher's concluding thoughts on that Sunday are excel
lent supporting evidence for Bailyn's thesis on the Ameri
can's concept of reality as

a major cause of the American

Revolution:
. . . the minds of men are prepossessed and prejudiced
against it; and they view it through a false medium.
Designs are imputed to its advocates, which they utterly
disavow: and any general opposition, however disingenu
ous and illiberal, israrely without effect. We are
called upon to defend what we propose, by answering
objections which lie against what we do not propose.
Those who have brought us into this dilemma, have not
done so without design. They know how much easier it
is fairly to meet and reply to a matter of fact, than
it is to argue, in an endless round, against suspicions
and surmises.^On the succeeding Sunday, Boucher endeavored to meet
the criticism of some of his listeners that he had not at
tempted to prove the divine authority of episcopacy, insinu
ating that such a doctrine was incapable of proof.
devoted some time to this approach.

Boucher

His line of reasoning

had been constitutional, and he resorted to the religious
argument only at the prompting of his audience.

His theme

was that the title died, but not the office, and bishops were
the descendants of the original twelve apostles.
However, he did not stick to this theme, but instead
used a considerable amount of time in this second sermon to
answer specific arguments of the colonists against an Ameri
can bishop.

An American episcopacy would not include juris

diction over other colonies unless the clergy of the latter

"''Boucher, "On the American Episcopate," A View, 116.
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Also the jurisdiction would include

only the clergy of the Church of England.

To the argument

that such an institution was contrary to the natural rights
and fundamental laws of the colonies, Boucher replied that
it was a malicious suspicion, devoid of all probability, and
gave a flat denial, "not improper to an unproved assertion."
In short, the aim of the Anglican clergy was only for
an "episcopate purely primitive; with jurisdiction only over
the clergy and not clogged with civil power of any kind."
Boucher thought this should be more agreeable to the laity
of all colonies, and more serviceable to religion.

This

would be in line with the Church's attempt to withdraw from
the ancient jurisdiction in ecclesiastic matters.

An Ameri

can bishop would be no real departure from the past.

George I

had granted a commission, renewed by George II, to the Bishop
of London to put the clergy in America under the jurisdiction
of that bishop.

Before that, the American clergy had been

annexed to no particular diocese.

Thus, Boucher pointed out,

to have an American bishop required no more of George III
than his royal grandfather and great-grandfather had granted.
There was really no difference between granting certain
powers to the Bishop of London and granting those same powers
to an American bishop, except that the American bishop would
be better able to carry them into execution.
The Church of England scheme of church government was
the most moderate in the world, Boucher thought, and there
was no more connection between episcopacy and tyranny than
between independence or any other popular scheme of re
ligious liberty.

"Tyranny springs not so much from the

- 202 office, as it does from the man in office," Boucher contended.
There was a need to be at pains to guard against possible
abuses, and the clergy recognized that it ought to be more
within the reach of the law than the rest of the community.
The Church Establishment had made its clergy excel those of
other parts of the world because it encouraged learning.
Sending more American sons into the service of the Church
could only have good effects for the community-at-large in
America, he pointed out.

Perhaps he weakened his argument

to some extent when he added:
But even were it otherwise if there were peerages,
power, and preferment of the suffragan kind why all
this alarm and outcry? In England prelatical power
has never been objected to, except by those who meant
to destroy it, if it was thought to stand in the way
of ultimate purpose to destroy the State.^
As it was pointed out in a previous paragraph on the
New England controversy over an American bishopric, it was
often asserted seriously that an arrival here of an American
bishop "may kindle a flame as may possibly put a period to
the British empire in America."

To this argument, Boucher

answered that it was a very common statement among public
men in America.

"Every law they did not like was unconsti

tutional, oppressive, tyrannical, the people were treated
as slaves, libery was destroyed, government was at an end,
etc."

Boucher thought that people were gradually "grained"

to regard their government as despots, and laws as mere arbi
trary decrees.

He did not see why America should be thrown

into such a state of alarm, merely to oppose a man, who was
neither desired nor expected to come with any but powers long
exercised by Commissaries who had proven themselves perfectly

1Ibid., 143.
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"How much more is meant by those who oppose [an

American bishop]

is best known to those who oppose."

Boucher appealed for a consideration of the question
on its own merits, and not as a party or faction issue.
all, he thought, quoting Clarendon,

After

"those who hated bishops

hated them worse than the devil; whilst those who loved them,
did not love them so well as their dinners . " 1

Boucher ad

mitted his discouragement, but prayed that there was still
hope:
. . . if these men of warm spirits, of whom chiefly
our parties are composed . . . refuse to listen to our
request, our fate is determined; the leading parties
in America will continue to misunderstand, misrep
resent, villify and thwart both the measure and its
advocates; and Government at home, by a most impolitic
and dangerous timidity, will continue to yield to their
seditious clamor what they refuse to our loyal reason.^
He could not fail to notice that men came to prominence
because of this issue.

Often, the opposition seemed insin

cere :
It by no means follows that episcopacy was thus opposed
from its having been thought by these trans-Atlantic
oppositionists as in any respect in itself proper to
be opposed: but it served to keep the public mind in
a state of ferment and effervescence; to make them
jealous and suspicious of all measures not brought
forward by demagogues; and, above all, to train and
habituate the people to opposition.^
It should be noted that his term "trans-Atlantic oppo
sitionists" is one used by Bridenbaugh in the subtitle of
Mitre and Sceptre, a book which stresses the great importance
of the Dissenting London Deputies in keeping this issue alive

1 Ibid., 144-45, footnote.
This remark was included
when he edited the Sermon in 1797.

2Ibid., 146.
3Ibid., 149.

- 204 and keeping the New England Congregationalists informed
through confidential sources every step of the way.

Boucher

sounds aware of this subtle, and not-so-subtle at times,
behind-the-scenes power at work.
Boucher concluded in retrospect, that the American oppo
sition to an episcopate was connected with later opposition
to civil government, but was not generally apparent at the
time.

In 1797, he thought it no longer disputable that the

controversy contributed not a little "to render the latter
successful."

The anti-episcopate leaders had won.

"Their

perfect union with their fellow labourers in the British
Parliament who laboured against any measure that seemed likely
to strengthen the hands of government," was the reason,
Boucher thought.

In spite of all the talk and all that was

written in America (notably the pamphlets of Charles Inglis
and Thomas Chandler, able proponents for a bishop here) there
was no action in England.

A reliable plan of support was

never presented to the government of England.

Another minor

cause of inaction was the awareness in England that in Mary
land and Virginia, where the Church was strongest, there was
little general enthusiasm.
Some major objections to an American episcopate were
psychological: the English conception of a bishop as an of
ficial of State with a large income from endowments, a palace,
coach, corps of servants, and a high style of living.

The

term recalled a vision of a dignitary serving the function
and having the status appropriate to an Established Church
in an ancient order . 1

It collided with the concept of a

1This account of the controversy may be found in
Addison, The Episcopal Church in the United States: 17891931, 55-56.
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"Why grant this to a lot of

raw colonials in a wood surrounded by Indians, or in a crude
town?

A few might enjoy it, but it would be inappropriate

to their level of culture," some Britons thought."*"
Although a major objection was psychological, the most
important reason was undoubtedly political.

On one side of

the Atlantic, Parliament was refusing to act because of
practical politics.

The persistent protests of the Dissenters

were important, for they were a powerful element in the
electorate.

2

The prevailing attitude was "we are having

enough trouble, why add fuel to the fire?"

It is clear that

Boucher was right about the duties envisioned for an American
bishop whenever episcopacy was requested.
provisos regarding limitations of power.

There really were
There were to be

no legal powers over the laity, no interference with the
power of government, no support of the bishopric by the State,
and no residency in colonies where Dissenters were in control.
But the pledges were never believed; they were considered by
the Congregationalists and Presbyterians to be mere lipservice.

The great importance to history of what people

firmly believe, whether it be true or not, is nowhere demon
strated more fully than in this eighty-five year long contro
versy.
Boucher, having concluded that the opposition was il
logical at best, and insincere at worst, seemed to be sup
ported by the evidence in America with regard to church af
fairs.

In 1797, he observed that " . . .

hardly was inde

pendence gained before episcopacy was applied for and ob

1

2

Ibid., 55.

Cross, The Anglican Episcopate. See also Addison,
The Episcopal Church in the United States: 1780-1931, 57.
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The same men so violently opposed, were the chief

promoters."

He concluded:

. . . those persons who in 1771 were vilified and perse
cuted for wishing to introduce an episcopacy were not
enemies of America. . . . May we not . . . hope, that
the time is not distant when the same judgment shall be
entertained of the same men and their conduct respecting
the revolution?
Boucher's effort in Maryland and Virginia on behalf of
the episcopate were noticed and rewarded by the conferring of
a Master's Degree, in 1771, by King's College in New York.
His account of his activities to James is almost perfunctory:
I think next Month to take a Tour to some of the
Northern Colonies, which I have not yet seen.
It is
thrown out to lure Me by the College of N. York (of
w'c Dr. Cooper whom you know, & who is a very honest
Fellow is President) where they offer Me a Master's
Degree; which I believe may entitle Me to be admitted
ad Eundem in one of the English Universities, shou'd
I ever go there, as you see now is not quite impossible.
I have lately been a good deal employ'd in sundry
Efforts towards ye Promo'n of an American Episcopate.
It is unhappily for us, exceedingly unpopular: & lest
it should not be so, much scandalous Pains are taken
by a Banditti of furious Dissenters in yonder mischiefmaking Northern Governin'ts. Do you talk or correspond
with any Body interested in this Matter? Your Oxford,
& its Bishop are our staunchest Friends:
Its Sister
Cambridge, & our pres't Diocesan, ye Bp. of London,
are suspected of being less warm in it than We think
it becomes them.
Shou'd We succeed, Cooper thinks it

'*'Boucher, "On the American Episcopate," A View, 515.
Boucher's plaintive hope went unfulfilled for more than
one hundred years, with the exception of that pioneer re
visionist, Lorenzo Sabine, in 1847. Sabine first challenged
the position typified by George Bancroft; then came the better
known work of Claude Van Tyne, in 1902, who went beyond Sabine
in rehabilitating the men of the lost cause of the Revolution.
Lorenzo Sabine, A Historical Essay on The Loyalists of the
American Revolution
(Springfield, Mass.: Walden Press, 1957).
Van Tyne, Loyalists.

- 207 by no means improbable, your Friend Rotherham may first
wear Lawn Sleeves, on this Side the Atlantic. Do you
now correspond with this excellent Writer? If You do,
and it might be with Propriety, I could wish Him to
stand forth in our Cause — or, at least, counsel Us
how to conduct it. It were a glorious Achievement.^
Boucher continued to work for the cause of an American
episcopacy and it is very likely that this effort cost him
many friends and lost him much influence when the crisis
of rebellion and independence approached.

What he gained in

prestigious Anglican friends and an honorary degree, was
offset by numerous enemies.

His logical arugments were lost

on even his Anglican colleagues in Virginia, most of whom
were not only less than lukewarm on this issue, but became
patriots in the cause of rebellion.

In spite of his lack of

success in America, he continued to interest himself in the
subject in England later, and corresponded with Seabury,
Skinner, and others.

In fact, in 1792, Seabury wrote Boucher

of affairs in the Church in America, lamenting that it was
increasing slowly, was too dependent on the people, who were
stingy and kept the clergy poor.

He discussed the probable

appointee to the position of Bishop of Canada, and gave
Boucher information on the situation in Maryland:
They have been sometime ago busy in Maryland about
electing a Bp for that State 7 lately I have heard
nothing of it. I would to God you was there, or at
least that they may get some good man to fill that
office.
It is a matter of more than common conse
quence, considering the uncertainty we are in re
specting Bishop M.
Seabury does not indicate who Bishop M. is, and refers
to him elsewhere in the letter in a negative way:

"^Boucher to James, 4 April 1771.

"With

MHM, VIII (1913),

77-78.
2
Samuel Seabury, Bishop of Connecticut, to Boucher.
2 Jan. 1792. MS.

- 208 regard to Bp. M. I have all along, and have still my fears.
Bp. White, I find is unacquainted with him, & seems to have
his apprehensions also."

It is apparent from this corre

spondence that Seabury respected Boucher's capabilities and
entrusted his private opinions on ecclesiastical matters to
him.

There is also evidence that had Chandler been perfectly

free to choose the man whom he believed most fit to be the
first Bishop of Nova Scotia, Boucher, not Charles Inglis,
would have had the appointment."^
There is no evidence that Boucher sought a bishopric
for himself when he worked for an American episcopate in the
Maryland years.

But it is quite likely that he might have

expected some such recognition for his effort in England.

On

one occasion, he told the Rev. James that if Eden were to re
turn to America he, Boucher, could have anything in Maryland
that he wanted.

There is a definite sense of expectancy

somehow in the letters written by Boucher to James while in
England that he expected some official recognition, particu
larly through the Bishop of Bangor, Eden's brother-in-law.
He also cultivated the Bishop of London quite likely with the
hope of something more than the living at Epsom in Surrey
which he eventually received.
He did serve as one of the two secretaries of the
S.P.G., but was destined never to be rewarded publicly by an
office for his long effort on behalf of the American episco
pate and the welfare of the post-war American Protestant
Episcopal Church.

1James S. M. Anderson, History of the Church of England,
in the Colonies and Foreign Dependencies of the British Empire
(London: Rivingstons, 1856), 469. Anderson makes this state
ment on "authority of some unpublished MS letters from Chandler
and others to Boucher" which were lent to him. I have not seen
these letters.

CHAPTER VIII

ANNAPOLIS:

"GENTEELIST TOWN IN AMERICA"

"The Genteelest town in America," Boucher wrote to
James

ofhis new home in Maryland, Annapolis.

in 1770,

It was here,

that Boucher seemed to have "blossomed."

He grew

more expansive, gave expression to his literary ability in a
variety of ways, and enlarged his social horizons consider
ably.

It is clear that Boucher found Eden and the Annapolis

society congenial and that his marriage to Eleanor Addison
in 1772 added to his sense of being a permanent resident in
America.

But within this Annapolitan context, Boucher will

emerge less a patriot than a Tory, although not quite the
"High Tory" of Parrington's writing.

It is too simple to

say that Boucher, like a chameleon or an opportunist, was a
patriot in Virginia and a Loyalist in Maryland.
To recreate the life of Boucher in these busy years
when he established himself as a man of affairs, knowledge
able on public business and fully accepted in the Maryland
elite, one ought to know Annapolis and its culture as it was
when Boucher arrived.
Annapolis, previously called Anne Arundel Town for the
wife of the third Lord Baltimore, was a port city located on
a peninsula at the mouth of the Severn River, where it
widened out into Chesapeake Bay.'*'

^See Map of Tidewater area. Appendix j. This is a
segment of the eastern section of a map, undated but later
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naval library and college that it has today; it was primarily
a city devoted to a life of action and outdoors.

The city

never rivaled Philadelphia in population or trade, but prided
herself on being called the "Bath of America," the home of
fashion, of wit, and of the art of living.^

Like most

backwoods pioneer towns that began with huts and changed to
frame dwellings, then brick, as the fortunes of the in
habitants improved, Annapolis was planned and laid out by
English gentlemen.

They stamped good taste and elegance

upon the little city from the beginning, with town houses
solidly built of red brick (imported at first from England),
with high red brick walls around gardens and box hedges that
were often terraced down to the water's edge.
The town had an unusual pattern.

A large circle with

a radius of 538 feet, laid out on the highest available local
elevation, was reserved for the government buildings.

West

of that, a smaller circle was set aside for the church.
both circles, streets radiated in all directions.

From

The

business section lay to the east of the State House and
sloped down to the harbor, with storehouses and long wharves.
West of the State House was the high road with shops and
homes of tradespeople.
The aristocratic flavor of the town was obvious in the
existence of Bloomsbury Square, a separate common for the

than 1719 and earlier than 1775, titled:
"New and Accurate
Map of the Province of Virginia in North America" from the
Burton Historical Collection, Detroit Public Library. The
town was re-named Annapolis for Princess Anne of Denmark in
1696. When she ascended the throne of England she took the
town under her patronage.
■'‘William Oliver Stevens, Annapolis: Anne Arundel's
Town (New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1937), 21. Hereafter
referred to as Annapolis.
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Streets had British names like

"Fleet" and "Duke of Gloucester."

Prince George's Street,

like the county in which Boucher lived from 1771 to 1775, was
named for the Danish husband of Queen Anne.

One endowed

school, King William's, existed as early as Governor Sharpe's
residency, the school that is now St. John's College.
A race track, a mile straightaway, ran along what later
became West Street, but in the eighteenth century probably
began just outside the city gates.
point of the horse-racing set.

This city was the focal

It drew patrons from long

distances, including Colonel George Washington, who regularly
made the journey in a coach from Mt. Vernon to attend the
Annapolis races and to bet.
An historian of Annapolis wrote later that,

"Not even

Kentucky in her horsiest days ever exceeded the enthusiasm
of Annapolitans for the t r a c k . G o v e r n o r Ogle had been such
an admirer of horses that he built his stables between his
house and the street.

Governor Tasker was a devoted of the

sport, while Governor Sharpe, also imported and bred race
horses.

The big races, with sizeable purses, began the first

week in October and the town became a rendezvous of fashion
for the opening of the social season.

Washington recorded

in his diaries for the years 1771, 1772, and 1773 that he
had visited the races, and letters of Boucher in 1771 refer
to four days in which Governor Eden, Benedict Calvert, and
Boucher crossed and recrossed the Potomac from Warburton to
Mt. Vernon, dining at Colonel Fairfax's Belvoir and with

^For the following description of Annapolis, I have
relied on Lady Edgar, A Colonial Governor in Maryland:
Horatio Sharpe and His Times: 1753-1773 (London: Longman's,
Green, and Co., 1912), 4-7.
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Washington found it convenient to lodge with

Boucher on occasion and to breakfast with him.

2

Hunting with hounds was popular in Maryland, from the
date of the first pack in 1650.

Cock-fighting attracted

many of the young men of Annapolis, just as in London, and
if that sport palled, there were bull-baitings.

For gentle

men at home on a horse, there were the Tournaments at which
youths tilted at rings hung out on high poles.

The greatest

number of rings on one's lance entitled the victor to choose
his favorite women as Queens of Love and Beauty.

This sport

died out in the city, but still flourished in rural Maryland
as late as 1937.
The ballroom, called the Assembly Room, stood on land
presented to the town by Benjamin Tasker, President of the
Council, and was much in use.

Probably no London event

turned out better-dressed women in the latest fashions than
these balls.

Brocades and velvets were much in evidence in

Annapolis society.

Coaches and four, coaches and six,

outriders, and liveried servants were not uncommon.
Hospitality in Annapolis and in the country houses was
lavish.

Rivers and bays were filled with fish, oysters, and

terrapin; the countryside swarmed with game, and the bouquet
of choice wines of Madeira, France, and Spain combined to
provide Annapolitan society with sumptuous fare.

From 1750

until the Revolution, the town was a center of fashion,
culture, and hospitality.

1Rosamond R. Beirne, "Governor Robert Eden," MHM, XLV
(1950), 163. This account of Annapolis is based on the
Beirne article, the Stevens' book, and the book on Sharpe
cited immediately above.
2

Worthington Chauncey Ford, ed., Washington (14 vols.;
New York; Putnams, 1889-93), II, 277.
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with great ceremony by Acting Governor Tasker in 175 2.

The

first playbill ever printed in America appeared in the Mary
land Gazette in July, 1752:
Valet.

The Busy Body and The Lying

There were some Shakespearean plays, and an oc

casional lecture on science.

A fine new theater was erected

in Annapolis in 1771, with its stalls regularly filled with
the "tobacco princes of the mansions." and distinguished
visitors.

The foot-lamps burned spermaceti oil.

For those

in the lower stratum of society, without sedan chairs with
coats of arms, there was the sport of their counterparts in
London or York: bowling.

Often they bowled in the dusty

streets in front of taverns.
All was not elegance, however. Consumers of their major
product, the Annapolitans spattered their streets, pews,
walks, fences, and doorsteps with the juice of the "sotweed. "

There were no sidewalks; rows of posts separated the

pedestrians from the vehicles.

Slops and kitchen water

drained into the streets.
The inns were primarily liquor shops, with floor rushes
crawling with fleas, and guests crowded in with one another,
bereft of clean linen and privacy, much like all of the inns
in colonial America.

"Ordinaries" did a good business, since

an appalling amount of heavy drinking was indulged in by both
upper and lower classes.

Formal dinners were marked by a

long string of toasts which one was obligated to drink.

When

the Stamp Act was repealed, the local papers of Maryland and
Virginia recorded the "illuminations" and balls to mark its
demise, along with twenty-one toasts including ones to King
George, to the Prince of Wales, the King of Prussia, the
navy, and "the eloquent majority" (presumably those in Parlia
ment who accomplished passage of the repeal).

Small wonder

- 214 that gentlemen were unashamed to be carried home drunk by
their servants.

A twenty-one glass salute to victory was no

mean test of capacity.
Jacky Custis, boarding with Boucher as a student, found
much to occupy himself in Annapolis with his gun, horse, and
sailboat.

His extracurricular expenses were high, and Boucher

did not underrate his own tutoring ability or his charges . 1
Apparently Boucher estimated expenses between £1,000 and
£1,200 for three years if Custis stayed in Virginia, a sum
which Boucher estimated would be enough for Custis for the
Grand Tour in Europe.

2

When Boucher rendered an account for

a year and a half in Maryland, on 15 January 1772, he remarked
to Washington that it undoubtedly was formidable and "at first
3
glance, may go nigh to scare you."
Jacky had an expensive
habit of "dealing in horses," a weakness which he could hardly
avoid,

"from the general Prevalence of Example," Boucher wrote.
The aristocratic ideal was deeply ingrained in Maryland,

a tradition promulgated in the early manors which the first
4
Lord Baltimore had established on a feudal basis.
In the
eighteenth century, it was enhanced by great wealth in land
as the plantation system of tobacco cultivation and slavery

1Boucher had been charging £25 per annum in Virginia
but did not think it sufficient to meet expenses, he wrote in
1769.
2

Boucher asked for £250 sterling, plus an estimated
£250 for expenses for himself, to accompany Custis.
Boucher
to James, 4 April 1771. MHM, VIII (1913), 177.
3
Ford, Letters, 15 Jan. 1772.
4

The following account of the social and intellectual
background of Marylanders is found in Barker, Background,
Chapter II.
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mother country.

It was a squirearchy similar to that of the
Taskers, Carrolls, and Dulanys were in this

class in Anne Arundel County.

The very great estates were

those of the Bennetts, Lloyds, Dulanys, and the Carrolls,
varying from twenty thousand to forty thousand acres, with
plantations scattered in various counties.

Splendid Georgian

architecture mansions were the visible signs of wealth and
prestige in Maryland.

But sumptuous living and lavishness

were often mistaken for generosity, Eddis had decided after
a year there.

He thought the great planters impaired their

health and fortunes by such splendor and opulent living.1
Some degree of legal knowledge was taken for granted
among the wealthy, and issues were debated in the Maryland
Gazette

in involved and legalistic terms.

Such knowledge

was worth the expense and effort for sons of the wealthy
class.

But interest in law was wider than the small circle

of those who studied at Lincoln's Inn Fields.

The large land

holders dominated the provincial offices and most justices
of the peace were laymen.
respect.

It was typically English in this

Boucher was quite like these Marylanders in his

legal-mindedness, which accelerated as speculation and
business increased during the years before the Revolution.
Litigation, usually over rights in land, created a demand
for professional lawyers, and these members of the society
became as distinguished and respected in Maryland as those whose
wealth and prestige lay only in plantation operation and land.
The interest in the classical and the secular, so
common to this period everywhere, was not limited solely to
the wealthy members of society.

The spirit of reason and

1See identification of William Eddis, Surveyor of the
Customs, in Chapter VII.
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The latter had the flavor of Newtonionism, and the Addisonian
epigram and essay.

The Maryland Gazette, founded by William

Parks, also imitated Addison and Steele.

The libraries of

the luxurious mansions contained the books of the Enlighten
ment, and Boucher's was no exception, as the sale of his
library after he fled from America indicates.

The great

English literary works of the two hundred years before the
Revolution were included in Rind's list of books purchased
for Maryland tastes.

The failure of Rind's circulating

library was not because of lack of interest in his books,
but rather because so many Marylanders made purchases for
their private libraries.
The pattern of life in Annapolis and its environs was
similar to that of upper and middle-class England.

However,

what the small planters concerned themselves with is largely
unknown.

Apparently most Anglican priests thought that

rationalism reached deep in the parishes and would seem to
suggest a conformity of thought between the lower classes
and the educated men who wrote knowledgeable "Letters to the
Editor" of the Maryland Gazette.
stable.

The social order seemed

Unfree classes were not thinking of emancipation;

the wide middle group of small planters were in a position
to push for changes in the social system but had not yet
found the opportunity, and the rich enjoyed their increasingly
good prospects, professionally trained their sons, and per
petuated the body of tradition and thought without internal
contradictions.
If life in Annapolis in the 1770's had sufficient charm
to captivate Boucher, nevertheless there were some less
pleasant aspects that were just as much a part of life then
and all too inescapable.

The men and women one encountered
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deeply by smallpox.

It was an affliction which aristocrats,

including Washington, did not escape although inoculation
then was beginning to make some progress.

Many had dreadful

teeth, but they were more fortunate than the many with missing
teeth.

Sore-throat and appendicitis were very prevalent.

Diaries of Annapolitans have entries with tragic regularity
that read simply:

"Mistress _________

the next day's entry:

"She is dead."

is sick of something";
"Public health" would

probably have been a misnomer in that period; the state of
health was generally poor.
Annapolis had a new elegant theater, largely due to the
rapid filling of a subscription for that purpose which Gover
nor Eden supported by being the first to contribute to it;
but it did not have an elegant church.

St. Anne's Church,

located in a fashion similar to many village churches in
England, stood on Church Circle, where it is still to be
found today.^

When Boucher arrived in Annapolis, the church

was old and ordinary.

He observed the handsome theater,

built in 1771 on land owned by the Church and was inclined to
share his thoughts with the public in the pages of the Maryland Gazette: a portion of which follows:

2

To the very worthy and respectable
inhabitants of Annapolis, the humble petition
of the old Church sheweth:

"'‘The present structure, the third on the same location,
was rebuilt after a fire in 1858. A bell, the gift of Queen
Anne, once tolled in the church, but was destroyed in the
same fire.
2

Neill,

.

.

.

"Notes on Virginia Colonial Clergy," 29-34.

- 218 That late in Century the last,
By private bounty, here were placed
My sacred walls, and t ho' in truth
Their stile and manner be uncouth.
Yet whilst no structure met mine eye
That even with myself could vie,
A goodly edifice, I seemed,
And pride of all St. Anne's was deemed.
How changed the timesi
for now all round
Unnumbered stately piles abound,
All better built and looking down
On one quite antiquated grown:
Left unrepaired, to time a prey,
I feel my vitals fast decay;
And often have I heard it said
That some good people are afraid
Lest I should tumble, on their head,
Of which, indeed, this seems a proof,
They seldom come beneath my roof.
Here in Annapolis, alone,
God has the meanest house in town.
The premises considered, I,
With humble confidence, rely,
That, Phoenix like, I soon shall rise,
From my own ashes, to the skies;
Your mite, at least, that you will pay,
And your petitioner shall pray.
While residing in Annapolis, Boucher had ventured into
writing for the theater.
some verses on an actress.
interest and he

He wrote a prologue for a play and
The American language caught his

thought it the purest pronunciation of

English tone that one could find anywhere, and was impressed
with its perfect uniformity.'*’
There were no dialects such as there were in England,
except for a few remains of Dutch gutteral idioms, and ScotchIrish remnants in the back settlements of the Middle States.

He wrote of this interest with comments on the differ
ence between American uniformity of language in general and
English dialects. Boucher to James, 23 Dec. 1777. MHM,
X (1914), 30.

- 219 The whining, canting drawl which he encountered he attributed
to "some republican, Oliverian, and Puritan emigrants from
west of England which had been kept up by unregenerated de
scendants of New Englanders."

Different places in America,

he observed, were not known by their dialect, but by being
inhabited by different families.

He thought the striking

peculiarity in American elocution was the slow, drawling, unemphatic and unimpassioned manner, and he considered it
probable that to some extent the heat of the climate in the
South was such as to paralyze all active exertion, even in
speaking.^
Boucher developed an interest in the Maryland idiom
and produced a poem in an effort to preserve it.

Mencken,

in his study of the American language and its development,
later gave Boucher credit for producing the first glossary
of American usage of English language.

Boucher's purpose in

writing "Absence, a Pastoral" was to introduce as many words
and idioms of speech as he thought common in Maryland and
peculiar there; as close to dialect as one would find in
America.

2

A complete copy of the pastoral is preserved m

the preface to his lengthy Glossary which was intended as a
3
supplement to Dr. Johnson's Dictionary.
The following lines

^H. L. Mencken, The American Language: An Inquiry into
the Development of English in the United States (New York:
Knopf, 1936), 324, note 1 (source uncited).
2

This was part of the descriptive title Boucher gave the
verses, following "Absence, a Pastoral." Fairly elaborate
notes explained the meaning of the dialectical words or ex
pressions.
3

.
.
.
It is important to note that this was not the idiom of
the lower classes that he was attempting to preserve, but
"drawn from the life, from the manners, customs and phrase
ology of planters (or, to speak more pastorally, of the rural
swains) inhabiting the Banks of the Potomac, in Maryland."

- 220 are descriptive:
In twist-bud, thick-joint, bull-face, leather-coat.
I'd toil all day; or fall, and mall, and tote
Brown linen shirts, and cotton jackets wear,
Or only wrinq-jaw drink, and 'simmon beer;
My pone, or hoe-cake, without salt, would eat,
And taste but once a week a bit of meat;
Could my old woman, whilst I labour'd thus
At night reward me with a smouch, or buss.
Strolling, last fall, by yon pacosen side,
Coil'd in a heap, a rattle-snake I spied:
Was it for me a rompus then to make?
I'm mad to see some people dread a snake:
Instant I caught a chunk, and, at a blow
To pieces smash'd my notice-giving foe.
For this, if merit's aught, to go no higher,
I look to be a col'nel, or a 'squire
But what are titles to a swain forlorn?
My Mollsey's gone, and I all honours scorn.
Probably for the first time in America, Boucher found
congenial society which appreciated his talents and within
reasonable distance that made companionship possible.

During

the years that Boucher lived in Annapolis and its vicinity,
Charles Willson Peale was an Annapolitan.

Peale had been sent

to England with the aid of friends, and had returned after
studying there.

He arrived in the spring of 1770, shortly

before Boucher, and remained there until 1774.

Peale was at

this time painting a portrait of Washington, and there are
references to a letter that Peale carried to Washington from
Boucher, regarding a change m

dinner plans with the Edens.

All underscored words were explained by Boucher in
footnotes.
I am indebted for this material on the Glossary
and the pastoral, as well as for a copy of the piece,
"Absence," to Dr. Allen Walker Read. See his "Boucher's
Linguistic Pastoral of Colonial Maryland," Dialect Notes,
Vol. VI, Part VII, (1933), 353-60.
^Ford,

Letters, 22 May 1772, 39.

2
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one occasion, Boucher arranged to have Peale look at two

drawings done by young John James, in England.
The self-confidence that Boucher had begun to feel in
Virginia in 1767, expressed itself when he wrote to James,
"I do not think my Pride w'd suffer Me now to act in a sub
ordinate Capacity to any Man whatever —

scarcely p'raps to

Mr. James, himself," came to fruition in the Annapolis years.^
His initiative in the matter of the petition of the clergy to
the Bishop of London, taken over the objections of Governor
Eden, has already been mentioned.

In another instance he

stated his opinion of his worth with equal forthrightness.
As Rector of Annapolis' St. Anne's, Boucher was ex officio
Chaplain of the lower legislative body.

His salary was about

£10 per session and Boucher recalled in his Reminiscences
that even that was ill-paid.

It was less than that paid the

doorkeeper or the mace-bearer.

With what was to become

rather typical directness, Boucher wrote a letter to the
Assembly, "in as handsome terms as I could, that I would, if
they so pleased, serve them for nothing, but that if I was
paid at all I would be paid as a gentleman. 11 His letter
caused a good deal of talk, "made some friends & more enemies,
he recalled later.

2

The House operated on the democratic

assumption, he thought, that pastors and schoolteachers
3
should be properly humble.
As time elapsed, "humble" became
a word less and less descriptive of Boucher.

His demeanor

now was completely at odds with the customary signature he

''‘Boucher to James, 28 Nov.

1767.

MHM, VII (1912), 353.

2

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 22.

3
A check of the Acts and Proceedings of the Assembly
for 1770 and 1771 revealed no record of the letter or of any
adjustment in salary.

- 222 used,- "Your humble and obedient servant. "
Many of Boucher's friends were members of the Homony
Club, one of several clubs in Annapolis.

It was social and

literary; expressly non-political, and part of the Annapolis
milieu.

The most sophisticated elements in the social life

of the upper class of Maryland flourished in the gentlemen's
clubs, established between the opening of the century and the
Revolution.

It was common to the upper class of society in

English urban centers as it was in the provinces.

The oldest

in Maryland was the Ancient South River Club, another was
the Royalist Club, founded by George Neilson, a deported
Scottish Jacobite in 1715 (circa), and others were produced
by schisms and new organization.

Others were the Redhouse

Club, the Ugly Club, and the famous Tuesday Club, founded in
1745.

Originally, primarily composed of Scots, in the long

run it drew its fifteen members from the various types of
cultivated men in the Assembly, highly placed officials such
as Walter Dulany, clergymen, such as Thomas Bacon, Stephen
Bordley, the lawyer, and Jonas Green, the printer and
postmaster of Annapolis.
The Homony Club was much like this older Tuesday Club
in its aims and activities.

An important regulation forbade

the discussion of local politics.

Its members loved satire

and amused themselves with puns, conundrums, speech-making,
and particularly with mock trials, elaborately caricaturing
the procedure of the law.

Full and witty records were kept

of these meetings dedicated to cultivated wit.

Drinking was

incidental, but it was probably much like the T;uesday Club,
whose pen and ink sketches depict a group of members seated
around a table, smoking and drinking, with one member quite
underneath the table.''-

"''For a full discussion of the clubs and their place in

- 223 The Homony Club accumulated three years of records
during its existence, which are extant in the holdings of
the Historical Society of Pennsylvania at Philadelphia, and
provide not only amusement at the proceedings, often similar
to Butler1s Hudibras, but indicate

the knowledge of the

members in their allusions to Greek and Roman history and
mythology.

But they are useful for more than that; they

reveal something of Boucher and interpersonal relationships.
The Club was organized on 22 December 1770, with offi
cers to be elected monthly:

President, Secretary, Advocate-

General, Master of Ceremonies, Poet Laureat, and Secretary
for Foreign Affairs.

Seventeen members and no more were

determined on and members had to reside in Annapolis with
their wives (if married) and if not, must be forty years old.
Boucher was thirty-two and his membership required an ex
ception to the rule, the record of which waiver of the rules
is amusing for its lighthearted Church-State remarks:
That altho1 we admitted The Revd. Mr. Boucher, (a
Minor,) into this Club, yet we did it upon a presumption
that the sanctity of his Character would supply a fund
of discretion, not otherwise to be expected from his
tender years, and likewise upon a maxim adopted by all
wise States, that no Government can be compleat without
an alliance with the Church. But, however, must de
plore the fallacy of this maxim, inasmuch, the said
Boucher was deeply in the plot of subverting our Consti
tution, by asserting all his Art and interest to compass
a violation of the law abovementioned, and hence, we
should be upon our guard against the exorbitant influ
ence of Church Power, which, without a watchful eye,
may too much encroach upon the liberties of this Club,
And the said William Stewart for himself declares, that
he shall hold up his hand against the introduction of
any more Priestly power into this Club, unless it comes
from the pure Kirk of Scotland, and then we should be

the life and thought of Annapolis and Maryland, see Barker,
Background, Chapter II.

- 224 safe enough, for we never heard that Kirk and Church
ever entered Plots or combinations against the States,
no no, they love one another too well for that.^
Such is the tone of the records.
and amusing were the mock trials.

Even more exaggerated

Three "negatives" could

exclude a prospective member, and a sponsor was required for
those accepted.

Only eight honorary members not resident in

Annapolis could be chosen.

Club members met on the first

Saturday in November annually, and "every Saturday between
the hours of five and six in the evening until the last
Saturday in March, inclusive, at the Coffeehouse in Annapolis,
2

and nowhere else."

Whist and Backgammon were allowed before

supper for any sum not exceeding half a crown.

The first

toast was to the prosperity of the Homony Club; the last to
wives and sweethearts.

Each member could bring a guest;

bills and a last bottle were to be called for at half after
ten, at the option of the president.

Four successive absences,

if in the city and not due to ill health, and if not giving
and apology on the fourth night, were reason for expulsion.
The club's stated purpose was to "promote the ends of Society
- and furnish a rational amusement for the length of one
3
winter's evening a week."
The first president was Mr. John Lookup and the first
Secretary, Mr. William Deards.

At the first meeting on 29

December 1770, Mr. William Stewart, Reuben Meriweather, and
Boucher were admitted.

Boucher was elected President for the

month on 19 January 1771, winning the election

over Dennis

^Homony Club Folio 1770-1773. MS, Historical Society
of Pennsylvania, 55-56. Hereafter referred to as Folio.
2Ibid., 2.
3Ibid., 4.

- 225 Dulany.

1

He also presided at the first mock trial, that of

William Stewart for a "toast of evil tendency and ambiguous
in meaning," and was said to have "made a very capital figure."
Very soon three new members were admitted:

William

Eddis, Thomas Johnson (later Governor of the State of Mary
land), and William Paca.

Lloyd Dulany, Esq., Lord Mayor of

Annapolis and Thomas Jennings, Alderman, applied for member
ship in the Club, which they wrote was becoming more famous
than the convivium of the Romans.

Boucher penned some verses

in answer to the petition, granting both the right to visit
for no more than one meeting.

2

Boucher became the Poet Laureate from January 7 to 30,
1772, and composed a song for the club.

But it was Thomas

Jennings who wrote a poem describing the Homony Club members.
Even allowing for expected exaggeration, Boucher seems to have
won the respect of his fellows:
How oft do I admire with fond delight
Great Boucher's works, and wish him like to write,
Alas I Vain Hope that might as well aspire
To copy Virgil's Song, or Homer's Fire.
Who can like him with Ease and Sweetness join,
The mild Companion, and the grave Divine.
Sure of all Vices which Mankind have curs'd
That of Hypocrisy is still the worst
Then learn ye Sons of superstitious Gloom
To act like Boucher in the festal Room.^

Note that this is contrary to most reports in second
ary sources, which credit Boucher with being the first presi
dent, if not the founder, and do not indicate that his length
of service was one month.
See Barker, Background, 60; also
Rightmyer, Maryland's Established Church, 163-64. A remark
in Boucher's Reminiscences that he was the first president is
responsible for the error.
2

Boucher to Dulany and Jennings [N.D.], in verse.
Gilmor Papers III. MS. Maryland Historical Society.
3
Dulany Papers.

MS.

Maryland Historical Society.

- 226 On another occasion Boucher was referred to as being a
member "whose judgment has generally great weight with the
Society."

It was Boucher who prepared a "Remonstrance"

over the title of the Society, which appears in Folio, 1770,
and is so like the explanation that was made in connection
with the name, Homony, in the Maryland Gazette that it may
well be Boucher's letter.

2

A debate arose in the club over its name, which moved
Boucher to object to the explanation of William Stewart and
Dennis Dulany that they were a club of men of like age.
Boucher's explanation is reasonable:
Tho there be much ingenuity and some plausibility shewn
in the derivation of the word Homony, yet does your
Remonstrant also beg leave to offer some conjectures
on this matter very interesting to the Club. The deri
vation of the word is less forced from the Greek word
[?] contractedly [?] which literally signifies unani
mous, so that our American word Homony in this sense
applied to our Club, may be meant to intimate that we
are a Club of men of like minds, and not of like age.^

^Folio, 66.
2

The letter defending clubs in general and explaining
the meaning of the word Homony, began with a quotation from
Sallust, followed by Joseph Addison's high opinion of such
Clubs, and a full description of the operation of the TwoPenny Club, before being signed "Philomonous." Maryland
Gazette (Green, Printer), 12 Dec. 1771. Boucher greatly ad
mired Addison, and read the Spectator when he could get copies.
The two blanks occur in the original MS. The original Greek
word was omonoia, a similarity of humors and characters.
3
Folio, 69. This directly conflicts with an explanation
suggested by Stevens, writing in 1937:
Perhaps the simple fare indicated by the name, in its
early spelling was a sign of the greater democracy of
the group, for it contained not only men of great
wealth, like Paca and Dulany, and a King's official,
Eddis, the Surveyor of Customs, but also Charles Willson
Peale, the painter, and Jonathan Boucher, rector of

- 227 Governor Sharpe, predecessor of Eden in Maryland, was
admitted to honorary membership, and so was Eden, but since
he was a resident of Annapolis and this was an exception, he
entered with the right to speak on issues, but no vote.
Samuel Chase applied but was voted down by three members.
There was no explanation recorded.

It is interesting to ob

serve that Paca and Chase would soon be fairly bitter enemies
of Boucher; Paca, a member of the Club, would be the greater
antagonist of the two.
Peale was invited to sketch the figures of "this inimi
table group; the benevolent members of the Society being
willing to gratify the future expectations of Posterity, and
to encourage this American Genius by adding celebrity to his
rising name, and perpetuating the productions of Modest
1
merit."
Whether Peale obliged them is not certain.
Boucher moved from Annapolis in November, 1771, to
Queen Anne's Parish, Prince George's County, too distant to
attend weekly meetings.

2

However, since it was determined

that he lived far enough away not to be considered an Annapolitan, he was granted an honorary membership and ap
parently continued to attend occasional meetings until the
group disbanded in 1772.
By that time, politics had divided the Club's members.

St. Anne's, who was elected the first president of the
club.
(Stevens, Annapolis, 53.) One might question whether there
were any democratic elements in the group at all.
It was a
prestige group, and what Peale may have lacked in wealth at
that time was offset by his growing reputation as an artist;
what Boucher lacked in wealth was offset by his position in
the Church and his growing friendship with officialdom.
1Polio, 146.
2

Queen Anne's Parish was also known as St. Barnabas
Rectory.

- 228 Paca became an ardent patriot lawyer, delegate to the First
Continental Congress and signer of the Declaration of Inde
pendence.

Peale became an equally ardent rebel, and painted

George Washington even more often than did Gilbert Stuart.1
The Homony Club was active until the preliminaries of the
Revolution "put an end to everything that was pleasant and
proper m

Maryland," Boucher wrote many years later.

2

Those initial years in Maryland were busy and pro
ductive ones for Boucher.

The letters to James no longer had

comments about his life not being pleasant.

He had a wider

scope for his far-ranging interests than in Virginia, and he
was on the "inside" at long last.

Barker described him as a

man of considerable knowledge of colonial affairs and Boucher
seemed to find time to take an interest in many facets of
American life.

When he wrote James, in 1770, on his arrival

in Maryland concerning some

family business in which a power

of attorney for James was involved, he was not the least
diffident about his knowledge of the law:
Y'r sneers at my Civatlanticque Law may have Wit, but
they want Solidity; & I will not yet yield to you in
Jurisprudence. A Power of Attorney from America, on
unstamp'd Paper, will
be deem'd legal in any Court in
England; as I suppose
it is every Day in the Year; and
for this obvious Reason, which you may read in old Cooke,
Que facit quod protest, facit guod debet.^
Boucher shared Washington's concern for the improvement
of the navigation of the Potomac and it seems that some of
Boucher's suggestions were adopted by Washington and imple
mented over a period of years until they reached fruition in

1Stevens, Annapolis, 53.
^Bouchier, Reminiscences, 67.
^Boucher to James, 8 June 1770.

MHM, VIII (1913), 170.

- 229 the Potomac Canal Company.

Cheaper transportation from the

western lands to Tidewater to avoid the expensive wagon
transportation to the shipping point at Baltimore was im
portant.

Farm produce and furnace products were heavy and

it was natural that the earliest interest seemed to have de
veloped in the 1760's at Fredericksburg.

A company to im

prove navigation of the Potomac was suggested.1

Our only

knowledge of this effort is from a letter written by Washing
ton on 20 July 1770, based on one Boucher wrote in May, 1770.
He pointed out how few would contribute anything worthwhile
to the project who would not immediately benefit by it.
Either people had to be actuated by motives of public spirit,
or have proximity to the river to reap the effects of clearing
it.

He was discouraging about the prospect of private sub

scription.

He did have a suggestion, which is quoted in full

in order that it may be compared with Boucher's recommen
dations on 2 April 1770:
This, sir, is my sentiment generally, upon your plan of
obtaining subscriptions for extending the navigation of
the Potowmack, whereas I conceive, that if the sub
scriptions were vested by the two legislatures, with a
kind of property in the navigation under certain re
strictions and limitations and to be re-imbursed their
first advances with a high interest thereon, by a
certain easy toll on all craft proportionate to their
respective burthens, in the manner I am told works of
this sort are effected in the inland parts of England,
or upon the plan of turnpike roads; you would add
thereby a third class of men, to the two I have
mentioned, and gain considerable strength by it. I
mean the monied gentry, who tempted by lucrative views
would advance largely on account of the high interest.^

Corra Bacon-Foster, "Early Chapters in the Development
of the Potomac Route to the West," Records of the Columbia
Historical Society XV (1912), 110.
2Ibid., 112.

- 230 Washington recognized that the chances of his seeing
such a project become an object of public expense were dismal
because interests in Virginia, at least, were very divided,
views too confined, and finances not good enough.

But he

could see the immense advantages which Virginia and Maryland
might derive at a very small comparative expense by making
the "Potowmack" the channel of commerce between Great Britain
and that immense western territory.

He was afraid that

through ill-timed parsimony trade would be wrested from Vir
ginia and Maryland and conducted through other channels such
as the Susquehanna and the Lakes.

To divert such trade,

once established, would be even more difficult.

He was

aware that a Tidewater route would be about 168 miles less
than a St. Lawrence River valley route.

Although Washington

confessed to little knowledge about locks, he knew that the
plan, to succeed, had to be presented on an enlarged basis,
as a channel of commerce from as far as Fort Cumberland to
the waters of the Ohio.
Dr. David Ross was one of the several gentlemen named
as managers for the scheme of subscription.

George Mercer,

son of the secretary of the Ohio Company was in London in
1770, assisted by Thomas Cresap of Maryland, endeavoring to
get renewal of the old Ohio Company Charter after hostilities
ceased on the frontier.
opening up western trade.

Other groups were interested in
Robert Morris of Philadelphia

published a scheme in 1764 for utilizing the Schuylkill and
Susquehanna rivers to reach the upper Alleghany, which is
what Washington had reference to in his letter.
Washington wrote his ideas on a canal in July, 1770.
Boucher had written to Washington three months earlier, on
2 April 1770, as follows:

- 231 Might not your proposed Improvements of ye Navigation
of the Potomac to the Westward be accomplished on some
such Plan as This? — I mean by obtaing [sic] an Act
of Assembly, empowering certn Commissioners therein
named, to borrow the Sum supposed to be wanted at a
high Interest (suppose 10 pr cent) & this Interest to be
rais'd fm a Tax proportioned thereto, on all ye vessels
makg Use of sd Navigan? Or, if ye Navigan wd bear it,
wh tho* prhaps it might not at first, yet, undoubtedly
it soon would, might not this Tax be rated so, as to
produce a considerable Surplus, enough not only to
sink the original Loan, but to raise a Fund for still
farther Improvemts. Are not some of the canals in
Engld, & ye Turnpikes on this System? &, if I mistake
hot, the very grand canal now carrying on in Scotland
is so too. — You doubtless have heard long ago wt
was done on this matter by the Maryland Assembly; but,
as I fear, fm yr acct of Things, our Assembly wd not
easily be persuaded to advance any cash towards the
scheme, t h o 1 I can have no immediate Interest in it,
I sd be grieved so beneficial a Project shou'd be
dropp'd.
Boucher's suggestion for an Assembly-sponsored canal
company seems to have been incorporated in Washington's
letter of explanation and undoubedly it was from Boucher,
who kept abreast of English developments, that Washington
had his information on England's handling of such problems.

’''Boucher to Washington, 2 April 1770.

2

Ford, Letters,

15.
2

As a matter of record, the first English canal was
opened in 1761 by an engineering genius, James Brindley,
and was known as the Bridgewater canal.
It was designed to
carry coal to Manchester from the Worsley mines. Charles
Hadfield, British Canals: An Illustrated History (Londons
Phoenix House, 1950), 28. However, the oldest in England
may date from Roman occupation, the Fossdyke, connecting
the Lincoln and the Trent Rivers.
It was restored by Bishop
Atwater in the reign of Henry I and used by boats. However,
the Duke of Bridgewater, II, gets the credit for the be
ginning of real canal construction.
Ibid.

- 232 Boucher seemed to have the knack of seeing relationships,
and bringing his knowledge to bear on solutions for American
problems.
On 18 August 1770, Boucher, who was a personal friend
of Thomas Johnson and other Assembly leaders, wrote Washing
ton and explained the subscription situation.

The effort

of Johnson and Lancelot Jacques in selling subscriptions of
stock at Annapolis was doing excellently, £400 already had
been subscribed there, and the pair were going back to
Frederick Town to sell more.

Washington wrote Eden on the

benefits of clearing the Potomac, but unfortunately the
Maryland Assembly refused to act, and the Virginia House of
Burgesses also refused to assist.

Boucher, who had no

personal interest in such a venture, simply had enough
vision to encourage and discuss it with Washington, and
enough practicality to be helpful, in his effort to further
a project for the public good.

Had he remained in Maryland,

he might well have had a role in the post-Revolutionary
Annapolis Convention.
No doubt Boucher's Chaplaincy in the House, his member
ship in the Homony Club, and his already-established con
nection with the Addison-Du1any clan made it relatively easy
to deepen the relationship with Governor Eden.

The ac

ceptance of various letters for the papers and his literary
efforts for the Club, appear to have established more firmly
some talent for writing, a talent which Eden could use.
Boucher wrote later in his Reminiscences that all the Gover
nor's speeches, messages, and some pretty important and
lengthy papers from the Council were drawn up by him.
Perhaps this was the crucial point in Boucher's poli-

^Bouchier, Reminiscences, 92-93.

- 233 tical thinking.

His close connection with Eden was, "if not

certainly known, yet strongly suspected," he wrote in his
memoirs.

It weakened his influence with those who were not

part of the proprietary officialdom.

Boucher had little

difficulty in securing the country parish he wanted, at Queen
Anne's, and he moved in 1771.

He took a house called Mt.

Lubentia, which the boys in his school promptly dubbed Castle
Magruder, on the Patuxent River, Maryland.

2

The situation

was particularly attractive, because he had met Eleanor
Addison (Nelly) niece of his friend, Henry Addison, living
3
m Prince George's County.
He was seriously interested in
her.

Both Addison and Nelly's mother were against the

marriage, but the two were married at Oxon Hall on 2 June
1772.

Boucher wrote that the objection was not to him, but

that Mrs. Addison, Nelly's mother, wished her not to marry
at all.

The Rev. Henry Addison, wanted her to marry a distant

relative of his wife who had considerably more wealth than
Boucher.

The marriage enhanced Boucher's social and economic

position.
Boucher was thirty-four and Nelly thirty-three when
they married.

Boucher figured his worth at that time as

£1,000, compared with Nelly's dowry of £2,000 (currency) plus
slaves, or about £2,500 sterling.

Her mother may have been

reconciled, but she nevertheless did change her will in 1773,
eliminating an earlier personal property bequest to her

1Ibid., 93.
2

Benedict Calvert, Overton Carr, and Jacky Custis were
still with him. In 1960, Mt. Lubentia was the home of the
W. Beall Bowie's on Route 202 between Largo and what was
known as Oak Grove.
3
The salary was also attractive, between £300-£400
sterling per annum. The Rev. John James salary in 1771 was
£70.

- 234 daughter, leaving it all to Nelly's sister Ann.1
Nelly had once been exquisitely handsome, Boucher wrote
later, but a long series of illnesses had impaired her beauty,
due to the "ingenious mismanagement" of her relative, Dr.
Brooks.

They were married eleven years, only three of them

years in which Nelly had even reasonably good health.

Shortly

after their marriage, she had a miscarriage and was never able
to bear children.
But in 1772, when Boucher broke the news to James, in
England, he was very happy and quite optimistic.

His new

parish was very nearly as good a Church preferment as America
could offer.

He was "quite contented that This shou'd be my

Ne plus ultra," he told James.

He thought St. Barnabas

Rectory was worth between £300 and £400 sterling per year and
was in pleasant and healthy country.

He was looking around

for a plantation:
. . . which when I have purchased, as I am now enabled
to do [probably with some of Nelly's dowry], I flatter
myself I may quietly repose myself for the Remainder of
of my Life, under my own Vine, Bless'd with that Ease,
Competence & Independence, which I have so long been in
search of.^
He was making arrangements with James to send young Overton
Carr, his student, along with another Maury boy, both of whom
would probably take the gown.

He painted a romantic picture

for James, but did not mention the one sharp issue in which
he was involved in 1772 which had made many enemies; the
3
Vestry Act.
Apparently his politics were unacceptable to many in

1Bouchier, Reminiscences, 73, 77.
^Boucher to James, 10 July 1772.
3
See Chapter IX.
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- 235 the new Parish of Queen Anne's, and in addition they had
wanted the position for a native son.

His induction was un

pleasant; the church doors were locked against him on the
first Sunday.

Later, some one paid eight dollars for several

loads of stones to drive him and his friends from the church
by force.

Boucher was determined to ride the situation out,

as he had with his first induction experience in Virginia.
He had invested a good deal in the Castle Magruder plantation
and it was, after all, a valuable parish producing the yellow
or "kite-foot" variety of tobacco which was the best in the
province.

He made no compromises, but never found it par

ticularly pleasant being in a parish so predominantly of
"country party" sympathies.

His confidential intimacy with

the Governor, and his opposition to the dangerous innovations
against Churchmen, were responsible for his being labelled a
"Government Man."

But it was the friendship with Eden that

he felt was most responsible, and made him particularly
irksome to his parishioners who were under the influence of
the lawyers with whom he was in disagreement.
When Nelly's improvident brother, owner of The Lodge
on the banks of the Potomac, was obliged to part with his
patrimony to clear his debts, Nelly was grieved to see it go
out of the family, and persuaded Boucher to purchase it.
Borrowing £1500, he gave £2,000 sterling in 1773, and spent
the next year improving it before finally moving there in the
autumn of 1774.
The years between 1770 and 1773 were relatively quiet
ones in Maryland politically.

By 1773, Boucher had firmly

established himself in Maryland and had drifted a long way
from his thoughts of the Virginia years.

Oriented to liber

alism then, his Maryland life exposed him to the conservatism
of a Church position in the center of political power, and a

- 236 niche in society guaranteed by no less than a close friendship
with Governor Eden.

Boucher could hardly have found a more

certain route into the Proprietary Party, had he remained a
passive observer of his new society.

But he was far from

passive, and his encounter with William Paca and Samuel Chase,
in 1773, the leaders of the radical arm of the country party
and prime-movers in the Assembly, would force Boucher into
a posture of greater conservatism in fighting their attacks
on the Anglican salaries and the Act of Establishment itself.
The events of 1773 would forge a loyalist politician out of
a still liberal Anglican priest, in the heat of debate with
men who would each earn the title "Torch of the Revolution."
The episode created an atmosphere regarding Boucher that had
great bearing on what Boucher's role in the pre-Revolutionary
crises would be.

CHAPTER IX

POLITICS, PERSONALITIES, AND THE
PRESS IN MARYLAND:

177 3

Politics and economics were so inextricably entangled
in Maryland, and the Anglican religion so involved with both,
that it is essential to know Maryland's economic situation
in the pre-Revolutionary years in order to understand the
political reaction to imperial reforms after 1763."*'

These

events created a definite mood among Marylanders that Boucher
had to take account of when he became active in an effort to
mold opinion on behalf of the Church.
The Proclamation of the King in Council, 7 October
1763, closing the Ohio Valley to settlers and maintaining it
as an Indian preserve, had little real importance in Maryland,
although it irritated the land-poor and the speculators in
the larger seaboard colonies such as Virginia.

Hunters ig

nored the line, but caused little trouble, as Sharpe reported
to his superiors in England.

The granting of land was

stopped west of the line and was not resumed until 1774
under Eden's administration, an event in which Boucher had
a direct interest as a speculator.

Neither were the subse

quent minor adjustments of the trade enumerations important
to Maryland.The colony actually benefited

by the new bounty

"*"For a full account, of which this is in part a
summary, see Barker, Background, Chapter IX.
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- 238 on hemp.
Again, the mercantilist reform of 1764 forbidding the
issue of legal-tender paper money was aimed particularly at
Virginia which had juggled the purchasing power of her
currency and injured the credit of British merchants.

The

Act had no serious effect on Maryland, because her own paper
money was ready for retirement.

Outstanding bills of credit

were paid promptly and at full value and when the accounts
were closed Maryland owned £25,000 in stock of the Bank of
England as a result of a surplus from the sinking fund.
Since the Currency Act of 1764 placed no restriction on the
issue of paper money if it was not made legal tender for
sterling debts, the Assembly authorized three more issues
before the end of the colonial period.

The paper money kept

its value, served the purpose, and never earned any criticism
from Britain.
The Sugar Act of 1764, which caused much protest
elsewhere in the colonies, also affected Marylanders very
little since the colony had a very small molasses trade.
Secretary Benedict Calvert was afraid the Act would produce
public remonstrances in the colony, but Sharpe correctly es
timated the situation, and concluded that popular feeling
would not be aroused since the colonist's pocketbooks were
not touched.
The Stamp Act was a different matter, and the reaction
to it revealed the potential unity of resistance to authority
that could be mustered.

Boucher spent the years of this

crisis in Virginia, but the developments in Maryland were
laying the groundwork that would make Boucher's life in Mary
land inevitably complex.

He would become more and more

identified with the representatives of British government,
at the very time that the prestige and power of the Maryland
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growing.
Although the defenders of the Stamp Act in Britain would
point out later that the Maryland Assembly took no official
action when the Act was contemplated, there were good reasons
why it did not.
no opposition.

It was incorrect to conclude that there was
In private, and unofficially in public, there

were expressions of concern over the projected passage of
such an act.

Privately, many Marylanders were saying that if

a tax were placed on Maryland the provincial judges would not
uphold in court any British officers who tried to collect.
Marylanders pointed out the Charter of 1632 which guaranteed
the people against any tax not enacted by authority of the
1
province.
Daniel Dulany recognized the economic aspects.

Mary

land tobacco prices had fallen into serious decline; exports
had also declined, and would not improve until the end of
the 1760's.

The same was true of commodities such as grains.

It was no less than a depression, according to Benedict
Calvert who wrote in 1764 and 1765*
Our trade is ruined, we are immensely in debt, and not
the least probability of our getting clear. Our gaols
are not half large enough to hold the debtors, upon
every road you ride you meet people going from differ
ent parts of the province to get out of the way of
their creditors.
I can venture to say that the people
of America were never in such a distrest situation as

They referred to the twentieth clause by which Charles
I did "covenant and grant . . . that We, our heirs and suc
cessors, at no time hereafter, will impose, or make, or cause
to be imposed, any impositions, customs, or other taxations,
quotas, or contributions whatsoever, in or upon the residents
or inhabitants of the province . . . "
J. Thomas Scharf,
History of Maryland from the Earliest Period to the. Present
Day (Baltimore: John Peet, 1879), I, 53-60.
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Calvert spoke for the large planters, but the same con
dition existed at the other end of the social scale.

Henry

Callister, almost bankrupt, gave voice for the small planters:
It is madness now to sue for debts.
If people are not
able to pay, you must let them walk off or stay to defy
you. The laws are for them in both theory and practice.
. . . The real value of land, slaves, and all manner of
property is sunk within these 2 or 3 years about 100
per cent or more in some parts.^
Daniel Dulany thought an issue of paper money, previ
ously referred to, would ease matters and so did many others
who expressed opinions in the pages of the Gazette.

Dulany

wrote directly to Benedict Calvert urging such an issue for
the welfare of the province.

The first issue was voted in

1766, after a year and

a half of acute depression.

Stamp Act hit Maryland

at a very bad time.

Thus

the

The Maryland Gazette announced the Stamp Act on 18
April 1765, in a way that correctly indicated the major role
which that newspaper, under the guidance of its owner, Jonas
Green, would assume from that date forward.

In heavy mourning

bars of black, Marylanders read that the Gazette:
Alas.' must soon droop and expire, at least for some
time, if the melancholy and alarming accounts, we have
just heard from the northward, prove true, that an act
of Parliament is shortly to take place, laying a heavy
and insupportable Stamp Duty on all American gazettes,
&c, &c.
Jonas Green kept the columns filled every week with
discussions and news items from outside the colony.

124 June 1765, Calvert Papers, II, 261-62.
Historical Society .

He

Maryland

^Callister to Sir Ellis Cunliffe, 8 Sept. 1765.
Callister Papers, Maryland Diocesan Library, Baltimore.
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Commons, the radical resolutions of the Virginia House of
Burgesses proposed by Patrick Henry, and the invitation of
the Massachusetts House to convene in New York in October.
No one attempted to defend the Stamp Act.
The earliest case of violence over the Stamp Act oc
curred in Annapolis in the summer of 1765.

Zacharias Hood,

an Annapolis merchant, was returning from England, having
been designated as stamp distributor for Maryland.

The Ga

zette published an incendiary letter from a "Gentleman in
in London" who reported that Hood was understood to have said
that if his country must be stamped it would be better if it
were by a native.

The "Gentleman" went on:

It gives too many here pleasure to find, that, let them
make what laws they please, to cramp your trade, and
destroy your freedom, there are not wanting sycophants
enough in your own country to sue for commissions to
put those very laws in execution among their nearest
relations and friends.
Oh! degeneracy of ancient
Britons! America! how thou art fallen.
Four days later a number of people,

"assertors of

British American privileges," gathered in Annapolis, led by
Samuel Chase.

He was twenty-four years old, a rising lawyer,

a recently elected member of the House of Delegates, and
later was to become an antagonist of Boucher.

He also was

to become a Supreme Court justice of the newly created
United States.

The crowd made an effigy of Hood, put papers

in its hand, put it in a cart, and then hanged and burned
it.

2

Violence ensued.

122 Aug.
Annapolis.
2

1765.

Some three or four hundred of the

Maryland Gazette (Jonas Green, Printer),

Scharf, History of Maryland, 525-29.
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strations and burnings in effigy followed.
Annapolis and one in Baltimore.

Some were outside

Governor Sharpe offered

Hood refuge in his home, but the would-be stamp distributor
thought better of that and escaped to New York where the
Sons of Liberty later forced him to resign the office.

He

returned to Maryland, found it impossible to do business
there, and went to the West Indies.

Within a few years, he

became destitute, and applied to the Crown for relief.
Public feeling spilled over again, when HMS "Hornet,"
a British sloop, sent a tender ashore at Annapolis.

A number

of men boarded and demanded to know from the commander,
Mewbray, whether or not he had brought stamped paper.

Al

though he had not, and was actually in pursuit of a smuggler,
he was af-fxonted at the question, refused to answer, and put
the men off the vessel.

That night, in a public inn, Mewbray,

with some of his men present, ordered out a man with a paper
in his hat marked "No Stamp Act."

A drunken guest of Mewbray

argued with John Hammond, a member of the Lower House from
Anne Arundel County; words led to a brawl, and a crowd
gathered when word spread that Hammond was being murdered.
The British naval men had to swim back to their ship for
their lives.^
Maryland solidly opposed the Stamp Act.

Sharpe, in a

confidential report on Maryland, disabused his correspondent
of any idea that they were not opposed by flatly contra
dicting the contents of a pamphlet that had been published
in England during the winter before in defense of the Stamp
Act.

The pamphlet stated that of all the colonies, Maryland

alone had any pretence under her Charter to claim an ex

1Ibid., 531.
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and since the Assembly had made no opposition to passage of
the Act, concluded that they had given up the point.

Sharpe

went on to give the correct reasons for the lack of expressed
opposition:
. . . they had no agent at home to advise them of the
Ministry’s Intention, that by reason of the small pox's
being here last Winter they did not meet in time enough
to transmit any Memorial to parliament, & that they had
no Agent at home to present a Memorial on their behalf.
Had My Lord or Mr. Calvert instead of remaining silent
& indifferent as it were when a Bill of such Conse
quence to Maryland as well as the other Colonies was
depending made some little Stir & exerted their En
deavours to prevent it's passing into a Law they would
have made the people here conceive a much more favour
able Opinion of them than they have been used to enter
tain, & would in all probability have been considered
by the Assembly in a better light than that of meer
Agents in provincial pay (especially as some of those
are suspected of playing their Constituents false on
Occasion of the Stamp Act) but I expect our Assembly
will be now more eager than ever for the appointment of
a Provincial Agent & I dont know but the Upper House
or at least many of the Members are inclined to gratify
them, & have already laid a Foundation by concurring
with a Resolve of the Lower House that three of their
Members should have £500 to expend for the Good of the
Province & go the Beginning of this Month to a Congress
at New York, where in Consequence of an Invitation from
the House of Representatives for the Province of Massa
chusetts Bay a few Members from almost all the As
semblies in N America are met in order to make a joint
Representation to His Majesty or the British Parliament
of the present Circumstances of the Colonies, the priviledges they respectively claim, & of the destructive
Consequences to both them & the Mother Country which
must attend the further pursuit or continuance of such
Measures as have been lately adopted by the Legislature
of Great Britain.’*'

^Aubrey C. Land, "Sharpe's Confidential Report on Mary
land, 1765," MHM, XLIV, (1949), 128-29. Sharpe governed in
Maryland for sixteen years with some administrative acuity
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between the proprietor and the officials on the spot in Mary
land.

Sharpe was sympathetic toward the colonists, who felt

the need of an agent, but colonists' efforts had been suc
cessfully thwarted for years by the Proprietor's objections.
Through vetoes by the Council of any bill to raise money to
support an agent, the wishes of the Proprietor had been
carried out, under the thin pretext that Lord Baltimore could
best represent the colony because "the happiness and well
being of his tenants would be to his own best interest."
Sharpe could see that Baltimore had missed a good public re
lations opportunity, and that he, himself, would soon be
faced with a renewed and vigorous demand for an agent.
Very shortly, the freeholders and freemen of Anne
Arundel County sent instructions to their delegates in As
sembly, all of whom were key people in the "country party,"
as opposed to the "court party" of the officialdom surrounding
the Governor.

They cited the charter guaranty, making it

sound like a special freedom from parliamentary taxation that
only Maryland had.

The delegates were charged with protecting

the rights of the people.

The Assembly resolved that dele

gates be sent to the Stamp Act Congress, and that addresses
be made to Barr6 and Conway, for their services to liberty.
Thomas Ringgold, William Murdock, and Colonel Tilghman were
elected to go to New York and were ordered to "assert the
principle that all colonists had a right to be free from taxation
to which neither they nor their representatives had consented.
and gained the respect of even his opponents for his public and
private life. Paul H. Giddens, "Maryland and the Stamp Act
Controversy," MHM, XXVII, (1932), 79-98.
^Archives of Maryland, Notes and Proceedings of the
House of Delegates, 23-24 Sept. 1765.
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The lawyers of Maryland had previously petitioned
Sharpe to advance the date for the Assembly session, from
October to September, so that there might be time and oppor
tunity to send delegates to the Congress.

The Council re

sented the Stamp Act as an injury to the proprietary pre
rogative, and supported the lawyers in this move.

Sharpe,

making a virtue of necessity, as he explained in the confi
dential report, obliged:
As I don't know but the Governors of the Provinces from
which such Deputies are gone to N York may be censured
for giving their respective Assemblies an Opportunity
of sending them, I must observe to You that in some of
the Colonies the Assemblies have a Right to meet on
their own Adjournments or whenever they may think fit
upon extraordinary Occasions, & as many of the princi
pal Gentlemen of this province being met at our Pro
vincial Court represented to me by a Petition that the
Inhabitants unanimously desired & were extreme Anxious
to have the Assembly called before the Day appointed
for the Congress at New York I could not in prudence
nor without
giving Occasion
for general Discontent &
Disturbance
in the province
refuseto comply with their
Request & therefore with the Council's Advice made a
Virtue or Merit of Necessity by convening the Assembly
immediately.
If he had not done so, the delegates would have met
extra-legally and a new grievance would have been added to
the accumulation of differences within the Assembly.
Having instructed the delegates, the House on 23-24
September 1765 passed a series of eight unanimous resolutions
regarding the constitutional rights of Maryland, asserting
the Bill of Rights,

"and

other good laws and statutes of

England," against

taxes, tallage,

aid orother charges not

"''Giddens , "Maryland and the Stamp Act Controversy, "
128-29.
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The otheir resolutions

favored jury courts against non—jury courts (probably a refer
ence to the vice-admiralty) declared that Maryland was un
represented in Parliament, and that the Maryland Assembly had
the sole right to levy taxes and impositions on the inhabit
ants of the province.

Furthennnore, for any authority other

than the Assembly to pass taxes was "unconstitutional and a
direct violation of the rights
The Upper House approved

of the freemen of the province."
the actions ofthe Lower House,

including the instructions to the delegates, the resolutions,
and the ordinance granting expense money of £500.

Sharpe

signed at once, but asked for instructions on what to do
should the stamps arrive.

Deftly side-stepping that re

sponsibility and leaving themselves free of commitments, they
put Sharpe off with the statement that the voters had given
no instructions.

This was a new concept of political re

sponsibility to constituents.
Maryland had presented a
and

powerful case:

right reason

sound philosophy protected all Americans against the

Stamp Act, and Maryland had perfect guarantees in the Charter
of the province and the law of England and Maryland.
political element in Maryland had gone on record.

Every

Now

Daniel Dulany, the younger, drew up The Considerations on the
Propriety of Imposing Taxes in the British Colonies for the
Purpose of Raising a Revenue, by Act of Parliament.^

He

wrote anonymously, but the authorship was no secret.

The

pamphlet mirrored the political thought and expression in
Maryland, taking for granted the natural rights philosophy.

^Aubrey C. Land, The Dulanys of Ma:ryland: A Biographi
cal Study of Daniel Dulany, the Elder (1685-1753) and Daniel
Dulanv. the Younger (1722-1797)
(Baltimore: Maryland His
torical Society, 1955), Chapter XVII. Hereafter called
Dulanys.
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the legal rights of freemen which no legislature can abuse.
Such a right was self-taxation.

Beyond this premise, the

argument was legal and historical, with the primary theme of
virtual representation being unjust in America.

It was a

conservative plea, more so than his father’s Right of the
Inhabitants some years before, and caught the attention of
Pitt in England.

Dulany's work in fact was to be of some

influence in bringing about the repeal of the Stamp Act.
Jonas Green and his Maryland Gazette fanned the embers.
On 10 October 1765 he announced that although three weeks re
mained before "Dooms—Day," it would be the last regular issue
since it was the end of the fiscal year of the Gazette.

Be

tween wide mourning bars, in substitution for the usual
heading, he printed:

"THE MARYLAND GAZETTE EXPIRING:

uncertain Hopes of a Resurrection to Life again."

In

Instead

of a stamp in the lower right hand corner, he printed a
death's head.

He condensed the news in this issue and in the

three weekly supplements that followed, magnifying the im
pression of great events and great uncertainties.

By closing

out his paper, Green was effectively answering affirmatively
the question of whether contracts made on unstamped documents
would be valid and whether business must stop.

His farewell

to the reader took half a column.
When the stamps actually arrived, Hood, the officially
designated stamp distributor, was in New York, and no in
structions were on hand for Sharpe from any authority.

He

requested that they be kept on board the naval vessel bringing
them.

As 1765 ended, the courts were closed, offices in An

napolis were closed, and so were the ports.
Frederick County provided the first sign of what the
colony would do.

The county judges concluded that since they
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would proceed with the regular business of the court, as if
they had no reason to believe that any special circumstances
existed.

A group which called itself the Sons of Liberty

honored the judges with a ball and a long string of toasts,
and buried the Stamp Act in a mock funeral.

Talbot County

on the Eastern Shore erected a gibbet before the courthouse
door and hung the effigy of a stamp informer there, letting
it remain until repeal.

In

two months, Maryland went all the

way in defiance of the law.
Baltimore imitated the New York Sons of Liberty organ
ization which engaged in coercion.

They were determined to

go to Annapolis immediately to force the proprietary officers
to open the courts and offices, and continue all operations
without the stamps.

They contacted Samuel Chase and his

colleague, William Paca, in Annapolis, and asked for help
from others similarly organized
of Annapolitans was held on

in other counties.

A meeting

the question, but most of the men

hoped for an early repeal and preferred to wait and to see
instead of forcing the opening of offices.

Sons of Liberty

from Baltimore and Anne Arundel County came to Annapolis
and demanded the opening of all business by 31 March.

They

got ambiguous answers from all of the officers petitioned,
each not flatly refusing, but making his future action con
tingent on others.
ceeded.

On 1 April, the Sons of Liberty suc

The Provincial Court was persuaded to order the clerk

to issue processes and to transact business without the stamps.
Four days later the news of repeal reached Annapolis.
Annapolis celebrated the first news, and then the of
ficial notice.

The city had an official commemoration di

rected by the mayor.

Balls and illuminations were held in

all the outlying towns.

One most interesting event took
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at the home of Thomas Baker in Queen Anne Town, close

to Annapolis.

The Gazette

reported that gentlemen and

freeholders dug a hole, buried the emblem of "Discord," and
raised a column to "Concord."

Twenty-three toasts were drunk

to recognize the importance of the moment.
Charles Carroll of Carrollton and Governor Sharpe were
in agreement that the repeal would satisfy Maryland.

Re

ferring to the Declaratory Act, "It will not hurt us much,"
said Carroll,

"to resolve or pass an act that the Parliament

has a right to tax America, if they never put it into
practice."

The agent of South Carolina, Charles Garth, whom

the Maryland Assembly had asked to act as its agent in England
on this matter, fully informed the Marylanders of the meaning
of the Declaratory Act, but there was no protest, as there
had been none over the Sugar Act.

The Lower House responded

to Sharpe's request for an appropriation of £100 to recom
pense Hood for the loss of his warehouse, in line with Secre
tary Conway's relayed instructions to Sharpe.

The House

voted money for a marble statue of Pitt, and for a portrait
of Lord Camden to hang in the provincial courtroom.

Reso

lutions of thanks to the Earl of Chesterfield, Lord Shelburne,
Secretary Conway, General Howard, Sir George Saville, and
Alderman Beckford were sent off, for proving their friendship
to American liberty in supporting repeal.

The painting and

statue were never commissioned, since the Council objected to
the unconstitutional form in which the measure was drawn.
Considering the reaction to the Stamp Act, this com
placency about the Declaratory Act may have been deliberate,
managed by the House to play up the victory of self-govern
ment as a useful weapon against the proprietary elements of

^Quoted in Barker, Background, 312.
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The furor over the Stamp Act in Maryland makes it clear
that Boucher was presently to arrive in a province with a
hard-core resistance to authority that every segment of
society shared in 1765.

What is more, it is apparent from

the events of 1765 forward that Jonas Green was a skillful
architect of public opinion and that he had already made up
his mind about what that public opinion ought to be.

There

would be no counterpart in the Annapolis area of New York's
James Rivington, the printer, to whom Boucher could look for
support or even a neutral press.1

It is also clear that

Maryland's reaction to any given event was conditioned by
economic circumstances and that any authority or personality
espousing a cause running counter to the well-being, or sup
posed well-being, of the province, was going to be caught in
an unpopular situation.
The Townshend Acts of 1767 found Maryland in a better
economic position than in 1765.

The public debts had been

retired by the Assembly and one new issue of paper was in
circulation.

Tobacco business was still in a decline, but

prices in London and in America were rising somewhat.

Mary

land's grain markets in Ireland, Portugal, and Spain improved
the economy.

The public was less volatile.

Jonas Green as

sumed the same role of propagandist as during the Stamp Act,
but found fewer opportunities to be dramatic.

He printed the

news from Boston of retaliation by encouragement of domestic
manufacturers to curtail imports, but Marylanders did not

1There is some evidence in the affair of the brig
"Peggy Stewart" and William Stewart's attempt to have his
explanation printed, that by 1774, the radicals had out
distanced Green and he succumbed to patriot pressure not to
print the material, on pain of destruction of his press, a
point to be made later.
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John Dickinson's Letters of

a Pennsylvania Farmer were beginning to appear serially in
the Gazette, but apparently did not provoke much local dis
cussion.

Letter writers never once discussed the new duties

on tea, lead, paper, and glass.

The only discussion of im

portance was that between "Bystander" and "C. D . " involving
parishes and pluralities.
For six months after the enforcement of the Townshend
duties, little happened in Maryland.

It was only when the

Massachusetts Circular Letter of 11 February 1768

came

before the Lower House did any opposition develop, and that
was really forced by Hillsborough.

Lord Hillsborough be

came the first royal Secretary of State for the colonies in
1768 and he altered perceptibly the official relations of
the proprietary government with the Crown.

Both Hillsborough

and his successor, the Earl of Dartmouth, kept a closer watch
on Maryland; they asked for copies of provincial laws as they
were passed, along with copies of the proceedings of the As
sembly and the Council minutes.

Sharpe complied, although

he thought the request "exceptionable" after the thirty-five
years since the Board of Trade had first requested them.
Eden prepared elaborate reports when he took office in 1768.
It was apparent that royal disapproval, the prerogative of
the Crown, was overshadowing the proprietor.
Hillsborough, informed of the Massachusetts Circular
Letter, instructed Sharpe to dissuade the Assembly from any
action, and in the process Sharpe incited them to action.
Sharpe addressed the House and displayed his letter of in
struction, noting that the Crown considered the Massachusetts
appeal "factious," an encouragement to denial of Parliamentary
authority, and a subversion of the constitution.
reacted with anger at the use of such words

The Assembly

to describe
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declared they would not be intimidated from doing what they
thought right.
Anticipating prorogation, they prepared a reply to the
Speaker of the House and a petition to the King.

Speaker

Lloyd sent the reply to Massachusetts two days after the
session closed, expressing agreement with the Circular Letter,
and enclosing Sharpe's speech against the Circular Letter
and the address of the House in reply.

The petition to the

Crown was forwarded to the King through agent Garth.

It was

not extremist; it simply followed the line of reasoning of
the Stamp Act protests earlier.
Thus Assembly action was not taken until six months
after the Townshend Duties were in effect, and the signing
of Maryland Non-importation Agreements did not occur for
another year.

They were difficult to arrange in widely dis

persed plantation situations, since effectiveness depended
upon enforcement and observation.

Naturally, then, the first

such arrangements were begun in Baltimore where the situation
was more easily adapted to the techniques of the northern
cities.

Under pressure from Philadelphia merchants, Balti

more people bound themselves not to purchase British manu
factures until the Townshend Acts were repealed, after 20
March 1769.

In May, the Anne Arundel County Associators

agreed to boycott British imports.

The rest of the counties

followed suit and by 20 June the wheels were in motion to
form a general association on a county basis enveloping all
of Maryland.
The roster of the general association was clearly topheavy with lawyers, some members and some non—members of the
House.

The traders, freeholders, and mechanics were few and

without much influence.

Unlike the Association in Baltimore,
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Maryland Association was essentially the "country party" of
the Lower House.
Enforcement was vigorous, except on the lower Eastern
Shore.

Self-chosen committees confronted violators with

compliance or the loss of trade and respect in the community.
The factors who opposed the movement were most often the
victims of the committees who took over goods and put it in
storage.

The "enforcers" worked in large committees.

The greatest activity and most vehement enforcement
were in the prime tobacco-cultivation section of the Western
Shore:. Anne Arundel and Prince George's Counties.

The com

mittee system, under jurisdiction of Annapolis, was elaborate
and extremely effective.

Prince George's County selected

four committees, members of which were two Spriggs, two
Bowies, two Gantts, a Hall, a Magruder, and a Wootton.

The

name Sprigg would be all too familiar to Boucher in 1775.
Obviously, for a man like the Boucher of 1773-1775, the two
worst possible places to take up residence in this period of
Maryland and American history, were Prince George's and Anne
Arundel Counties.
both.

Between 1770 and 1775, Boucher lived in

Ambitious for a rural parish for cultivation of the

best variety of tobacco, he had moved, in 1771, into the
home ground of the "country party" at the very time that
political lines were being drawn more sharply.
Although Eden had hoped that the Association would
discontinue its operations when he had published the news
that the ministry had decided to remove the Townshend duties,
but for the one on tea, he was disappointed.

Even the defi

nite and official news a year later, in the summer of 1770,
had no quick effect.

The issue of political and consti

tutional rights, symbolized by the tea tax which remained in
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Non-importation served an economic end.

Practically, the

Stoppage of British

imports saved planters and committeemen from contracting
additional debts with foreign creditors, and there was a
certain stimulation to newer varieties of trade.
Nevertheless, in 1770, when Boucher arrived in Annapo
lis, the unity for Non-importation was developing cracks.
There were some complaints of favoritism in enforcements.
But the major cause of its dissolution was the decision of
Philadelphia

,which

dropped the Association in September.

Baltimore merchants felt it imperative to follow her example.
Although the committeemen from the Eastern Shore voted in a
meeting to continue the Association until repeal of the tea
tax also, the action of the Baltimore group was decisive.

The

Association had served its economic purpose and there were not
enough supporters for a continuation on political grounds
alone.

The committees disintegrated; boycotts were dropped

across the board.
no one.

Tea was a popular drink, objected to by

From this time in 1770 until the Boston Tea Party,

Boston was barely mentioned in the Maryland Gazette.
Intercolonial affairs were ignored, but internal af
fairs now were commanding attention.

Proprietary government

in the early seventies was in a state of near decay, not only
from weaknesses within and the long-term effort to protect
proprietary prerogative, but from the new spirit and tech
niques of cooperation of the opposition.

Political experi

ence and the knowledge of a successful encounter were in
valuable in stimulating confidence.

The real, and final,

battle was signalled by the expiration of the tobaccoinspection law which opened hostilities over the rates of
officers' fees and clergy dues.

Because tobacco inspection,

official fees, and clergy dues had been correlated in the law
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landers, a conflict between the Upper and Lower Houses was
almost inevitable.

Officers' fees were one of two principal

issues of Assembly politics during the period 1770 to 1773.
The other was the vestry question.
The tobacco inspection law, first enacted in 1747, came
up for a third renewal.

The overproduction of tobacco and

the serious competition with Virginia for market outlets
made a tobacco law quite essential.

Tobacco was still the

crucial center of Maryland's economy, and there was general
agreement that inspection was the preferred method of control.
In 1770 the situation was better than in 1765, tobacco trade
was up and prices were rising, but credit conditions were
worse.

Tobacco control was simply accepted at this renewal;

but fees for inspection were the critical item.
With complete disagreement between the Council and
House and the fee question at an impasse, Eden dissolved the
legislature and issued his famous Proclamation of 26 November
1770.

It simply ordered that all officers who took fees must

abide by the old inspection law fee arrangements.

It was

written, to Eden's credit, in the same vein as the Procla
mation of 1733 had been written, couched in terms of defense
of the people against exorbitant charges.

The 1733 Procla

mation had had the sanction of expert legal opinion in
England and this one was also confirmed by distinguished
counselors, including Edward Thurlow, future lord chancellor
of England.

None of this impressed Lower House Delegates.

They had taken their stand against fees fixed by prerogative
power, weeks before Eden issued the Proclamation.

Very

likely they envisioned themselves in the role of Coke pro
testing the ship money of James I.
Public sympathy backed the Delegates when lists of fees
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provincial secretary receiving tobacco fees worth from £1,000
to £1,500 per annum, and the clerk of the land office, William
Stewart, receiving more than £1,800.

No public controversy

developed just yet, no one stepped forward to defend the
proprietary position.
In 1771, with the deadlock still unbroken, Eden pro
rogued the Assembly.

The death of Lord Baltimore and the

succession of Henry Harford, his illegitimate son and heir
to the province, prevented another Assembly before 1773.
The question remained open.

Boucher wrote that public issues

occupied and agitated the minds of the people beyond measure:
The times were grown beyond measure troublesome: men's
minds were restless and dissatisfied, for ever discon
tented and grumbling at the present state of things,
and for ever projecting reformations. . . . This had
long been the constant state of things? but it was now
much worse. There was a fierceness in opposition that
was unusual.^
In 1773, the controversy moved to the pages of the
2

Gazette.

Daniel Dulany wrote an anonymous dialogue between

"First Citizen," who opposed the Proclamation, and "Second
Citizen," the successful defender.

This was countered by

John Carroll of Carrollton, with a similar dialogue, in which
3
the Proclamation was successfully opposed.
The dialogue

^Bouchier, Reminiscences, 68-69.
2

1 Jan.

1773.

Maryland Gazette.

3
. . .
A personal element added a certain fillip to the ex
change. Annapolitans knew there was no love lost between
Dulanys and Carrolls. The two senior men in the families
had arrived in Annapolis a year apart, lived as neighbors for
more than thirty years, but were never friends. Dulany, an
Irish immigrant, was Anglican. He had enjoyed a brilliant
political career.
Carroll's Roman Catholic religion ruined
his political opportunities. The original quarrel had
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nym of "First Citizen" while Dulany became "Antilon."

It

was a good technique for wide publicizing of both sides of
the controversy.

Everybody knew who the writers were.

was exciting and clever.

It was also rather learned.

It
Natu

ral rights philosophy, historical and legal argument, liter
ary quotation, and personal invective were all there.
Charles Carroll, a Roman Catholic, reached sudden
public acclaim for his work.

It brought him into public

life, something which his Roman Catholicism would ordinarily
have prohibited.

The newspaper controversy, the most im

portant and significant of these troubled years, lasted until
May, and catapulted Carroll into the company of the leaders
of the radical element in the Lower Houser
William Paca, and Thomas Johnson.

Samuel Chase,

These four were destined

to become signers of the Declaration of Independence and
Johnson would become the first Governor of the State of
Maryland.

Carroll was known as "the flaming patriot," and

became the intellectual leader of the radicals, Chase was
the "torch of the Revolution."
These public issues also irritated Boucher to the
point of trying to influence the decision.

Boucher wrote

"sundry memorials, remonstrances, petitions, and many papers
to the public, 11 he recalled in his Reminiscences.

Although

Boucher expressed his opinion on the fee question in one of

probably been over religion and religious disabilities.
Ellen H. Smith, Charles Carroll of Carrollton (Cambridgei
Harvard University Press, 1945), 105.
See also Kate Mason Rowland, The Life of Charles
Carroll of Carrollton: 1737-1832, With His Correspondence
and Public Papers (2 vols.; New York: Knickerbocker Press,
1898), I, Chapter IV.
^Bouchier, Reminiscences, 70.

- 258 his sermons, nowhere does he say that he engaged in the
newspaper controversy over the fees-

However, an obscure

manuscript indicates that he did.'1'
The spirit engendered in this provincial affair perme
ated the election made essential by the succession to the
proprietorship of Harford.

This was a new kind of election.

Public demonstrations in Annapolis and all over Maryland
were the pattern for this last election under the proprie
tary regime.

Techniques learned in the Stamp Act protests

were dusted off and put to use again.
their radical assemblymen

Annapolitans elected

and celebrated with a mock funeral

of the fee Proclamation, putting a copy of it in a coffin
inscribed:

"The Proclamation, The Child of Folly and Op

pression, born the 25th of November, 1770, departed this life
the 14th of May, 1773 and Buried the same Day, by the Freemen

The two houses of Assembly about the years 1759 or
1770 could not agree on a Fee Bill, & the public
officers were without authority to collect pay for their
Services; The Governor of Md. undertook to settle this
affair by Proclamation, the people revolted at this,
declaring it to be an Act of Legislation; & a paper
War ensued of great acrimony— Mr. Paca and Mr. Chase
on the one Side & D* Dulany & a parson Boucher on the
other: after much Conflict Mr. Paca & Chase came out
with a publication of much length & which they assumed
to be so conclusive that no possible argument could
avail against it and that it was the Death of the Procla
mation; great rejoicing took place in Annapolis at the
overthrow of the Court Party which ended in a public
procession the subject of which was a general sham
mourning for the Death of the Proclamation.
This is an eyewitness's account, recorded by his son, which
squares with the Maryland Gazette account of the mock funeral
and therefore seems reasonable evidence that Boucher was
working with Dulany on the fee question and that at least one
Annapolitan knew it. Edward Pinkney's Notes on the Early life
of his Father, William Pinkney, MS. Kennedy Papers, Maryland
Historical Society. No Date.

- 259 of Annapolis."1

Two flags preceded the coffin, one marked

"Liberty" and the other,

"No Proclamation."

fifers played a dead march.

Drummers and

A similar demonstration took

place in Anne Arundel County, on a larger scale, as it did
in Frederick.

Thirty-eight of the fifty-eight delegates

elected in 1771 were returned to office. This House deferred
to public instruction by requesting adjournment while it
consulted its constituents on whether it should proceed to
other business before an inspection law was passed.

This was

a novel development and went much further than the delegates
refusal in 1765 to give advice to Governor Sharpe on what to
do with the stamped paper on its arrival.

This Assembly took

the practical route to solution of the problem, reconvened,
and immediately passed an inspection bill with the question
of a fee schedule set aside.

If it looked like a victory

for the Council, the move was still a tremendous display of
solidarity between the House of Delegates and the people.'
The inspection issue and the fee question were more or
less settled? the second element of the double-dimensioned
fight was the vestry problem.

The vestry question ran paral

lel to and was inextricably entwined with the act of 1747 and
its renewal.

In 1747 the Church tax had been reduced from

forty pounds of tobacco per poll, the amount fixed in the
permanent Act of Establishment of 1702, to thirty pounds of
tobacco per poll.

When the inspection act lapsed, the clergy

maintained that the 1702 provision again applied.

Without

question, the case of the priests had a statutory basis,
whereas that of the House of Delegates did not.
Unfortunately, the public believed that the clergy were
generally overpaid and that supervision was necessary.

120 May 1773.

Maryland Gazette.

The

- 260 position of the clergy was certain to be attacked by the As
sembly.

Boucher had already been recognized as a proponent

of an American bishopric from the first month of his arrival
in Annapolis.

He had also done enough writing in the pages

of the Gazette and elsewhere, to have been recognized as an
articulate man.

It was probably a foregone conclusion that

he would become the protagonist of the vestry question.

Two

of the recognized leaders of the radical element, Paca and
Chase, became spokesmen for the "country party" in the pages
of the Gazette.
Previous efforts had been made to have a lay and a
clerical body, in equal numbers, sit with the Governor in a
kind of court, with supervisory capacity over priests accused
of immorality.

Sharpe, Governor in this session of 1768,

thought it rather a good idea, but vetoed it because he
thought it was contrary to his instructions.

The Upper House,

with the Dulanys in favor of it, had passed the bill.

On

the question of an American episcopate. Lord Baltimore was
decisive: it would run counter to the Charter of 1632.
Baltimore did not object to the Assembly plan of clerical
discipline, and had made his views clear to Eden before the
Governor embarked for America.

Eden had also had an audience

with the Bishop of London, in company with Baltimore, and
knew that the present bishop was departing from precedent
and planned to take no active role with respect to the
colonies.

Thus, in 1770, the clergymen were in a compli

cated situation.

They were legally entitled to claim more

income than they were getting, and at the same time they were
threatened with secular control, at least in a measure.
Moreover, although they were unified on the question of a
disciplinary court, they were divided on the question of an
episcopacy for America.

Natural sentiment of the province,

- 261 and the proprietary interest was against the episcopacy.
In his periodic letters to James, Boucher discussed
the salary question with him.1

Since his St. Anne's living

was worth £250 sterling per year, he had increased his salary
from the Virginia parish by £50.

Payment of the salary was,

of course, no different from Virginia:

all public claims,

including those of the clergy were paid off in tobacco.

How

ever, for the convenience of those who did not plant tobacco,
debts might be paid off at twelve shillings six pence per
hundred pounds, which was the highest price given for tobacco
when the law was written.

At that time, the price was the

highest price for which tobacco had sold, but for several
years, tobacco had been selling from between twenty shillings
and forty shillings per hundredweight and he thought the
probability was that it would never be much lower again.
pointed out to James the inequality, a glaring one.

He

Two men,

for the same services, were being rated so very differently,
in being paid by one who grew tobacco and one who simply paid
twelve shillings, six pence.

The Assembly was proposing, at

the time Boucher wrote James, that a law be passed enabling all
to pay off at twelve shillings, six pence.

Boucher thought

it would be especially hard on the clergy, and in his par
ticular St. Anne's Parish, he would lose between £50 and
£100 sterling annually.
One anonymous opponent of the clergy, who in a handbill
signed "The Church of England Planter," complained that the
clergy rode him "like an ass," and proposed that their sala
ries be set by law at ten pounds per poll, and that vestries be
given authority over the priests with power to summon,

1This account of the salary question in Maryland is in
Boucher to James, 25 Aug.
1770. MHM, VIII, (1913), 172.

- 262 reprimand, and discharge

them from parishes if it were a

third offense.
Boucher firmly maintained at the time, and years later,
that this was a deliberate attempt to embroil the clergy in
public agitation.

Boucher thought it at least possible that

it was a political move to enhance the position of the radi
cal element:
Church and churchmen either did stand in their way or
leaders of the country party contrived to have the
church stand in the front of battle.^However, Boucher did think that the forty pounds per
poll of the 1702 Act to which many objected, was, in some
cases, too much.
The most interesting thing about the 1770 handbill was
the new and startling argument built up to prove that the
Act of Church Establishment of 1702 had no constitutional
validity.

No constitutional principle was involved, no philo

sophical argument was introduced.

The writer's case rested

on a technicality; an original defect.

The Governor who

signed the law in 1702 had done so some weeks after the death
of King William III, under whose sovereignty he held his com
mission.

To be valid, the law should have been re-enacted

and signed under a commission from the new Queen, Anne.

The

letter ignored the practical and common-sense approach com
pletely.

The Governor of 1702 could not have known of the

death of William at the time.

What was more, this law had

stood on the books for seventy years with no objection other
than to the definition of salaries.

2

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 69.
2
This is Barker's interpretation of the position of the
antagonists, which is in agreement with that of Anderson and
Addison, previously cited. Background, 360-61.

- 263 Boucher's account differs.

In editing his "Sermon on

Reducing the Revenue of the Clergy," he explained it as
follows:
An act for the Establishment of the Church of England
was, in the time of King William, i.e. in 1701, 2,
framed and passed by the Legislature of Maryland; and
then, according to the usual course of proceeding, sent
home for the royal assent. The act, as framed in Mary
land, was not wholly approved of in England; and
therefore it was sent back, amended and modelled ac
cording to the King's pleasure.
These amendments were
adopted in the next Provincial Assembly, and in due
form enacted into law. In the mean time, and before
it was possible that the event should be known in Mary
land, King William died; this act, however, when a
second time sent home, modelled and passed according
to the form directed by the late King, was approved of
and confirmed by his successor, Queen Anne.-*Possibly the signing by Queen Anne of the revised bill
was not known
with

to him when he engaged in the newspaper dispute

Paca and Chase, for in that series beginning 31 December

1772 he did not discuss the remodelled form of the Act.2
Whatever the truth of the matter was, in 1773 the assumption
was that it had been signed by the wrong sovereign, and en
acted by an illegally operating Assembly.
There were other arguments for the position of the
clergy.

If the act of 1702 was not valid, then the earlier

act of 1700 was still in force, and that also imposed a
payment of forty pounds per poll.

The opposition replied

that the act of 1704, which was a general repeal of all prior

^Boucher, "On Reducing the Revenue of the Clergy,"
View, 223. Footnote 2.
2

A

An account of this controversy in Steiner's biography
of Eden does not question the signature of the sovereign but
discusses the doubt of legality as if it had only been signed
by King William.
Steiner, Robert Eden, 60-61. Boucher may
have checked the public records when he edited his sermons
in 1797.

~ 264 laws, with a few specified exceptions, had put an end to any
life the law of 1700 had had.

It was contended by the clergy

that the law of 1704 had a clause that was relevant:
Saving always to all and every person or persons,
whatsoever was and is his and their rights and benefits,
which he and they had by the former acts of Assembly,
anything in this present act containing to the contrary
nothwithstanding.
At this point, in 1771, the Assembly enacted the disci
plinary measure proposed in 1768.

Each clergyman was re

quired to take an oath of loyalty to the government, and to
swear that he had made no simoniacal contract for his ap
pointment.

A written complaint by a majority of the vestry

and the churchwardens of any parish, directed to the governor
in council, would result in the governor's appointment of
three clergymen and three laymen to sit with him in a special
court.

The court was empowered to suspend, admonish the

priest, or deprive him of his parish.

It had no practical

effect and the court was never invoked, but it alarmed the
clergymen.
The political attack on the Church increased.

In 1771

Boucher set forth his defense of the clergy in his sermon,
prefacing his defense with a few well-chosen remarks on the
fees of the civil officers.
gality.

2

The ostensible motive was fru

The real motive was to lessen the influence of

government, he thought.

He questioned whether the influence

of government was really too great, and if it were, whether
reduction of income for its officers was a good way to lessen
it.

He told his parishioners:
Be as economical with the public purse as decency and
dignity will permit; but, do not weakly imagine, that

1Ibid.
2

Boucher, "On Reducing the Revenue of the Clergy,"
View, 216.

A

- 265 all influence is corrupt, or employed to corrupt
purposes; or, if it be, that the executive power alone
has influence, or even corrupt influence.
In your zeal
to get rid of monarchical pomp and splendour, beware
of falling into republican meanness and insignifi
cancy.^
There is a faint flavor here of remarks that one day would
be made by ardent Federalists in the 1790's, such as Fisher
Ames, who did not fear a strong power at the head of govern
ment, or John Adams, the Federalist, who tried to counter
the wild assumptions of abuse of power that the anti-Federalists advanced.

Moreover, Adams was not at all averse to

titles for officials in the new government being created in
1787, to insure respect for authority of office.

Essentially,

respect for government was Boucher's concern.
His remarks reflected his conviction that the clerical
salary question ought to be separated from the civil question,
or at least debated on its own merits.

These appeals to the

public on great points respecting government were dangerous.
It gave demagogues the opportunity to bias the public mind
by "enflaming their passions."

2

He despaired of success

"from the fair and manly method of free and impartial debate
and envisioned dreadful ends to which such artful conduct
might lead."

He went on to warn that:

. . . a few meddling, half-learned, popular lawyers of
Maryland [were raising] a petty war, not directly and
avowedly against the Church, nor against the priesthood,
nor against her present ministers; but merely against
their revenues.^
He thought they did no credit to their country and their

1Ibid., 220.
2Ibid., 221.
3Ibid., 222.

-266 technique was the miserable expedient of a set of weak men
being instigated by the example of some of the most unprinci
pled men that were ever permitted to give laws to mankind.
These reformers of the Church of Maryland were doing no more
than was done in the seventeenth century by the Rump Parlia
ment , and he thought the attack might well end with the
downfall of the State.
Boucher recognized the difference in legal basis between
the case of the clergy on salaries and the civil officers on
fees.

He pointed out the many instances indicating acceptance

of the 1701 law:
. . . we will always bear a just regard to that reverend
body [the Assembly] nor attempt to obtrude any terms on
them, which it may not suit their inclinations to ac
cept of; nor do we see any reason to join the income
of the Church and State on the present occasion, the
former being GROUNDED ON LAW, the latter not.-*Truth cannot vary, he suggested.

If the laws were well-

founded in 1739 they must be so now.

If other Maryland

patriots in a prior day thought them well-grounded on law,
then their successors seem to think the earlier laws grounded
only on their wills; not sacred nor inviolable.

He pointed

out in a rather nasty fashion, the difference in abilities
and integrity between the legislature of 1739 and that of
1771; apparent, he thought, in the proceedings of their re
spective assemblies.
The enemies of the Church seemed to be in favor of
reducing the income of the clergy by one-half or a half of
the absolute freeholds, and some, he noted, talked gravely
of reducing his colleagues to the primitive standard of the
apostolic age.

With biting sarcasm he answered that sug-

1Ibid., 224.
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. . . whenever they shall be pleased to set us the ex
ample, and reduce themselves to the standard of those
to whom the apostles preached, we will no longer hesi
tate to emulate the self-denial and the humility of
the apostles. Need I inform these Gentlemen, that to
do this, they must sell all they have and give to the
poor, and follow us.-*Boucher candidly noted that he had come there on the sanction
and encouragement held out by the public law of the land,
which he considered a kind of compact to perform the duties
of a parish priest, on a fair condition of receiving the
stipend secured to him by the existing law.

He had a fair

title to the emoluments accruing to him from his benefice, as
all incumbent clergymen did.

He thought the law could be

altered with respect to future incumbents with more justice.
The saving on his salary would go to aid those richer
than he, he argued.

Of the 1200 - 1300 taxables, two-thirds

were richer than himself.

Consequently if the cut in salary

was intended for the poor, it was misguided; the poor would
possibly save a shilling a year, while those who proposed the
cut would "compliment themselves with ten, twenty, or one
hundred times that amount."
Anticipating the change in payment from tobacco to
currency, he objected because of the decrease of the value
of money.

Fluctuating as the price of tobacco was, it was

still more likely to keep pace with other articles of ne
cessity than any fixed sum of provincial paper currency,
which was much more uncertain than sterling money.

Commenting

on the decrease in value of money in the past 100 years, he
thought it not unlikely that Maryland money might become of
as little value as that of New England governments.

1Ibid., 226.

- 268 One parish was too large, he thought (All Saints'),
but even that was far from being an object of envy to an
English bishop, and the rest hardly produced an income equal
to that of an attorney in a moderate practice.1

The sum

total of Church revenue was not adequate to the maintenance
of a competent number of reputable clergymen.

There were

forty-four in Maryland when he wrote this sermon and they
needed twice that, in his opinion.

A parish was too large

if a parishioner was more than four or five miles from a
church.
He concluded his sermon with the plea that clergymen
only wanted to live decently and educate their children,
although they were often by birth, and always by education
and profession, gentlemen, and society ought to be con
cerned that they live in a decorous style if they were to be
men of moment to society.

He challenged them to look aroundx

We are not the men who may hope to get estates, and
lay foundations for building up families by gains of
our profession. . . . Look round the province: who are
the persons now possessed of your great estates? Sons
either of men who have held places under Govt., or of
lawyers, physicians, or merchants. Yet you will hardly
deny, that many of our Order have been men of such
abilities, had they chanced to have been bred to other
callings, they might probably have made as good a
figure, and amassed as large estates, as others have
done.
Newspaper contributors took up the argument raised by
the Church of England Planter.

Samuel Chase wrote a legal

opinion which expressed doubt about the Establishment, but
was certainly not conclusive.

Much writing on the subject

appeared, some quite vulgar, but the important letter was

1See Chapter VIII,. 165.
O

Boucher, "On Reducing the Revenue of the Clergy,"
A View, 235.

- 269 that of William Paca who carried the argument forward from
the equivocal position of Chase to an analytical, unequivocal
three columns on 10 September 1772.

Although he conceded

that King William's death did not abate the proceedings in
the courts nor the commissioners in the province, he did hold
that the Assembly was dissolved:
My opinion, then, is, that upon the demise of King
William, the assembly of this province was dissolved:
that the assembly which afterwards met and enacted the
contested forty per poll law, being called without a
fresh writ of summons, was illegally and unconsti
tutionally convened: That, therefore, no obligation
can result from said forty per poll act as a law.
To hear a leader of the

"country party" in the Lower

House come out with this opinion convinced Boucher that "they
seemed to aim at a total renversement,
nothing to attain their end."

and to stick at

The offer of Paca, Chase, and

Johnson to defend gratis the people who, in consequence of
this legal opinion, wanted to refuse to pay their tithes to
the clergy, was even more distasteful news.
Boucher felt the consequences immediately.

At first

he got about half of his salary, and less and less after that.
One test case was actually tried in Charles County when
Joseph Harrison, a delegate, appeared as plaintiff against
Sheriff Richard Lee, who had jailed him for refusal to pay
the forty pounds per poll.
been illegal.
counsel.

Harrison claimed the jailing had

Paca, Chase, and Johnson were his legal

The Charles County jury decided in Harrison's favor,

awarded £60 sterling as damages, on the premise that the
sheriff's demand for taxes was a violation of the rights of
Englishmen.

This case was an approximate equivalent of the

Parsons' Cause in Virginia.
Boucher, like other clergymen whose salaries were most
adversely affected, had a great deal to say about the clergy's
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On 31 December 1772, Boucher challenged Paca

and Chase in the columns of the Gazette.
official fees had been printed
the two lawyers Boucher
vened in this year.

Some letters on the

anonymously;

boldly signed.

this serieswith

No Assembly was con

Boucher must have hoped to prevent

further detrimental legislation when one would be convened.
Boucher's argument was a new one, quite logically hitting at
Paca1s inconsistency, in continuing to serve as a vestryman
of St. Anne's.

It is a well-written letter, directed to both

Chase and Paca, with the following opening paragraph:
To my very great surprize, I have been informed you
still continue to
act as vestrymen of
St. Anne's parish;
and that you went
so far as to concur
with othersof
your brethren in a petition to the county court, dated
November 10th 1772, for an assessment of 5 lb. of to
bacco per poll, on the taxable inhabitants of the said
parish: - - - As this appears to many others, as well
as myself, a very extraordinary measure in Gentlemen
of your principles, you'll be glad, no doubt, of the
opportunity I now give you of explaining and reconciling
your proceedings to the publick. You will, therefore,
I trust, take in good part a few questions I shall take
the liberty of subjoining for your consideration; which
will comprehend the principal objections I have heard
stated against the integrity and candor of the general
tenor of your conduct, with regard to the act for the
establishment of religious worship, &tc.
Boucher then raised ten pointed queries, briefly stated, which
hinged on a request for a levy apparently without sanction of
law, by vestrymen without sanction of law, in a Church not
established, if Paca continued to disavow the 1702 Act of
Establishment.
Calling upon the precedent Hampden had set in 1635 when
he chose to be confined to jail rather than "to pay one
shilling without authority of parliament," Boucher suggested
that they could hardly aspire to his distinction when they
were willing to fasten on the necks of free people:

- 271 . . . taxation without their consent, taxation without
the least pretence of law? . . . The publick voice
arraigns you of duplicity, of acting in direct oposition to the principles you avow, of loose and fluctu
ating counsels — the usual effects of artifice and
insincerity.
A postscript noted that the vestry petition had been pre
sented to the court, had been honored without hesitation, and
was proof of their opinion on the point.

"It is presumed,

that they never engage in a measure, affecting the property
of their fellow-subjects, without the firmest persuasion,
that they derive their authority from some standing law of
the province."
Paca and Chase jointly answered on 14 January 1773,
thanking him for not stabbing their reputations anonymously,
while pointing out that he had made himself vulnerable to
attack by attacking them, and that as a minister of the
gospel he ought to be more charitable.

They argued that the

petition had nothing to do with the Act of Establishment of
1702, and based their action on a law of 1704 and 1729 of
the Assembly, and their actions as vestrymen were by au
thority of the parishioners who chose them.
Unfortunately, Paca and Chase saw a good opportunity
to widen the scope of their differences and take advantage
of ill-feeling previously generated in 1770.

Paca and Chase

brought up the subject of an American bishop, probably the
last thing Boucher wanted to happen:
. . . if, reverend Sir, you should be able to ac
complish the scheme for an American Bishop, you may
then indeed file a bill in the spiritual court, and
possibly upon Canon principles obtain judgment, to
have this naked dog excommunicated and driven into a
wilderness to herd with beasts. And yet, What is his
crime? Poverty— .

■^Paca and Chase to Boucher, 14 Jan.
Gazette.

17 73, Maryland

- 272 The authors followed this emotional plea for a hypo
thetical parishioner who could not pay his tithe with a
"fervent prayer," delivered "upon their knees," that "the
province of Maryland might never be cursed with ecclesi
astical tyranny, with internal jurisdictions of spiritual
cruelty, vengeance, and inhumanity."
One page later, Paca and Chase reverted to the subject
of the American bishop once more.

They expounded upon the

potential ecclesiastic's "TREMENDOUS COURT," the necessities
of sub-bishops because of problems of geography, and the
inevitable multiplication of officers and fees imposed upon
the people.
Nothing in Boucher's letter provoked this change of
subject.

Boucher's letter was courteous, if ironic, but

without emotionally charged words.

Compared with a closing

paragraph of Paca and Chase, one would have to agree with
Boucher that the question of salary could not get an ob
jective hearing in the papers:
. . . your vanity persuaded you to think that you were
qualified for a flight into the political sphere; and
falsely conceiving that our late proceeding, as Vestry
men, was a trip in our politicks, swift as an eagle
down you dropt upon your prey. You have traduced and
vilified us with a wantonness that shocks humanity:
and with a Pen dipt in gall painted us in the most
odious c o l o u r s
Your aim was to deprive us of the
honourable trust and confidence the public has reposed
in us by the ruin of our characters
There is obvious exaggeration here.

Paca and Chase suc

ceeded in stirring up the old episcopal question again and
Boucher endeavored to answer "Patuxent," who had risen to
the bait:
You have swallowed the bait, which Mess. Chase and Paca

1Ibid.

- 273 threw out for you. Every other effort to draw me off
from the single point I undertook to dispute with them,
having failed, the address was published, with the fond
hope of drawing down upon me the resentment of the dis
senters, whose alacrity to enter into a controversy
concerning an American episcopate, has been sufficiently
manifested.^
Paca and Chase had arranged to have printed the 1770
"Address to the Bishop of London," attacking at the same
time the letter's implication that it represented the will of
the majority of the clergymen meeting in Annapolis, whereas,
Chase and Paca insisted, it had not.

Paca began writing

independently of Chase, and the tone of the letters degener
ated into personalities and character attacks.

On 15 April

177 3, the Maryland Gazette carried Boucher's letter to Paca
and Chase on the front page, a full three columns and con
tinued on the second page.
letter made the front page.

Again on 29 April, a Boucher
The letter of 29 April referred

to Blackstone and Coke and was a review of the Paca-Chase
legal arguments, pointing out that they were mistaken in some of
their statements and citing better authorities.

Without a

doubt this irritated the two lawyers, who considered him
presumptious to appear knowledgeable in their field.

As

early as January, Paca and Chase had written:
When you are in your professed element, Sir, possibly
your genius and erudition may be respectable; but in
questions of law, permit us to deny your abilities:
Your dependance must necessarily be placed on others,
and when you open upon a legal topic, we can only con
sider you as mere echo.^
But Rev. Sir you not only figure on questions of a
legal nature, but can caper too with Constitutional

‘'’Boucher to "Patuxent," 5 Apr.
2

1773. Maryland Gazette.

Paca and Chase to Boucher, 14 Jan.
Gazette.

1773.

Maryland

- 274 principles.^
Undoubtedly the "mere echo" charge was a jibe at
Boucher who may well

have been consulting with the Dulanys on

some points of law.

The letters are absorbing reading and

are much more frank and insulting than those in newspapers
today.

Boucher argued from the laws; Paca and Chase argued

from a more abstract

law; "a law of right founded upon reason:

a system of jurisprudence adored by Englishmen, as the repository of their rights, liberties, and properties."

2

Of

the controversy, which ended after about four months, Boucher
said, "I was generally allowed to have the better of the argu3
ment, but they carried their point."
He had a good case and
an understanding which made his plea logical and as good as
any in Maryland history.
In November, 177 3, Boucher wrote James that he had not
received one penny for the two years he had been the in
cumbent of Queen Anne's Parish in Prince George's County.
" . . . to a Man whose daily Bread depends on his Yearly, if
not daily Income, you will guess, how convenient all This
4
must be."
He went on pessimistically:
Church Affairs in this Part of the World continue, in
a regular Progression, to deteriorate: &, if They go
on, as They have for some Months Past, I think twelve
months from this Time is the longest Period it can be
possible for our Church to exist.^
The clergy continued to strive to prevent Assembly

1Ibid.
2

Paca and Chase, 18 Mar.

1773.

Maryland Gazette.

3
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 71.
^Boucher to James, 16 Nov.
.183,
5Ibid.

1773.
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- 275 action of a radical nature.

On 8 December 1773, Eden read

to the Assembly the Address of the Maryland clergy proposing
certain salary changes as a compromise measure.

It read in

part:
If there be any well-founded Objection against the
present Establishment, we think it is, that, in some
few Instances, it gives too large Salaries. To remove
this, it is proposed, that whenever the solvent taxable
Persons in a Parish do, or shall exceed Twenty-two
hundred, the Excess shall be appropriated still to the
Service of the Church, by being sunk into a Fund, to
be lodged on stipulated Conditions with the Treasurer
on each Shore, for the Purpose of further disseminating
religious Instruction; that is to say, to be applied,
when sufficient for the Purpose, to the Maintenance of
a Reader, Lecturer, or Curate to be appointed by the
Ordinary; and, in Time to the Erection of new Parishes.
This, we are persuaded would be to pursue the Plan and
Design of the first Framers of our Act of religious
Establishment; and, we trust, remove all just Cause of
Complaint.^
The Assembly met again in 177 3.

It refused to con

sider the proposal of the clergy, which was not surprising
since in the June session of 1773, prior to the Clergy pro
posal, the Delegates had very quickly adopted the position
of Paca and Chase as their own.

The House declared that the

Act of Establishment had been unconstitutionally passed and
was void, and in its place framed a bill to pay all priests
equally as was the custom in Virginia.

In the November

session, the Lower House proposed a bill which provided
thirty pounds of tobacco or four shillings per poll for the
clergymen, the taxpayer to have the option of paying either
tobacco or money.
Paca won out.

Chase, the "Torch of the Revolution," and

The bill was passed.

^Archives of Maryland: Proceedings and Acts of As
sembly; October,. 1773 - April, 1774. LXIV, 119.

- 276 Boucher explained their success in terms of pressure
from the Council:
. . . finally after I left Annapolis the Governor beset
and worried by his Council to give us up for the sake
of peace as it was called, in evil hour passed the law.
I must do him the justice to own that when he found he
could no longer resist the importunities with which he
was urged, he sent an express to me, urging me to come
to him; and that if I still stood out he also would.1
Unfortunately, Boucher was absent on a journey and did not
get the message in time.

"Before my return," he wrote, "the

deed was done, and irrevocable."

Boucher said on occasion

that history often hinged on small personal things, and no
doubt he always felt that his absence at that time was a
misfortune and that he might have influenced Eden to veto
the measure.

In any event, if Boucher's statement above is

correct, here is additional evidence of the close relation
ship between the two men, even in affairs of state.
Earlier, a suit had been begun in behalf of the clergy
and had been prepared for trial after infinite troubles and
delay.

In the meantime, as the position of the Assembly

began to follow the crystallization of public opinion during
the newspaper controversies, the clergymen could find no
lawyer who would try the case.

2

Boucher had done everything that he could to prevent
the events that Paca and Chase worked equally hard to bring
about.

He felt obligated to do what he could, to "check the

immense mischief that was impending," in his sermons and in
in various pieces published in the Gazettes of the country.
Boucher's stand on the entire issue probably made him
more enemies than friends.

In March of 1773, a poem had ap

■'"Bouchier, Reminiscences, 71.
2Ibid., 70.

- 277 peared in the Maryland Gazette, suggesting that Boucher
"stick to souls."1

The controversy was too personal, too

full of character assassination, and too tied to politics to
avoid a polarization on the issue.

There would seem to have

been no body of moderates to whom Boucher could make an ap
peal.

He battled against a strong current of popular feeling,

and may well have damaged his already precarious position of
influence by taking on the legal battle against the two
strongest men in the "county party."
Paca had reached the point on one occasion when he was
particularly sensitive to some of Boucher's jibes and had
been irate enough to tender Boucher a formal challenge to a
duel.

Oddly enough, the former also requested Smith, the

Secretary to the Governor, to be his second.

Smith, with

"great readiness of mind and adroitness, told him that I had
foreseen long ago how our dispute would terminate, and ac
cordingly had actually engaged him to attend me as my second
on the occasion."

Apparently Smith also embroidered a few

instances of Boucher's bravery and prowess, and in the end
Paca was dissuaded from pursuing the matter.
Boucher always considered this encounter in the
pages of the Maryland Gazette as one of three reasons why
he became a marked man in the province.

The other two were

his opposition to the measures being taken against the Church,
and his "confidential intimacy" with Governor Eden.

His

fight for the Church would weaken his effectiveness in
fighting for his political ideals.
The timing of Boucher's absence when Eden had to make
his final decision on the new clerical salary arrangements
was important.

Another event in late October was just as

Maryland Gazette.

18 Mar.

177 3.

- 278 ill-timed.

Dr. Myles Cooper, President of King's College in

New York, had become aware of Boucher in the 1770 "Address
to the Bishop of London" over Eden's objections.

The question

of an American episcopacy engrossed Cooper and he had de
termined to pay Boucher a visit in Maryland.

Undoubtedly he

was aware that Boucher was a key man in the southern section
who could be counted on for episcopacy support.

As Boucher

had written:
I was very generally applied to by my brethren of the
Clergy, chiefly of Virginia, to fall on ways and means
of forming something like some general and uniform
line of conduct for the whole body of Clergy of the
Church of England throughout the continent.
In pursuit of such a concerted effort, when Cooper was ready
to leave for a visit to Philadelphia on his way back to New
York, Boucher and the Rev. Henry Addison were persuaded to
accompany him to Philadelphia.
At Philadelphia, Boucher spent a week lodging with
Dr. William Smith, Provost of the College of Philadelphia,
and a general plan was worked out.

Unfortunately, Smith's

personal convictions were unsettled and his vacillation soon
became known to Boucher.

In the meantime, the visit to

Boucher by so well-known and highly placed an Anglican was
quite possibly a serious mistake in the long run.

Boucher

had for months been trying to dispute with the opposition on
the subject of salaries;

Paca and Chase had, at the first

opportunity, called the question of the American episcopacy
into the open.

In spite of Boucher's efforts to offset this,

Paca and Chase had made it much more difficult by having
printed that "Address" regarding an American bishop.

With

the second session of the 1773 Assembly already convened

^Bouchier, Reminiscences, 100.

- 279 and bent on settling the salary issue, the presence of Cooper
could only have reminded the Prince George neighbors,
primarily ardent "country party" patriots, of the bishopric
issue and Boucher's advocacy.
The year 1773 was a year devoted to internal politics
in Maryland, in which Boucher was embroiled for non-political
reasons.

His position in Annapolis and at Queen Anne Parish

had placed him close to the "court party," but his concern had
been for the Church.

His political philosophy had not yet

been called into question.

Of course he had expressed con

cern for the flouting of authority that the Dissenters
symbolized, but it was primarily a consideration of effect
on the Church of England.

Yet the encounter with the two

chief patriot lawyers of Maryland may well have begun the
crystallization of Boucher's politics.

The political events

of 177 3 in Maryland were such that the Anglican Church was
no longer suffering from exposure to the minor ailments and
distresses of a chronic, fevered body politic;
her health was acute and deteriorating.

the state of

Boucher knew it.

His concern was for the very life of the Church, not just
concern for the further cuts in salary that were produced
by the Act of 1773 amounting from one-fifth to one-half of
the ir revenue.
His prediction that the Church could not last another
year was prophetic.
her life expectancy.

He was wrong only in his prediction of
The Anglican Church in the colony,

with no succor proffered from the English Church, lived but
two years beyond Boucher's expectation and expired in 1776.

CHAPTER X

YEAR OF CRISIS:

1774

COMMITTEES OF SAFETY CREATE A LOYALIST

Boucher thought later that 1774 was the real year of
crisis.

Events were "of such magnitude and importance that

their effects would be long f e l t . T h i s was the year in
which Boucher's Loyalist politics crystallized.

Colonial

events moved swiftly after Boucher left Annapolis.

Although

the three-cornered battle of words among Paca, Chase, and
Boucher was a highlight of the first few months of 1773,
other affairs, ministerial and private, claimed many of
Boucher's hours.

Some of the private affairs, seemingly

minor, developed unforeseen results.

The trouble was that

some of these incidents involved men who were becoming dedi
cated patriots.

Boucher's public controversy and many

"little private and public debates with individuals among my
acquaintances, and with Committees of patriots," kept him
busy.

He recalled that " . . .

for two or three years I

was kept as it were in a state of constant fever.

Hardly a

day passed over my head in which my mind was not put upon
2

the stretch by some great event or other."

The salary question smoldered on and Boucher did his
best to have the Act changed.

The Tea Act had elicited small

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 103-104.
2Ibid., 93.
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- 281 reaction from Marylanders, but the Boston Port Act would
galvanize the colonists into action.

The Congress at Phila

delphia was to be called.
The year began with relative quiet.

Political affairs

outside the colony seemed not to interest Boucher and his
neighbors at the moment.

Boucher's situation in Prince

George's County, hotbed of the "country party," was hardly
comfortable, but he had survived the cold, hostile reception
his parishioner's had given him earlier, and had managed to
"make a little party among them," as Boucher phrased it.
In 1773, however, Nelly's younger brother, John, an
improvident and expensive man, found himself heavily in debt
and obliged to part with The Lodge, a plantation on the banks
of the Potomac, thirty miles from Annapolis and directly
across from Alexandria, Virginia.

Boucher said his wife had

little difficulty in persuading him to buy it, to keep the
estate in the family and to get them out of the area so much
"under the influence of those popular lawyers whom I was
obliged to oppose.
plantation and the

He prepared and improved both the
house for almost a year, before moving his

household there in the autumn of 1774.
Boucher once

said, "there is even merit in makinggreat

attempts," and certainly

his effort with the plantation

represented a major investment m

time, money, and planning.

2

Of the £2,000 sterling he paid for it, he had had to borrow
all but £500, and he must have invested a sizeable additional
amount to carry out his plans.

He reclaimed forty acres of

meadow land and planted it in timothy, and also reclaimed
1

Ibid.

2
Boucher to James, 18 Mar.

1780.

MHM, X (1915), 36.

- 282 several large swamps.
plantation.

New fences were installed around the

He built a large tobacco house, altered the

dwelling and "fitted up a handsome library. 1,1

The record of

its sale after his property was confiscated and the statement
of appraisal at £3 per acre of £2,139 in Boucher's Claim
bears him out.

2

On the sloping land along the river opposite

Alexandria, he built what must have been a delightful falling
garden, de novo, he wrote.
He apparently planned to cultivate a cereal crop, and
in anticipation cut a large mill-race of nearly a mile in
length and contracted for the building of a grist-mill.

The

less skilled labor of his slaves was not sufficient for this
project, and he augmented the labor of three good slave
craftsmen of his own, with a carpenter, a blacksmith, and a
gardener.

In addition, he contracted for five or six white

servants, husbandmen, and laborers, bringing his total
3
"family" to about seventy.

Boucher's library at The Lodge "near the Ferry House,
opposite Alexandria, Virginia," was sold to William Murphy,
who kept a book store on Market Street (now Baltimore Street),
and from this purchase combined with others, succeeded in
establishing a circulating library. Hugh Barclay purchased
and continued the library in 1784. See Vital Statistics File,
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore. Boucher stated in his
testimony to the Claims Commission that his books alone had
sold for more than £2,000 Continental currency. Great Britain:
American Loyalists: Audit Office Transcripts. Claim of Jon
athan Boucher, XXXVI, 134. Hereafter referred to as Audit
Office Transcripts (New York Public Library).
2

Boucher produced a statement of sales involving the
property. The Lodge, for £6,394.14 which, at the rate of ex
change of 66-2/3, then amounted to £3,836.14 sterling. Added
to a previous claim he had submitted of £2,070, made his whole
loss £5,906.14 sterling. Ibid.
For this account of the operations on The Lodge, see
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 94.

- 283 Boucher enjoyed this work.

There was enough challenge,

activity, and yet enough intellectual and social stimulation
in Maryland for his taste.

"I think I should have been well

contented to have passed through life so employed," he wrote
■ his memoirs. 1 It is apparent that all during 1773, when
in
these plans were being developed, and until the date he moved
to the Potomac from the Patuxent River plantation in autumn,
1774, he must certainly have had no idea that colonial af
fairs were to reach the point where he could no longer stay
to reap the fruits of all of his labor.
The full extent of the operation at The Lodge is ap
parent from the claim submitted to the Commissioners in
England:
Lodge Plantation: 1,000 acres

£__St
2,000.

36 slaves estimated at

1,200.

8 White Servants

120.

13 Horses

130.

44 head of Cattle of different Sorts

80.

50 Sheep

25.

78 Hogs

20.

Plantn. Utensils

50.

Corn Hay and Tobacco on hand

120.

Plate Linnen and Furniture

200.

Library

500.
4,445.2

^Ibid.
2

The above schedule is complete but for 4,000 acres of
backlands at 6 shillings per acre, which increased his claim
by £1,200 to a total of £5,645. Audit Office Transcripts,
XXXVI, 134. This statement conflicts with his estimate of
the number of his plantation family, 70, in his Reminiscences,
94.

- 284 Between 700 and 800 acres were in grain and tobacco
when he left the plantation.

£500 of the original £1,500 debt

was still owed to John Addison's creditors, from whom Boucher
had bought The Lodge, at the time Boucher left and he ar
ranged to have money coming in from debts used to pay off
that £500.

The land had been appraised at £3 sterling per

acre or £2,139, and when it was sold in May, 1782, it brought
£3,763.4 in currency which Boucher stated was the equivalent
of £2,257.18.4 sterling at the rate of exchange prevailing
at that time.^
Another venture makes it clear that Boucher was ex
panding his holdings rapidly and appeared to be expecting a
long residence in America.

In 1774, certain wealthy specu

lators of Annapolis applied for warrants for new western
lands.

Boucher was one of those who benefited from the con

cession, purchasing 6,651 acres beyond Fort Cumberland and
west of the Proclamation Line.

2

George Stewart and Benedict

Calvert were the Judges of the Land Office at the time, and
Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer, the Receiver-General, clashed
with the pair over granting such lands in violation of the
British Proclamation Line of 1763.

Jenifer was a competent

and conscientious man, but the patents were allowed to stand
over his objections.

On 25 or 26 of March 1774, five

parcels of land were granted to Boucher by the Proprietary
Land Office in what was then Frederick County.

Mount Airy,

395 acres and Good Hope, 389 acres, were surveyed on 8 April
1774.

Blooming Rose, 1,100 acres, was surveyed on 23 April;

^Audit Office Transcripts, XXXVI, 141. Boucher had
paid £2,000 for The Lodge in 1773. See Chapter X, 281.
2

Maryland Archives;
XXXII, 485.

Minutes of the Board of Revenue,

- 285 Non Pareil, 2,482 acres, on 5 September, and Crab Orchard,
2,185 acres, the last of the tracts to be surveyed, was done
on 15 September 1774.^
Boucher, along with five other Maryland gentlemen,
Clapham, Smith, Brooks, Deakins, and French made the purchase
on a partnership basis.
or £600.

Boucher's share cost him about £500

The warrants were issued in 1774, the lands were

surveyed that same year, and the certificates were returned
to the Land Office, but the patents were not signed when the
Revolutionary troubles broke out.

However, George Chalmers,

one of those who attested to Boucher's Loyalist Claim, as
serted that the lands were actually Boucher's.

The certi

fication was the important thing: the patents were a mere
ceremony and the Proprietor was bound to grant them.
According to the testimony of Robert Smith, another

The Maryland Historical Society tax lists are availa
ble only for the year 1783 and later, but Land Office records
are available at the Land Office, Annapolis, Maryland. For
records of the five tracts enumerated above see:
Tract Name: Mount Airy; Certificate Reference: Liber IC #B
Folio 454; Patents Reference: Liber IC #A Folio 633; County:
Now Allegany.
Tract Name: Good Hope; Certificate Reference: Liber IC #B
Folio 464; Patents Reference: Liber IC #A Folio 590; County:
Now Garrett.
Tract Name: Non Pareil; Certificate Reference: Liber IC #B
Folio 597; Patents Reference: Liber IC #C Folio 1-2; County:
Now Garrett.
Tract Name: Blooming Rose; Certificate Reference: Liber IC
#1 Folio 541; Patents Reference: Liber IC #H Folio 392-3;
County: Garrett.
Tract Name: Crab Orchard; Certificate Reference: Liber IC
#B Folio 601; Patents Reference: Liber IC #A Folio 740;
County: Now Garrett.

- 286 exile from Maryland who attested to Boucher's Claim, the
lands were "good .lands, part of the Lord's [Baltimore's]
Reserves given to Mr. Boucher and myself with the others as
a matter of favor."

This is, of course, concrete evidence

that Boucher was enjoying some of the "insiders" benefits.
For comparative purposes, it is interesting to note that
Henry Addisonhad 1,240 acres and some lots in Frederick Town
which he valued at £10,250.7.6 in currency, while Robert Eden,
Governor, held 16,000 backland acres.

2

A tract held by arrangement with Deakins, alone,
mentioned by Boucher, probably refers to a transaction re
corded by the Land Office Commissioners on 9 July 1774 when
Mount Airy and the Good Hope tract were assigned to Frances
Deakins, leaving Boucher4,767 acres, in the tracts of
Blooming Rose, Non Pareil, and Crab Orchard.
Boucher's tracts had been obtained by a common warrant
on 26 March 1774, for 2,000 acres and by a special warrant
for 4,000 acres the day before.

The remaining 4,767 acres

were reduced further by the sale to John Clapham of the
Blooming Rose Tract,

(1,100 acres), but the rest remained in

Boucher's possession until 10 March 1775, when Non Pareil
and Crab Orchard were sold to a William Hayward.
March 1775 may well have marked the point when life in
Maryland became untenable for Boucher, and when he began to
entertain the thought of having to leave, at least tempo
rarily.

This is not a certainty, of course, because he well

may have decided simply to cash in on his investment, and
may have needed the profit for his extensive operations at
^Audit Office Transcripts, XXXVI, 148.
2

Audit Office Transcripts, XXXVII, 123. Ibid., Robert
Eden Claim, XXXVI, 307.

- 287 The Lodge.
Boucher's western land was an extremely profitable in
vestment.

The original cost to Boucher is stated precisely

in the schedule attached to his Loyalist Claim and indicates
six shillings per acre.

Just how profitable this investment

was is explicit in the testimony of Robert Smith, attesting
to the veracity of Boucher's claim.

He said the prime cost

for the original share was £200 sterling, but he could have
sold the certificates immediately after surveying for £800
sterling.1
George Chalmers, also an emigrd from Maryland, stated
that the common price for vacant lands paid to the Proprietor
was £5 sterling per 100 acres, but these lands purchased by
Boucher and his partners were escheated and there were im
provements, thus the price was enhanced.
In summary, the lands Boucher bought had considerable
value to begin with, being worth £30 per 100 acres, compared
with Chalmer's statement of the price of £5 sterling for 100
acres of common, vacant land.

2

Considering the tremendous

increase in valuation upon surveying, Boucher was undoubtedly
right in his statement in his memoirs that 4,000 acres of
backlands, had he kept them, would have been worth as many
3
guineas when he wrote in 1783.
Obviously, Boucher was extremely busy with his economic
affairs; but he found time for other personal matters which,
although done out of kindness and a sense of duty, caused him
no little trouble.

Nelly's eldest brother died and left a

large family with many children and a fine estate.

^Audit Office Transcripts, XXXVI, 148.
2

Ibid.

3
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 94.
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- 288 was named one of the executors of the will.
Apparently before his death, Addison had rented or
leased some large lots of land to some individuals who had
long committed "with impunity many trespasses" which Boucher
at length thought ought to stop.

There was arbitration on

this case and heavy damages were awarded to the estate.

The

men involved never forgave him, Boucher thought, although his
only offense was not permitting them to "wrong his orphaned
nephews.""^

Boucher in no way benefited from the settlement.

He complained that they "pursued and harassed me, with such
unremitting rancour, as a public man in progress of the
troubles, which soon enabled them to obtain ample revenge.

2

He considered it an instance of a "private grudge giving rise
to some public measures."
Boucher's reflection on the incident years later is
interesting for two reasons: he had clearly indicated that
he considered himself a public man, and he was concerned with
the implications of private grudges for historians:
Such motives (in my mind by far the most prevalent in
all public commotions) lie beyond the reach of ordi
nary historians; a circumstance that, among others,
renders every history I have ever seen, or expect soon
to see, of the late war, exceedingly unsatisfactory.^
One thing is certain.

Since he had antagonized indi

viduals who were respectable members of the community, his
motive in doing a rigorously correct job as an executor was

The parties involved were relatives of one Mr. Hanson,
who is not further identified, although it may have been John
Hanson who became the ardent patriot leader. Bouchier, Remi
niscences, 96. A search of the extant court records under
the name Addison did not reveal any case such as Boucher de
scribed; therefore, it may have been a private arbitration.
2Ibid., 95.
2Ibid.

- 289 very likely in the end to reduce his effectiveness as a po
litical persuader.

He may well have anticipated the bad

feeling it might engender, but it would have been typical of
Boucher to pursue what he felt was his duty, ignoring the
long-range consequences.

Never a timid man, he had already

demonstrated his ability to stand his ground physically too,
and in a most unclerical fashion.
Boucher had an encounter with a blacksmith into whose
property a favorite horse of Boucher trespassed because of a
bad fence.

The blacksmith shot the horse, in Nelly's sight,

and proceeded to be abusive about her husband.

Still angry,

the smith came to Boucher, shaking a stick in one hand and
carrying a gun in another.

Boucher concluded that he might

well be struck by "this stoutish fellow" and being "utterly
unused to boxing," decided that he would have to count on a
fast victory.

Boucher struck first, once only, and laid him

out on the ground.

Interestingly enough, Boucher earned a

considerable amount of credit from what he called a lucky
blow, and was moved to comment on the state of "such a so
ciety that found his prowess so commendable.
Later, Boucher's "evil genius at conversation" prompted
him to amend a toast proposed by Dr. Brooks (one of Nelly's
relatives).

Brook's toasted,

"May the Americans all hang

together in accord and concord."

Boucher, without a moment's

hesitation, glibly supplied, "in any cord, Doctor, so it be
but a strong cord."

Osborne Sprigg, a prime mover against

Boucher in 1774 and 1775, took offense, blustered and
threatened to strike Boucher, in spite of the rest of the
company who were trying to restrain Sprigg.
izingly suggested that they not worry,

1Ibid., 114

"...

Boucher patron
he won't strike

- 290 me —

he is drinking much wine to be pot-valiant."1
Boucher observed later that Sprigg probably remembered

that the blacksmith episode had earned him a reputation as a
good one-punch man, and that he, Sprigg, could be over
matched.

Boucher, with little tact, suggested that he come

around in the morning.

"...

I never did yet hear of your

having acted in any instance as a gentleman; and If I should
tomorrow morning, all I can say is, it will exceedingly surprise me:

I shall be at my own home all day."

developed out of the incident.

2

No duel

Boucher never heard from him

the following morning, but he had taken on a formidable an
tagonist, who became a member of the Maryland Convention by
26 July 1775 when it usurped the power of government.

The

episode, minor in itself, was an indication of the split in
politics that was beginning to be evident among men who had
customarily been drinking and socializing together with a
fairly free exchange of thought.

It may have been a slip of

the tongue on Boucher's part, that a little forethought might
have suppressed; but it is not hard to see in the quick re
mark Boucher's trend of thought, and to appreciate Sprigg's
perception and resentment.
The year 1774 was a busy one for Boucher as a priest
also.

He tried to cope with the problem of Dissenters.

He

seems to have been persuasive enough in this endeavor and
he reported in his journal that there were none in his own
parish.

However, Dissenters had "in a manner taken pos

session in two neighboring parishes in which one had no
minister and the other had a weak minister of a bad life."
Boucher was asked to preach in those parishes, and he seems

1Ibid., 116-17.
2
Ibid.
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to have rescued "many that were decoyed from the Church."
Discouraged, the Dissenting leaders left the area.

Boucher

attributed his success to avoidance of disputation with the
ministers.

He spoke of them as beneath disputing with them

on the grounds of their ignorance and impudence.

He was

challenged to a public debate, but declined, and handled the
matter in a shrewd manner.

He championed Daniel Barksdale,

a carpenter with "a good front & voluble tongue," coaching
him until he was qualified to defeat his opponent.
Boucher preached a sermon in 1774 "On the Toleration of
Papists," which may have been an effort to anticipate and
preclude the shift of Catholic opinion in the direction of
patriotic sympathy which Charles Carroll of Carrollton, for
example, was beginning to manifest.

He had been much less

tolerant of dissension from the Established Church of England
and from the Church of Rome in his 1769 "Sermon on Schisms
and Sects."

2

He abhorred toleration pleas which he saw

being used to serve revolution and deism.

Although he al

lowed that cases could be supposed in which it would be meri
torious to separate,

"still the almost endless diversity of

opinion on the subject of religion in the Christian world is
one of the greatest calamities with which mankind has ever
been visited."

He found no charity in the discussions, in

1769, but much ill-will and feuds.

"In these men, religion

exhausts itself in profession: the

more of it that they have

in their mouths, the less charity there is m

their hearts."

In 1769, he thought some allowance ought to be made for lack
of perfection:

1Ibid., 47.
2
Boucher,

"Sermon on

3Ibid., 80.

Schisms and Sects," A View, 66.
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- 292 If there seeme tares to be in the Church, yet our fayth
and charitie ought not to be letted or hindered, that
because we see tares in the Church, we should therefore
depart from the Church. We ought rather to labour to
be made the good wheate, that when the wheate shall be
layde by in the Lorde1s barne, we may receive fruite
for our worke and labour.-*In summary, in 1769 he was fairly pessimistic about the
prospects for Christian reunion, even while he urged that
" m Jerusalem is the place where men ought to worship. . . . "

2

Boucher's attitude toward toleration shifted between
1769 and 1774, when he preached "On the Toleration of Papists"
to his Queen Anne's Parish.

He prefaced his remarks with

allusions to Voltaire, whose writing he thought did him much
honor, and to Locke, who " . . .

owes no small portion of his
3
celebrity to his Treatise on Toleration."
But real toler
ation did not exist, he thought,

"...

tolerance is chiefly

in our books and in our conversation, no where in general
4
practice."
The reason given by Boucher for this particular sermon
at this time, was the prevailing unkindness toward the Roman
Catholics of Maryland.

He thought they would give a differ

ent account of the "fair boast of the present age that princi
ples of toleration are now carried to a height unknown to
5
former periods."
He referred to " . . . some late pro
ceedings relating to them which has been the subject of much
-*-Boucher was quoting St. Cyprian, translated by the
Bishop of Exeter in his Poor Man1s Library, printed by John
Daye, in 1571. "Sermon on Schisms and Sects," A View, 84.
2

Boucher,

3
Boucher,

"Sermon on Schisms and Sects," A View, 56.
"On the Toleration of Papists," A View, 251.

4Ibid.
5Ibid., 251, 255.

- 293 popular discussion," an allusion to the resolves of the
County Committees against Papists, on the score of the Quebec
Act.
It is possible that Boucher was drawn into this position
for reasons other than Christianity and brotherhood.

The

Quebec Act was part of the British Parliamentary policy and
considered by the Americans as one of the "Intolerable Acts."
He may have been unconsciously drawn into a defense of the
British position by his abrasive clashes with the patriots
and his observation of the extra-legal committees, which must
have had a tendency to bring his latent conservatism and
Loyalism to the surface.

However, Boucher declared himself

obliged to speak on the subject as a priest and Christian:
I feel it to be my duty, not only as a man, but as a
Christian, and (let me add) more particularly as a
Protestant minister of the word of God, to recommend
and practice such toleration. And so far am I for
apologizing to you for thus publicly taking the part
of an injured people, that I confess to you I can
hardly help blushing for my brethren that it has been
left to me, and I blush for myself that I have not
attempted it sooner.^
It was not that he thought that the Papists were not far gone
in error, a point he made to his parishioners, but his purpose
was to "preserve you [his parishioners]

from their errors,

and by no means to exasperate you against their persons."

2

Of the long list of objectionable doctrines of the Roman
Church, intolerance had done the most disservice to the
Church of Rome, he thought.

He reproved the members of the

committees:
If, in our private capacities, (for in the eye of reason
and law we still act but in our private capacities even

1Ibid., '255.
^Ibid.

- 294 when we are members of committees and conventions) we
must needs be intermeddling with the religious concerns
of our Papist brethren, let it, I beseech you, be only
in the way of compassionate and Christian remonstrance.
Boucher chided Locke for his limited concept of toler
ation:
Mr. Locke, from whom some of the strongest of these
suggestions in behalf of a more enlarged toleration
have been adopted, was far from intending to have them
urged in favour of Papists who have seldom been re
garded with the same indulgence as other religious
dissenters, either by him, or by his followers.2
Carefully, Boucher pointed out that he was not asking for
political toleration for Dissenters of any kind.

He neither

asked, nor wished, that Dissenters should be legislators, or
"receive any new marks of public confidence and esteem;" but
he thought Christian charity ought to see that no Dissenter
should suffer any pains and penalties, merely for being a
religious Dissenter.
Boucher went on to deplore the introduction of "that
visionary project of some rash terrorists, in whose ideal
states no preference should be shewn to any particular system
of religion."

He thought it would lead to "latitudinarianism,

then to indifference about every mode of worship, thus to
. .
3
general infidelity and irreligion."
The footnote also commented on the effect such a po
litical attitude to religion was having in the United States,
whose people seemed to be distinguishable for an indifference
and unconcern about all religion.

He wrote that he had com-

1Ibid., 257.
2Ibid., 259.
3
.
Ibid., 261 and footnote. When Boucher edited this
sermon for publication in 1797, he supposed that when it was
written it was too wild an idea even for modern politics to
have thought of, "yet it was adopted by most of the New States
of America."

- 295 pared exaggerated, complimentary accounts of interested
panegyrists, published accounts of proceedings of their ec
clesiastic conventions and other public documents, with the
best private information he could obtain, and concluded that
religion was declining rapidly in the United States-

Dis

senters when connected with the Mother Country, had now
become "Universal Restitution!sts, Arians, Socinians, or
else Philosophers, i.e. Infidels.""^
naries unnecessary.

They considered semi

The footnote also suggested that no

learning or theological teachings had ever been held in
respect in the United States.
In many respects Boucher sounds as modern as the 1965
Ecumenical Council.

He noted that a Mr. Charles Leslie had

proposed a plan for a general union between the Church of
England, Roman Catholics, and Dissenters, which had been
called by others a "chimaera."

But Boucher thought his

works would live and be admired, and do some good:
If Leslie's project was chimerical, it was so only
from his thinking too well of his fellow-creatures.
Let mankind cease to be chimerical; let them but learn
to pursue realities with the same ardour with which
they now pursue shadows. . . .^
Papists held tenets no more dangerous to the state
than many ideas held by other Separatists who were being
treated with lenience and forbearance.

He thought the

Church of Rome, along with every other church and society,
was partaking of:
. . . that general increase of light and liberality,
to the credit of which, with all it's levity, and all
it's false science, the present age is undoubtedly in
many respects entitled, and she too, along with others,

Ibid., 261 and footnote.
2

Ibid., 265.

- 296 has in these latter times in many particulars greatly
reformed herself, and is daily reforming.1
Boucher saw a solution to many problems in an ecumenical
movement:
. . . no measure is so likely to put an end to schisms
and sects as a reconciliation and coalition between
Catholics and Protestants of the Church of England.2
When he edited this statement in 1797, he noted that:
Papists might not become Protestants, for the name is
commonly the last thing that is changed, but they would
become more enlightened and informed; they would, by
little and little, incorporate into their Creed many
of the tenets of Protestantism, as well as imbibe a
portion of its spirit and moderation.
If Boucher was less optimistic in his sermon of 1769,
than in his Toleration Sermon, he was certainly still more
hopeful in 1797.

He thought that all members of the Churches

of England, Scotland, and Rome would agree that religion is
most safe under shelter and guardianship of a national es
tablishment, and therefore there was reason to hope that:
. . . in the present temper of the world, if an
authorised and legal conference of some leading persons
among each of the three parties above mentioned could
be brought about, they might form, if not a complete
union, yet some general consolidating plan, in which
a majority of their respective people would be happy
to concur. Aim, not to promote the particular inter
ests of our particular Churches, but the interests of
Christianity at large; and, above all, to prevent for
the future those many and great evils which arise from
dissensions and contests.'1
Boucher carefully explained that he was not edging

1Ibid., 281-82.
2Ibid., 287.
3
Ibid.

Boucher was quoting from Paley's Moral Philoso-

4Ibid., 289.

- 297 toward Popery, but Catholics had a claim to gratitude.

They

had obtained the Magna Charta, they had:
. . . laid all the broad and firm foundation of this
unparalleled structure of liberty, the British Consti
tution, they had enacted most of our best laws, noble
edifices, built and endowed almost all the national
churches, founded eminent public schools, and two
universities.
These were great substantial services, he thought, not the
"puny efforts and wordy services of later times for which
places, pensions, and titles have been lavishly bestowed."
From a consideration of the accomplishments of Catholics
in England, Boucher moved to a survey of the position of
Catholics in Maryland.

Catholics had founded the colony, he

pointed out, in order that they might enjoy their religion
unmolested.

Persons of family and fortune and their de

scendants still possessed some of the best land and best
fortunes in the province, but they were restrained from
showing their regard for their country, even while they were
ready to promote its welfare.

Possibly Boucher had Charles

Carroll of Carrollton in mind.
If Catholics were not fit for office, he thought, it
was because of the American "ill policy and injustice in
driving them to foreign countries for education.

Natu

rally, they could "get prejudicial ideas and it was to their
credit if they divested themselves of such ideas on their
return, if they did."

"We let our country be drained of

educational sums of money," he preached,

"while making possi

ble the misdirection of many fine talents."
Americans lost opportunity,

"...

He thought

because uniformity of

opinion is generally best promoted by an inter-community

"'‘Boucher,

"On The Toleration of Papists," A View, 292.

- 298 with persons of other communions."1

It was most valuable

in early years to make the deepest impressions.

We per

petuated religious differences which were often begun in the
education of Catholics.
It is in the following lines that one might detect
another motive for Boucher to deliver this particular sermon
at this time.

He put himself in the position of the Catho

lics who saw:
. . . the fair edifice of our glorious Constitution
already in flames, they think that their intermeddling
in the matter might be deemed to be the throwing an
other unnecessary faggot; and that they are piously
unwilling to add to our present embarrassments and
confusions.^
We are like the Egyptians in demanding bricks where
no straw had been given, and to refuse to others the
exercise of that liberty which we do clamorously de
mand for ourselves.^
If Boucher's thinking on ecumenical matters was close
to twentieth century thought, and thus extremely liberal for
the eighteenth century, he stands in contrast to a true
conservative.

On the other hand, perhaps his position is

equally open to interpretation as a political maneuver ap
propriate to a moderate man.

It could have been an attempt

to prevent religion from becoming a divisive factor, and
thus just the position of a conservative man who does not
want to be driven all the way into a Tory position.
Boucher's larger concern with the state of Christian
religion in the world, in England, and in the colonies in

1Ibid.
2Ibid., 291.
3Ibid.

- 299 general, did not prevent his continuing concern with the more
pressing, and local, problem of support

of the clergy.

In spite

of all Boucher's efforts in1773, the Vestry

Act had passed

providing equal salaries for all priests, as

was the custom

in Virginia, at the rate of thirty pounds of

tobacco or four shillings per poll.

The taxpayer had the

option of paying either tobacco or money.
was considerably decreased.

Boucher's salary

His salary prior to this Act,

according to the Claim he filed in England, had been £500 per
annum.

The Act of 1773 reduced it to £250.^

This seems to

substantiate Boucher's argument that the clergy's salaries,
even before the Act of 1773, had been low compared to the
income of a moderately successful lawyer.
The fact that the law was in effect did not deter
Boucher from continuing his efforts.

On 14 February 1774, he

wrote to William Smith of Philadelphia regarding the troubles
with the legislature and the "modus in lieu of payment in
2

kind."

In many parishes the salary would be inadequate to

a decent support, and in a few years,

"by the natural decrease

in value of money and certain increasing expensiveness of
living, it will necessarily become still more so."

What was

more, he expected that there would be "new modellings and
Reformations" and the Church would cease to be an Establish
ment.

Violence had been done to the public faith, he thought.

Priests like himself had come to the province relying on the
sacredness of that faith, and were despoiled of all that had

‘'‘George Chalmers who attested to Boucher’s salary, said
it was between £250 and £300 per annum. Audit Office
Transcripts, XXXVI, 135. He probably meant after passage of
the Vestry Act.
2

Boucher to William Smith, 14 Feb. 1774. MS. Protes
tant Episcopal Church Archives. William Smith MSS, Vol. II.
Austin, Texas. Hereafter referred to as Boucher to Smith.

- 300 been promised.
The object of Boucher's letter was to get Smith's aid
in bringing to fruition a promise that was rumored to have
been made by some of the "leading men in Maryland" to have
the Act altered in the next session.

Boucher proposed to

have Smith write a letter to Paca whom he thought likely to
pay "no little regard to your Judgement on such a Question .

Boucher pursued the line of thought that the cause of
a suffering Church was the cause of every Churchman and he
commended Smith for his zeal in her cause in the past.

In

consideration of the rather bitter debate and the character
assassination in the Maryland Gazette, Boucher's words to
Smith are interesting and probably softened the situation to
persuade Smith that there was some point in writing:
. . . as a publick Man, I have been forced, & sometimes
with Warmth, to oppose this Gentleman, yet, in the main,
I take Him to be good-natured & friendly, if I mistake
not, easily influenced by You.
Shou’d such an Expedi
ent appear as plausible to You, as it does to me, I
know You will adopt it, without further Intercessions
of mine: I have therefore only to add, that what You
do, You must do quickly. 2
Whether Smith wrote is in doubt, but there is no doubt
that the Act was not altered.

Boucher may have been acting

on a slender hope that there was some truth in the rumored

Ibid. Unfortunately, the MS is torn and all that is
legible is the last of a name ending in "mery," possibly the
Rev. John Montgomery referred to in Boucher's Claim from whom
he heard the rumor. Audit Office Transcripts XXXVI, 130.
Boucher had heard a rumor of the promise to alter the Act in
the next session.
Only the last two letters, "ca" of the
name of the man to whom Boucher wished Smith to write re
mains, but the following sentences make it clear that he
wished Smith to write to Mr. Paca.
2
Boucher to Smith, 4 May 1775.

- 301 possibility of an alteration in the measure.

On the face of

it, one could hardly imagine a man less likely to have made
such a promise than Paca.
When Boucher wrote Smith the following May, he said:
For the Church in Maryland, I take it to have rec'd.
its Death's Blow and, without a total Revolution in
American Politics, I dare not rely that we shall have
anything like an Establishment in seven Years more.^
He also told him the status of the trial they had attempted
to bring in order to test the validity of the Act of 1773:
You know We had, & at a very considerable Cost, insti
tuted a Tryal, which We supposed (being held so by our
Counsel) wou'd assuredly determine the Validity or
Invalidity of the contested Act.
It was to have been
try'd last Court: when, behold, our own Lawyers,
largely feed by us, refus'd to try it — alledging that
it was unpopular, & that They wd not incur the popular
Odium. Thus, were all our Hopes blasted? & We are now
left to the Mercy of a People We have been encouraged
to give offence to, by standing out? &, if We be not
very orderly & submissive, I see not but that They may,
when They please, resolve not to pay us anything at
all. I have scarce receiv'd wherewithal to buy Me a
Coat to my Back for three years Services.
The pace of events accelerated with the news of the
Boston Port Act.

Maryland was galvanized into action.

Daniel

Dulany is said to have advised a new boycott of British trade,
although he dreaded the consequences.

The far left leaders,

Thomas Johnson, Charles Carroll, and their colleagues con
sulted with one another immediately about measures to take.
Leaders of both parties were profoundly shaken.

Carroll's

confidences to an English friend are revealing.

He thought

Britain was playing the role of the decadent Roman empire:
If the present measures should be obstinately pursued,

^Ibid.
^Ibid.

- 302 we have no alternative, and you would despise us
justly if we could hesitate a moment between slavery
and freedom.
To expose the injustice, the cruelty,
the absurdity of the late acts would be misspending
my time and yours: all these are self-evident. Hear
what America is doing and tremble at the consequences.
Britain's action in rejecting the petition of Massa
chusetts to remove Hutchinson from office and the closing of
the Port of Boston was thoroughly reported in the Maryland
Gazette.

But the Circular Letter from Boston had been re

ceived even before the Port Act could be printed in the paper,
asking for the support of Maryland against the tyranny of
Great Britain by means of a Non-importation and Non-expor
tation Association.

Within hours, Baltimore merchants and

respectable mechanics took action, selecting a local Com
mittee of Correspondence.

The following day, the inhabit

ants of Annapolis passed resolutions that the cause of Boston
was the common cause of America and that all ought to unite
in obtaining the repeal of the Port Act.

2

The radical party proposed a drastic new step: all
lawyers were to be stopped from suing for debts owing to
British creditors during the life of the Boston Port Act.
A committee consisting of John Hall, Charles Carroll of
Carrollton, William Paca, Matthias Hammond, and Samuel Chase
was named to join with other local committees and to form a
large colony-wide committee,

"to effect such association as
3
will best secure American liberty."
The precedent set by Annapolis was taken up by the

XXXII

^Carroll to William Graves, 15 Aug.
(1937), 224.
2

1774.

Scharf, History of Maryland, II, 150-51.

^Maryland Gazette, 26 May 1774.
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- 303 other counties, and by 22 June 1774, the first provincial
convention was held at Annapolis.

It was a spontaneous action,

which set the province in the mainstream of colonial events.
In rapid order, Maryland moved on into "Association, Congress,
war, independence, statehood, Confederation, and Union."1
Old demands of generations of Assemblies were to be fulfilled
by the Revolution.

Proprietary offices and fee problems, the

old land system, quit-rents, and the tax-supported Church
would all cease.

The lawyer-leaders of the Lower House and

of public opinion in the fee and vestry struggle, Carroll,
Johnson, Paca, Chase, would be the signers of the Associ
ation, the Declaration of Independence, authors of the Consti
tution of 1776, and the first men to serve under Maryland's
new Constitution.
The first steps were taken in 1774:
and the call to Congress.

the Association

The operation of the former and

the mere call for the latter, was of tremendous concern to
Boucher.

This was the real year of crisis.2

The men of the eighteenth century who were moving along

■'"Barker, Background, 371.
2

An historian of pre-Revolutionary Maryland, writing
in 1940, with a wealth of historical material at his command,
concluded exactly the same thing:
Revolutions are not well bounded by calendar dates, but
the events of May and June, 1774, do mark a change in
emphasis in Maryland. From that last coming-to-terms
with the old provincial order, expressed in the legis
lation of the autumn of 1773, to the forward movement
which was to lead straight to American independence —
this transition comes close to locating Maryland's
step from the preliminaries into active revolution.
After the spring of 1774 the politics of protest were
to move far before they would again be stopped short,
the ideals of the gentlemen of the lower house were to
have great opportunity for translation into life.
Ibid., 372.

- 304 the road to revolution were more conscious of rights than of
order and disorder.
by today's standards.

Their position was extreme and radical
But they thought of themselves less

as radicals than as Cokes and Hampdens of the English tra
dition, as conservative idealists, preserving sacred, legal,
and inherited rights.

What was more, those who led the way

were socially superior, and often justices of the peace.
not, a relative or friend was certain to be.

If

This meant no

threat to security in pursuing a course of opposition.

The

British Empire and its naval strength were a remote threat,
not a real deterrent as an army on the premises or a gestapo
might have been.

The objectors controlled the security ar

rangements .
Boucher was like those men of the twentieth century
who are concerned about Negro rights, but also worry about
law and order.

His doubts of 1773, expressed in the sermon

"On Fundamental Principles" were being strengthened in the
developments of 1774.

His concern was that all of this had

implications far beyond questions of association.

Certainly

his personal involvement before the Association Committee
late in 1774 turned his thoughts sharply on the basic issues.
By his own admission, in the Loyalist Claim he sub
mitted, he engaged most of the year 1774 "at the desire of
the Governor and Council, in long and Troublesome Political
Contest in the News Paper in opposition to two persons who
have since become leading Men on the other side and Members
of Congress."^
Robert Smith attested to the fact that Boucher had been
writing in the public papers, and George Chalmers substanti-

^Audit Office Transcripts, XXXVI, 140.
is to Paca and Chase.

The reference

- 305 ated that Boucher did all he could to be of service to the
Crown in America and had been involved in various publications
and he, Chalmers, assisted him.'*'
tonan,

George Chalmers, an his-

later wrote on the causes of the American Revolution.

Boucher wrote in his Reminiscences that he had written
hundreds of pieces.

In 1774, Boucher's position on the

question of principles and the British Constitution shifted.
He had moved from the position of the sermon "On Fundamental
Principles" to a harder line of political thought in three
other sermons preached in 1774:

"On the Strife Between Abram

and Lot," "On the Character of Absalom," and "On the Character
of Ahitophel."

Although he maintained he "really had no views

nor wishes but such as I believed to be for the true interest
of the country, all the forward and noisy patriots, both in
the Assembly and out of it, agreed to consider me as an ob3
noxious person."
Although Boucher endeavored to "conduct
myself with all possible temper and even caution, I daily
. .
4
met with insults, indignities, and injuries."
After the events of the summer, and observing the oper
ations of the Committees of the Association, Boucher was more
and more convinced of the "magnitude and importance" of those
events which engaged the attention of not just single indi-

1Ibid., 148.
2

George Chalmers, An Introduction to the History of the
Revolt of the American Colonies; Being a Comprehensive View
of Its Origin, Derived from the State Papers Contained in the
Public Records Office in Great Britain (London: Baker and
Galahin, 1782). Vol. I appeared in 1782 and was suppressed.
In 1845, J. Munroe and Company of Boston brought out Vol. II
and reprinted Vol. I, per Library of Congress and British
Museum Catalogues.
3
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 93.
4Ibid., 105.

- 306 viduals, or single nations, but of the world, and "the effects
of which the world is likely long to feel."^
legal character of the Committees worried him.

The extraThey were not

representative bodies and they were assuming the force of
law.

He was compelled by his conviction to write Quaeres
2

addressed to the People of Maryland.

The full text of the

Quaeres appears in this study as Appendix K.

The pamphlet

consisted of thirteen questions, suggesting that the popular
meetings bore a close resemblance to the tribune assemblies
of the Romans, and their resolves resembled the plebiscita.
His concern for the constitutionality of these procedures
was stated in question four:
What good reason can be given for any Committees, not
known to the laws of the land or the Constitution,
taking upon them to debate and determine on matters of
the highest moment and which affect the very vitals
of our Constitution?^
Boucher posed another question concerning the operation
of the Committee somewhat placatingly:
. . . admitting that their decisions and determinations

1Ibid., 103.
2

Most of Boucher's papers written about America ap
parently were lost, but two were in his possession when he
wrote the Reminiscences and he included them to "shew on
what principles, and with what views, my own opposition
originated and was conducted." One was the Quaeres; the
other was A Letter to Southern Deputies. Neither appear
among any bibliographies or catalogues and Boucher does not
give a date nor a printer for the Quaeres, although it was
quite possibly in 1774, between June and December. The
second pamphlet is also undated, but Boucher indicates that
it was published in Rivington's New York Gazette. Internal
evidence makes it clear that the latter was addressed to
deputies attending the second Congress in May, 1775. See
Appendix M.
3
Boucher, Quaeres to the People of Maryland in Bouchier»
Reminiscences, 128.

- 307 have been, are, and will be always just and wise, yet
is not their taking upon them/ not only without any
authority, but contrary to authority, the exercise of
any such powers, itself a greater grievance than any
of those complained of?^
Either the initial remark about the justice of the decisions
was mere window dressing to entice his reader to continue
to the other questions, or it was written before any flagrant
situations had been handled by the Committee and Boucher was
at the time of writing more concerned with the strictly
constitutional aspects of the Committees.
His second line of inquiry was whether those Resolves
of the General Committee of the various counties, which he
had seen published in the Gazette, were:
. . . with either truth or propriety, said to express
the sense of the people of this Province? Did one man
in a thousand of the people of this Province give a
vote for any of the members of the said General Com
mittee? Has one man in ten thousand of the people of
this Province yet expressed his approbation of these
Resolves, either himself or by his legal representa
tives?^
He also asked the embarrassing question of whether:
. . . the dissentients among the members of the
General Committee were to be considered bound by Re
solves against which they had actually voted, when a
motion for a previous Resolve that the Resolutions of
the majority should bind the minority could not be
carried? If such members were not bound, how could
they join with other members to impose penalties
against the people at large of such kind that no legis
lature had ever ventured to adopt?^
Question twelve bluntly asked:

1Ibid., 128-29.
2Ibid., 129.
3Ibid.

"What is tyranny but

- 308 the assumption and exercise of power without any authority?"
He went on with the final question with less tact:
What liberty can the people of this Province be said to
enjoy, when their arms necessary for their personal
defence and support have been arbitrarily taken from
them; when they no longer have a free press; when the
ministers of the Word of God are dictated to and con
trolled in their holy function and when even the
freedom of private debate is overawed by Committeecensures and the denunciation of tar and feathers?-*Considering Boucher's concern over the supra-legal
aspects of the Committees, it would have been most natural
for him to have recognized the implications of the call for
a Congress to meet in Philadelphia on 5 September 1774.

How

much more serious would such a Congress be: not only was it
an extra-legal body, but it involved a unified group of dele
gates of the several colonies.
In consideration of the sermons Boucher delivered from
his pulpit in 1774, his letters to James during that period,
and the opinions expressed in the Quaeres, it is certainly
a reasonable assumption that Boucher felt himself dutybound and sufficiently articulate to address himself to the
body expected to meet at Philadelphia.
Of all the events of 1774, the year he considered to
be the most crucial to American and British colonial history,
certainly this event would have been of paramount importance.
Had he needed any help, he might have turned to Dulany, whose
opinions were like his own.

Dulany had doubts about some of

the doings at Philadelphia.

Privately (although the word got

around), he told one of the new "country party" members that
"a petition & remonstrance from the Congress to the King &
Parliat [sic] was the properest mode of proceeding in order

1Ibid., 130.

- 309 to obtain redress."1
Association.

Dulany drew the line at the Continental

"Extra-legal authorities could lead only to

difficulties at home and would certainly offend the ministry
and Parliament," he thought.

2

This was Boucher's line of thought, but the opportunity
to have it printed by Jonas Green, as in earlier days, was
now non-existent.

As he told William Smith of Philadelphia

in May, 1775, "Indeed, I know neither a Press nor Printer,
but tolerably impartial, save Rivington's — & He is pro3
scribed."
Sometime in the summer of 1774, Boucher published A
Letter from a Virginian To The Members Of The Congress To
4
Be Held at Philadelphia On The First of September, 1774.
The publication was a reasoned argument against the
adoption of Non-importation and Non-exportation agreements,

1Land, The Dulanys, 312.
2Ibid.
3
Boucher to Smith, 4 May 1775. MS. Boucher may not
have been aware that Jonas Green's partiality was coerced.
4

. . .
Jonathan Boucher, A Letter from a Virginian To The
Members Of The Congress To Be Held at Philadelphia On The
First of September, 1774 (Boston: Reprinted and Sold by
Mills and Hicks, and Cox and Berry, 1774). William Smith
Mason Collection, Yale University Library. MS. Hereafter
referred to as Letter From A Virginian.
There is no statement in Boucher's works that he wrote
this particular pamphlet. There is only circumstantial evi
dence and internal evidence that it is his work. After a
thorough study of Boucher's philosophy on human nature, his
political opinions, found in the pages of his sermons,
letters, and Reminiscences, the Quaeres, and the Letter to
the Southern Deputies, together with comparisons of Boucher's
style and diction, it is the writer's opinion that it was
written by Boucher.
For a detailed analysis of the internal
evidence and for detailed publishing information, see Ap
pendix L.

- 310 beginning with a fairly typical Boucher explanation for
writing: zeal in the common cause and a sense of duty to
state his principles.

Recognizing that they were not as

sembled by any formal, constitutional authority, nor invested
with any legislative powers, he cautioned against precipitate
decisions,

"...

your opinions will have the effect of laws,

on the minds of the people, and your resolves may decide the
fate of America."'*’
Although he thought the fundamental principles of "our
Constitution," were within the capacity of almost every man
with an investment of time, memory and reflection, he be
moaned the fact that too few men so reflected and the order
and peace of society was thus often abused.

These same men

too often took their ideas of nature, the origin and con
ditions of civil society in general from the nursery, the
company they fell into, or the scenes in which they were ac
cidentally engaged.

With little leisure and no inclination

to inform themselves, they found the "movement of the passions
a more easy and agreeable exercise than the drudgery of sober
2

and dispassionate enquiry."

A knowledge of the history of the colonies and the
charters and conditions under which they were granted would
be sufficient to discover the general constitution of the
colonies, he suggested.

Subjects owed an obedience to the

laws of the supreme power; until lately, the supreme power
of the British Parliament over her colonies had been ac
knowledged, with its legal right of petitioning, remonstrating,
of proposing plans of reformation and redress.
pretense of infallibility.

’'’Boucher, Letter from a Virginian, 7.
2Ibid., 9.

There was no
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of majorities, not as an abstract problem which he dealt with
in a 1774 sermon, but as a specific Maryland phenomenon.

He

believed that the great majority of his fellow-Americans were
loyal, but many were caught up in a dilemma where neutrality
was impossible and expedience dictated political decision.
Like willows, they bent with the political winds.

The oaks,

like Boucher, sturdy and uncompromising, were broken, in the
sense that they became exiles.
Boucher minimized the seriousness of the closing of
Boston's port, suggesting that it was but a temporary measure
and ought not to be blown up out of proportion.

The peculiar

vulnerability of the South was considered, the Indians on
the frontier, the enemy within (the slaves), and the ex
posure to Northern greed if the colonies separated from
England and went their own economic ways.
The major plea of the letter, beyond abjuring the
gentlemen assembled from forming an agreement on Non
importation, was to formulate some practical plan of ac
commodation, along with the reminder that the opinions and
desires "of a small part of the community" ought not prevail
against the opinions and desires of the majority of the com
munity.^"

He hoped they would not assemble with the "passions

and language of a common town meeting," alienating the af
fections of the people, seducing them from their allegiance,
inflaming their passions, and inciting them to tumults and
insurrections, to paraphrase his injunctions.
In order not to miss any possible argument, the
"Virginian" suggested that they ought to be very sure that

~*"Ibid., 16. This argument is well-developed in the
Quaeres mentioned earlier in this chapter.

- 312 the trade of the colonies with Great Britain was sufficient
to make cessation of all trade efficacious and he tried to
show that it was not.

But if it were a great enough portion

of British trade to make such a measure successful, Boucher
would raise the question of its justice.

Was it just to

combine to ruin or obstruct the trade of a fellow citizen
by intrigues, cabals, innuendoes, insinuations, threats?
"Shall we levy a tax, upon those innocent citizens, a tax
unheard of, disproportionate, a tax never suggested by the
most inhuman tyrant?

a tax, to the amount of their daily

bread?
Another pitfall to the success of such a venture was
pointed out: human nature and the art of smuggling:
Who has visited our principal cities and towns, and
has observed by what means they have risen to their
wealth and importance? The horrid punishments, in
flicted by despotic Princes are commonly of little
avail, against a contraband trade, where any trifling
extraordinary profit, is an irresistible temptation.
What can we expect from a loose agreement, where the
sole subsistance of thousands is at stake? In all
trading nations, where there are duties or prohibitions,
there are smugglers, there ever were, and ever will be,
until we find some nation, where every individual is
a patriot or a saint.^
Pressure on Britain for repeal, unlike the earlier
case with the Stamp Tax, Boucher considered to be a delusion.
The acts themselves, Boucher wrote, were totally different
in their principles; colonial arguments and claims in the
present instance were inconsistent.

Defiance was unbe

coming; a great nation like Britain would not submit to
bullying and expose itself to the scorn of its rival kingdoms

1Ibid., 24.
2Ibid., 24-25.

- 313 in Europe.
Taxation and government were inseparable, no matter
what the form of taxation or government might be.

Boucher

went o n :
Locke's treatise on government is undoubtedly, a most
beautiful theory, the noblest assertion of the unalien
able rights of mankind.
Let us respect it, as the
opinions of a wise, and virtuous philosopher and patriot,
but let us likewise, as good subjects, revere the laws
of the land, the collected wisdom of ages, and make
them the sole rule of our political conduct. Let not
Mr. Locke be quoted partially, by those who have read
him, to mislead thousands who never read him. When he
is brought as an authority, that no subject can be
justly taxed without his own consent; why do not they
add his own explanation of that consent? i.e. the con
sent of the majority, giving it either by themselves or
their representatives chosen by them. Do we compose
the majority of the British community?'*'
If America was of that community, he wondered why she
was not represented.

If not, was America not in the same

situation with the inhabitants of many wealthy and populous
towns?

If Americans were all virtually represented, then why

be too proud to solicit an actual representation?
at the idea as being impracticable?

Why laugh

Why plunge into anarchy,

rejecting all accommodation "with a government (by the con
fession of the wisest men in Europe, the freest and the
noblest government, on the records of history) because there
are imperfections in it, as there are in all things, and in
2

all men?"

It was ridiculous to talk about requisition as a means
of taxation.

A look at the colonial history would prove the

uncertainty of that.

1Ibid., 27-28.
2Ibid., 29-30.
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- 314 . . . substitute some adequate, permanent and effectual
supply (by some mode of actual representation) in the
place of uncertain, ineffectual requisitions, or in
devising some means of reconciling taxation,
the indispensible obligation of every subject, with your ideas
of the peculiar and inestimable rights of an English
man.
The final plea was to teach "our infatuated countrymen"
to compare their happy situation with the wretchedness of
peoples over nine-tenths of the globe and to save them from
the madness of hazarding such:
. . . inestimable blessings, in the uncertain events
of a war, against all odds, against invasions from
Canada, incursions of savages, revolt of slaves, multi
plied fleets and armies, a war which must begin where
wars commonly end, in the ruin of our trade, in the
surrender of our ports and capitals, in the misery of
thousands.^
A man like Joseph Galloway would have understood what
Boucher was talking about; certainly he worked hard in the
interests of accommodation.

Men like Paca and Chase, Thomas

Johnson, Robert Goldsborough, and Matthew Tilghman, all
"country party" leaders and members of that Congress gave it
scant consideration.
It is not known whether Boucher's identity was dis
covered.

In a short time, informers were regularly giving

information on Boucher to the extra-legal Provincial Com
mittee sitting in Annapolis.

His accusers were "a Papist

and two Presbyterians, one of whom only was my own pa
rishioner. "

The Militia was ordered by the Committee to

take him into custody immediately, and about two hundred
went to Governor Eden's, where Boucher was dining, to seize
him and carry him before the Committee.

Boucher recognized

that a de facto revolution existed in Maryland

1Ibid., 30.
2Ibid.

1
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was going on, but it gave him little reassurance.

The

charges he had heard about were apparently much exaggerated.
His friends were quite alarmed.

The Governor, the Council,

and a number of his friends among the "respectable persons
in the province" importuned him to flee.
closed by the arrival of the armed men.

The debate was
Undaunted, Boucher

went out and faced them, alone, in accordance with his own
judgment that to flee would be the very thing his enemies
would like.

He asked the Captain, whom he knew, what his

business was and was told that the Committee waited for him.
Boucher was surprised to learn that Chase and Paca were
sitting on the Committee:
Though I knew they were at the bottom of the mischief,
I did suppose they would so far have consulted ap
pearances as not openly to have appeared, with a mob
to back them, against a man who was allowed so lately
to have given them a complete drubbing when committed
together in a fair field.^
Boucher, who always seemed to have felt that the best
way to meet danger was head-on, decided to make a virtue out
of necessity.

He peremptorily told the Captain he would not

be carried t o :
. . . this or any other Committee unknown to the laws,
alive but if he would take his men away, I gave him
my honour I would, as a gentleman, wait on the gentle
men who composed the Committee: and I desired him with
my compliments to deliver this message to the gentlemen
assembled for the p u r p o s e . ^
The Captain did as Boucher requested, and he soon
followed him, "single, and in high spirits," Boucher related.
As he tried to enter the Committee Room through the immense

1Ibid., 106.
2Ibid., 107.
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Annapolis then a sergeant in the Militia, an Irishman whose
name was Lindsay," whispered to Boucher that he knew:
. . . I would go on with the same spirit with which
I had begun: — and that I might do so, he assured me
I had more friends among those who bore arms than ene
mies, and by Jasus if he lived he would die with m e .
A Message in my favour from the Congress itself would
not have inspired me with more courage than I felt on
this declaration of this honest Teague.^Boucher's conduct at the hearing is almost amusing, so
completely was he unintimidated.

When the President began to

speak to him, he insisted on being permitted to sit down first.
He protested that they had no authority over him, but con
ceded that since his intentions were good there was "nothing
which, as gentlemen, they could put to me to which I was not
ready, as a gentleman, to give fair, and I hoped satisfactory,
answers."

The charges were read and a copy given to him.

A

few members harangued loudly on the dangers of having such a
man as Boucher publicly avowing such principles.
Boucher quickly concluded that his best defense was to
make a good impression on the crowd.

He thought it best to

ignore his accusers and orient his remarks to those in the
audience.

"What it was that I did say I perhaps could not

have told the moment after it was said," he recalled later.

2

But he remembered reflecting on Lord Chesterfield's
observation, that the manner of a speech is of much more
consequence than the matter.

He was unaccustomed to this

kind of public speech-making, but "necessity may perhaps be
the parent of eloquence," he thought, for it was successful.

^Ibid.
2Ibid., 108.
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quite satisfactory and Boucher was acquitted.

He had come

off well, but had heightened the ill-will of his particular
enemies, he thought; and it was impossible not to provide
them with other opportunities to ruin him, as affairs were
progressing.
Without doubt, the situation for those who had qualms
about the operations of the Continental Association was be
coming tense.

Anthony Stewart, questioned by the Association,

prepared a "vindication" and had a promise that it would be
1
inserted m the Maryland Gazette.
Jonas Green, the printer,
was threatened with destruction of his press if he dared
print it.

Stewart's mistake had been in entering the ship

and paying the tax on the tea in order to save the rest of
the cargo from damage by water leaking into the hold, without
first consulting the Annapolis Committee.
Although Stewart had offered to burn the tea, when he
stood before the Committee, it was a wrathful meeting and no
one was inclined to listen to him, particularly the Baltimore
men.

The question was debated whether the vessel should be

destroyed, and the overwhelming majority said no.

However,

Stewart boarded the "Peggy Stewart" on 19 October, drove her
aground, and burned her to the water's edge.

2

The Maryland

Gazette hailed Stewart's patriotic gesture and desire to
maintain public tranquillity, adding that he had in mind his

Anthony Stewart was an Annapolis merchant, as was his
brother William. Both had been involved with the "Peggy
Stewart," their brigantine which made port at Annapolis on
14 Oct. 1774, with tea in her cargo. Land, The Dulanys,
313-14. See also Scharf, History of Maryland, II, 159, 296301.
2
Land, The Dulaneys, 314.

- 318 personal safety also.

The Dulanys heard Stewart's side of

the story, that he had "destroyed property of great value to
prevent worse consequences."

A younger member of the family

said that Stewart had agreed under pressure not to publish
a vindication of his conduct.

However, a letter of 27 Oc

tober 1774, from Baltimore, Maryland, is probably closer to
the truth.

He did not agree, he simply could not get it

published.

The decision was the printer's, made for sur

vival of his business.
Thus matters stood as the year 1774 drew to a close.
Boucher endeavored "in his sermons and in various pieces
published in the Gazettes of the country, to check the im
mense mischief that was i m p e n d i n g . B o u c h e r knew he was
marked as a government man

because of his controversy with

Chase and Paca, his opposition to the innovations against
Churchmen, and "above all,
2

macy with the Governor."

[because] of my confidential intiIt was obvious policy of the in

surgents to get rid of men like himself.

Although the press

was closed to him, he stubbornly did his very best to ex
pound his political philosophy in an effort to halt the rush
of events that he was so certain could lead only to civil
war and rebellion.

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 105.
^Ibid., 104.

CHAPTER XI

POLITICAL THEORIST:
MODERATE LOYALIST OR HIGH TORY?

The redoubtable Jonathan Boucher, now become a man of
driving personality, was eventually to become the ablest
spokesman of the British Constitution in the South.
a painful, deliberate process.

It was

The foregoing chapters have

shown a personality and intellect that had been conditioned
by the American environment since 1759.

In numerous ways,

Boucher reflected the nascent American national character
istics of individualism, aspiration, and an enjoyment of life
that was typical of the Tidewater society and foreign to his
native Cumberland County, England.

He had been quick to

seize opportunity, had been speculating in western lands, and
had been more than adept in the techniques of credit.

In

the Virginia years, he had taken on some of the coloration
of the flamboyant exponents of the emerging pragmatic theories
of empire, such as Richard Bland and Landon Carter, even
though his pursuit of the best interest of the Anglican
Church had put him in an ambivalent position at times.
Some of that patriot glow wore off with the move to
Annapolis in 1770.

Boucher entered a world which was in

many respects like Virginia and yet dissimilar.

Maryland

politics were dominated by a three-cornered power struggle:
Crown v. the Proprietary v. the Assembly.
lawyers sparked the Assembly.

Maryland's famous

All of the Maryland social

and cultural influences, as well as the clerical status,
- 319 -

- 320 strengthened the old, long-dormant tendencies to conserva
tism fostered by childhood memories of family tradition, and
the lean years of his youth.

His increasingly prosperous

economic situation gave him an even greater impetus to
conserve so satisfying and comfortable a life.

Like the

province of Maryland, which was seething in a state of po
litical flux, Boucher found his political philosophy shifting
as he saw might being established "as the only criterion of
right. 1,1
It is apparent that the impression created in the
past of Boucher as a Tory is not true of the years before
1770.

He was aware himself of how much he had been changed

by American society.

He wrote to James rather sadly in the

early and difficult years of his exile, asking plaintively:
. . . am I to be blam'd that I have cultivated those
Talents chiefly which were adapted to the Land in
which my Lot seem'd to have fallen or that of course
I am fit only for America?
Between 1770 and 177 5 Boucher pored over ancient
history, English history, the Bible, and British and conti
nental political theorists to determine what his position
ought to be.

By late 1773, Boucher, the spokesman for the

Anglican Church in the South, became Boucher the politician
and Loyalist.

But whether he had earned the designation

High Tory is perhaps questionable.
An understanding of the term Loyalist or Tory, in
order to differentiate between this political position and
that of High Tory may be relevant to the discussion of
Loyalism as a prelude to a consideration of Boucher's spe-

^Boucher, "Abram and Lot," A View, 366.
^Boucher to James, 8 Jan. 1775.
345.

MHM, VIII (1913),
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In general, the term Loyalist carried less opprobrium
than the term Tory, which came into use more frequently as
hostilities developed.

Loyalist has been variously defined,

but the meaning put forth by Claude Van Tyne in The Loyal
ists of the American Revolution is clear, concise, and
serviceable for the present purpose:

"...

the moderate

American Tory granted that things were not as they should be
but maintained that the wrong did not justify the bitterness
1
of the opposition."
The English Tory, in Van Tyne's usage,
denied all colonial pretensions.

By this terminology then,

one might distinguish the High Tory by drawing a parallel
with the English Tory.

One might also consider a definition

of Tory given in Rossiter's Seedtime of the Republic, obvi
ously voiced by a Whig:

"...

a maintainer of the infernal

doctrine of arbitrary power and indefeasible right on the
part of the sovereign, and of passive obedience and non2

resistance on the part of the subject."

The same image of

a High Tory has been expressed, less elegantly, in a popular
contemporary definition:

"A Tory is a thing whose head is

in England, and its body in America, and its neck ought to
3
be stretched."
Partisan as the last expression was, it does
convey a High Tory connotation of thoroughly British sympathy
and loyalty.

‘'"Van Tyne, Loyalists, 11.
2

Rossiter, Seedtime, 392.

3
Van Tyne, Loyalists, 192.
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ist position, the theoretical and the procedural, one might
say that the theoretical is a concept of justice and equity
in the American protests against British policy.
cedural aspect is thus a concept of means.

The pro

For the purposes

of this discussion, a High Tory might reject both aspects
out of hand; whereas a moderate Loyalist might accept the
theoretical and reject the procedural.
One might also express the difference between Tories
in terms of response to events that threaten to change the
status quo.

The High Tory might have an automatic, non-

ref lective, and negative response.

The moderate, however,

might observe carefully, weigh actions and reactions, and
ponder on causes and consequences.

Under these definitions,

Boucher may emerge as something less than a High Tory.
Among those who have considered Boucher a High Tory,
Parrington is notable, ascribing to Boucher the term "an
other Increase Mather,11 when he wrote in 1927.'^ Max Savelle,
in his Seeds of Liberty written in 1948, has referred to
Boucher as "one of the three best defenders of the Toryimperialistic position," along with Thomas Hutchinson of
Massachusetts, William Smith of New York, and Archibald
Kennedy of New York.

2

Peter Laslett, writing about Filmer

in 1948, has credited Boucher with the best defense of Filmer
3
m America.
Labaree m 1948, described him as extreme and

Parrington, Main Currents. 218.
Parrington's reference was to love of domination, directness
of purpose and strength of will that he observed of Mather
and found in Boucher also.
2

Savelle, Seeds of Liberty, 300-01, 310.

3
Peter Laslett, "Sir Robert Filmer, The Man Versus the
Whig Myth," 153.
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Rossiter,

in Seedtime published in 1953 has also considered Boucher a
High Tory/ referring to "Boucher and his few colleagues in
high Toryism" and categorizing him with Luther, James I, and
Filmer, all exponents of "absolutist doctrines of unlimited
submission and non-resistance."1

Paul Duke in his unpublished

Master's Thesis in 1956 has considered Boucher as the "most
reactionary of Tories," at the same time defending him from
implications of eccentricity and crediting him with intelligence, forthrightness, and principles.

2

Certainly Van Tyne, in Loyalists written in 1959,
implied that Boucher was more than a moderate Tory, by dealing
with him in a paragraph on "the stalwarts of the Tory Party."
"Boucher believed sincerely in the divine right of kings,"
3
Van Tyne wrote, and considered resistance sacrilegious.
Even more convincing evidence that Van Tyne considered him
a High Tory is the exclusion of Boucher from a class of
persons which the historian described as "peaceful soberminded citizens, who perhaps had more than half sympathized
with the Whig movement thus far, but the thought of civil
4
tumult and even war had checked their noble rage . . . "
In the 1960's two publications carried forward the
image of Boucher as the High Tory.

Richard Gummere entitled
5
his essay on Boucher "Jonathan Boucher, Toryissmus."

1Rossiter, Seedtime, 392.
2

Duke, "Jonathan Boucher, Tory Parson, Teacher and
Political Theorist," 123.
3
Van Tyne, Loyalists, 22.
^Ibid.
5
Gummere, "Jonathan Boucher, Toryissmus," The American
Colonial Mind and the Classical Tradition: Essays in Com-
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also given much space to Boucher as a representative figure
in defining the conservative character of the American Tories,
referring to him as that "arch-Tory."

The reputation of

Boucher as a High Tory has been generally accepted.

Many

historians have dealt with the Loyalists as a body of men
reflecting certain characteristics in common in an effort to
present an intellectual profile.

Using these generali

zations as a yardstick, how would Boucher measure up as the
typical High Tory or even moderate Tory?
First, let us look at Max Savelle's study of Loyalists,
which insisted that allowance must be made for individual
variance from the patterns of thought which seemed to be
common to the supporters of Great Britain.

Yet he thought

it:
. . . remarkable almost to the point of obviousness
that the men who held to the Tory-imperialist political
theories based on the idea of the sacrosanct nature of
the prerogative were those who were most conservative
in their economics, in their social thought, and in
their religion.^
Boucher was cited as symbolizing the Tory-imperialist who
held to the Tory-.imperialist political theory of prerogative.
And yet a long look at Boucher's thoughts and activities,
would make him less than typical of a

High Tory position

in

economics, in some aspects of social thought, and in one
aspect of religion.
Unlike many conservatives, Boucher had no fear of change
most of his life.

His was a venturesome spirit, a quality

parative Culture, 162-72.
^Nelson, The American Tory, 7.
2

Savelle, Seeds of Liberty, 319.

- 325 that he recognized in himself and endeavored to foster in
young John James, his protege, and Oxford student.1

During

his first few years of teaching in England, Boucher experi
mented with evening classes for adults at Wigton, and had
sufficient temerity to admit women for instruction in reading
and writing along with the men.

Before the opportunity to

tutor in America developed, he had entertained ideas about
moving to Ireland.

When Virginia became his home, he quickly

acquired the typically American idea of jack-of-all-trades
possibilities, and ventured to embark on a career in trade
with absolutely no previous experience.

With an equal lack

of experience and less training than he had had to enter the
teaching profession, he was persuaded to enter the Anglican
ministry at a time when most Anglican priests had university
training. These are not the activities of a timorous man,
reluctant to face altered circumstances.
As Boucher acquired a foothold as a planter and found
the opportunity to observe the conditions of the planter's
operations, he advocated the elimination of slave labor in
order to develop fully the economic potential of the South.
He also pointed out the necessity to change the one-crop
cultivation pattern in favor of diversity of production.

He

publicized the great need for soil conservation, decrying the
moving frontier which contributed to the neglect of lands.
Nor was there anything conservative about Boucher's
plunge into full scale plantation operations at The Lodge,
on the Potomac across from Alexandria, Virginia, which he
financed with a heavy credit obligation.

Boucher's ideas

about the use of credit were remarkably modern, with limits

1Boucher to James, 12 Feb. 1780.
was the second son of the Rev. James.

Unpublished.

John

- 326 fixed only by his ethical concept that one's worth at death
must be equal to o ne’s debts.

A constant state of debt

during a lifetime seemed less a detriment than a positive way
to improve one's status and standards of living much faster
than one could with "slow savings."
Boucher's letter of May, 1770 referred to in Chapter
VI in connection with the development of the Potomac navi
gation, is one of the earliest suggestions embodying a practi
cal way to finance the project with high interest sub
scriptions, using revenue to open new sections to clearance
and locks, and making it self-supporting from revenue.

His

knowledge of current canal ventures in England made it possi
ble to make this recommendation to Washington.

It is inter

esting to note that this rather progressive idea of Boucher
carries an implicit acceptance of a considerable
colonial autonomy.

amount of

Although Virginia and Maryland were

British colonies and what was being proposed was a major
change in the topography requiring a heavy investment of
funds, not one word appears suggesting the need for approval
of such a project in England.
Again, Boucher's social thought with respect to edu
cation was not static.

He had shifted his position on the

aims and means of American education from the classical ap
proach of his own experience, to the more pragmatic one of
James Maury.

This same habit of searching for new, improved

ways never left him, and of his projects in England, the
Address to the Inhabitants of Cumberland stands as something
of a milestone in visionary thinking.

It was a "welfare of

society" scheme he developed in 1792 for Cumberland County,
England, including scholarships, pensions, experimental
agriculture stations (although he would not recognize this
term), development of natural resources, and conservation
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Visionary it was, but

it was accompanied by a well-planned and practical plan for
initiating it, financing it, and administering it.1
Boucher always frankly stated that change was good,
except in the area of politics and religion, and certainly
these were the two areas in which he came closest to the High
Tory position.
here.

Yet, there was also a certain ambivalence

The sermon on the toleration of Papists has an ecu-

m e m c a l spirit that is refreshing.

2

In the field of politics,

as late as 1776 and 1777, Boucher was working on a Treatise,
a Plan of Government for the colonies, designed to alter the
3
British Constitution.
In still another respect, Boucher does not fit the
Loyalist profile in thought drawn by Savelle.

Most Loyalists,

Savelle asserts, did not anticipate that the rebellious spirit
4
m the colonies would result m a civil war.
Boucher did.
It is clear from contemporary letters to the Rev. James, in
1773, that Boucher was apprehensive:
. . . how often, how long shall I grumble & complain
of the strange inattention of the Mother Country to
these Countries] Without seeing, or at least, without
attending to it. She is suffering a stange refractory
Spirit to grow up, which, ere long, will work her
irremediable woe.^

1See the full account of the project and its disposi
tion in Chapter XIV.
2

This could be construed as conservative from another
point of view. See Chapter XII.
3
. . .
The circumstances out of which this idea grew and came
to fruition will be discussed more fully below.
4

Savelle, Seeds of Liberty, 18.

^Boucher to James, 16 Nov. 1773.
183-84.
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cal sermon, "On Fundamental Principles," in which he made it
clear that the possibility of a civil war was in his mind.
His theme was Psalm XI, verse 3, "If the Foundations be
destroyed, what can the righteous do?"

It is a Psalm of

David, probably composed during the rebellion of his son
Absalom.

Boucher drew a direct parallel between the re

fractory son and the refractory American colonies.

David,

to reclaim his son, long tried persuasion to no avail and
harsher measures were no more effectual.

In the end, David

was unsuccessful in war, as in the gentler arts of per
suasion.

How prophetic for the inconclusive war which

Britain was to wage until 17831

Even more prophetic were

Boucher's words on David's counsellors, who, seeing moments
of irresolution and despondency, advised and pressed him to
give up the contest.

Such advice "to which every good man

and king will readily listen" may be suspicious and de
ceitful, dangerous and possibly ruinous.

To complete the

allegory, Boucher had these words to say:
. . . to persevere in so unnatural and hopeless a war,
must have been dreadful: it could be exceeded in
dreadfulness only by the still greater horror of
abandoning his faithful adherents, and all good men,
to the cruelty of rebels.
It is perfectly plain that Boucher thought it quite possible
that all of this could lead to civil war, perhaps made in
evitable by Britain's reaction of reticence to take decisive
action in the face of colonial resistance.

The allegory

Boucher drew is amazingly close to the reality of the situ
ation in the next ten years, painfully so in the case of the
Loyalists who were, from the Loyalists' point of view,

^Boucher, "On Fundamental Principles," A View, 296-97.
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Although Boucher's public writing, particularly the
Letter from a Virginian and his Letter to the Southern
Deputies, made a great point of emphasizing the power of
Britain to crush a genuine rebellion, one might well wonder
if this was not part of his propagandizing effort.

His real

concern might have been that the potential power would not be
wielded soon enough, or forcibly enough, to really defeat
the Americans.
Leonard Labaree, in his Conservatism in Early America,
has given a considerable amount of space to Boucher in his
chapters on "Education and Social Theory" and "Pulpit and
Broadcloth" in which Boucher is the "stalwart conservative."
Whether Boucher's education theories deserve the term "con
servative" has already been discussed, but one might take
note of Labaree's labelling of Boucher's views on nonresistance and obedience, as the "extreme conservative view
both in England and in America," and exactly the same po
sition taken by the supporters of James I and the
1
Tory position of the eighteenth century.

High

Boucher's expressions regarding monarchy and King James's
"No bishop, no king" belief, contained in a sermon and in the
Letter from a Virginian, are distinctly moderate.

In 1771,

for example, Boucher preached:
God forbid any of us should live to see the day when
we may be convinced of the truth of king James1s maxim
— "No bishop, no kingI"2
1

2

Labaree, Conservati sm, 130-31.

Boucher, "On the American Episcopate," A View, 102.
These words were spoken by James I at the Hampton Court
Conference in 1604.
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Labaree has described Boucher's position as "essentially
a negative one, denying the principles of compact and consent
and advocating passive obedience and non-resistance."1

To

most colonial conservatives, Labaree gives credit for ideas
stated in more positive terms of the virtues of the British
Constitution, the British concept of the balance of power,
and the value to the colonists of the British connection.
But it is clear from Boucher's sermons and public writing
that his strongest argument was in terms of the British
Constitution.

He admired the British balance of power that

did not cater too much to "popular" influence, and he stressed
the value of the relationship with Britain.

2

Boucher urged

accommodation, legal petitions, and remonstrances.

After his

return to England, he urged a shift in the British Consti
tution because it was not serving Britain well in her co
lonial relationships.

One may well have to classify Boucher

in less "negative" terms.
The foregoing has been a consideration of Boucher in
relationship to general characteristics of the conservative
mind in the pre-Revolutionary years, as Savelle and Labaree
have expressed it.

One other scale suggested by Labaree in

his Chapter, "The Tory Mind" may be useful in measuring
Boucher against the typical Loyalist.

Of the "eight points

essential to understanding the men who finally sided with
the British in the great dispute," Boucher would seem to fit
some and not others.

For the sake of brevity, one point at

a time will be listed, with comments relating to Boucher:

1Labaree, Conservatism, 130-31.
2

.

.

.

See Letter from a Virginian, and Letter to the Southern
Deputies, the latter in Appendix M.
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Loyalists were men of an essentially conservative
temperament, disposed from the start to resist
innovation and to support the old and the familiar.
Boucher's temperament and personality do not fit
this description, for the reasons indicated earlier
in the discussion of Savelle's "conservative mind."

2.

Many Loyalists, though not all of them, held the
conviction, based usually on religious belief and
Church affiliation, that whatever the merits of
the dispute, resistance to constituted authority
and to the British government was morally wrong.
Boucher counseled petitions and remonstrances and
and legal means to find an accommodation. He would
not countenance violence and unconstitutional ap
proaches, such as the extra-legal operations of
the Committees of Safety.

3.

While a few Loyalists sided with the ministry from
the beginning, most Loyalists reached their final
position only slowly and after much difficulty,
motivated primarily by the continued use of vio
lence.
Without question, this point describes accurately
Boucher's position.

4.

Some Loyalists were really forced into out-and-out
loyalism by the refusal of their fellow colonists
to permit them to keep to a middle-of-the-road
position.
This statement is antithetical to Boucher's actual
position. There is no evidence that he even con
sidered a neutral position. Instead, Boucher con
sidered a neutral position, such as Atticus, the
Roman, took, reprehensible, seldom sincere, and,
if sincere, then possible only for one of a cold
nature.

5.

There was a sentimental attachment to Britain on
the part of Loyalists, an admiration for the
Constitution, and a belief in the value of the
British connection, all of which made men re
luctant to break with the Mother Country.
This point was discussed in the preceding pages
from the approach of "negativism" and "positivism"
of attitude, but making it clear that Boucher
certainly does conform on this point. His oath of
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him in any case.
6.

Most Loyalists shared the human tendency to pro
crastinate. Many conservatives admitted that
eventually independence would be inevitable, but
they wanted to put off the evil day and refused to
admit that the time for such action had now ar
rived.
Boucher did think that, given the freedom, oppor
tunities, prosperity, and "salutary neglect" of
the whole colonial history, a desire for inde
pendence was inevitable. However, he did not think
that independence itself was inevitable.

7.

The Tory mind was cautious, reluctant to accept an
unknown future without guarantees that it would
provide conditions at least as satisfactory as
those they were giving up.'
In his personal life, Boucher was not reluctant to
face an unknown future. He embarked on a completely
new life in America in 1759, and in 1775 he was not
deterred by caution from accepting the challenge
of beginning a new life in England at the age of
thi rty-seven.

8.

The Loyalist was pessimistic, and lacking in that
certain kind of imagination, courage and general
bravery that participation in revolution requires.
Boucher was pessimistic about the ability of the
general, uneducated, and unthinking masses to par
ticipate in the decision-making processes of
government. He was also very realistic about the
irrational aspects of human nature. However, he
was not without imagination, as his speculations
on many aspects of society reveal. He could hardly
be described as a timid person. Boucher had the
courage to face an issue squarely and to meet
danger "head-on," as he put it. He did precisely
that in his encounter with the Committee of Safety
described in Chapter X, and in the fracas with
Osborne Sprigg and the armed mob in his church in
the spring of 1775 described in Chapter XII.

Of more limited value for discussion is Van Tyne's
classification of Tories into eight broad categories, less
involved with social thought, habits, and attitudes, than
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Thus, on his

"yardstick" Boucher might appear to be the High Tory, by
fitting into several niches:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Office-holding Tories
Friends among the official class
Anglican Clergy
Conservatives, who glided easily in the old channels
Dynastic Tories, the king-worshipers
Legality Tories
Religious Tories who "fear God and honor the king"
Factional Tories (such as the DeLanceys of New York
who reacted to the Livingston Family, old enemies
and Whigs)

A cursory check would put Boucher high on a list of
thoroughgoing Tories, since one could say he fit the de
scription of groups 2, 3, 4, 5 (according to Van Tyne and
others who do not take into account Boucher's less monarchical
statements), 6, and 7.

However, such a conclusion is over

simplified.
Perhaps more fruitful is William Nelson's study of the
American Tory, which pointed out that even when Loyalists
were certain of their cause and ready to be advocates, they
were comparatively ineffective.

"They could not compete with

the Whigs in organization, and they did not try to compete
'

2

as propagandists."

No one could reasonably argue that they

were successful, nor that they had the organization neces
sary to oppose effectively the Committees of Correspondence.
Boucher had been successful in his religious duties
and had not a single Dissenter within his parish, but his
persuasion had not worked with the political issues in the
long run.

His arguments were well-stated, lucid, and logical.

But he was arguing in an environment hardly less hostile than

1Van Tyne, Loyalists, 25—26.
2 .
Nelson, The American Tory, 18.
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As Mary C. Sweet observed:

. . . a sense of liberty and spirit of Independence
were the chief characteristics of the colonists in both
these regions [Maryland and Massachusetts]. Maryland
was never in awe of any power or authority, from the
time Lord Baltimore first attempted to restrict the
people's privileges in matters of proposing laws.-*It is not correct to charge Boucher with not trying to compete
as a propagandist.

Within the few avenues of communication

that were open to him, he appealed to those who thought, as
he did, that law and order were being flouted.

He suggested

that those who opposed the disorders in the colonies had to
match technique with technique, and to "associate."

He saw

that those of reasonable views must "take the initiative out
of the hands of

factious herdsmen" and make common cause.

Boucher urged the Rev. William Smith in Philadelphia
to do his utmost to influence the trend of events, to help
develop some cohesive action among friends of government:
Many of my Friends, and what is more, true Friends to
our Excellent Constitution with myself, have often ex
press’d some wonder that You, who are on the Spot and
within the Vortex of Intelligence, well inclin'd and
well qualified, as we know You be for such an Under
taking, when the whole World around You is in flames,
stand by as- an unconcerned looker-on.
I had actually drawn up a very keen Phillipic against
You with a View toward Publication; which was to have
forc'd you as the American Patriots wou'd word it, a
decisive Part in the present Broils. Honor, Justice,
and Gratitude, however, prevailed and at their Justi
fication, I found no Reluctance to have my Writ sup
press'd. . . . that if it were right that I shou'd
succeed, I should stand a much better Chance by an
Open and ingenuous Attack on You in this Way.
Will you then, My dear Sir, submit to be persuaded by

"*"Mary C. Sweet, "Massachusetts and Maryland in the
Revolution," MHM, XX, (1915), 234-39.
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step forth? I know not that even You can do any Good;
but, I think, however, You should try. You did at the
setting out, and had the Instructions, You concurr'd in
giving to Y'r Deputies been attended to as they deserved.
Mischief had been prevented.
Something certainly should
be tried — the Members in Congress are doubtless un^
equal to the great Business they have undertaken, and
see You not, how fast under their Auspices We are
running into all the horrors of Confusion, Misrule and
Civil War?
If, as I have been a pretty attentive observer of Men
and Manners, hitherwards I can either in this or any
thing else be made Useful to You, for God's Sake Com
mand me. Were I not, as Shakespeare says, a Fellow of
no Mark nor Likelihood, something even I wou'd certainly
have done; but I have so bad a Name, and am Moreover
so sure to be found out, and of course to be maul’d by
Committees, I am not asham'd to own to you, I have been
deterr1d thro' Fear. Indeed, I know neither a Press
nor Printer, but tolerably impartial, save Rivington's
— and He is proscribed.^

Boucher to Smith, 4 May 1775. M HM, VIII (1913), 23839. Boucher may or may not have known at this point in May,
1775, that Smith was wavering and would soon elect to cast
his lot with the patriots. The first information Boucher had
of Smith's defection was a copy of his published sermon sent
by Smith in which he vindicated the Congress, conventions,
insurrections, and military enrollments. Boucher considered
that this method of notifying him of his change of position
was a discourtesy, "a breach of friendship with aggravated
poignancy." He told his parishioners that Smith had been "my
particular friend, that it is not long since I conversed with
him on these very subjects, respecting which he then professed
to think as I thought, and as every true son of the Church of
England must always think, because it is impossible any one
of our communion should be disloyal without first renouncing
his religion." Boucher proceeded to take the same text Dr.
Smith had taken, and refuted his conclusions. Of Dr. Smith's
shift of position, Boucher said, " . . . he that writes
treason in a book, or preaches sedition in a pulpit, and
persuades it to the people, is the greatest traitor and in
cendiary. " Smith was indulging in pulpit casuistry. Boucher
always wrote disparagingly of Smith from that day forward and
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addresses such as the one to the people of Maryland, the
Letter to the Southern Deputiesr and the Letter from a Vir
ginian are all evidence that Boucher attempted to offset the
patriotic propaganda.

His sermon refuting Smith, and one in

answer to a sermon by Jacob Duchd who defected and became a
Chaplain to the Continental Congress, were intended to be
published, but by 1775 Boucher had no access to a press.
Thus, in this respect, Boucher is not the typical Loyalist
described by Nelson.

He did propagandize to the best of his

ability, and he tried equally hard to inspire others to do
so.
In one other respect, Boucher differs from Nelson's
description of the Tory leaders who:
. . . avoided the basic issues of constitutional re
form and concentrated their attention on minor and
peripheral matters: the need for more (or fewer)
British troops, or for higher salaries for judges, or
for restrictions against town meetings. Most of the
Tory office-holders seem to have been incapable of
seeing beneath the superficial problems of adminis
trative reform to the basic problems of constitutional
reform.
It is true -that, in general, new ideas and departures
from the British Constitution were lacking in England, and
lacking from the thinking of many Loyalists in America.

But

it is not true that Boucher avoided the basic issues of

was persuaded that his concern was to continue his good re
lationship with the Presbyterians of Philadelphia with an
eye to his own interest. When Smith was appointed a bishop
under the newly-created Episcopal Church, Boucher was con
vinced that he had served self-interest, not principle.
Boucher, "The Dispute Between the Israelites and the Two
Tribes and an Half, Respecting their Settlement Beyond
Jordan," A View, 450-53.
^Nelson, The American Tory, 18-19.
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Time after time, in American sermons and

after his return to England, Boucher stressed the consti
tutional problem as the basic one.

All other issues were

"contributory and influencing, but accessory to the great
issue of attack on the Constitution."

He expressed this

opinion to William Eden, Undersecretary of State for England:
They are easily satisfied, who can be contented to
ascribe the origin of the present Troubles in America
either to the Stamp Act or the Duties on Tea. I think
them coeval with the Colonies. There is a principal
of Revolt innate in all Colonies; and in Those of G r 't
Britain (which were planted in Imperfection) more than
in any others. Our Constitution, admirable as it is,
is not, it wou'd seem, wholly adapted to all the
Purposes of Government in such.large Adjuncts of the
Empire neither foreseen, nor provided for, when this
Constitution was formed.
Boucher was quite capable of seeing the basic problem.
He was not simply against the separation from England as the
only solution, but he strongly advocated an "accommodation,"
as suggested in the Letter from a Virginian.

There was a

defect in the Constitution, with respect to the colonies,
inherent because the primary purpose then had been settlement,
improvement, and aggrandisement *. and had remained so through
out their subsequent history.
Reducing the rebellion in America was definitely
secondary in difficulty and importance to the really im
portant task:
. . . to model their Governments & so to regulate Them
as (still leaving Them all the Rights of Brittish rsic]
subjects, which They are entitled to) to prevent the
Return of the Mischiefs We now deplore, if that indeed
be within the Reach of human Wisdom & human Power.^

^"Boucher to William Eden, 7 Jan. 1776.
(1913), 338-39.
2Ibid.
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British nation was such that they might not be willing to
"bear with the unavoidable Tediousness of so arduous a
Process."

He thought if this was not done, then England

might as well decline to fight any longer and might just as
well adopt Dr. Tucker's Plan.

Boucher admired Dr. Tucker,

but did not agree with him that the colonies were expendable.
In 1775, Tucker had written various energetic pamphlets re
garding the separation of the colonies, on the thesis that
the supposed advantage to the Mother Country of colonial
trade was a delusion.

He also thought that the colonies,

cast adrift, would fall out with each other.
Tucker attacked monopolies in all forms, for which
Turgot gave him credit, and argued the "inutility" of colo
nies while he sharply observed that shopkeeping nations would

The reference is to Dr. Josiah Tucker (1712-1799), an
economist and Anglican priest. Tucker had been curate of St.
Stephens, Bristol, in 1737 and had become Rector there by
1749. Tucker had a keen interest in politics and trade and
had written many pamphlets. By 1758, he was appointed to the
Deanery of Gloucester and was requested by the Bishop of
Gloucester to set down his thoughts on elements of trade for
the instruction of the King. He was often accused of making
a "religion of trade, and a trade of religion." He attacked
monopolies.
Boucher had mixed feelings about the man, since he
thought of him as a celebrity, an able man, and one with in
tegrity. His sermons were "fine and flowery" and Boucher
was particularly impressed because Tucker and Joseph Priestly
were the principal "hands" in the Monthly Review which Boucher
so much admired. His information on this had come directly
from Governor Hutchinson, also an 6migrd in England. Boucher
had met Dr. Tucker and found it "amusing and flattering to
be at the fountain head of all literary matters." He ap
parently contrived to see and be with "living authors" and
delighted in the "new world." Boucher to James, 5 Mar. 1776.
MHM, VIII (1913), 350. Dictionary of National Biography
(London: Oxford University Press, 1921-22), XIX, 1209-11.
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Since he had

published a Brief Essay on the Advantages Which . . . Attend
France and Great Britain With Regard to Trade and his Theory
of Taxes, about 1755, he was considered something of an
expert.
But Boucher disagreed with Tucker that separation was
desirable, and insisted that perseverence in accommodation
was necessary.

In addition, he suggested that constitution

ally England could not do what Tucker asked: voluntarily
withdraw or forbear to govern America.

This would be an

abridgment of sovereignty and thus unconstitutional.^
Boucher was directly opposed to Tucker’s view that the colo
nies were of no importance to England.

He said that he

would rather lose all his worldly goods than see England
deprived of them.
There is further evidence of Boucher’s concern for the
basic issue in a letter of November, 1775, to Lord Germain,
Viscount Sackville, who was then acting as Secretary of State
for American affairs:
By new-modelling their Governments, I mean not any
violent Alterations; but some Pith & Energy shou’d be
given to the executive Parts of Them: in most of Them,
for a long Time they have scarce had any: They never
had enough.
It is in civil, as in religious Insti
tutions; the Mind of Man is not to be satisfied with
Abstract Excellence alone. Externals, as they are
called, are of Moment in both. Now, Nothing is so
naked, or, in Scripture Phrase, so wholly without
form & Comeleiness [.sic] , as, in general, the Govern
ments in America are. . . . true Patriotism is to be
satisfied only with a radical & perfect Cure; per
suaded that every temporary Expedient will but skin
over the Sore, leaving it to break out afresh with
still more fatal Malignity.^

‘'"Boucher, "Abram and Lot," A View, 357-58.
^Boucher to Lord Germain, 27 Nov. 1775.
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in mind for new forms of government in America, but he re
cognized the mere figurehead status of the royal governors
attempting to govern by "instruction," but without any real
power.

This letter to Germain was written in 1775,

when he

was worried that he could see no "consistency of Councils
and Plans for the settlement of Things."

Boucher had an

interest in America, for he thought in 1776 that it was
probably most in his interest to return there.'*'
In July, 1776, after the good news from Quebec of the
failure of Montgomery's expedition, he wrote James, "My
Doubts arise from the Difficulty I think I foresee in
settling things so as that for there own Sakes, as well as
for the Int's of Engl'd, they may become good & useful
Subjects."

2

Boucher thought some constitutional changes

were of critical importance:
A more important Subject has seldom if ever, been pro
posed to human Enquiry. Even Philosophers might be
puzzled about it: What then, may We expect from the
Hurry & precipitancy of jarring & tumultous Bodies of
of Men?^

(1913), 63. The headnote on this letter when published in
the MHM indicates that it is possibly to William Knox, Under
secretary of State , the original letter having been found
in the Collection of Lord George Germain, Viscount Sackville.
It is now in the possession of Mrs. Stopford Sackville, with
copies in the Clements Library, Ann Arbor. There is good
evidence that the addressee was really Germain, to whom Boucher
had talked in 1775 and had been asked to furnish more details
about the colonial situation in writing. On the basis of this,
he had received financial assistance by order of Germain.
See
letter Eden to Pownall, 4 July [1776?], MHM, IX (1914), 63.
"''Boucher to William Eden, 27 June 1776.
(1913), 62-63.
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^Boucher to James, 10 July 1776. MHM, VIII (1913), 65.
3Ibid.
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William Eden in that same year.

The British Constitution,

he insisted once more, was not well-adapted to the many pur
suits of' Government.

What he had in mind by way of change,

however, would protect the rights of Englishmen, but there is
no question about the relationship remaining one of dependency
on Britain.

Great Britain must profit by her past errors,

and no amount of trouble and cost would be too much to retain
the colonies.

Whatever the cost there must be no danger of

future ruptures, but the public blessings would make it
worthwhile.^
Boucher reminded Eden of the great personal stake he,
himself, had in these deliberations, but urged that the
matter be not simply patched up, even if that should mean
without loss to himself.

"I had rather that all shou'd be

lost at once, on the Condition only, that America cou'd
permanently be united to this Country, than to have the
Business patch'd up only, even without Loss to Me."

2

All that year Boucher followed the news from America,
when it was available, and the deliberations of the Parlia
ment, but he did not see any attention being given to a plan.
In November, 1776, he reported to James that he had begun
work on a Treatise, a Plan of Government of his own:
At present I am busy on a very laborious, & most diffi
cult Enquiry: an attempt to delineate a Plan for the
Future Government of Ye Colonies.
I know not, that
ever I shall have either Leisure or Ability even to
finish my Outlines: but this I Know that it has Cost
me an infinite deal of thinking & investigation.
If
ever I get it lick'd into any decent Form I intend it

"^"Boucher to William Eden, 7 Jan. 1776.
(1913), 339-40.
2Ibid.
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Boucher apparently worked on his Treatise from sometime
prior to November, 1776 through January, 1777, at which time
he wrote James that the Pamphlet was finished.
"vexed" him and was a "Great Trouble."

But it

He explained the

problem:
There are so many People of so many Opinions, to be
Consulted that it is endless: And if, at last it is
thought advisable to publish it, I foresee that it
will be in such a mutiliated and mangled Manner as to
spoil it. It is now in the Hands of Sr. Grey Cooper,
whose Judgment on it is to be decisive.^
Boucher promised James a copy if it were printed, and
at the same time charged him to consider it a profound secret.
"...

circumstanced as I am, it very essentially imports
3
Me, that it should remain so."
On 25 February 1777, Boucher
again referred to the Treatise:
I know not yet when I shall get forward with my own
work. Almost a half of it I have had to write over
again: & even yet have a deal to do. It is strange,
but true, that the more correct I get it the more
diffident I become about it: it is indeed too much for
any one Man to undertake: & if I cou'd but retreat, I
really think I would.
In a week or two, however, I
hope to have it set agoing.^
Nothing further is known of Boucher's Treatise, and no

Boucher to James, 21 Nov. 1776. MHM, IX (1914), 237.
Boucher was not without personal motive here.
Perhaps it
was natural that he hoped for personal recognition. This
piece of work was "my last arrow: and, if they will then do
any thing for Me, So, if not, 'tis high Time I knew it."
Over the next several months, he commented to James that he
hoped to be paid handsomely for it, but doubted if that
would happen.
2Ibid., 239-40.
3Ibid., 240.
4Boucher to James, 25 Feb. 1777.

MHM, IX (1914), 329.

- 343 reference occurs after that date in 1777 in letters to James.
Since no copy appears to be extant, one can only guess at
its contents.

That he envisioned a subordinate arrangement

for the colonies within the Empire is certain.

He still had

a great concern for the protection, in America, of the rights
of Englishmen, and he recognized a need for a stronger ex
ecutive branch of government in the colonies.

How much of

a curb he would have put on the colonial legislative bodies
is mere conjecture, and what he envisioned upon the question
of taxation is completely unknown.

If we assume that his

expressions in 1763 regarding the ignorance of American
conditions in England and therefore the impossibility of
levying a just tax from that great distance had not been
completely reversed in the subsequent Maryland years, the
colonies might well have retained taxing power under his
proposed plan.
If Loyalists as a body showed no concern for the basic
constitutional problems, then Boucher is a unique Loyalist.
He is also a variant from Nelson's description of Tories as
"Afraid of public opinion, afraid of men gathered together,
even symbolically, in large numbers.
they felt weak. 11^

They were afraid, for

Nelson suggested that fear was the basic

Tory inhibition during these years of argument, and the com
pelling excuse for their apathy.

The weaker they felt, the

tighter their allegiance to Britain became and the less able
they were to effectively support either cause:
So, as the American quarrel with the British govern
ment grew more bitter and more deadly, the Tories
began slowly, under the guise of loyalty, to sink into
a helpless dependence on Britain, an attachment no
longer voluntary but growing desperate, and as it

^Nelson, The American Tory, 19-20.

- 344 became desperate, ceasing to be quite honourable.1
Judged in the light of this premise of Nelson, Boucher
is certainly far from being the typical Loyalist.

Apathy,

weakness, fear of expressing his opinion, were not at all the
hallmarks of Boucher's activity.

He did express fear of the

Committee of Safety in the letter to the Rev. Smith urging
him to support the Loyalist position, but he had already been
before the Committee twice and doubted if he could talk his
way out the third time.

Boucher had no "guise" of loyalty,

but rather a genuine position reached by reasoning, reading,
and reflection.

His loyalism was a voluntary commitment,

arrived at by a painful process from 1773 to 1775.

The final

impression Boucher has left in the pages of his voluminous
correspondence is that of a man of honor who held to his
principles in spite of personal sacrifice and discomfort,
intimidation by Committees, and downright threats to his life.
Only superficially then does Boucher fit into the
Loyalist mold.

He was in the circle of officialdom, although

in a strictly unofficial way.

Economically, he had relatively

quickly acquired a stake in society.

With an extensive plan

tation operation, law and order was important to him.
ly, Boucher's friendships were with the "court party."

Social
Re

ligiously, Boucher was tied by the oath of allegiance to the
British Crown.

There were strains of conservatism imprinted

by his impoverished childhood and his great sense of being
"a child of Fortune" until the Maryland years.
But if human inertia was a necessary prerequisite of
the true Tory personality, Boucher could not qualify.
not inertia, more properly characterized Boucher.

Energy,

His temper-

ment would have made a middle-of-the-road approach very diffi

1Ibid.

- 345 cult for this forthright, outspoken man, but certainly he
might well have protected his material interest in Maryland
by assuming a pose of neutrality, giving lip-service to an
oath of allegiance, and retaining not only his estate but his
living.

Others did just that.

mind about the decision he made.

But Boucher never changed his
In general, then, Boucher

does not fit the broad frame of reference of the typical
conservative, whose political conservatism extended to eco
nomics, social thought, and religion.

Instead he must be

seen as a complex man, with too many divergencies to be con
sidered a

High Tory.

In the pages of Boucher's sermons, letters to the Rev.
James, and public writing, one can follow the development
of Boucher's political thought.

He was proud to be an

Englishman, but he was an American in feeling.

America was

the country of his choice, and he had married an American.
Yet, increasingly often between late 1773 and early 1775,
the "self-evident truths," as they were to become known in
the Declaration of Independence, were less and less evident
to Boucher.

His sermons became more reactionary as the

crisis of his personal life approached in 1775, although
never as reactionary in this era as his political thoughts
became later in England when it became clear that England
was not going to have a decisive victory, and that the terms
of the peace would be bitter for the Loyalists.
It is necessary to distinguish between those political
opinions Boucher held during the pre-Revolutionary years,
expressed in contemporary sermons and writing, as opposed
to his letters written in England and his notes and appendices
to his sermons which he prepared for publishing in 1797.

In

the American years, sermons and other statements reveal a
certain equivocation that may reveal Boucher as less than a

- 346 High Tory.
Boucher saw no particular merit in an unchanging po
sition.

A change of opinion was one's prerogative, Boucher

thought, and it should not be a surprise to find the opinions
of one man at different times more widely divergent than the
opinions of any two men.

Caught in the confrontation between

the American's pragmatic theory of Empire which allowed a
great deal of autonomy to colonial legislatures within the
jurisdiction of the British Parliament, and the British po
sition stated in the Declaratory Act, Boucher turned his
effort toward examination of the colonial argument which was
derived from seventeenth century British legal and philo
sophical tradition.

That tradition embodied the concept of

a supreme British Constitution which presumably reflected
eternal principles of nature.

Boucher's interest and

knowledge as a cleric, classicist, philologist, historian,
and "public man" were brought to bear on the problem as he
struggled to define his own position.
Precisely what was Boucher's political philosophy?
What was the body of thought which resulted from his searching
study of 1773 and 1774?

"I instructed myself, that I might

instruct you," he told his parishioners, and added that he
felt he had a right to object to any man's charging him with
being mistaken, who had not himself gone through the same
diligent, patient, and faithful process of enquiry that he
himself had.
The result of his thoughtful examination were his
sermon of 1773 "On Fundamental Principles" and those of 1774
and 1775.

He referred to them on at least one occasion as

his political treatises.
not a Tory.

He considered himself a patriot,

Boucher thought that even his farewell sermon

in 1775, based on the text of Nehemiah, Chapter VI, verse

- 347 10-11, might have been called "the Patriot's Pattern —

the

history of a great and good man promoting with inflexible
constancy, the true interests of his country."

Without doubt,

Boucher saw himself in this role as a Nehemiah, doing his
utmost to protect the American society from dissolution.
The concern Boucher had expressed for the rights of
Englishmen as early as 1766, in the Routledge murder case,
was sharply focused after 177 3 on the question of how far
those rights went.

They did not extend as far as many Mary

landers had begun to think they did.

Boucher's thinking in

1773, initially engrossed with problems of the Church, be
came deflected into considerations of the fundamental problems
of constitutional government by the events following the es
tablishment of the Committees of Safety of the Non-importation
Associations.
Government, he recognized, had undergone a change.
Power had shifted to public speakers.

Maryland had been

"cantoned out into new districts," and the people were "sub
jected to the jurisdiction of these Committees, without any
known law, in the teeth of law."

The Committees could "issue

citations, sit in judgment, inflict pains and penalties on
whom they pleased to consider delinquents."

New crimes and

new punishments marked the advent of the Committees.

Boucher

saw quite clearly, in 1773, that "An empire" had been com
pletely established "within an empire; and a new system of
government of great power erected even before the old one is
formally a b o l i s h e d . H e saw clearly that a transfer of
power was in progress.

He could not ignore it.

The process of deliberation was painful, as he admitted

"'‘The quotations are from the sermon "On Fundamental
Principles," A View, 321.

- 348 in his farewell sermon in 1775:
I have endeavoured to weigh the great and important
question now, alas put to the bloody arbitrament
of the sword, with all the diligence, accuracy, and
sincerity, of which I am capable. . . . My interests
evidently lay in my continuing to think, as many others
. . . with whom I am happy to live in habits of friend
ship are contented to think. Ruin and misery seemed
to stare me in the face if I took a contrary course.1
Boucher had read most of the English thinkers of the pre
ceding century and was quite familiar with the revolutionary
doctrines of the seventeenth century.

He had read Montesquieu

and Rousseau, Hobbes, Locke, Hume, Hooker, and Filmer.

He

pored over the ancient classics searching for theories of
civil polity.

He knew Blackstone's Commentaries and Coke,

and took them into account in writing his sermons.
From this date forward, Boucher was a political writer
and acknowledged himself to be so.

"To have become noted

either as a political writer or preacher, as some (who at
least are unacquainted with my preaching) are pleased to tell
you I now am, is a circumstance that gives me no pleasure, 11
he said.
It was a time, and in a country, in which such a
subject demanded the attention of every man.

Boucher ex

pressed a sense of duty to his parishioners to "watch and
attend to circumstances as they arise, as they concern the
welfare of the people committed to my charge."
a branch of his "essential Christian duty."

He thought it

Politics, "in

the more extended and dignified sense of the term" compre
hending- "all that long list of duties which every man owes to
society in it's

\sic] public

capacity."

He was careful to

explain that he did not mean the "wrangling debates of modern

^Boucher,

"A Farewell Sermon," A View, 591.

- 349 assemblies, in

the sensethat Burke used the term "politics."

He thought the

clergy was far from claiming to be more en

lightened than

others on these topics, but saw no reason for

supposing that

they were any less so.

"Habits of study and

reflection ought to be in their favour."'1'
If much of our political thinking is underlaid by a
concept of civilization and human nature, then a look at
Boucher's reflections on that subject could be revealing.
Although Boucher has not created an impression of being a
dour man, there is no question of his hard, realistic atti
tude toward human behavior and his view of human civilization
as mixed in blessings.

On one occasion he wrote that the

history of mankind was little but a recital of quarrels,
violence, strife, and wars.

Such events "adorn the historic

page, but might better comport with the characters of wild
beasts than of rational creatures."

2

On another occasion,

in which he referred to the disappointments that must be ex
pected when government fails to attain perfection in its
acts, he said, "And what is the whole history of human life
public or private, but a series of disappointments."

He

counseled young John James, Jr., son of the Rev. James and a
student at Oxford in the post-war years, on a Latin poem he
was writing as an entry in the Prize Poem contest on the
subject of Captain Cooke's discoveries in the South Seas:
In talking of the inhabitants of these newly discovered
islands, you must take the proper side (though I own
to you I have often been tempted to think the other the
stronger) and urge the misery of the savage life and
the blessings of a well-regulated and improved state

^Boucher, "Passive Obedience and Non-Resistance," A
View, 499 and 500, footnote.
2

Boucher,

"Abram and Lot," A View, 332.

- 350 of society."*"
It is apparent that Boucher's general attitude to men in
society was less than optimistic.

His view of men as indi

viduals is Hobbesian, from whom he quoted: " . . .

man to

man is a kind of god [_sic] , and that man to man is an arrant
wolf."

2

"Man is a creature of prejudice," he wrote in the

sermon on the toleration of papists, " . . . in all respects
3
a fallen and frail creature."
He believed that men had
implanted in them "a degree of obstinacy, which made them
tenacious of what is opposed, for no better reason than be4
cause it is opposed."
The passing years did not change Boucher's realistic
appraisal of the irrational factor in all men.

In 1798,

many years after he had become an Emigre, he had the honor
of preaching and publishing a sermon for the Assizes at
Guildford, England in which his estimate of human nature is
the same:
He who reflects, as he ought, on the obsequiousness
and pliability of human reason, and the facility with
which men deceive themselves, when the interest of
their passions requires that they should be deceived,
will not be surprized to find, while this sentiment
prevails, every man adopting that creed which best
suits his own inclinations, and seems most likely to
justify his own practice.

Boucher to John James, Jr. in Evans, ed.
Letters of Richard Radcliffe and John James of Queen's
College, Oxford (Oxford: Clarendon Press, for the Oxford
Historical Society, 1888), 127.
2

Boucher, "Abram and Lot," A View, 332.

3
Boucher, "On the Toleration of Papists," A View, 247.
4

Boucher, "On Schisms and Sects," A View, 84.

5
Boucher, A Sermon: Preached at the Assizes Held at
Guildford (London: J. Plymsell, 1798), 17.

- 351 Boucher seems to have had a good understanding of mob
psychology, including the strategy "with movers of sedition,
to report that to have already happened, which they only wish
may happen-"

The behavior of any individual, caught up in

a mass of people, changed otherwise predictable actions:
When once a multitude is collected there is no saying
to what pitch of mischief they may easily be led. . . .
It matters not that, as individuals, they are mild,
beneficent, and humane;
I would not trust the milkiest
man upon earth, when he is one in a disorderly and
riotous crowd.
It matters not that in our individual
capacity we are wise, temperate, and just; collected
together in a mob, we inevitably become irrational,
violent, and tyrannical.2
Boucher compared these changes of personality in a
large body of men to certain chemical preparations, which
"in their separate state, are innoxious, but, by being united,
3
are rendered inflammable, and even poisonous."
It is clear that Boucher had a realistic view of mankind
in general and as individuals

closer to the twentieth century

acceptance of the irrational element and to the Calvinistic
view than to the more optimistic views of the eighteenth
century.

Nowhere did he expect to find perfection among

human beings, nor did he expect it among policy-makers and
administrators of any government.
fallible.

"No government is in

Perfection is not in human nature, and should no

more be expected from aggregate bodies, than from indivi
duals. "4

''‘Boucher, "The Character of Absalom," A View, 388.
2Ibid.
3Ibid., 389.
4

Boucher, "The Character of Ahitophel," A Vxew, 415-16.
In this same sermon, Boucher observed that "Lawful govern-

- 352 It has always been made apparent by all of those
writers who have referred to Boucher that he held no brief
for the concept of equality of men.

The assumption that the

whole human race was born equal and that no man was natu
rally inferior, or, in any respect, subjected to another; and
that he could be made subject to another only by his own
consent was founded on false premises and conclusions, Boucher
declared.

Boucher's own experience seemed to tell him that

men were not equal in talents and abilities, and he could not
see how they could be equal politically.

His sermons are

replete with phrases and words that indicate his sharp
awareness of "classes" in life; such as "condition in life,"
"stations in life," and "inferior members of the community."
When Boucher preached his first political sermon in
1773, "On Fundamental Principles," he considered the lower
classes as "not industrious, frugal, and orderly."

The

characteristics peculiar to their station in life were idle
ness, improvidence, and dissolution.

Some of this was "drip-

down from profligacy in the higher orders of the community,"
since it was all one "great chain," Boucher thought.^
Only in times of popular commotions, he argued, "When
revolutions are mediated, is the doctrine of natural rights
and the natural equality of mankind countenanced.
the congregation are holy, every one of them."

Then, all

In the quiet

seasons of peace only could men be persuaded "to listen to
their reason instead of to their passions."

2

ment is the greatest blessing that mankind enjoy, and the
very life and soul of society, without which, men must live
together rather like wolves and tigers, than like rational
creatures.
‘''Boucher, "On Fundamental Principles," A View, 310.
2
Boucher, "The Character of Ahitophel," A View, 419.

- 353 Boucher had no faith in the wisdom of the masses, and
objected to the current fashion of "an appeal to the people."
In every country, the ignorant are more numerous than the
wise: mistakes in judgment therefore, and great errors in
conduct, were too naturally to be expected in the many.

This

proved that resolves, even of large majorities of the people,
were always to be received with great caution: it should
never be on the determinations of a multitude of such
counsellors that the safety of the State depends.
Boucher put under attack the growing belief that the
whole human race was equal, and put himself outside the
mainstream of American thought which came to fruition in the
writing of the Declaration of Independence.

"Men differ

from one another as one star differs from another in glory,"
Boucher thought.^

In the same sermon he used a metaphor

from music to explain his thoughts on equality:
A musical instrument composed of chords, keys, or
pipes, all perfectly equal in size and power, might
as well be expected to produce harmony, as a society
composed of members all perfectly equal to be pro
ductive of order and peace.^
Such thought as Boucher's did not disappear from Ameri
can history.

Seventy years later speeches and pamphlets of

Southerners and others would contain such statements in
defense of the institution of slavery.

Even in the first

glow of the New Republic there would be leaders whose thoughts
were not far from those of Boucher.

Hamilton, it will be

recalled, thought "the people are a great beast."
Moreover, Boucher's ideas about government were not

"^Boucher, "Passive Obedience and Non-Resistance," A
View, 515.
^Ibid.
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sider government an evil.

The relatively new and dangerous

idea that government at best was evil and that ministers must
be corrupt (and, therefore, one could criticize both), Boucher
tried to combat.

Government was not evil and to believe so

was just as illogical as to say medicine was evil, or that a
surgeon was "our enemy, who saves our lives by amputating a
putrid limb.
Some of the most reactionary, seventeenth century,
royalist remarks that Boucher ever made were those added in
a footnote to his sermon "On Passive Obedience and NonResistance" when he prepared it for publication in 1797.
They may have contributed to his reputation as a "divine
right" and monarchist man in the most reactionary sense.
But these expressions, revolving around the idea of the ends
and goals of government, should be carefully distinguished
from the thoughts of Boucher in the 1770's.
These 1797 editing comments question the common good
of mankind as the object of government.

He noted that what

was commonly being affirmed as the end of government was
the good of the inferiors and ought to be understood as false.
He thought the confusion and misunderstanding of the common
good derived from the idea that the end is above the means,
and more noble; therefore subjects were above their governors,
and could call them to account.
Some governments, he noted, existed for the benefit of
the superior, as that of a lord or master over his servants,
as:
. . . princes receive their power only from God, by
him constituted and entrusted with the government of

^Boucher, "On Fundamental Principles," A View, 315.
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deputies and vicegerents [sic] upon earth they are his
ministers. . . . the safety of the people was the
supreme law of the people in a democracy, but of the
king in a monarchy1So extreme a statement as this was the product of Boucher’s
great disappointment that Britain did not win a decisive
victory over America.

The Treaty of 1783 was a bitter one

for Boucher, and the French Revolution which he thought
stemmed directly from the American revolutionary experience,
pushed him to his most anti-Republican position of a lifetime.
One point he did make, in 1797, has some validity for
any day.

He thought it would be very difficult even under

a compact arrangement to establish what the common good
actually ought to be.

"What one people in one age have con

curred in establishing as the common good, another in another
2

age have voted to be mischievous and big with ruin."

Common

good seemed to be a matter of common feeling and was therefore
false.

It followed then, according to Boucher, that govern

ment instituted by common consent was also a false concept.
Boucher never agreed with the theory of society by
compact, and he believed that Locke was led into this fal
lacious step in his reasoning by his initial incorrect
concept of the equality of men.

He disputed Locke's compact

theory on several points, one of which was historical.

For

this he turned to Filmer and earned Peter Laslett's comment
that Boucher was the greatest exponent of Filmer's idea of
patriarchal government that the first father was the first
king and thus all government originated, with monarchy as

^Boucher, "On Passive Obedience and Non-Resistance,"
A View, 512, footnote.
2Ibid., 514.

- 356 its most ancient form.
To Boucher, the patriarchal idea of origin of govern
ment seemed most natural, consistent, and most rational.
This scheme had prevailed among most enlightened peoples,
1
and among the most unenlightened.
Fathers in a family had
authority, so the authority of one particular family might
have the same deference in public opinion.

Although Boucher

did quote Filmer on this point, who in turn had drawn upon
Aristotle's understanding of the first society as a village,
Boucher also cited Richard Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity
(Book I, page 20) and Mitford's History of Greece (Vol. I,
page 64).

Boucher thought that a look at the patriarchal

society of the Romans, or of the most savage tribes of Africa
would support this point.
It seemed fanciful to Boucher to deduce government
from some imaginary compact.

He could not envision:

. . . in the decline of some fabulous age of gold, a
multitude of human beings, like brother beasts, having
ranged the forests, without guidance, overseer or ruler,
becoming convinced by experience of the impossibility
of living alone without comfort or security and without
government, and having a lucid interval of reason and
reflection and meeting in a spacious plain for the
express purpose of framing a government.^
How, in this rude concourse of people imagined to be as
sembled, could they be asked to rationally and unanimously
concur to subject themselves to various restrictions they
would well find irksome and unpleasant, as well as contrary
to their former habits?

This supposed "more wisdom and

virtue than multitudes in an instance in real life have ever
shown," Boucher preached.^

1Ibid., 526.
2Ibid., 520.
3Ibid., 520-21.

- 357 Boucher had thoroughtly understood Filmer's thesis and
did. not find that Filmer's writing and ideas on the beginning
of political society deserving of the "extreme contempt which
it seemed fashionable to give it."

His work was largely

known then through Locke's treatise rejecting it, and Boucher
suggested that "readers ought to read both Locke and Filmer
and judge for themselves."

It deserved better, he thought,

than to be called "glib nonsense," a term Locke had used to
describe Filmer's theory.

Although few raised a voice

against Locke's compact theory in the 1770's, Boucher re
mained unconvinced and used his sermons to say so.

He would

have been in congenial company with the nineteenth century
critics who found the contract theory untenable as an exact,
historical explanation of the formation of either society
or government.

2

It is less well known that Boucher did not espouse
Filmer's ideas without reservation.

He was critical of

Filmer with respect to monarchical ideas, commenting that
"he had extravagant notions on monarchy and sacredness of
kings, and less

pardonable, some disparaging and unjust
3
opinions on supremacy of law."
Boucher's concern was with
constitutional monarchy, not divine right monarchy., and he
said he would not "argue for exclusive irrestibility of kings,
in their personal capacity."

There was "no gallantry," he

1Ibid., 529.
2

Thaddeus Wilbur. Tate, "The Theory of the Social
Contract in the American Revolution"
(Unpublished doctoral
dissertation. Providence: Brown University, 1950).
3
Boucher, "On Passive Obedience and Non-Resistance,"
A View, 529-30.

- 358 thought, "in taking a fortress that is no longer defended. 1,1
These comments would explain some of the remarks of
the Letter from a Virginian that are less than admiring of
English kings, and should remove those remarks as a reason to
consider the pamphlet written by someone other than Boucher.

2

The rights of Englishmen and the Constitution of the Glorious
Revolution of 1688 did have meaning for Boucher, although he
did have some doubts about the lengths to which the Revo
lution's supporters had gone in using the breach of contract
idea to justify the legitimacy of the government of William
and Mary.

"The friends of William III read too much on com

pact and consent and were short-sighted in what some of the
long-run effects would be."
Boucher attacked the contract theory on another point.
Somebody had to be divested of his right, yet it was essential
that such a right be divested from the individual.

This

posed the problem of who would be divested and who would get
an accessory right.

"By asking another to exercise juris

diction over me, I clearly confess that I do not think myself
his equal," Boucher thought.
Who could compel a man to come in and be a member even
of a government to be formed by a regular compact,, except by
his own individual consent?

He could not rightfully be com

pelled to submit to ordinances of any government already

1Ibid.
2

See Letter from a Virginian. "No kxng could dispense
with the laws," " . . . arbitrary encroachments of a James, or a
Charles, armed with usurpations, and abuses, of privy-seals,
benevolences, proclamations, star chambers and high com
mission courts, and from the enormities of the two succeeding
reigns. . . . Our early charters . . . if they were not
granted by parliamentary kings, they were granted by tyrants."
12-13.

- 359 formed, to which he had not actually consented.

If all were

equal, neither parents, nor even the vote of a majority of
the society could have any such authority over any man, nor
could it be maintained that acquiescence implied consent.
1
It might have been "extorted from impotence or incapacity."
As for the necessary belief that a man could bind him
self as an equal, even an explicit consent could bind no man
longer than he chose to be bound.

The principle of equality

clearly entitled him to recall and resume his original consent
whenever he wished, and each man ought to have the sole right
to judge when that might be.

The result of such a "fantastic"

system could mean "only confusion, endless accessions of
schemes of government and governments always forming, never
completely formed."
Boucher's final arrow directed at the contract theory was
the question of majorities.

He quoted Locke on this:

. . . by consenting with others to make one body-politic
under government, a man puts himself under an obligation
to every one of that society to submit to the determi
nation of the majority, and to be concluded by it.^
For the sake of peace in society, this would be reasonable
and necessary.

But before Mr. Locke and any of his followers

could have the authority to say that a compact had been made,
it must be stated and proved that every individual man, on
entering into the social compact, did "first consent, and
declare his consent, to be included and bound in all cases
by the vote of the majority."

In making such a declaration,

he would certainly consult both his interest and his duty;
but at the same time he would also completely relinquish the

^Boucher, "On Passive Obedience and Non-Resistance,"
A View, 516.
^Ibid.,
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possibility of being governed by ignorant and corrupt
1
tyrants.
It seemed to Boucher that Locke disproved his own po
sition respecting this supposed obligation to submit to the
majority, by arguing that a right of resistance still existed
in the governed.

Locke was not clear, Boucher thought, in

what he meant by the determination of the majority, but
Boucher thought the only rational and practical public manner
was by law— therefore laws were the determination of the
majority.
A right of resistance to these laws was incompatible
with the duty of submitting to the determination of the
majority, and a government resting on that belief carried
the seeds of decay in its constitution through the "lack of
permanency and stability."
He was afraid this kind of theory gave plausibility to
ideas of modern theorists who regarded all governments as
invasions of the natural rights of men, usurpations, and
tyranny.

And yet government was necessary for mankind to

"preserve society and protect the weak from the strong, the
artless and innocent from oppressors."

He agreed with Locke

on one point, that "a greater wrong cannot be done to prince
and people than is done by 'propagating wrong notions con2

cerning government.1"

H?hen Boucher edited this sermon "On Passive Obedience
and Non-Resistance" in 1797, he noted that France was an ex
ample of a society accepting a system of equality, then
abandoning it, while trying to make a show of having retained
it. Ibid., 517, footnote.
2Ibid., 519.

- 361 If one conceded the possibility of original compact,
then majorities could bind the minority only when the majority
was known to and recognized by the laws.

If it were not

legal, then there could not possibly be any power to determine
for the most insignificant minority.

Thus, when Boucher wrote

this sermon in 1774, he pointed out that Locke's devotees
were departing from Locke's own theory.

From his first-hand

knowledge of Prince George's County, only three persons
"settled on who would prepare for the first Congress."1
As a corollary to the problem of majorities, Boucher
considered the subject of minorities, and developed a line
of thought remarkably reminiscent of the thinking of John
Calhoun in his pre-Civil War defense of the minority,
sectional position of the South:
Abstractedly considered, or merely on the footing of
natural rights, no good reason can be given, why, in
any case, a minority should be bound by a majority.
The principle has been adopted into practice merely
from considerations of prudence and convenience; and
can take place only in regulated societies, that is to
say, in communities governed by laws: and those laws
have determined and specified the cases, in which alone
minorities shall be bound by majorities.^
Comparing the two men, Filmer and Locke, Boucher
thought Filmer had weaknesses in argument and style, and
that Locke was strongest only where Filmer was weak.

How

ever, Filmer was not less liberal nor learned than Locke,
even if not so close and careful a reasoner.

To his credit,

1This agrees with Boucher's statement in the Letter to
the Southern Deputies pointing out the unrepresentative
aspect of their position in Philadelphia as deputies to the
Second Continental Congress of May, 1775. Apparently in each
case, the elections were unfair.
2
Boucher,

"Abram and Lot," A View, 362.

- 362 he thought, Filmer had been motivated by loyalty and piety;
Locke had the pre-eminent reputation for political wisdom for
a long time, and was "something of an oracle" until after the
War of Independence, a surprising thing considering that "he
degraded his great abilities by employing them to promote
temporary purposes of party."
Boucher's religious background and his conservative
strains led him to discard the compact theory for a theory
that Government originated with God.

Since governments needed

the power of life and death, and no man had such power over
his own life to give or transfer, then such authority, being
essential to government, must have originated with God.

He

quoted Grotius on the definition of the supreme magistrate:
God formed creatures capable of order and rule; why
would he have turned them loose into a world under the
guidance only of unruly wills, like wild beasts, to
tear and worry one another?^
More and more Boucher's thoughts turned to the meaning
of liberty in the early months of 1775.

A certain bitterness

crept into his writing in 177 5, after both William Smith and
Jacob Duchd deserted the Loyalist cause.

There was a per

ceptible hardening of Boucher's sermons into a more conserva
tive, Loyalist position.
Boucher had preached on the meaning of liberty in 1774,
in the sermon "On Toleration of Papists," noting that what
"we stand in need of" is "absolute liberty, just and true
3
liberty, equal and impartial liberty."
Liberty required

"^Boucher, "On Passive Obedience and Non-Resistance,"
A View, 529-30.
2Ibid., 520-21.
3
Boucher, "On the Toleration of Papists," A View, 268.

- 363 principles of power sufficient to control the arbitrary and
capricious wills of mankind.

The primary aim of all well

framed Constitutions, therefore, must be to place man out of
the reach of his own power and also out of the power of
others as weak as himself, by placing him under the power of
law.

More and more, liberty began to be equated with legiti

mate and good government in Boucher's mind.
In 1774, the kind of liberty the patriots were talking
about appeared to be something quite different, which he
thought verged on mere pretense:
In Absalom's time, the pretence was his supposed su
perior capacity for government: in ours, it is an
undefinable something, which we call Liberty. And
still it is the hard fate of unthinking multitudes to
be driven on to vote it necessary to shake off a yoke,
the weight of which they feel not, nor have ever felt,
oppressive; and to change their old masters, without
well considering who are to be their new ones.-*In the spring of 1775, Boucher prepared the sermon
"Passive Obedience and Non-Resistance" as a rebuttal to
Jacob Duch6's, with the intention of having it published to
offset Duchy's sermon which was widely disseminated, as was
Dr. Smith's sermon.
take it.

He failed to find a printer who would

But he did preach it to his St. Anne parishioners.

Duch6, he insisted, had perverted the meaning of liberty in
his sermon and "the word is in the mouths chiefly of those
persons who are as little distinguished for the accuracy as
they are for the paucity of their words."

2

"Liberty, what

ever its name, has an object too clearly to counteract and
resist, if not directly to deny, the supremacy of the Mother

"'‘Boucher, "The Character of Absalom," A View, 392.
2

Boucher, "On Passive Obedience and Non-Resistance,"
A View, 504.

- 364 Country.
Boucher declared he would write no flowery panegyrics
on liberty since " . . .

they are the productions of ancient

heathens and modern patriots: nothing of the kind is to be
met with in the Bible nor in the Statute Book."

Boucher fell

back on the Bible then, in describing liberty as freedom from
the servitude of sin, and freedom to respect the laws.

He

quoted Cicero's Orations in which Cicero said that liberty
consisted in a subservience to law.

Liberty ought not to be

the:
. . . setting at nought and despising of established
laws — much less the making our own wills the rule of
our own actions, or the actions, of others — and not
bearing (whilst yet we dictate to others) the being
dictated to, even by the laws of the land; but it is
the being governed by law, and by law only.
True liberty "is a liberty to do every thing that is right,
and the being restrained from doing any thing that is wrong.
By spring of 1775, Boucher was desperately trying to
convince his parishioners to "sit still," hoping that the
best he could accomplish was to keep them from joining the
patriots by advocating passivity and forbearance.

He began

to preach civil obedience to civil rulers, even if they
should be oppressors.

Such a course was not servile and

degrading, but superior in dignity.
vince his hearers that " . . .

He endeavored to con

the only very intolerable

grievance in government is, when men allow themselves to dis-

^Boucher, "The Dispute Between the Israelites and the
Two Tribes and an Half, Respecting Their Settlement Beyond
Jordan," A View, 478. Hereafter referred to as "The Two
Tribes and an Half."
2Ibid., 509.
2Ibid., 511.

- 365 turb and destroy the peace of the world, by vain attempts
to render that perfect, which the laws of our nature have
1
ordained to be imperfect."
These self-constituted Assemblies had but one aim,
"to carry back social man to his supposed original inde
pendence and to throw him once more into what has been called
2

a state of Nature."

And in his following remarks, Boucher

expressed his fear of democracy and anarchy, revealing the
loyalism that had now risen to the foreground:
In our own case, it is violently pulling down an old,
well-poised Constitution, arbitrarily to introduce,
in it's rsic] stead, what, if it be not anarchy, must
at best be a democracy. Now it ought never to be out
of the recollection of mankind, that democracies, even
when established without either tumult or tyranny, and
by the very general though perhaps not unanimous con
sent of the community, not contented with an equality
of rights in theory at least, naturally aim at an
equality of possession.
That, to establish such a
principle, or to promote measures which are likely to
lead to it's [sic] establishment, majorities may
always be easily obtained, will hardly be disputed.
Votes are easily collected, not only to equalize
property, but to destroy all those artificial dis
tinctions in society which are created by property.
Even that alone would be an evil of an incalculable
extent: but, the evil of levelling property goes yet
infinitely farther.
It destroys all the usual motives
to exertion and industry; and, with them, a long train
of concomitant virtues: above all, it destroys security,
which forms one of the most endearing charms of the
social state. Popular, however, as this principle of
universal suffrage, disguised under the seducing title
of appealing to the sovereign will, or the majesty
of the people, (strange expressions now first brought
into vogue) cannot be, even it's [sic] warmest abettors
have found it to be inconvenient and impracticable.^

1Ibid., 543.
2
Boucher, "Abram and Lot, " A View, 364.
^Ibid.

- 366 Public questions were being submitted to determinations
by private prejudices of "unauthorised individuals combined
in cabals . . . "

Americans were unhinging the regular state

of things and substituting

a dominion of parties.

The

settled Constitution was being disregarded:
. . . for fear of surrendering our liberties to (what
we call) the arbitrary pretensions of a British Parlia
ment, now [we] entrust them to men, or bodies of men,
who have no more right to make laws for us, than we
have to make laws for them.'*'
Boucher had moved 180 degrees along the continuum from
the Virginia patriot to the Maryland Loyalist of 1774-1775.
Just as he was never the patriot of the far left such as
Patrick Henry, perhaps he never really became quite the
"essential Tory," the

High Tory

in Maryland.

Was he one hundred years behind his time, as his own
grandson, Jonathan Bouchier, thought in the late nineteen
hundreds?

Or was he ahead of the eighteenth century and

abreast of the nineteenth century critics of Locke?

If his

opinions about human nature were out of step with the
eighteenth century, was he a throwback to some Calvinistic
strain, or abreast of our twentieth century historians and
behavioral scientists who make considerable allowance now
for the wide streak of irrationality in most men.

Boucher

would have understood that men could be capable of genocide,
for example.

He would be disturbed by the lawlessness of

today's riots in behalf of civil rights, open housing, and
poor schools, although he would also have understood the
plight of the Negro whose problem he accurately predicted
two hundred years ago.
Boucher's brand of conservatism is still to be found in

■^Boucher, "On the Character of Ahitophel," A View,
409-10.

- 367 America today, among those who have a concern for society:
If legitimate authority above us all is removed,
society breaks up, for all we have left is contending
groups that tear each other to pieces.
Either there
is an authority over us, or we become laws unto our
selves. Respect for legitimate and constituted au
thority is the cement of society
Those words, which in fact are those of an Anglican cleric
of our time, could have been Boucher's.
The following sounds even more like Boucher:

"Those

in authority over us, and the laws of the land are to be
honored because they represent in our midst, the will of God
2

for the common good."

The painful knowledge that many of Boucher's friends
and neighbors would be alienated by his decision actively to
support the Loyalist cause is apparent in his sermons after
1774, especially the "Farewell Sermon."

But nowhere is the

struggle between the desire to serve both the country of his
adoption and the country of his birth more poignant than in
the lines written to Dr. Smith in May, 1775.
The Second Continental Congress was to meet in May and
Boucher engaged in a flurry of writing.

It was at this time

that the Letter to the Southern Deputies was published.

He

seemed to know that this Congress was of grave importance.
Boucher wrote Smith:
Surely the Americans have most wofully [sic] mismanaged
their Cause; and, as Things are now carried on it is
not easy to say to which'side a real Friend to Liberty,
Order and Good Government would incline. For my Part
I equally dread a Victory on either Side.

‘'"The Rt. Rev. Richard S. Emrich, "The Decline of
Authority," The Detroit News, 22 May 1966.
^Ibid.
^Boucher to Smith, 4 May 1775.

MHM, VIII (1913), 240.

- 368 In spite of his propagandizing sermons and his efforts
in the press which seemed Loyalist in thought in 1774 and
early 1775, Boucher on 4 May 1775, dreaded a victory on
either side.

CHAPTER XII

FLIGHT FROM PROSCRIPTION

Boucher, the incipient Loyalist, had been forged in
the heat of the Paca-Chase newspaper controversy.1

Boucher,

the confirmed Loyalist, emerged during the furor of the
increasingly belligerent operations, in 1775, of the Com
mittee of Safety and the Committees of Observation, extra
legal bodies created by the extra-legal Maryland Convention.
Measured against the Whiggery of Osborne Sprigg and his fellowpatriots, however, Boucher knew the vast gulf between his
own firm beliefs in law and order, responsibility to authority,
and freedom of thought and speech, and those of the radical
Whigs.

He at last pronounced himself a Loyalist.

Until then,

he may well have considered himself a moderate, reasonable
man, engaged in the best interests of America, by appealing
to his disquieted fellow-Americans to "sit still."

2

Without doubt, Boucher hoped to prevent a full-scale
rebellion and civil war, although there were few voices
raised with his in Maryland.

Undaunted, he pursued his course
3
convinced of the merit of making great attempts.
Resig

nation was no virtue, Boucher believed, and he could not sit
by idly and make no attempt to halt the escalation of the

1See Chapter IX.
2

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 120.

^Boucher to James, 18 Mar. 1780.
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MHM, X (1915), 36.

- 370 civil upheaval.

"Resignation is so far from being a virtue

that it really is criminal, whilst there may be suppos'd to
be a Possibility of a Cure."'1'
However, the quickened pace of political developments
in the winter and spring of 1775 must have seemed over
whelming to Boucher at times, as he counselled caution and
conservatism.

He seemed to be working almost single-handedly,

and under the great handicap of having the press closed to
him.

But he was effective with his own parishioners, perhaps

too effective for his own purposes in the long run.
He realized he could expect little help from pronounced
Loyalists, whom he later characterized in his Reminiscences
as having "a foolish good-nature and improvidence about them
which leads them often to hurt their own interests by promoting those of their adversaries . . . "

2

Until 1775,

Boucher had never used the term Loyalist to describe himself,
and even his "Farewell Sermon" from Nehemiah created the
impression that he envisioned himself as the patriot, "pro
moting with inflexible constancy, the true interests of his
3
country."
Between January and August, 1775, life in Maryland
became increasingly precarious for Boucher.

By 4 May 1775,

he wrote to the Rev. William Smith in Philadelphia as
follows:
I have been plagued, vex’d, abus'd & injured in the
Extreme, insomuch that all my whole Time and Powers
have been employed just to keep my head above Water
1

Boucher to Tickell, 13 Jan. 1764.

MEM, VII (1912),

162.
2

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 118.

3
Boucher, "A Farewell Sermon," A View, 563.
4

Boucher to Smith, 4 May 1775. MHM, VIII (1913), 240

- 371 Governor Eden's correspondence with his brother,
William, on the state of affairs in the province echoed
Boucher's estimate:

"We are in a state of thorough con

fusion.
On 16 January 1775, Prince George's County chose a
Committee of Inspection.

A member of the Sprigg family, with

whom it will be recalled, Boucher had already clashed, served
on that Committee until ill-health forced his resignation.

2

On 24 April 1775, the Maryland Convention assembled at An
napolis, under the Chairmanship of that patriarch of Maryland,
Matthew Tilghman.

One hundred members from the several

counties were present, although cities as such had no repre
sentation.

On that date a Committee of Correspondence for

Maryland was chosen.

Of the seven members, Samuel Chase,

William Paca, Charles Carroll of Carrollton, Charles Carroll
Barrister, of Annapolis, and Thomas Johnson were prominent
radicals.

The organization of the Associators for Anne

Arundel County included the two Carrolls, William Paca, Thomas
Johnson, and Thomas Sprigg.

The Anne Arundel County Com

mittee of Correspondence included on its roster the two
Carrolls, Paca, Chase, and Johnson.

On the same date, 24

April 177 5, Maryland chose her representatives to the Conti
nental Congress which was about to convene on 10 May 177 5.
3
Paca, Chase, and Johnson were among the seven desxgnated.

Boucher went on to ask Smith for his account of the "sad
Convulsions which are about to send in Pieces this once
happy Country."
^Robert Eden to William Eden, 28 April 1775.
Loyalist Transcripts, CLXXXIII, 199.
2

Scharf, History of Maryland, II, 172.

3Ibid., 179.

American

- 372 At the session of the Maryland Convention beginning
26 July 1775 and ending 14 August, the first business was
the adoption of the Association of the Freemen of Maryland
which pledged support for armed resistance and restraint of
commerce.

The unauthorized government at the provincial level

had begun to legislate.^
Without question, the whole extra-legal government of
Maryland from the county level, through the Provincial Con
vention, to the representation at the unified level of
Congress, was in the hands of the "country party" radicals.
Control could be tight, because of the obvious overlapping
of membership from committee to committee within the counties,
between the counties, and in communications up to the Pro
vincial Associators organization.
Executive power was lodged in the Committee of Safety,
which was elected by the Convention, and comprised sixteen
members, eight from the Eastern and eight from the Western
Shores.

This Committee had the power to appoint all field

officers and to grant military commissions.

Bills of credit

were issued, under the jurisdiction of the two treasurers,
one from each shore.^
Control of the counties was in the hands of Committees
of Observation, delegates to which were chosen by the voters
in each county.

A structure of government at each level of

the political process had been formed.

Contrary to Locke's

theory of a new government replacing that of the old which
is overturned in the process of executing the right of revo
lution, Maryland had imposed a supra-legal government over

Rowland, The Life of Charles Carroll of Carrollton,
I, 134-35.
2
Scharf, History of Maryland, II, 185.

- 373 the province while the old government still existed.

Well

before any formal declaration of independence, a de facto
revolution in government had been accomplished.
Boucher1s fears increased as more and more power de
volved onto the radical "country party" men, particularly after
the names of the delegates to the Continental Congress were
released.

In one of his sermons in 1774, Boucher had ex

pressed some fear of just such a development, although at
the same time he had retained an element of optimism in his
point of view:
I love not to suspect any men; but I still less love to
trust men, who have been first known as public charac
ters and as patriots since these commotions, with any
such power as the Constitution has not given them; with
any such power, I might have said, as must in the end
do harm, though in our present emergency it is possible
that it may produce some good.^
Now, in 1775, Boucher renounced any idea that
modicum of good could come out of such arrangements.

even a
Boucher's

opinion of the Committees had shifted in the course of ob
serving their operations:
Your Committees, . . . those who direct the tribunals
. . . may destroy those persons who maintain the truth,
yet can they not finally destroy truth itself?
Boucher had ample opportunity to observe the work of
the Committee of Observation as an eye-witness.
interrogated by the Committee in late 1774,

He had been

and had

felt the

extra-legal force of a body of militia sent out to bring him
before that body.

The military power of the province was in

the hands of a mere Committee, while the legitimate govern
ment interposed no force and appeared to be palsied.

^Boucher, "The Character of Ahitophel," A View, 410.
2
Boucher, "A Farewell Sermon," A View, 579.

- 374 Boucher's personal life was affected by the action
regarding Maryland's non-jurors.

In April, or shortly before,

the patriot group notified those in the colony who had hither
to refused to sign the Articles of Association that they
must sign before 10 April 1775.

Persons who persisted in

refusing to sign were given two options: departure from the
province with all of their property, or permission to remain,
subject to disarming and the posting of a bond as a guarantee
against treason.’*’
Quite likely this was the occasion of Boucher's second
appearance before the Committee, to which he later referred
2

in his Reminiscences.
well enough,

The encounter apparently came off

so that Boucher for a time supposed that it

was possible to live with the terms which the Committee im
posed on him.

Nowhere does he say that he was required to

post a bond, although quite possibly he did.

He may have

permitted himself to be disarmed, but if he did, he withheld
at least two pistols.

During the last six months of his

residence in America, he preached with two pistols, loaded,
lying on his pulpit.
Preparations went forward for armed resistance, after
the news of the Battles of Lexington and Concord on 19 April
1775 reached the Maryland Convention.

Whether motivated by

genuine fear, or a clever political maneuver based on simu-

^Scharf, History of Maryland, II, 185.
2

Boucher gave no specific date for this appearance nor
has any official record been discovered. Eden had written
copious reports on events in the province from 1773 to 1775,
but they seem to have disappeared.
Scharf implies that this
was no accident, but’a deliberate attempt by the ministry to
keep the true situation in the colony unknown in order to
create the impression of a loyal colony.

- 375 lated fear, a Committee of six from the Convention went to
Governor Eden to request arms, expressing apprehension over
a slave insurrection.

Eden was reluctant, but he did agree

that certain responsible militiamen would be designated to
hold the arms.

The Committee departed, apparently satisfied.

However, they returned the following day, expressed dissat
isfaction with the arrangement, and persuaded the Governor
to release one hundred stand directly to them.

The patriot

party thus succeeded in arming itself, in part with official
consent;

ironically, the Loyalists in the colony were quite

generally already disarmed.

One cannot condemn Eden out of

hand for his action, although it was a tremendous benefit to
the patriots beyond the slave insurrection possibility, be
cause Eden may have been genuinely convinced of the danger.
Boucher, too, expressed such a fear, in his letter to the
Southern Deputies attending the Continental Congress, although
he may have realized its value as a propaganda technique
also.
On that same day, the Maryland Convention declared a
public Fast Day, to be observed on 11 May, a Thursday.

It

became a day that Boucher would long remember, for its daring
and danger."*"
Some time before, probably in March, Boucher had left
his curate, Harrison, in charge of his Queen Anne Parish,
and had assumed the duties of a curate in association with
the Rev. Henry Addison.

2

It had been a convenient arrangement,

"*"Boucher did not give a specific date to this incident
in his memoirs, but from the preceding and subsequent events,
and the records of the Maryland Convention, 11 May is the most
likely date. See also Scharf, History of Maryland, II, 177.
2

Boucher does not give a first name and Harrison re
mains unidentified.

- 376 since Addison's parish was much closer to Boucher's home,
The Lodge, than to Queen Anne's, and was also more quiet than
the latter, now the center of Committee of Observation ac
tivities .
However, on the occasion of this Fast Day, Boucher,
after careful thought, determined to return to Queen Anne's
to preach the sermon.
this decision.

There were two compelling reasons for

He was already convinced on his own part of

the effectiveness of these Fast Days for the patriot cause,
and in addition, Eden urged him to return.
Boucher compared the Fast Days to those of the Grand
Rebellion in England.

They had successfully incited people

to states of frenzy with sermons.

He could see a repetition

of this in the colonies, and particularly in the South:
. . . by this device the Southern Clergy, and in par
ticular those of the Church of England, were, almost
without an option, compelled to become in some degree
subservient to the insurgency. We were inextricably
entrapped, before we were well aware that a net had
been spread for us. The minds of the people became
unusually agitated: the times seemed big with some
portentous event: and though for some time the Congress
made no express mention of a civil war, yet the people
were often warned to prepare for the worst. This pre
paration was soon interpreted to mean that they were
to accustom themselves to arms . . .
It is true, indeed, that at first their fasts were not
appointed as was afterwards the case, for the express
purpose of 'praying for patriotism and it's success.'
They were appointed, that the people might pray to God
to avert the impending calamities. And what good man,
or what faithful minister of God, could refuse to
supplicate Heaven for the restoration of peace to a
distracted land?"*"
Far too many of the Anglican clergy did not see the
effectiveness of the technique, or minimized its consequences.

‘'‘Boucher, A View, Preface, xlvii-viii.

- 377 and thus fell into the "snare," Boucher thought.
propose to serve the patriots in this way.

He did not

He knew that his

curate, Harrison, was a strong Republican and a weak priest."''
Harrison had preached a sermon on a previous Fast Day that,
in Boucher’s opinion, had been "silly," but which blew the
"coals of sedition" and had made the curate popular.

That

kind of popularity Boucher thought reprehensible, because it
required one to be "very like the bulk of the people —
headed, ignorant, and prone to resist authority."

wrong

Whenever

a sensible man became the idol of the people, it must be
"owing to his possessing a talent of letting himself down to
their level."

2

Thus, Boucher intended to deprive Harrison

of another opportunity to influence his parishioners, and
give aid and assistance to the "factious Associators."
Boucher was undoubtedly aware of the danger of such
a move, but he was under some pressure from Governor Eden as
well as from his own sense of duty.

Eden made a point of

calling on Boucher in advance of the Fast Day to persuade
him to appear in his own pulpit.

Eden thought there might

be some benefit to the peace and order of Maryland.

Boucher

agreed, and informed Harrison that he would preach on the
Fast Day.

Boucher prepared his sermon and had it checked by

Addison, Governor Eden, and several other friends, with the
objective of softening the talk to avoid giving any offense,
yet with the hope of being an effective brake to rising
patriot excesses.

‘''Harrison applied for and got Boucher's living at
Queen Anne's probably in 1776. He was a thorough patriot,
whose brother served in the Continental Army in some staff
capacity under Washington.
2

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 119.

- 378 The Continental Congress had convened the day before,
10 May, and undoubtedly a rising sense of unity among the
colonies, as well as the religious and emotional appeal of
the Fast Day, incited the Maryland patriots to their actions
of 11 May.

Boucher was to be their target.

Quite probably Boucher anticipated some unpleasantness,
and so did Walter Dulany, brother of the Daniel of the Con
siderations , and Boucher's warm supporter in getting the
Maryland living in the first place.

Dulany, soon to be a

major in the Provincial Loyalist Regiment, accompanied the
intrepid Boucher to Queen Anne Church, twelve to fifteen
minutes early.

They were both startled to find Harrison

there, fully expecting to preach his own sermon in spite
of Boucher's instructions to him previously.

More dis

turbing was the sight of some two hundred armed men in the
church, obviously under the leadership of Osborne Sprigg,
the erstwhile Whig, and by now a personal enemy of Boucher
since^ the affair of the "discord, concord, strong cord"
toast and the near duel over it.

Sprigg immediately informed

Boucher that he was not to preach.
Boucher flatly told Sprigg that the pulpit was his own
and he would use it; unless they took his life he would
preach.

He cautioned Harrison not to try to disposses him

of command of the pulpit, in spite of the mob around him
advising him to give in to the threat.
Quite in keeping with Boucher's long-established policy
of facing danger head-on, the redoubtable Boucher waited
until the proper time for the sermon.

At that moment, with

a loaded pistol in one hand and his sermon in the other, he
prepared to ascend the steps of the pulpit.

Immediately

David Crawford, a friend from Upper Marlborough, stepped
behind the beleaguered priest and pinioned his arms se-

- 379 curely.

He quietly whispered to Boucher that "on his honor"

he had both seen and heard explicit orders given to twenty
hand-picked men to fire on Boucher the moment he stepped into
the pulpit.

It was a tense moment.

Concession seemed impossible to Boucher, except as a
last resort.

As he wrote later, his thought was that his

life depended on not "suffering these outrageous people to
carry their point."

To flinch once, he thought, was to

invite danger forever, and unless he was out of their reach,
out of the country, he had to try to intimidate them as he
had in the past.

Swiftly calculating the odds, he considered

the safety of numbers, and appealed to Crawford to go into
the pulpit with him.

Crawford, although a friend, was also

a patriot and probably not foolhardy enough to risk his neck
in the face of the orders of the twenty men, any one of whose
aim might be faulty.

Crawford refused.

It was a scene of utter confusion.

Those who wished to

prevent bloodshed or death in the church forced Boucher away
from the pulpit.
ensued.

Below the steps, a scene of wild disorder

Not all of the bystanders were opposed to Boucher.

As he recalled later, "a large party insisted I was right in
claiming and using my own pulpit.11’'" But Osborne Sprigg and
his men were more violent, and more determined to out-shout
and out-maneuver the moderate men and had managed to com
pletely surround Boucher, jostling out the less violent men.
Cut off from effective help and realizing that the
situation was rapidly becoming more alarming and out of his
control, Boucher quickly seized the initiative to save his
life.

With a suddenness that caught Sprigg off-guard,

Boucher seized Sprigg by the collar and aimed his cocked

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 122.
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He assured Sprigg that

if any violence were done to him, he would "blow his brains
out."

There is little doubt that Boucher was quite capable

of executing his threat, if necessary.
With some of the aplomb he had displayed before the
Committee of Safety, Boucher peremptorily told Sprigg that
"if he pleased, he might conduct me to my horse, and I would
leave them."

Sprigg agreed, and the pair marched the hundred

yards to Boucher's horse with Boucher's hand fastened securely
in Sprigg's collar and the pistol aimed, yet still guarded
by Sprigg's whole company.

Boucher had successfully saved

his own life, and somewhat diminished the prestige of Sprigg.
The latter, in command of the company of armed men, was
virtually (if only for a moment) a hostage to his victim.
"Meanly," Boucher thought, Sprigg ordered his men to play
the Rogues' March on their drums all the distance to the
horse.
The date was Thursday, 11 May.

On the following Sunday,

Boucher, undaunted, went back to Queen Anne's to preach the
sermon he had prepared for the Fast Day.

There were a few

there to oppose his preaching, but many fewer than before.
Probably, Boucher guessed, because they had not expected him
to have the temerity to make another attempt at his pulpit.
Unintimidated, he ascended his pulpit at the proper time and
preached the sermon he had intended for them earlier, adding
2

some comments "on the transactions of that day."

During the service, the word went out that Boucher was
there and a larger body assembled after the sermon.

He was

again surrounded, jostled, and hustled into a position with

^Ibid.
2Ibid., 123.

- 381 his back against a wall.

From there, he harangued the mob,

doubtless in the manner he had found successful in his appeal
to the mob listening to the Committee of Safety interrogation
earlier, and this time he successfully talked his way out of
the episode.

"This affray was limited to a war of words,"

he recalled later.
Attacks upon Boucher by his Whig enemies nonetheless
now became more and more frequent and more furious, and it
became clear to him that the time was fast approaching when
his position might become absolutely untenable.

He was too

uncooperative to remain within the safety of the neutrality
provisions of April, permitting the possession of property if
a bond were filed guaranteeing no treasonable activity.

In

the opinion of men such as Sprigg, an appeal to moderation
and any preaching by Boucher was treasonable activity.

Per

haps he and the other members of the Committee of Safety
were aware of Boucher's writing activities, which at this
time included an appeal to the people of Maryland and to the
delegates from Maryland in convention at Philadelphia.
The formation of the supra-legal government in the
colony worried Boucher to the point of writing anonymously
to the people of Maryland.

It was a de facto government,

but it was unrepresentative government.

He had exhorted his

parishioners to abstain from such activity since it was "un
known to our laws," and prevailed upon them not to attend the
meeting at which members for the Provincial Congress were to
be chosen.
wrote later,

"Not one attended."

As a matter of fact, Boucher

"in the whole Prince George's County there were

only thirteen electors, and in Annapolis only f o u r . A p 
parently it never occured to him that if his preaching had

1Ibid., 121.

- 382 had any effect, his own parishioners might have profitably
attended the meeting and raised a moderate voice, thus per
mitting at least a semblance of opposition to the radical
party.

More conservative representation at that meeting

might perhaps have made possible the addition of a delegate
to Philadelphia, to soften the hard "country party" line of
those who did go to Philadelphia.
Since there were no moderate voices among the Maryland
delegates, Boucher attempted to put the case for the conserva
tive side before the Southern Deputies at the Congress.
Somehow, Boucher managed to have his six or seven page
pamphlet published by the Rivington Press, and it appeared
in the New York Gazette.

He began on a plaintive note:

To the Honble The Deputies in Congress from the
Southern Provinces:
Gentlemen:
It is some proof of the sad state of the times that we,
the writers of this Address, though of some note in our
country, and well known to you, find it necessary to
communicate our sentiments to you through the medium
of a newspaper. Yet conscious that we are not less
interested than yourselves in the issue of this unhappy
dispute, and conscious also that we have an equal right
to debate and determine how it shall be conducted, we
claim your attention.
Boucher urged that the Southern delegates observe the

Boucher, Letter to the Southern Deputies (New York:
Rivington Press, 1775). See in Reminiscences, 130 ff. There
is no record of this in any of the American bibliographies.
Boucher included it with his Quaeres to the People of Mary
land in his memoirs, as one of the two or three remaining
pieces of the "hundreds" he had written for the various
Gazettes of America. These had apparently survived the dis
turbances in Maryland and his escape to England.
2
Boucher, Letter to the Southern Deputies. For con
venience, the title of the pamphlet as Boucher referred to
it in a page heading is being used.

- 383 original purpose for which they had been sent,

"to examine

into and ascertain our alleged grievances, and to point out
the best means of obtaining redress."1

He insisted that the

single question originally before the first Continental
Congress, was "whether the Parliament of Great Britain could
constitutionally lay internal taxes on her colonies, and if
they cannot, whether the 3d per lb. duty on tea be a tax or
not."

2

That Congress had resolved that Britain could not tax

in this fashion.

Now, in this second meeting, Boucher urged

that the Southern Deputies have the good sense to avoid the
"horrors of a Civil War, the evils of which alone infinitely
surpass all our other political grievances, even if those were
as great as our patriots describe them," and to take action
against their former resolves.

If not,

"severance from Great

Britain will certainly follow from the measures you have been
induced . . .

to adopt."

Further, Boucher urged that the delegates consider how
utterly defenseless the Southerners and the Middle Colonies
would be after years of "civil broils" and how subject to
seizure by "our more enterprising and restless fellow3
colonists of the North."
He painted a picture of subservi
ence to the North quite similar to that drawn by defenders
of the South before the Civil War:
At first and for a while perhaps they may be contented
to be the Dutch of America, i.e., to be our carriers
and fishmongers; for which no doubt, as their sensible
historian has observed, they seem to be destined by
their situation, soil, and climate: but had so sa
gacious an observer foreseen that a time might possibly

1Ibid., in Reminiscences, 131.
2Ibid.
3Ibid., 132.

- 384 come when all North America should be independent, he
would, it is probable, have added to his other remark,
that those his Northern brethren would then become also
the Goths and Vandals of America. This is not a chi
merical conjecture: the history of mankind proves that
it is founded in truth and the nature of things. And
should the reflection chance to make any such impression
on you, as we humbly think it ought, we entreat you
only to remember that you are — from the Southern
Provinces.
Boucher's general distrust of the New Englanders was
sharpened and exaggerated for effect:
. . . be not, we beg leave to entreat you, so fascinated
by New England politics as to vote for destroying it
[the Constitution of Church and State], without first
well knowing what we are to have in its stead.
If you
do, we trust your countrymen in' general never will.
0 ’tis a monstrous and unnatural coalition; and we
should as soon expect to see the greatest contrarieties
in Nature to meet in harmony, and the wolf and the lamb
to feed together, as Virginians to form a cordial union
with the saints of New England.^
His double appeal was to their consciences to be on guard
against leading them "first to a separation from Great Britain,
and afterwards to the subjugating these Southern colonies to
those of the North."

This was obviously a "scare" approach,

intended as an emotional appeal to "Virginia Country," to
sectionalism in general, and to the peculiarities of the
South.

This is apparent in the following warning to beware

of the "enemy within."

"Exceedingly different from the

Northern colonies, we have within ourselves an enemy fully
equal to all our strength."

If that did not dissuade the

deputies, he urged that they consider the frontier hazards.

1Ibid., 133.
2

Ibid., 134. Note Boucher's use of the term "Vir
ginians, " and compare with his address to the Congress in
September, 1774, Letter from a Virginian which preserved his
anonymity.

- 385 "We have, too, an injured, a vindictive and a barbarian
enemy on our frontiers who, on the slightest encouragement,
would soon glut their savage passion for revenge by deso
lating our out-lying settlements."

Britain could compound

the danger, he warned:
How easy will it be for Great Britain, should we so
far provoke her, or in her own self-defence, by means
of the navigation of the Mississippi to supply them
with arms, ammunition, and officers: and how without
arms or ammunition for a single campaign, without
dicipline, officers, or pay, should we be prepared to
repel their incursions?'*'
Boucher's final arrow was aimed at the unrepresentative
position of the delegates:
the people with you.

"...

ye have not the voice of

It is not indeed yet declared against

you; but a very uncommon train of circumstances must concur
in your favour, or it soon will."

2

On the basis of his

personal knowledge of the limited number of electors involved
in his own county, and in Annapolis

(previously cited) , he

cautioned the deputies to watch their activities.

To empha

size the unrepresentative character of the deputies, he
injected a note of sarcasm,signing the pamphlet "A

large

majority of the people of Virginia and Maryland who have any
property, and are not in debt."
It is difficult to judge how correct Boucher was in
his estimate of Tory strength in Prince George's County, but
in some areas for which there is evidence, there is support
for his contention.

As late as November, 1775, Worcester

County wrote to the Eastern Shore Council of Safety that
"friends of liberty are in a bad situation.

1Ibid., 135.
2Ibid., 136.

We have no Ammu
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In Somerset

County, Isaac Atkinson raised a company which for a time was
assumed to be in line with patriot plans.

However, when he

was asked, he said he would have 300 men in a week, would
bet a doubloon on it, and it was intended to oppose the pro
ceedings of the Continental Congress and the Provincial
Convention.

Another Somerset man said there would probably

be 500 men.
Boucher thought as many as nine out of ten of the
people of America " . . .

were adverse to the revolt," and

when he voiced this opinion later in his memoirs in 1783, he
added the plaintive question,

"How can a historian prove so

extraordinary a fact, or gain credit if he should prove
it]"

2

He later said much the same thing in a footnote of

1797 to his sermon "Abram and Lot," delivered originally in
1774:
. . . it neither is, nor ever was, in my opinion, that
the people of America, properly so called, were gener
ally favourable to the revolt. My reasons for this
assertion are, the many and severe laws which during
the contest were passed against non-jurors. Those
persons must tax the leaders of the revolt with great
weakness, who suppose that such rigour was exercised
through mere wantonness.^
Boucher never changed his mind on this subject.

The

extreme severity of the action against non-jurors seemed
convincing evidence that fear of the strength of the con
servatives or Loyalists dictated the measures.
This unrepresentative aspect of the Maryland supra-

"*'Peter Force, ed. American Archives (6 vols.; Washing
ton, D. C., 1837-1846), Series 4, III, 1572-1573.
2

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 121.
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"Abram and Lot," A View, 366.

- 387 legal government was a major theme of his Quaeres to the
People of Maryland written in protest to the operations of
Government by Committee and Convention.1
worded series of thirteen questions:

It was a concisely

Five of the thirteen

were most blunt and express the theme:
6.

Can the Resolves of the General Committee of the
several counties of this Province (as published
last week in this Gazette) be, with either truth
or propriety, said to express the sense of the
people of this Province?

7.

Did one man in a thousand of the people of this
Province give a vote for any of the members of the
said General Committee?

8.

Has one man in ten thousand of the people of this
Province yet expressed his approbation of these
Resolves, either himself or by his legal repre
sentatives?

9.

Are the dissentients among the members of the
General Committee to be considered as bound by
Resolves against which they actually voted, when
a motion for a previous Resolve that the Resolutions
of the majority should bind the minority could not
be carried?

10.

If such members in the Committee declared themselves
not bound, with what consistency do they now join
with the other members to enforce such Resolves on
the people at large by penalties of such cogency
and effect as no regular legislature ever ventured
to adopt?^

The business of these popular meetings reminded Boucher
1
.
.
.
Boucher, Quaeres, m Reminiscences, 113. No date is
given on this address, but probably it was in the spring of
1775.
See first reference to this and comments in Chapter X,
29. From the internal evidence referring to the Resolves of
the General Committee of Maryland having been published in
"this Gazette," it may be inferred that the Resolves had been
published in the Maryland Gazette and that the Quaeres were
published there also.
2Ibid., 129.

- 388 all too much of the tribunitial assemblies of the Romans.
In the Quaeres he drew a parallel between the resolves of
the committees and the plebiscita.

The meetings simply were

mere extra-legal bodies, contrary to established authority,
and yet "affect the very vitals of our Constitution. 1,1

But

Boucher's publication hardly discouraged those who held
power in the new governmental structure.
Public feeling ran high with the news of the Battle of
Bunker Hill on 17 June 1775.

The Maryland Convention met

again on 26 July, with five delegates from each county.

The

prevailing attitude of the radical leaders was clear and
compelling.

The Convention voted to throw off the proprie

tory power, to assume the provisional government, and to
approve the opposition of arms until "Reconciliation with
Britain."

The boldness of the move lay not in the assumption

of power, which had already been virtually accomplished
earlier, but in the bald announcement to the colony.

Boucher

took no comfort in the knowledge that Osborne Sprigg was an
active member of the Association of the Freemen of Maryland,
as it was now officially designated.

He was certain he

could now expect even more chaotic activities.
Boucher's estimate of the gravity of the situation was
echoed by an unnamed member of the Provincial Congress who
wrote privately that "Marylanders are in general mad.
are the most ignorant people that live.
2

not speak."

They

Moderate men dare

Another outspoken man who toasted the health

of Lord North at an ill-chosen moment, was actually thrown

Boucher devoted as much space in this series of
questions to the problem of constitutionality, as discussed
more fully in Chapter X, 306-308, as to the representative
question.
2
Scharf, History of Maryland, II, 177.

- 389 into the fire.
Boucher's life meanwhile became increasingly difficult.
He received threats, messages, and letters telling him of
dire consequences to be expected if he did not preach "what
should be agreeable to the friends of America."

The move to

Addison's parish, King George's, had resulted only in a
temporary respite from harassment.

On one Sunday when

Boucher preached on the theme of peaceableness, a Mr. Lee
and others rose in a body and left his church.

After that

episode, there was trouble every time Boucher went into a
pulpit.^
As a matter of fact, there was trouble whether he went
into his pulpit or not.

Trouble sought him out, in spite of

his declared intention to steer clear of it if possible.

A

spectacular instance was to be his encounter with Colonel
Landon Carter in Alexandria.

It will be recalled that there

had been some enmity between Carter and Boucher since 1766,
when Boucher had anonymously written his letter to the
Virginia Gazette, in defense of the Rights of Englishmen.
His ire had been provoked at the blatant actions of three
friends of Colonel Chiswell, the murderer, in the death of
Routledge.

Unfortunately, Boucher's identity had been dis

covered and the influential Colonel Landon Carter was the
son-in-law of Colonel Chiswell.

Carter had taken offense

at Boucher on personal grounds presumably.

No doubt he had

considered Boucher presumptious in writing at all and in
adding to the furor that ended only with the inexplicable
death of Chiswell the night before the trial.

The death of

Chiswell may well have deepened Carter's bitterness over
the matter in general, and Boucher may have been something

^Bouchier, Reminiscences, 113.

- 390 of a scapegoat.

Certainly a number of other Virginians had

written in protest of the injustice of the same incident.
Boucher was aware of a personal grudge in that quarter.
In Carter, Boucher had an enemy of consequence.

In

the years since the original encounter over Chiswell, Landon
Carter, the son of Robert "King" Carter, had moved to the
forefront with essays in the press to convince the public
that the case of Boston was the case of all, and that to
submit meant that all Americans must submit to arbitrary
taxes and say farewell to liberty.1

Carter "always claimed

the honor, later assigned to Patrick Henry, of being the
first Virginian to oppose Great Britain in the struggle
2

leading to the American Revolution."

People like Boucher

would have been anathema to Carter.
Boucher's writing of the incident and the personal
enmity could, atfirst glance,
sentment.

be ascribed to his own re

But the Carter Diaries reveal a man quite capable

of invective with little provocation.

At various times,

Carter suspected his daughters, his friends, his overseers,
3
and his slaves of "trying to do him m . "
He seldom had a
good word for anyone; certainly Boucher could have expected
4
none.
He was an overbearing planter, and Boucher would

1Philip G. Davidson, "Whig Propaganda of the American
Revolution," American Historical Review, XXXIX (1934), 44257.
2

Robert E. Brown, Review of Jack P. Greene, ed. The
Diary of Colonel Landon Carter of Sabine Hall, 1752-1778
(2 vols.; Charlottesville, Virginia: University Press, 1955),
IV and V of Virginia Historical Society Documents. Review
in Journal of Southern History, XXXII (1965), 235.
"^Ibid.
4
After seventeen years and three defeats, Carter had

- 391 have described him much as he had described Colonel Chiswell
earlier.
Sometime earlier, probably in April 1775, Boucher had
written an epigram or two for publication in the Virginia
Gazette.

Unfortunately, the printer of the Virginia Gazette

was also a "candidate for the public business" and to "curry
favour with some of the leading men, he shewed my poor epigram . . .

..2

The epxgram was promptly declared "exceedingly

obnoxious," and the author "inimical to America."

Colonel

Carter had been one of those to whom the epigram had been
shown, and Carter, once Boucher's friend and parishioner,
recognized the handwriting as Boucher's.
The Alexandria incident arose out of a trip Boucher
made to the Virginia city sometime in the late spring or
summer of 1775, apparently for business purposes.

Boucher

had been in town scarcely half an hour when Carter sought
him out and attacked him about the epigram.

A mob gathered

and Boucher looked around quickly for an ally.

Unlike the

mob gathered at his hearing before the Committee of Obser-

been elected to the House of Burgesses at age forty-two. He
was ousted at age 58, never having won by more than slim
margins after bitter political conflicts. His son, Robert
Wormely Carter, had had little better success, and little
sympathy from his father. Robert had won his seat by culti
vating the popular vote but was then thrown out, even though
his son had "kissed the arses of the people," Carter said.
Ibid.
^His particular epigrams have not been identified.
Since it was anonymous and he does not date it other than
"sometime before" his encounter with Carter, it is difficult
to determine his from among other epigrams.
It is also quite
possible that it was never printed. Boucher says only that
it was prepared for publication.
Since the printer showed
the manuscript around and Carter identified it and promptly
villified Boucher, it may have been suppressed.
2
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- 392 vation earlier, he could find no friendly counterpart to the
Irishman Lindsay, to give him courage.1

Instead, the loudest

among the mob, other than Carter, was a "virulent Presby
terian, a Mr. Ramsay."
Again, a strategm seemed necessary.

After the initial

violent onslaughts, Boucher got permission to speak and he
made the most of it.

He addressed himself to the mob, rather

than to his particular opponents, Carter and Ramsay.

He

silenced Ramsay by describing him as an improper judge of
what was wrong and what was right in a priest of the Church
of England.

Next, he focused his attention on Carter and

retold the particulars of the Colonel Chiswell-Routledge
murder incident.

He begged the mob not to let themselves be

duped as the "tools of a cowardly man," seeking publicly to
revenge a private quarrel.

Although Carter complained of

Boucher's artifice, he did back down.

The matter of the

epigram was dropped and Boucher went free.

Again, he had

had wit enough to extricate himself from a most unpleasant
situation.

When Nelly heard about it, she was so disturbed

that she was able to extract a promise from Boucher that he
would never go back to Alexandria again, a promise he may
have found easy to make.
From March through August, 1775, the month of his de
parture, Boucher maintained his position as well as he could.
"Nobody, no merely human authority could intimidate me," he
wrote.

2

sermons.

He made no answer to any threats, except in his
In those, he earnestly endeavored

to stem the tide.

Much time and thought went into his words to his parishioners.
They represented careful research, much reflection, and at

1See Chapter X.
2
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- 393 tention to organization and style of writing.
to reason and logic, to law and order.
to martial spirit, to sheer emotion.

He appealed

There were no appeals
And there is some proof,

albeit Boucher's, that he was persuasive with his own pa
rishioners.
meetings.

They did stay away from some crucial popular
But it was small success, and under such circum

stances that he later found it painful to recall:
. . . for more than six months I preached, when I did
preach, with a pair of loaded pistols lying on the
cushion; having given notice that if any man, or body
of men, could possibly be so lost to all sense of
decency and propriety as to attempt really to do what
had been long threatened, that is, to drag me out of
my own pulpit, I should think myself justified before
God and man in repelling violence by violence.^
Boucher was adamant in opposition to the patriots

and

he continued to think that he had "as good a right to pre
serve the union, even at the expense of some displeasure and
some disadvantage to them, as they can have to dissolve it
2

to our ruin."

Nevertheless, Boucher began to think of re

treat to England, a step "ruinous to all my interests in
America, which were then all the interests I had in the
world."

It was becoming plain that to stay would probably

be equally fatal to his property and to his life, and "un3
doubtedly to my peace."
The situation was becoming so
serious, that if he were to decide that the solution was
departure from America, at least for a time, the decision
would have to be prompt.
set 10 September

The Congress at Philadelphia had

1775 as the date for the cessation of all

intercourse with Great Britain.

1Ibid.
2

Boucher,

"Abram and Lot," A View, 369.
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- 394If a course of neutrality, of possible lip-service to
a cause to buy time and ride out the storm had ever been
possible for a man with Boucher's convictions and principles,
that time was now past.

By the summer of 1775, Boucher was

committed to the Loyalist side.

Ostensibly he had been com

mitted to the cause of "legitimate" government all through
1774.

The letter to Smith of 4 May 1775, indicates that

there was still doubt about his stand; he dreaded a victory
on either side.
any doubts.

Events of March through August dispelled

He was a marked man.

And he was a Loyalist

because he could not be a patriot.
made that quite clear to him.

The Osborne Spriggs had

The following year when he

wrote to William Eden he expressed it this way:
It is true I claim no Merit in having acted as I did;
because, I shou'd have been most base, &, of course,
most miserable, had I done otherwise.^
The decision to leave must have been made before 6
August 1775, the date of his farewell letter, a bitter one,
to Washington.

The two had met quite accidentally while

crossing the Potomac sometime between 3 June, when Washington
was appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Continental Army,
and 20 July, when he took command at Cambridge.

Boucher had

found it essential that he handle personally some business
in Virginia.

Washington had just concluded a great occasion

in Alexandria, the celebration of his departure for Cambridge.
Boucher found the Virginians "on fire, either with rum, or
2

patriotism, or both."

Everybody was cheering, and Boucher,

along with his companion, the Rev. Addison, raised his hat.

62.

"'"Boucher to William Eden, 27 June 1775. MHM, IX (1914),
Also in P.R.O. State Papers, Domestic, George III.
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 109.

- 395 Washington beckoned them to stop.
Boucher, knowing Washington's destination, referred to
his new command, and although the encounter was brief, he
told Washington his fears for the consequences.

There would

certainly be a civil war, he said, and very soon the Americans
would declare for independence.

Washington thought not, and

replied earnestly that "if ever I heard of his joining in any
such measures I had his leave to set him down for everything
wicked."'*'

He was quite sincere, Boucher thought.

The two men had known each other since 1765 or 1767,
when John Parke Custis had come to Boucher as a student.
They had been friends and dinner companions in the homes of
the planters of the Potomac section.

Boucher had often been

a host to Washington, when it was convenient for the latter
to be in Annapolis.
friend.

He had considered Washington a good

His letters to Washington are respectful, yet

forthright.

He spoke freely of his opinions, from Custis1s

"oriental princely tastes" to theories of education; from
Maryland politics to the best imported wines.
What has been recorded of Washington by Boucher after
the Revolution are the biased comments written in 1783 in his
Reminiscences.

By then, his thoughts of the patriot cause

were embittered, and he wrote of Washington with faint praise
indeed.

"Washington, the second of five sons," he now re

called dourly, had been "distinguished for neither rank nor
fortune."

Lawrence, Boucher recounted with some grim satis

faction, had been the eldest Washington son, a soldier who
had gotten into a scrape on a naval expedition, involving a
brother officer, and had sold his commission as an aftermath.
Later he had died at Barbados.

1Ibid.

Boucher was obviously taking

- 396 some pains to deprecate the family's prestige.
George Washington, he wrote further, had had no edu
cation at all, but reading, writing, and accounting, which
were taught to him by a convict servant hired by his father
for a schoolmaster.

The young Washington, he related, had

been a surveyor of Orange County, at a salary about half the
value of Boucher's own Virginia rectory, or about £100 per
annum.

His 1754 expedition against the French, Boucher

thought, had earned some ridicule, and so had his journal
which he published on the subject.
In subsequent military engagements, Boucher continued,
Washington had conducted himself in "much the same manner as
in my judgment he has since done, i.e. decently, but never
greatly."'*'

Although he was not impressed with Washington's

military ability, he never failed to concede Washington's
integrity, honesty, and morality.

Washington's most dis

tinguished characteristic, in Boucher's opinion, was that he
was an excellent farmer:
He is shy, silent, stern, slow and cautious, but has
no quickness of parts, extraordinary penetration, nor
an elevated style of thinking. In his moral character
he is regular, temperate, strictly just and honest (ex
cept that as a Virginian, he has lately found out that
there is no moral turpitude in not paying what he con
fesses he owes to a British creditor) and, as I always
thought, religious: having heretofore been pretty
constant, and even exemplary, in his attendance on
public worship in the church of England. But he seems
to have nothing generous or affectionate in his nature.
Just before the close of the last war he married the
widow Custis and thus came into the possession of her
large jointure. He never had any children and lived
very much like a gentleman at Mount Vernon in Fairfax
County, where the most distinguished part of his character
was that he was an admirable farmer.^

1Ibid., 49-51.
^Ibid.
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Washington, renouncing his friendship and denouncing his
cause.

It was a bitter letter, although he began with a

reminder of their once "pleasing circumstances":
. . . having now been happy in your acquaintance
several years, I could not help considering myself,
nor indeed help hoping that I was considered by you,
as an old friend; and of course I counted on our
living together in the pleasing intercourse of giving
and receiving the mutual good offices of neighbour
hood and friendship.
That things have turned out much otherwise I need not
inform you. Mortified and grieved as I confess myself
to be at this disappointment, I am by no means prepared
to say that you are wholly to be blamed for it; nor,
as I would fain hope you in your turn will own, is it
entirely owing to any fault of mine. I can easily
suppose at least that we neither of us think ourselves
to blame; . . . Permit me, sir, as one who was once
your friend, and at any rate as one not likely to be
soon troublesome to you again in the same way, once
more as a friend freely to expostulate with you.
If
I am still in the wrong, I am about to suffer such
punishment as might satisfy the malice of even the
most vindictive enemy; and if you are wrong, as in
some degree, I think you are, it is my duty frankly
to tell you so, and yours to listen to me with
patience. •
It is clear that Boucher and Washington had debated
the great issue of the patriot course of action "long and
fruitlessly," and Boucher saw no point in discussing it in
the letter.
argument.

He had never been persuaded by Washington's
He said so in the letter,

"There cannot be any

thing named of which I am more strongly convinced than I am
that all those who with you are promoting the present ap-

Ford, Letters, 47. The punishment to which Boucher
referred, was the necessity to flee from America, thus his
decision to leave must have pre-dated this letter.

- 398 parently popular measures are the true enemies of their
country. 11
Boucher also resented the treatment he had received,
and the fact that Washington had been of no help in pro
tecting him.

Boucher did not think his own convictions would

have justified him in molesting his enemies:
I do not say this because I happen to be in what is
called the minority, and therefore without any power
of acting otherwise; it is the decision of truth and
justice, and cannot be violated without doing violence
to every system of ethics yet received in any civilized
country.
He pointed out that he did not believe the majority
were in favor of the patriotic cause; but even if they were,
he was concerned with the treatment accorded the Tory, using
the term Tory for the first time:
No Tory has yet in a single instance misused or injured
a Whig. And whatever may be the boasted superiority
of your party, it will not be denied that in some
instances at least this has been in our power. With
respect to Whigs, however, the case has been directly
the reverse; a Tory at all in the power of a Whig
never escapes ill treatment merely because of his
being a Tory. How contrary all this is to all that
liberty which Whigs are for ever so forward to profess
need not be insisted on; it is so contrary to all
justice and honor, that were there no other reasons to
determine me against it, as there are thousands, I
would not be a Whig, because their principles, at least
as I see them exemplified in practice, lead so directly
to all that is mean and unmanly.
Boucher was a Loyalist, by default, because he could not be
an unprincipled person, and he was convinced that to be a
Whig required that he be unprincipled.
Boucher did not attribute all the vices of Whigs to
Washington, but "with equal truth declare that, whilst you

^Ibid., 48.
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score of their political creeds,

[I wish] you had been as

careful to discourage such persecution in others."

He re

fused to flatter Washington, and taxed him with having much
to answer for on that score.

He had always been consistent

in his principles and Washington knew them well.

He had said

nothing in his pulpit nor elsewhere that he had not said to
Washington in his own house and at Mt. Vernon.

"And yet you

have borne to look on, at least as an unconcerned spectator,
if not an abettor, whilst, like the poor frogs in the fable,
I have in a manner been pelted to death."
Boucher’s final lines were bitter:
I do not ask if such conduct in you was friendly: was
it either just, manly, or generous? It was not: no,
it was acting with all the base malignity of a virulent
Whig.
I resent it: and oppressed and overborne as I
may seem to be by popular obloquy, I will not be so
wanting in justice to myself as not to tell you, as I
now do with honest boldness, that I despise the man
who, for any motives, could be induced to act so mean
a part. You are no longer worthy of my friendship: a
man of honour can no longer without dishonour be con
nected with you. With your cause I renounce you: and
now for the last time subscribe myself, sir,
Your humble servant, Jonathan Boucher"*Boucher was more resolute in his convictions than
Governor Eden, who had been in England and had not returned
until 1775.

Eden also was of little help to Boucher in Mary

land, for he now was powerless, and a mere figurehead.
Boucher also thought Eden was weak in his politics, and he
may have been right.

Certainly the Governor had furnished

the patriots with arms.

In fact, he was somewhat sympathetic

/

with the patriots and once suggested that they dine with him

1Ibid., 49.

- 400 to thrash things out over the table.

He was treated with

courtesy and liked personally, but the patriots realized the
awkwardness and compromising appearance of such a dinner.
Instead, Charles Carroll of Carrollton invited the whole
party to dinner, including Eden, where some confidential
information was exchanged.

The patriots admitted overtures

were being made to France, and Eden conceded that the British
government was hiring Hessians.^
Eden offered his advice to Boucher to leave for England,
and hazard all, relying on Eden's letters for the finding of
friends once there.

Eden knew his danger; he also knew that

within a relatively short time, he, too, must flee and he
wanted Boucher to be settled in England where they could
continue their friendship.

Boucher wrote of these ar

rangements to James, after his arrival in England:
. . . I dare not deny that I am warm and active in my
temper, yet I was peculiarly cautious & on my Guard:
for, it was highly inconvenient to leave my affairs in
that Country in their then Posture, and I soon foresaw
the Danger to which I was exposed.
When by the Association, I found that I must run, the
Governor with whom I had long liv'd in the strictest
Intimacy &.Friendship press'd Me to hazard all, & Rely
on his Letters for the finding of Friends here.^

Stevens, Annapolis, 148-49. Eden was never molested,
but a letter to him from George Germain was intercepted,
telling of a proposed Southern expedition to secure the
southern colonies. General Charles Lee had picked up the
letter and immediately requested the Maryland Council of
Safety to arrest Eden. Eden had been so reasonable with the
patriots, that they defied the order, and permitted Eden to
depart for a British ship, at his "early" convenience, of
course, but without armed force or an arrest. Alan Brown,
"William Eden and the American Revolution," (unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1953).
^Boucher to James, 8 Jan. 1776.

MHM, VIII (1913), 343.

- 401 Boucher's decision was apparently helped along by the
Association's opinion.

Eden, as good as his word, did write

a letter of recommendation to the Earl of Dartmouth and to
the Bishops of London and Bangor, the latter having married
Eden's sister.

Although William Eden was of some help to

Boucher in establishing contact with Lord Germain, and did
try to intercede with the Bishop of Bangor on Boucher's
behalf, he was able to proffer but little lasting aid.

Even

Lady Eden, in London in 1776, commented that "Boucher gets
only promises."'*'
Boucher delivered his "Farewell Sermon, probably at
King George's Parish, in Addison's pulpit.
mising as usual.

He was uncompro

Some of his parishioners had heard surmises

that "unless I will forbear to pray for the King, you are to
hear me neither pray nor preach any longer."

Boucher dis

credited the rumor:
I am firm in my resolution, while I pray in public at
all, to conform to the unmutilated Liturgy of my
Church, . . . I will continue to pray for the King and
all that are in authority under him . . . not only
because I am so commanded, but that, as the Apostle
adds, we may continue to lead quiet and peaceable lives
in all godliness and honesty. Inclination as well as
duty confirms me in this p u r p o s e . ^
He warned them of evil days ahead, and danger that
ought not be underestimated.

It was foolish of any of them

to hope that they might be permitted to remain in a state of
neutrality? nor did he recommend to them what he did not
espouse for himself.

"To choose and to defend a cause, is

not a matter of choice, but of duty, which should not be

1Ibid., 344.
2
Boucher, "A Farewell Sermon," A View, 583.
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or performed feebly.

Something of Boucher's personal struggle, now con
cluded, lay just under the surface of his words to his
parishioners:
Let no man be too confident of his firmness, whilst
he is yet untried.
It is no easy trial for a man, who
is at ease in his possessions, to be driven from them;
when, by some little compliances with the humour of
the times, by bowing himself down in the house of
Rimmon, he might possibly save both himself and his
property from destruction.^
He added a few personal remarks at the end, having
asked their permission to do so.

He confessed that he felt

particularly the ingratitude in "being thus outlawed, and
driven away from a country where I have so long lived with
3
credit and comfort."
He had a sense of martyrdom, revealed
in his quotation from Archbishop Laud's words delivered on
the scaffold:
. . . And as for this People, they are miserably
blinded; God, of his mercy, open their eyes, that they
may see the right way!
for, at this time, the blind
lead the blind: and if they go on, both will certainly
fall into the ditch.^
With that prayer, he thanked them for their repectful at
tention, and took leave of them "for a season."
Boucher took his oath of allegiance of his day of
ordination seriously.

And if his principles dictated non

conformity to the patriot cause, he felt he had a right to
stand out against patriot demands.

1Ibid., 582.
3Ibid.
3Ibid., 594.
4

Ibid.

- 403 The subject of prayers for the King and royal family
was not taken up by the Provincial Congress until July, 1776,
after Independence was declared.

But Boucher found such

prayers a problem in Maryland long before that.

In the

summer months of 17 75, Maryland patriots found them an ob
jectionable practice.

Boucher would not violate his oath

by eliminating the prayers which were a part of the liturgy.
He expressed his right to carry on his duties as an indi
vidual in the following words:
. . . If a colony has a right to stand out, so has any
particular county, parish, or family, or even an indi
vidual.
On what principle then are the thousands of
unfortunate persons, who are shocked at the guilt of
violating their oaths of allegiance, and therefore
refuse to subscribe to the wild notions which are so
industriously circulated, subjected to have their ^
estates confiscated, and their persons proscribed?
Boucher's complete refusal to compromise on this put him in
an impossible, situation.

His attitude to the observance of

Public Fast Days, which had earlier provoked the armed mob
in his church, contributed to the difficulty of the situation
when the Continental Congress announced another day of
Fasting, 20 July 1775.

The Committee of Observation soon

found him an objectionable person.

Departure from the colony

was now quite evidently his only remaining course.
Only the physical details of departure remained.

Nelly

had at first concurred with a plan to leave her in Maryland,
in the hope that in six months or so the storm would blow
over and Boucher could return.

Addison was completely

against the idea of their leaving Maryland.

Boucher con

cluded that Addison's reaction was based on his opinion that

^Boucher, "Abram and Lot," A View, 365. Boucher's
reference to a colony here is to the area that became
Vermont.

- 404 he himself could not leave, and he dreaded being left behind
and alone.

Quite candidly, Boucher worte in his memoirs

that Addison had thought and acted in concert with Boucher
through the whole turmoil, but always with Boucher in the
forefront of their opinion.
Suddenly, Addison capitulated

He made arrangements

to leave with Boucher, and to take his younger son with him.
The departure of the men had to be speedily accomplished
now, to avoid the closing of the ports on 10 September.

2

Boucher rode into Annapolis to make the arrangements.
Nelly now contemplated spending six months without
Boucher and concluded that she could not face them alone.
It was a difficult choice.

Leaving with Boucher meant de

serting the property, leaving her family, and facing an un
known future in a country foreign to her.

She may well have

realized how flimsy was that forecast of six months, as well
as the hope that the troubles in the colonies would be over
in that time.

At length, in some agony of spirit, she de

cided to accompany her husband.
All departure plans had to be completed in less than
a week.

It was a frantic time.

Jane Boucher, Jonathan's

sister, had already decided to stay in America, but Nelly's
change of plan necessitated new arrangements.

Boucher's

friends had counselled him to create the impression that
they were leaving with the avowed intention of returning
soon, in the hope of preserving their property.

To do so,

^Bouchier, Reminiscences, 124.
2

This date had been fixed by the Continental Congress
as the effective date of enforcement of the Non-importation
and Non-exportation agreements.

- 405 they took none of their effects with them, not even apparel.
Boucher wrote later that he took one suit of clothes, and
Bills of Exchange to the amount of a little better than
four hundred pounds."
The hectic preparations and the sudden change of plans
gave Boucher little time to think of long range consequences,
but it did serve to blot out for the time being his sadness
at having to leave.
terms of six months.

He deliberately thought about it in
He was leaving "a country where now

almost all my attachments were, to go to another now become
foreign to me, where I had no friends, and knew not how to
live for even the six months I expected to be absent."
"Even a little self-delusion is not to be discouraged," he
wrote later.

"I wished to believe we should return, and

therefore was not too nice in examining how far it was probable
or improbable."
Jane and young Jack Addison .(who were remaining) ac
companied the two Addisons, Nelly, and Boucher to the schooner
"Nell Gwyn," which in turn was to take them to the frigate
"Choptank," then lying off Quantico.

On 14 August 1775,

"amid the tears and cries of our slaves," the exiles left
The Lodge.
able.

2

Their voyage on the schooner was short but miser

They slept on one of the bunkers, with a piece of old

'''Bouchier, Reminiscences, 127. Boucher's letters to
James in subsequent years reveal that Addison had loaned
Boucher about £200 and that Boucher had been able to ship
off a cargo of tobacco to England to help him meet expenses
in England for the supposed six months.
2

Boucher gives the date as 10 September 1775. However,
according to the records of the Grand Inquest in the Archives
of the County Court of Prince George's, 25 August 1778, Brown
Book Liber 9, Folio 23, Boucher and Addison were officially
recorded as having left the colony on 14 August "to avoid
taking an active part in defence."

- 406 sail for a cover and a small bag of hominy for a pillow.
day and a night later, they reached the "Choptank."

A

Jack

Addison and Jane Boucher took their leave; although the
frigate lingered several days at the mouth of the Potomac
before setting sail for Dover.
It had been sixteen years and two months from that date
in July, 1759 when Boucher had first glimpsed the American
shore.

Then he was an English lad, a stranger embarking on

a new life.

Now, thoroughly at home in America, he was

being forced to flee his adopted land, and to return to
England, again with the feelings of a foreigner.

On 20

September, straining his eyes for that last glimpse, Jonathan
Boucher lost sight of the capes of Virginia, "never to see
them more.11"*’
Few patriots mourned Boucher's departure.

The degree

of his unpopularity may be measured in several ways.

The

Virginia Gazette accorded a "bon voyage" item on 22 Sep
tember 17 75, which Boucher may never have heard about.

It

was a news item apparently relayed by a man aboard the
"Choptank" who noted the departure of "parsons Addison &
Boucher, with families."

With these two parsons gone, and

Lloyd,Dulany and others embarked, Annapolis was thinned out,
the narrator thought.

"Old Mr. Dulany takes his daughter

to Nova Scotia to recover her health which it is said she was
not known to want until the test issued."

The news item

closed with a few partisan expressions:
May we not rejoice, that America is in so fair a way
of being disgorged of all those filthy, grovelling
vermin, formed only to be trampled upon by tyrants, &
who by the grossness & servility of their natures,
give us the most convincing proofs that so free & pure

Bouchier, Remini scences, 141.
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I

an air never was intended for their subsistence
Let
them therefore herd with their kindred and breath an
air contaminated and almost rendered putrid by the
infections of villainy and corruption.1
The writer closed with the fervent hope that those
departing would get no welcome, but be met by honest English
men and shipped back to America as convicts.
Boucher fared no better on the streets than he did in the
press in those wild, disordered days.

Within a few more

months, in May, 17 76, Boucher was to be shot and hanged in
effigy by a thousand or two Sons of Liberty.

2

^Virginia Gazette (Williamsburg) 22 Sept. 1775.
2

Boucher to James, 23 Oct. 1776.

MHM, IX (1914), 234.

CHAPTER XIII

BOUCHER THE £m IGR£ :
YEARS OF DISILLUSIONMENT

Jonathan Boucher's sad return to England as an exile
from the America to which he had become so accustomed to was
a short, tempestuous journey.

Nelly survived it in good

spirits; Boucher suffered a severe fever and was in a danger
ous state at times.

The "Choptank" made port at Dover on

20 October 1775 and the Bouchers proceeded to London with
the two Addisons.

Fortunately, they were able to turn to

a Mrs. Brook, whose son they had known in Annapolis.

They

took up residence temporarily with her at Queen's Square,
Westminster.
London was a surprise to Nelly.

The crowds overwhelmed

her, and the first time she was with Boucher in the streets
she asked him t o •stop until the crowd passed, not realizing
this was the usual street traffic.

Boucher, with time on

his hands and no occupation, busied himself in pursuing an
acquaintance with those men to whom Eden had earlier written
about Boucher.

Lord Dartmouth and the Bishop of London both

encouraged Boucher to think that something might be done for
him.
Certainly Boucher must have hoped primarily for a
living, although he was aware that he could not command an
income comparable to that of his Maryland parish and his
plantation operations.

His best hope was in the influence

of the Bishop of Bangor, but nothing was to materialize from
- 408 -

- 409 that quarter, ostensibly because the Bishop maintained his
policy of appointing native sons in his diocese.

William

Eden, Under Secretary of State and brother of the former
governor, did intercede with his brother-in-law, the Bishop,
but all came to nothing.
It is possible that Boucher expected some public recog
nition, perhaps an office with some governmental connection,
in appreciation of his services to the government in America,
and in England in November and December, 1775.
aspired only to some kind of regular stipend.

Possibly he
It seemed to

him that he had some basis for those hopes.
Some time prior to November, 1775, Boucher had met
with Lord George Germain, the British War Secretary, and had
volunteered information to him on the colonies.

This

meeting may have been arranged as a result of Eden's letter
to his brother, in which he indicated that Boucher was an
intimate friend, knew most of the important men in both
Maryland and Virginia, and was knowledgeable about the af
fairs of both colonies.

William Eden introduced Boucher to

Lord Germain and they talked freely about America.

Germain

asked Boucher to.give him, in writing and in detail, his
sentiments and his advice.^

This Boucher did, on 27 No

vember 1775.
Boucher dealt with the cause of the revolution first,
stressing the inevitability of the revolt.

The North Ameri

can colonies had been "planted in imperfection" on the
mainland to a greater extent than other English settlements.
one in Britain, Boucher pointed out, had paid any attention
to them other than to get them founded and to improve trade

^Boucher to James, 8 Jan. 1776.
344.
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Sinew;

In so doing, Britain " . . .

strain'd every

never reflecting, that every Accession of Strength &

opulence to Them, whilst govern'd as they have hitherto been,
was, in Effect, advancing them still nearer to Independency. 1,1
It seemed to Boucher only morally just and politically
expedient that if the choice of the scene of action were
left to the King's Generals, that the New England Governments
"alone shou'd feel the Miserys of a Country that is the Seat
of War."

One good victory in that area could decide the

quarrel, he thought.

But victory alone would not be enough;

the difficulty would be in turning it to account.

In ad

dition to the defeat of the Northern Army, there must be a
rigorous enforcement of commercial sanctions to convince the
Americans of the impossibility of subsisting without inter
course with Great Britain.
Boucher thought this ought not to be too difficult, in
consideration of the:
. . . Dissensions that are said already to have taken
Place in the Rebel Army, (Sc which from my Knowledge
of the Characters of the Men who command it) I think
cannot but encrease), the Wrangling about their Pay,
the Impossibility of clothing Them, their Diffidence
in their Leaders & Directors, who have so often
promised them Success, which has never happened, the
Despondency of Spirit natural to raw Men, who are to
be kept in Spirits only by a succession of successful
Service, all together, I should imagine, wou'd be
insuperable Difficulties to the engaging Them in the
Service again, after Christmas; till which Time only
they enlisted."
Boucher considered a decisive action against Washington
the sine qua non of the war;

"everything I Know, or can hear,

of America proves the Necessity of it."

At this point

^"Boucher to Germain, 27 Nov. 1775. MHM, VIII
(1913), 246-47. Unless otherwise indicated, the following
quotations are from this letter.

- 411 Boucher volunteered some rather specific military advice.
New York City should be made a focal point of arms and oper
ations.

An army of 10,000 men should be sent there.

There

were port facilities and accommodations for the soldiers.
Armed vessels could go up to Albany and with ease cut off
communication between the Northern and Southern Governments.
This was essential.
The Army must secure the passes, gateways to the backcountry, which would also mean a good supply of military
provisions for the army.

Communications between the united

colonies must be interrupted at all costs; no price was too
high.

New York was the desirable post because there were

more friends of the British government there than in any
other colony.
York.

Other circumstances were favorable in New

Many were displeased with the New York government for

refusing to grant the necessary assistance and protection
and thus there was some disaffection to work with.

If New

York could be won back to its allegiance, it would be a
powerful example to the other colonies.

Five thousand men

should be stationed in New York City, and supported with
armed vessels on.the river.

Even with the lesser number

than he suggested earlier in the letter, he thought the
British could easily resist every military effort of every
government south of New York.
Boucher pointed out the weakness of the Pennsylvania
patriots.

Not a single Minute Man had yet been raised.

No

military exertions were likely to be necessary there, but it
would be an excellent source of provisions, with good water
transportation facilities to move the supplies out to other
colonies.

Philadelphia ought to be kept in constant fear of

the Navy, but there would be no need to destroy the city.
As for his own southern colonies, Virginia and Mary-

- 412 land had little aggregate strength, Boucher advised.

" . . .

it is well, if They are equal to their own internal Enemy."
This situation presented good psychological opportunities
to keep the South constantly off balance by playing on the
fear

of slave uprisings with arms furnished by the British,

and of Indian frontier attacks.

His suggestion did not

contemplate the actual use of such measures, but only the
threat.

Humanity aside, it would still not be good policy

to exploit either slaves or Indians as a weapon.

"They

resemble the Elephants in the Armies of old: they may, it
is true, exceedingly annoy your Enemy, but you have no
Security that, even in the Moment of Victory, They will not
turn on yourselves."

2

Boucher recalled that fifteen years before, Maryland
had had a census of able-bodied men and the count had been
15,000.

He could not estimate the potential number of men

that Virginia and the Carolinas could furnish, but he was
positive that it would be poor policy to carry a war among
them :
In the first Place, they never will come to an En
gagement, but, in their own Way, in Woods & Behind
Trees; & shou'd They be defeated again & again, the
only Consequence will be, that They will retreat out
of Reach: & return to inflict Vengeance on any such
as, under Protection of the Soldiery, may have avow'd
their Loyalty, whenever that Protection shall be
withdrawn.
In this respect, of course, Boucher was quite correct.

The

patriots were to be quite effective in guerilla warfare,
for which the British troops and Hessian mercenaries were
not trained, thus the patriot army would capitalize on this

^Ibid.
^Ibid.
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miliar terrain.
Somewhat surprisingly, Boucher pointed out another
potential British instrument within the southern colonies,
and one "not a little to be dreaded: I mean their white
Servants."

Boucher thought that since their people had been

decoyed to America and the tobacco colonies by romantic
promises and for three, four, or five years had been "to all
Intents and Purposes, Slaves, 11 it would be worth while to
send troops to Virginia and Maryland to enlist them and
harness their ill-humor and prejudice against the country,
their knowledge of the country, its manners, and its people.
What was more, they were seasoned to the climate.

He thought

not one in ten would fail to enlist if given the opportunity,
and quoted a Baltimore gentleman who was positive that five
hundred could easily be raised in his city and environs.
Elkridge, the Iron Works, and Annapolis were the places to
begin such a venture, he suggested.
Boucher's estimate of British possibilities in North
Carolina was quite pessimistic.

What Loyalists there were,

possibly thousands, would "repair to the royal Standard,
could They but see it erected," but he thought the oppor
tunity for that had elapsed now.

They live "too dispersed,

could have no collective strength, and would be easy prey
to committees and independent companies."

To be perfectly

plain, he thought, Britain ought to count on nothing from
North Carolina.

Boucher's estimate of the North Carolina

situation, events were to demonstrate, was an accurate one.
Boucher also anticipated correctly what later actually
developed in the colonies at large with respect to the
conduct of the war.

He warned that much depended on the

first general actions.

If the Americans were not thoroughly

- 414 defeated, it would have the effect of a victory and would
tempt the country to go on fighting, and would ultimately
do what nothing else could do, "make Soldiers of their Men. 11
In estimating the American military leadership, he
said that Washington was an honest man, but "In the military
Line, it is not possible, his Merit can be considerable:

He

will, however, attone for many Demerits by the extraordinary
Coolness & Caution, which distinguish his Character. 11 The
only reasonable course of action would be to "harry Washing
ton with a thousand difficulties daily; keep him perplexed
and confounded

with stratagems."

Boucher thought he would

stand up well in a regular action, but would be defenseless
against artful maneuvers.
In a postscript, Boucher took account of his two sug
gested figures for the armed forces in New York.

The larger

figure of 10,000 would be necessary in the event that
"Wooster & his trowser'd Ragamuffins" might have nerve
enough to attack a smaller number before any defense works
could be erectedv

As an afterthought, he recommended that

towns be given great attention, and as soon as practicable,
"they must instantly publish fair, full and liberal Mani
festoes, promising all loyal & good Subjects a free Press,
free Enquiry, & free Trade."
the press:

He stressed the great power of

"News-Papers every where greatly bias the Multi

tude, in America."
In large part, this was the letter of an informer, and
a knowledgeable one, revealing the weaknesses of the colonies
and suggesting ways to exploit them.

It is a little sur

prising, if not disappointing, to find Boucher in this role.
The absolute commitment to England which he must have felt
to write such a letter was absent when Boucher was in Ameri
ca.

The lawlessness and disrespect for Church and State

- 415 which he experienced in Maryland concerned him profoundly;
he felt personally vindictive about certain Whigs such as
Osborne Sprigg.

But even though he felt like an outcast at

the hands of an ungrateful people by the time he delivered
his "Farewell Sermon" one is not prepared to expect that
Boucher would become an informer.
Quite probably the weeks in London had given Boucher
time to reflect on the desperateness of his situation and
the cause of his plight.

He had no income, little prospect

of an appointment to a living since the promises were be
ginning to seem empty, and even less expectation of realizing
any receipts from his property in America.

In America, he

had always been able to fall back on teaching for an income
and was better qualified than most teachers there.

In

England, however, he faced competition from more learned men.
Other than his teaching and clerical experience and training,
he knew only the management of a plantation, and small,
miserable Blencogo was a far cry from such an operation.
Like many of the refugees from America, Boucher found
living in England a hardship.
than in America..

The cost of living was higher

Most Tory exiles had lived in affluent

circumstances in the colonies, and only the thought that such
trials were temporary made life bearable.

Boucher told James

he and Nelly were learning to economize, to live frugally,
but were learning very painfully and not very well.

"I live

expensively, I cannot help it," he wrote on one occasion.
In Maryland, Boucher had had social prestige; in
England matters were different.

"There I have some character;

everybody I see eclipses me here."

He had been introduced

to the Bishop of London and the Archbishop of Canterbury and
thought them not very liberal.
formal."

He found them "cold and

They seemed to think they did "Wonders when they

- 416 give you a Dinner. 1,1
There were just too raany refugees; too many clamoring
for places.

Some Englishmen who might have liked to help

Boucher, were dissuaded by the thought that if they could
not help the others, they ought not set a prededent.

2

By January, 17 76, Boucher was thoroughly disheartened.
He could not live on empty promises and his small supply of
money was dwindling.

He told James in January that he would

have to think seriously of some way to earn a living.

He

could no longer afford to keep waiting for an appointment
to a living, and perhaps face starvation.

Boucher recalled

later that he had cherished some hope for almost a year that
something would develop out of all those contacts which Eden
had made for him:
[I was] weak enough to cherish these hopes for a year
to no purpose; . . . I might, if I pleased, fill the
remainder of my volume with an account of the various
plans and projects I formed by means of various ac
quaintances and connections I was at infinite pains
to form with men of rank and in power, not all of them
romantic and unreasonable, but which however, all came
to nothing.
Boucher did receive official thanks from Germain for
the information he had supplied, together with the comment

Boucher to James, 8 Jan. 1776.

MHM, VIII (1913),

344-45.
2

In the latter part of 1775, seven Anglican priests
went to England: John Ross, Philip Walker, Henry Fendall,
Jonathan Boucher, Henry Addison, Bennett Allen, and William
Edmiston.
David Love, rector of All Hallows, Anne Arundel
County, was also a Tory, but thought these departures a mis
take and seemingly cowardly. He stayed until 1780. Rightmyer, Maryland's Established Church, 113. Boucher wrote to
James in January, 1776, that he himself had seen fifteen or
sixteen of the American clergy.
3
Bouchier, Reminiscences, 144.

- 417 that Lord North had seen it and had been pleased with parts
of it.

Apparently there was no other recognition.

It is

impossible to know how much the advice on America influenced
North and Germain.
In the fall of 1775, Boucher, who now had ample leisure,
by his own account wrote several articles for the best daily
of that time, the Public Advertiser.1

Presumably he set

forth the Loyalist point of view and possibly some of his
opinions expressed to Lord Germain.

Boucher stated later

that he received two payments of £40 each directly from
Thomas Pownall, Secretary of the Exchequer, for his
newspaper work.
Boucher's newspaper writing tapered off as he became
discouraged.

He appealed several times to William Eden to

aid him in getting some funds from the Government, based on
his service to the British cause.

2

On 21 November 1776 he

wrote James that he had been writing very little for the
"public eye."

However, he had:

. . . done a deal in other Ways, and, certainly, I
deserve something, if it be only for my unwearied
Endeavours to be serviceable. But I am, I have long
been, weary of being a publick Man. — if I may so
call myself: & sigh— oh how I do sigh for some decent
snug Retreat, not quite without your V o r t e x . ^

Apparently Boucher signed the articles with a pseudo
nym, since a check of the Public Advertiser for the last
three months of 1775 does not reveal any article signed by
Boucher. Several written anonymously could possibly be
Boucher's; for example, one signed "A Detester of Rebellion,
25 October 177 5, and another with no signature, captioned
"An Address to the People of Great Britain from the oppressed
Loyalists of America," dated 7 November 1775.
2

Boucher applied for a pension of £200 and received
one of £100 per annum.
^Boucher to James, 21 Nov. 1776. MHM, IX (1914),
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fited from the good fortune of Dr. Myles Cooper, ex-President
of King's College and also an exile.

Cooper had been the

curate at Paddington in London but he had accepted an offer
of a church in Scotland, and he now presumably arranged for
Boucher to have the offer of the Paddington vacancy.

The

position did not pay handsomely, about £60 per annum, but
Boucher was grateful for any concrete help.

At this time he

also made the hard decision to begin teaching again, if he
could attract any students.

He did not really like teaching,

and never had, but additional income was essential.
Within a short time, Boucher took a house big enough
for the purpose and resumed his old dual role of cleric and
schoolmaster.

It now was February, 1776.

Boucher was just

short of his thirty-eighth birthday, and he had had to begin
all over again.

It had been fourteen years since his early

Virginia days as a priest and schoolmaster, days that had
been long and filled with a variety of tasks.

But his expec

tations had been great and, by comparison with the meager
salary he could now command, his more adequate American sala
ry and the opportunities of his plantation had gone far to
offset the drudgery of colonial life.
Boucher's operation of a boys' school ushered in a
period of unprecedented activity for him unparalleled since
his early years as an usher with the Rev. James at St. Bee's.
In this venture, Robert Eden was of some help.

He sent his

own son to Boucher, which lent a kind of aristocratic sanction
to the undertaking.

Another London schoolmaster referred a

prospective student to Boucher when he could not accommodate

237. One of his endeavors was his"Treatise on Government”
discussed in Chapter XI.

- 419 him in his own school.

Slowly the school grew.

Boucher's

success was assured when Lord Galloway investigated and
found the school suitable for his son.

Such patronage was

necessary to the success of the venture, but the demands
often exceeded Boucher's capabilities.

He had always been

weak in grammar and knew no Greek other than the alphabet
when he arrived in England.

When the opportunity arose to

take on a young man from the College of Glasgow, a Mr.
Glassford,

his father wished to ascertain Boucher's compe

tency in Greek and ordered the young man's tutor to go down
to Paddington and interview him for that purpose.

2

Re

sourceful as always, Boucher passed the screening, by em
ploying his wits, keeping the lead in the conversation, and
utilizing his knowledge of the classics to the utmost.

From

that day forward, Boucher worked desperately hard, laboring
to teach himself Greek sufficiently to instruct his students.
To conduct such a school in England was a challenge
unlike that in America, but Boucher was undaunted.

As he

recalled in his memoirs later:
. . . it has been a kind of maxim with me that I could
do anything which I strenuously resolved to do; and
therefore having once more resolved to be a schoolmaster,
and in a way very different from what had been the case
beyond the Atlantic that required real and great
abilities, I resolved to qualify myself for it by hard

The Bishop of London, Bishop Lowth, had recommended
Boucher to the Earl of Galloway. Bouchier, Reminiscences, 151.
2

Glassford's father, a wealthy merchant of Glasgow,
wanted his son to have some "finishing" in England. Mr.
Young, the Greek professor from the College was sent to in
vestigate and decided on Boucher. Mr. William Stevens,
divine and great merchant, had recommended Boucher. Bouchier,
Reminiscences, 146.
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For a period of time, his letters to James reflect the
exertions of his days, for he begged James hopefully to find
him a good usher, one more competent than himself:
You never can be circumstanced as I am: for your
Conduct through Life has in this Respect been dia
metrically opposite to mine. You have always kept
within your Strength, I have always gone beyond mine.
But, I must go on; for at present, a Retreat, whilst
I have no fair Pretence for it, would cover Me with
Disgrace. And yet, there is but one Way, by which I
can go on, without a Certainty of miscarrying: You
must get Me an Assistant, who is what I should be.
And, You must do this quickly; it matters not whether
I can afford it or not, no Calamity can gall me so
much as the having Boys taken from Me, through any
Suspicions of my Incompetency.
And yet I shall be plaguy hard to please: in Truth, my
Circumstances are so vexatious, that it will not be an
Easy Matter to suit Me. I must really have one more
learned than myself; yet, He must have good Sense,
Honesty, & Ingenuousness enough to conceal his Superi
ority: this may not be a pleasant Sacrifice. By
Learning here, I mean,
. . . chiefly Latin & Greek
Verse: in no other Respect am I so full of Fears.^
Earning a living in England was a difficult thing for
Boucher in those early years as an dmigr6.

He had never

been enthusiastic about teaching while in America, and he
was no more so now.

James, for a time, apparently thought

Boucher aspired to keeping an Academy, but the latter was to
correct him.

"The being concerned with Boys at all is God

knows, no pleasant Life, even in the best Manner: but, God
3
forbid, I ever should become the Master of an Academy."

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 149-51.
2
Boucher to James, 18 Jan. 1781.

Unpublished.

3
The Academies had fallen into the hands of jobbers,
and were a travesty on education. Boucher to James, 11
Sept. 1779. Unpublished.
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Were there any Room left for Choice, I certainly
should not have chosen even this the most Eligible Way
of having Boys for the Purpose of getting a Livelihood,
for, I know, I have neither Health, Spirits nor Temper
for it; & Nelly still less. But what is to be done?
Precarious as it is, it yet is less so, I hope, than
any other Bread I eat. To a younger & less shattered
& weather-beaten Man it would not be liable to these
Objections: nay, I aver, it would both be more profit
able, easy & reputable than any Curacy, or than many
Livings.
Part of the uncertainty Boucher spoke of was the
problem of enrollment in the school.

In 177 9, Boucher

wished to have between twelve and fourteen boys.

Two were

leaving and he had promises from three to enroll, but the
remaining number of students would still be only nine.

The

school prospered, much to the credit of Nelly's efforts,
Boucher said, and there were usually between twelve and
sixteen boys, various numbers of masters, and two constant
ushers in his employ.
When young John James, his old friend's son, finished
his studies he came to Boucher as his assistant.

Boucher

took larger quarters, The Hermitage, divided the boys into
two groups, and John later became a partner.

It must have

been a tremendous source of satisfaction to Boucher, who
loved this boy as if he had been the son he had longed for
all these years.

2

John was a good student m

whom Boucher

While Boucher sounded discouraged in this letter, he
did not anticipate that his school would fail, for he refers
to a plan he had previously put forward for when the school
should be in a "creditabile" condition, he proposed that
James's son John should assist him and that it would someday
become John's. Boucher to James, 11 Sept. 1779.
2

Of young John James, Boucher said, " . . . had he been
a child of my own I could hardly have loved him more than I
did." Bouchier, Reminiscences, 162.

- 422 took great pride.

In a sense, he represented the university-

trained scholar that Boucher should liked to have been.

He

urged John to compete in the Prize Poem competition, until
he succeeded with first honors.

In addition, Boucher tried

to impart to him some of the wisdom he had acquired in his
own lifetime, and most of all, his own spirit of adventure.
He dreamed of wonderful European vacations for John, but he
also tried to make practical plans to bring them to fruition.
Boucher became John's father-away-from-home, to the same
extent, and probably more, than the young man's father, the
Rev. James, had been to Boucher for many years.

^

Young John remained with the school, having brought
his bride, Elizabeth Hodgson, there in 1784 after his
marriage.

However, at the death of Dr. John James, Sr., on

1 January 1785, young James was offered his father's parish,
which he gladly accepted.

2

In the initial dmigrd years, the only financial help
Boucher had received was the £80 payment from Pownall for
his articles in the Public Advertiser.

He had to rely on

the £400 he had managed to bring with him in his escape from
America, and the proceeds from the tobacco crop he had
managed to send off in that last hectic week in Maryland.
However, in common with most Loyalists in England, he soon
received a regular pension of £100 per annum from the

’'"John and his brother Tommy were both frequent house
guests at The Hermitage, often together, since for a period
of time both were students at Oxford.
Boucher had genuine
familial affection for both boys.
2

The Rev. John James had gone back to Oxford fairly
late in his life and had taken his doctorate not many years
before his death.
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The pension, plus the salary for his

curacy at Paddington, after February, 177 6, gave him £160
per year, still not a handsome sum.
However, Boucher managed to supplement his income in
other ways and before long was being paid an extra £40 per
annum for reading prayers privately every Sunday to a Mrs.
Trevor in Curzon Street.

By 1779, Boucher's financial situ

ation had somewhat improved further through two fortuitous
events.

Aided by William Stevens, Esquire, whom Boucher

described as "cordial, valuable, temperate, judicious, pious,
charitable, and an able and learned divine," he applied
for the post of Assistant Secretary to the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts.

Archbishop

Cornwallis and Bishop Lowth recommended him and he was un
animously chosen from among two or three other candidates.
The practical benefit was the salary of £100 per annum at
first, which was later reduced to £80.

The intangible gain

involved was the "fringe benefit" attached to the office—
the opportunity to meet the high-ranking Church officials.
It also cemented his friendships with many of the men who
would soon fill the American bishoprics to be created with
the establishment of the American Episcopal Church after the
war.

If he hoped it would produce enough influence to

secure one of those bishoprics abroad, or a Church office in
England, other than a mere living, he was doomed to disap
pointment.
The second chance gain developed in 1779 when Boucher
aided an eccentric and wealthy woman in solving a harassing
problem.

A certain Miss Barton, the daughter of a silk-

mercer, had inherited the remaining wealth of her family.
One of her servants appeared to be having delusions and she
was about to be sent to the madhouse.

Miss Barton sympa
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her incarceration.

When the woman recovered, Miss Barton

asked for Boucher's assistance in finding her a house in
Paddington, in order that she might take the servant woman
in with her to live.

Apparently Boucher had also assisted

her in her financial affairs, since it appeared that her
lawyers had her assets entangled, possibly with their own
self-interest.

Later, when Miss Barton's health was failing

and she wanted to try the baths at Bristol, Boucher ac
companied her.

Before they left, she insisted on making out

her will which was completely in Boucher's favor.

The baths

were of no help, and Miss Barton returned to Paddington.

At

her death, Boucher inherited from her not less than £500 per
year.

Unfortunately,he also inherited a year-long legal

battle with her attorney, one Barnard.

Boucher won the

case eventually, at a cost of £700 or £800.^
With this windfall, and an increase in the curacy at
Paddington from £60 to £100 per annum, Boucher was in a
much better position.

He remained at Paddington for a

number of years, until 1784 when he was appointed by the
Rev. John Parkhurst to a living at Epsom, Surrey, "because
Boucher had distinguished himself in America during the
Revolution by his loyalty and by teaching the unsophisticated
doctrines of the Church of England to a set of rebellious
2

schismatics at the hazard of his life."

When the first payments were allowed to Loyalists for
compensation, Boucher received £900, out of which he promptly
1

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 158. Boucher gave no first
name and the attorney remains unidentified.
2

This was quoted from a Life of Parkhurst prefixed
to his Hebrew-English Lexicon. See Bouchier, Reminiscences,
Preface, x.

-425 loaned £250 to a friend who wanted to establish himself in
a wine business to support himself and his aged and deformed
mother.

Boucher also arranged for an annuity for his sister,

Jinny, who had long served his household in America and ap
parently now lived with the Bouchers in England.

Ironically,

he had just made these arrangements, when the debt of Robert
Eden, held by Henry Harford, fell due.
convenient time.

It was a most in

None of the Edens offered any help, and

Boucher was forced to borrow money to pay for Eden's default
on the debt, it will be recalled."*'
There were other irritants in these years, one of
which was an unhappy epilogue to a Virginia chapter in
Boucher's life.

In the early years as a priest and planter

in Virginia, it will be recalled that Boucher had been in
love with a "dear charmer," Judith Chase, and had been seri
ous enough about marrying her to have consulted James about
the courtship.

The Rev. Henry Addison had investigated,

found circumstances not quite what Boucher had been led to
believe, and had dissuaded him from the marriage.

2

Shortly

after this romance had ended, Boucher married Eleanor
Addison (Nelly) and there were no further references to
Mrs. Chase until 1773 when, in a letter to James, Boucher
spoke of two of Mrs. Chase's children to whose support he
was contributing:
It may surprize you to be told that for these three
years & upwards, I have not seen their Parent, nor
received from her a Penny towards their Support:
Judge what a Fund of comfortable Reflexion this must
Afford m e .^

"*"See Chapter VIII.
2
See Chapter III.
"^Boucher to James, 16 Nov. 1773. MHM, VIII (1913), 183.
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of these two girls, whose naines and ages cannot be positively
ascertained from Boucher's correspondence/ for a number of
years.

The exact nature of the relationship to the girls

is also uncertain, but one is strongly tempted to assume that
they were in fact his illegitimate offspring by Mrs. Chase,
who quite evidently had been his mistress for a number of
years.

Since Boucher had casually referred to "those poor

unfortunates" in a letter to James bearing directions re
garding his sister, Mary Tordiff (who lived with her husband
on the Boucher family land in Blencogo)
Mary kept the two girls.

it is possible that

James was told that Boucher would

write to his sister to stop applying to James for funds for
the children, and that Boucher would himself make remittances
to James directly, to be disbursed at James's discretion.
James had Boucher's power-of-attorney and appeared from
Boucher's correspondence to be responsible for the welfare
of the two children.

Apparently James had been advancing

sums of money for the support of the children, and Boucher
wished to assure him that he did not intend that James
should suffer any loss because of it.

Boucher went to some

length to reassure James of his limited responsibility in
the situation:
. . . t h o' I must persist to declare that I do not owe
Mrs. C. more than the sum I have mentioned, as by good
luck, my Papers will prove, as well as some of her own,
yet I am unwilling that you or Yours, circumstanced as
all American Property is now, shou'd rely on her only
for sums lent, certainly at my Instance, if not by my
express Desire. And, it is my Wish & Intention, that
whatever Reason I cannot but think I have to be of
fended with her, for having led you to blame Me in a
Matter wherein She, at least, should have known that
I did not deserve to be blamed. The Children not only
shou'd not be deserted, nor you, finally run any

- 427 Risque of losing either by Them, Her, or Me.1
In order to indemnify James, Boucher arranged for a
mortgage, explaining at the same time his limited financial
position.

Although, he pointed out, his assets were frozen

in America, he estimated his worth there to be £5,000.

He

had another £1,000 owing to him for which he had not been
able to collect "owing to the Confusion of ye times & ye
Suspension of all Law & Justice."

2

However, his debts now

amounted to £2,600, he told James, and he feared that the
decrease in the value of property as a consequence of the
3
war might "again reduce Me to my original Nothing."
He
owed James £100, and apparently had for some time, but could
not pay
cost

it.

His passage over had been 40 guineas and the

of living near London was high.

The mortgage was the

solution to the problem, since Boucher pleaded that he did
not want to see "the little spot left to me by my father" lost
4
unless he were driven to it by "extremest necessity."
There was no hope of any money for Boucher from Maryland,
since he could not even get a letter to the former colony.
He further instructed James about the children:
I hope you,will still continue your attention to them:
at this Distance I cannot well take them off your

1Boucher to James, 28 April 1776.

MHM, IX (.1914), 55.

2

For a record of claims filed against Boucher m Mary
land see Archives of the State of Maryland: 1782-1783.
Liber C.B., No. 24, 393, Liber C.B., No. 24, 478, Liber
C.B., No. 24, 485-86, 504, 506, and 507.
^Boucher to James, 8 Jan. 1776. MHM, VIII

(1913)

346.
4

Ibid. There were in fact two mortgages, since by some
disagreement over form, Boucher's, executed by an attorney
he consulted, did not meet with James's approval and the
latter had another drawn. See 346-47.

- 428 Hands as wou'd best become me, and I dare not think
of removing them hitherwards. Are they apprenticed
out yet— and at what Expence are they now? You must
be as frugal; lest should this unhappy Dispute con
tinue long, or terminate soon, unfortunately, They
may have run out my means of giving them Credit.
I
think I ought to write to Them, &, if you think so,
& will tell me how, & where to direct to them, I will.
Boucher was most anxious that James understand the
situation, and annoyed that Mrs. Chase seemed to have mis
represented it to James:
Mrs. Chase led you to think Me more blameable than I
was; I believe, ere I left the Country She thought so.
But, I have already heretofore said enough on that
Head.
I advised, I entreated, I commanded Her, if
possible, to make you a Remittance of, at least, £100
before the Ports were shut up; I fear, She has not—
and, of Course, that you have nothing in hand for
their support. . . . I know not well what or how much
it is I owe you— Harry Thompson says He thinks you
called it not less than £100. It may be so; but I am
certain I did not owe Mrs. Chase more than the half
of it.2
Boucher asked for a transcript of the account, and
fixed a ceiling of £200 "for the Support of these unfor
tunate Girls. "

In March he had a "cutting" letter from

James that upset, him, for he replied that he was at a loss:
"of the Charge you will persist to bring against me my
Heart most fully acquits Me; and I have Reason to lament
that I have not been able to prove it to you."

He pointed

out that he had left "his all for Conscience’ sake" in
America, and wondered that James could think him less
careful not to do violence to his conscience in an instance
where "both Guilt & the Pain would doubtless have been

^Boucher to James, 28 April 1776.

MHM, IX (1914), 55.

^Boucher to James, 8 Jan. 1776. MHM, VIII (1913), 346.
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He explained that he stood indebted to James for

£57.10/, and considered himself only Mrs. Chase's security
for anything else.
Later, Mrs. Chase appeared to have written to James,
and Boucher thought she had "done me Justice."

He con

sidered that this was the least she could do and commented
on her peculiar character:
In this, as in greater things, her Conduct has been
most extraordinary. With a real Love for Virtue &
Goodness & naturally disposed to be virtuous & good,
& with no contemptible Share of good Sense & Under
standing, it has yet happened, & does happen, & I
fear, will still happen that, by some strange Fatality
she can be brought to be neither virtuous nor good.
I
never knew such a Character.2
Judith Chase thus seemed something of an enigma to Boucher,
and a woman he had not easily forgotten.
There are no personal comments about her other than
purely financial problems in the correspondence directed to
James from England, but an unidentified, unpublished two
pages entitled "A Character from real life:— in the Manner
of Swift, on Stella" is most revealing.
_______

It began,

"_______

is a Compound of Contradictions" and is a reflective

analysis of the charm, virtues, and shortcomings of an un
named woman who undoubtedly was Judith Chase.

"Never were

fine Talents so miserably thrown away as They have been in
Her," he lamented.

Although he thought her past the period

of mere Youth, he admired her Fire & Vivacity."

"She may

not, perhaps, deserve to be called handsome: yet it generally
happens that the Men (the only proper Judges of Female

1Boucher to James, 5 Mar. 1776.
^Boucher to James, 13 June 1776.

MHM, VIII (1913), 348.
MHM, IX (1914), 59.

- 430 Beauty) neglect what are called Beauties to attach Themselves
to Her."
The character study is a pensive love letter, perhaps,
written in a mood of a past not yet forgotten.

Although he

wrote in September, 1776, and may well have expected the
essay to remain forever anonymous, he still wrote in the
present tense of her ability to think as a man, of her
quickness of apprehension, of her billiancy, of her warmth
and imagination, of her exquisite 'Sensibility," her gentlenes
and her delicateness.

"To say all in one word," he wrote,

she is "truly feminine.
Although Boucher was concerned with many daily problems
of living and with Blencogo irritations, needless to say he
often thought of his plantation in America and of his "family
there.

He worried about how his slaves would fare, and when

he heard about his own hanging in effigy in 17 76, he wrote
to James:
My poor slaves & Serv'ts have been true and trusty to
Me beyond example: & their conduct when they saw their
hapless Master hang'd and shot (in Effigy, I thank God
only) . . . has & shall endear them to me whilst I
live. But God knows whether even I shall see them
again, or not: that America will be reduc'd must be, I
cannot entertain a doubt. 2
After this news of his treatment by the Sons of Liberty, he
doubted that he would ever be forgiven in America or that
he could ever live there again.
Boucher wondered whether Overton Carr, his agent for
him in Maryland, had found it possible to carry out all of
those detailed instructions Boucher had written out for him

'^Boucher, "A Character . . . "
MS.
6 Sept. 1776.
Chapter III for reference to Judith Chase.
^Boucher to James, 23 Oct. 1776.

See

MHM, IX (1914), 234.

- 431 in those last hectic hours in Maryland.
poor, and dangerous for Loyalists.

Communication was

Merely receiving letters

from England was a hazardous business, and Boucher had no
wish to put any of his friends or family in jeopardy.

A

friend of Boucher's of long standing, a member of the Carr
family, had been imprisoned for several months on the basis
of mail from England.^
Boucher had tried to the best of his ability to conserve
his Maryland property, including a "fictitious sale" which he
had made a part of his estate, and the "complete One" his
attorney there was about to make, when he wrote to James in
October, 1776.

2

He hoped it would shelter his property from

"their [the colonists'] madness" and if he were successful,
he would be in a better position to keep "those poor un
fortunates, " under the Rev. James watchful eye, from be
coming mere domestic servants out of necessity.

The ficti

tious sale had been arranged prior to 1776; the more valid
sale he was then trying to arrange through Carr may have
been the result of a rumor which Boucher heard.
Boucher's information from America stated that Colonel
William Smallwood, a man of some prestige in Maryland and
Commander-in-Chief of a Maryland Army, had moved in Con
vention for the confiscation of Tories' estates, and of

Rebecca Dulany Hanson to her brother, Walter Dulany,
from Oxon Hill, Maryland.
See in Beirne, "Portrait of a
Colonial Governor: Robert Eden." MHM, XXXXV (1950), 295. It
is possible that the friend was Overton Carr, Boucher's
former student who married Nelly's sister Ann. Carr had
Boucher's Power-of-Attorney, had been living with Boucher
since his marriage, and was handling Boucher's affairs in
America. However, the letter to Walter Dulany referred to
"your old friend Carr" and thus is not precise enough to
make it certain that it was Overton.
^Boucher to James, 23 Oct. 1776.

MHM, IX (1914), 233.

- 432 Boucher's in particular.1

The rumor may or may not have been

true, but in any event no such motion was passed.
Maryland's history of confiscation legislation is re
markable for its elaborate and interesting development.

No

other state was as unwilling to embark on a policy of general
confiscation, and confiscation of Loyalist and British prop
erty became law in November, 1780, only after a bitter strug
gle between the House of Delegates, which favored the Act,
and the more conservative Senate which did not.

Although

the process of Tory expropriation in the other colonies was
slow, it had begun much earlier, triggered by the frustrations
of military reverses and economic disaster, by a process of
liberal construction of vague legal principles, and by a
desire for vengeance.
However, Maryland had never been occupied by the
British nor had there been wanton destruction of property,
and the State had experienced nothing of this evolutionary
process.

2

The General Assembly's earlier legislation pro

viding for forfeiture of property as a penalty for adhering

Smallwood .had been mentioned a number of times in
Boucher's correspondence because of his connection with
Judith Chase, whatever it may have been. No specific state
ments were ever made by Boucher, except that Addison had
first determined the truth about Mrs. Chase through this man
at the time Addison had persuaded Boucher to break off his
connection with her. In this letter to James, Boucher said
that Smallwood was the man who had persuaded Mrs. Chase to
"use me ill. " See Francis Heitman, Historical Register of
Officers of the Continental Army: 1775-1783
(Washington,
D. C . : Rare Book Shop Publishing Co., 1914).
2

Rolfe Allen, "Legislation for the Confiscation of
British and Loyalist Property, During the Revolutionary War"
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Maryland,
1937).

- 433 to Britain's cause was limited to the inevitable statutes
against treason and misprision of treason, passed on 4 July
1776 and April, 1777, until the General Confiscation Act of
1780.

Unless Boucher were singled out for treasonable ac

tivity, he had reason to hope until 1780 that he might yet
retain his holdings in America.
From time to time disagreeable bits of news of his
American interests reached Boucher.

In September, 1777, he

wrote James that his former curate, Harrison, had been ap
pointed to his old living, Queen Anne's, and added a few
bitter lines, observing that Harrison was a "dirty Puppy,
his Bro'r is Secretary to Gen'l Washington."

2

In the same

letter he mourned the disestablishment of the Church of
England all over the continent of America, with every man
supporting any religion he pleased and restrained only by
the necessity to pay some one.

He thought it an invitation

to Popery,

For the full effects of this,

"or worse systems."

he thought, one could

"read it in Lord Clarendon for it was

the same story over again."

Some of his fondness for his

Negroes may have been shaken by the time he reported to
James that " . ... even some of my Negroes, they tell me,
3
are gifted, & will hardly be restrained from holding forth."
Such events were creating chaos in Maryland,

"& my private

‘'‘A. C. Hanson, Laws of Maryland Made Since MDCCLXII,
Consisting of Acts of Assembly Under the Proprietary Govern
m ent, Resolves of Convention, the Constitution and Form of
Government, the Articles of Confederation, and Acts of As
sembly since the Revolution (Annapolis: Frederick Green,
1787), Chapter XX, 1777.
2

Boucher to James, 8 Sept. 1777.

3Ibid.

MHM, IX (1914), 333.

- 434 affairs [are] going to Wreck & Ruin as fast as they well
can.
Just a month later he must have been saddened to learn
that his American library had been advertised for sale.

He

told James that he had had no direct word of this of his own,
but had read in a newspaper that it was for sale at a valu
ation of £1000.

This was the library at The Lodge that he

had so lovingly assembled.

Bitterly, he went on to note

that in the same paper he had read of a meeting called at
"mr. Harrison's Chapel.

This, when I came away, was Mr.

Boucher's Chapel, & Mr. Harrison his Curate."

2

Whether this sale referred to was actually one sub
sequent to confiscation is a matter of some doubt.

There

were no confiscation laws in effect at this time, and Boucher
had not yet been formally charged with treason.

But there is

no other plausible explanation apparent for the sale unless
it be that Carr had sold the library to settle some of
Boucher's debts.
In the autumn of 1779, possibly because of the impend
ing confiscation legislation which Boucher had been warned
by a friend in America to expect, two transactions were
arranged in an attempt to protect Boucher's property.

On

18 September, Garland Carr of Louisa County, Virginia, bound
himself to Boucher for the sum of 500,000 pounds of in3
spected tobacco.
This document referred to a prior con
veyance of 6 September, which indicated the consideration
was "all the Lands and premises, together with the Negroes,

1Ibid.
2

Ibid., 336.

3
Archives of the State of Maryland, Brown Book, Liber
9, Folio 48, Annapolis Hall of Records.

- 435 the stock of Cattle, Hogs, Sheep and Horses with their
future increase . . . "

Under the terms of the conveyance,

if Garland Carr reconveyed to Boucher, having observed the
stipulations of management regarding the use of profits to
improve the property, then the aforesaid obligation of
500,000 pounds of inspected tobacco was to be null and void.1
Quite obviously, this "sale" was intended to be more legally
binding than the previous fictitious sale of 1775 or 1776.
Boucher heard little
1780,

about his American affairs in

but 1781 was another matter.

In May, 1781, the clerk

of the General Court of the Western Shore of the State of
Maryland recorded the business of the General Court in
session at Annapolis.

Boucher and twenty other Maryland Tories,

including Daniel, Walter, and Lloyd Dulany; Anthony Stewart,
George Chalmers, Bennett Allen, Henry Addison and a half
dozen other Marylanders well known to Boucher, were indicted
for treason.

Interestingly enough, in the May term of 1782,

the General Court acted to strike off all but one of the
twenty-one names from the docket, by Court order,
treason indictment against
Boucher's indictment

Boucher now was quashed.

thus the
2

for treason apparently had little

effect on him directly during the time his name was on the
docket, but the effect on the public and on the patriot

Another conveyance was recorded on the same day, 18
September 1779, binding Garland Carr to pay Boucher 2,500
pounds of inspected tobacco. This record appears in MS
Archives, Executive Department Papers: 1747-1785, Brown Book,
Liber 9, item 48. What the relationship of this item is to
the one cited above in the text is unclear.
2

Archives of the State of Maryland, Brown Book, Liber
9, Folio 26. Annapolis Hall of Records.
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In March,

1781, Boucher was the recipient of some most unwelcome
newspaper publicity in an anonymous letter to the Maryland
Gazette.^
The letter began by charging Boucher with fraud, an
aftermath of the seizure by the Committee of Safety of the
correspondence of Garland Callis and Overton Carr.

The

writer, who signed himself "Bye-Stander," pointed out that
Boucher had been in constant correspondence with Overton
Carr and had specific letters of July, 1780 and January, 1777
to point to, as well as with Ralph Forster and Benedict
Calvert.
County.

The latter were also non-jurors of Prince George's
Boucher's correspondence,

"Bye-Stander" charged,

simply substantiated the political character he had estab
lished before he fled the country in "which he raised himself
from a poor pedagogue to an affluent fortune."

The letters

Boucher had been writing were "full of bitterness and re
sentment" and "breathes sedition," "Bye-Stander" charged.
Further, the writer charged, Boucher had discharged his debts
to the Loan Office and to his creditors in depreciated Con
tinental money, through Overton Carr.
"Bye-Stander" next levelled charges of fraudulent con
veyance of his estate by his attorney, Carr, to the latter's
brother, Garland Carr, and reminded the public that this
charge could have been proved without the letters that had
been seized.

The bond from Mr. Garland Carr for the re

conveyance would be conclusive evidence of the fraud.

It

was apparent that "Bye-Stander" was fully informed, for he
noted that the deed had been drawn up by William Cook, a non-

b e t t e r signed "A Bye-Stander" 29 Mar. 1781.
Gazette, Annapolis.
(Frederick and Samuel Green).

Maryland

- 437 juror and Tory, who was privy to the plan and probably ad
vised it.

Anthony Addison, son of Henry, had used the same

device and conveyed his father's property to Garland Callis.
Furthermore,

"Bye-Stander" continued, the evidence was

now clear that Garland Callis, husband of Henry Addison's
daughter, and Overton Carr were both Tories and agents for
two refugee parsons who were Maryland's bitter enemies.

It

pained "Bye-Stander" to note that Callis and Carr had found
a number of friends to be their security, but he was mor
tified to see the sheriff of Prince George's County "offi
ciously" offer himself and enter their security.

The writer

made a clear threat: unless the sheriffs of Prince George's
and Frederick Counties collected the treble tax from the
property of the two refugee parsons,

"they shall hear of it.

What was more, he recommended that no compassion be shown to
the refugees or to their Tory friends.
The latter suggestion was prompted by a request from
the Rev. Henry Addison that he be permitted to return to the
State of Maryland.

Addison had been most unhappy in England.

He had not lived frugally, and was nearly destitute by 1780.
He determined to return to Maryland and sailed for New York
in the autumn of 1780.

2

On his arrival there, he wrote to

the Governor of Maryland and asked for permission to revisit

~*~Ibid.
2

Boucher and Addison had been very close m Maryland
and in England, and the Addisons had lived with the Bouchers
in the first few weeks after arrival. The relationship had
deteriorated under Addison's constant demands for loans of
money, which Boucher could not always meet. Before Addison
left, the two had disagreed on arrangements to indemnify
Boucher for Addison's debts to him, and had consulted a third
party who agreed that Addison should give Boucher a bond.
Addison was angered, but complied.
Boucher was relieved when
he left. Boucher to James, 14 Aug. 1780. Unpublished.

- 438 his native country on the plea that,

"being an old man broken

by age and infirmities, he might find a grave among his an
cestors ."
"Bye-Stander" bluntly concluded that Addison's purpose
was to save his fortune.

It was not his country he loved, the

writer thought, but "That he loves, that he adores the dirty
acres in Prince George's and Frederick Counties, no man can
doubt, who knows him."
Apparently the House of Delegates had rejected Addison's
applications, and the Whigs of Prince George's County peti
tioned against his ever returning to Maryland.

After this

action, Garland Callis went to Elizabethtown in New Jersey,
in January, 1781,

(without permission,

to see Addison and his son.

"Bye-Stander" noted)

Letters of Boucher to Overton

Carr, Ralph Forster, and Benedict Calvert, plus letters from
other exiles in England to friends and relatives in Maryland,
were brought back from Elizabethtown by Garland Callis.
Callis was censured by Maryland patriots for delivering this
mail, and he collected them all and sent them to the Governor.
It is indicative of the tight control over Maryland by the
Whigs, that Callis was apparently expected to have the per
mission of the Committee of Safety to leave the State,
although there were no hostilities in Maryland to have made
it necessary for other than political purposes.
There may have been some validity to the charge that
Addison was there to salvage his property.

Under the terms

of the 1780 Confiscation Act, all absentees who did not re
turn to the State by 1 March 1782, and-take an oath of fidel
ity to the State, were to be considered British subjects, and
their property subject to confiscation.
Garland Callis did all he could for Addison and his
son, risking the ire of the patriots by petitioning officials

- 439 in Delaware to permit Addison to go there.

The House re

fused his first request, but apparently not the second, and
Callis told the Governor of Maryland later that he had been
assured by the

President of Delaware, Caesar Rodney, that

he would see that Addison was accorded a polite reception."'"
In spite of all the efforts of Boucher and Overton
Carr, the whole of Boucher's estate was confiscated, probably
in 1780.

Apparently there was much interest in Boucher's

property, and some mishandling as well, for in 1781, the
Commissioners for Forfeited Estates reprimanded Thomas
Williams, Sheriff of Prince George's County, for having sold
some of the Negroes of Boucher's plantation, after the Gen
eral Assembly had already confiscated and appropriated them
to the use of the State.

He was warned that if he attempted

to receive the money for the sale, or to give any title for
the Negroes, he would be m

violation of the law.

2

Somehow, Boucher saw a copy of the "Bye-Stander" letter
in the Maryland Gazette and it disturbed him.

Perhaps he

thought there was nothing he could do about it at the time,
but obviously it rankled, and in 1783 he was still thinking
about the injustice of it.

Obviously the letter was written

by someone inside the patriot party, who had had access to
those letters of Boucher that had been seized after Garland
Callis brought them to Maryland.
who that patriot was:

Boucher was almost certain

Samuel Chase.

"'"Presumably Addison waited out the years of the war in
Delaware, after which he returned to his parish, King
George's, until his death at age 72, in 1789. See Chapter
VI.
2

Archives of Maryland: Journal and Correspondence of
the State Council: 1780-1781, XXXXV, Appendix, 677.

- 440 Boucher had been biding his time.

The moment he had

waited for came in October, 1783 when he was able to confront
Chase in London and charged the latter with being the author
of the defamatory Maryland Gazette letter.
waited on him," Boucher wrote,

"I have this day

"and (as I thought I had a

right to do) have fairly asked him, whether He was the author
of the said piece, or no.

Mr. Chase declines to answer in

this question. ""** Under these circumstances, Boucher decided
it was his duty to his friends and to the public to declare
that which he stated to Chase privately, that the remarks
by "Bye-Stander" were "uncandid, ungenerous, and many of
them grossly untrue."

2

Boucher now drew up a letter to the editor of the
Maryland Gazette, denying that he was full of resentment and
bitterness, but admitting that he had stated quite frankly
his opinions of individuals in America and of American po
litics.

He supposed, however, that "being a Free man, in

a free country," he need not affront the good sense of the
people by assuming that an apology would be necessary.

But

his main concern was to free himself from the charge of
fraud:
I do also most peremptorily deny my having ever been
concerned directly or indirectly, in any fraudulent
transaction, either in Maryland or anywhere else; or,
that I ever employed, or had, any agents, there or
elsewhere, to be the "Instruments of Fraud." I must,
notwithstanding the different complexion of my politics,
I still have, and hope long to retain, many friends in

Boucher to the Printer of the Maryland Gazette,
London, 2 Oct. 1783. This letter, together with the
letter to General John Cadwalader of Philadelphia is in the
Cadwalader Collection, Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
2Ibid.

- 441 Maryland; but I thank God, I have none of such prin
ciples or characters, as that they would be "instruments
of fraud" either to me or any other men."*'
It seems obvious nonetheless, that the first transaction
had been indeed a fiction, and there is little truth in
Boucher's explanation.

By 1783, when the ruse had failed and

peace was at hand, his desire to retain his pre-Revolutionary
War reputation as a cleric, and an honest one, gave him a
"convenient" memory that erased his own statements to James
about the first "fictitious sale."

And Carr, without doubt,

certainly was Boucher's agent.
The letter contained no apology, but did attempt to
convince the Maryland public that whatever Boucher had said
in private letters to his friends was natural and not nec
essarily "unbecoming in a man, perhaps too apt to be warm
and who, can neither think nor speak of, or write to his
friends with such a cold correctness as might be necessary
for a political inquest in times of great heat."

He did hope

that "a generous Publick" would form its own opinion of
Boucher's anonymous calumniator,

"whom I charge with the

aggravated meanness and cowardice of having aimed this blow
2

at me, when it was impossible I should defend myself."

Boucher concluded the letter to the editor with the
information that Samuel Chase had promised him to transmit
the letter to Maryland for publication, for which he was
obliged.

He took the trouble to have his letter witnessed,

~*~Ibid.
2

Ibid. Boucher may have selected Cadwalader because
of his proximity to the Maryland Gazette. He may also have
known of him since his wife, Elizabeth, was a Lloyd of Mary
land. Charles Willson Peale had painted a portrait group of
the family.

- 442 and then devised a further precaution.

On 9 December 1783,

Boucher wrote to General John Cadwalader (1742-1786) of
Philadelphia, a total stranger to him.

He explained that he

had chosen to appeal to him for that reason, and because he
was unquestionably "attached to the cause of America," having
lately served as a general in the Army.

He enclosed a copy

of the letter to the editor and Chase's promise to see that
it was published.

If Chase did so, that was the end of the

matter.
Boucher explained that he meant no disrespect to the
people of Maryland by having less respect for Chase than he
had for most men, but he did want to know if the business
was done as agreed, how it was received, and what conse
quences there might be.

If Chase had not followed through,

then Boucher would have Cadwalader give the enclosed copy to
the press and order the printer to send any comments or
answers with which it might be accompanied.

He closed the

letter with a brief reference to his services to America in
two professions, and that if he differed from many Americans,
"as I greatly did & do, in the late great Revolution, I did
it not without Reason, as, if I live I will one Day or other,
more publickly declare to the World.
Throughout the Revolutionary War years, Boucher had
followed military developments as closely as his circumstances
permitted.

News of British victories must have caused some

mixed feelings on Boucher1s part, while Nelly had anguished
thoughts about her only brother, who had become an officer
in the Continental Army.

2

In 1776, she expressed the fear

1Ibid.
2

Boucher to James, 23 Oct. 1776. MHM, IX (1914), 233.
When this letter was written to James, Nelly had just learned

- 443 that he had been involved in the Long Island engagement of
27 August.

The British had inflicted 1,500 casualties on

the American force of about 5,000, under General William
Alexander (Lord Stirling), at a cost of only 400 British.
Boucher told James that he knew most of the generals
of the patriot army.

He had very faint praise for their

military talent:
One of 'em, & the Best, I think, is exceedingly like
an old Landlord Messenger, at St. Bees, as Washington
also is— not in Person only, but in Manners, Under
stand' g, &c.
[And he wrote further disparagingly of
Washington] As my good old friend is not likely to see
this, I am the less fearful of offending him by a
Comparison, which, I own, is rather degrading.
Boucher marvelled at American successes, when they occurred:
When I think of the Men, & the Measures, I am aston
ished, when I think also of their success. I can ac
count for it only by believing that it cuts a very
different Figure in our News-Papers, from what it
actually does, on the spot. Or, admit it really be
so, it has been owing not so much to their good Man
agement, as our ill Management: just as a deal of
People I converse with are Patriots, not from any Af
fection to the Americans, but Disaffection to the
Ministry.
Obviously, Boucher had little faith in the capacities
of the British commanders.

He thought he ran little risk in

saying that the British could always be successful in en
gagements against the Americans,

"where the King's Commanders

are not also anti-ministerialist and wish for ill-success .
. ."

2

But Boucher had heard tales from America that he

indirectly that her brother had entered the Continental
Service as either a major or colonel.
^"Boucher to James, 23 Oct. 1776.
^Boucher to James, 28 April 1776.

MHM, IX (1914), 232.
MHM, IX (1914), 60.

- 444 thought very strange, which supported his negative con
clusions about the British personnel and British strategy.
Not a single British ship, Boucher had been informed by
friends in America, had been stationed in the Delaware since
he had left Maryland.

Yet trading was brisk there, some had

grown rich, and the patriots had "laid in vast quantities of
warlike apparatus."

In the same letter to James in which

Boucher told of the shortsighted policy toward the Chesa
peake section, he confided that he had a plan to prepare and
publish a series of letters he had had from America that
would prove his point.

2

When Thomas Paine1s Common Sense was reprinted in
London by Almon, Boucher read it and was both outraged at
its implications and reluctantly envious of the author's
skill.

So inflammatory was the pamphlet that Boucher thought

it was the work of Dr. Franklin.
portentous political piece.

It seemed to him to be a

Its purpose, he thought was

evident:
. . . to persuade the People of America, at once to
declare for Independency; & hav'g been published under
Congressional [auspices, it is correct?] to suppose
they meant it preparatory to their own preconcerted
[Proposals?]^

^Boucher to James, 13 June 1776.

MHM, IX (1914), 58.

2

There is no further reference to these letters m
Boucher's writing, although material from them may have been
included in a "History of America," which he sent to the
press in September, 1779. There is no record of publication
and it may have geen suppressed, as George Chalmer's History
was. See Chapter XIV.
3
Boucher to James, 10 July 1776. MHM, IX (1914), 67.
Parts of the original MS are damaged and missing, but there
is sufficient context to determine the meaning.

- 445 Boucher thought he had never in his life read so sin
gular a production and one so "execrably wicked without
seeming to shock you."

He did not think it well written,

because in parts it was "exceedingly otherwise;" but he could
not withhold his praise for its boldness and originality of
thinking, that " . . .

not having been much used to, will

command Attention; & sometimes, a Vein of Imagination, & a
Warmth of Colouring that almost attones for its silly & its
wicked R e a s o n i n g . H e wanted James to read it, since he
thought it would prove the truth of his own conjecture that
this was not a litigated question about taxation only, or
even supremacy of England over America, but a "downright,
premeditated [action?] against the Constitution . . . " o n
the part of patriot leaders on both sides of the Atlantic.

2

Toward autumn of 177 6, Boucher reflected on the military
developments and its consequences for his own affairs.

Could

he continue to think of going back to America, or would he
have little choice but to remain in Britain.

He thought

America would be reduced by British power, but "that it ever
will be a Country for me again, is much to be doubted.

The

Wretches, who now rule there, have so exceedingly injur'd
& insulted me, that it is not to be expected from human Nature
3
they shou1d ever forgive me."
Yet in contemplating a life
in England, he could not expect to obtain any settlement
that would make it comfortable for him, nor permit him to
indulge his wish to stay in England.
Sir Robert Eden's future plans, Boucher made clear,

^Ibid2Ibid.
^Boucher to James, 23 Oct. 1776.

MHM, IX (1914), 234.

- 446 were crucial to his own decisions about any return to America:
If S'r Rob11 Eden sh'd go back, I think I too certainly
will; as I may then, unsoliciting have anything that is
to be had in America: but, He too had rather stay where
He is. I trust, however, He will find some way or
other of providing for me somewhere; as He certainly is
desirous to do.^
Boucher was not as disillusioned in 1776 as he was to become
later, for he thought he had no reason to complain of the
Ministry.

He wrote to James of the members of the Ministry:

. . . who have been far more attentive to me than so
obscure & insignificant an Individual had any Right to
expect.
But then, if they do aught for me, it must be
in America.
I think myself lucky that, in the mean
while, I picked up this Cure . . .^
Earlier in November he had thought there was some like
lihood of a general engagement, judging from the news coming
in from New York.

He had rejoiced.

But by the end of 1776,

Boucher was certain that the Continental Army would not now
risk such a confrontation.

He was positive the issue of any

battle would be against the patriots.

Good policy on the

patriot side, he thought, dictated that they "disperse in
3
small Bodies."
He was correct in his estimate that a Fabian
policy of delay and avoidance of major confrontations would
serve the Americans best, given their knowledge of the ter
rain, their strength in guerilla style engagements, and the
open field training of European armies.

Washington's ef

fectiveness as a general, it is now clear, increased as he
took cognizance of these circumstances.
Boucher mourned the damage by fire to New York, so

'^Ibid.
^Ibid.
3Boucher to James, 21 Nov. 1776.

MHM, IX (1914), 235.

- 447 large a portion of which had belonged to the Church and to
Churchmen.

"Poor Trinity Church of E n g 1d in America was set

on fire in three Places: and Houses belonging to it, valued
at £40,000 sterl'g.
touch'd.

Not a single Meeting House &c was

This needs no Comment.""*'

The i11-management of the patriot army in New York and
on Long. Island, Boucher attributed to "divided & distracted
Counsels."

He thought some of the patriot accounts which

he had seen in their own papers confirmed his opinion.

Quite

probably he had been reading the Maryland Gazette, for he
seemed to have information on how the Marylanders had fared:
Our Maryland Fools suffered the most; many of my Pa
rishioners & quondam Persecutors being knock'd in the
Head: one, in particular, who had two Cart Loads of
Stones carried to Church one Sunday to stone Me for
having said, as 'twas alledged, that a Rifle-Man wou'd
be no Match for a common Musqueteer in the Field. He
was a Capt'n or Colonel of these Rifle-Men, who almost
all fell, or were taken.^
But by indirection, Boucher also had praise for the
Americans, embodied in criticism of the Howes:
I have infinite Fears for the Howes about negotiating:
they, assuredly, as no Match for the Men they will
there meet with in that Way. It is most providential,
that they were so infatuated as to reject every Over
ture of this Sort.
Boucher still hoped that the Americans would have just and
liberal terms given them, but not until their "Rebel Armament"
had been effectually demolished and the leaders punished in

1Ibid., 236,
2

Ibid. With perhaps forgiveable relish, he noted that
"Several of my Neighb'rs, I find, have gotten their Bellies
full of Liberty, in the Shape of Musquet Balls, & Bayonets."
Boucher to James, 8 Oct. 1777. MHM, IX (1914), 235.

- 448 an exemplary way.

Until that was done, he thought,

"it is

absurd to expect any Accommodation that can last much longer
than it is a-making."

It was at this time, while Boucher

held a strong belief in the ultimate success of British arms,
that he began his Plan for the future government of the colo
nies .
In January, 1777, Boucher was more optimistic that all
was not lost of his property in America than he had been
when he wrote to James in the preceding January.

2

He had

finished the Pamphlet on future government for the colonies,
with great trouble, he reported to James, and now had scores
of people to consult.

It was then in the hands of Sir Grey
3
Cooper, whose judgment was to be decisive.
In the fall of 1777, Boucher had ample room for criti
cism of the conduct of the war.

"The Howes have been roused

from their Lethargy," he wrote, but he continued with caus
tic criticism of Howe's modus operandi in moving against
Philadelphia:
It is all very well now; & I suppose It would be thought
little less than Treason to offer to find Fault; but,
to be sure, All this might just as well have been done
many months ago, as now. I defy any Man upon Earth to
give any good Reason for this monstrously tedious &
expensive Voyage from New York to our Bay: when, from
all that yet appears, Washington might have been forced
to have fought — & out of his Entrenchments, in the
Jerseys. Never, surely, was there so singular a His1

.

Ibid.

^Boucher to James, 25 Jan. 1777.

MHM, IX (1914), 239.

3
See Chapter XI for more details of this venture.
Boucher constantly criticized the lack of consistency of
"Councils & Plans for the settlement of Things." It was a
persistent opinion that no plans were being readied for
future government of the colonies, which motivated him to
write one himself, together with the hope of recognition for
it.

- 449 tory; it is impossible to come at any clear View either
of its Origin, Progress, or Termination: for, if all
these Acc'ts be true,
the Advantages now gained be
followed up as They ought, I cannot but consider the
Rebellion as crushed & done with.^

&

Howe's extended delay in New York, and the long voyage
to Chesapeake Bay to move against Philadelphia were never
comprehensible to Boucher.

The only bright spot of news was

that eight Maryland, three Pennsylvania, and two Virginia
counties had submitted and petitioned for the King's pro
tection.

He sincerely hoped there might be a good settle

ment, in the end; one that would be of durable advantage "to
the whole Empire."
Stern criticism was not reserved for the British com
mand in America; Parliament came under his fire regularly.
In December, 1777, Boucher confessed to James that his hopes
were at the lowest ebb, and not from the "little Gleam of
Success which seems to have attended the Efforts of the
Factions yonder, but from that of their Compeers here."
Bluntly, he told James that he had been attending Parliament
sessions regularly and what he saw there he did not like:
Your Governin't is rotten at the Core: . . . I have
heard Speeches there which would have been thought
licentious, seditious & treasonable, in America, even
when I left it. Ministers seemed to me, when baited
by these Dogs of Faction, to be in but little better
Plight, than I used to be, when had up by the Com
mittees, for my Inimicality to Liberty. They are weak
and timid, in a Manner that shocks one: as suggesting
so melancholy a Proof of the Weakness of Government.2
Boucher's still ambiguous loyalty to America comes
through in his use of the words "your government."

^"Boucher to James, 18 Oct. 1777.
234-35.
2
Boucher to James, 23 Dec. 1777.

But

MHM, IX (1914),

MHM, X (1915), 27.

- 450 Boucher understood the problem.
better?" he asked James.

"Where would you get a

He had learned that Parliament was

"exceedingly dissatisfied (& surely they have Reason) with
their Commanders; & yet are afraid to recall them, or at a
Loss where to find better. 1,1

Sarcastically he commented,

"Burgoyne . . . is to come Home a Patriot; & instead of
beating Rebels to carry on a Safer war with Administration."
Public spirit was sadly lacking, Boucher thought.
Greater preparations than ever for carrying on the war vig
orously were to be made, concurrent with overtures of rec
onciliation.

He thought the consequences of this probably

would be that the eagerness of the administration to get rid
of the dispute on "almost any Terms," would create a will
ingness to negotiate.

"After all the waste of Blood &

Treasure, a Peace will be patched up, not so good for either
2

Side, as Might have been had, three Years ago."

With these lines, Boucher turned his thoughts from
politics to local history, his opinions on how it ought to
be written, with his native Cumberland as a case in point.
He pursued the subject of dialects.

Thoroughly disgusted,

he tried to turn his back on the war, quite consciously.

He

closed his letter to James with the comment that he had not
written so long a letter since the news of "Burgoyne1s
Disaster":
It knocked Me up: for I seemed to myself just before
to have been set up a little, only to have the heavier
Fall. Chattering to you, I seem, for a Moment to have
shut my eyes to every disagreeable Object.
There is a gap in his correspondence with James from

^Ibid.
2

Ibid., 28.

- 451 December, 1777, until two years later, in November, 1779.
His explanation was to be expected:
Tired & sick of Politics, myself, I think I have not
lately plagued you with my Conjectures & Opinions.
Indeed, everything has turned out so unlike what, I
think, any reasonable Man could have expected that I
am afraid & ashamed even to offer a Conjecture.
If
the History of the last four Years were now faithfully
written, fifty years hence, it would be set down as
marvellous & romantic.
Folly and mismanagement "are not peculiar to us," he
wrote.

If the rebels were successful, they owed it not to

their superior wisdom but superior villainy.
not exonerate the British command.

But he could

He thought that from

Howe to Keppel all the British misfortunes were owing to
incapacity of commanders.

He could not cease to be amazed

at the great effects that had developed from "such apparently
2

inadequate Causes."

Sadly, he reflected:
. . . it is all a Paradox & a Dream; & I have never
been able to see an Inch before my Nose, through the
whole Progress of it. Thirteen colonies, the Majority
of'whose Inhabitants wished not to be so lost, yet have
been lost: & this without a single decisive Battle; &
when too every Action, such as they have been, has been
in Favour of the Losers.^
With a feeble attempt to see the brighter side, he
volunteered to James that perhaps it was as well for the
world.

Mankind was perhaps no longer warlike, and "wars must

hereafter be determined by long Purses, rather than Guns or
Swords."

He thought the French in the past had managed even

worse than the British; certainly the Spaniards, indisputably

"'’Boucher to James, 10 Nov. 1779.
2

Ibid., 35.

^Ibid.

MHM, X (1915), 33.

- 452 had.
In sheer disillusionment, he closed this letter of
November, 1779, to James with these words:
My private Affairs in America are in perfect Unison
with the Publick. Everything there is turned topsy
turvy: Mankind have lost all Principles of Religion &
every Thing else, by which Societies are held together
& except that They are not so fierce, they really are
every whit as savage, as the Aborigines; who now have
ample revenge on their European Invaders.^

‘'‘Ibid.

CHAPTER XIV

JONATHAN BOUCHER:
AND PUBLIC MAN:

CRITIC, HISTORIAN,
YEARS OF SUCCESS

The life and letters of Jonathan Boucher reflect the
disillusionment and feeling of impending disaster that was
shared by most of the Loyalists after the defeat of Burgoyne
at Saratoga in

1111.

The sense of utter chaos of American

affairs, personal and government, that Boucher had expressed
to James in 1777, had curtailed comments to James on these
matters and Boucher turned more and more to literary pur
suits.

He had continued to work on a history of America and

had had it ready for the press in 1779.

On 11 September,

he told James that he had sent to press a large quarto
"History of America," but still had on hand some letters
"taking to pieces our infidels."
what this history was.
been published.

One can only speculate on

So far as anyone knows, it has never

It is possible that Boucher suffered the

disappointment of having his work suppressed, as that of
George Chalmers was in 1782.'*'
1
There is no record of publication m the British
Museum Catalogue, and no further mention of it in any of
Boucher’s writing. Chalmers had written a Loyalist-oriented
history, which was suppressed in 1782 and later published in
1845.
In
lished a
may have
allusion

1780, James Rivington, the New York printer, pub
clever satire, The American Times, which Boucher
written.
It was filled with classical and Biblical
and diatribes against Dissenters, but was primarily
- 453 -
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9.

respite from his duties end his writing, Boucher

made a sentimental journey, accompanied by Nelly, to Blencogo
in Cumberland County to visit his birthplace.

The visit in

tensified his concern for the tradition of the family and
the remains of the estate, and inspired an interest in the
history and backwardness of the potentially beautiful lake
district.

This interest was to come to fruition in some

biographical sketches for another author's history of Cumber
land County and in a sweeping proposal for economic, cul
tural, and conservation measures for the County in 1792.
The visit itself was disappointing but for the reunion
with James.

The barrenness of the village appalled him, the

rusticity of the natives reminded him of his own coarse
childhood manners and customs, and he had a less than warm
welcome from the neighbors who barely remembered him.
For the first time since his departure from St. Bee's
in 1759, but for the brief return for ordination in 1752,

directed against Franklin, Washington, Samuel Chase, John
Adams, John Hancock, among others. The New York Public
Library has ascribed the play to Jonathan Odell, Anglican
priest in New Jersey until the war forced him into New York,
and also to George Cockings. The Yale University Library
credits the piece to either Jonathan Boucher or to the Rev.
Smith of York, Pennsylvania.
The Henry Huntington Library
holds a copy of the play which has a note inside reading:
"The following poem is supposed to have been written by
Jonathan Boucher, A.M., F.R.S., Vicar of Epsom, etc. Copies
from the original manuscript at Baltimore by Howard Payne
and Presented toDoctor Jno Osborn by his young friend T.
Payne, New York,
June, 1816." I have madeno study of the
internal evidence and am prepared to say only that it may
well have been written by Boucher.
[Jonathan Boucher], The
American Times, a Satire in Three Parts. In Which are
Delineated the Characters of the Leaders of the American
Rebellion. By Camillo Querno, Poet-Laureat to the Congress,
Pseud.
In Major
John Andrd, The Cow Chace (New York: j.
Rivington, 1780).
Rare Book Division, New York Public
Library.

- 455 Boucher had a reunion with his dear friend James, now estab
lished near Carlisle.

Boucher took the opportunity to make

the arrangements for young John James to inherit one day the
school at Paddington.

After long years of correspondence,

it was Nelly's first opportunity to know the family that had
meant warmth and love to Boucher.

The reunion was marred by

Nelly's very poor health, which was failing rapidly.

Sto

ically,, she managed the arduous ride by coach back to
Paddington.

Her malady, apparently a circulatory and heart

condition, judging from the symptoms described by Boucher,
was incurable, and on 1 March 1784, Nelly died quietly in
Boucher's arms.
Nelly had often suggested that Boucher write his mem
oirs, and on the anniversary of her death, in 1786, he began
the Reminiscences.

Even two years after her death, the sense

of loss, the poignancy of his loneliness, permeates the pages.
Young John James had remained in charge of the school at
Paddington, when Boucher received his appointment to the
living at Epsom, Surrey, in 1784, and after Nelly's death,
Boucher found his home too bleak to be endured.

He travelled

around the English countryside for solace, with little suc
cess.

Perhaps the memoirs he began on 1 March 1786 were

useful in assuaging his grief, by

fulfilling Nelly's wish

that he record his experiences, although one historian ac
cords quite another reason, the desire for patronage, as
the reason for the autobiography."'’
"'"Nelson Rightmyer, in Maryland's Established Church,
103,
(previously documented), suggested that Boucher wrote
the book. An American Loyalist, with the hope that it would
arouse sufficient interest in him so that he would receive
a suitable living in England, and pointed out some inaccu
racies of fact on the part of Boucher, regarding the ap
pointment of the Rev. Bennett Allen by Eden rather than

- 456 The Epsom living, previously mentioned, became avail
able in 1784, and Boucher had quickly accepted it.

Thus

after an interval of about nine years, Boucher was once
again a beneficed clergyman.

He could not have occupancy

immediately, since the curate was living in the parsonage,
and Boucher's books also posed a problem.

His library,

which exceeded 10,000 volumes at this time, was too extensive
to be moved, he thought, in any but a summer month at re
duced rates.
The interval was convenient for a tour of Europe.

On

20 June, Boucher and one Mrs. Harbord, with a servant, set
out with Sir Harbord1s son to escort him to Germany, and to
bring home the son of Sir Thomas Broughton.

Boucher was to

live and board as a gentleman with all expenses paid.

The

party proceeded to Brussels, where a week was spent with
Lady Eden, who then accompanied Boucher to Antwerp.

They

journeyed through Lidge, Spa, and Aix la Chapelle, completing
a circle of Westphalia and Hanover to Brunswick.

Boucher

enjoyed a month's stay at Brunswick, and enjoyed some at
tention at Court from the Duchess, sister of George III.
On the return trip, Boucher travelled along the Rhine

Sharpe.
If Boucher had so intended, he did not at any time in
his letters state his reason, although he wrote A View for
that purpose and told James about his idea. As a matter of
record, the journal lay in MS form until his son, Barton
Bouchier, edited portions for publication in Notes and
Queries. The greatest portion appeared in Series 5, Volumes
I, V, VI, and IX, ending in 1878.
In 1866, Walter Thornbury,
a descendant, wrote an article based on the MS for Notes and
Queries, Series 3, Volume IX. Boucher's grandson Jonathan
Bouchier edited the letters for publication resulting in the
Reminiscences, which appeared in 1925, with a Preface by his
great grandson, Edmund S. Bouchier, M.A., F.R.H.S. Oxford.

- 457 to Strasbourg, halted at Rheims, and continued on to Paris
and then Caen.

Boucher had travelled about 1,800 miles and

had at long last, had something of the Grand Tour he had
long ago, in Maryland, envisioned for himself and John Parke
Custis.

The visit to Europe lasted four months, but unfor

tunately a journal he had kept was lost when the trunk in
which he was sending it to Cumberland was stolen.
The life Boucher resumed at Epsom was dull and unin
teresting, and he determined to pay his respects to a lady
in Epsom, Mary Elizabeth Foreman, who had "a handsome for
tune."

His courtship was successful and they were married

on 15 February 1787 in the Church of St. Albans.

Boucher

took a house on Woodcote Green and lived in a handsome style,
with seven servants, in an "expansive neighbourhood."

It was

an unfamiliar way of life and not very gratifying, but "[I]
did

not allow it to disturb my happiness," he wrote.
His happiness was short-lived.

Mary Elizabeth ap

parently became pregnant, progressed through the expected
stages for several months, and then was discovered to be not
pregnant at all, but fatally ill.

Boucher's hopes for a

family were crushed, and the next months were a nightmare as
he watched his wife deteriorate into a bedsore-ridden skel
eton.

As Boucher expressed it, in 1788,

forlorn widower."

"I again became a

Since his wife had died intestate, Boucher

inherited her fortune of about £14,000.
Crushed, Boucher retreated to his melancholy home at
Epsom after another visit to Blencogo.

He had purchased a

fairly large farm at Blencogo earlier, and now he added two
or three parcels of land, and an estate at Sebergham. 1

Lang-Holm-Row, an estate of 1.10 acres was purchased
in 1789. Bouchier, Reminiscences, 195-96.

- 458 After Woodcote Green, the Epsom house seemed even more
cramped, inconvenient, and too small for his library.
Boucher decided to purchase a better house, one on Clay Hill.
An attorney of Lincoln's Inn sold him a sturdy house on five
acres of land, for which Boucher paid £1,025.

In subsequent

years, Boucher made numerous improvements at the Blencogo
estate, experimented with agricultural techniques, and did
much to reestablish the Boucher prestige in the Cumberland
County of his forbears.^On 1 January 1785, the Rev. James, lifelong friend of
Boucher, died.

Young James was offered the living at Arthuret,

which he gratefully accepted.
at Paddington was abandoned.

2

At this time also, the school
It had served its purpose in

Boucher's lean years an an dmigrd, and it had been a useful
stopgap to the young James whom he loved as a son.

Boucher

could have had no regrets about the severing of his last ties
with the teaching profession.
In the same year as his marriage to Miss Foreman,
Boucher drew up the lengthy pamphlet entitled Remarks on the
3
Travels of the Marquis de Chastellux in North America.

A nine page will drawn up in 1797 by Boucher indicates
that a substantial estate had been accumulated. The Will is
on file in the Principal Probate Registry, Somerset House,
London, Folio 378-1804 P.C.C. Heseltine.
2

Overton Carr, who had assumed the guardianship of the
children of Nelly's eldest, deceased brother when Boucher
departed from Maryland, sent three of the eldest sons to
young James in August, 1784. No suitable school could be
found for them when James closed the school at Paddington,
and Boucher took them under his wing. He boarded them with
his sister, Jane, at the Vicarage. Jane, who had nursed
Nelly until her death, had, of course, stayed on. Remittances
for the boys were few, and he estimated later that he expended
more than £600.
3

[Boucher] Remarks on the Travels of the Marquis de

- 459 It was an effort to offset the extremely partisan travel
account which the Marquis had had published.

There was some

question whether the Marquis' bias against the Loyalists had
been in part due to the translator.
Boucher wanted particularly to set the record straight
with respect to the charge that Deism was the prevalent
religion of the inhabitants of the Southern states.

Boucher

doubted how far one could call the Marquis' Travels histor
ical, since the author and translator seemed to have a
"steady purpose to conciliate the regards of the people of
America, by flattery and by vilifying the people of Great
Britain."

He marveled at the author's credulity in be

lieving Americans "possessed of every virtue" and "disbe
lieving any testimonials in favor of Britons."

The author

appeared to him to have very little accurate knowledge of
the character, circumstances, or politics of the scene
about which he had written.

He was happy, in 1797, to note

that the book had fallen into disrespect so quickly.
The year 1788 saw the culmination of all Boucher's
effort with respect to his Loyalist Claim.

Years earlier,

Boucher had applied, with the help of William Eden, Under
secretary of State, for a pension of £200, and had been
granted £100.

In 1781, when claims were to be submitted

Chastellux in North America (London: G. & T. Wilkie in St.
Paul's Churchyard, 1787).
See Microcard edition, ZR 080,
J 359X-1486-87, Burton Historical Collection, Detroit Public
Library. A number of subjects covered do reflect Boucher's
opinions.
There is supporting evidence that the Remarks
could have been Boucher's on the pages of the Preface of his
book of sermons, which criticizes the Marquis' work. The
concensus of authorities, with which this author agrees, is
that this is Boucher's work. However, there remains the
possibility that it was written by John Graves Simcoe, as
Sabine suggested.

- 460 with testimonials as to the value of the claims and with
statements from witnesses as to character.

Boucher had pains

takingly filed his claim for a total of something over £5,000
For a period of time the claim had been in jeopardy,
because of the zealous attempt by his friends in Maryland,
who had tried to falsify some claims of debts owed to Boucher
in America.1

The Maryland authorities had discovered the

deception, and the patriot party had made a point of seeing
that the information was relayed to the British Claims Com
mission.

Since it had been done without his knowledge,

Boucher somehow managed to rectify the matter.

Finally, in

1788, Pitt offered his plan for the Compensation of Loyalists.

2

.

.

Boucher's opinion of it can rest simply on his state

ment to James:

"Pitt is a fool, 11 a sentiment inspired no

doubt by the fact that the plan had an adverse effect on
Boucher's compensation for the loss of income from his pro
fession.
Boucher's major loss had stemmed from the passage
in Maryland of the Vestry Act of 1773.

His income had been

close to £500, until the parishioners, taking advantage of
the political hassle over clerical salaries, had simply
stopped paying tithes at all in most cases.

Boucher, it will

be recalled, had not received any salary in the three years
before he left America.

Under the Pitt terms, Boucher could

get no recognition of his real salary loss.

As compensation

1The amount of claim submitted to the Commissioners of
Congress, was £2,000 sterling, which was disallowed for lack
of evidence.
See Bouchier, Reminiscences, 196-97.
2

Pitt's Plan as discussed in the House of Commons 6
June 1788, appeared in the Annual Register for 1788. An
nual Register (London: Printer for J. Dodsley, 1758-1790),
136-39.

- 461 for the loss of his Maryland parish, he was to receive £120
per annum for life.

In the previous year in which he re

corded the settlement, he had been paid £900, and his final
allotment was fixed at £1,850 more.1

By the time these

settlements were made in full, Boucher's financial position
had already improved so that he no longer desperately needed
the compensation.
Beginning in 1786, it becomes very difficult to trace
Boucher's life, and there are shadowy gaps.

The Reminis

cences abruptly ceased about twelve years before Boucher's
death.

2

The other major source of information, the letters

to James, ceased with the death of James in 1785.

Just one

year later, young John James's promising career was cut short
by death at the age of twenty-six.

Boucher had been so

proud of John's scholarship and had so loved him as a sub
stitute for the son he had hoped for and never had, it must
have been a terrible blow.

Only the most barren of vital

statistics, from baptism records in what probably was the
family Bible, supply the clue to the abrupt end of the Diary.
The first entry is a baptismal date for James Boucher, in
1790.
In spite of the paucity of evidence, it is apparent
that Boucher had married young John James's widow, Elizabeth,
3
twenty-four years his junior, probably m 1789.

Bouchier, Reminiscences, 196-97.
2

It is impossible to be certain of the time, since he
did not date most of the late entries. The inclusion of the
settlement of the Loyalist Claim makes it certain that it
was after 1788.
3

See Appendix C, Boucher Genealogical Chart. Appar
ently young John James and Elizabeth had had one child, a
daughter, Mary Ann.

- 462 The family Jonathan Boucher had long wanted became a
reality with this marriage; eight children were born.

The

pleasure they took in their first-born son, James, is revealed
in an enthusiastic letter to Edward Jerningham from Epsom,
15 November 1790, asking that he write "what would not only
highly delight two fond Parents . . . but, by & by, contribute
much to render Him a worthy & useful Man, & thus do him more
real Service than all the little Savings of Money that I can
Hope to leave Him. 11

His future thought for his son is

touching:
Think, Sir, what Impression a warm & animate Exhortan.
to Virtue, put into the Mouth of a tender Father, then
reposing in his Grave, would & must have on an ingenuous
& liberal Mind, if delivered to Him, along with his
little Patrimony.
. . . in pointing out the future Path of Life to be
recommended to my Son, You would naturally advert to
the two most important Objects of his attention, Po
litics & Religion: in both of which Articles I should
humbly hope, He might not disdain to imitate his Father.
I would have him Loyal & Monarchical; & adverse to all
the low & levelling Arts of Republicanism.
In Religion
too, I would have him pretty nearly altogether as I am,
excepting the being a poor vicar: I mean, I would have
Him all that is meant, when one says One is a true Son
of the Church of England; which is, in my Mind, being
farther removed from Presbyterianism than it is from
even Popery.
Boucher earnestly wished to have the poetic letter include
something of his own philosophy as a legacy to his son:
I should . . . stimulate Him to Exertion— to cultivate
his Powers; to be impatient of Ignorance; & to abhor

"^Boucher to Edward Jerningham, 15 Nov. 1790.
Huntington Library, San Marino, California.

MS.

- 463 Low-Mindedness & Illiberality.1
Boucher's concept of himself as a public man, somewhat
submerged in the years of Revolution, reasserted itself with
the stabilizing of his domestic life and his new interest
in Cumberland.

That interest had been stirred by his visit

with Nelly about 1783, when he saw again the ruggedness of
the land, its undeveloped aspects, and the extreme narrow
mindedness of the rustic inhabitants.
His interest as an historian had been stimulated some
what after this time by the work of a local historian.

Al

though Boucher does not give the author's name, this was
probably William Hutchinson, whose History & Antiquities
of Cumberland was published in 17 94.

2

tributor to this, under the pseudonym,

Boucher was a con
"Biographia Cumbrien-

sis," providing biographical sketches of distinguished persons.
These sketches were suggested by Boucher and he was then
asked to write them.

He found himself rather "indifferently

qualified to do the work" and he had some ideas about who
ought to be included.

It was a duty to honor great men, not

measured by "great opulence or high station," he thought.
Using this as a measure, he included some men who had never
before been in print.
He also encountered some difficulties with the editor
and publisher.

One or two families objected to the candid

Ibid. Jerningham had previously worked on some lines
for an Epitaph for Eleanor's grave, based on some thoughts
and lines furnished by Boucher.
2

William Hutchinson, History and Antiquities of
Cumberland (Carlisle, England: F. Jollie, 1794). See
sketches of Bromfield and Blencogo on 294, and 314, respec
tively, of Volume II of the two volume work.

- 464 material Boucher wrote.

They applied pressure to the editor

and publisher, who, in turn, voiced objections to Boucher.
He was also indignant when the printer rejected a poem in the
Cumberland dialect describing "with spirit & fidelity the
customs & manners of Cumberland rustics, thirty or forty
years ago."

Obviously the poem was Boucher's creation,

probably much like the Maryland pastoral described in an
earlier chapter.

A critic, one Mitchinson, thought the poem

was not grave or decorous enough.

Boucher felt rebuffed.

The result of Boucher's experience with the contribution
to the Hutchinson History was a new manuscript detailing the
stories of all of the rejected material.

Boucher entitled

it "The Secret History of Hutchinson's Cumberland.
Aside from the discouraging aspects of his own partic
ipation in the History, Boucher's interest was stirred by
what he considered defects in the material itself.

It had

contained few political suggestions for the improvement of
the country.

Not a line had been devoted to the subject of

"discommoning" the immense wastes that still disfigured the
country, Boucher wrote James in 1777.

2

The hedges ran m

zig-zag lines, and he wondered at the origin of those bound
aries when mutual advantage to owners would seem to have
dictated otherwise.

His work in locating information for

the biographical sketches had also fostered his interest in
the dialects of Cumberland.

By 1797, some of his ideas had

germinated and had become his anonymous pamphlet, "An Address

"''Jonathan Boucher, "Secret History of Hutchinson's
Cumberland" MS. Carlisle Public Library, Tullie House,
Carlisle, England. No Date.
(Probably 1794 or 1795, since
the History was published in 1794.)
2Boucher to James, 23 Dec. 1777.

MHM, X (1915), 31.

- 465 to the Inhabitants of the County of Cumberland," briefly
referred to in a previous chapter.1

Although Boucher had

spent much time away from Cumberland, and was convinced that
Cumberland "either could not or would not" give him bread
and had cast him off as an alien,

"my affections were never

alienated," he wrote in his "Secret History."

His surprising

plan of 1792 is proof of his love of his native county.

He

addressed them:
Friends and Countrymen, We love our parents, our
children, our relatives, and our friends: but all these
affections are comprehended in the love of our country.
. . . As a citizen of the world, a man belongs to the
world at large.
But there were claims on a man that were paramount, Boucher
wrote.

The ties to the land where he resides, where his

property lies, and where his duty calls were strong:
Few men are called on, or have it in their power, to
be Ministers of State, or Members of Parliament: but
every man has abilities and opportunities to serve his
country in it's [sic] most essential interests, by
improvements in agriculture and commerce, and all the
peaceful arts of life.
Everywhere men were striving to better themselves, but
not in Cumberland, Boucher chided.

Natives of Cumberland had

goodwill to fellow creatures, and useful talents, but they

Jonathan Boucher, Address to the Inhabitants of the
County of Cumberland (signed, A Cumberland Man) (Whitehaven:
December, 1792). The only full copy extant is included as
Appendix No. XIX in an early, unabridged edition in two
volumes of Sir Frederick Morton Eden's State of the Poor.
The 1928 edition in London by George Routledge & Sons, with
the full title The State of the Poor: A History of the
Labouring Classes in England With Parochial Reports is
abridged and the Address is eliminated. An abstract ap
peared with an article by the Rev. C. M. Lowther Bouch,
"Jonathan Boucher," Cumberland & Westmorland Archaelogical
and Antiquarian Society Transactions New Series, XXVII (1927),
135, 147-151.
^Ibid.
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"Whilst like

mushrooms we continue to grow where we first sprung, a people
cannot be named less enterprising and less alive to a spirit
of improvement."

Cumberland had ample natural advantages,

but was deficient in those things "which are the result of
human ingenuity and human industry."

He pointed out that

slate of peculiar excellence and good quarries were abundant
almost at their doorsteps, yet houses in the village were
still thatched and built of mud or clay.

With the best

materials available for road-building, Cumberland had the
worst roads.

He candidly said that with the exception of a

few remote counties in Wales, Cumberland was at least a
century behind every other county in the Kingdom."*'
He took the natives of the county to task for lack of
evidence of allocation of funds collected in the "County
Rate."

All one could point to were "a few mean bridges and

a still meaner County Jail."
any kind,

There were no public works of

"set on foot by voluntary contribution."

No doubt

Boucher had learned something about voluntary spirit from the
Americans, and he may have remembered the visionary Potomac
Canal project.

There were "no poor houses, no Workhouses,

no county Infirmary, no hospital, no public Libraries, no
institutions to promote arts and sciences, no great trading
companies to promote fishing or manufacturers," Boucher
complained.

Yet the coast swarmed with fish, and Scotland

outnumbered the Cumberland catches by ten to one.

The value

of products below the surface was being neglected; even the
old art of salt making had been lost.

There were no longer

1Thomas Sanderson, in his Memoirs of the Rev. J. Boucher,
Remains, 273, commented that this referred more justly to the
northern and eastern extremities of the County, areas of great
poverty.
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plenty of fuel to carry on such enterprises.
Boucher was not being critical without some constructive
reason; he had a proposal for the formation of a County As
sociation or Society similar to those in Bath, Manchester,
and North America.

Its primary function would be to en

courage agriculture, commerce, learning, industry, and fru
gality.

He proposed three farms, which were in effect to be

similar to today's experimental stations.

Each farm would

be located in different parts of the county, with every pos
sible variety of soil and climate, to be operated as compe
tent model farms.

Fishing, mining, and metallurgy should be

begun and promoted by the Society, as well as salt works,
glass works, and, particularly, iron works, he thought.
Boucher had learned about the operation of the Land
Banks in America, whose function of providing low interest
loans had been beneficial to Americans, and profitable to
the colonies.

He proposed such a scheme for Cumberland.

The

rate, he suggested, could be three or three and a half per
cent.

No attorneys need be involved, nor unfeeling usurers.
Boucher proposed an incentive system based on either

honorary or pecuniary rewards to those who performed valuable
services to the community, services as humble as raising the
best crop at the least expense, or on the least quantity of
ground.

There ought to be recognition for meritorious ser

vants, for journeymen mechanics who had been steady, ingen
ious, and sober.

Poor persons ought to be recognized, he

thought:
. . . who without any misconduct, have towards the
close of life, become unable to maintain themselves
and their families in comfort, after having led a life
of labour, without having received any parochial aids,
and without having been beggars.

- 468 Even more liberal was his bounty idea for children of
parents who had never had ten pounds a year other than as a
result of their own labor, but had managed to "put out to
honest trades and employments, five children."

And even

if they had not managed to do that, parents who were honest,
but with a large number of children for whom they could not
provide, ought to have some support.

Without doubt, Boucher

had envisioned a rudimentary social security plan.
To encourage education, he suggested a plan which
would provide something similar to scholarships of today, to
give "singularly promising" youths a suitable education,
even if their parents could not pay for it.

Not unmindful

of his own religious brethren, Boucher recommended that
notice be taken of such curates or priests of fair char
acters with small salaries and large families.

Generously,

he included dissenting teachers, who were dissenters merely
from "motives of conscience," unlike many of the dissenters
he had known in America whose motivation had been political,
he thought.
Above all, literary men and literary compositions of
merit deserved assistance.

The Society could assist in the

circulation of useful publications, by enabling the authors
or publishers to sell them at low prices.

He was drawing on

his knowledge of the widespread publication of Paine's
Pamphlet, Common Sense, for this suggestion, and specifically
referred to the efficacy of such organized circulation.
Anyone discovering new mines, or new techniques, to
better the life of the community, would be rewarded.

Even

the native who could prevail on an ingenious foreigner to
settle in Cumberland should be recognized.

There was pre

sumably something for everyone in Boucher's plan.
The means to fulfillment of this broadly-based plan
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plained.

The basis was voluntary subscription.

But this

would be necessary only at the beginning of the enterprise;
the effective operation of the Loan Office would carry the
plan on in a self-financing manner.

Boucher pointed out as

his model the Loan Office in Pennsylvania, and the Bank of
England..

Each operation had enriched itself, and its con

stituents .
The basis of the Land Office would be a large pro
portion of all the landed property in the county.

No one

could have a share in the Loan Office as a lender or bor
rower, who did not have a "competent quantity of landed
property in the county. 11 For those who staffed the admin
istrative positions, there should be handsome salaries to
insure fidelity, and accounts would be audited quarterly
Surplus earnings would be used to carry on the other
functions of the Association.
Lest his proposals be ignored for want of a plan to
set it in motion, Boucher suggested a meeting either at
Whitehaven, Cockermouth, or Carlisle, to consider his sug
gestion together with any others that might be made to
benefit the county.

A Chairman ought to be appointed immed

iately, and the first item of business ought to be the pro
priety of such an Association.

To bring the Association to

fruition firmly, each member ought immediately deposit a
specific sum; for example, one per cent on the rent-roll of
the subscriber's landed estate in the county, observing
perhaps a minimum holding of not less than £100 per annum.
He would yield on this point if such an exclusion of persons
would cripple the subscription.
Those with the greatest interest in such an under
taking would be those who lived on their estates.

Boucher
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was held by absentee landlords.

However, he thought that

the passing of absentee landlord laws would be a cure far
worse than the symptoms.
Every subscriber in the Association would pay not less
than two guineas for every hundred a year he was worth in
the county, and every subscriber would have one vote in the
election of each member of the committees which would have
to be created to handle the business.

Boucher went on with

intricate plans for the operation of the Association, con
cluding with his hope that his whole plan might serve as a
"kind of platform, whereon to form and erect some better
considered and better digested system . . . "

He offered to

answer any question, if they were directed to X. Y. Ware's
Office, Whitehaven, or Jollie's, Carlisle— to be "left there,
unopened, till called for."
The time and place for "our Convention"

he proposed

to leave to the appointment of four gentlemen of distinction,
Senhouse, Curwen, Brisco, and Sir James Graham.
would take no overt role.

Boucher

The term "Convention," the title

"Association," the organization by committees, and the Loan
Office type of financing were all products of Boucher's
American experience.

Ironically, much of it was framed in

terminology more than a little reminiscent of the operation
of the supra-legal bodies of the pre-Revolutionary days in
Maryland.
The proposal was a far-reaching, liberal, and wellplanned welfare plan far advanced for 1792 in Cumberland or
any place in the world.

Only in the twentieth century have

societies begun to meet such needs in ways he suggested.
Sadly enough, he had dared to hope that an idea so beneficial
in its intent and so well thought out in arrangements could
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One could discard party

interests, and deal directly with those most concerned,
Boucher thought.

Disappointingly, the plan died quietly and,

quite possibly, in X. Y. Ware's Office at Whitehaven, or
Jollie's anonymous mail box, for lack of interest.
Three years later, in 1797, Boucher brought out his
volume of thirteen sermons, A View of the Causes and Conse
quences of the American Revolution.

He had written of his

intention to publish his sermons in 1779, after he had read
one published by a Dr. Glasse and had thought his own sermons
compared favorably with those of Glasse.

He had commented

to James that he had once before thought of a volume of ser
mons, on a subscription basis, when his circumstances had
been "really bad"; and now he observed that he had written
"in about six weeks so many sermons for the express purpose."
Boucher made the following request of the Rev. James:
If you can & will (as you once before did) give Me half
a dozen Sermons, with Leave to print them, or even a
less Number--along with my own— impudent as the Ex
pectation may seem,— I yet cannot help thinking, it
would be the making of Me. I am much in earnest in
this Request; but at any rate talk to Me about it: &,
if you disapprove of this, point out to Me, if you can,
something that you think I can do— when I have any
Leisure: which, however, will not be the Case for some
Time.^
This raises some question of ethics.

Did Boucher write

all thirteen sermons in America or were six of them written
in England?

This request to James also raises the question

of authorship.
the Rev. James.

Some of the sermons may have been written by
Whether James gave him any sermons for pub

lication is unknown, for there is no further reference to the

"'’Boucher to James, 10 Nov. 1779.
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- 472 subject in the Boucher-James correspondence.

Possibly James

thought the request an unethical one, and avoided answering
at all in order to spare Boucher embarrassment.

Perhaps

James replied negatively, and Boucher tactfully dropped the
matter.
Since there are no letters in this collection written
by James, and certainly Boucher gave no credit lines to the
Rev. James in any part of the book of sermons, this must
remain an open question with respect to all of the sermons
but for two which would seem definitely to have been written
in America.

The first,

"On the Peace in 1763," was mentioned

by Boucher in a letter to young James Maury in Virginia in
1798, when he recalled that his first sermon had been lost
out of somebody's saddlebags coming from the Rev. Tickell's
house in Louisa County.

It had been found, but had been t o m

by hogs, an occasion for much joking.

Boucher also reminded

Maury that he had very likely heard his second sermon, which
Boucher had delivered at the Church at Mattapony, where many
people from Fredericksburg had been in attendance.^
With a certain straightforwardness characteristic of
Boucher, he had dedicated the book to George Washington, and
sent him a copy.

The dedicating lines are rather adroit, and

certainly in no way an apology for the last letter to
Washington that Boucher had written on the eve of his de
parture from America.

Boucher praised Washington for having

asserted, in his farewell valedictory address, that the only
firm support of political prosperity were religion and mo-

'*'Boucher to James Maury, 17 Feb. 1798. MHM, X (1915),
120. These comments were made in a discussion of the con
tents of Boucher's A View, which Maury disapproved of and
apparently Maury had taken 'Boucher to task for dedicating
and sending a copy of such a book to Washington.
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Boucher also complimented him on the United States

form of government:
As a British subject I have observed with pleasure that
the form of Government, under which you and your fellowcitizens now hope to find peace and happiness, however
defective in many respects, has, in the unity of it's
[sic] executive, and the division of it's [sic] legis
lative powers, been framed after a British model . . .
Boucher had additional words of praise for Washington's
discharge of his duty in the office of President:
. . . you have resisted those anarchical doctrines,
which are hardly less dangerous to America than to
Europe, [such a discharge of duty] is not more an eulogium on the wisdom of our forefathers, than honourable
to your individual wisdom and integrity.^
The sermons themselves have been discussed at length
in various chapters, but A View is also notable for its
Preface, which may be one of the first historiographic
studies of the American Revolution, the result of Boucher's
thorough study of all of the writing on the Revolution in
his search for an interpretative history.

He failed to find

one, attributing the lack to the extremely partisan histories
that had been written.

Certainly a revolution separating

thirteen British colonies was one of the most remarkable
events in modern times, and one without a parallel in the
history of the world until the Revolution in France, which
was directly attributable to the American Revolution.
Several pages of the Preface are devoted to a rudimen
tary bibliographic essay.

James Murray of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne had published An Impartial History of the Present War

There was some long delay before Washington received
the book, or at least before it came to his attention.
Washington wrote a gracious note to Boucher, although he ad
mitted that he had not yet read A View.
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was so partial, inflammatory, ordinary, and meager a per
formance that it was not deserving of criticism.

In 1785,

John Andrews had published a four volume History of the Late
War, which was marred, Boucher thought, by little personal
knowledge of the controversy or the facts.

He seemed to have

taken a view of the Americans that was most favorable, prob
ably because he found most of the available material on the
American side of the issue, Boucher observed.
The history by Francois Soules, Histoire des Troubles
de l'Amerique, in two volumes, contained no information but
from public papers, and Boucher judged it to be inadequate.
As for the work of David Ramsay, M.D. and Member of the
American Congress, The History of the American Revolution
(two volumes), he conceded that it had great merit in com
position but was the product of an avowed partisan of revolt
and obviously reflected puritan and republican principles.
He had less respect for the work of William Gordon,
D.D., whose History of the Rise, Progress, and Establishment
of the Independence of the United States of America (four
volumes), because, although it was "decently written," it was
written to be sold and the author obviously thought that "the
voice of the people is truly the voice of God. 11 His opinion
of the Travels of the Marquis de Chastellux, has already
been discussed.

Where was the history that examined the

evidence on the Loyalist side of the issue, Boucher wondered?
After the Grand Rebellion, and even after the Revo
lution of 1688, each side had published histories of its
own, but this was not the case with the American Revolution.
Of course there were a few military histories by British
generals, but unfortunately, of these, the only histories
in favor of the British side, most were primarily vindica-
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Surely, he pleaded, there ought to be an official his
tory, and the absence of one could be laid at the door of
George Germain.

The papers he could have used were in his

hands for a long time, Boucher commented; in addition Germain
had adequate talent for such an undertaking and the authority
to do it.

Germain's only excuse could have been that it would

have been an unpopular history, and he himself was already an
unpopular figure.
It seemed lamentable to Boucher that:
. . . the men of whom I am now speaking should have
been so lost to all proper sense of dignity of char
acter as tamely to submit to be handed down to posterity,
either as the weak tools of a weak ministry, and this
too when the means of a complete vindication were in
their own hands (by the publication of official papers)
is such an instance of unconcern about honest fame as
could have occurred only in this eighteenth century.
Forty volumes of pamphlets were written pro and con
during the war, Boucher explained?
the sword in the American contest."

"the pen was as busy as
It was a literary warfare,

and the fates of the two parties in this battle of writing
skill were as different as they were in the field.
respects,

In both

"victory very generally rested with the Britons?

whilst all the advantages of victory attached to the Ameri
cans ."
The fate of the Loyalists at the hands of posterity
gave him cause for concern.

As a practical matter, he could

see that there was a prohibition on writing of Loyalist his
tory, a prohibition managed and directed skillfully by mem
bers and friends of the administration as well as by their
opponents.

The practical result then was an absence of under

standing of the Loyalist position.

He complained of this

suppression, in terms of the bitter suppression of an earlier

